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* D E C E M B E R T E R M , 1830. 1 

O W I N G S et al. vs. OWINGS.—December , 1830. 

An appeal from a decree of the Chancellor cannot properly be taken, after 
the death of the only complainant in the cause, in the name of such 
complainant; and neither the appearance of the representatives of the 
deceased party, after a suggestion of the death in the Appellate Court, 
nor the appearance of the other party there, cures the defect. The 

' Court on motion dismissed such an appeal, (a) 

(a) In Harryinan vs. Ham/man, 49 Md. 70, the Court said that in the case 
in the text "it was held that no appeal could be taken from a decree of the 
Chancellor, after the death of the only complainant in the cause, in the 
name of such complainant; and that neither the appearance of the repre
sentatives of the deceased party, after proof of death in this Court, nor the 
appearance of the other party cured the defect; and the appeal was dis
missed. And the principle of that case was re-affirmed in Carroll vs. Boirie, 
7 Gill. 34; but in the latter case it was the death of the appellee which 
occurred during the pendency of the appeal in this Court, and was suggested 
after rule argument, that gave rise to the question whether the appeal could 
be further prosecuted; and it was held that the case was embraced with the 
common law rule, before referred to, as to defendants in error, and conse
quently there was no abatement or failure of the appeal. But here, the 
defendant having died before the appeal was taken, he never was a party 
to the appeal, and there is no statute that applies to the case, or that gives 
this Court power to entertain the appeal taken under such circumstances. 
It may be that the appellant can reach the justice of the case by a bill of 
revivor and review for errors apparent on the face of the proceedings; but 
there is no power here to review and reverse or affirm the decree appealed 

1 3 G. k J. 
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The Act of 1785, ch. 80, sec. 1, (to prevent the abatement of actions) does 
not apply to causes in the Appellate Court. 

The Acts of 1806, ch. 90, sec. 11, and 1815, ch. 149. sees. 5. 6, relate to causes 
in the Court of Appeals, but neither of them relates to an appeal prayed 
from Chancery in the name of a deceased person. 

i 
A P P E A L from the Court of Chancery. Motion to dismiss the 

appeal. 
In this case a bill was tiled on the 21st of May, 1825, by Colegate 

I ) . Owings, against the appellee, Charlotte C. D. Owings. 

()n the 20th February, 1828, B L A N D , C. decreed in favor of the 
defendant, from which decree an appeal was taken to the then ensu
ing June Term of the Court of Appeals, in the name of the complain
ant, Colegate D . Owings. 

The facts of the case are sufficiently stated by the Judge who de
livered the opinion of this Court. 

* The motion was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J., M A R T I N 
* and S T E P H E N , JJ. 

Johnson, lor the appellant. By the appearance of the appellee, 
the objection to the irregularity of the appeal is waived. 

I f the appellee had not appeared, the appeal would have been dis
continued, and a new appeal taken within the time required by law, 
by the proper parties. That time having now elapsed, the appel
lants are without remedy, if the present appeal is dismissed. He re
ferred to the Acts of 1806, ch. 90, sec. 11, and 1815, ch. 149, sec. 
5, 6. 

Scott, supported the motion. 

B U C H A N A N , O . J. delivered the opinion of the Court. This case is 
brought before us on a motion to dismiss the appeal. 

The decree of the Chancellor, which it is sought to have reviewed 
in this Court, was passed on the 20th February, 1828, in favor of the 
defendant. From that decree, an appeal was prayed by the solicitor 

from, and the appeal must be dismissed.'* In Thomas vs. Thomas, 57 Md. 
509, the Court approved the construction of the Act of 1815, (Rev. Code, 
Art. 71, sec. 31,) made in the case in the text, and said that, when the 
appellee dies before the transmission of the record, there is no statutory 
provision authorizing the making of new parties by process to be issued out 
of the Appellate Court. "The appellant was, however, not without remedy: 
ample power was conferred on the Circuit Court on her application, after 
the decree was passed, and the death of N. T. occurred, to issue the proper 
process against the executor, devisees and other persons interested, making 
them parties to the cause, to the end that her appeal might be prosecuted 
against them, and affording them an opportunity to appear and defend the 
same in the Court of Appeals. This power is conferred on the Circuit Court 
by Art. 16, seg. 8 of the Code." 
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for Colegate l>. Owings, (who had been eo-̂ Hnunt in Chancery,) 
on the 14th of March, 1828, which was alloweJ^iul the record was 
brought up to the June Term, 1828, when there was an appearance 
of counsel for Charlotte C. D. Owings, the defendant. At tlx' same 
term, a motion to dismiss the appeal, appears to have been entered. 
On the 18th of November, 1828, an affidavit of the death of Colegate 
D. Owings was filed, in which it is stated that she died on the 1st 
March, 1828, before the appeal was prayed, and at the June Term, 
182!), the heirs-at-law of Colegate D. Owings, appeared in the case to 
prosecute the appeal. 

The motion to dismiss the appeal is founded on the fact, supported 
by affidavit, that the nominal appellant, Colegate D. Owings, was 
dead at the time the appeal was prayed, and that the record was 
improperly brought up; and the question is, whether the objection 
to the case being entertained has been removed, either by the ap
pearance of # counsel for the defendant, or of the heirs-at law 
of Colegate D. Owiugs 1 •» 

It has been decided in Roche vs. Johnson and Wife, by this Court 
sitting on the Eastern Shore, at June Term, 1806, that cases in this 
Court are not within the provisions of the Act of 1785, ch. 80, sec. 1. 
But if it was otherwise, and that Act could be held to relate to suits 
in this Court, this is not a case to which it could apply. That Act 
provides against an action abating by the death of either party after 
suit brought, and authorizes the appearance of those interested, but 
makes no provision for the case of a suit brought in the name of a 
dead person. 

The Acts of 1806, ch. 90, sec. 11, and 1815, ch. 149, sees. 5, 6, do 
relate to cases in the Court of Appeals, but neither of them embrace 
a case such as this. The former of those Acts only providing, that 
if either of the parties to a cause in the Court of Appeals, shall 
die, after the cause has been put under rule argument, it shall not 
therefore abate, but that the Court shall give judgment, as if such 
deceased party were alive. And the latter providing for the case of 
the death of an appellant, or plaintiff in error, after an appeal has 
been made, or writ of error brought, and directing that no appeal or 
writ of error shall abate, by the death of either party, if the heir, &c. 
of the deceased party, shall at the first or second term, succeeding 
the death, make the necessary suggestion, and appear to the appeal, 
or writ of error for the purpose of prosecuting or defending it; thus 
clearly not applying to this case, in which the appeal was made in 
the name of a person, not in esse at the time. But if, by any possible 
construction, it could be held to embrace the case of an appeal made 
in the name of a dead person, it would not have the effect to save 
this ease; the provision being, that no appeal, or writ of error, shall 
abate by the death of either party, if the heir, Sc. of the deceased 
party, shall at the first or second term succeeding the death, make 
the necessary suggestion, and appear, Sc. so that the necessary corol 
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larj is. iliat^H|i|i|M'al or writ of error, will in * such a case 
" a b a t e , it t l a ^ ^ r , & C . of t h e deceased party shall Hot a t the 

first or second term succeeding' the death make the necessary sug
gestion, and appear, &c. And not only was there no suggestion of 
the death in this case, by the heir of the deceased, but the appear
ance of the heirs was not until the third term after the death. So 
that if there had been an appeal properly depending in this Court, it 
would regularly, have abated. But there was no appeal properly made, 
or depending here, and the mere appearance of the heirs of Colegate 
D. Owings, does not stand in the way of the motion to dismiss; 
their appearance being without authority, and the case standing, as 
if no such appearance had been entered. Nor has the objection 
been waived or obviated by the appearance of counsel for Charlotte 
C. D . Owings, which may have been only for the purpose of making 
the motion to dismiss, and could not have the effect, to render the 
mere sending up the record, and docketing the case in the name of 
one who was dead, a good and available appeal. 

I t was not a mere irregularity, but a complete and radical defect. 
Appeal dismissed. 

M C L A U G H L I N VS. D E YOUNG.—December , 1830. 

Y. sued out a writ in trespass upon the case against M. J. R. and S. and filed 
a declaration, counting upon their note as copartners. M. only was 
arrested. At the return term of the writ he pleaded as follows: "And 
the said M. comes and says, that he is in no wise guilty of the trespass 
aforesaid, as the said Y. above, complains against him; for plea he says, 
that the said W. R. who in the said writ is called J. R. one of the de
fendants, is dead, and that he died before the suing out of the said writ 
of the said M. to wi t , at, &c . and this, &c . W h e r e u p o n he p rays j u d g 
ment of the writ aforesaid, and that it may be quashed." Held, upon 
special demurrer, that this was a valid plea in abatement, (a) 

A plea in abatement of the writ, is one which shows ground for abating or 
quashing it, without at the same time denying the right of action itself; 
and if a plea begins in bar, though it contains matter in abatement, it 
will be treated as a plea in bar. 

_ * An informal or repugnant protestation does not on demurrer, vitiate 
" a plea. 
The death of one of the parties named as defendant in a writ, before the 

impetration of it, is ground of abatement. 

A P P E A L from Baltimore County Court. These were actions of 
assumpsit brought by the appellee, Meichel De Young, against 
Matthew McLaughlin, John Eeed and William Simpson, on the 27th 
July, 1826. 

(a) But see Rev. Code, Art. 64, sec. 32. 
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They were founded on promissory notes, which the defendants 
were alleged in the declarations to have made as copartners in trade, 
under the firm of McLaughlin, Reed and Simpson. 

The writs were returned by the sheriff, cepi" "Mat thew, " " non 
est, the rest." 

A t the return term, the appellant, Matthew McLaughlin, appeared, 
and filed the following plea: " A n d the said Matthew comes and 
says, that he is in no wise guilty of the trespass aforesaid, as the said 
Meichel above complains against him, for plea he says, that the said 
William Reed, who in the said writ, is called by the name of John 
Reed, one of the defendants, is dead, and that he died before the 
suing out of the said writ of the said Meichel, to wit, at Baltimore 
County aforesaid, and this he is ready to verify; wherefore he prays 
judgment of the writ aforesaid, and that it may be quashed, &c." 

The plaintiff demurred specially to this plea. 1st. "Tha t it is 
defective in this, that it concludes by praying judgment of the writ, 
and that the same may be quashed, &c. whereas, it ought to have 
concluded by praying judgment, if the Court will proceed any fur
ther." 2d. " Tha t in it the said defendant says, that he is in no 
wise guilty of the trespass aforesaid, aud it appears from the pro 
ceedings had before the said plea was put in, that the cause of action 
was in case, sounding in assumpsit, and not in trespass." 3d. "That 
it is double in this, that it alleges that the said defendant was not 
guilty of the trespass aforesaid, and also, that the said William Reed, 
who in the said plea, is called John Reed, died before the suing out 
of the said writ." * 4th. " T h a t it is both in bar, and abate
ment." 5th. " That it begins as a plea in bar." " 

The defendant joined in demurrer, and the judgments of the 
County Court being against him, he prosecuted the present appeals. 

The causes were argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J., E A R L E , M A R 
T I N , S T E P H E N , and D O R S E Y , JJ. 

Scott, for the appellant. 
Gill, for the appellee, referred to 2 Harr. Ent. 301; 1 Chitty's Plead. 

445; 1 Sound. Plead. Ev. 13; 1 Stephens' Plead. 05, 00; 1 Chitty's 
Plead. 439, 440, 450, 445, 446; 2 Saund. Rep. 209 a, (note;) 3 Term 
Rep. 185. 

B U C H A N A N , C. J. delivered the opinion of the Court. A plea in 
abatement of the writ, is one which shows ground for abating or 
quashing it, without at the same time denying the right of action 
itself; and if a plea begins in bar, though it contains matter in abate
ment, it will be treated as a plea in bar. But this plea is not ob
noxious to the objection raised to it, that it begins in bar. I t seems 
to have been literally copied from a plea of the same kind in Went- ' 
worth, and although it is headed by the word, "says that he is in no 
wise guilty of the trespass aforesaid, as the said Meichel above com 
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plains, against him," yet they are not to be considered and treated 
as if introduced as a material part of the plea itself, but only by way 
of informal protestation, which is clearly shown by the next suc
ceeding words, " for plea says," &c. and in Story on Pleading, we 
find the same plea with the same matter prefixed with this difference 
only, that it is set out in the shape of a more formal protestation. A n d 

it is not a material objection to the plea, either that it is infor-
* mal, as * a protestation, or that the writ is treated as a writ in 
trespass, when it appears from the declaration to be an action of as
sumpsit, a protestation being wholly immaterial, and of no avail in 
the action in which it is used, but intended only to guard the party 
against being concluded in another action which it has in view. 
Hence, a repugnant, inconsistent, idle, or superfluous protestation, 
does not on demurrer vitiate the plea, whatever its faults of form 
may be. Treating this then, as an informal protestation, wholly im
material to the action, and not in other respects vitiating the plea, 
it does not infect it with duplicity, as is supposed by the demurrer. 

The death of one of the parties named as a defendant in the writ, 
before the impetration of it, is not only proper matter of abatement, 
but sufficiently pleaded, the words " the said," introduced into the 
plea, showing William Reed, the person alleged to be dead, and the 
person named in the writ, John Reed, to be oue and the same. And 
it is clearly no cause of demurrer, that the plea concludes with the 
prayer, that the writ may be quashed; it is the only proper conclu
sion of such a plea in abatement, and is not like the case of a plea in 
abatement, to the person of the plaintiff or defendant, showing a 
personal disability in one or the other, to sue or to be sued, as that 
the plaintiff for example, is an alien enemy. Pleas of that character 
not falling strictly within the definition of pleas in abatement, do not 
"pray that the writ may be quashed," but " i f the plaintiff ought to 
be answered, &c." But a plea o f the character o f this, strictly in 
abatement, showing a ground for quashing the original writ, properly 
concludes by praying " that the writ may be quashed." 

The demurrers to the pleas, ought, we think, to have been over
ruled, and for that reason Judgment* reversed. 

$ * S T A T E VS. J O H N , alias J A C K DENT.—December , 1830. 

In an indictment for an assault with intent to murder, it is not necessary to 
state the instrument, or means made use of by the assailant, to effectuate 
the murderous intent, (a) 

The means of effecting the criminal intent or the circumstances evincive of 
the design with which the act was done, are considered to be matters of 

(a) Cited in Bode vs. Stare, 7 Gill, 332; Manly vs. State, 7 Md. 148; Harwood 
vs. Marshall, 9 Md. 107; Parkinson vs. State, 14 Md. 198: Hollohan vs. State, 
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evidence for the jury to demonstrate the intent, and not necessary to be 
incorporated in an indictment. 

E R R O R to the City Court of Baltimore. The defendant in error, 
was tried on the following indictment, in Baltimore City Court, at 
June Term, 1830. " State of Maryland, City of Baltimore, to w i t : 
The jurors of the State of Maryland, for the body of the City of 
Baltimore, do upon their oaths present, that John Dent, late of the 
city aforesaid, negro, otherwise called Jack Dent, on the 15th day of 
April, 1830. with force and arms, at the city aforesaid, in and upon 
one Joseph Daiger, then and there being one of the constables of the 
City of Baltimore, and in the execution of his the said Joseph's duty 
as such, and in the peace of God, and of the said State, then and 
there being, did make an assault, with the intent him the said Joseph 
Daiger, then and there feloniously, wilfully, and of his malice afore
thought to murder, contrary to the form of the Act of Assembly in 
such case made and provided, and against, &c." 

The second count was for a common assault and battery. 
The defendant pleaded not guilty, and there was a general verdict 

of guilty, upon both counts of the indictment, when a motion was 
made in arrest of the judgment. 

1st. Because, " the averment that Daiger was in the due execution 
of his office, is not made with time and place." 

2d. " T h e means with which the assault was made, to carry into 
effect the intent, are not stated." 

The City Court pronounced the following judgment: 
" T h e first reason is not supported. On examination of the indict

ment it will be found, that the time and place in both counts, are 
correctly averred. The motion on this ground, is therefore overruled. 

* The second reason, we think, is well founded. The Ac t 
of Assembly does not affect the form of the indictment, or the " 
evidence necessary to support it, but leaves both as at common law, 
only changing the nature of the punishment. The offence is still a 
misdemeanor. The only question therefore, is, whether the means 
or instrument by which the intention was to be effected, ought to 
have beeu stated in the indictment. And we think they ought to 
have been. In ordinary cases of assault, the means, or instrument 
of inflicting the injury, are mere matters of aggravation, and there
fore may be inserted or omitted, without detriment. But it is other
wise where the assault is accompanied by an intention to commit 
murder. In that case, the means or instrument used are material 
and necessary in the description of the offence, as they indicate the 
malicious intention of the party, and must therefore be stated as 

32 Md. 401; Deckard vs. State. 38 Md. 209. The indictment in the case in the 
text was under Rev. Code, Art. 72, sec. 22, and was held to be sufficient 
because the offence was charged in the language of the statute. Bode vs. 
State, supra. 
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well in this case as where the crime has been consummated; and for 
this plain reason, amongst others, because in both the adequacy of 
the means, as well as their use, must be proved before the party can 
be convicted, and no evidence should be received of them, unless 
they are stated in the indictment. I t will be found on recurrence to 
Ghitty, Starkie, and Archbold, that all the precedents of indictments 
at common law. lor offences of this kind, are in conformity to this 
opinion. The Court therefore arrest the judgment on the first count, 
but direct the clerk to enter it upon the second." 

The present writ of error was thereupon prosecuted by the State. 

The case was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. .1., E A R L E , S T E P H E N , 

and D O R S E Y , J J . 

Taney, (Attorney-General,) and Gill, for the State, contended, that 
an iudictment for an assault with intent to murder, under the Ac t 
of 1809, ch. 138, is sufficiently certain, which charges the assault 
to have been made with that intent. That in such case neither the 
11\ 8 P e ° i a ' manner of the * assault, nor the circumstances from 

which the particular intent may be inferred, need be stated. 
Ac t of 1809, ch. 138, sec. 4 ; 3 Chitty's Cri. Late, 569, 591; State vs. 
Cassel, 2H.&G. 410; 1 East Cr. Law, 411; 3 Johns. 511; 1 Stark, 
on Plead. 98, 102. 

No counsel argued for the defendant in error. 

S T E P H E N , J . delivered the opinion of the Court. This case comes 
up on a writ of error to Baltimore City Court, and the sole question 
which it presents for the decision of this Court is, whether according 
to the principles of criminal pleading it is necessary in an indictment 
for an assault with intent to murder, to state in the indictment the 
instrument, or means made use of to effectuate the murderous in
tent. I t is incontrovertibly true, that the main object of all plead
ings, both civil and criminal, is to apprise the party charged, of the 
nature of the case to which he is called upon to respond, so that he 
may not be taken by surprise, and that he may come prepared to 
defend himself against the allegations of the opposite party. But 
we do not think that the principles of criminal jurisprudence require 
in this case anything more than that the offence should be charged 
in the language of the statute by which it is created. The indict
ment in this case is founded upon the Ac t of 1809, commonly called 
the penitentiary law—the offence as denned and prohibited by that 
law is an assault with intent to murder. This is the character given 
to the assault charged in this indictment. I t is averred that it was 
committed with inteut to murder, and such averment we consider to 
be a full compliance with the requisitions of the law. The means of 
effecting the criminal intent, or the circumstances evincive of the 
quo animo, with which the act was done, are considered to be more 
properly matters of evidence for the jury to demonstrate the intent, 
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than proper to be incorporated into the indictment; became that 
intent may be proved or illustrated by such a variety *o f cir
cumstances, as it would be very inconvenient, a t all times, to * J 

embody in the indictment, or place upon the record; and if the 
means adopted are necessary to be stated, it would seem to follow as 
a necessary consequence that all the means, however multifarious, 
should be explicitly averred. Sir Matthew Hale observes 2 P. C. 
193, " T h a t in favor of life, great strictnesses have been in all times 
required in points of indictments: and the truth is, that it i s grown 
to be a blemish and inconvenience in the law, and the administra
tion thereof. More offenders escape by the over-easy ear given to 
exceptions in indictments, than by their own innocence; and many 
times gross murders, burglaries, robberies, and other heinous and 
crying offences, escape by these unseemly niceties, to the reproach 
of the law, to the shame of the government, and to the encourage
ment of villainy, and to the dishonor of God; and it were very fit, 
that by some law, this overgrown curiosity and nicety were reformed, 
which is now become the disease of the law, and will, 1 fear, in time, 
grow mortal, without some timely remedy." I t must be admitted 
that there is much good sense in the above remarks, which are enti
tled to great weight, when it is considered that they proceeded from 
one of the most enlightened, humane, and Christian Judges that ever 
graced or adorned the bench of British justice. That it is sufficient 
to charge the offeuce in the words of the prohibitory statute, will be 
found in 2d Burr. 1030, where the Court says, " I t is enough for the 
prosecutor to bring the case within the general purview of the sta
tute upon which the indictment is founded, if that statute has gen
eral prohibitory words in i t ; for where an indictment is brought 
upon a statute, which has general prohibitory words in it, it is suffi
cient to charge the offence generally, in the words of the statute." 

In 3 Johns. N. Y. Rep. 511, the same principle is recognized and 
affirmed when the Court says, " T h e intent to commit *mur-
der was here charged in the words of the statute, and we think * ~ 
that was sufficient." 

This iudictment is for an assault and battery, and the quo animo 
was to be collected from the circumstances. I t was enough to state 
with the usual precision, the facts requisite to constitute an assault 
and battery, aud to aver the intent with which it was made. This 
intent might have been inferred and proved from the declarations 
of the defendant, previous to the assault. The indictment required 
no other facts than were necessary to establish an assault and bat
tery. The crime charged, was after all, but a misdemeanor. I t w a s 
not a felony, though the intent was to commit one. The same prin
ciple has been affirmed and established by this Court, in the case of 
the State, vs. Cosset, 2 H. & 6. 407. Upon the whole, we think that 
the facta aud circumstances evincive of the murderous intent, are 
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matters of evidence to be submitted to the jury, and are not neces
sary to be charged in the indictment. 

The judgment of Baltimore City Court is therefore reversed. 
Judgment reversed, and procedendo awarded. 

J A M E S M C C O R M I C K , J R . VS. F A Y E T T E G I B S O N et al.—December, 

1830 . 

The bar, arising from the Act of Limitations, relied upon in the answer of 
one co-defendant to a bill in Chancery, brought by a creditor against 
devisees, to recover his claim out of the real estate of a deceased debtor, 
upon 'the ground that the personal estate had been exhausted in the 
payment of debts, will not enure to the benefit of the other co-defend
ants, and authorize the Chancellor to dismiss the bill, (a) 

Upon a bill of this description, where the devisees have received distinct 
parcels of property, the interests of the defendants are several and dis
tinct. The claim against each being in proportion to the amount devised 
to him. (6) 

* A P P E A L , from Chancery. This was a bill filed in the 
* ** Court of Chancery on the 19th of June, 1824, against the heirs, 
devisees and administrator, and purchasers from the heirs and de
visees of Jacob Gibson, deceased, (the appellees,) by James McCor
mick, Jr. (the appellant.) The object of this bill was to enforce the 
payment of a promissory note of Jacob Gibson, dated the 18th Octo
ber, 1817, payable five months after date, for $2,500, which had reg
ularly come to the hands of the complainant by endorsement. The 
bill alleged the personal estate of the maker of the note to have been 
exhausted in the payment of debts; that this note had not been paid : 
that a large real estate of the deceased was in the possession of the 
defendants by his devise, and by purchase from his devisees, and 
prayed for a sale of the real estate, payment of the note, and for 
general relief. Jacob Gibson died on the 10th of January, 1818. 
Several of the defendants answered the bill, others, non-residents, 
were proceeded against by publication, &c. Among the answers was 
the following of James Tilton, who had intermarried with one of the 
devisees of the deceased. 

" T h e separate answer of James Tilton to the bill of complainant 
aforesaid : 

" This defendant, now, &c. says that he has no particular know 
ledge of the note alleged to have been executed by the said Gibson, 

(a) Affirmed in Simms vs. Lloyd, 58 Md. 480. Cited in B. B. Co. vs. Trim
ble, 51 Md. 110. Distinguished in Thompson vs. Albert, 15 Md. 283. As uo 
sale of decedent's real estate for the payment of his debts, see Rev. Code, 
Art. 66, sec. 1; Gibson vs. McCormick, 10 G. & J. 65. 

(b) Cited in Grain, vs. Barnes, 1 Md. Ch. 155. 
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to Samuel Hughes, or of the endorsements thereon; but if the same 
was executed aud endorsed as alleged, he is advised that the debt 
was due more than three years before the filing of the aforesaid bill, 
and he pleads the Ac t for the limitation of actions, in bar to the 
relief which is sought by the bill of complaint, and prays to have the 
benefit of the same at the final hearing, fh i s defendant admits the 
death of the said Jacob Gibson, and that he made a will, as stated 
in the complainant's bill, and admits the will as filed. The defend
ant, however, does not admit that the personal estate has been ex
hausted in a due course of administration; on the contrary, he de
nies # that such is the fact, and he is advised that the heirs 
and devisees are not to be included or affected by any pro- " 
ceedings which may have been had at law against the executor of 
the said Jacob Gibson, and prays to be dismissed, Sc . " 

None of the other answers relied upon the Ac t of Limitations. 
The execution of the note was proved, and the complainant had ob
tained judgment against the administrator. The final account of 
the administrator with the Orphaus' Court, showed the personal estate 
to have been exhausted, and did not show that the debt claimed 
here, had been paid. Several of the answers admitted the complain
ant's demand had not been paid. 

On the 22d January, 1828, upon final hearing, B L A N D , C. passed 
the following decree: 

" T h i s bill was filed on the 19th January, 1824, by James McCor
mick, Jr. to have the real estate of the late John Gibson sold, to 
satisfy a debt due to him, on the ground that Gibson's personal 
estate had been exhausted. The claim of the plaintiff is founded 
upon a promissory note, bearing date on the 18th October, 1817, 
given by the late Jacob Gibson to Samuel Hughes, payable five 
months after, aud of which, by several endorsements, the plaintiff 
has become the holder. 

In opposition to this claim, one of the defendants, James Tilton, 
in his answer, insists and relies upon the Ac t of Limitations as a bar, 
and it is quite clear, that this objection, when made by any one of 
the defendants, is as effectual as if it had been made by them all. 
There is nothing in the proof to take the case out of the Act , and it 
has been established by the Court of Appeals, that a judgment 
against an executor, as such as that which has been obtained by this 
plaintiff against the executor of Gibson, cannot deprive the heirs of 
a deceased debtor of the right to take advantage of the Act of Lim
itation, as a bar." He therefore dismissed the bill with costs. 

From this decree the complainant appealed to this Court. 

* The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J . , M A R T I N 
and D O R S E Y , J J . 
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Taney, (Attorney-General,) and Scott, for the appellant, contended, 
that the Statute of Limitations offered no defence to the claim of the 
complainant. Because, 1. The claim demanded was not due at the 
death of Jacob Gibson. 2. Not being due at the death of Gibson, 
aud his personal estate having been exhausted iu the payment of 
debts, there is no foundation for the plea of limitations, .'i. Jacob 
Gibson, by his will, charged his estate with the payment of his debts, 
and made a devise of the remainder of his estate after the payment 
of his debts. 4. That James Tilton being a non-resident defendant, 
and absent, could not avail himself of the plea of limitations. 5. 
That Tilton not appearing and auswering the bill before the time 
limited for his answering it, iu the order of publication awarded 
against him as an absent defendant, could not plead limitations. 
6. That admitting the plea of limitations, the complainant was 
entitled to a decree against the other defendants, and particularly 
against those defendants who did not deny the claim, but con
sented to a decree; and against those not answering, a. decree 
pro confesso had been obtained. They cited 1 H. & J. 743; 2 lb. 
48; 4 lb. 126; 2 H. dt O. 323 ; 8 Com. Dig. (New Ed.) 719; Black-
way vs. Stafford, 1 Dick. 48; Harr. Dig. 348; 1 Sch. and Lef. 413, 
42S, 431; li' Sch. and Lef. 630; 1 Ball and Beatt. 119; 3 Bac. Abr. 
460, 461; 10 Johns. 529, 538, 547. 

* No counsel appeared for the appellees. 

D O R S E Y , J. delivered the opinion of the Court. The only question 
which we are called on to consider is, was the complainant rightfully 
turned out of the Court of Chancery, on the ground that the plea of 
limitations by James Tilton, one of the defendants, is as effectual a 
bar to any relief " as if it had been made by them all." To sustain 
this broad and general principle, thus assumed by the Chancellor, as 
the basis of his decree, but two cases have been cited; viz. Clason 
vs. Morris, 10 John. 524, and Lingan vs. English, decided by this 
Court at June Term, 1830. Before this tribunal, Clason vs. Morris. 
(as far as the present question is concerned,) if an authority at all, 
can ouly be regarded as one of the lightest character. I t was de
cided in the Court of Errors of New York, but partially composed of 
lawyers, by ten senators concurring in opiuion with one Judge of the 
Supreme Court, and live senators dissenting from that opiuion; 
among the dissentient Judges, we find (Chancellor, then Chief Jus
tice,) Kent, Thompson and Van Ness, and with them Senator 
Piatt, subsequently a distinguished member of that Court. When 
we contemplate the overwhelming preponderance in the number of 
Judges of the Supreme Court, and perhaps of the legal talents of the 
Court of Errors, which dissented from the principle asserted in Cla
son vs. Morris, ought it not rather to be regarded as a case denying, 
than establishing the doctrine contended for. Justice Spencer, 
whose views were adopted by a majority of the senators, admits that 
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he had met with no cases in equity to sustain his position; and he 
rests it wholly upon an unwarrantable analogy, between proceedings 
at law and in equity. "For, (says he,) it is a well settled principle 
of law, that in actions upon contract, the plea of one defendant 
enures to the benefit of all, lor the contract being entire, the plaint i l l 
must succeed upon it against nil or none: and therefore, if the plain-
till' fails at the trial upon the plea o f one defendant, he cannot 
• have judgment against t h o s e who let judgment go by de- * • 
fault." But does such rigid formality exist in Courts of Chancery, or 
is it at all consistent with the principles and practice by which t h o s e 

tribunals are, regulated ."Must the complainants succeed against all 
or none? Every day's experience gives the negative to these in
quiries. A decree may give joint relief to both complainants, or sep
arate and distinct relief to each. A s to one, the bill may be dis
missed; whilst full relief is granted to the other. The same prin
ciple applies to defendants. Joint relief may be granted against both ; 
a separate and distinct relief agaiust each. The bill may be dis
missed as against one defendant, and full relief obtained against the 
other. A t law the same redress is given, the same judgment is en
tered against all. Hut this is the offspring of mere legal technicality, 
and bears no application to proceedings in a Court of Chancery; 
which disregarding matters of form, modifies its remedies to every 
variety of circumstances, and reaching the substance of the case, 
gives relief according to the several equities of the respective par
ties. 

I f by analogy to the course of proceeding at common law, we are 
to adopt the doctrine, that a bar sustained by one defendant, ope
rates to prevent a recovery against the rest, justice surely demands 
that the analogy should be carried out; and that in equity as a t law, 
an acknowledgment by one defendant should restore the remedy 
agaiust all. In that event, the answer of Fayette Gibson in this 
case, would entitle the complainant to a decree against Tilton,. as 
well as the, other parties defendants. I f in the case iu New York, 
where the defence went to the whole merits of the claim, it was a 
matter for discordant opinions amongst eminent jurisi s ; is there room 
for a doubt on the subject before us, when the defence relied on is a 
mere statutory bar, intended only for the protection o f t h o s e who s e e k 

shelter under its wings. Upon what grounds was the plea of limita
tions created at bar ! Upon the presumption that the party bail 
paid and lost, or was unable to produce * the evidence of his 
payment. Jacob Gibson died in less than three months alter 
the execution o f the note on which the complainant's claim is 
founded; and that note is made pay able five moot l i s after its date. 
Tilton's plea then cannot rest on the presumption that the whole note 
was paid by the testator, because he died before it became due ; nor on 
the presumption that it was paid by Tilton, because be was under n o 
legal obligation to do so. Al l that he could have been required t o pay. 
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and therefore can be presumed to hare paid, was that proportion of 
the debt which the value of the real estate given to his wile, bore to the 
value of the whole real estate devised. This is the greatest latitude 
that could be given to the operation of this plea of limitations. But it 
cannot be available even to that extent. He has pleaded for himself 
only; against his wife a decree pro confesso has been suffered to pass; 
so that nothing is saved by the plea but his life estate; the rever
sionary interest of the wife remaining liable to the claim of the com-
plaiuant. Regarding the plea in this limited aud almost immaterial 
aspect, can it be received as a bar to all redress against any of the 
defendants; some of whom have in answering, admitted every mate
rial allegation in the bill, and consented to a decree, giving the relief 
which has been prayed for ? The interests of the defendants here 
are several and distinct, and not jo int ; theclaiin against each being 
in proportion to the amount devised to him. There is no joint con
tract to be enforced; no unity of interest in the property to be 
affected. I f such a general rule of equity, as that stated by the 
Chancellor does exist (which we cannot admit,) it should not be applied 
to a case like the present. 

The decree under consideration can derive no support from the 
case of Lingan et al. vs. English et ux. decided by this Court at June 
Term, 1830. The question here agitated was not presented by the 
facts in that cause. The complainants tiled their bill, stating that 

James M. Lingan, * their father, conveyed by deed to John 
Henderson, a parcel of land; that Henderson executed and 

delivered a paper to Lingan, by which he acknowledged to have 
received of Lingan, " a deed for 420 acres of land lying in Mont
gomery County, which is to be accounted for by him; that the com
plainants were advised that said paper was an acknowledgment that 
no money was paid for said land; and that it was an engagement 
to pay the purchase, if there was in truth any sale to Henderson ; or 
if not, to reconvey said land to him, Lingan." That John Henderson 
had since died intestate, leaving three of the defendants his heirs-at-
law, and Lydia, (who had since intermarried with David English,) 
his widow, who administered on his estate, and " possessed herself 
of the personal assets of the estate sufficient to pay all just debts 
against it." The bill then prayed, " that by a decree of this honor
able Court, the administratrix of said Henderson may be compelled 
to pay the amount of the purchase money for the land aforesaid; 
or if the sale should not be admitted or proved, that the heirs of the 
said Henderson may be compelled to reconvey to such of your com
plainants as are entitled thereto, the said land," and for general 
relief. English and wife tiled their answer, neither denying nor 
admitting assets. The bill was taken pro confesso as to the other 
defendants, except Richard, who pleaded the Ac t of the General 
Assembly, entitled " a n Act for Limitation of certain actions for 
avoiding suits at law." Upon these proceedings aud the proof taken 
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in support of them, the Chancellor decreed a sale of the land for the 
payment of the purchase money. The bill presented no case warrant 
ing relief, but by a decree for the reconveyance of the land by the heirs 
of Henderson; or payment of the purchase money by the adminis
tratrix. To neither of which remedies did the complainants shew 
themselves entitled upon the proof. The Court of Appeals there
fore, could not have done otherwise than as they did, reverse the 
decree and dismiss the bill. I t * was not necessary to inquire 
into the applicability of the plea of limitations to the case 
presented by the bill, or into its effect aud operation as pleaded. 

Decree reversed. 

< ii \ i . i.r.s W I L S O N VS. J O H N W I L S O N , Surviving Adm'r of J O H N 

W I L S O N . 

The allowance for commissions made to a collector under letters ad colligen
dum, granted upon a deceased person's estate, ought to have no effect 
upon the commissions of the executor or administrator of the same estate. 
They are distinct and independent allowances for different services, (a) 

The law having fixed a minimum and a maximum rate of commission to be 
allowed to executors or administrators, and vested a discretion in the 
Orphans' Court restricted only by those limits, an allowance by that 
Court, of commissions within those rates, is not to be reviewed here. 
This Court has no power to disturb such a decision. (6) 

Interest is not to be charged on money retained by an administrator with 
the sanction of the Orphans1 Court and consent of parties, to meet the 
future contingencies of the estate. 

A P P E A L from the Orphans' Court of Baltimore County. This was 
a petition filed by Charles Wilson, on the 2nd August, 1828, as one of 
the distributees of John Wilson, late of Baltimore County deceased, 
claiming his proportion of the estate. I t charged that John Wilson 
died on the 1st of January, 1819; that Michael Tiernan and William 
Murdock obtained letters ad colligendum upon the estate of the 
deceased, and received a large sum of money on account thereof; 
that on the 11th of August, 1819, John Wilson and Benjamin 
Sterett were appointed administrators, and had little other trouble 
than to receive the estate from and pass receipts to the collector, and 
obtain discharges from the representatives; that a much larger com
mission had been allowed the administrators than the services ren
dered by them are really worth; that is to say, 7£ per cent, on 
$55,130, which with the allowance made to the collectors as 
* commission, exceeds 10 percent, for that object; that the " * * 
petitioner also was entitled to interest on $4,000 for four years, which 

(a) Cf. Lemmon.xs. Hall, 20 Md. 168. . 
(6) Approved in Brady vs. Dilley, 27 Md. 583: Handy vs. Collins, 60 Md. 231. 
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remained in the hands of John Wilson the defendant; that the 
defendant was about to settle another account and claim a further 
commission upon $8,824.74, to which he is not entitled; because the 
whole of that sum was taken out in hardware by the petitioner, and 
that John Wilson had no trouble whatever, except in passing a 
receipt for the same. Prayer, that the defendant may discover what 
trouble he had in the settlement of the estate; that the commissions 
may be reduced, and Wilson charged with the amount disallowed in 
his next account; that he may settle another account, and for further 
relief, &c. 

Copies of the accounts settled by the collector and administrators 
were filed with the petition, ami which sustained the allegation of 
the amount of the commissions. The answer of John Wilson alleged, 
that by virtue of extraordinary diligence and perseverance on the part 
of the administrators, funds of large amount have been recovered 
from the collectors, and saved to the estate. That the collectors origi
nally opposed the grant of letters, and shortly after their appointment 
collected $38,600, and appropriated the same to their private and 
individual use by investing the same iu hardware, and otherwise; 
that the collectors being applied to, refused or neglected to pay, and 
the administrators conceiving the estate in imminent peril of being 
lost, proceedings at law were instituted, and a decree obtained 
against the collectors; and finding it impossible to get the money, 
they were obliged to take such means as the collectors had it iu 
their power to g i ve ; that a large portion of the estate was received 
in hardware, part of which, one of the administrators sold in the 
western country, making himself liable to the estate therefor, and 
for another part they procured purchasers; that as to the money 
retained by the administrators, it was done with the approbation 
of the Court and consent of all parties, to meet the contingencies 

of unsettled claims and proceedings against * the debtors of 
* * * the estate; that this defendant is willing to settle the estate 
so soon as the petitioner shall pay the sum of $2,382.02, which he 
owes the estate, and has no objection that the Court may diminish 
the commissions, if in their judgment just aud equitable. 

The evidence in the cause sustained the allegations of the defend
ant. 

The Orphans' Court decreed that the commissions allowed the 
administrators should not be reduced, nor the defendant charged 
with interest upon the sum retained by him ; and that the defend
ant should settle a final account. 

The petitioner appealed to this Court. 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J., S T E P H E N and 
D O R S E Y , JJ. 

Scott, for the appellant, and Johnson, for the appellee. 
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B U C H A N A N , C. J . delivered the opinion of the Court, We do not 
think either of the points raised in this case can DC sustained.. 

The 14th sec. of the Ac t of 1798, ch. 101, sub ch. :;, authorizes the 
issuing letters ad colligendum by the Orphans' Courts of the several 
counties in the cases specified, and the 18th section authorizes an 
allowance to a collector for his whole trouble, of a commission on 
the amount of the property and debts actually collected and delivered 
to an executor or administrator, at the discretion of the Court, not 
exceeding three per ceut. And the 2nd section of the 10th sub-ch. 
authorizes the allowance to an executor or administrator of a com
mission at the discretion of the Court, not under live, nor more than 
ten per cent., on the amount of the inventory or inventories, exclud
ing what is lost or has perished. 

Here then were letters ad oollingendum granted by the Baltimore 
County Orphans' Court, and a commission of three per cent, allowed 
to the collectors, and letters of administration afterwards granted, 
and a commission allowed * to the administrators of 7£ per 
cent, on the amount received by them from the collectors and 
accounted for, amounting the two commissions together to 10i per 
cent, which it is supposed exceeded the commissions that the Or
phans' Court was authorized to allow, by one-half per cent.; on the 
ground that the whole amount of commissions to be allowed, cannot 
exceed 10 per cent. 

But it is perfectly clear that the allowance to be made of a com 
mission to a collector, and that to an executor or administrator, are 
distinct and independent allowances. 

The allowance to a collector is for his trouble, &c. which has noth
ing to do with the trouble or duties of the executor or adininist rator : 
and the allowance to an executor or administrator is for his trouble 
and responsibility, for which no allowance made to a collector, can 
be any remuneration. 

I t is therefore no objection, that the commission allowed in this 
case to the collectors, and that allowed to the administrator, amount 
together, to more than 10 per cent. The restriction is, that a col
lector shall not be allowed more than three, nor an executor or admin 
ist rator more than 10 per cent. 

But it is contended, that the commission of 1\ percent, to the admin 
istrator, is a greater allowance than ought to have been made. 

The law has fixed a minimum of five, and a maximum rate of com
mission of ten per ceut. to be allowed to executors and administra
tors, with a discretion vested in the Orphans' Court restricted only 
by those limits, and the Court in allowing a commission of 74 per 
cent, having acted within the scope of that discretion, we do not 
think we have any power to disturb the. decision, or to review what 
has been done in that respect. The various circumstances determining 
the amount of the commission proper to be allowed, cannot appear 
to this Court, and every case must be governed by its own peculiar 

L' 3 G. & J . 
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circumstances, subject only to the restrictions already mentioned. 
But if the allowance of commission within the prescribed limits was a 

* fit subject of appeal, there is nothing in the testimony 
accompanying the record, showing the allowance made to the 

administrators to be too great. 
The claim to interest on the amount retained by the administrators 

cannot be maintained; the money was retained with the consent of 
all the parties concerned, under the sanction of the Orphans' Court, 
to meet the contingency of a suit with the collectors, which appeared 
to be a matter not unlikely to happen before the accounts should be 
finally closed. The decree is affirmed with costs. 

Decree affirmed. 

T H O M A S A Y E E S VS. E D W A R D KAIN .—December , 1830. 

A judgment of the County Court, upon an issue joined on a plea of nvl tiel 
record, cannot be reviewed in the Appellate Court, when the appellant 
did not except to that judgment, and incorporate the record which was 
submitted to the Court in a bill of exception, nor put any matter upon 
the record to shew why such judgment should not be rendered, (a) 

A P P E A L from Harford County Court. This was an action of debt, 
brought upon an injunction bond by Edward Kain, (the appellee,) 
against Thomas Ayres, (the appellant.) The plaintiff, to a plea of 
general performance replied, shewing a final decree of the Court of 
Chancery dismissing the bill, to prosecute which the injunction bond 
declared upon, had been given. The defendant, Ayres, rejoined 
that there was no such decree; surrejoinder that there was such a 
decree and profert of the same. The County Court gave judgment 
for the plaintiff; upon which, after inquiry of damages executed, the 
defendant appealed. 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J . , S T E P H E N and 
D O R S E Y , J J . 

"Speed, for the appellant contended, that it was the duty 
of the appellee to produce the record, to sustain the judgment 

of the County Court. 
QUI, for the appellee, contended, that the record referred to in the 

plea was used iu the Court below merely as evidence, and that if the 
defendant supposed it did not sustain the replication, he should have 
excepted as in other cases, where the objection arises upou the evi
dence in the cause; aud having failed to do that, the question was 
not now before the Court. Judgment affirmed. 

(a) Approved in McKnew vs. Duvall, 45 Md. 506. See LeStrange vs. State, 
58 Md. 41, to the same effect. 
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O W E N S VS. COLL INSON.—December , 1830. 

The securities ou an administration bond, in a suit brought by a distributee 
against the administrator, are not competent witnesses to prove, that the 
assets of the deceased have been consumed in the payment of debts. 

It is not true as a uniform rule, that a creditor is a competent witness for 
administrators. He is only so, where the assets are sufficient for the 
payment of debts. When they are not, whether the administrator be 
plaintiff or defendant, if the verdict swells the fund to which he must 
look for the payment of his debts his incompetency is manifest: he is 
only competent when the verdict canuot affect his interest, (a) 

The bail of the defendant is not a competent witness for him. 
In an action upon an administration bond against a surety, the administrator 

is not a competent witness for the defendant. The witness is responsible 
for costs, in case of a recovery against the defendant. 

An administrator, who. being called upon in Chancery to account, comes 
promptly into Court, answers the bill, and submits all his accounts and 
vouchers, and furnishes the means of detecting the errors which are 
fairly attributable to him. is not to be presumed guilty of a fraudulent 
concealment of credits actually omitted. 

Accounts settled in the Orphans' Court, by executors, administrators and 
guardians, are prima facie evidence in all suits touching the matters 
therein contained, to which they are parties; and the onus probanda rests 
on him who seeks to impeach their correctness. (6) 

The Orphans' Courts are the tribunals invested by law, with the power of 
passing claims against the estates of deceased persons. 

(a) Cited in Williams vs. Banks, 11 Md. 229. But see R. C. 70, s. 1. 
(6) Distinguished in Bantz vs. Bantz. 52 Md. 689, where the Court said, 

that the case in the text and that of Donaldson vs. Kaborg, 28 Md. 34, 
"'recognize the accounts as only prima facie right, but liable to be attacked 
with proof against them; and in cases of great lapse of time, and where the 
executor was dead, the Court held that strong proof would be required to 
overthrow the accounts. The Orphans' Court is the proper and primary 
tribunal, (although sometimes a Court of equity is invoked,) to determine 
all such controversies, and this Court has repeatedly said, that so long as an 
estate is open, (which means not finally closed and settled.) the accounts of 
the executor or administrator, in that Court, are subject to revision and cor
r e c t i nn : is t o any m a t t e r discovered to be in error. F.'liliu v s . F.ilriiu. 11 Md. 
415; Stratton's Case. 46 Md. 551." See S/xdden vs. State, 3 H. & J. 206, note. 
In Mitchell vs. Mitchell. 3 Md. Ch. 74, the Chancellor said: "Though, as in 
the case of Owens vs. Collinson, an administrator may, when called upon to 
account to a Court of Chancery, exhibit with his answer, and explain, not 
only the accounts passed in the Orphans' Court, but the vouchers for the 
credits therein allowed him, I am of opinion that it would be of pernicious 
tendency to compel him to do so. It might cause the proceedings to run 
into a degree of prolixity which would be extremely inconvenient. The 
accounts settled with the Orphans' Courts are prima facie evidence in suits 
relating to matters contained in them, and he who disputes their correctness 
has the onus upon him. The vouchers, the Chancellor thinks, are to be 
regarded as evidence, and need not be filed as part of the pleadings. It 
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If an executor or administrator, bona fide, without any knowledge of its 
injustice, pay a claim previously passed by the Orphans' Court, though 
not proved in the manner prescribed by the testamentary system, such 

0 « * P a y m e n t i s n o t made at his risk. To a credit therefor, he is not 
only prima facie entitled, but his right to it cannot be'contro

verted. So if he retain the amount of his own claim thus passed, (c) 
When the accounts of an executor are under an examination in Chancery, 

if it should appear on the face of vouchers passed by the Orphans' 
Court that a claim paid, was not a just one against the deceased, it is as 
much the duty of a Court of equity to reject it. as if the illegality of its 
allowance were established by proof de hors. 

I. as executor of E. claimed an allowance for the payment of a note signed 
I. and E. which was admitted by the Orphans' Court: I. passed his 
account accordingly, and was credited for the whole amount. This ac
count being under investigation in Chancery, and it being admitted that 
the signature I. and E. was in E's hand-writing, in the absence of proof 
of partnership between them: Held, that the prima facie character of 
the account was not impeached. 

Where two are bound for the payment of a specific sum, and one pays the 
whole, he can either at law or equity, call upon the other to contribute, 
and thus recover a moiety of what he has paid, (d) 

A P P E A L froru the Court of Chancery. The appellant, Thomas 
Owens, a minor, by his prochein ami, riled his bill of complaint 
against the appellee, John Collinson, on the 9th of May, 1826. The 
bill stated that one Edward Collinson, of Anne Arundel County, died 
intestate , and without issue, some time in the year 1823, possessed 
of a considerable personal estate, leaving the complainant, (a sister's 
son,) and several brothers and sisters, his next of kin, and personal 
representatives. That John Collinson, the appellee, took out letters 
of administration ou his estate: possessed himself as such, of the 
assets of the deceased, and disposed of the same to an amount more 
than sufficient to discharge, all c la ims against him. That a large 
surplus remains in the hands of the administrator, subject to distri-

must be sufficient if they are produced before the auditor when he is about 
to state the account. But to require them to be produced now, and explained 
in detail in the answer, would give rise to a practice which, in my opinion, 
would render Chancery proceedings intolerably expensive and voluminous." 
Cf. Scott vs. Dorsey, 1 H. & J. 143. 

(c) Approved in Conner vs. Ogle, 4 Md. Ch. 449: Semmes vs. Young, 10 Md. 
247. Claims of executors and administrators stand ou the same footing with 
those presented by other creditors of deceased persons, and the passing of 
such a claim by the Orphans1 Court will cure a defect in the form of the 
affidavit to it. Semmes vs. Young, sujira. The mere passing of a claim 
against an estate, or the approval of an accouut retaining for it, does not 
establish its correctness. The most that it accomplishes is, to protect the 
executor or administrator if he pay it without kuowledge of its incorrect
ness. An executor or administrator is not bound to pay a claim because 
passed by the Orphans1 Court. Bantz vs. Bantz, 52 Md. 690. 

(d) Approved in Yates vs. Donaldson, 5 Md. 396. See Norwood vs. Nor
wood, 2 H. & J. 208, note; Act of 1880. c. 161. 
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bution among the representatives of the intestate. That instead of 
distributing the surplus, as bound by law to do, the administrator 
has converted the same to his own use, and refuses to pay com
plainant the share to which he is entitled; alleging that the a s s e t s 

of the intestate have all been paid away, or retained by the admin
istrator for debts due him from the deceased; which debts so re
tained for, the complainant charges to * be false and fraudu-
lent; and he further charges that the intestate died indebted * ' 
to a very inconsiderable amount, and that if pretended debts t o a 
very large amount, have been paid by the administrator, it has been 
collusively done, and for the purpose, the more easily to convert the 
residue t o his own use. Prayer, that said administrator may be 
compelled to account with complainant, and to pay him his distribu
tive share, of whatever balance may be found to be due, and for gen
eral relief. 

The subpoena which was issued on the above bill, was returnable to 
duly Term, 1826. 

A t that term the defendant tiled his answer, admitting that Ed
ward Collinson died intestate in the year 1823, leaving the complain
ant, the son of a sister, and several brothers and sisters, and the 
children of brothers and sisters, his personal representatives, a s a l 
leged in the bill. That said intestate died seized, and possessed of 
both real and personal estate, aud that defendant became his admin
istrator. That the intestate being largely indebted to the defendant, 
and various other persons, he applied to, and obtained an order from 
the Orphans' Court, for the sale of his personal estate, which was 
accordingly disposed of, and the proceeds applied, by the defendant, 
to the payment of the debts of his intestate, its will appear by copies 
of his accounts settled with the said Court, marked exhibit ( A ) and 
the vouchers accompanying the same, numbered from 1 to 23, inclu
sive. That by said accounts it will appear, that the personal estate 
of the intestate was inadequate to the payment of his debts, and 
being so, the defendant alleges that application was made to the 
Court of Chancery for a sale of the real estate, to make up the defi
ciency; that a sale was accordingly decreed, and the proceeds there
of, alter supplying the deficiency of the personal estate, were divided 
among the legal representatives of the intestate, all of whom, except 
the guardian of complainant, are perfectly satisfied with the manner 
in which the defendant has conducted his administration. 

• T h e answer further states, that the intestate and defend-
ant, for many years, were copartners, in all their various deal- * ® 
ings and business, and that they continued so to be until a short 
time previous to the death of the intestate, when a dissolution, by 
mutual consent, took place, and an adjustment and settlement of 
their transactions and accounts was made in the presence of William 
Collinson and Edward Harper, two of the representatives of said in
testate, upon which settlement, said intestate became indebted to 
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the defendant in the amount, for which he has been allowed in his 
settlements with the Orphans' Court. The answer denied all fraud, 
&c. 

Exhibit ( A ) contains the accounts settled by the defendant, as ad
ministrator of John Collinson, with the Orphans' Court; the first 
proved and passed on the 8th February, 1825, the latter being the 
final account, on the 24th of June of the same year, by which the 
estate appears to be overpaid the sum of $3,958.91J cents. 

Voucher No 13, is a note signed by John and Edward Collinson, 
payable to Nathaniel Chew, on demand, for $228.50, dated May 22, 
1812, which with interest to the date of its payment, by the admin
istrator, ou the 28th January, 1825, amounted to $347.54. For the 
whole of this sum the administrator obtained a credit. 

No. 16, is a note similarly signed, in favor of Will iam Collinson, 
for $550, dated July 14, 1814, and amounting the 7th January, 1825, 
when paid by the administrator, to $896.77, for the whole of which a 
credit was likewise obtained. 

No. LS, is an open account against John and Edward Colliuson, 
due Nathaniel Chew, amounting when paid by the administrator, to 
$470.38, for which also a credit was obtained. 

No. 19, is an account against the deceased, due John Collinson the 
administrator, shewing a balance due the latter on the 25th March, 
1823, of $3,909.51, a credit for which was also obtained. 

* ' s i l s ' m u a r account, exhibiting a balance due to 
the administrator of $580.35, for which likewise a credit was 

obtained. 
The above claims were all proved, aud passed by the Orphans' 

Court, prior to the settlement of the accounts of the administrator. 
Commissions issued by consent, to Anne Arundel and Baltimore 

Counties. 
Wi th one of those commissions the complainant filed a copy of the 

administration bond of the defendant, by which it appeared that 
Edward C. Harper and William Collinson, were his securities for the 
faithful performance of his trust, aud under the same commission, 
persons of the same name were examined as witnesses on the part 
of the defendant. 

There was evidence that the administrator had received, after the 
death of the intestate, dividends on bank stock, standing in his 
name, to the amount of $355.50, with which he had not charged 
himself in his settlements with the Orphans' Court; and it was 
further proved under the commissions, that the proceeds of a crop of 
tobacco sold by one Norris, on account of the intestate, were received 
by the administrator, with which in his said settlements, he had 
failed also to charge himself. 

On the 8th of March, 1828, the auditor in obedience to the Chan
cellor's order for an account, stated an account between the defendant 
and complainant, by which, charging the defendant with the pro-
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ceeds of the tobacco sold by Norris, the dividends on the bank stock, 
and the sums specified in the before mentioned vouchers, there ap
peared to be a considerable amount due the complainant, as his dis
tributive share of the said intestate's estate. 

Exceptions were filed by the defendant to this account, and the 
auditor in obedience to specific instructions given him by defendant, 
stated another account on the 31st May, 1828, according to which, 
crediting him with the disputed vouchers, aud omitting to charge 
the proceeds of said * tobacco and bank dividends, he is made 
to have overpaid the estate the sum of $4,077.80 cents. **V 

B L A N D , C. on the 2d of June, 1828, rejected both of those accounts, 
and directed the auditor to state another, upon certaiu principles 
prescribed in the order. 

On the 3d of June, 1828, the auditor, in conformity with this 
order, stated a third account, by which the State appeared to be 
overpaid $3,132.32. On the same day, B L A N D , Chancellor, rejected 
this account, as not being in accordance with his order, passed the 
day before; but being of opinion that the defendant had distributed 
all the assets which came to his hands, he dismissed the bill with 
costs. 

From this decree the complainant appealed to the Court of Appeals. 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J., E A K L E , M A R T I N , 
S T E P H E N , and D O R S E Y , JJ. 

Alexander, for the appellant, cited Ferguson vs. Cappeau, 0 //. <(• 
J. 394; lb. 402; 1 Philips' Ev.52; Craig vs. Cundell, 1 Campb. 381; 
Ringgold vs. Ringgold, 1 H. & 0. 81 ; Mart vs. Ten Eyck, 2 Johns. Ch. 
07; The Act of 1798, ch. 101, sub-ch. 8 and 9 ; 1785, ch. 46; 1802, ch. 
101, sec. 9 ; Bean vs. Jenkins, 1 H. & J. 135; Morton vs. Beall, 2 H. 
4& G. 136; 2 Madd. Ch. P. 413, 442; Morse vs. Royall, 12 IV.sry/. .//•. 
360; Newland's Prac. 297, 298; Gilbert's Rep. 150; 1 Harr. Ch. 455; 
1 Ambler, 585; Collins vs. Elliott, 1 H. & J. 1; Stevenson vs. Myers, 
lb. 102 ; 1 Ball and Beatt. 413. 

Brewer, Jr. for the appellee, cited 1798, ch. 101, sub-ch. 9, sec. 13, 
15. Scott vs. Dorsey, 1 H. & J. 231; Spedden vs. The State, 3 H. & 
J. 276; Gist vs. Cockey, 7 H. & J. 134; King vs. Prosser, 4 Term Rep. 
11; Scott vs. Dorsey, 1 H. & J. 232 ; * 1 Ambler, 585; Morse vs. 
BeyoS, 12 Vesey, Jr. 360; Gilb. Rep. 150. 8 " 

D O R S E Y , J. delivered the opinion of the Court. The first ques
tion to which our attention is called in the consideration of this case 
is, are the securities iu an administration boud, iu a suit brought by 
a distributee against the administrator, competent witnesses to prove 
that the assets of the deceased have been consumed in the payment 
of his debts? Upon principle and analogy, this question is simple 
and easy; but when viewed in reference to decisions ou the subject, 
it cannot be regarded as free from difficulty. In Carter vs. Peace, 1 
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T. B. 163, it was decided, that in an action against an administrator, 
one of bis securities, for the due administration of the effects, is a 
competent witness to defeat the action. Aud this case is cited as 
establishing that principle in 2 Stark. Ev. 775. The grounds assigned 
by the Court in support of their opinion, were, that ' ' the bare possi
bility of an action being brought, is no objection to competency :"— 
'•that in order to disqualify a witness, it is necessary to show that 
hi' will derive a certain benefit from the result, one way or other;"' 
— " t h a t even the creditor of the administrators, which is a stronger 
case, would be a competent witness." With great deference to an 
thority so imposing, it does appear, that the grounds upon which 
the decision of the Court is placed, are not sufficient to sustain it. 
In the first place, it is not true as au uniform rule, or principle of 
law, that a creditor is a competent witness for administrators. He is 
only so where the assets are sufficient for the payment of debts. 
Where they are not, whether the administrators be plaint ill's or de
fendants, if the verdict swells the fund to which he must look for the 

payment of his debt, his incompetency is manifest. He is 
" * * • only competent, therefore, where the verdict cannot affect 
his interest, f an it be said then, that the admission of a creditor 
to testify for the administrator, (under the circumstances in which 
ouly his testimony is admissible,) is a stronger case, than that of a 
surety in the administration bond testifying for the administrators, 
defendants ; when it is considered that a verdict for the defendants is 
a discharge pro tanto, of his liability ou his bond; and that a verdict 
for the plaintiff is evidence against him the witness, in a suit on his 
administration bond. Can it be a bare possibility that an action 
will be brought, that the interest is too remote, when the liability is 
so immediate, the interest so obvious, the beuefit so certain I 

The case at bar, is not one, where the recovery against the admin
istrator, is an indispensable preliminary to the institution of a suit 
against the securities; but one in which their responsibility (except 
in amount) is already fixed. Where they might have been sued 
before, or may be sued alter the decree of the Chancellor, where the 
amount which ought to be recovered against the defendant, is iden
tical, with that which should be recovered against them; where the 
decree too, may be used in evidence agaiust them. But even admit 
it were the case, where a recovery against the principal is a pre
requisite to the commencement of an action against the security, as 
iu the case of a creditor suing an administrator; upon principle and 
analogy, the decision should be the same. The interest is direct; as 
by defeating the suit, he discharges himself from all claim for its 
amount. His liability is immediate: as upon failure to make the 
money of the administrator, his bond may be put in suit. That the 
bail is an incompetent witness for the defendant, is a principle so 
universally admitted, that authorities need not be cited to prove it. 
In 2 Stark. Ev. 786, it is laid down as text law, that "whore a surety 
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would be Immediately liable, In case of decision against the principal* 
his interest is obvious, and therefore a bail is incompetent in an 
action against his principal." In what respect * is the hail's 
responsibility more immediate than that of a security in an 
administration bond, where his principal is sued by a creditor 1 
After judgment, and a return of a wow est to ca. sa. and not before, 
C:III process lie had against the bail. Alter judgment, a return of 
nulla bona upon afi. fa. and not before, can you sue the security, in 
an administration bond. I f the verdict be for the defendant, the bail 
la absolutely discharged from all liability for the debt sued for—If for 
the defendant administrator, his security is equally so. But the bail 
has this obvious advantage; bis liability is not absolutely fixed and 
certain. At any time before, or within a few days alter the 
return of the scire facias against him, he may surrender his principal, 
and thereby is absolutely discharged. Not so with the security ill an 
administration bond; he has no such means of self-exoneration, 
lint the present is a much stronger case, than even that of hail or 
surety in an administration bond, the administrator being sued by a 
creditor. Here if the plaintiff had any cause of action, the liability 
of the surety was fixed, and certain, and his only means of exonerat
ing himself, was by defeating the claim of the plaintiff. Is it pos
sible he can be deemed a competent witness for that purpose/ 
Without violating all analogies, and the best established rules of evi
dence upon this subject, we think the testimony of the securities in 
the administration now before us, cannot be received. That the 
views of this Court have heretofore been in accordance with the 
present determination, we think inferable, from their opinions in the 
cases of JSeegar, Ex'rs vs. The State, use of Betton, G H. & J. 108) and 
FiniHson vs. Cappeait's AdMr, G H. A- ./. ">!M. 

A liability for costs of suit renders a witness incompetent. In a 
suit by an indorsee against an accommodation indorser, the maker of 
the note is not a competent witness tor the indorser; because in defeat
ing the suit, he discharges himself from the costs, tor which lie would 
lie answerable, in case judgment were rendered against the indorser. 
Or to speak more immediately On the facts before us, if a * suit 
were instituted on t he administration bond against t he surety, 
the administrator is an incompetent witness for the defendant, his 
testimony going to exonerate himself from the payment of costs, for 
which he would be liable to the defendant, in case a recovery were 
had against him. But if the administrator were sued as in this 
cause, on bis administration bond, for the claim now in litigation, 
according to the principle now contended for, the security would be 
a competent witness for the defendant, although by his own testi
mony, he absolves himself from all liability for the debt, or cause of 
action. I f such be the law, it has ueither reason nor justice to sus
tain it. In Miller vs. Falconer, 1 Campb. 1\">1, an action on the ease 
for negligence in running against plaintiffs cart, with a dray. 
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The plaintiff's servant, who drove the cart, beingcalled as a witness, 
was rejected by Lord Ellenborough, on the ground, " that the witness 
certainly comes to discharge himself." In Morinh vs. Foote, 8 Taunt. 
454, an action on thecase for negligently driving a mail coach against 
the plaintiff's wagon-horse, whereby it died, the plaintiffs wagoner 
was rejected for incompetency, as being interested in the event of the 
suit, inasmuch as " he would placed in a state of security," by a ver
dict against the defendant. I f in these cases, the witnesses were 
incompetent, (without a particle of proof showing aught for which 
an action would lie against them) on the ground that the verdicts to 
be rendered would "discharge them," or "place them in a state of 
security;" does not the same objection apply with still stronger 
force, to the competency of the witnesses, in the record before us. 
They are interested in the event of the suit, because the decree of 
the Chancellor, if in favor of the defendant, absolves them from 
all liability; if against the defendant, it is evidence against them 
when sued on their bond. Iglehart vs. State, use of Maccubbin, 
2 67. & J. 235. In Morton vs. BealVs Adm'r, 2 H. & 67. 136, it was 
determined that the security in a replevin bond, is not a competent 
witness for the plaintiff in the action of replevin. I f the point 

* there adjudged, be in principle distinguishable from that 
now under consideration, the shade of distinction is so faint, 

as to be discernible only by minds peculiarly adapted to the inves
tigation of legal subtilties. Rejecting the testimony of the witnesses 
in the administration bond, the enquiry presents itself, are there any 
other grounds upon which the decree of the Chancellor, dismissing 
the appellant's bill of complaint, can be sustained 1! That the answer 
of the defendant with the accompanying exhibits, are sufficient for 
that purpose, we entertain no doubt. Ir? May, 1826, the bill is tiled, 
charging the fraudulent misapplication of the effects of the deceased, 
aud conversion thereof to the defendant's own use, and praying that 
he may answer the allegations in the bill, and account with the com
plainant, &c. The defendant at the earliest moment that it could be 
done, appears in the Chancery Court, tiles his answer, denies the 
fraud with which he had been charged, makes a full disclosure of the 
manner in which he had settled the estate of the deceased, aud files 
copies of the accounts which he had passed with the Orphans' Court, 
and exhibits all the vouchers for which he had obtained credit; 
although no requisition for that purpose had been made by the com
plainant. This promptitude and willingness in the defendant, to 
submit all his proceedings to the inspection of his adversary, and of 
the Chancellor, strongly repels the imputation of fraud, and entitles 
him to the favorable consideration of a Court of equity. Nor do we 
tliink, under the circumstances of this case, the proof that he has, 
in his settlements with the Orphans' Court, omitted to charge himself 
with $355.50, received as dividends on bank stock, and $471, the 
proceeds of a crop of tobacco from Thomas Norris, of Baltimore, and 
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bis charging in this account No. 19, the whole, instead of the one-
half of $386, the difference in value between the lots oi negroes 
divided, such conclusive evidence of wilful misconduct on the part of 
the defendant, as to divest him of all claim to the favor and protec
tion of a Court of Chancery, and so to taint with perjury and 
* fraud, his accounts and vouchers from the Orphans' Court, 
as utterly to discredit them. The charge of $385, manifestly • • 
originated in mistake, as appears by the endorsement on the voucher, 
on which it is founded, and is an error into which he might very 
innocently have fallen. The failure to debit himself with the tobacco 
money received of Thomas Norris, appears also to have proceeded 
from carelessness or forgetfulness, as if fraud had been designed, he 
furnished the means of its detection, by charging in his account No. 
21, against Edward Colliuson's estate $238.07, the one-half of $477.34, 
the net proceeds of the tobacco, excluding the articles paid for by 
Norris, for Edward Collinson. Candor compels us to regard his 
omitting from his accounts, the $355.50 of bank dividends, as an 
unintentional act. In accounting as he did for the bank stock, those 
interested in the estate, were naturally led to an enquiry as to pay
ment of dividends. That a fraudulent concealment was intended, is 
therefore not to be presumed. 

In argument for the appellant, it has been contended, that the pro
ceedings in the Orphans' Courts, are not evidence of any thiug for 
the appellee, and that he is bound to prove in this case, not only the 
actual payment of every claim for which he has received credit, but 
that such claims were justly due and owing from the intestate. 
After the solemn decisions made in this State, and reported in Scott 
at ux. vs. Dorsetf's Adm>rs, 1 H. A- J. 227 ; Speddenvs. The State, use of 
Marshall and ux. 3 H. cfc J. 251; OisVs Adin'r d. b. n. vs. Cockey and 
Fendall, 7 H. & J. 134, the doctrine insisted on, is no longer a subject 
for discussion in our Courts. I f any principle has been conclusively 
settled by our decisions, it is, that the accounts settled in the Orphans' 
Courts by executors, administrators, and guardians, are prima facie 
evidence, in all suits touching the matters therein contained, to 
which said executors, administrators or guardians, are parties; and 
that the onus probandi, rests on him, who seeks to impeach their cor
rectness. The great controversy * relative to such accounts, 
heretofore has been, not whether they were evidence at all, 
but whether they were not conclusive evidence. 

The appellant's counsel next urged that the " vouchers," on which 
the credits in the Orphans' Court were allowed, being produced, and 
it appearing upon the face of them, that though passed by the Or
phans' Court, previous to their payment, they were not proved in the 
manner required by our testamentary system, as a prerequisite to 
their passage; that the defendant paid them in his own wrong, and 
is entitled to no allowance therefor. The inconsistency and injustice 
of such a position is so glaring, that it is scarcely necessary to say it 
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is wholly untenable. The Orphans' Courts are the tribunals invested 
by law, with the power of passing claims against the estates of de
ceased persons, and the Ac t of Assembly of 1798, ch. 101, sub-ch.N, 
sec. 22, declares, " that no executor or administrator, shall discharge 
any claim against the deceased, (otherwise than at his own risk,) 
unless I he same shall be passed by the Orphans' Court, granting the 
administration, or unless the said claim be proved according to the 
following rules." The. irresistible inference is, that if an executor or 
administrator, bona tide, without any knowledge of its injustice, pay 
a claim, thus passed or proved, that the payment is not made at his 
risk. To a credit for such a payment, under such circumstances, be 
is not only prima facie entitled, but his right to it, cannot be contro
verted. It has also been insisted, that admitting the settlements 
made with the Orphans' Court, are prima facie evidence, to sustain 
the credits for all payments made, in satisfaction of debts due third 
persons, yet they are no evidence to support an allowance made to 
the administrator for his own claim. This Court can see nothing to 
warrant such a discrimination. In the Ac t of 1798, ch. lOl.sub-ch. 
8, sec. 19, it is stated, " that in no case shall an executor or adminis
trator, be allowed to retain for his own claim against the deceased, 
unless the same be passed by the Orphans' Court, and every such 

* claim shall stand on equal footing with other claims of the 
* * " same nature." A s full power is delegated to the Orphans" 
Court, to allow an account of an executor or administrator, against 
the deceased, as if a like claim had been preferred by any other per
son. The claims of an administrator in this case, in uommon with 
all other claims against the deceased, being accredited to him in the 
settlement of his accounts with the Orphans' Courts, such accounts 
must be regarded by us, as the acts of a Court of competent juris 
diction, but whose proceedings being wholly ex parte, are not conclu
sive, tint rest on the principle that, "omnia rite acta fuisxc presnmnn 
ter, donee probetur in contrarium.^ Wi th the vouchers all before him, 
the appellant has not attempted to offer any testimony, (although 
several commissions were issued, giving him that opportunity,) to 
impeach or discredit any of them ; but founds his objections, exclu
sively on suggestions arising on their inspection. This is a Strong 
circumstance to repel the allegation of fraud, which has been urged 
against the appellee. He was guilty of no concealments with regard 
to the credits which have been allowed him, but furnished the Or
phans' Court with the same grounds for suspecting and rejecting his 
vouchers, which he so promptly afforded the appellant. I t cannot 
be denied, that if it appear on the face of a voucher, that it is not a 
just claim against the deceased; it as much the duty of a Court of 
equity to reject it, as if the illegality of its allowance were estab
lished by proof de hois. Looking to vouchers Nos. 13 and 1(5, inde
pendently of any proof in the cause, or admission of the counsel on 
record, it must be admitted that the Orphans' Court erred, in allow-
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log tlic administrator's credits tor their whole amount; because they 
show debts due by Edward and John Collinson, and not by Edward 
alone. But it cannot be denied, that it' the whole of those claims 
were paid by John, after Edward's death, that the Orphans' Court 
would be justified in crediting .John with a moiety of the amounts 
paid by him, apon the ground that Edward and John, being both 
principal debtors, * if one pay the whole, he can either at law 
or in equity, call upon the other to contribute, and thus re-
rover a moiety of what he had paid: but connectiug the admission 
made by the appellant's counsel, that the signatures to the notes, are 
in the hand-writing of Edward Collinson, the Court of Chancery were 
right in crediting the administrator with the whole payment made 
on those notes, it not appearing that Edward Collinson had any 
authority to sign the name of John; he is the debtor, being alone 
answerable for the payment of the-notes. In thus considering the 
case, we put out of view all the testimony taken by the appellee to 
sustain his vouchers, upon the objections to its admissibility raised 
by the appellant, on the ground that the whole of it must be sup
pressed, as being given in answer to leading interrogatories, and 
that William Collinson and Edward C. Harper, being securities in 
the administration bond, are incompetent witnesses. But it is in
sisted on in behalf of the appellants, that these claims, and also No . 
IS, were debts due by Edward and John Collinson, under a general 
partnership, subsisting between them, and that John is not entitled 
to claim a moiety of any particular partnership debt, he may pay; 
but his claim, if any, must be for the balance due on a final settle
ment between the partners of the partnership concerns, or upon a 
full exhibition of all their company transactions, and thus ascertain
ing the general balance, to the payment whereof he is entitled. 
Upon what does the appellant rely for establishing the fact, t hat a 
general partnership existed between Edward and John < 'olliuson. I le 
has offered no evidence for that purpose, and he can insist on it only 
in two ways. First, that it is proved by the testimony taken by t he 
defendant in support of his defence, or that the defendant had stated 
it in his answer, (though in a part not responsive to the bill.) I f he 
relies upon the proof to which he has objected, he waives his objec 
tion to its competency; his whole equity is disproved, and he has 
nothing in the record to give him a moment's standing before this 
Court. If he relies upon the defendant's answer, * his pre-
dleament is equally deplorable. The whole equity of the bill 
is sworn away, and he has nothing to sustain it, which could produce 
any possible change in the decree of the Chancellor. Upon what 
ever grounds, therefore, the appellant may chose to rest his case, the 
vouchers Nos. 13 and 16 are sustained; but if he repudiates the 
answer and suppresses the appellee's testimony, taken under the com
missions, he is entitled to claim a deduction of one-half from voucher 
No. 18, amounting to $235.1!), which being added to the one-half of 
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$385, and the amount of bank dividends, and the price of the crop of 
tobacco of 1823, received by John CoIIinson, will make the sum of 
$1,200.53, which amount is properly chargeable against the adminis
trator, and being deducted from $4,077.80, the amount of the estate 
overpaid, as per auditor's statement of the 31st May, 1828, will leave 
the estate overpaid by the sum of $2,817.27. A s to objection to 
vouchers Nos. 13 and 18, that the receipts thereon were signed 
by Nathaniel Chew of John, for Nathaniel Chew of Joseph, and 
that the appellee has adduced no proof to show an authority in 
the former to act for the latter, we have only to observe, that by 
allowing credit for these claims, the Orphans' Court have recognized 
the validity of those receipts, which recognition has been supported 
by the oath of the administrator, that he has paid the creditor; and 
that fortified too, by the possession and production of the note, and 
account, with the receipts thereon. Under such circumstances, and 
in the absence of all proof on the subject on the part of the appel
lant, we are not bound, and certainly feel no disposition to doubt the 
authority of the agent. Decree affirmed. 

42 * E B E N E Z E R L . E I N L E Y VS. C H A R L E S L . BOEHME . — D e c e m 

ber, 1830. 

F. intending to b u i l d on his farm at C. and have the b r i c k B made there, 
agreed with B. under seal as follows: that is, " B . contracts to make for 
the said F. 300m b r i c k B on said farm, in the following proportions: not 
less than one-fifth salmon; two-fifths red; two-fifths b l a c k . The first 
kiln to be ready for delivery in the month of May next. In considera
tion of which, F. contracts with B. to f u r n i s h free of expense, all the 
.-nut I i n - and plank necessary for making the bricks; and pay B. £5.50 

for every thousand of good merchantable b r i c k s in the following man
ner: one-half of said amount of b r i c k s to be paid for in pine wood, 
delivered at the stump, when called for. on said farm, at §2.50 per cord; 
$300 to be paid when the first 100m are delivered; $300 when the second 
100m are delivered; and the balance when the contract is completed." 
Held, upon the construction of this contract, that the engagement for 
the delivery of the wood, was an independent covenant on the part of 
F. with which he was bound to comply, without waiting for the burn
ing of the first kiln of bricks. 

In an action upon a contract under seal, where the declaration assigns and 
relies upon specific breaches, on which the issues are made up, the 
Court will not consider whether the plaintiff has delivered the articles 
for which he claims compensation within the time limited by the con
tract, if that inquiry is not necessarily involved in the issues as joined, 
nor determine the effect of such an omission upon the rights of the 
parties. 

The plea of general performance, when relied on as an answer to a specific 
breach assigned in a declaration in covenant, must either be regarded 
as a nullity or as putting in issue the acts of commission or omission 
imputed to the defendant as violations of his contract. 
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A P P E A L from Baltimore County Court. This was an action of 
covenant brought by C. L. Boehme, the appellee, against E. L. Fin-
ley, the appellant. The plaintiff's declaration stated that "whereas 
by certain articles of agreement made the 17th February, 1820, at, 
&c. between the said plaintiff and defendant, (which said article, 
sealed, &c.) the plaintiff, for the consideration therein mentioned, 
did covenant with the defendant, to make and burn for him, the 
defendant, on a certain farm of the defendant, called Canton, lying 
and being in the county aforesaid, 300m bricks in a workmanlike 
manner, and of the following proportions :—not less than one-fifth 
to be of * salmon bricks, two-fifths of red bricks, and two-fifths 
of black brick—the first kiln of bricks to be ready for delivery 
in the month of May next, ensuiug, the day and year aforesaid—the 
number of bricks to be ascertained by the carter's tickets, to be given 
up on the delivery of each load. And the defendant, on his part, for 
and in consideration of the premises covenanted and agreed to and 
with the plaintiff, that he, the defendant, would furnish free of ex
pense to the plaintiff, all the scantling and planks necessary for 
making the said bricks; and would pay the plaintiff, five dollars and 
a half for every thousand of merchantable bricks, made in the manner 
described in the said articles of agreement—one-half of said bricks 
to be paid for in pine wood, delivered at the stump when called for, 
on said farm, at two dollars and fifty cents per cord—three hundred 
dollars to be paid to the said plaintiff when the first handled thous
and bricks should be delivered—three hundred dollars when the 
second hundred thousand bricks should be delivered—and the bal
ance to be paid when the said contract should be completed." 1st 
breach, And the plaintiff' in fact saith, that afterwards, viz. on the 
10th day of May, in the year aforesaid, at, &c. he did make and burn, 
in a workmanlike manner, on the farm of the defendant, called 
Canton, one kiln of bricks containing 100m bricks; and then and 
there had the same ready for delivery to the defendant, and did 
then and there offer to deliver the same to the defendant. 2nd 
breach, And the plaintiff in fact further saith, that on the day and 
year last aforesaid, at, &c. he the plaintiff did make 120m bricks, 
and was then aud there ready aud prepared to burn the same, but 
was, by the said defendant, hindered, prevented, and forbidden from 
burning the same, and from making and burning the residue of the 
the said 300m bricks. 3d breach, And the plaintiff in fact saith, 
that although he hath always, from the time of making the said 
articles of agreement, well and truly performed all things therein 
contained, on, &c. yet protesting that the said defendant hath not, 
&c. the said plaintiffs avers, * that although he did, on the 
tenth day of May, in the year aforesaid, make and burn in a 
workmanlike manner, 100m bricks, on the farm of the defendant, 
called Canton; and then and there had the same ready for delivery, 
and offered to deliver the same to the said defendant; yet the said 
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defendant did not, and would not pay, and as yet hath not paid to 
the said plaintiff, the sum of three hundred dollars; and although 
the said defendant, on the day and year last aforesaid, at, &c. and 
on the farm aforesaid, did make 120m bricks, and was then and 
there ready and prepared to burn the same ; yet the defendant hin
dered, prevented, and forbid the plaintiff to burn the same, or to 
make and burn the residue of the said 300m bricks; and although 
afterwards, v i z : on, &c. at, &c. the plaintiff did demand of the 
defendant, and require him to deliver to the plaintiff, on the farm 
aforesaid, 360 cords of pine wood at th'e stump; yet the defendant 
wholly neglected and refused to deliver the same to the plaintiff, 
and still refuses. And so the said plaintiff saith, that the said 
defendant hath not, &6. 

To this declaration the defendant pleaded, 1st, general perform
ance. 

2nd. That the said plaintiff never did deliver to the said defend
ant, any good merchantable bricks whatever, and of this, &c. 

.'id. And lor further plea to the first count or breach in the decla
ration contained, the said defendant, by leave, &c. says that the 
plaintiff ought not, &c. by reason of any thing in the said first 
breach of the declaration contained; because he says, that, protest
ing, &c ; yet the said defendant in fact saith, that the said defend
ant did not hinder, prevent, or forbid the said plaintiff from burning 
the 120m bricks, or from making and burning the residue of the 
300m bricks in the declaration mentioned ; and of this he puts him
self upon the country. 

4th. And'for further plea to the second breach or count in the 
declaration, the said defendant, by leave, &c.—the said defendant, 

protesting as in the last plea, says that the * plaintiff, for any 
' * * ' thing in the said second count or breach contained, ought not, 
&e. because he saith that he, the said defendant, did pay to the 
said plaintiff the sum of three hundred dollars, in the said second 
couut or breach mentioned, and all other sums of money which, by 
the said agreement he ought to pay him; and of this he puts him
self upon the country, &c. 

Upon these pleas issues were joined. 
A t the trial of the cause the following exceptions were taken: 

1st. The plaintiff gave in evidence the following contract, to w i t : 
"Agreement between Charles L. Boehme and E. L. Finley. E. L. 
Finley, intending to build a dwelling-house and other houses, on his 
farm at Canton, and to have all the bricks for such houses made on 
the farm ; aud Charles L. Boehme being desirous of contracting for 
the making of said bricks, the said Charles L. Boehme and E. L. 
Finley, have mutually contracted with each other, and by these 
presents do hereby contract with each other, iu the following man
ner—that is to say: Charles L. Boehme, contracts to make for the 
said Ebeuezer L. Finley, 300m bricks, on said farm; the bricks to 
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be made and burnt in a workmanlike manner, and in the following 
proportions:—not less than one-fifth to be of salmon bricks, two 
tilths of ted bricks, and two-fifths to be of black bricks. The first 
kiln of bricks to be ready for delivery in the month of May next — 
the number of bricks to be ascertained by the carter's tickets, which 
are to be given on the delivery of each load—in consideration of 
which E. L. Finley contracts with the said Charles L. Boehme, to 
furnish, free of expense, to said Boehme, all the scantling and plank 
accessary for making the said bricks, and to pay the said Charles 
L. Boehme five dollars and a half for every thousand of good mer
chantable bricks, made in the manner heretofore described; in the 
following manlier:—one-half of said amount of bricks to be paid for 
in pine wood, delivered at the stump when called for, on said farm, 
at two dollars and fifty cents per cord—three hundred dollars to 
* be paid to the said Charles L. Boehme, when the first 100m 
bricks are delivered—three hundred dollars to be paid when 
the second 100m bricks are delivered—and the balance to be paid 
when the contract is completed. A s witness our respective hands 
and seals, this seventeeuth day of February, 1820." 

A n d then proved by Charles Brown, a competent witness, that he 
examined the bricks manufactured by the plaintiff, for the defend
ant, at Canton farm: that there was a clamp of bricks burnt^he 
recommended Boehme to take off nine inches from the clamp, which 
Boehme did—70,300 remained; there was six cords of wood remain 
ing, and casing sufficient for all the raw bricks—then 120,000 bricks 
in the shed, as nearly as they could ascertain—the 79,300 bricks 
were burnt as well as the clay would admit, the clay was weak, the 
bricks were merchantable—the unmerchantable bricks taken down, 
were seven or eight thousand. That Finley refused to deliver the 
wood to burn the other bricks with, unless paid for in cash—that 
the bricks under the shed were well prepared for burning, and were 
not burnt for want of wood. The conversation with Finley was on 
the 3d day of November. That the bricks would have worked up 
well on the ground, but would not bear transportation—merchant
able bricks were from $5.50 to 0—would have made no difference in 
price by selling'300,000. Finley told Boehme that lie had not com
plied with his contract—that he, Finley, was in advance, and would 
furnish no more wood unless paid for in cash—half a cord of wood re
quisite to burn 1,000 bricks. And also proved by James Shields, that 
the witness is a brickmaker—selected the clay himself—commenced 
where he found the best clay, convenient to water—dug clay lor 
30(1.000 bricks—was detained three or four weeks for want of plank— 
the day was all dug and the floors ready—applied to the carpenter 
for plank—never saw Finley at the brick yard, although he staid 
there constantly. the carpenter furnished the plank—he applied to 
Finley at his office—in two or three days the plank came— 

* he moulded about 200,000 bricks—Mr. Boehme would not * * 
3 3 G. tc J. 
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have more moulded—after they stopped, Boehme and wituess called 
on Finley—Finley refused to deliver wood unless for cash—clay 
was selected with care—there is none better there—and more bricks 
have been since made out of it—the bricks were well burned, well 
moulded, and well tempered—115,000 to 120,000 in the clamp— 
shed would hold 160,000 to 170,000—never saw Finley at the yard— 
when he applied to Finley for plank, Finley said he thought he had 
it, and in two or three days the plank came—they were afterwards 
delayed six or seven days from burning for want of plank—he never 
applied to Finley for plank, for the clamp—Boehme was there once 
or twice a week—there was wood enough cut upon the place, in the 
same field, to have burnt another clamp. The plaintiff also offered 
evidence to the jury, that he delivered 4,100 bricks to defendant, which 
were received by defendant. The defendant to support the issue on 
his part, gave evidence of the following payments, to wi t : 

Cash payments made C. L. Boehme: 

1820, May 9, Cash paid him $100 00 
" May 11, Cash paid him 200 00 
" June 17, Cash paid him 250 00 

And of the delivery of 43i cords of wood, at $2.50 per cord. The 
defendant then moved the Court to direct the jury, that if they be
lieved that the defendant Finley, was in advance in money to the 
plaintiff upon the contract, he was not bound to deliver the wood 
demanded, until paid for—which direction the Court [ A R C H E R , C. 
J . , H A N S O N aud K E L L , J . ] refused to g i ve ; but instructed the jury, 
that the defendant under the contract was bound to deliver any 
wood demanded, which might be necessary for the burning of the 
bricks, in the progress of the contract—the defendant excepting. 

2d Exception. The plaintiff and defendant, having given the evi
dence as stated in the defendant's first exception, the defendant 

prayed the Court to direct the jury. 1st. That * the plaintiff 
is not entitled in this case, to recover any other damages than 

the excess between the price of so much firewood delivered at Canton 
farm, as would have been necessary to burn so much of the 300,000 
bricks, as were not burnt by plaintiff; and the price at which said 
wood was by the contract in this case, to have been furnished by de
fendant. 2d. That the plaintiff' is not entitled to recover, unless the 
jury shali find from the evidence, that the first clamp of bricks was 
ready for delivery by the time stipulated in the contract, provided 
they find that the delay was not caused by the defendant; or that if 
entitled to recover at all, nothing on account of the bricks burnt in 
said first clamp, which directions and each of them, the Court re
fused to give. Defendant again excepting, and the verdict and judg
ment being for the plaintiff', he appealed to this Court. 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J . , S T E P H E N and 
D O R S E Y , J J . 
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Johnson, for the appellant, abandoned the first exception, and con
tended for a reversal of the judgment upon the second exception. 
He cited, 1 Saund. Rep. 320, [m. 4;] 10 Johns. Rep. 213; 7 Pick. 181; 
8 lb. 178; 6 H. tb J. 38; Saund. P. and C. 121. 

Soott, for the appellee, cited 1 Wheat. Sel. 383 ; 2 Hen. Black. 38'J; 
10 Johns. Rep. 203. 

D O R S E Y , J. delivered the opinion of the Court. After adverting 
to the state of the pleadings, he said that at the trial of this cause, 
two bills of exceptions were taken by * the defendant, the first 
of which he has abandoned in this Court, as also the first 
prayer in his second bill of exceptions. 

T h e tii si branch of the second player in the second bill of excep
tions is, " tha t the plaintiff is not entitled to recover, unless the jury 
shall find from the evidence, that the lirst clamp of bricks was ready 
for delivery by the time stipulated in the contract, provided they find 
that the delay was not caused by the defendant." This instruction is 
predicated upon the concession, that the testimony offered was suffi
cient to warrant the jury, but for this objection as to time, in finding 
tor the plaintiff on all the issues. To test the correctness of the 
Court below, in refusing this direction, the only inquiry to be made 
is, does the agreement between the parties make this stipulation, as 
to the time, within which, the first hundred thousand bricks were to 
be ready for delivery, a condition precedent, the performance of 
which by the plaintiff, must precede his right to require the defend
ant to comply with any of the covenants, the infraction of which is 
made the basis of this action ? That such is not the construction 
given to this contract by the appellant's counsel is obvious, or he 
would not have made the prayer he did, in the first bill of excep
tions ; nor the first part of the prayer in the second bill of exceptions; 
both of which are founded on the admission, that the defendant's 
engagement to deliver the wood is an independent covenant, not at 
all depending on the time of the burning of the first kiln of bricks. 
That it was the design of the contracting parties that a portion of 
the 350 cords of wood should be used in burning the bricks, will not 
be denied. I f so, a part of it must of necessity be delivered before 
the burning of any bricks. But there is nothing in the contract 
itself, nor in the intention of the parties to be collected from it, to 
show that the wood was to be delivered in parcels, as the burning 
of the bricks progressed. I f so, the agreement would have been 
shaped accordingly, and not have provided, as it has done, that it 
should be delivered at the stump "when called * for." Its 
terms negative such an interpretation. The wood was to be 
given as a payment of half the price of the whole quantity of bricks 
to be burnt, and not merely to be used in burning them: as tor mat 
purpose, 150, instead of 350 cords, would have been sufficient. W e 
regard therefore, this engagement for the delivery o f wood, as an in-
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dependent covenant on the part of Finley, and with which, he was 
bound to comply, without waiting for the burning of the first kiln of 
bricks within the time limited by the articles of agreement. This 
disposes of the first branch of the second prayer, in the second ex
ec])) ion. But the second part of that prayer presents a different 
question. I t concedes the plaintiff has a right to recover, but it in
vokes an instruction o f the Court to the .jury, that nothing is recov
erable on account of the bricks burnt in the first clamp. I f this 
point could arise under the pleadings in this cause, it would dis
tinctly present the question, whether the stipulation as to time, is to 
be regarded as of the essence of the contract, and in the nature of a 
condition precedent; or as a mutual or independent covenant. Be
lieving as we do, that we are not imperiously required to decide this 
question as to time, under the issues in the case before us, we mean 
to express no opinion upon that subject; and we are the more in
clined to do so, from the consideration that this point has not been 
fully argued, and that it will come before us in a much more import
ant suit, now upon our docket. Under the issues joined on the 2d, 
3d and -1th pleas, it is manifest as regards time, that no question 
could arise, as those pleas by legal implication admit the truth of all 
the tacts stated in the declaration (of which the time, &c. is one,) 
except those, whieh they specifically deny. . 

11 is under the issue joined then, on the plea of general perform
ance, that the appellant must avail himself, if at all, of the violation 
of the stipulation as to time. And in considering his right to do so, 
it may not be amiss to premise, that the plaintiff can recover dam
ages for no other breaches than those charged in the declaration, as 

the specification thereof * is an implied admission, that the 
defendant, in all other respects, has complied with his con

tract. I t follows, as a corollary, that the plea of general performance 
in this case, applies only to those covenants which are alleged to 
have been broken. I f it were otherwise, and according to its literal 
import, the plea of general performance put in issue every covenaut 
on the part of defendant to be performed, it might produce this 
strange absurdity, that the plaintiff would recover damages for 
breaches of covenants, whereof he had never complained; but on the 
contrary, the performance of which by legal intendment, he had ad
mitted by his declaration. To any imaginable declaration which 
could be framed on the articles of agreement, that form the ground
work of the present action, the plea of general performance is inap
plicable and vicious. I f it be pleaded, even to a debt on a bond con 
ditioned for the performance of covenants, and issue be taken there 
on, a verdict on such issue forms no basis on which a judgment can 
be entered, but a repleader must be awarded. To a declaration like 
that before us, assigning specific breaches, it must either be regarded 
as a nullity, or as putting in issue, the acts of omission or commis
sion imputed to the defendant as violations of his compact. In 
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either aspect, the Court below were right in refusing the instruction. 
The plaintiff avers i n conformity t o the agreement, that in the month 
of May, " h e <li<l make and burn in a workmanlike manner, on the 
saiil farm o f the said defendant, called Canton, one kiln of bricks, 
containing 100m bricks, and then and there had the same ready for 
delivery to the defendant, and did then and there offer to deliver the 
same.*' Instead of traversing this fact as he ought to have done, if 
he intended to r e l y upon its falsehood as a bar to a recovery, either 
in whole or in part, the defendant pleads " t h a t the said plaintiff 
never did deliver to the said defendant, any good merchantable 
brick whatever;" thus, by legal intendment distinctly admitting the 
allegation, that.the first kiln of bricks was burnt and ready for de
livery at the time Stipulated. This fact therefore, * the plain-
till need not prove, and the defendant is precluded from con-
troverting it o n t h e trial. The County Court then, could n o t do 
otherwise than refuse the direction to the jury which they were 
called upon to give. Concurring with them in their opinions in both 
bills of exceptions, we affirm their judgment. 

•Judgment affirmed. 

T H O M A S S I B L E Y VS. D O R O T H Y W I L L I A M S , Ex'r of W A L T E R W I L 

LIAMS.—December , 1830. 

An action may be maintained by a creditor of a testator, against the execu
tor of his executor, suggesting a devastavit by the first executor of the 
goods of his testator, (a) 

The Statute, 30 Chas. 2, ch. 7, and a part of 4 and 5 Will, and Mary, ch. 24, 
are in force in this State. They concern the administration of justice, 
and it has always been understood, that the Judges under the old 
Government, laid it down as a general rule, that all the statutes for the 
administration of justice, whether made before or after the Provincial 
charter, so far as they were applicable, should be adopted, [a) 

Under the Act of 1798, ch. 101, sub-ch. 14, sec. 2, it is clear that the Legisla
ture did not mean to make any thing, the subject of administration in 

(a) Cited in Coates vs. Mackie, 43 Md. 129. The question there was whether 
an action at law would lie for a legacy against the administrator of an execu
tor, where the latter has wTasted the assets of his testator. It was contended 
that the action could be maintained by virtue of the statutes referred to in 
the case in the text. But it was held that these statutes provided remedies 
for creditors, by which they might be able to recover their debts, and did 
not extend to legatees, and that the remedy of legatees in such cases was 
by a proceeding in equity. The Court said that Mr. Alexander "in his 
British Statutes states in a note on page 586, that the remedies provided by 
the above mentioned statutes extend to legatees and next of kin as well as 
to creditors. The case of Sibley vs. Williams, to which he refers, does not 
so decide; nor have we, after a very careful examination of the books, 
been able to find any case in which it has been ever so held; and as the 
statutes themselves apply in terms to creditors alone, we conclude that Mr. 
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the hands of the administrator, d. b. n. which did not exist in specie. 
The Act of 1820, ch. 174, sec. 3, extended such an administration, to 
bonds, notes, accounts and evidences of debt, which a deceased execu
tor or administrator may have taken, received, or had in that character, 
and to money in his hands, and gives power to the administrator d. b. 
n. to recover the same by an action on the bond, (b) 

A P P E A L from Montgomery County Court. This was an action of 
debt, instituted on the 3d July, 1827, by the appellant, against the 
appellee. The declaration was as follows: 

Dorothy Williams, late of, &c. executor of the last will and testa
ment of Walter Williams, late of the said county, deceased, which 
said Walter Williams was in his life-time, the executor of the last 

will and testament of Leonard Williams, *late of said county, 
**** deceased, was summoned to answer unto Thomas Sibley, in 
a plea that she render unto him the sum of fifty-three dollars and a 
half, current money, which from him she unjustly detained, &c. and 
whereupon the said Thomas, &c. says, that whereas the said Leonard 
Williams in his life-time, to wit, on the 16th October, 1818, at the 
county aforesaid, by his certain writing obligatory, commonly called 
a single bill, (now here to the Court shewn, the date of which is the 
day and year aforesaid,) twelve months after the date thereof, prom
ised to pay, or cause to be paid unto Ann Williams, who hath since 
intermarried with the said Thomas Sibley, by which said marriage, 
the right to sue for and recover the said debt, hath devolved upon 
the said Thomas, the sum of fifty-three dollars and a half, current 
money, with interest from the date thereof. Nevertheless, the said 
Leonard Williams in his life-time, and the said Walter Williams in 
his life-time, after the death of the said Leonard Williams, and the 
said Dorothy Williams, since the death of the said Walter Williams, 
although often thereunto requested by the said Ann Williams, whilst 
she was sole, and by the said Thomas, since his intermarriage afore
said, the said sum of money, or any part thereof, have not, nor hath 
either of them been rendered or paid to the said Ann, whilst she was 
sole, or to the said Thomas since his intermarriage aforesaid, but the 
same, &c. wherefore the said Thomas says, lie is injured, &c. and the 
said Thomas further saith, that the said Walter Williams, as executor 
of the said Leonard Williams as aforesaid, received in his life-time, and 
took possession of the assets, goods, chattels, rights and credits which 
were of the said Leonard Williams at the time of his death, of great 
value, to wit, of the value of $5,000, and wasted, destroyed, and con
verted the same to his own use in his life-time, to wit, &c. 

Alexander has fallen into error in supposing that the provisions of these 
statutes extend to legatees." 

(b) Cited in Donaldson vs. Kaborg, 26 Md. 326, and U. S. vs. Walker, 109 
U. S. 262. See Rev. Code, Art. 50, sees. 107-109; Hagthorp vs. Hook, 1 G. & 
J. 131; Hagthorp vs. Neale, 7 G. & J. 13; Gardner vs. Simmes, 1 Gill, 425; 
Lemmon vs. Hall, 20 Md. 168; Stewart vs. Ins. Co. 53 Md. 572. 
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To this declaration, the defendant demurred generally, and the 
plaintiff having joined in demurrer, the County Court, [ K I L G O U R 
and W I L K I N S O N , A . J . ] gave judgment for the defendant. The 
plaintiff appealed to this Court. 

The cause was submitted on notes to B U C H A N A N , 0 . J . , E A R L E , 
M A R T I N , S T E P H E N , A R C H E R , and D O R S E T , J J . 

/. Magruder, for the appellant, referred to Toller Ex. 44; 3 Bav. 
Ab. 19, 99, tit. Ex. and Adm'r; Stat. 30 Car. I I , c. 7; 405 W . & M. c. 
24; Acts of 1798, c. 101; 1820, c. 174, sec. 3, 6; State vs. Blaclcixton, 
2 //. & O. 139; Ord vs. Fenwick, 3 East, 104; Dorset/ vs. Smithson. (i 
//. A J. 61. 

F. S. Key, for the appellee. 

* A r c h e r , J. delivered the opinion of the Court. This is an 
act ion of debt, against the executor of an executor, on a single * ' 
bill, suggesting a devastavit, by the first executor of the goods of his 
testator, and the question submitted by the demurrer is, whether the 
action is maintainable. A t common law, no executor was answerable 
for a devastavit by his principal. 1 Saund. 219, no. C. 2; Bac. Abrid. 
445, and the reason assigned iu the latter authority, was because snob 
executor could not be supposed to know how his testator had dis 
posed of the goods, and therefore this was esteemed actio personalis, 
qua1 moritur cum persona. But it being fouud inconvenient, that 
when an executor made an alteration of the goods of the testator 
and died, that creditors to the first testator should be. disappointed 
in the collection of their debts, a statute was passed in the 30th 
year Chas. 2d, ch. 7, giving to creditors a right to recover their debts 
of the executors and administrators of executors in their own wrong. 
In 4 and 5 William and Mary, ch. 24, it is recited that it had been 
doubted whether 30 Chas. 2, ch. 7, extended to any executor or any 
administrator of * an executor or administrator of right, who 
for want of privity iu law was not before answerable, and is 
"enacted and declared that all and every the executor and executors, 
administrator and administrators of such executor or administrator 
of right, who shall waste or convert to his own use, goods, chattels or 
estate, of his testator or intestate, shall from thenceforth be liable 
and chargeable in the same manner as his or their testator or bates 
tate should or might have been." Williams in his notes on Saunders, 
1 vol. 2lit. i. e. iu pointing out the distinction between an action 
against the executor himself upon a judgment suggesting a devasta
vit by him, and one against the executor of such executor, suggest 
ing a devastavit by the former executor, says, the former action can 
only be brought upon a judgment previously obtained against t he exec
utor, de bonis testatoris, or where he is made a party to a judgment 
against a testator by mire facias; but in the other, an action may be 
brought in every ease where the executor in his life-time, was iu any 
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way guilty of any act which amounts in law to a devastavit, and this 
position is clearly sanctioned, by the very words of the statute of 
William and Mary, which makes such executor " chargeable in the 
same manner as his testator should or might have been." 

There can be little doubt but that these statutes were in force in 
this State. They concerned the administration of justice, and it has 
always been understood that the Judges under the ohrl government 
laid it down as a general rule, that all statutes for the administration 
of justice, whether made before or after the charter, 80 far as they 
were applicable, should be adopted. Kiltifs Rep. on Stat. Intro. 0. 

The statute 30 Chas. 2, ch. 7, is reported by Kilty to have been 
found applicable, and to have been used and practised under, but the 
same author has considered that the 4 and 5 William and Mary, ch. 
24, was not in force. A s it regards many of the provisions of this 
statute, the remark is undoubtedly true; but so far as regards that 
part of this statute which relates to the subject under consideration, 

* w e apprehend the compiler was in error, for had it not been 
**** for this law, the statute 30 Chas. 2, ch. 7, would have expired 
by its own limitation, and it is in the nature of a declaratory law, 
expounding the statute of 30 Chas. 2. I f it be true that 30 Chas. 2, 
ch. 7, was in force up to the period of the Revolution, it could only 
have been so in virtue of the statute, 4 and 5 William and Mary, ch. 
24, which made the same perpetual. But it is supposed that these 
statutes are superseded, and rendered entirely unnecessary by our 
testamentary laws. But a careful examination of them brought us 
to a different conclusion. Unless the plaintiff can obtain his remedy 
in the manner lie has sought it, insuperable difficulties will be op
posed to his recovery by any other course. W e speak now on the 
supposition, that there has been an actual, and not a mere technical 
devastavit of the goods. I f the action thus conceived cannot be sup
ported, the present creditor could only look to the administrator de 
bonis Men, on the estate of the first testator, and we think there 
could be no recovery against him, unless such administrator had 
other goods than those wasted. The Act of 1708, ch. 101, sub-ch. 
14, sec. 2. makes it the duty of administrators de bonis non, to ad
minister all things in that Ac t described as assets, not converted 
into money, and not distributed or delivered, or retained under the 
Court's direction. In the passage of this law, it is clear that the 
Legislature did not mean to make anything the subject of adminis
tration in the hands of the administrator de bonis non, which did not 
exist in specie. I f property had been converted into money, such 
money was not the subject of administration, but the estate of the 
first executor or administrator was liable therefor, as for a devastavit, 
although such executor or administrator had failed to deliver over 
assets in his hands, yet the Legislature never contemplated, if such 
assets had not at the time of the granting of the letters de bonis non 
any existence, but were wasted and destroyed, that they should be 
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the subject of administration. They could not in the nature of 
things be assets; * damages for such waste might have been 
made assets, and power might have been given to such ad-
ministration to recover such damages; but such is not the fact. 
The Acts of Assembly are silent upon the subject. The Act of As
sembly of 1820, ch. 174, sec. 3, extends only to bonds, notes, accounts 
and evidences of debts, which the deceased executor or administra
tor may have taken, received or had as executor or administrator, 
and to money in his hands, and gives power to the administrator de 
bonis non, to recover the same by an action on the bond. Had this 
Act given a similar remedy in cases of all personal property which 
had ever come to the hands of the first executor, there would have 
been no ground to sustain this action, for the remedy in such a state 
of the law would have to be sought through the administrator de 
bonis non, and through him only; but where property,which has not 
been converted into money, and for winch no evidence of debt has 
been taken, but has been wasted and destroyed, to creditors situated 
like the present plaintiff', there is no remedy, but by a resort to the 
estate of the delinquent executor or administrator. I f indeed that 
be deficient, or such estate is apparently insolvent, such creditor 
may ultimately have recourse to the testamentary or administration 
bond. The judgment is reversed and judgment rendered for the 
plaintiff'on the demurrer. Judgment reversed. 

R I C H M O N D A N D R I C H M O N D vs. D E YOUNG .—December , 1830. 

It has long been the established practice of our Courts, upon the production, 
of a release of the principal under the insolvent laws of another State, 
by the special bail, to enter an exoneretur of the bail. 

A P P E A L from Baltimore County Court. This was a scire facias 
against Meichel De Young as special bail of C. E. Chevalier. The 
writ issued on the 2d * August, 1828. A t September Term, 
1826, of Baltimore County Court, the defendant had become " * * 
the bail of Chevalier, against whom the present plaintiff's obtained 
judgment at September Term, 1827. The declaration in the original 
action, counted upon a promissory note of Chevalier, bearing date at 
Philadelphia, the 17th November, 1825, for 1449.87, payable six 
months after date to the plaintiffs. And also contained the common 
counts. 

By the 29th rule of Baltimore County Court, the principal may he 
surrendered in discharge of his bail, upon payment of costs at any 
time during the sitting of the Court, to which the scire facias against 
the bail is returnable, and before the jury is discharged; but this 
privilege shall not extend to an adjourned Court, when the first tcirt 
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facias is returned scire feci, or nihil is returned upon a second scire 
facias. 

The scire facias was returned at September Term, 1828, "made 
known," whereupon the defendant, before the jury for that term 
was discharged, appeared and moved the Court, to exonerate him as 
the bail of Chevalier, because he, Chevalier, had been discharged 
under the insolvent laws of Pennsylvania. 

I t was admitted that the plaintiffs at the time when the contract 
ui)on which the judgment was obtained, were, and ever since have 
been, citizens or residents of the State of Rhode Island, and that 
Chevalier was a citizen or resident of Pennsylvania. On the 15th 
October, 1827, Chevalier obtained his discharge from the Court of 
Common Pleas of Philadelphia, which ordered " tha t the said peti
tioner, Chevalier, shall not at any time hereafter be liable to impris
onment, by reason of any judgment or decree obtained for payment 
of money only, or for any debt, damage, cost, sum or sums of 
money, contracted, occurred, occasioned, owing, or becoming due 
before the time of such assignment." The law under which this 
discharge was grauted, existed prior to the making of the original 
contract, and it was also agreed, that the facts and circumstances 

* o f the case might be considered as if pleaded to the scire 
facias ; that no objection should be taken to the motion upon 

the ground of form. The County Court [ A R C H E R , J . ] adjudged that 
the defendant, De Young, should be exonerated and discharged from 
his bail aforesaid. Upon which the plaintiff appealed to this Court. 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J., S T E P H E N and 
D O R S E T , J J . 

Hinklcy, for the appellant. R. N. Martin, for the appellee. 

B U C H A N A N , C. J., delivered the opinion of the Court. W e think 
the special bail in this case was properly exonerated by Baltimore 
County Court. 

A s far as we have been able to trace the subject, it appears to us, 
to have been long the practice of the Courts of this State, to dis
charge a special bail, on the production of evidence of the release of 
his principal, under the insolvent laws of another State. It was 
done by the late General Court, and is done, as far as we can ascer
tain, by the County Courts in the several judicial districts, in cases 
similar to this; and seeing nothing opposed to it, in the Constitution 
of the United States, we are not disposed at this late day, to shake 
a practice so well, and as we think properly established. The judg
ment of the County Court, is therefore affirmed, with costs. 

• Judgment affirmed. 
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G E O R G E B L I Z Z A R D , Adm'r of G E O R G E P . M E R R Y M A N m. Jacobs , 
Adin'r of J O H N JACOBS .—December, 1830. 

The object of the Act of 1825. ch. 167, throughout, is to prevent an accumu
lation of costs, (a) 

M. and J. gave their joint and several single bill, upon which an action was 
brought against the administrator of J. The defendant moved the Court 
for * a non-suit under the Act of 1825, ch. 167, suggesting, that „ ~ 
M. was alive, and within the county at the institution of the suit. • 
The County Court decided that a motion was a proper mode of bringing 
the question before the Court, and awarded a non-suit. Held, upon 
appeal, that the Act 'of Assembly had no application to the case. 

Where two obligors united in a bond, and one of them is dead, the 1st sec
tion of t h e A c t of 1 8 2 5 , c h . 67, does n o t prohibit separate actions against 
the survivor, and the representative of the deceased; nor does it apply 
where only one suit has been brought, although all the obligors are al ive, 
and reside in the same county, (b) 

Where the obligors are all alive .and reside in the same county, and the obli
gee elects to sue one of them only, he cannot bring another suit after
wards against the others, without being subject to a non-suit. 

The office of the 2d section of the Ac t of 1825, ch. 167, is to provide for the 
case of the death of one or more joint and several obligors, where the 
judgments being different, the surviving obligor or obligors cannot be 
united in the same action with the representative of the deceased obli
gor or obligors. There the creditor at his election may have one or two 
suits, one against the survivor, and another against the representative. 
Yet if there be more than one survivor l iving in the same county, he is 
as to them, restrained to one suit. 

Where obligors l ive in different counties, the creditor may sue on both, or 
either, at his election. He is however restricted, as to original parties 
to his bond, to one suit in each county. 

A P P E A L from Baltimore County Court. This was an action of 
debt, brought on the 15th September, 1826, by the appellant, against 
the appellee, on the following single bi l l : 

" Twelve months after date, we or either of us, do promise to pay 
or cause to be paid unto George P. Merryman, his heirs or assigns, 
the just sum of $400, it being for value received of him. Witness 
our hands aud seals, the 25th June, 1808. 

M A R T I C O M E R R Y M A N , [seal.] 

J O H N JACOBS , [seal.]" 

The writ was returnable to September Term, 1826, at which term, 

the defendant appeared and laid a rule on the plaintiff to declare. 

(a) See Rev. Code, Art . 64, sec. 52. 
(6) Cited in Cnizen vs. McKaig, 57 Md. 461. The Act of 1825, c. 67, sec. 1, 

incorporated in Rev. Code. Art . 64, s. 52, does not apply to actions on cove
nants. Ibid. The non-joinder of defendants must generally be taken ad
vantage of by plea in abatement. Brown vs. Warram, 3 H. & J. 444, note (b). 
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During that term, the plaintiff filed his declaration, and the single 
bill aforesaid : and at March Term, 1827, laid a rule on the defendant 
to plead. The cause was continued to September, 1827, at which 

term the * defendant moved the Court to non pros, the action, 
" ~ upon the ground that the obligation on which the suit was 
founded, was executed by the defendant's intestate, in his life-time, 
together with a certain Martico Merryman. That Merryman sur
vived the intestate, is still living, and now resides in Baltimore 
County, and)that no suit or other proceeding was ever instituted 
against Merryman, upon the obligation aforesaid. This motion was 
accompanied by the defendant's affidavit to the facts. A t the suc
ceeding term, (March, 1828, ) the County Court [ H A N S O N and K E L L , 
A . J . ] decided: 

1. That the truth of the facts upon which the motion was grounded, 
might be inquired into by the Court, without the intervention of a 
jury. 

2. That the evidence then offered, established the facts of the 
motion. 

3. That under the Ac t of 1825, ch. 1G7, the action must be non 
prossed. 

The plaintiff excepted to this judgment of the Court, upon the fol
lowing grounds: 

1. Because the plaintiff'ought to have pleaded the matters stated 
in the motion and evidence, and thus given the defendant the oppor
tunity of trying the truth of the facts before a jury, or of replying 
thereto, and avoiding the effect of those facts by replication. 

2. Because the motion was made too late, and should have been 
made at the appearance term, and before the rule to plead was laid. 

3 . That it was a motion in abatement upon merely technical 
grounds. 

4. Because this action was not in opposition to the provisions of 
the Ac t of 1825, which gives no authority to dismiss the action when 
only one suit has been brought. 

The judgment of the County Court being for the defendant, the 
plaintiff'appealed to tins Court. 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J . , E A R L E , M A H T I N , 
and S T E P H E N , J J . 

Gicynn, for the appellant, contended, that the judgment of the 
County Court should be reversed for the reasons urged before the 
County Court. 1 Chiltifs Plead. 2 1 5 ; United States vs. Fisher, 2 
Cranch, 386 , 3 9 0 ; The Mayor, &c. vs. Moore, 6 H. & J. 3 8 1 ; Few vs. 
Marsteller, 2 Cranch, 2 4 ; Hall vs. Jacobs, 4 H. <fc J. 245 . 

J. Scott, and R. N. Martin, for the appellee, cited Schooner Pau
lina vs. United States, 7 Cranch, 5 2 ; 1 Tidd Pr. 1 3 9 ; 1 Sellon Pr. 1 0 1 ; 
6 H. & J. 2 7 3 ; 1 Tidd, 1 4 9 ; 3 East, 1 5 5 ; King vs. Home, 4 Hum. and 
East, 3 4 9 ; 1 Kent Com. 4 1 9 to 4 3 1 ; The People vs. Utica Insurance 
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Company, 15 Johns. 358; Sickles vs. Sharp, 13 Johns. 497; iH.dk 
McH. 165; Union Bank vs. Ridgely, 1 67. 324. 

B U C H A N A N , C. J., delivered the opinion of the Court. This case 
depends upon the construction of the Act of 1825, ch. 167. 

'fhc suit was brought on a joint and several single, hill against the 
administrators of one of the obligors, the other obligor being alive at 
the time; and on motion, a- judgment of non pros, was rendered, an 
affidavit being filed in Court of the fact, that the other obligor was 
living, and that no process had been sued out or served upon him. 

* The title of the Act of 1825, ch. 167, is, " an Ac t to pre-
vent the unnecessary accumulation of costs in civil suits;" and • A 

that is the object of the Ac t throughout. The first section provides, 
that it shall not be lawful to institute more than one suit on a joint 
and several bond, penal or single bill, when the persons executing the 
same are alive, and reside in the same county, and that if more than 
one suit be instituted on any such bond, penal or single bill, judg
ment of nonpros, shall be entered against the plaintiff or plaintiffs, 
in such suits. 

In this case, both of the persous, executing the single bill on which 
the action was brought, were not alive at the time of instituting the 
suit, and if there had been at the same time, another action against 
the surviving obligor, it would not have been within the prohibition 
to institute more than one suit on a joint and several bond, penal or 
single bill, when the persons executing the same are alive. That 
prohibition being confined to the case of all the obligors being alive, 
without providiug for the case of one or more being dead, and leav
ing to the obligor, besides his suit against the survivor or survivors, 
the liberty to sue also the representatives of the deceased obligor or 
obligors; nor is it within the provision, that if more than one suit 
be brought on any such bond, &c. judgment of non pros, shall be 
entered, there being but one suit. I t is clearly then wholly un
affected by the first section; the words such bond, &c. in the first 
section, have reference to the case before mentioned, of all the 
obligors being alive. And though in such cases, not more than one 
suit is permitted to be brought, yet no obligation is imposed upon 
the obligee to sue all the obligors, (which by such a multiplication of 
parties, might produce an unnecessary accumulation of costs, con
trary to the intention of the Legislature,) but he may sue one only, if 
he pleases. If, however, he does so, it is at his own risk, and having 
made his election, he cannot afterwards bring another suit without 
being subject to be non suited. Provision being thus made by the 
1st sec. for preventing an * unnecessary accumulation of costs, „ 
where all the obligors are alive; the office of the 2d sec. is to ' •* 
provide for the case of the death of one or more joint and several 
obligors, where the judgments being different, the surviving obligor 
or obligors cannot be united in the same suit, with the representatives 
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of the deceased obligor or obligors. The language used is, " that if 
either of the said obligors shall be dead, then in that case, it shall be 
the duty of such clerk to docket one action against the surviving 
obligor or obligors, and if requested so to do by the plaintiff or plain
tiffs, or by his, her, or their attorney, it shall be the duty of such clerk 
to docket also an action against the executors or administrators of 
such deceased obligor, and to issue a summons, &c. .and the same 
proceedings shall be had, and the same judgment entered thereon, 
as if separate actions had been brought against each and every 
obligor, in such joint and several bond, &c." The expressions used, 
are uot very technical, and are somewhat obscure. But looking to 
the general object of the law, the saving of costs to the parties, 
it could not have been the intention of the Legislature, to take 
from a creditor his right of election, which might be exercised with 
a saving of costs, by bringing only one suit either against the sur
viving obligor or the representatives of the deceased obligor, as 
might be deemed most expedient; and to compel him to bring suit; 
whether he would or not, against a surviving obligor, (as contended 
for by the counsel for the defendant,) who might be insolvent; with 
the privilege of suing also at his election, the representatives of the 
deceased, which might produce a very unnecessary accumulation of 
costs, contrary to the intention of the Legislature, and operate injuri
ously to the creditor where the surviving obligor is insolvent, and 
sometimes vexatiously to the surviving obligor, as where he is only a 
security. W e must search then for the intention of the Legislature, 
which however obscurely expressed, or untechnical the language 
used, where it can be discovered, ought to be regarded. And keep-

ing that rule in view iu the construction of this * Act , we think 
*•* the meaning of it is, not that the clerk must at all events, if 
one, of the obligors be dead, docket a suit against a surviving obligor 
without directions, and whether the obligee or his counsel wish or 
not; but that as the surviving obligor and the representatives of the 
deceased obligor cannot be united in the same suit, and the obligee 
is entitled to his remedy against both, if he chooses to pursue it, two 
suits may be brought, one against the representatives of the deceased 
obligor, and the other against the survivor. Aud where it is said 
that it shall be the duty of the clerk to docket one action against the 
surviving obligor or obligors, the meaning is, that whether there be 
one or more obligors surviving, there shall be but one action against 
them, and that the creditor shall not be permitted to bring separate 
actions against the several surviving obligors, which is not provided 
against by the first section, where separate suits are only prohibited 
in the case of all the obligors being alive and living in the same 
county. And this view is strengthened by the circumstance, that in 
the 7th section, making provision for the case of obligors residing in 
different counties, which is not provided for in the 1st section. Simi
lar expressions are used as to clerks docketing actions. The lan-
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guage of that section is " tha t in case the obligors, &c. shall reside 
in different counties, then and in that case, it may be lawful for the 
clerk of the County Court to docket one action, &c. against the 
obligor or obligors in such bond, &c. who reside in the same county, 
and for the clerk of another County Court, to docket another action, 
&c. against the obligor or obligors who may reside in that county, 
&c." The case of obligors residing in different counties, or of some 
being dead, not being provided for by the first section, and the 
bringing of more than one suit in such a case not being prohibited, 
the creditor could as before the passing of the Act , have brought 
suits in different counties, or where some were dead, against the sur
vivors, and also against the representatives of the deceased obligors, 
without the aid of the 2nd section ; and as it could not have been the 
* intention of the Legislature to drive an obligee to an uuneees 
snry accumulation of costs, by compelling him to bring a use-
less suit against an insolvent obligor, and thus obliging him to sue 
also the representatives of the deceased obligor, or by compelling him 
to sue a surviving obligor who was only a security in the bond, &c. 
whether he wishes to do so or not ; but rather to prevent a useless 
accumulation of costs, by restraining him from bringing more suits 
than the nature of the case may absolutely require. The 2nd section 
must be understood as providing only against more suits than one, 
being brought against the surviving obligors, where there may be 
more than one; and the 7th section as providing against more suits 
than one, being brought in any county in which the obligors may 
reside. When they reside in different counties, no matter how many 
may reside in either county, the obligee is not required to bring suit 
in every county in which the obligors may reside, but may, if he 
chooses, bring one suit only, against such of the obligors as may 
reside in the same county, although there should be others residing 
in a different county. The provisions of the 7th section cannot be 
misunderstood, and the object of both is an unnecessary multiplica-
tion of suits, and the consequent accumulation of costs in the two 
cases not provided for by the 1st section. The one where some of 
the obligors are dead, and the other where they reside in different 
counties. W e therefore think that the judgment of non suit ought 
not to have been rendered. 

Judgment reversed, and procedendo awarded. 

* S TATE , use of the J U S T I C E S OF T H E L E V Y C O U R T OF B A L -
T I M O R E C O U N T Y VS. J O H N H . D O R S E Y et al—Decern- * 

ber, 1830. 

The Levy Court of Baltimore County, having omitted to make the levy for 
the year 1823, between the 1st of March and 3lst of December of that 
year, as they were bound to do by the Act of 1817, ch. 22, were author-
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ized by the Act of 1823, ch. 23, to "make and close the levy for the year 
1823, on or before the 1st of March, 1824." Held, that as the collectors 
of the levy were not to be appointed before the assessment was made, 
the Act of 1823 carried with it an extension of the time for appointing 
those officers: or if it did not. their appointment under the Act of 1817 
was not restricted, as the laying of the levy was, to the 31st December 
of the year for which the tax was levied, (or) 

The Levy Court being a corporation, had power to accept and approve the 
bond of a collector appointed to collect the levy, authorized by the Act 
of 1823, though not executed and filed with them until the 2d of March. 
1824. 

When a suit is brought on a private bond, &c. for the use of an individual, 
such person is not the legal plaintiff. The use is only entered for the 
protection of his equitable interest. If the c. q. u. dies pending the suit, 
his death is not the subject of a plea; nor is there for the purposes of 
the suit, any necessity for suggesting his death. The suit goes on as if 
he was still living or the use had never been entered. There is no reason 
why in the case of a public bond, with the privilege secured to any per
son interested to bring suit upon it, there should be any difference. (6) 

(a) Cf. Ellieott vs. Levy Court, 1 H. & J. 220; State vs. Merryman, 7 H. & 
J. 64. 

(b) Approved in Fridge vs. State, post, m. p. 116; Wallis vs. Dilley, 7 Md. 
250; Logan vs. State, 39 Md. 188; Dashiell vs. Baltimore, 45 Md. 620; LeStrange 
v s . State, 58 Md. 46. Cited in State vs. Norwood, 12 Md. 194. Cf. Green v s . 
Johnson, post, m. p. 389. In Logan vs. State, it was contended that the 
death of the equitable plaintiff prior to the issuing of the final writ in a 
suit on an official bond made that writ invalid. The Court said that t h e 
true character of such actions was well stated in the case in the text, and, 
after quoting from the opinion in that case, added that although t h e r e t h e 
defendants had been summoned and the question was whether the s u i t h a d 
abated, this circumstance did not render the reasoning of the Court inappli
cable. "The decision that there is no necessity for the purposes of the suit 
t o enter the use. and, if entered, that it matters not to the defendant how 
it may vary or change as to the person asserting the same right, and t h e 
reasons on which it is based, apply to the case before U B . We regard it a s a 
plain determination that the entry of the use or the endorsement of the 
name of cestui que use on the writ, is not essential to its validity, and d o e s 
not affect the commencement or continuance of the action." In Dashiell v s . 
Baltimore, the Court said: " In considering the naked question whether or 
not the action lies, we can look only to the right of the legal plaintiff to 
maintain it. If the T i g h t of action is in him, it is wholly immaterial f o r 
whose use it may be brought, or who may be equitably entitled to the fruits 
of the judgment; for with that the party sued has no concern. If t h e 
equitable plaintiff dies pending the suit, it does not abate, and his d e a t h i s 
not the subject of a plea in abatement puis darrein continuance, nor is t h e r e 
any necessity for suggesting his death and bringing in his representatives. 
The suit goes on as if he were still living, or the use had never been entered. 
The judgment is entered in the name of the legal plaintiff and it is nothing 
to the defendant who may be entitled to the equitable interest." When the 
cestui que use in an action in the name of the State is a feme covert, it is not 
necessary that the name of her husband should be used as next friend. Le 
Strange vs. State, supra. See Rev. Code, Art. 57, sec. 26; Art. 63, s e c . 8; 
Art. 64, sec. 44. amended by Act of 1880, c. 161. 
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So where a Levy Court was abolished pending a suit brought in the name of 

the State, for the use of such Levy Court, against the obligors in a col
lector's bond, it was held, that a plea in abatement puis darrein continu
ance, that the Levy Court had been extinguished, was no objection to 
the further prosecution of the action. 

In an action of debt on a bond with a collateral condition, where the defend
ant has pleaded general performance, and the plaintiff replied assigning 
a breach of the condition, it is a departure for the defendant to allege 
in his rejoinder, matter which shows the bond never had any legal exist
ence. 

It is a sufficient breach of the condition of a collector's bond, taken in pur
suance of the Acts of 1794, ch. 53, and 1817, ch. 142, that the collector 
did not finish and complete the collections of the assessment or rate 
imposed, &c. placed in his hands and accepted by him for collection, 
within one year and six months after the delivery to him of the copy 
of the account of assessment, and list of taxables required to be de
livered to each collector. 

The design of the Act of 1815, ch. 173, allowing to collectors, one year after 
the expiration of the time for which they are appointed, to collect bal
ances due them, was only to give them further time for their own bene
fit, to * collect what they had neglected to collect in due time, in 
the same manner in which they might have made the collections, 
within the time prescribed. 

C R O S S - A P P E A L S from Baltimore County Court. This was an ac 
tion of debt brought in the name of the State of Maryland, for the 
use of the Justices of the Levy Court of Baltimore County, on the 
14th of March, 1820, against the appellees, John I I . Dorsey. Nicholas 
Dorsey, Frederick Grapevine, and Leonard Ponder, on a bond to the 
S ta l e of Maryland,dated and approved on the 2d of March, 1824, in 
the penalty of *lf),499, with the following condition : " Whereas the 
said John I I . Dorsey hath been appointed by the Justices of the 
Levy Court for Baltimore County, one of the collectors of the county 
tax for the City of Baltimore, for the year 1823, within the !)th, 10th, 
11th and 12th wards of the said city; the condition of the above 
obligation is anon, that if the above bound John H. Dorsey, shall 
faithfully discharge1 his duties as such collector for the 9th, 10th, 11th 
and 12th wards within the said city, then the above obligation to be 
void, else be anil remain in full force, &c." 

The defendants pleaded, 1st, general performance. 
I'd. That the said State, its, &c. because they say, that the Jus-

tiees of the Levy Court of Baltimore County did not, at any time 
during the year 1S23, appoint the said John H. Dorsey, collector of 
the tax mentioned in the condition of the said writing obligatory; 
and the said defendants further say, that on the 19th day of Febru
ary, in the year 1824, the following order was passed by the Just ices 
of the Levy Court of Baltimore County : " We, the subscribers, Jus
tices of the Levy Court for Baltimore County, have this day assessed 
and taxed the assessable property of the City and County of Haiti-
more for the year 1823, and apportioned the same agreeably to the 
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aforegoing levy list; and for the collection of the same, have ap
pointed the following persons, viz. for the late first election district 
of the said county, now called collection district number one, we have 

* appointed, i v c ; and for the City of Baltimore, we have ap 
pointed the following persons, viz: For the first, &c. and for 

the ninth, tenth, eleventh and twelfth wards of the said city, we 
have appointed John H. Dorsey. And the said several collectors, on 
entering into bond, according to the A c t of Assembly, arc hereby 
authorized and empowered to collect and receive from the owners of 
property assessed in the aforesaid districts and wards, the following 
rate or assessment, that is to say,on all the property assessed in the 
aforementioned several districts in the said county, the rate or sum 
Of one dollar and ten cents on every hundred dollars, so as aforesaid 
assessed; and on all property assessed in the aforementioned wards 
in the said city, the sum or rate of sixty-three cents on every bun 
dred dollars, so as aforesaid assessed; and the said several col lectors 
are hereby authorized and required, if need be, to execute therefor, 
and pay the same over as the Justices of the Levy Court of Balti
more County shall, from time to time direct. Given under our hands 
and seals, this 19th day of February, in the year of our Lord 1824." 
And that, alter the passage of the said order, and on the second day 
of March next following, the said writing obligatory was executed 
and delivered to the said justices, aud by them then approved and 
accepted , to wit, at the county aforesaid; and this the said delen 
dants are ready to verify. Wherefore they pray judgment. 

3d. " A n d the said defendants, further defend, &c. and say, that 
the said State, its, &c. because they say, that since the commence 
inent of this present term of Baltimore County Court, and prior to 
filing this plea, the Justices of the Levy Court of Baltimore County, 
for whose use the said action of debt was instituted, as a Court, have 
ceased to exist, and that no successors have been appointed to the 
said Court hitherto; and this they are ready to verify, wherefore 
they pray judgment, if the State, &c." , 

4th. " And the said defendants, further defend, &c. and say, that 
the said State, its, &c. because they say, that after * the com 

• ® mencement of this present term of Baltimore County Court, 
and prior to the time of filing this plea, a body politic and corporate, 
by the name and style of the commissioners of Baltimore County, 
was duly created and established ; the several individuals comprising 
the same, between the days and times aforesaid, having been duly 
elected such commissioners; and having also taken and subscribed, 
before a competent authority, the oath required by law, of each of 
such commissioners J and the said defendants do further say, that 
after such election and qualification of the several commissioners of 
Baltimore County, aud prior to the time of filing this plea, the Mayor 
and City Council of Baltimore did duly and legally provide and enact, 
that the collectors of the aforesaid county tax. of winch the said 
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John I I . Dorsey was one, should pay to the register of the City of 
Baltimore, all such sums of money as they, the said collectors, had 
received from the taxes imposed by the authority of the L e v y Court 
of Baltimore County; and so the said defendants say, thai the right 
of act ion of the said .Justices of the Levy ('ouit of .Baltimore County, 
on the bond declared on in this suit, if any, since the institution of 
this suit, has been extinguished, and this, &c." 

To the second, third and fourth pleas, the plaintiff demurred gen
erally, and the defendants joined in demurrer. 

To the 1st plea the State replied as follows; viz: that the plain
tiff ought not to be barred, &0. because the said plaintiff says, that 
after the making of the said writing obligatory, and before the com
mencement of this suit, to wit, on the third day of March, in the 
year 1S24, at the county aforesaid, the Justices of the Levy Court of 
Baltimore County aforesaid, directed and caused the clerk of Bait i 
more County Court, to deliver to, and place in the hands of the said 
John I I . Dorsey, as one of the collectors of the county tax for the 
City of Baltimore, for the year 1823, within the ninth, tenth, eleventh 
and twelfth wards of the said city, in the said condition of the said 
writing obligatory * mentioned a fair copy of the fair and ac-
curate account kept.by the said clerk of the assessment or 
late imposed and levied by the said Levy Court, as by law directed 
and authorized, on the assessable property within the said wards of 
the City of Baltimore, as a county tax for the year 1823, and an 
alphabetical list of the names of the persons who then were owners 
of the said assessed property, in each of Hie said wards, and liable 
as well as the said property for the pa] incut of the said assessment 
or rate, so imposed and levied thereon, with the amount of each of 
the said person's assessment*or proportion of the said county tax 
annexed, to- be collected, paid and accounted for, by the said John 
H. Dorsey, as such collector aforesaid, within the time, and in the 
manner prescribed by law; and the said John I I . Dorsey, as such col
lector aforesaid, mentioned in the said condition of the said writing 
obligatory, then and there received and accepted the said copy of 
the account of assessment and lists of the persons and amounts as
sessed for collection, and to be paid and accounted for as aforesaid. 
And the said plaintiff avers, that the whole amount of the county 
tax for the year 1823, so levied and imposed on the assessable prop 
eriv within the said wards of the City of Baltimore, as specified in 
the said ropy ol the account of assessment and lists, so delivered to, 
and accepted by the said John I I . Dorsey, as such collector aforesaid, 
including the commission of six per cent, allowed to him tor the col
lection thereof, was and is, a large sum of ney, to wit, the sum of 

83,972.17, to wit, at the county aforesaid. And the said plaintiff 
further says, that the said John II . Dorsey. as such collector a lore 
said, on and by the said delivery to, and receipt by him, of the said 
copy of the account of assessment and lists aforesaid, so placed in 
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his hands, and accepted by him for collection as aforesaid, was duly 
and lawfully authorized, and it became and was his duty, as by law 
prescribed and required, within twenty days thereafter, to wit, at the 
comity aforesaid, to proceed to collect the s a i d assessment or rate, to 

the amount of the said sum last * above mentioned, as spoci-
tied in the said copy of the account of assessment and lists so 

placed in his hands, and by him accepted for collection, and to finish 
and complete the collections of the same in the several wards afore
said, within one year aud six months after the delivery to and re
ceipt by him, of the said copy of the said assessment and lists; yet 
the said John H. Dorsey, regardless of his duty as such collector 
aforesaid, did not finish and complete the collections of the assess
ment or rate so imposed anil levied as a county tax for the year 1823, 
on the assessable property within the said wards of the City of Bal
timore, and placed in his hands and accepted by him for collection, 
as such collector aforesaid, within one year and six months after the 
delivery to and receipt by him, of the said copy of the account of 
assessment and lists aforesaid; but wholly neglected and refused, 
although often requested, to finish and complete the collections of 
the assessments so placed in his hands, and still doth neglect and re 
fuse so to do ; and therefore the said plaintiff says that the said John 
H. Dorsey hath not faithfully discharged his duties as one of the col
lectors of the county tax for the City of Baltimore, for the year 1823, 
within the said wards of the said city, but therein hath wholly failed 
and made default, contrary, &C and this, &c. 

Aud for assigning a further breach of the condition of the said 
writing obligatory, the plaintiff says, that after the making of the 
said writing obligatory, and after the delivery to, and receipt by 
John H. Dorsey, as such collector aforesaid, of the copy of the 
amount of assessment, and list of names and amount of county tax 
to be by him collected, lor the year 1823, for the ninth, tenth, 
eleventh and twelfth wards within the City of Baltimore, to wit, at 
the county aforesaid, it became and was by law tlie duty of the said 
John II. Dorsey, as such collector, to pay and account for the amount 
of the sums so by liim to be collected, as specified in the said lists, 
iu such manner and at such time as the said Levy Court of Baltimore 

County should direct and appoint. * And the said plaintiff 
® * further says, that the said Levy Court, afterwards, to wit, on 
the 7th of September, 1825, at, &c. did direct and appoint that the 
said John II. Dorsey, should pay and account for the collections of 
the assessments so placed in his hands as aforesaid, to the justices 
of the Levy Court of Baltimore County aforesaid, on or before the 
tirst Tuesday in March next thereafter, to wit, & c whereof the said 
John II. Dorsey had notice. And the said plaintiff avers that the 
amount of the collections of the assessments of the said county tax 
for the year 1823, for the said wards which it was the duty of the 
said John H. Dorsey, as collector to have paid to the Justices of the 
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Levy Court of Baltimore County, on or before the said, &C. was the 
sum of $7,493.84; yet the said John I I . Dorsey, regardless of his 
duty as such collector, did not, on or before the said, &c. pay or ac
count for the collections of the said assessments so placed in his 
hands, and by him accepted, or any pari thereof, to the Justices of 
the Levy Court of Baltimore County aforesaid, but the said .John H. 
Dorsey, although often requested by the said Levy Court, to wit, &C, 
hath always hitherto refused, and still doth refuse, to pay or account 
for the same, or any part thereof; and so the said plaint ill says that 
the said .John H. Dorsey hath not faithfully discharged his duties as 
one, &C. 

To these breaches the defendants rejoined as follows: that as to 
the first breach assigned by the said State iu its replication, they 
say that the said State, its action, &c. because they say that tIn
justices of the Levy Court of Baltimore County did not at any tune 
during the year lSL'.:, appoint the said John H. Dorsey collector of 
the tax mentioned in the condition of the said writing obligatory. 
And the defendants further say, that on the 19th day of February, 
in the year 1821, the following order was passed by the Justices of 
the Levy Court of Baltimore County, (setting out the order recited 
in the 2d plea,) and that after the passage of the said order, and on 
the 2d day of Marcli next following, the said writing obligatory was 
executed * and delivered to the said Justices, and by them 
then approved and accepted, to wit, at the county aforesaid: 
and this the said defendants are ready to verify; wherefore they 
pray judgment, &c. 

And the said defendants, as to the second breach assigned by the 
said plaintiff, say. that the Justices of the Levy Court of Baltimore 
County, did not direct and appoiid that the said John I I . Dorsey, as 
collector aforesaid, should pay and account for the collections and 
assessments placed in his hands, to the Justices of the said Levy 
Court, on or before the first Tuesday iu March, 1820, and that he the 
said John I I . Dorsey had not notice of any such direction and ap
pointment ; and of this the said defendants put themselves upon 
the country. 

To the defendants' rejoinder to the plaintiff's first breach, the 
plaintiff demurred generally, and the defendant joined in demurrer. 
An issue was joined upon the rejoinder to the second breach assigned 
by t he plaintiff. 

The County Court [ H A N S O N , A . J. ] , sustained the demurrers to 
the defendants' 3d and 4th pleas, and also the demurrer to the de
fendants' rejoinder to the first breach, assigned in the replication of 
the plaintiff to the defendants'first plea; but overruled the demurrer 
to the second plea, and gave final judgment for the defendants, 
whereupon both parties appealed to this Court. 

The cause came on to be argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J., E A K L E , 
M A R T I N , S T E P H E N , and D O R S E T , JJ. 
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The following Acts of Assembly arc referred to in this cause. 
1794, ch. 53, enacts, that the Justices of the Levy Courts, in their 

respective counties, " are authorized aud required on some day, be
tween the 1st March, and the 1st October, annually, to meet at, &c. 
to adjust the ordinary aud necessary expenses of their several coun
ties; to impose an assessment or rate on all property within their 

county, sufficient * t o defray such county charge; and the 
said justices shall apportion such assessment o r rate, and shall 

appoint a person or persons to collect the same, and every collector, 
before he acts as such, shall give bond, payable to the State, such as 
the stiid justices shall approve of, in double the sum to be collected, 
with condition,'' &c. 

1817, ch. 22, after a preamble, stating that doubts are entertained 
of the validity of some of the Acts of the Court, because of their not 
being done within the time directed, sec. 1, enacts, " tha t the several 
assessments and levies of the public or county taxes, or charges 
made and imposed by the Levy Court of Baltimore County, and the 
several contracts or bonds made or taken in relation to the collection, 
or the payment or expenditure thereof, shall be held as effectual and 
valid as if the same had been fully completed, made or taken, within 
the time prescribed by law, provided the same shall not alter or 
affect the legal defence of the collectors against any claim or suit, 
which has been, or may be preferred against them, for anything 
done heretofore." 

S i c . 2, enacts, that the Levy Court of Baltimore County, " b e , 
and it is hereby authorized and empowered to meet for the transac
tion of public business, at, &c. and on, or at such days and times as 
the said Court shall consider expedient, between the 1st day of 
March, and the 31st day of December, in each and every year here
after, and may continue by adjournment or otherwise, from day to 
day, or time to time, until the public business shall have been com
pleted : Provided nevertheless, that the levy for each year shall be 
completed within the year." 

Sec. :;. gave special power to complete the levy for the year 1817, 
appoint a collector, finish all the unsettled business of the county, 
and take a bond from the collector,. 

1817, ch. 142, sec. 2, authorized the Levy Court " t o appoint as 
many collectors for the City of Baltimore as they may think neces
sary, who are to give bond in such penalty with such security as the 
said Court shall approve." 

* Sec. 3, enacts, " tha t the said collectors shall each and 
every one of them finish and complete the collections of such 

of the assessments as may be placed in their hands, by the time pre
scribed by law, or assigned by the said Court for the completion of 
the same, and shall pay and account lor the same in such manner, 
and at such times as the said Court shall direct or appoint." 
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1817, ch. 182, authorized the Levy Court of Baltimore County to 
appoint as many collectors as they deemed necessary to collect the 
county tax for the year 1817, and declared that they should give such 
bonds as the Court should prescribe. 

1S23, ch. 32, enacted, " that the Levy Court of Baltimore County 
be. and they are hereby authorized and empowered to make and 
close the levy of the said county for the year 1823, on or before the 
1st day of March, 1824." Passed 31st December, 182.".. 

Williams. (District Attorney of TJ. S.) and Givynn, for the appel
lant, referred to 7 H. & J. 79, 339, 343 ; 2 //.<(••/. 15; 1 Kent Com. 
I.'.l ; 2 Joans. Dig. 217; 11 Johns. R. 182; 20 lb. 153; Cox's Dig. 
109; 1 Chitty PI 326 ; 8 Com. Dig. Plea, ft 40; 2 Harr. Ent.350, 408; 
Acts of 1823, c. 32: 1817, c. 142, s. 2: 1826, 0.217; 1827,c. 23; 1794, 
c. 53; 1817, c. 2, 3 ; 1823, c. 32. 

Gill, for the appellee, referred to the same Acts of Assembly aud to 
Levy Court vs. Merryman, 7 H. & J. 88. 

* B U C H A N A N , C. J. delivered the opinion of the Court. John 
H. Dorsey, one of the defendants, was appointed by the Levy 
Court of Baltimore County, ou the 19th of February, 1824, one of the 
collectors of the county tax for the City of Baltimore for the year 
1823, and on the 2d of March, t824, he gave his bond to the State con
ditioned for the faithful discharge of his duties as such collector, with 
the other defendants as his sureties. Upon that bond this suit was 
brought, to which the defendants pleaded. [Here the Judge re
ferred to the pleadings and judgment of the County Court as before 
set forth, and then said]—The question arising upon the demurrer 
to the second plea is, whether the Levy Court of Baltimore County, 
had any authority to appoint collectors of the tax, imposed for the 
year 182."., and to receive and approve their bonds, at any time after 
the 31st of December of that year. The 2d sec. of the Act of 1817, 
ch. 22, authorizes the Levy Court of Baltimore Couuty, to meet for 
the transaction of public business, at such place in said county, and 
on, or at such days and times, as the said Court shall consider expe
dient, * between the first day of March and the 31st day of 
December, in each and every year thereafter, and to continue 
hy adjournment or otherwise, from day to day, or time to time, 
until the public business shall have been completed—with the pro
viso, "provided nevertheless, that the levy for each year shall be 
completed within the year." By the 2d sec. of another Act of the 
same year, ch. 142, the Levy Court is directed to appoint a number 
of collectors of the tax, who are required severally to give bond to 
the State, in such penalty, and with such security as the Court shall 
prescribe and approve, conditioned for the faithful discharge of their 
duties as such. Upon which bonds suits are authorized to be brought 
by the Levy Court, or any person or persons interested therein. And 
by the Ac t of 1823, ch. 32, authority is given to the Levy Court of 
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Baltimore County, to make and close the levy for the year 1823, on 
or before the first day of March, 1824. 

In the State, use of Levy Court, &c. vs. Merryman, 7 H. & J. 79, 
it was decided by this Court, that under the Ac t of 1794, ch. 10, 
authorizing the Justices of the Levy Courts of the several counties 
in the State, " t o adjourn their respective Courts from time to time, 
for the purpose of laying the l evy ; " aud the Ac t of the same year, 
ch. 53, requiring them " t o meet on some day between the 1st of 
March, aud the 1st of October annually, to adjust the ordinary and 
necessary expenses of their several counties, & c ; and to impose an 
assessment, &c. sufficient to defray such charges," and to "appoint 
a person or persons, to collect the same," they had no authority to 
impose an assessment, after the first of October, or to adjourn be
yond that time. Aud it is perfectly clear, that under the proviso 
of the 2d sec. of the Ac t of 1817, ch. 22, the Levy Court of Baltimore 
County, could not have imposed the assessment for the year 1823, 
after the 31st of December of that year, but for the Ac t of 1823, ch. 
32, extending the time to the 1st of March, 1824. I t is supposed, 
and the course of the Legislature shows the understanding to have 

been, that the * Levy Court, was equally restricted in relation 
to the appointment of collectors. The 3d sec. of the Ac t of 

1817, ch. 22, passed 8th January, 1818, makes provision for complet
ing the levy, and appointing a collector for the year 1817, and finishing 
the unsettled business of Baltimore County for that year, which would 
have been unnecessary iu relatiou to the collectors, if the Levy Court 
could have appointed a collector after the 1st of October, 1817. And 
it is contended that under the 2d sec. of the same Act , authorizing 
the Levy Court to meet on some day between the 1st of March, and 
31st December annually, for the transaction of public business, they 
were restricted in the appointment of a collector to some time be
tween those periods, and that the appointment of John H. Dorsey, on 
the 19th of February, 1824, as collector of the tax for the year 1823, 
was illegal and void. But we do not think so. The collectors are 
required to give bond in such penalty as the Court shall prescribe, 
and as the amount of the penalty of the bonds to be given, cannot 
be ascertained before the assessment is made by which it must be 
regulated, it would seem as if the law looked to the assessment being 
made, before the appointment of the collectors. I t may therefore 
well be a question, whether the Ac t of 1823, ch. 32, extendiug the 
time of making the levy for the year 1823, to the 1st of March, 1824, 
would not of itself, necessarily have carried with it, an extension of 
the time for appointing the collectors; and we are inclined to think 
it woidd, for there could be no necessity for appointing collectors, 
before the assessment was made. But be that as it may, the 2d 
section of the Ac t of 1817, ch. 22, does not restrict the power of 
appointing collectors to a time within those limits. Inconveniences 
had grown out of the restriction before existing; legislation had 
been found necessary to make valid, appointments of collectors, and 
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other Acts of the Levy Court, not within the time prescribed, and 
to authorize the appointment of collectors after the limited t ime; to 
prevent winch thereafter, seems to have been one of the objects of the 
2d * section.Of 1817, ch. 22, which alter authorizing the Levy 
Court to meet annually, between the 1st of March and the 31st " ~ 
of December, goes on to say, "and may continue by adjournment or 
otherwise, from day to day, or time to time, until the public business 
shall have been completed, provided nevertheless, thai the levy for 
each year, shall be completed within the year." Thus plainly indi
cating, that although the levy for each year must be completed 
within the year, yet that other parts of the public business need 
not be, but for the completion of which they are permitted to ad
journ from day to day, &c., beyond the end of the year, if it should 
be found necessary. The proviso obviously showing, that . complet
ing the levy, was the only thing absolutely required to be done 
within the year. And though it would be unnecessary to appoint 
collectors, if the levy should not be made, yet that furnishes no 
reason for a different understanding of that section, for the law 
presumes that the Levy Court will always do their duty, by complet
ing the levy within the time prescribed—and the Act of December, 
1823, ch. 32, provided against the contingency of their being no levy 
imposed for the year, by extending the time of imposing it, to the 
1st of March, 1824. And the Levy Court being constituted a corpo
ration and body politic, there can on no principle, be any well 
founded objection to the execution, and acceptance of the bond of 
John H . Dorsey, on the 2d of March, 1824. 

The suit being brought iu the of the State, and entered for the 
use of the Levy Court of Baltimore County, the demurrers to the 
third and fourth pleas, present substantially but one and the same 
question; which is, whether the Levy Court of Baltimore County, 
having become extinct, aud another body politic, and corporate, 
created in its place siuce the bringing of the suit, the action can 
be sustained? When a suit is brought on a private bond, & C for 
the use of an individual, the individual for whose use it is entered, 
is not the legal plaintiff; the use is only entered for the protection 
of his equitable interest, and if he dies pending the suit, his 
* death is uot the subject of a plea, nor is there for the pur- " * * 
poses of the suit, any necessity for suggesting his death, but the suit 
goes on, as if he was still living, or the use had never been entered. 
The judgment is rendered in the name of the nominal, the legal 
plaintiff; aud it is nothing to the defendant who may be entitled to 
the equitable interest. And we can perceive no reason, why in the 
ease of a public bond, with the privilege secured to any person inte
rested to bring suit upon it, there should be any difference. In 
either case, the suit must be brought in the name of the obligee. 
In the case of a private bond, the individual obligee is the legal 
plaintiff for the use of the person having the equitable iuterest; and 
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in the case of a bond to the State, (as here) the State is the legal 
plaintiff; and there is no necessity for the purposes of the suit, to 
enter the use, whether it is brought for the benefit of an individual 
or a corporation; nor if entered, does it make any difference to the 
defendant, how it may vary or change as to the person asserting 
the same right. I t does not affect his defence, nor cau any change 
of the use become a fit subject of plea. The declaration or replica
tion, in case of :i bond with a collateral condition, as this is, assigns 
the breach and discloses the use, or for what the suit is brought, 

and the defendant being thus advised, shapes his defence ac d-
ingly. The judgment is in the name of the State, and will, be for 
the use of whoever is entitled to the beneficial interest. W e think 
the third and fourth pleas therefore bad, and that they were prop
erly demurred to. 

What has been said in relation to the second plea, applies equally 
to the rejoinder to the first breach, assigned in the replication to the 
first plea; with the addition that the rejoinder being of the matter of 
the second plea, it is clearly a departure from the defendant's first 
plea Of general performance. I t has, however, been contended, that 
the failure by John H. Dorsey, to finish and complete the collections 
of the tax imposed for the year 1823, within one year and six months 

alter the delivery to him of a copy of * the account of assess 
ments, &c. was not alone a breach of the condition of the 

bond, and therefore that the first breach assigned in the replication 
is insufficient, iu not also stating that he did not pay or account. &c, 
and that wc must mount up to the first fault. But we do not per 
ceive the force of the objection. The Act of 1794, ch. 53, requires 
th it a collector shall proceed to collect the tax, &c. within six 
months alter having received the assessment lists, & c ; and the 3d 
section of the Act of 1817, ch. 142, requires that he "shall finish and 
complete the collections by the time prescribed by law, or assigned 
by the Levy Court for the completion of the same," " a n d shall pay 
and account for the same, in such manuer and at such times as t he 
Court shall direct and appoint." Taking the two laws together 
then, (and they are parts of the same system) a collector is required 
to finish and complete the collections within six months after having 
received the assessment lists, &c. or by the time assigned by the 
Levy Court for the completion of the same, and also to pay an ac
count for the same, in such manner and at such times as the Court 
shall direct and appoint. Here then, are two distinct duties required 
to be performed; one to finish and complete the collections within 
six months, & c or by the time assigned by the Levy Court—and the 
other to pay and account for the same, in such manner, and at such 
t imes as the Court shall direct; the neglect to perform either o f 
which, is a violation of the condition of the bond, for which an action 
will lie. And it was not necessary to sustain this suit, to add to the 
failure by John H. Dorsey to finish and complete the collections. &c, 
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• 
(which is the first breach assigned) a neglect to pay and account, 
&0. which is, of itself a separate and distinct breach of duty. Here 
the breach assigned is, that he did QOl linish and complete the col
lections within one year and six months, &c which covers the whole 
time prescribed by law; the Act of 1815, ch. 173, allowing to col
lectors one year after the expiration of the time for which they are 
appointed, to collect the balances that may be due to them, in 
* no way relieving them from their liability or their bonds for " * * 
not finishing the collections within six months; but only giving them 
for their own benefit and security, the privilege of collecting what 
they had neglected to collect in due time, in the same manner in 
winch they might have made the collections wit bin the time pre
scribed, which otherwise they could not have done. 

W e concur in opinion witli the Court below, on the demurrers to 
the third and fourth pleas, and rejoinder to t he first branch assigned 
in the replication; but dissent from the opinion expressed on the 
demurrer to the second plea. 

•ludyment reversed, and procedendo awarded. 

T H E S T A T E VS. S C H A R F F et al. 

Iu an action upon a collector's bond given to secure the collection of taxes, 
the collector cannot place his defence on the non-delivery, by the clerk 
of the County Court, to him, of the rate of the assessment and list of 
taxable inhabitants, unless he states in his plea, that he had applied for 
the rate and list to the proper officer, and that he either refused or ne
glected to furnish them. It is the duty of the clerk to deliver the lists 
at his office, where all his official acts are done, and the collector should 
apply for them there. 

T H I S was an appeal from Baltimore County Court, decided at June, 
L829. It was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J . , E A R L E , S T E P H E N , 
ami A R C H E R , J J . 

By Taney, (Attorney-General.) and dill for the State. 
No counsel appeared for the appellee. 

The opinion of the Court, deciding the above question, was dehv 
end by A R C H E R , .1. 

* W . It. G L A S G O W , Adm'r of B R O W N I N G VS. J. S A N D S , 0 ( 5 
Trustee of BAILEY .—December , 1830.. 

The Commissioners of insolvent debtors for the City and County of Balti
more, after having appointed a permanent trustee, and certified to Balti
more County Court, that the debtor hath not complied with the terms 
and conditions of the insolvent laws, may, upon the neglect of such 
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trustee to give bond within a reasonable time, appoint a new permanent 
trustee, (a) 

The choses in action of a deceased wife, vest in the trustee of her surviving 
husband, on his application for a discharge under the insolvent laws, 
although the husband is reported against, and does not obtain a final 
release. 

A P P E A L from a decree of the Orphans' Court of Baltimore County. 
John Sands, as permanent trustee of George W . Bailey, filed his 
petition iu the Orphans' Court of Baltimore County, to recover from 
the appellant a sum of money which he alleged was due to Bailey 
prior to his insolvency, from Browning's estate. The following state
ment, exhibits the whole case : 

" I t is admitted that William E. Glasgow was, on the 8th Sep
tember, 1826, appointed by the Orphans' Court of Baltimore County, 
administrator d. b. «., C. t. a. of P. G. Browning, then deceased ; that 
on the 21st of September, 1826, Glasgow, as administrator, settled 
an account of his administration by which he was indebted to the 
said deceased's estate the sum of $1,532.82; that Mary Ann Brown
ing, daughter of said P. G. B. became and was entitled under the 
will of her father, to one-sixth part of the said balance, being the 
sum of $255.40^ ; that said M. A . B. was, after the death of her 
lather, lawfully married to a certain George W . Bailey; that before 
payment of any part of the said sum of $255.40!, she departed this 
life; that alter the death of his wife and before payment of the said 
sum of *255.40^ or any part thereof, and on the 7th December, 1826, 
G. W . B. then a resident of the City of Baltimore, applied to the 

commissioners of insolvent debtors in and for the City and 
" • * County of Baltimore, for the benefit of the insolvent laws, 
and obtained a personal discharge, and on the same day, the said 
John Sands was appointed by the said commissioners, provisional 
trustee of the said G. W . R. and as such gave bond with security; 
that on the 15th January, 1827, a certain Bitson Browning was ap
pointed by the said commissioners, the permanent trustee of the said 
6. W . B. but never gave bond as such permanent trustee, and no 
deed of assignment was executed by said Johu Sands to said K. B.; 
that on the 21st day of April, 1827, the said commissioners made the 
following report :—" In the case of George W . Bailey, an applicant 
for the benefit of the insolvent laws of Maryland, the undersigned 
commissioners of insolvent debtors for the City and County of Bai
rn ore, in pursuance of the Act of Assembly,'do report to Baltimore 
County Court, that having diligently inquired and examined into 
the nature aud circumstances of the said application, it appears, 
upon such examination, that the said Bailey hath not complied with 
the terms and conditions of the said insolvent laws, and hath not 

(a) Cited in Glenn vs. Karthaus, 4 G. & J. 392; Bond vs. Conway, 11 Md. 
516; State vs. Reaney, 13 Md. 239. 
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acted fairly and bona fide ; and the said commissioners now return to 
the office of the clerk of the said Court, there to be recorded, the 
schedule, and all the proceedings which have been had before them 
in the matter of the said application. Given under our hands this 
21st April, 1827, &c." 

I t is further admitted, that on the 10th of May, 1828, the said 
John Sands, who was recommended by a majority of the creditors 
of the said G. W . B. was appointed by the said commissioners 
the permanent trustee of the said G. W . B., aud as such gave 
bond, with security, which security was approved of by the said 
commissioners, and a copy of which bond is as follows, &c. " Tha t 
after the application to the said commissioners of the said G. W . B., 
and on the 14th February, 1827, Bailey executed and delivered a 
release to Glasgow, in consideration of $50, of his claim iu right of 
his wife, under her father's will. That at the time the said G. W . 
B. signed the release, there was written on * the same, and 
signed by William T. Browning, a memorandum, guarantee- " ® 
ing the said Glasgow, from any claim from It. B. as trustee of Bailey. 
It is further admitted that the release, together witli the memoran
dum thereon, was delivered to W . K. G. on the day it bears date, 
and that W . E. G. then kuew that G. W . B. had applied for the 
benefit of the insolvent laws, and was informed by Bailey that he in
tended to withdraw his application, which was in fact never done." 

Upon the foregoing statement of facts, the parties, John Sands and 
William R. Glasgow, pray the opinion of the Orphans' Court of Bal
timore County, as to the right of said W . R. G. to be allowed in the 
settlement of his second account with the Orphans' Court, the sum 
Of |255.40£, as so much money paid by him to said G. W. B., and as 
to the right of said John Sands to a decree or order, directing the 
said W . R. G. to pay over to him the said J. S. the sum of #255.40.1, 
witli interest from the 21st day of September, iu the year 1826. 

The Orphans' Court thereupon passed the following decree: 
" T h e Court having considered the petition, the answer thereto, 

and the statement of facts filed in the cause by the counsel of the 
parties, is of the opinion that the said William R. Glasgow, as admin
istrator, is not entitled to a credit in ins administration account, for 
the proportion of Mary Ann, the daughter of the said deceased, and 
who intermarried with George W . Bailey, and for which proportion 
the said Glasgow now claims to be allowed the sum of 1255.40}, as 
paid or satisfied to the said George W . Bailey; the Court being of 
the opinion, that inasmuch as it is admitted that no part of the same 
was paid by the said Glasgow, before the said Bailey applied for the 
beuelit of the insolvent laws of this State, and had a trustee ap
pointed, and that said Glasgow had information that said Bailey had 
thus applied for the benefit of the insolvent laws, that said Glasgow 
ought not to have paid any part of the same to the said Bailey. I t 
is therefore on this uiuth day of February, 1820, ordered and decreed, 
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that, William K. Glasgow, administrator de bonis non, &c. of Pere
grine G. Browning, deceased, pay to John Sands, trustee of the said 
George W . Bailey, the sum of 1255.404, being his proportion of the 
personal estate of the said deceased, iu right of his wife, Mary Ann ; 
and that he also pay costs." 

from this decree Glasgow appealed to this Court. 

This cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J., S T E P H E N and 
D O R S E Y , JJ. 

Williamson, for the appellant, cited 1816, ch. 221, sec. 2, 3 ; 1798, 
ch. 101, sub. 5, sec. 8; Brown vs. Brice, 2 H. IFC G. 24; Leadcnham 
vs. Nicholson, lib. 278; State vs. Krebs, 6 & J. 34. 

* QUI, for the appellee, cited Schuyler vs. Hoyle, 5 John. (' 
R. 206; Stewart vs. Stewart, 7 lb. 247; Hurt vs. Fisher, 1 H. 

<f; G. 90; 2 Madd. 636; Mitford vs. Mitford, 9 Ves. Jr. 87; 2 Atk. 
544; Ac t of 1819, ch. 84, sec. 1, 6; 1805, ch. 110, sec. 4. 

D O R S E Y , J. delivered the opinion of the Court. By the argument 
in this case, two questions have been presented for our determina
tion. First—whether the commissioners of insolvent debtors for the 
City and County of Baltimore, after having appointed a permanent 
trustee, and certified to Baltimore County Court that the applicant 
hath not complied with the terms and conditions of the insolvent 
laws, can, upon the neglect of such trustee to give the requisite bond 
within a reasonable time, appoint a new trustee 1 Secondly; whether 
a chose in action of a deceased wife is vested in the trustee of her 
surviving husband, an insolvent petitioner ? By the Ac t of 1816, 
which provides for the appointment of these commissioners of insol
vency, applications for the benefit of the insolvent laws were made 
to Baltimore County Court, who referred them to the commissioners, 
who, after proceeding to the appointment, first, of a provisional, and 
then of a permanent trustee, were required to examine into the 
nature and circumstances of all such applications, and if, upon such 
examination, it appeared that the petitioner had complied with the 
terms and conditions of the insolvent laws, and had acted fairly and 
bona fide, they were to report the same to Baltimore County Court, 
" and return the schedule and all proceediugs which may have beeu 
had before them, to the office of the clerk of Baltimore County Court, 
there to be recorded." Under this law, the County Court were au
thorized to grant either a personal or final discharge to the peti
tioner: and if the examination by the commissioners resulted unfa
vorably to the applicant, no report thereof was to be made to the 
County Court, nor the schedule, or any of the proceedings before the 
commissioners returned. 

* With a view to relieve Baltimore County Court from many 
of the duties connected with applications for releases under 

our insolvent laws, to which it was still subject, the Legislature passed 
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the Act of 1819, eh. 84, investing the commissioners with the power 
of granting personal discharges, directing all applications of insol
vents to be presented to them, instead of the County Court, and 
transferring to them all the powers of Baltimore County Court, or 
the Judges thereof, in relation to such application, except the grant
ing of final discharges and trying allegations, &c. I t also enjoins 
the commissioners, " in case it shall appear to them that the appli
cant hath not complied with the terms and conditions of the insol
vent laws, to certify the same to Baltimore County Court, and also 
to transmit to the clerk thereof, all deeds of assignments executed by 
any such applicant, or applicants, and all such other papers relating 
to the estate of such applicant or applicants, and brought before them 
as they may deem it proper to have preserved and recorded." But 
it does not require, as in the case of their favorable report, a return 
of the schedule and all proceedings which may have been had before 
them. These, when their report is unfavorable to the applicant, re
main in their custody, in order that they may comply with the injunc
tion in the (Jth sec. of the Act of 1819, which declares that "when the 
report of the commissioners shall be unfavorable to the applicant or 
applicants, the said commissioners shall cause the trustee to proceed in 
the execution of the trust, in the same manner, and subject to the 
same rules, regulations, and restrictions, as if the report of the said 
commissioners, had been favorable to such applicant or applicants. 
By the 4th sec. of the Act of 1805, ch. 110, which this Court has said 
is part of the insolvent system, applicable as well to Baltimore City 
and County, as to the rest of the State of Maryland, the trustee 
before he proceeds to act, shall give bond to the State of Maryland, 
for the use of the creditors of the petitioning debtor, in such penally 
as the County Court shall direct, aud upon his 'neglect to give bond 
* as aforesaid in a reasonable time, to be judged of by the 
I oiinty Court,' the County Court shall appoint such person as 
they shall think proper, in his place, who shall give bond as afore
said." Upon viewing these several Acts of Assembly in connexion 
with each other, we think that the commissioners were authorized, 
under the circumstances iu which they did so, to appoint John Sands 
the permanent trustee of Bailey, and to take bond from him as such. 
That the commissioners are invested with the power in the first in
stance, of appointing a permanent trustee, is obvious from the 3d 
sec. of the Act of 1816, and the Ac t of 1820, ch. 182; and by advert
ing to the 4th sec. of the Ac t 1805, and the 1st and 6th sections of 
the Act of 1819, we deem it equally clear, that they acted within the 
scope of their powers in making the appointment objected to in the 
ease before us. The schedule of the petitioner in legal contempla
tion remained with the commissioners, and they only, perhaps, could 
therefore properly direct the penalty of the bond to be given by the 
trustee. By the Act of 1819, their investiture with all the powers of 
Baltimore County Court, is as full and comprehensive as language 
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could make it, and the peculiar and exclusive fitness of the commis
sioners for the discharge of the duty which they have assumed in 
this case, leaves no doubt in our minds of the legality or propriety of 
its exercise. Had the County Court have made the appointment, 
having no knowledge of the amount of debts due from or to the peti
tioner, or the value of his property, they would have had nothing to 
guide them in prescribing the penalty of the trustees' bond, which 
by law, it would be their duty to direct. Against the exercise of the 
power by the commissioners, no solid objection has been urged. 'Tis 
true in this case the schedule and all the proceedings before them, 
were returned to the clerk of the Baltimore County Court, to be re
corded. But this does not vary the general principle applicable to 
like cases; it was done in obedience to no mandate of the law, in 

contemplation of * which the schedule and their proceedings 
I t l o w e r e still in their custody. 

In our present decision, we mean to intimate no opinion as to the 
power of the commissioners to make an appointment like the present, 
where their report to the County Court has been in favor of the in
solvent debtor, and the schedule and all their proceedings returned 
therewith. 

The second question we deem too clear to require either authority 
or illustration to sustain our opinion upon it. By the Ac t of 1708, 
ch. 101, subch. 5, sec. 8, it is enacted that " i f the intestate be a 
married woman, it shall not, as heretofore, be necessary for her hus
band to take out letters of administration, but all her choses in action 
shall devolve upon her husband, in the same manner as if he had 
taken out such letters." Under the provision of the Act of Assem
bly, Bailey might have collected the claim now in controversy, and 
have applied the same to his own use; he was competent to release, 
compromise, assign or dispose of it, in any way he might see fit; and 
to all the purposes of this controversy, it is to be regarded in the 
same light as if it were a debt or chose in action, due to Bailey him
self, and consequently vested in the appellee upon his giving bond as 
required by law. The statutory assignment of the petitioner's estate, 
is of all property which lie has a claim, title to, or interest in, and of 
debts, rights and claims, which he has, or is in any way entitled to. 

Decree affirmed. 

F R I D G E VS. T H E S T A T E , use of K IKK .—December , 1830 . 

In an action upon a bond entered into by a guardian appointed by the Or
phans'' Court, brought for the use of the ward, the mere fact that at the 
time of the guardian's appointment, a natural guardian was in exist
ence, does not invalidate the appointment and so render the bond a 
nullity. That Court having jurisdiction to appoint a guardian in cer
tain cases, even where there is a natural guardian, must be presumed to 
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have acted rightly, * when the question of the validity of the ap- . „ , 
pointment arises incidentally, and nothing more than the exist-
ence of natural guardian appears, (a) 

The judgment of a Court of competent jurisdiction, is, as to all matters 
decided by it, conclusive; and cannot be afterwards questioned by any 
other tribunal, when coming in incidentally. (6) 

So the appointment by the Orphans' Court, of a person as guardian, who at 
the time was one of the Judges of the Court, cannot be afterwards 
questioned in an action upon his bond, though at the moment of the 
appointment, the Court could not have acted without the concurrence of 
the individual appointed. 

Where the condition of a bond recited that A. was guardian, &c. neither the 
principal obligor nor a surety therein, in an action upon such bond, can 
deny that he was guardian in the face of the recital, nor set up as a 
defence any supposed irregularity in obtaining the appointment, (c) 

(a) Cited in Baltimore vs. Norman, 4 Md. 360; Lefever vs. Lefever, 6 Md. 
477; Redman vs. Chance, 32 Md. 51. Upon the death of the father, the 
mother becomes the natural guardian of her infant children, and upon 
qualifying and giving bond she is entitled to the exclusive control of their 
persons and property. But unless she does so qualify and give bond, her 
privilege will be lost without any formal renunciation, and it will be the 
duty of the Orphans1 Court to appoint a guardian in her place. Lefever vs. 
Lefever, supra. Cf. Keller vs. Donelly. 5 Md. 211. Under Rev. Code, Art. 
52, sec. 3, the Orphans' Court may appoint a guardian to any infant entitled 
to property, although such infant may have a father or mother living, pro
vided notice be given to the parent to show cause, &c. Such notice must 
be by summons if the party be within reach of the process of the Court, 
and by publication if beyond its jurisdiction. Redman vs. Chance, supra. 
Where the appointment of such guardian is made without due notice to the 
father or mother of such infant, the party aggrieved may not only appeal 
directly from the order making the appointment, but may also, by petition 
in the Orphans' Court, filed within thirty days after actual knowledge of 
the order of appointment, impeach the validity of the same. Ibid. As to 
suits by natural guardian or prochein ami of infants, see Baltimore vs. Nor
man, supra. 

(b) Approved in State vs. Horner, 84 Md. 573, and State vs. Robinson, 57 
Md. 503. See Barney vs. Patterson. 6 H. & J. 156, note; Raborg vs. Ham
mond. 2 H. & G. 33, note; Lloyd vs. Burgess, 4 Gill, 198. 

(c) Approved in Lloyd vs. Burgess, 4 Gill, 192; Milburn vs. State, 1 Md. 12; 
Gunther vs. State, 81 Md. 28. Where in an action on a collector's bond, a 
plea set up the defence that M. '"was not appointed collector on or before 
May 1, 1845," it was held that this plea was bad. " I t admits the execution, 
delivery and approval of the bond; and this being so, it is not competent for 
the defendant to deny the contents of the bond, among which is to be found 
the fact, that he had been 'appointed collector for the State tax in St. Mary's 
County for the year 1845."' Milburn vs. State, supra, affirmed in State vs. 
Horner, 34 Md. 573. The Orphans' Courts of the State have unquestioned 
jurisdiction to appoint guardians to minors, and where they have in any 
instance exercised this power, and the guardian has given bond, it does not 
lie in his mouth, or in the mouths of his sureties, to deny that he is guar
dian, or to aver the ward had no property subject to guardianship, even if 
the having of property be essential to the validity of the appointment. To 
this extent the sureties are clearly bound by the recital in the bond. But 

5 3 G. & J. 
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An offer to pay only a part of a sum due, cannot avail a party as a tender. 
A creditor is under no obligation to accept less than the full amount 
due him. 

A female, under the age of 21, cannot execute a release to her guardian, 
though she has capacity to receive payments from him at the age of 10— 
A release, which affords more protection to a guardian than a mere 
receipt, is in its nature and tendency to the prejudice of the infant, and 
opposed to sound policy, (d) 

Some contracts made by infants are binding, such as contracts for necessa
ries. Some are void; and others are voidable only, such as contracts 
that may be for the benefit of the infant. A contract that a Court can 
see and pronounce to be to the prejudice of the infant, is void, (e) 

The promissory note of a guardian given to an infant female ward over the 
age of 16 years, is no payment. 

It is the duty of a guardian to a female ward, on her arrival at the age of 
16 years, to exhibit a final account to the Orphans' Court, and to deliver 
to the ward all her property in his hands. So far as the property of a 
ward in the guardian's hands consists of money, this constitutes a con
tract to pay money when she attained the age of 16, which is a day 
sufficiently certain in case of failure to pay, to entitle the ward to inte
rest absolutely. (/) 

In an action in the name of the State, the obligee in a guardian's bond, the 
non-age of the cestui que use, the ward, who was more than 16, is no 
defence, and does not form the fit subject of a plea, {g) 

C R O S S - A P P E A L S from Baltimore County Court. This was an 
action of debt commenced on the 31st of January, 1825, in the name 
of the State of Maryland, at the instance, and for the use of Eliza 
Ann Kirk, against Alexander Fridge, on a bond executed by one 
Owen Dorsey as the principal, and the said Fridge and another as 

they are not responsible for any property their principal may have received 
an guardian without competent legal authority, and to which the ward had 
no title or claim during his minority. Gnnther vs. State, supra. 

(d) Cited in Greenwood vs. Greenu-ood, 28 Md. 385; McClellan vs. Kennedy, 
3 Md. Ch. 252; McKim vs. Handy, 4 lb. 237. See Bowers vs. State, 7 H. & J. 
25. note; Rev. Code, Art. 50, sees. 180, 189; Act of 1882, c. 15. 

(e) Approved in Ridgely vs. Crandall. 4 Md. 442; Building Association vs. 
Herman, 33 Md. 134; Anderson vs. State, Ibid, 467; Levering vs. Heighe, 2 
Md. Ch. 83: Levering vs. Levering, 3 Md. Ch. 368; Croniie vs. Clark, 4 Md. 
Ch. 406. As to contracts of infants see Brainier vs. Franklin, 4 Gill, 363. 

(/) Cited, as to allowance of interest, in Carter vs. Cross, 7 Gill, 48; Gott 
vs. State, 44 Md. 339. See Newson vs. Douglass, 7 H. & J. 307; Karthaus vs. 
Owings, 2 G. & J. 261. 

(3) In Le Strange vs. State, 58 Md. 45, the Court said that in the case in the 
text, "the action was in the name of the State on a guardian's bond, for the 
use of a female ward, brought before she had attained the age of 21 years, 
against one of the sureties on the bond. The question was distinctly made 
to and urged upon the Court, that the action could not be maintained because 
of the inability of the infant ward to sue. But the Court held it to be wholly 
immaterial that she was under age." See State vs. Dorsey, ante, m. p. 75, note. 
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sureties, dated the 11th of April, 1817, conditional for the 
* faithful discharge of the trust of the said Dorsey. as guardian 
to the said Eliza Ann Kirk and Ann C. Kirk. All errors in pleading 
on both sides were released; and it was agreed that either party 
might raise any objection, which could be raised by any form of 
pleading, or on mot i o n . 

1. A t the trial, the plaintiff read in evidence the guardian's bond, 
and an account settled by the guardian with the Orphans' Court of 
Baltimore County, on the 6th June, 1820, shewing a balance due E. 
A. Kirk of #1.018.77. And proved that Eliza Ann Kirk, at the time 
of the trial of this cause, was under the age of twenty-one years. 

Thereupon the defendant, by his counsel, read in evidence, the fol
lowing record : " The State of Maryland. At an Orphans' Court 
held for Baltimore County, at the Court-house, in the City of Balti
more, on the 1 Kb of A [nil. in the year 1817, present, Owen Dorsey, 
James Carroll, Jr. Esquires. Among other proceedings were the 
following, v iz :—Ann Catharine Kirk and Eliza Kirk, orphan children 
of Thomas Kirk, deceased, come into Court, and the Court appoints 
Owen Dorsey their guardian, who here present in Court accepts the 
guardianship, and offers Alexander Fridge aud John Mitchell, as his 
securities, who are approved of by the Court, aud bond ordered to be 
executed accordingly. Bd. Id."—and also read the following account, 
which was duly proved. Baltimore County, sc.—The account of 
Owen Dorsey, guardian of Eliza Ann Kirk, orphan daughter of 
Thomas Kirk, late of said county, deceased. 

1820, June 0. This accountant charges himself with the 
balance due on his last account ren
dered this date, amounting to, $1,018 77 

1824. July 7. And with interest on $922.25, from the 
21st March, 1820, to this date 237 57 

$1,256 34 

* And he craves an allowance for the following pay-
raents and disbursements: H I © 

( a s h paid at sundry times, &c $234 76 
( ash paid his ward in full, as per release appears 1,021 58 

Estate accounted for $1,256 34 

And also read a full and formal release from Eliza Ann Kirk to 
Owen Dorsey, as her guardian, acknowledged and recorded accord
ing to law. And proved, that at the time of the appointment of said 
Owen Dorsey, the mother of said Eliza Ann Kirk, was living, and 
that no process appeared to have issued to bring her before the 
Court, to renounce her right of guardianship. 
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Whereupon the plaintiff proved by one Fielder Israel, that a few 
weeks after E. A . K. arrived at the age of sixteen years, (as he 
understood from her mother,) she and her mother called upon said 
Owen Dorsey for a settlement; that said D. fixed a day to make 
such settlement, and on that day, the daughter and mother called; 
that I ) , then told them he had been disappointed in getting all the 
money, but that he had procured four or five hundred dollars, which 
she, Miss K. could take, and let the affair remain until he got the 
balance; that D. then counted out the money, and laid it on the desk 
which lay between said E. and him, and which money, she could have 
taken up at any moment. The mother and daughter both declined 
taking the money; the mother telling Mr. D. that her daughter did 
not want, nor had any use for the money, and that they preferred it 
all should remain in his hands (except fifty or sixty dollars for which 
the daughter then had immediate occasion,) and receive interest for 
it, inasmuch, as if the money was taken from Mr. D. it would be 
deposited in bank, and the daughter would not receive the benefit of 

interest. Mr. D. then said, he would keep * the money, and 
' pay interest therefor, and gave the daughter his note for the 

amount. He then took fifty or sixty dollars out of the mouey so 
counted down, which fifty or sixty dollars he paid to said E., the rest 
of the four or five hundred dollars he put into his pocket, and gave 
to said E., his promissory note for $!)(il.38, dated Baltimore, July 15th, 
1824, payable on demand, with legal interest, on which, were endorsed 
a number of small payments, in all $131.38; that Dorsey, before he 
gave such note, told E. and her mother, that E. must give him, D., 
a release, to enable him to settle his account in the Orphans' Court, 
which she consented to do ; that I ) , directed witness to draw such 
release, who did so, but before he suffered E. to execute the same, he 
explained to her fully and minutely the nature and character thereof; 
and told her aud her mother that the effect o f it would be to dis
charge Mr. D. and his securities, on his guardian's bond and to retain 
only Mr. D's liability on the note; aud after such explanation the 
said E. executed such release. The witness also proved, that after 
such note was given by D. to E. and such release executed, the said 
E. called and got several sums of money of D., all of which were 
credited on said note. 

Whereupon the defendant, by his counsel, prayed the opinion of 
the Court, and their direction to the jury, as follows : 1. If the jury 
believed, that Eliza Ann Kirk had attained the age of sixteen years 
on the loth day of .Inly, 1824, and executed the release which has 
been given in evidence, with a full understanding of its effect and 
import, that then, this action cannot be maintained. 2d. That if 
the jury believe, that at the date of the appointment of Owen Dorsey 
as guardian, the said Eliza Ann Kirk had a natural guardian, that 
then the said Court exceeded its jurisdiction in making the said ap
pointment, and that the bond being void, this action cannot be 
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maintained. .'3d. That it the jury believe Eliza Ann Kirk is under 
the age of twenty-one years at this time,|this action cannot be main
tained. 4th. That if the jury believe Owen Dorsey, * the 
person appointed guardian, was the same Owen Do iscy who 
aeted as one of t lie Judges of the Orphans' Court named in the cer
tificate of appointment of guardian, which has been given in evidence, 
that then, this action cannot he maintained. 5th. That if the jury 
believe that Owen Dorsey . alter the 15th day of July , 1824, when 
Eliza Ann Kirk attained the age of sixteen years, ottered to pay, 
and counted out to the said Eliza Ann Kirk, the sum of four or five 
hundred dollars, which she declined to receive, and afterwards took 
the note o f Owen Dorsey in preference, as given in evidence, that 
such tendering and counting out the money, was an extinguishment 
of the claim which she. the said Eliza Ann Kirk, might have had, to 
l lie extent of such sum as the jmy may believe was so t endered . 
But the Court [ A R C H E R , C. J . and H A N S O N , A . J. ] refused all and 
each of said prayers of defendant; and were of opinion that the 
plaintiff was entitled to recover, if the jury believed the testimony. 
The defendant excepted. 

2. The plaintiff then prayed the Court's direction to the jury, that 
upon the evidence in the first exception, the plaintiff is entitled to 
recover interest upon the balance decided to be due Eliza Ann Kirk, 
from the period the said balance became due, or at least from the 
commencement of this action. But the Court being divided in 
Opinion, refused to grant said direction, or to direct the jury that the 
plaint ill was entitled to recover any interest, but left the question of 
interest to the jury, to be by them decided. The plaintiff excepted. 
The r e was a verdict, and judgment for the plaintiff, and an appeal 
by both parties to the Court of Appeals. 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J . , E A R L E and M A R 
TIN, J J . 

E. B. Magruder, for appellant, contended, 1. That the ward being 
of full age to receive her personal property, was of full age to do any 
act required or authorized * by law, to evidence, and acknow-
ledge the receipt of her estate; and that the release executed 
by her, is a valid release. 1 Thos. Co. Lit.(H) 175; 170, note (28;) 
168, note (a;) 1 Blk. Com. 4(13; Act of 1798, ch. 101, sub-chap. 3, sec. 
3; Act of 1715, ch. 39, sec. 13; Act 1798, ch. 101, sub ch. 12, sec. 1, 
15; 1809, ch. 108, sec. 1, 15; 1829, ch. 216, sec. 6, 7; 1 Thos. Co. Lit. 
177; Boris vs. Jacquin,') H.&J. 100; Bowers vs. The State, 7 lb. 35, 
36. 2. The Orphans' Court had no power to appoint a guardian, 
and exceeded its jurisdiction in so doing, because the ward had a 
natural guardian, who should have been called on to bond, aud this 
should have appeared on the proceedings. 1798, ch. 101, sub-eh. 12, 
sees. 1, 2, 3, 20. To shew that the objection could be made iu this 
Court, he cited Bigcly vs. Stearns, 19 Johns. 39; Spedden vs. State, 3 
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H. <fc J. 251, 252 and 276 (note.) 3. That the ward being under the 
age of 21 years, at the trial of the cause below, and of course when 
the suit was brought, could not maintain the action. Low and Gist, 
(note,) 5 H. cf; J. 106; 1 Thos. Co. L. 175, (H,) 172, (a,) 4. That the 
appointment of Owen Dorsey as guardian, by two only of the Judges 
of the Orphans' Court, one of which Judges was the said Dorsey, was 
invalid, and therefore the bond of the guardian was void. 1798, ch. 
101, sub-ch. 15, sec. 8. 5. The payment or tender, of part of the 
money claimed by the plaintiff below, made by the guardian in the 
manner set forth iu the evidence, was an extinguishment of the claim 
of the plaintiff, pro tanto. 2 Kent Com.; 2 Eden's Cases. 72. Upon 
the question of interest on the plaintiff's appeal, he referred to New 
son vs. Douglass, 7 H. <k J. 453. 

Johnson, for appellee, on the first point, cited Low vs. Gist, 5 H. & 
J. 106, note (a;) Davis vs. Jacquin and Pomarait, Ib. 100; Bowers 
vs. State, l i b . 32. On the second and fourth point, he referred to 
the Acts of 1798, ch. 101, sub-ch. 12, sec. 1, 3 ; 1816, ch. 203, sec. 3. 
Raborg vs. Hammond, 2 H. & G. 50; 3 Bac. Abr. 50, Title Ex'ors and 
Admin's; Barney vs. Patterson, 6 H. & J. 182; Taylor and McNeal 
vs. Phelps, 1 H. & G. 492. He also cited 2 Saund. 212, and note 5; 
James vs. Boyd, 1 H. & G. 1; 2 Kent Com. 190, 192; Bowers vs. 
State, 7 H. <fc J. 36; Kean vs. Boycott, 2 Hen. Black. 511; 2 Kent 

Com. 194; 2 Saund. Plea, and * Ev. 840; 3 Taunt. 95; Harding 
* * * vs. Spicer, 1 Camb. 327; 2 Saund. Plea, and Ev. 836; Karthans 
vs. Oicings, 6 H. ifc J . 139; Newson vs. Douglass, 1 H. & J. 418. 

B U C H A N A N , C. J., delivered the opinion of the Court. The suit 
is by the State on a guardian's bond, for the use of a female ward, 
instituted after she attained the age of sixteen, but before she ar
rived at twenty-one, against one of the sureties in the bond. I t is 
insisted on the part of the defendant below, First, That if Eliza Ann 
Kirk, for whose use the action was brought, had a natural guardian 
at the time of the appointment by the Orphans' Court of Baltimore 
County, of Owen Dorsey, the principal in the bond as her guardian, 
the Court exceeded its jurisdiction in making the appointment, that 
the bond is void, and the action cannot be maintained. Secondly, That 
if Owen Dorsey, the person appointed guardian, was at the time of 
making the appointment sitting as a Judge of the Court, with only 
one other Judge, the appointment was invalid and the bond void. 
Thirdly, That supposing Owen Dorsey to have been regularly ap
pointed guardian, if alter Eliza Ann Kirk attained the age of sixteen 
years, he ottered to pay, and counted out to her the sum of four or 
five hundred dollars, which she refused to receive, and afterwards 
took the note of Dorsey in preference, such ottering and counting 
out the money, was an extinguishment of her claim, to the extent of 
the sum so ottered and counted out. Fourthly, That if after Eliza 
Ann Kirk attained the age of sixteen years, she executed to Dorsey 
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a release of all claims and demands, with a lull understanding of its 
import and effect, the action cannot be maintained. Fifthly, That 
if she was under the age of twenty-one years at the time of institu
ting the action, it cannot be maintained; and evidence of the facts 
niton which these questions are raised, was offered to the jury, and is 
s r i out in the record. 

* First then, suppose Eliza Ann Kirk had a natural guar- l l t > 

dian at the time of the appointment of Owen Dorsey as her 
guardian, were that appointment and the bond given in pursuance 
of it void, for want of jurisdiction in the Orphans' Court? 

By the Ac t of 1798, ch. 101, sub-ch. 12, sec. 1, theseveral Orphans' 
Courts, had the power to appoint a guardian to an infant until the 
age of twenty-one years if a male, and until the age of sixteen years 
if a female, if such iufant has no natural guardian, nor guardian ap
pointed by last will. And by the 3d sec. of the same sub ch. 12, on 
the application of any friend of an infant, &c. to call on any natural 
guardian or guardian appointed by last will, to give bond for the per
formance of his or her trust; and on failure or neglect of such guar
dian, to appoint another guardian. The distinction between an er
roneous judgment by a tribunal having jurisdiction of the subject-
matter, aud the judgment of a tribunal having no cognizance of the 

^subject, is well known and acknowledged. I f the mother of the in
fant in this case, who is claimed to have been her natural guardian, 
had asserted her rights as such, and taken upon herself the manage
ment and conduct of the infant's estate iu the Orphans' Court; or 
being called upon, had given bond for the performance of her trust, 
the Orphans' Court, with the knowledge of the existence of such a 
guardian acting in pursuance of her trust, could not properly during 
the continuance of her authority, have appointed another guardian, 
and thereby have divested her of her rights. And as the rights, 
and authority, and power over the property and person of the iufant 
would be incompatible in two, such an appointment would have been 
void. I f the natural guardian had assumed aud entered upon her 
trust, aud as such, taken upon herself the management of the estate 
of her ward in the Orphans' Court, the appointment of Owen Dor
sey would have been an act not within the jurisdiction of that Court, 
no more than would be the appointment of a second guardian, while 
the prior appointment * of another by the same Court, was 
remaining in full force and unrevoked. Unless the natural * * * * 
guardian had failed or neglected to give bond for the performance 
of her trust, on being called upon to do so, in pursuance of the 3d 
section of the 12th sub-chap, of the Act of 1798, ch. 101, or had been 
removed for cause, under the provisions of the 12th section of the 
sub chap. 15, it would not have been the case ot an erroneous judg
ment by a Court of competent jurisdiction, but the act of a tribunal 
having no cognizance of the subject, and therefore unauthorized and 
void, the Orphans' Court having no power to create a guardian of 
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its own appointment, in the case of an infant having a known, au
thorized, and qualified acting natural guardian. Rut though in rela
tion to such a case, of a known, natural guardian asserting and exer
cising his rights, the Orphans' Court is without jurisdiction ; yet the 
appointment of a guardian, being a subject ordinarily cognizable in 
that Court, and only excluded from its jurisdiction, by the circum
stance of there being a natural guardian, or a guardian appointed 
by will, it does not follow, that the mere existence of a person ordi
narily entitled to assume the office and trust of a natural guardian, 
is alone sufficient to divest it of its jurisdiction. That person, though 
known to the Orphans' Court, may nevertheless reject or abandon 
the trust; in which event, a casein which a guardian may be ap
pointed, a ease within the jurisdiction of the Court, is presented. 
That may have been the case here; the mother of the infant, who 
might have assumed the office of natural guardian, may have re
jected or abandoned the trust; or on being required to give bond for 
the performance of her trust, may have failed, or neglected to do i t ; 
and if so, in either case, the Orphans' Court have the power to appoint 
another guardian. I t does not indeed appear in this record whether 
there was or not, such an abandonment of the trust, or failure or 
neglect by the natural guardian to give bond for the performance 
of i t ; but the Orphans' Court having appointed another guardian, 

and there being nothing to show the absence of authority to 
* * do so, it is to be taken, that it acted within the sphere of its 
ordinary jurisdiction, and that what was done, was rightly done. 
And it not appearing to this Court, to be the act of a tribunal, hav
ing no cognizance of the subject-matter, it cannot be impeached here, 
coming thus incidentally in question. 

And secondly, with respect to the appointment of Owen Dorsey 
as the guardian, he being present and sitting as one of the Judges of 
the Court, supposing it be so; yet being the act of a Court of competent 
jurisdiction, whether that act was correct and regular, or not, still it 
was the judgment, the act of that Court, the correctness or regular
ity of which, it is not for this Court collaterally to inquire into. The 
question of jurisdiction, is a question that may be examined into, 
and the acts of a tribunal having no jurisdiction may be reviewed by 
another Court; but the judgment of a Court of competent jurisdic
tion is, as to all matters decided by it, conclusive, and cannot be 
afterwards questioned by any other tribunal when coming in inciden
tally. This is a doctrine too well established to admit of being en
larged upon. Besides Owen Dorsey having given his bond, in which 
he is stated to be the guardian of E. A . K. and having obtained 
possession of her property, it would not in a suit against him, have 
lain in his mouth to deny that he was guardian, in the very face of 
the recital in his bond, or to set up any supposed irregularity in ob
taining the appointment; the recital in the bond being evidence as 
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against him, that he was guardian. Nor does it lie in the mouth of 
his surety, against whom, the recital is equally evidence. 

Thirdly, the offer by Owen Dorsey to pay to E. A . K. four or five 
hundred dollars, and counting out the money, cannot avail the party 
here as a tender, being an offer of only a part of the amount due, 
and a creditor not being under any obligation to accept less than the 
full amount; nor is it insisted upon as a tender. And if it was a 
tender, it could not, as such, operate as an extinguishment of the 
claim pro tanto. But it is contended, that it amounted to 
* aud must be considered as a payment, to the extent of the 
sum so offered and counted out. But surely her express refusal to 
receive the part offered, aud his agreeing to keep and pay interest 
upon the whole amount, could not constitute a payment, to the 
amount of the sum offered, and consequently was no extinguishment 
of any part o f the claim. 

fourthly, by the Ac t of 1798, ch. 101, sub-ch. 12, sec. 1 and 15, 
power is given to the Orphans' Court to appoint a guardian to an 
infant female, until she attains the age of sixteen or is married, 
when the guardianship ceases; and the ward or her husband, as the 
case may be, is entitled to receive from her guardian all her prop
erty. I t has been decided by this Court in Dains vs. Jacquin & 
Pomarait, 5 H. & J. 100, that although that Act confers on au in
fant female a new capacity, the capacity to receive from her guar
dian the whole of her estate, it does not take away or destroy her 
state of legal minority, nor remove her other disabilities; but leaves 
them as they were before, except in relation to the disposition of her 
real estate, which she is empowered to do by will at the age of eigh
teen years. And the same principle is recognized in Bowers'1 AtVmr 
vs. State, MM iif Dri/ilen, 7 H. dt •/. .iL'. The legal infancy, therefore, 
Of a female, not ceasing at the age of sixteen, Eliza Ann Kirk, not 
having attained the age twenty-one years, at the date of the release-
set up in this case, was in reference to her capacity to execute such 
an instrument, in contemplation of law. a minor. 

Some contracts made by infants are binding, such as contracts for 
necessaries. Some are void, and others voidable only, such as con
tracts that may he for the benefit of the infant. But a contract that 
a Court can see and pronounce to be to the prejudice of the infant, 
is void. Aud such, we think, is clearly the character of the instru
ment in question. It was executed on the ward's receiving from 
her guardian his promissory note, for the amount belonging to her 
in his hands; and being a release in the language of it, " o f and 
from all and every action, suit, claim or demand, &c." if * good, 
it discharged him and his sureties from all responsibility on " * " 
his guardian's bond, a higher and a better security than his prom
issory note aloue, and was therefore to the prejudice of the infant. 
But independent of the peculiar circumstances of this case, we think 
a female infant between the ages of sixteen and twenty-one, incap-
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able of executing' a valid release to her guardian ; considering from 
the character of the relation subsisting between the parties, the 
state of ignorance in which an infant usually is in relatiou to the 
condition of her a (fairs, aud the conduct of the guardian in the exe
cution of his trust, and the inducements to a guardian who has 
abused his trust, to seek that shelter behind a release improperly 
obtained, which a mere receipt would not afford him, that such 
instruments are in their nature aud tendency to the prejudice of 
infants, and opposed to sound policy. 

Fifthly, it does not appear to us to be at all material, whether 
Eliza Ann Kirk was of the age of twenty-oue or not, at the time of 
instituting the suit. She is not the legal plaintiff; the bond is to 
the State, the suit was brought in the name of the State, the legal 
plaintiff, and she is only the cestui que use; and it was not neces
sary for the purposes of the suit, to enter the use at all; though it 
is usually done iu such cases, it might have been carried on as well 
without it, ;is with it. And being done, her non-age could not form 
the fit subject of a plea, the action not being brought in her name. 
W e cannot distinguish this from the case of the State vs. Dorsey and 
others, ante 75. The same priuciple pervades both cases. W e con
cur therefore with the Court below on the first exception. 

The question arising upon the exception taken on the part of the 
plaintiff below is, whether the plaintiff is entitled to interest on the 
balance found to be due to Eliza Ann Kirk, the cestui que use, and 
from what period? Which question the Court below refused to 
decide, but left it to the jury to determine. The dealings between 
man and man are in their nature so various, that scarcely two cases 

occur * presenting the same aspect. The question of interest 
therefore, has been found to be one, not susceptible of the 

application to it, of any fixed and general rule, each case mainly 
depending upon its own peculiar circumstances. 

This same question of interest, however, arose and was discussed 
in Newton's Adm'r vs. Douglass, 7 H. & J. 417, in which it was 
decided by this Court, that the question was properly submitted to 
the jury by the Court below, to be determined by them according to 
the equity and justice appearing between the parties, on a considera
tion of all the circumstances of that particular case, as disclosed at 
the trial. But it is there said, " there are indeed cases, not to speak 
o f bonds, & c , in which interest is recoverable as of right—sucli as 
on a contract in writing to pay money on a day certain; as in the 
case of a bill of exchange or a promissory note; or on a contract for 
the payment of interest, or where the money claimed has actually 
been used." which in any aspect of tins case would seem to be applica
ble to it. The guardian gave his bond for the performance of his 
duty as such, and by law it was his duty, on the arrival of the ward 
at the age of sixteen, to. exhibit a final account to the Orphans' 
Court, and to deliver to the ward all her property in Ins hands. Here 
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was a contract, (so far as the property of the ward in his hands con
sisted of money,) to pay money when she attained the age of sixteen, 
winch was a day sufficiently certain. The proof is, that when the 
ward had arrived at the age of sixteen, she called on the guardian 
for a settlement on a day appointed by liim for that purpose; when 
he told her, that, " h e had been disappointed in getting all the 
money, but had procured a part, which he offered to her;" that she 
declined taking it, preferring it remaining in his hands on interest, 
and that he agreed to keep the money on interest, and after paying 
her fifty or sixty dollars, gave her his promissory note for the bal
ance due to her in his hands with interest. Here then is a case, in 
which the money was actually used; for he had SO applied or dis
posed of it, that when * called on for a settlement, he could 
only procure a part of i t ; it was not, therefore, lying by h i m ^ ' ® 
unused. There was too, an express contract for the payment of 
interest, independent of the promissory note, which has a provision 
for the payment of interest, and is evidence of his keeping the money 
on those terms. The plaintiff is therefore, entitled to recover inte
rest from that time, on the amount of the balance retained %y the 
guardian in his hands. And the Court below erred we think, in not 
having so directed the jury, and in leaving the question to be decided 
by them. Judgment reversed, and procedendo awarded. 

J A C O B M O A T S VS. D A N I E L W I T M E E . — J u n e , 1831 . 

F. sold a tract of land to W. reserving the grain then in the ground. This 
was to be thrashed in the barn, and the straw left for W's use. While 
the grain was growing, F. sold it to M. who had notice of the first 
agreement. M. cut the grain and stacked it upon the farm, but after
wards entered upon the premises then in the possession of W. and 
hauled away the grain in the straw before it was thrashed, thrashed it; 
and did not return the straw. In an action of trespass q. c. f. brought 
by W. against M.—Held, that if the jury believed M's entry was for the 
purpose of removing the grain aud thrashing it off the premises, that it 
was a trespass q. c.f. and the plaintiff might recover damages for that, 
and the straw which was removed and not returned, (a) 

Where a party is a trespasser or not, according to the intention with which 
he enters upon land, then, whether he is a trespasser or not. is a ques
tion for the jury exclusively. 

Acts which amount to trespass vi et armis, and which are a component part 
of one outrage, may be united with a claim for the trespass q. c. f. and 
damages for both recovered in the same action. 

A P P E A L from Washington County Court. This was an action of 
trespass quare clansum /regit, brought by the appellee, against the 
appellant, on the 5th of March, 1828. 

(a) Cited in Long vs. Buchanan, 27 Md. 519; George's Creek vs. Detmold, 1 
Md. Ch. 380. 
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The defendant pleaded not grrilty, and issue was joined. 
A t the trial the plaintiff read in evidence to the jury the following 

agreement, to w i t : " Articles of agreement * made this 11th 
of November, 182(i, between Daniel Witmer of the one part, 

and Henry Funk of the other part, witnesseth:—that the said Henry 
Funk excepts the grain in the ground, on the land conveyed by said 
Henry Funk to Daniel Witmer by a deed bearing date the 23d of 
October, 1826, last past. The straw to be left on the land, and 
thrashed in the barn of the said laud, for Daniel Witmer's farm use, 
&c." And likewise read to the jury the following conditions of sale, 
signed Henry Funk, and dated May 25th, 1827. " T h e condition of 
this present public sale is such, that the highest bidder or bidders 
shall be the buyer or buyers. The grain will be sold by the acre, and 
thrashed in the barn on the premises, and the straw left for the use 
of Daniel Witmer, and stacked in and round the barn of said Wit
mer. A credit of six months will be given the purchaser, by giving 
his note with approved security." Of which conditions of sale it 
was proved the defendant had notice. I t was admitted that the 
plaintiff was in possession of the land, in the said agreement men
tioned as purchased of Funk, and that the defendant in May, 1827, 
purchased the crop of grain in the ground from the said Funk, at 
public sale, when the aforesaid conditions of sale were read in the 
presence of the defendant, and that he cut the said grain and stacked 
it in the field where it grew. The plaintiff then proved that the de
fendant afterwards entered on the premises and hauled away to his 
own farm the grain in the straw, before it was thrashed, and there 
thrashed it, and did not return the straw to the premises. The de
fendant then prayed the Court to direct the jury, that as he, had a 
right of ingress aud egress, to cut the grain, and get it out, and re
move it, that the plaintiff is not entitled to recover in this action, on 
account of his removing the grain with the straw before it was 
thrashed; and secondly, if the Court should be of opinion that the 
the plaintiff is entitled to recover for the trespass, he is not entitled 
to recover for the straw removed, before it was thrashed. Which 
direction the Court refused to give, but instructed the jury, that if 

the defendant * entered on the premises for the purpose of re-
H U moving t n e g i a i n ha the straw, and thrashing it off the prem
ises, and did so remove, and thrash it, and did not return the straw 
to the premises, whereby it was lost to the plaintiff, that then, the 
plaintiff was entitled to recover for the trespass charged in the de
claration. 

The defendant excepted, and the verdict and judgment being 
against him, he appealed to this Court. 

The cause was argued before M A R T I N , S T E P H E N , and D O R S E Y , 
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Anderson, for the appellant, contended: 1. That the defendant 

having a right to enter on the premises to get out his grain, was not 
guilty of the trespass complained of. On this point he cited, Shafer 
vs. Smith, 7 H. & J. 67; Bui. N. P. 89; 3 Stark. Ev. 1451 j The King 
vs. Commissioners, 2 Maul. & Selw. 79. 2. Supposing a trespass to 
have been committed, still the plaintiff was not entitled to recover 
damages in this action, for the straw was carried away before it was 
thrashed. 2 Wheat. Selw. 1035, 1036; 3 Stark. Ev. 1444. 

Price, for the appellee, referred to 3 Stark. /•>. 144): Dexter vs. 
Ilni/i r. 10 Johns. 256. 

DOBSEV, J. delivered the opinion of the Court. The direction 
given to the jury by the Court below, was " tha t if the defendant 
entered on the premises, for the purpose of removing the grain in 
the straw aud thrashing it oil' the premises, and did so remove and 
tin ash it, and did not return the straw to the premises, whereby it 
was lost to the plaintiff, that then the plaintiff was entitled to re 
cover for the trespass charged in the declaration." In this instruc
tion, we can discover nothing of which the appellant ought to < 
plain. I t concedes to him more than he had any right to demand ; 
and denies to him nothing on which he had a right to insist. 'Tis 
true that, under the contract * between Henry Funk and 
Daniel Witmer, he was authorized to enter on the land for ' * ' 
the purpose of cutting and securing the grain, thrashing it in the 
barn, and removing it away, but for no other purpose. The moment 
he entered, in the language of the Court, " for the purpose of remov
ing the grain in the straw, and thrashing it off the premises," his 
right of ingress and egress no longer protected him, and he stood in 
no better predicament than any other trespasser. Upon this ground 
the Court were also right in refusing the first part of the instruction 
prayed for by the appellant; to wi t : " t ha t as the defendant had a 
right of ingress and egress to cut the grain, and get it out, and re
move it, that the plaintiff is not entitled to recover in this action, on 
accouut of his removing the grain with the straw before it was 
thrashed." In granting this, they would have trenched upon the 
province of the jury in determining, quo animo, the defendant en
tered. I f his entry was made for the purpose of getting out and re
moving the grain conformably to the agreement between Funk and 
Witmer, although after he entered he may have changed his mind 
and committed the outrage complained of, an action of trespass 
quare clausum/regit could not lie maintained against him. It is the 
intention of the defendant which stamps the character of his entry, 
and this the jury only are competent to find. In granting this 
branch of the instruction too, we think that the County Court would 
have erred ou another ground. Admitting the acts of the defendant 
as tar as the land was concerned to be lawful, yet according to our 
construction of the articles of agreement between Funk and Witmer, 
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the latter had such a property in the straw as rendered him compe
tent to maintain an action of trespass vi et armis for such a taking 
and carrying away of the same as is presented by the facts set forth 
in the bill of exceptions. The true intent and meaning of the agree
ment was, that the grain should be the property of Funk, the straw 
of Wi tmer : and their respective possessions were co-extensive with 

their rights. Witmer's right to the straw was absolute, * his 
possession unqualified, but as it might be lawfully invaded by 

Funtf, or those claiming under him, with a view to its being thrashed 
in the barn on the premises. For this purpose, and no other, had 
they a right to touch or remove it. Suppose Witmer, owning both 
grain aud straw, had sold the grain to one person, and the straw to 
another, (subject to the same restrictions as to thrashing out, as are 
prescribed in this case,) and a stranger were to seize and carry away 
both, can it be doubted, that against such wrong-doer, each owner 
might maintain a separate action of trespass vi et armisl In the 
case at bar the principle is the same. 

The second branch of the defendant's prayer, " tha t if the Court 
should be of opinion that the plaintiff is entitled to recover for the 
trespass, he is not entitled to recover for the straw removed before it 
was thrashed," is put to rest by the interpretation we have given to 
the contract between Funk and Witmer. A s whatever may be the 
law as to a plaintiffs right to recover substantive damages for acts 
of the defendant not amounting to a trespass vi et armis, but which 
may be the foundation of a separate action on the case when charged 
in the declaration in trespass quare clausum /regit, as a component 
part of the outrage complained of, there cannot be a doubt, that if 
such acts do amount to a trespass vi et armis, they may be united 
with the action of trespass quare clausum /regit, and the same dam
ages be recovered therefor, as if a separate action had been brought. 
And the plaintiff is entitled to a lull indemnity for both or either of 
the trespasses accordingly, as his case may be sustained by proof. 
3 Stark. Ev. 1451, 2 aud 3, and the cases there referred to. 5 B. & 
A. 220. 

Seeing no error in the proceedings of the County Court, to which 
the appellant has any right to except, we affirm their judgment. 

Judgment affirmed. 

1 2 3 * S TOCKETT VS. ELL ICOTT .—June , 1831. 

Upon a plea of usury to an action upon a single bill, it appeared that the 
bill had been given upon a settlement of an account, which contained 
items of debt and interest. In two of the items, the interest as calcu
lated, exceeded 6 per cent. The receipt for the bill, at the foot of the 
account, stated, that in "case of error either way. should any be dis
covered," it should be corrected. Held, that this was no evidence of an 
usurious agreement. 
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Every case of usury must depend upon its own circumstances. It is the 
intention, and not the words used, that gives character to the transac
tion; and that intention, when it can be reached, must govern. Where 
the real truth and substance is ascertained to be a loan of money, a 
lending on one side, and a borrowing on the other, at a rate of interest 
exceeding six per centum, the form given to the transaction is not mate
rial; no shift or device can take it out of the Act of Assembly, (a) 

A P P E A L from Anne Arundel County Court. This was an action 
of debt commenced on the 13th of January, 1825, by the appellees, 
George Ellicott, and others, as surviving partners of John Ellicott of 
John, against the appellant, Richard G. Stockett, on the following 
single bill: " 1 promise to pay unto Ellicott and Co., in one, two and 
three equal annual instalments, the sum of £594 3s. 9d. with interest 
from the date hereof, for value received, as witness my hand and seal, 
this 28th day of July, 1S15." 

The defendant pleaded usury, and payment, to which there were 
issues. 

A t the trial, the defendant in support of his plea of usury, read in 
evidence the account stated between the parties, and the receipt 
put thereon at the time of settlement, and for the balance of which 
the above single bill was given ; and to show that in said account the 
plaintiffs had estimated and charged more interest than would have 
been allowed upon the principal sums, for the times for which credit 
was given, at the rate of six per cent, per annum, specified the 
charge in said account of £25 14s. 7d. as and for interest upon the 
principal sum of £509 Is. Id. for the space of eight years, one month 
and live days; and also the charge of £9 14s. 4d. as and for interest 
upon a principal of £41 18s. 2£d. * for the space of three years, 
ten mouths and one day; and insisted that thereby the said 
defendant was charged with iuterest above the rate of interest allowed 
by law, and that the same was evidence of usury. 

A t the foot of the account so read iu evidence by the defendant, 
there was the following receipt, signed by the plaintiff: "July 28th, 
1815—Received his note in full for the above account, it being under
stood, in case of error either way, should any be discovered, that it 
shall be corrected." 

The plaintiffs then prayed the Court to instruct the .jury, that there 
was not sufficient evidence of usury in the transactions between the 
panics, which instruction the Court ( K I L O O U R and W I L K I N S O N , A . 
J.) gave. The defendant excepted; and the verdict and judgment 
being against him, he appealed to this Court. 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C, J . , E A R L E , M A R T I N , 
S T E P H E N , and A R C H E R , J J . 

(a) Cited in Duncan vs. Savings Iiistn. 10 G. & J. 312. Cf. Tyson vs. Hick-
ard, 3 H. & J. 81. 
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A. C. Magrudcr, and Alexander, for the appellant, cited Tyson vs. 
Richard, 3 H. & J. 109; 2 Strange, 1246. 

Johnson, for the appellees. 

1 _ _ * BrcHANAN, 0. J., delivered the opinion of the Court. This 
* is an action upon a single bill, the defence relied upon was 
usury, and the case is brought up on an exception taken at the trial, 
to an instruction by the Court to the jury, " tha t there was not suffi
cient evidence of usury in the transaction between the parties." 

Every case of usury must depend upon its own circumstances. I t 
is the intention, and not the words used, that gives character to the 
transaction, and that intention when it can be reached, must govern. 
Where the real truth and substance is ascertained to be a loan of 
money, a lending on one side, and a borrowing on the other, at a 
rate ot interest exceeding six per cent, per annum, the form given to 
the transaction is not material; no shift, or device, can take it out of 
the Act of Assembly. Here the bill in question was given for the 
amount of an account rendered against the appellant, in which in
terest was charged upon the different items. Every item of princi
pal charged in the account, is admitted; but it is said, that the in
terest charged on different items of principal, exceeded the rate of 
SIX per cent, a year, and therefore, that the bill being given for the 
whole amount, including the interest so charged, it was an usurious 
transaction. 

Whatever might have been the case, if it had appeared that the 
alleged overcharges of interest were, by agreement of the parties, 
made and allowed, in consideration of forbearance, and giving day of 
payment to the appellant, of the several principal sums of money due 
from him, on which such charges of interest were made, there is in 
this record no evidence, express or implied, of any such agreement or 

intention, or tending to show, or prove any such * agreement or 
1 2 0 intention, without which there could have been no usury. The 
agreement, the intention of the parties, constituting a principal ingre
dient of usury. 

But it is contended, that whether it was an usurious contract or 
not, was a question which ought to have been left to the jury, and 
that the Court did wrong in instructing them, " tha t there was no 
sufficient evidence of usury." I f there had been any evidence tend
ing to prove an usurious contract, it should properly have been left 
to the jury ; but there was no such evidence, and surely in the ab
sence of any evidence tending even to prove it, the Court cannot 
have erred in instructing the jury, " that there was not sufficient 
evidence of usury." So far from there being any evidence tending 
to prove usury, or from which the jury could have inferred an usurious 
agreement, the evidence set out in the record tends to a different 
conclusion. 
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The only evidence in the case is, the single bill, the account for the 
amount of which it was given, and a receipt on the back of the 
account by the obligee, for the bill in full of the account, of the same 
date with the bill; which receipt contains a stipulation, ' 'that in case 
of error either way, should any be discovered, it shall be corrected." 
That receipt, if it tends to prove any thing, it is, that there was per 
feet fairness in the transaction; it seems to presuppose that there 
might possibly be mistakes in the charges, either of items of princi
pal, or of interest, aud provides for the correction of them, if they 
should be made to appear, and thus tends to show that there was not 
any usurious intention or agreement, rather than that there was. 
For can it be, that if there were known charges of interest exceeding 
the legal rates, intended and agreed upon between the parties, as a 
consideration for forbearance, and time given to the appellant for 
payment of the several sums of principal charged in the account, the 
obligee would at the same time, have armed the appellant with a stip
ulation for the correction of those very overcharges, the price of for
bearance ! 

* The evidence goes to negative the allegation of usury, and 
no other inference can be drawn from it. l&t 

The Court therefore, we think, did right in giving the instruction 
complained of. I t wras the least it could do, to tell the jury there 
was not sufficient evidence of usury, where there was no evidence at 
all. Judgment affirmed. 

S A M U E L H A M I L T O N vs. S A M U E L A . JONES .—June , 1831. 

E. tenant for life, permitted A. to cut a ditch through her land, to supply 
his mill with water. Upon the death of E. a verbal agreement was 
made between the remainder-man and H. for the purchase of the ditch, 
and the amount of the purchase money was to be ascertained by certain 
arbitrators. An award being made, H. filed his bill for a performance 
of this agreement. The defendant's answer admitted the facts, but re
lied upon the Statute of Frauds as a bar—Held, there was no part per
formance, and the contract could not be enforced. 

The ground upon which Chancery interposes its aid, in the case of a clear 
part performance of a verbal agreement, is that to withhold relief, would 
be to suffer a party, seeking to shelter himself under the Statute of 
Frauds, himself to commit a fraud, (a) 

A P P E A L from the Equity side of Prince George's County Court. 
The bill which was filed on the 28th of December, 182">, stated, that 
some time in the year 1817, the complainant (the present appellant,) 
purchased a mill seal and mill, on a water-course called "P iney 

(a) Approved 'in Hall vs. Hall, 1 Gill, 390: Semmes vs. Worthington, 38 Md. 
327: Cole vs. Cole, 41 Md. 304; Small vs. Ou-ings, 1 Md. Ch. 369. 

fi 3 G. & J . 
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Branch," being part of a tract of land called the "Resurvey on part of 
Isaac's Park," containing two acres; that for the purpose of conveying 
water to his mill, with greater convenience and effect, he shortly alter 
his aforesaid purchase, by the leave, aud with the consent of a cer
tain Elizabeth Jones, cut a ditch of about 100 or 120 yards in length, 
through a small angle, or corner of a tract of land called the " W i n 
tersol's Range," at that time iu the possession of the said Elizabeth 
Jones, who was tenant thereof for life, under the will of her deceased 

husband, Richard S. Jones, and has * continually since, quietly 
' used, and enjoyed the benefit of the said water-course, by 
means of the said ditch, until some time in October last, when a 
certain Samuel A . Jones, (the appellee,) to whom the land called 
" Wintersol's Range," had descended, upon the death of ins mother 
the said Elisabeth Jones, which occurred some time in the preceding 
month of July, informed the complainant, that he conceived his land 
was injured by said ditch, and that some compensation must be 
made him therefor, which the complainant being perfectly willing,to 
do. to any reasonable or just amount, assented ; but they being them
selves unable to agree upon what should be the amount of the com
pensation, it was agreed to leave the matter to the arbitration of two 
persons, one to be chosen by each party, with power to the arbi-
trators, in case of disagreement, to call in a third person as umpire ; 
the defendant, the said Jones, promising upon the payment by the 
complainant to him, of the sum 80 to be ascertained to secure to the 
complainant and his heirs, the right to convey water to his mill in 
the manner aforesaid, by a legal, and valid instrument of writing. 
That the arbitrators not being able, to agree upon the sum to be paid 
by the complainant, in pursuance of the authority given them for 
that purpose, called iu an umpire, who determined, as complainant 
is informed, that ninety dollars was an adequate compensation for 
any damage, or injury which the defendant had, or might sustain by 
reason of said ditch, which sum, and ten dollars more, the complain
ant has already ottered, and is still willing to pay the defendant, who 
refuses to receive the same, and threatens to destroy said ditch, and 
divert the water from complainant's mill, unless he will pay a much 
larger sum. Prayer for an injunction and a general relief, &c. 

The County Court granted an injunction accordingly, until further 
order. 

The answer of the defendant admitted the purchase by the com 
plainant, of the mill seat, &c , as stated in his bill, and that he did 

with the leave, and permission of defendant's * mother Kliza-
IZv i, 0tli Jones, convey water to the same in the manner he has 
charged, through a part of a tract of land called " Wintersol's 
Range," in which the said Elizabeth had a life estate, under her 
husband's• will ; the defendant, under the same will, was entitled to 
a lee in remainder therein, after the death of the said Elizabeth. 
The defendant admitted, that upou the death of said Elizabeth, 
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wliicli occurred some time in the fall of 182"), lie took possession of 
suiil land, and supposing himself to be prejudiced by the said ditch, 
he informed complainant, that he must make him compensation, and 
unless he did so, he should be compelled to obstruct the passage of 
the water. He admitted the reference to arbitration as stated, and 
the calling in of the umpire, who, he has been informed and believes, 
declared, that the injury done defendant, was fully equal to #120, 
but that he afterwards determined upon making an award upon 
principles, which defendant does not consider to be correct. The 
answer then asserts that the agreement set up in the bill, being in 
relation to an interest in land, and not being in writing, is void under 
the provisions of the Statute of Frauds, which is pleaded, and relied 
on as a defence to the relied' prayed. 

The cause was set down for hearing on bill, and answer, and the 
County Court at July Term, L829, dissolved the injunction, and dis
missed the bill with costs. 

From this decree, the complainant appealed to the Court of 
Appeals. 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J., E A R L E , M A R T I N , 
A R C H H R , and D O R S E Y , JJ. 

A. C. Magruder, tor the appellant, cited 1 Madd. Ch. Pr. 293; lb. 
301. 

Johnson, for the appellee, cited Hays vs. Richardson, 1 O. <& J. 382; 
Heulins vs. shippan, 5 Barn, and Cres. 221; Cooth vs. Jackson, 6 
Ves. Jr. 17; Boatdmnn vs. Mostyn, 6 Ves. Jr. 470; 1 Madd. Ch. Pr. 
301: Wills vs. Stradling,3 Ves. 378; Bmckmaster vs. Harrop, 13 lb. 
474; Philips vs. Thompson. 1 Johns. Ch. ('. 140; Jcr. Eq. 437. 

" B U C H A N A N , C. J., delivered the opinion of the Court. 
W e can discover nothing in the record, to warrant a decree * * * * 
lor the relief sought in the bill. The ditch,'for the preservation of 
which, the aid of Chancery is invoked, was made by the permission 
of a tenant for life, then in possession, through the land of the de
fendant, the remainder-man, without (lor anything that appears) his 
sanction or authority. The ditch, moreover, was exclusively for the 
convenience and benefit of the complainant, and the assent of the 
tenant for life to the making of it, appears to have been given with
out consideration. It was a mere naked license to the complainant, 
for his exclusive accommodation, voluntarily given by the tenant tor 
life. The tenant for life, died in July, 1825, and iu October the 
same year, the remainder-man who had then taken possession, in
formed the complainant, that his land was injured by the ditch, and 
that he must make him some compensation] or he would be obliged 
to obstruct it. There was no acquiescence therefore, by the defendant, 
in what had been done prejudicial to the complainant, or affording 
him any ground of complaint, or of a character to give him any stand 
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ing iu a Court of equity. A t most, it was but au acquiescence for a 
month or two, in the enjoyment by the complainant, of an easement 
over the defendant's land, for the exclusive accommodation of the 
complainant, and to the prejudice of the defendant, and is wholly un
like the case of a remainder-man, who continues to receive the rent, 
aud lies by, and with notice, suffers the lessee to rebuild, &c. to the 
improvement of the estate, and to the injury of the lessee, if evicted. 
The ground upon which Chancery interposes its aid, in the case of a 
clear part performance of a verbal agreement, is, that to withhold re-

lief, would be to suffer a party seeking * t o shelter himself 
under the Statute of Frauds, himself to commit fraud. But 

what fraud was there here, in merely suffering the complainant to en
joy an easement erected for his own benefit, on the laud of the de
fendant, and to his prejudice, and that too, without any consideration? 
W i th respect to the alleged agreement by the defendant, to secure to 
the complainant and his heirs, the privilege of conveying the water to 
his mill through the ditch, on his paying to him as a consideration 
therefor, such sum as should be adjudged by arbitrators appointed 
by them, it is admitted by the answer; but it was a verbal agree
ment, and the Statute of Frauds is insisted upon, aud nothing lias 
been done to entitle the complainant to a decree for a specific per
formance. 

The ditch was not made in pursuance, or upon the faith of that 
agreement, but was dug long before, by the permission of the tenant 
for life, without the sanction of the defendant, who had not then 
come into the possession of the land. It was not an improvement 
by which the value of the land was advanced, but directly the re
verse, and the defendant has derived no benefit or advantage from 
it. The complainant has paid no money upon the agreement, nor 
been put to any costs or expense in consequence of, or upon the faith 
of it. There has been no part performance, nor any act done by him 
in part execution of it, from which he could suffer an injury, by the 
refusal of the defendant to execute it on his part. A l l he did, the 
making of the ditch, was done before the agreement, and not result
ing from it. I t was in reference to what had been already done, 
that the agreement was entered into, and what he had to do, to 
entitle himself to the beneficial enjoyment of if, was the payn i of 
the sum determined on by the umpire as a sufficient consideration, 
which he might have declined doing, if he had seen fit; and the re 
tusal by the defendant to accept it and fulfil his engagement, gives 
him no ground to stand upon, in the face of the Statute of Frauds. 

* I t is the mere case of a verbal agreement within the Sta-
1 3 3 

tute of Frauds in relation to an interest in laud, which the 
defendant refuses to fulfil, relyiug upon the statute; without any part 
performance by the complainant or other act done, for his claim to 
the interposition of Chancery to lean upon. The leaving of it to 
others to say, what would be a sufficient consideration for the privilege 
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of continuing to convey the water by means of the ditch, through the 
defendant's land, does not distinguish it from any other verbal agree
ment; and the circumstance alone, that the umpire determined on 
a sum, that he supposed would be a sufficient consideration, cannot 
have the effect to take it out of the statute ; and notwithstanding the 
defendant in his answer, admits the agreement, yet as he insists on 
the statute, he is entitled to the benefit of it. Decree affirmed. 

HuNGERioni ) vs. BOURNE .—June , 1831. 

Upon a bill against an alleged intruder for an account of the rents and 
profits of the complainant's estate, accruing during her minority, her 
guardian is not a competent witness to prove an agreement between 
himself and the defendant, that the defendant should keep the estate, 
and pay the rents to the complainant and her sister, who were jointly 
interested. It was the duty of the witness to have collected the rents, 
and accounted for them. He is therefore interested in sustaining the 
suit, (a) 

The objection of the competency of a witness, by whose proof a mere inter
locutory order, not the subject of an appeal, was obtained, is open to 
consideration in the Appellate Court, though more than nine mouths 
had elapsed, between the passage of the interlocutory order, and the 
time of taking the appeal from the final decree, (b) 

A P P E A L from the Court of Chancery. The bill in this case was 
filed by the appellee, Dorcas G. Bourne, against the appellant, Wil
liam E. llungerford, on the 21st of December, 1819. 

* The following statement of the case and the proceedings 1 0 . 
in Chancery, is extracted from the opinion of the Judge, who 
pronounced the judgment of this Court. 

The bill states, that in the year 1807, a certain Thomas Bourne 
died, seized and intestate of certain lands, one-half of which came by 
inheritance to the complainant; and that during her minority, the 
appellant took possession of it, and either rented it to others, or oul-
t [rated it himself, under an agreement with a certain James M. Taylor, 
her uncle,with whom she lived, to pay therefor per annum, 4,150 pounds 
of tobacco. The suit was instituted after she came of age; and with 
the bill, an account is exhibited of the alleged stipulated rent; the 
balance appearing on which, with interest on each year's rent, from 
the time it is supposed to have become due, is stated to be the quan
tity of tobacco claimed, with a prayer for an account of rents and 
profits, and for general relief. 

(a) Distinguished in Watts vs. Garrett, post, m. p. 358. See Drury vs. 
Conner, 1 H. & G. 157. 

(b) Cited in Roberts vs. Salisbury, post, m. p. 434; Wilhelm vs. Caylor, 82 
Md. 162: Wayman vs. Jones, 4 Md. Ch. 512. See Snowden vs. Dorsey, 6 H. & 
J. 94. 
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The appellant in his answer, admits the title of the complainant to 
one-half Of the land; hid among other things denies, that he ever 
agreed with James M . Taylor, or any other person, to rent the land, 
or any part of it, at any price, or on any condition, or to pay the rent 
mentioned in the bill, or that he owes any part of the tobacco men
tioned in the account exhibited with the bill, or that he ever took 
possession of, and cultivated the land himself, or rented it out to 
others, as charged in the bill; but admits, that on the death of 
Thomas Bourne, from whom the estate descended, he did enter upon 
the land as administrator, to finish the growing crop, and to receive 
from the tenants, the rents then due; and that he did at the parti
cular request of his mother, who was entitled to one-half of the land, 
and of James M . Taylor, the relative and acting friend of the com
plainant, agree to rent out a parcel of the laud for one year, with the 
express understanding that he was not in any way to be responsible 
for the rents, if the tenants should fail to pay. After testimony 
taken on both sides, among which was that of James M . Taylor, 

which was objected to on the ground * of interest, the Chan-
cellor being of opinion that it was competent, and upon the 

whole of the evidence, considering the appellant an intruder upon 
the estate of the complainant, on the 26th of July, 1827, decreed an 
account to be taken of the rents and profits, on the principle, that 
whoever enters upon the estate of an infant, is considered in equity, 
as entering as guardian to such infant, and may be made to account 
for the rents and profits. 

The account reported by the auditor, was excepted to among other 
things, on the ground, that it was in part founded upon the testimony 
of James M . Taylor, who was alleged to be an incompetent witness. 
And on the lGth of February, 1829, the Chancellor overruled the 
exceptions to the report, aud decreed that the appellant should pay 
to the complainant, the amount stated to be due, or bring the same 
into Court, to be paid to Iter. From which decree this appeal was 
made. 

The cause came on to be argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J., E A K L E , 
M A R T I N , A R C H E R , and D O R S E Y , JJ. 

Boyle, for the appellant, cited Ac t of 1829, ch.24, sec. 8; 1798, ch. 
101, sub-eh. 12, sec. 4, 5, and 8; Drury vs. Conner, 1 H. & G. 229; 
Truss vs. Old, G Randolph, 55G; 2 Kent Com. 185, (5) 18G, 187 ; 1 Rol. 
Abr. 121 ; 1 Com. Dig. Ace. E. 4, 189; Dinwiddie vs. Bailey, G Ves. 
141; Porter vs. Spencer, 2 Johns. Ch. Cases. 1G9; Smith vs. Marks, 2 
Randolph, 449; 2 Atk. 282; 3 lb. 124; 1 Ves. Sr. 171; Newburgh vs. 
Bickerstaff, 1 Vernon, 295; Gary vs. Bertie et al. 2 lb. 342; Doe vs. 
Williams, Coiep. G21; Forrester vs. Pegon, 1 M. and S. 9 ; Haruood vs. 
Hanrood, 180G, per K I L T Y , Ch.; Johnson vs. Berry, per K I L T Y , Ch. 
1810; Winder et al. vs. Diffendcrffer, per B L A N D , Ch. 1830; Strike 
McDonald, 2 H. G. 240. 
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Magruder and Brewer, Jr. for the appellee, cited McDonald vs. 
Strike, 2 II. il' <1. 259 : Snoirden vs. Dorsey, 8 //. d. J. 114; Hagthorp 
vs. Hook, 1 0. dt J. 309; 2 Modd. C/t. IV. 347,3IS; 2 ftmo. AV/. 234; 
Conner vs. Drury, 1 //. d> 6?. 230; Qibbs vs. Wo^et, 2 0. <(•./. 14; 
Cadet-hill vs. Van Conrlhiuill. 2 Johns. Ch. C. 309; Ludlow vs. Simond, 
2 Caitie's Cases in Error, 38,40,52; Livingston vs. Livingston, I Johns, 
ch. 0. 290; 1 Aden's fiep. 190. 

Taney, (Attorney - General,) in reply, cited Dorsey vs. Smith, 6 II. 
.( /. 202; Thompson vs. McKim, 6 77. <£ J. 302; HaAjthorp vs. 7/oo/., 1 
67. ifc J. 307. 

• B U C H A N A N , C. J., delivered the opinion of the Court. 
A l ter adverting to the statement of the case, before set forth ' 
the .lodge proceeded: 

A s the case is presented to us, we do not feel ourselves authorized 
to consider the appellant as an intruder upon the lands of the com
plainant, and to treat him as her guardian, and as such, answerable 
to her for the rents and profits of the estate. James M. Taylor 
swears that. Thomas Bourne, from whom the estate descended, 
died iu the spring or summer of the year 1807, that the complainant, 
whose business he transacted, lived at that time with him, that some 
time after the death of Thomas Bourne, cither the succeeding fall, 
or spring, or summer, he is not certain which, the appellant proposed 
to keep the whole of the lands of the late Thomas Bourne, and to 
pay one-half of the rents, (to be ascertained by persons chosen for 
that purpose,) to the complainant, and her sister who was then liv
ing and entitled to a part of the land, (the appellant's mother being 
entitled to the other half) to which he, Taylor, who is stated in the 
bill to be the uucle of the complainant, aud with whom she at the 
time lived, agreed. 

If looking to this testimony, and treating Taylor as a competent 
witness, it should be held, that such a letting by an uncle and friend 
of the complainant entitled to be her guardian, and with whom she 
lived, and who was in the habit of transacting her busiuess, was, if 
he had not then been appointed guardian, unauthorized, aud that 
the entering upon, and holding the land by the appellant under 
such an agreement, constituted him au intruder, aud subject to be 
made answerable in equity, for the rents and profits as a guardian; 
•ye t se*eing from other evidence in the cause, that Taylor was _ . i % 

appointed guardian to the complainant, and filed his bond as 
such, in the Calvert County Orphans' Court on the 8th of August, 
1808, may it not be inferred in the absence of anything to the con
trary, that the agreement with the complainant, of which he speaks, 
was made alter he was appointed guardian, and when he. was clearly 
authorized to rent out the land? This would be perfectly consistent 
with that part of his testimony, in which he says that it was made 
iu the fall, or spring, or summer, he is not certain which, next sue-
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ceeding the death of Thomas Bourue, which was in the spring or 
summer of 1807. For if it was made at any time during the mouth 
of August, 1808, after the 8th, it was in the summer, and within the 
words of his testimony. Besides, he may have been appointed guar
dian some time before lie gave his bond, (for the time of his appoint
ment does not appear in the record,) and it is more reasonable to 
suppose, that he made the agreement after lie was appointed guar
dian, and when he was authorized to make it, than before, and when 
he was not authorized, there being nothing in his evidence confining 
the agreement to a prior time, or leading to a different conclusion. 
Or, if it was made before Taylor received the appointment of guar 
dian, yet as he was appointed long before any rents became due, aud 
as it appears that he, from that time, received a portion of the rents 
for each year, up to the year 1814, for which credits are given in the 
exhibit filed with the bill, and in the report of the auditor, it would 
seem to follow, that he accepted the appellant as his tenant in the 
capacity of guardian, and received the rents in that character; and 
that, from the time of his appointment, the relation in which the 
appellant stood to him, was that of his tenant, as the guardian of 
the complainant. In either case, the appellant was in by authority ; 
iu the first, from the time of the original agreement; and in the 
latter, from the time that Taylor was appointed guardian, when a 
new relation commenced, and when no rents and profits had been 

received, * and is not to be treated as an intruder, nor liable 
to be called on as guardian, to account for the rents and pro

fits. Nor answerable to the complainant ou his contract with Tay
lor, to whom alone he is responsible; and if Taylor h a s violated his 
duty, or inalconducted himself as guardian, her remedy is against 
him on his guardian's bond. But leaving this view of the subject, 
and looking to the other evidence in the record, it seems to us, that 
the testimony of Taylor cannot stand with that of several of the 
other witnesses, particularly that of James Wilson and Samuel Tur
ner, with which it is wholly inconsistent; and taking the whole of 
the evidence together, we think the weight of testimony is against 
the complainant, and that the appellant did not take possession of 
the land, and either rent it out to others, or cultivate it himself, 
under an agreement with Taylor, to pay a stipulated rent as charged 
in the bill; nor at any time enter upon it, and occupy and enjoy it, 
or receive the rents and profits to his own use, so as to charge him 
as guardian, and that he had no other concern witli it, than as the 
agent of James M. Taylor and his mother, for which we think he 
should not be made to account for the rents and profits. Drury vs. 
Conner, 1 H. & 6. 220. 

But if it was otherwise, and taking the whole of the evidence to
gether, it would be sufficient to subject liiin to an account for the 
rents and profits, yet without the testimony of Taylor there is noth
ing to charge the appellant, and we think it was incompetent aud 
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ought to have been rejected. lie was the guardian of the com
plainant. It was his duty to collect the rents and account for 
them, and if he received and misapplied them, or they were lost, by 
any culpable negligence or inattention to his duty, he is answerable 
on his bond to the complainant, and is therefore interested in sus
taining this suit, and thereby exonerating himself from liability. 
But it is said that this objection comes too late, and that the appel
lant, to avail himself of it, should have appealed from the interlocu
tory decree of the 26th of duly, L827, (by which the rights of the 
parties are Supposed to * have been settled,) within nine 
months from the time it was passed, the time prescribed by 
the Ac t of 1785, oh. 72, sec. 27; whereas this appeal, which is from 
the final decree of the Chancellor, was taken on the 3d of June, 1829, 
almost two years idler the date of the interlocutory decree. But to 
this we cannot yield our assent; the rights of the parties were; not 
finalh adjudicated by the interlocutory decree of the 2(!th July, 1827. 
It is true the Chancellor does say, that he " considers all the 
testimony in the case competent, and so far credible when taken 
altogether, as to entitle the plaintiff to recover." But that is not a 
decree finally settling any thing in controversy between the parties; 
but an expressiou only of the opinion of the Chancellor, upon which 
the decree for an account was founded. And the account when 
taken, might have been rejected by the Chancellor on further proof 
on more full consideration. The decree, therefore, directing an ac
count to be taken, was a mere interlocutory order, from which an 
appeal could not properly have been taken. Snmrden and others vs. 
Dorset/ and others, 6 H. it- J. 114—and Hagthrop and Wife and others 
vs. Hook's Admhs, 1 G.t& J. 270, are conclusive on this point, and as 
an appeal would not lie from the decree for an account, the whole 
case is open upon the appeal from the final decree. 

Decree reversed, and hill dismissed with cost* in both Courts. 

T H O M A S ' Lessee vs. G O D F R E Y et al.—Juue, 1831. 

The construction of a grant is for the Court, aud not a matter proper to be 
submitted to a jury, except in a case of latent ambiguity, (a) 

It is a well established rule of construction, that calls, whether to artificial 
or natural objects, are to be preferred to courses and distances; there
fore, when a tract of land is described by courses and distances, and 
calls, the calls are to be gratified in the construction of the grant, if 
they can be established, and the courses and distances disregarded, if 
they do not correspond with the calls. (6) 

(a) See Carroll vs. Norwood, 5 H. & J. 121; Hammond vs. Ridgely, Ibid, 
199. note, to same effect. 

(6) See Wilson vs. Inloes. 6 Gill. 121; Propiietary vs. Jenings. 1 H. & McH. 
62, note. 
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I . . . * Where there are two inconsistent expressions or calls, both of which 
cannot be gratified, but either of which standing alone would be 

imperative, that which appears to be the most certain, and most conso
nant to the intention apparent upon the face of the patent, should in 
the construction of it, be preferred, for the same reason that calls are 
preferred to courses and distances, because more certain. Or if there 
is any thing on the face of the patent to explain or qualify one of them, 
so a B to show, that the other was intended to be the governing or im
perative call, it should be so treated. 

So where the patent for a tract of land described it as "beginning at a 
bound hickory on the side of a hill, on the S. side of the main falls of 
Patapsco, respecting to the W. Chew's Resolution Manor, and running 
with the said manor, S. &c. 200 p. to a bound hickory, then N. W. 340 
p. to a bound white oak, then N. &c. 2">0 p. to the main falls of , 
with the main falls by a direct line to the first bound tree." Held, that 
according to the construction of the patent, the first line thereof should 
be run from the first to the second bounded hickory, and that the words 
"running with the said manor," did not constitute a peremptory call, 
but like the course and distance, were directory only to the principal 
call the tree. And that as to the home line, it should be run from the 
termination of the third line, direct to the beginning tree, the words 
"with the main falls" being qualified by the subsequent terms "direct 
line." (c) 

A P P E A L from Anne Arundel County Court. Ejectment for a tract 
of laud called " the Valley of Owen," commenced by Allen Thomas, 
the lessor of the plaintiff, against the appellees, Samuel Godfrey and 
ot hero, on the 29th March, f820. The defeudauts pleaded not guilty, 
and took defence on warrant. A warrant of resurvey issued and 
plots were returned. Defence was taken for the whole of the tract of 
land called " Stout," as located by them on the plots; for the tract 
called " W e s t Ilchester," as located by them upou the plots; for the 
tract called "Caleb's Vineyard," as located by them; for the tract 
called " Littleworth," as also located by them ; for all that part of the 
tract called "Prestedges ' Folly," (as also located by them) which 
lies to the west of the third line of the Valley of Owen, as that liue 
is located by them, iu their second location of the Valley of Owen; 
and for all the other laud which lies south and west of, and upon 
said location of said third line, and which is included in plaintiffs' 
l A A n m i t n location of * the Valley of Owen, and which by a written 

agreement between plaintiffs aud defendants, on file in the 

(c) Relied on in Smallwood vs. Hattcm, 4 Md. Ch. 100, where the Chancellor 
thought it manifest from the reasoning of the Court in the case in the text, 
that the survey would have been closed by pursuing the meanders of the 
stream but for the introduction of the words, "by a direct line," which 
showed that the meanders of the stream were not intended; and he held 
that where the home line of a tract was described to run "thence down said 
branch to the beginning," that this line must be run with the meanders of 
the branch and not in a straight line to the beginning. 
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cause, is admitted to be covered by the location of the tracts called 
"T imber Neck," "Jefferson," and " Littleworth." 

1. A t the trial the plaintiff read in evidence to the jury subject to 
all except ions, the certificate of the " Valley of Owen," issued on a 
wan ant of lesuivey, ret ui tied by Richard Owen, on the 7th of 
September, 1703, describing the said land as "beginning at a 
bounded hickory on the side of a hill on the south side of the main 
falls of PatapsOO, and respective to the west Chew's Resolution 
Manor, and running with the said manor south 53 degrees west, 
200 perches to a bounded hickory, then northwest 340 perches, to 
a bounded white oak, then north 53 degrees cast, 250 perches, to 
the main falls, thence with the main falls by a direct line to the first 
bounded tree, containing, &o." And also with like exception, read 
in evidence the patent for the said tract, granted to Richard Owen, 
on the L'Oth May, 170.">. The description of said tract in the patent 
is as follows: "Beginning at a bound hickory, on the side of a 
hill, on the south side of the main falls of Patapsco, respecting to 
the west Chew's Uesolul ion Manor, aud running with the said manor, 
south 53 degrees west, 200 perches to a bound hickory, then north
west ;;|<I perches to a bound white oak, then north 53 degrees east, 
250 perches to the main falls of, with the main falls by a direct line 
to the first bound tree, containing, &c. " 

And the plaintiff offered to prove by other title papers, a title in 
the lessor of the plaintiff to the said tract of land, derived from the 
said Richard Owen, the patentee; and gave in evidence the certifi
cate of a tract of land called " Chew's Resolution Manor," surveyed for 
Samuel ( h e w , the 15th April, 1008. The defendants then objected, 
that the certificate, and patent of " T h e Valley of Owen " herein
before mentioned, were inadmissible in evidence, because there was 
no location upon the plots of said tract, by the plaintiff, correspond
ing with the description, and calls, in * said certificate, and 
patent; which objection the Court sustained, aud instructed * * * * 
the jury that said certificate and patent were not admissible, the 
same not having been located to bind on a tract of land called 
" Chew's Resolution Manor," as required by the peremptory call in 
said certificate and patent. The plaintiff excepted, and the verdict 
and judgment being against him, he appealed to this Court. 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J., E A K L E , M A R T I N , 
and A R C H E R , J J. 

A. 0. Mayruder, for the appellant, contended, 1. That there is no 
peremptory call to the tract of land called "Chew 's Resolution 
Manor," there being no particular point or line, or side of said tract 
to which the first line is to go. 2. That the words iu the patent, 
" respecting to the west Chew's Resolution Manor," and in the cer
tificate, "respective to the west Chew's Resolution Manor," are unin
telligible, and must be rejected; and that the true location of the 
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line is to commence at the "bound hickory," spoken of, as the begin
ning, and run thence (without regard either to the expression " re 
spective to the west," &c. or to the course and distance,) to the 
second bound hickory mentioned in the grant. 3. That according 
to the true construction of the grant, the line which commences at 
the bounded white oak (third boundary) is to ruu thence the course 
mentioned in the grant, with an allowance for variation to the main 
falls, and that the closing line, is to run with, or along, and not as 
the defendant's counsel contended, from the main falls. He referred 
to Helm vs. Howard, 2 H. & McH. 82; Calhoun vs. Hall, fb. 11(5; 
Pennington vs. Bordley, 4 H. & J. 450; Rogers vs. Moore, 7 //(.111; 
Mundell vs. Clerklee, 3 H. & J. 4(59; Hammond vs. Ridgely, 5 H. d; J. 
245, 256, 274; Davis vs. Battey, 1 H. <& J. 264; Act of 1830, clr. 186. 
^ • R. Johnson, for the appellee. 1. The question is as to the 

true location of the Valley of Owen, omitting the first line. 
A patent not legally located cannot be read in evidence. Hughes 
vs. Howard, 3 H. & ./. 9 ; Pennington vs. Bordley, 4 lb. 450,471; Mun
dell vs. Clerklee, 3 lb. 469. The Court is the tribunal to determine 
the true construction of the grant. Hammond vs. Ridgely, 5 H. tfc J. 
245. The expressions in the patent of the Valley of Owen, are such 
as to require it to bind on Chew's Resolution Manor. When a junior 
grant calls for the line of an elder, the call is peremptory, and it is 
not material whether a particular line is called for or not. Carroll 
vs. Norwood, 5 H. & J. 163. In addition to the call for the manor, 
there is a call for a hickory, as the termination of the first line, and 
if both are peremptory, and incapable of being gratified, the grant 
is void. Rogers vs. Moore, 7 H. & J. 141. I f both calls can be grat i 
fled, they should be. When a tree and the line of a tract of land are 
called for, yon are first to go to the nearest, and then if the distance 
is exhausted before you reach the other call, you must elongate it, 
or run a new line, if it be necessary to do so, to reach the most re
mote call. The reasoning of the Court in Howard vs. Helms. 2 II. db 
McH. 80, cited on the other side, has been decided to be erroneous. 
Pennington vs. Bordley, 4 H. & J. 458. 2. I f in running the home 
line of the Valley of Owen, you reject the word direct, used in the 
patent, seventeen or eighteen new lines must be added to close the 
survey. It the expressions "w i th the falls," are gratified,you cannot 
get to the beginning tree, because that tree does not stand on the 
falls; and it follows therefore, that if the expressions, "w i th Chew's 
Resolution Manor," are to be rejected, because by so running you can
not get to the bounded tree called for. you must for the same reason, 
reject the words "w i th the falls," because if you run with the tails, 
you can never get to the beginning tree. He insisted that the last 
line should be located, so as to run as near the falls as practicable, 
consistently with its being straight. Ptmphrey vs. Aslqmw, 4 H. & J. 
368. The Act of 1830, ch. 186, he said was prospective, and there-
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fore did not apply to the present case, which was pending at the time 
of its passage. 

Taney, (Attorney-General,) in reply, cited Rogers vs. Raborg, 2 G. 
& J. 63, 64; Davis vs. Batty, 1 H. &• J. 268, 269; Connelly vs. Bowie. 
li //. it1 J. 143; Helm vs. Howard, 2 H. & McH. 82; Shield vs. Mil
ler, 4 H. & J. 1; Connelly vs. Bowie, 6 / b. 143; Pennington vs. iiord-
fey, & H. di; J. 457, 458; Hughes vs. Howard, 3 /ft. 9, 13; Hammond 
vs. Ridgely, b H. & J. 256, 274, 275. 

• B U C H A N A N , C. J . , delivered the opinion of the Court, 
'flic action was brought for a tract of laud called " T h e Valley 1 

of Owen," and the question is, how that land should be located, which 
depends upon the construction of the patent. That the construction 
of a grant falls peculiarly within the province of the Court, and is 
m>t a matter proper to be submitted to a jury, except in a ease o f 
latent ambiguity, is a principle too long and too well established, now 
to be disputed in this Court. What then is the construction proper 
to be given to the patent for " T h e Valley of Owen 1?" The expres
sions arc. "beginning at a bound hickory on the side of a hill, ou the 
south side of the main falls of Patapsco, respecting to the west Chew's 
Resolution Manor, and running witli the said Manor, south 53 de
grees west, 200 perches to a bound hickory; then north-west, 340 
perches, to a bound white oak; then north 53 degrees east, 250 
perches to the main falls of, with the main falls, by a direct line to 
the first bound tree." I t is a well established and known rule of 
construction in the Courts of this State, that calls, whether to arti
ficial or natural objects, are to be preferred to courses aud distances; 
therefore, when a tract of land is described by courses and distances, 
and calls, the calls are to be gratified in the construction of the grant, 
if they can be established, and the courses and distances disre
garded, if they do not correspond with the calls. The better reason 
for which, is believed to be the greater certainty afforded by calls, 
than by courses and distances. In this case it is contended, that 
the expressions, " a n d running with the said manor," constitute a 
peremptory call to the tract of laud called " Chew's Resolution Manor," 
and that " The Valley of Owen " must be located to bind on that 
tract, and it was so decided by the Court below. But we think they 
were not used in that sense; and that being associated with a course 
and distance expressed in the patent, and a further call to a t r e e a 
lived and natural object, they are not to be interpreted as importing 
an imperative, or peremptory call, to run * with, aud bind upon 
• • C h e w ' s Resolution Manor," but that the tree called for, was 
intended as the principal object, the boundary to regulate the loca
tion o f that l ine; and the reference to "Chew's Resolution Manor," 
and the course and distance expressed, directory only to that object, 
and introduced but as a means of arriving at it. The expressions 
used are, "and running with the said manor south 53 degrees west, 
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200 j)erclies to a bound hickory." It is not tlie case of a course and 
distance line of one tract of land, calling to, or to run with, or bind 
upon, a watercourse, or another tract of land, or a line of another 
tract, with no ulterior abject called for, and looking only to the water
course, or other tract, or line, as the definite object to be reached or 
run with, and to which the course and distance expressed, if not cor
responding with it, is made to yield. But here, there is a fixed ulte
rior object, a tree imperatively called for and designated as the 
boundary intended to be run t o ; which intention, apparent upon the 
face of the patent, explaining and qualifying the expressions "run
ning with the said manor," and showing them to have been used, 
not as binding expressions, but as directory only to the tree called 
for, must be gratified, by running the first line from the beginning 
tree, to the tree called for, (if it can be proved,) in the manner di
rected in the patent, if that can be done; but if it cannot be done, 
either by running the course and distance expressed, or by a running 
binding upon the manor, then, the direction failing, a course must be 
shaped from the beginning directly to the tree called for, without re
gard to either the manor, or the course and distance expressed ; the 
true position of that tree to lie determined by a jury, whose province 
it always is, to find facts, and to ascertain the true position of the 
object called for, from the evidence submitted to them ; but not to 
determine the question, whether or in what manner a call shall be 
gratified, or any question of construction arising upon the face of the 
patent. That belongs exclusively to the Court, whose peculiar pro

vince it is to expound * patents, according to the intention to 
1 " ' be collected from the terms or expressions used, and not on 
tacts or matter aliunde. Where a tract of land, or a line of a tract 
of land, is peremptorily called for as the governing object, it con
trols the course and distance for the greater certainty. But where 
such a line is referred to, with a view to another object per
emptorily called for, that object is the imperative call, and not the 
line referred t o ; and must be gratified, whether its position corres
ponds with the line referred to or not. As where there is a call to a 
tree, described as standing, in, or at the end of a specified line of 
another tract of land, then the reference to the line, is not consid
ered as a peremptory call, controlling the call to the tree; but the 
call to the tree is the imperative call, and must be gratified if it can 
be established, no matter where it stands, without regard to the line; 
which is to be taken, as intended only a s a designatxo loci, where the 
t ree was supposed to stand. W e differ therefore with the Court 
below, in the opinion, that the expressions, "running with the said 
manor" as used in the patent for the Valley of Owen, constitute a 
peremptory call, and that the first line of that, must be located to 
bind on the land called Chew 's Resolution Manor. 

But a s the patent was rejected on the ground, that there was n o 
location of it upon the plots, returned iu the cause, corresponding 
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witli the description and calls expressed, it is necessary to inquire, 
how the home or given line should lie located, which is not altogether 
tree from difficulty. The third line lias a call to the main falls, and 
from that point the description is, "with the main falls by a direct 
line to the first hound tree." And the question is. whether that line 
should he run with the meanders of the stream, or directly from the 
termination of the third line on the falls, to the beginning tree? 
Where there are two inconsistent expressions or calls, both of which 
cannot be gratified, but either of which standing alone, would he im
perative, that which appears to be flu* most certain and most conso-
nant to the intention apparent upon the face of the patent, should 
* in the construction of it, be preferred, for the same reason 
that calls are preferred to courses and distances, because more 
certain. Or, il there is any thing on the face of the [latent to ex
plain or qualify one of them, so as to show that the other was intended 
to be the governing or imperative call, it should be so treated. Here 
the expressions, "with the main falls," and " by a direct line," to the 
fust bound tree, are inconsistent, and cannot both be gratified, if the 
stream is not straight, or does not run to the beginning tree; and it 
seems to us, that the expressions "with the main falls," are so quali
fied by the other expressions, " by a direct line," as to show, that the 
latter were intended as the governing or controlling expressions, and 
that the given line should be run directly from the place of depar
ture to the beginning tree, the object imperatively called for. and 
that by the words, "with the main falls," the general course of the 
stream was meant, the meanders of which could not be pursued by a 
single direct line. I f it was intended that the survey should be 
closed, by pursuing the meanders of the stream from the end of the 
third line to the beginning tree, the expressions would properly and 
most probably have been "with the main falls to the first bound 
tree," and not as they are, " by a direct line " to the first bound tree. 
Which addition of the words, " b y a direct line," shows that the 
meanders of the stream were not intended, which could not be by a 
direct line, but that it was intended to close the survey by a single 
line drawn from one point to the other. Besides, the beginning tree 
is not described as standing at or by the stream, but on the side of 
a hill: the surveyor, therefore; at the time of taking up the land, 
must have known that the survey could not be closed by pursuing 
the meanders of the stream, which did not run to the tree called for, 

but thai it would be necessary to shape an arbitrary course IV the 
stream, in order to gel to the tree, which would be entirely incon
sistent with a direct line from point to point ; and assist in showing 
that the words, "w i th the main falls," were not intended to be used 
as binding expressions, * but are qualified and controlled by 1 

the words next following, " b y a direct line." We think, there- " * * 
fore, that " T h e Valley of Owen," must be located by running the 
given or home line, directly from the termination of the third line to 
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the beginning tree, wherever they may be found to be ; and not being 
so located by the plaintiff on the plots returned in the cause, but by 
running it with the meanders of the main falls of Patapsco, and by 
an arbitrary line drawn from that stream to the beginning tree, in 
order to close the survey, and without which, it could not be done, 
that the patent was not evidence to support his location so made. 

Judgment affirmed, and procedendo awarded. 
Under the Act of 1830, ch. 186. 

H O Y E VS. B E E W E E A N D T R O U P . — J u n e , 1831. 

According to the principles of equitable jurisprudence, the personal estate 
is the natural fund for the payment of debts and legacies, and generally 
speaking, is first to be exhausted, before resort can be had to real prop
erty. 

Where a testator charges both his real and personal estate with the payment 
of debts and legacies, and a purchaser of the real estate desires to have 
his bonds given for the purchase money, applied to release his purchase 
from the charge in the will, it should regularly appear upon the face of 
his bill, that the whole personalty had been applied towards the payment 
of debts and legacies. That must appear before a Court of equity could 
decree the land to be liable for such purpose, and ought to be expressly 
averred. 

That averment is so essential, that where it ought to have been made, and 
was not, although it was stated in the decree passed by the County 
Court, that the solicitors of the defendants admitted the whole of the 
personal estate to have been applied towards the payment of debts and 
legacies, yet as a party must always obtain redress according to his alle
gations and proofs, the Appellate Court reversed the decree containing 
that statement, but without prejudice. 

A P P E A L from the equity side of Washington County Court. The 
bill which was filed in this case by the appellees, John Brewer and 

Adam Troup, against the appellant, * John Hoye, Jacob 
1 5 4 : Fiery, and others, on the 23d day of January, 1829, stated 
that Henry Fiery died seized of a large and valuable real estate, 
which he devised to his three sons, Henry, Joseph and Jacob, to the 
last of whom he devised a tract of land lying in Franklin County, 
Pennsylvania. That he bequeathed to his three daughters, Mary, 
Catharine, and Susanna, the sum of £3,000 each, to be paid to them 
as they respectively attained the age of eighteen years, by his said 
three sons, whom he appointed his executors; that he charged his 
real and personal estate with the payment of his debts and legacies. 
The bill further states, that John Brewer, one of the complainants, 
in the year 1819, entered into articles of agreement with Jacob Fiery, 
one of the devisees, for the purchase of the tract of land devised to 
him, lying in Franklin County aforesaid, and paid a considerable 
part of the purchase money, and gave his bonds, with Adam Troup, 
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the other complainant, as his security for the payment of the balance 
of the purchase money. That the said Jacob Fiery, on or about the 
17th of November, 1820, assigned the said bonds to a certain John 
Hoye and Ann Hoye, who is since dead, having made the said John 
Hoye her executor. The bill further states, that the complainant 
Brewer, had paid all the said bonds to the said John Hoye, except 
the two last, upon which suits have been instituted in Washington 
County Court, by Hoye against him the said Brewer. The bill 
further states that the legacies bequeathed to two of the daughters 
have been paid: that the one bequeathed to his daughter Susanna 
had not beeu paid, and still remained a charge upon the land bought 
by him of said Jacob Fiery, iu virtue of the provisions of his father's 
will. The said complainant, John Brewer, further states, that he 
has reason to believe that the bonds remaining due to said Hoye. 
upon which suits had been brought, would uot be more than suffi
cient to extinguish the liability of the land purchased by him to sat
isfy the legacy to Susanna, charged upon it. The bill further states, 
that at the time Brewer executed his bonds to Fiery, he did not 
know of the incumbrances upon * the land bought by him, nor _ _ _ 
did he know of the same at the time of the assignment of his 
bonds to Hoye, or at the time he paid the several sums of money to 
him; that since the discovery of the said incumbrance, he has paid 
nothing, by reason of said assignments; that at the time he executed 
his bonds, he did not know that his bonds were to be assigned to 
Hoye, or to any other person. The object of the bill is then stated 
to be, to ascertain, whether the balance of the purchase money due 
by him ought to be applied in the first instance to satisfy the legacy 
due to the said Susanna, and if it should be so determined, that the 
bonds should be delivered up to Henry Angle, with whom the said 
Susanna had intermarried, and he be authorized to receive the money 
due thereon, from said Brewer, and give acquittances therefor. 
The bill then prays for an injunction to stay proceedings on said 
suits, and tor general relief. The deed from Fiery to Brewer bears 
date on the 20th November, 1820. 

The answer of John Hoye to the said bill states, that in or about 
the year 1820, Jacob Fiery, one of the defendants, was indebted to 
him and Ann Hoye, since dead, iu a considerable sum of money, and 
that he being pressed for payment at that time, by him the said 
Hoye, offered to assign to him and the said Anu Hoye, certain bonds 
which he was about to'obtain from the complainant, John Brewer; 
that he agreed to receive the bonds as collateral security for the s a i d 
debt, and on a day appointed for that purpose, accompanied the said 
Jacob f iery to the house of the complainant, in order to take an as
signment of the said bonds, as soon as they were executed. That 
1'.rower expressed some apprehension, that if he executed the bonds, 
and they were assigned to him, Hoye, that he would press him for 
the payment of the money; that he assured Brewer he need not be 

7 3 G . & J . 
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under any uneasiness on that score; that all he wanted was to have 
his debt secured, and that he would not urge the payment for a con
siderable time, provided he would pay the interest punctually; that 
on receiving these assurances, Brewer appeared to be satisfied, and 
1 ntt ' n a * * ' " e k ° n d- s were * executed by Brewer, and assigned by 
l o o Fiery to him, Hoye. That in consideration of receiving said 
bonds, he stopped further proceedings against the said Jacob Fiery r 

and relied upon the said bonds to discharge the said debt, due from 
(lie said Jacob to him and the said Ann, &o. 

Iu the will of Henry Eiery exhibited with the bill, there are the 
following clauses: 

" T o each of my three daughters, Mary, Catharine, and Susanna, 
I give a bed, and the sum of £3,000, to be paid by my executors 
hereinafter named, as the said girls may respectively attain the age 
of eighteen years." " I charge the lands devised to my three sons, 
(Henry. Joseph, and Jacob,) and all the personal property whereof I 
die possessed, which is not herein before specifically devised, with 
the payment of my just debts, legacies, and devises, herein before 
given and made." 

The deed from Jacob Fiery to complainant, Brewer, also exhibited 
with the bill, bearing date November 20th, 1820, recites, " that 
whereas Henry Fiery did, by his last will and testament bequeath to 
his son Jacob Fiery, " a certain tract of land, &c. 

There were other defendants to the bill, but their answers are con
sidered immaterial. 

The case was referred to the auditor, for the purpose of ascertain 
iug the amount due upon the legacy to Susanna. 

Afterwards, the County Court [ T H . B U C H A N A N , A . J.] passed the 
following decree: The above cause coming on to be heard, and being 
submitted for final decision by the solicitors of the parties, and it 
appearing from the report of the auditor, made pursuant to the 
order of this Court, that there is still due to Susauna, one of the 
daughters and legatees of Henry Fiery, deceased, the sum of 
$12,257, with interest upon $8,000, part thereof from the 15th day of 
June, 1829; and it appearing further from said report, and proceed
ings in this cause, and the same being admitted by the solicitors of 
the defendants in Court, that the whole of the personal estate of the 

said testator has been applied towards * the payments of the 
debts and legacies, and that the amount still due by Jacob 

Fiery, as one of the executors and devisees of the said testator, to 
the said Susanna, exceeds' in amount the balance unpaid on the 
bonds of the said John Brewer to the said Jacob Fiery, and by him 
assigned to the said John Hoye. I t is thereupon this third day of 
June, 1829, adjudged, &C. that the injunction heretofore granted, be 
made perpetual. 

From this decree the defendant Hoye appealed to the Court of 
Appeals. 
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The cause was argued before E A R L E , M A R T I N , S T E P H E N , A R C H E R , 
and D O R S E T , J J . 

Anderson and Taney, (Attorney-General,) for the appellants. 
Price a n d Yost, for the appellees. 

S T K P H E N , J . delivered the opinion o f the Court. After adverting 
t o t h e facts alleged i n the pleadings, h e said, according to the prin
c i p l e s of equitable jurisprudence, the personal estate i s the natural 
fund for the payment o f debts and legacies, and generally speaking, 
i s first t o b e exhausted before resort can be had to the real property. 
In the present case, the testator charges both his real and personal 
estate with the payment of his debts and legacies, audit should reg
ularly appear upon the face o f the pleadings, that the whole o f the 
personalty had been applied towards their extinguishment, before a 
C o u r t of e q u i t y could c o n s i s t e n t l y , with e s t a b l i s h e d p r i n c i p l e s , d e c r e e 

the land to be liable for that purpose. The bill in this case does not 
expressly charge a deficiency o f the personal fund : o n the contrary, 
it only a l l e g e s t h a t t a c t b y a vague and doubtful implication, where 
it states that h e h a s r e a s o n to believe that the bonds i n suit as 
aforesaid will not more than cover the liability o f the said land." 
An averment so essential to the complainant's merits ought to be 
expressly made, and not left to argumentative inference o r construc
tion. I f the personal estate * was adequate to the payment 
o f the legacies, no liability could ever attach upon the laud 
purchased by the complainant, and o f course there would be no 
ground for his application to a Court o f equity for relief; although 
therefore, it was admitted, as stated i n the decree, that the personal 
a s s e t s were exhausted, yet, as in equity, a party must always obtain 
redress secundum allegata et probata, without deciding upon the other 
points r a i s e d during the discussion; we think the decree of the 
C o u r t below must be reversed, but without prejudice. 

Decree reversed. 

H Y S I N O E R vs. T. & P. B A L T Z E L L . — J u n e , 1831. 

By the Act of November, 1765, ch. 12, it is declared, that if a person who is 
liable to an action, shall be out of the Province at the time the cause of 
action hath accrued, he shall have no benefit or advantage from the Act 
of 1715, ch. 23, (the Act of Limitations) provided, the person who has 
such cause of action shall prosecute the same, after the presence, in this 
Province, of the person liable thereto, within the time or times limited, 
in and by the said Act of 1715. Held, upon the construction of this Act: 

1. That the Acts of 1715, ch. 23, and 1765, ch. 12. are to be taken together, 
and to receive a construction to carry into effect the plain and obvious 
intention of the Legislature, that limitations should not attach against a 
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creditor, where the debtor was absent from the State, at the time the 
cause of action accrued, (a) 

2. That if at any time after the cause of action accrued, the debtor, by his 
presence in the State, afforded the creditor an opportunity to prosecute 
his writ with effect, he should institute his action within the time re
quired by the Act of 1715, or his claim would be barred by limitation, 
(b) 

3. To bring a case within the Act of 1765, the presence of the debtor within 
the State, must be such as to enable the creditor to avail himself of it: a 
secret, concealed, clandestine presence for any length of time, of which, 
the creditor could not take advantage, would not be sufficient. It must 
be so public, and under such circumstances, as to give the creditor an 
opportunity, by the use of ordinary diligence and due means, to arrest 
the debtor. 

Where a cause of action accrued in October, 1822, when the defendant was 
a resident of another State, and it appeared, upon a case stated, that the 

(a) See Rev. Code, Art. 69, sees. 4 and 5. In Maurice vs. Worden, 52 Md. 
283, in an action of assumpsit to which limitations was pleaded, the plaintiff 
replied that after the contracting of the debt, &c. and within three years 
after, the defendant absented himself from the State, whereby the plaintiff 
was at an uncertainty in finding out said defendant or his effects; nor did 
defendant have effects sufficient and known for the payment of his debts in 
the hands of any person, &c.; and the action was brought within three 
years after defendant's return to this State; nor had the defendant been in 
this State for three years in all, after the cause of action accrued to the 
plaintiff, at the time the suit was commenced. It was held that the first 
part of this replication was not a sufficient answer to the plea, and that the 
plaintiff could not, as attempted in the last part of the above replication, 
avoid the Act of Limitations by going into a calculation of time, showing 
that the defendant had not been within the State precisely three years in all, 
from the time the cause of action arose, to the time of suit brought. 

The Court said: "The other replication of the appellant rests upon the 4th 
sec. of Art. 57, of the Code. The provisions of this section, codified from 
the old Act of 1715, c. 23, sees. 4 and 5, are peculiar to this State. We know 
of no case in practice where its provisions have been relied on to avoid the 
running of the statute. The profession does not seem to have relied on its 
rather ambiguous terms, and it is now, for the first time, brought before the 
consideration of this Court. This section must be construed with reference to 
the time and circumstances under which the law from which it is codified 
was passed, and in subordination to well established rules in reference to 
Limitations. The recital by way of preamble to the section in the original 
law shows that it was passed to reach the cases of persons who absented them
selves from the Province, or wandered from county to county, for the pur
pose of availing themselves of the time limited in the law. After the debt 
was contracted, or the cause of action arose, they so moved from place to 
place, or left the Province, as to conceal from the creditor their place of 
abode; and no reasonable time was allowed him in which to bring his action. 
It was to remedy this evil that sees. 4 and 5 of the Act of 1715, were adopted 
aB a part of the law of limitations in the Province, and in that sense they 
must now be understood, as they are codified in the 4th sec. of Art. 57. of 
the Code." 

(6) Relied on in Maurice vs. Worden, 52 Md. 295: White vs. White, 1 Md. 
Ch. 57. 
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(c) Cited in Worthington vs. Tormey, 34 Md. 197. 
(rf) Approved in Van Brunt vs. Pike, 4 Gill, 274: Vansant vs. Roberts, 3 

Md. 127; Keller vs. Stare, 12 Md. 328; MeColgan vs. Hopkins, 17 Md. 402. 
See Alahoney vs. Ashton, 4 H. & McH. 140; Reeside vs. Fischer, 2 H. & G. 
235. 

defendant was in Baltimore, where the plaintiff resided, in April, 1823, 
"purchased other goods from the plaintiff, and remained there for two 
days," it was Held, that limitations did not then attach, because it did 
not * appear at what time during those two days, the defendant _ _ „ 
made his purchase: nor whether the plaintiff had an opportunity l " * " 
to sue out a writ against him with effect, (c) 

Upon a case stated, the Court can supply no fact by implication, (d) 

A P P K A L from Washington County Court.—Assumpsit by the 
appellees, Thomas anil Philip Baltzell, against the appellant, Chris
tian Hysinger, instituted November 13th, 1820', for goods, wares and 
merchandise, sold and delivered by the appellees, to the appellant 
and John Strealey. Non assumpsit aud limitations were pleaded. 
A verdict was taken by consent, for the plaintiffs, subject to the 
opinion of the Court, upon the following statement of facts—viz : 

" Tha t at the time when the goods in the declaration mentioned 
were sold and delivered, the plaintiffs were, and still are merchants, 
residing in Baltimore, and that the defendant resided in Chambers-
burg, in the State of Pennsylvania, from that time until November, 
1824, when he removed to Maryland. I t is further admitted, that 
the said goods were sold and delivered to the defendant, on the 13th 
of April, 1822, upon a credit of six months. That in the month of 
December, 1822, the defendant made a payment, in Baltimore, to the 
plaintiffs, upon another claim, which they had against him. In 
April, 1823, the defendant purchased other goods from the plaintiffs 
in Baltimore, for which he paid the cash, and remained there two 
days. That, at that time, the defendant admitted the money, now 
in question, to be due, and promised to pay it. That the defendant 
was again in Baltimore, in the summer of 1823, and his being there 
was known to the plaintiffs. I f the Court shall be of opinion, that 
the defendant can, under these circumstances, avail himself of the 
Statute of Limitations, then judgment for the defendant, otherwise 
for the plaintiffs. Either party to be at liberty to appeal or sue out 
a writ of error." 

The County Court, upon the preceding statement, gave judgment 
on the verdict for the plaintiffs, and the defendant brought the 
present appeal. 

The cause was argued before M A R T I N , S T E P H E N , A R C H E R , and 
D O R S E Y , J J . 

* Price, for the appellants, contended, 1, There being no 
replication, the issues are formed, by what is affirmed by the 
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declaration, aud denied by the pleas; and that the tacts agreed, can 
be considered only, with a view to the truth or falsehood of the 
issues, thus formed. 2. Had there been a replication in proper form, 
stating that the defendant, at the time the cause of action accrued, 
was absent out of the State, still the facts agreed, were sufficient to 
entitle the appellant to the judgment of the Court below. He 
referred to the Ac t of 1705, ch. 12, sec. 2, 3. 

Mayer, for the appellees. 1. The case stated is a part of the record, 
and is considered as constituting a part of the pleadings. The state
ment of facts in this case, shows the ground relied upon to avoid the 
bar of the statute, and is equivalent to a special replication. 2. The 
mere circumstance of the presence of the defendant, at the time the 
cause of action accrued, is not sufficient to entitle him to the benefit 
of the statute, unless the plaintiff had a reasonable opportunity of 
suing him with effect, and the case stated should exhibit the tail. 
He referred to Fowler vs. Hunt, 10 Johns. 465; White vs. Bailey, 3 
Mass. 271; Acts of 1715, ch. 23, sec. 4, and 1765, ch. 12, sec. 2. 3 : 
Oliver vs. Gray, 1 H. & G. 216. 

M AKTIN , J. delivered the opinion of the Court. This was an 
action of assumpsit instituted to recover the value of certain goods, 
wares and merchandises, sold and delivered by the plaintiffs, to the 
defendant and a certain John Strealey. To the declaration filed in 
this cause, the defendant pleaded non assumpsit, and non msumpsit 
infra tres annos. The record contains no replication to these pleas, 
although the jury were sworn to try the issues between the parties. 
This omission, we are induced to believe, proceeded from an agree
ment, that a mere formal verdict should be taken by consent, subject 

to the opinion o f * the Court upon a case stated. Under the 
impression, that this agreement was intended by the parties, 

as a waiver of all irregularity in the pleadings, and that the Court 
should decide upon the law, presented by the case stated, we proceed 
to review their opinion. 

I t is admitted, the goods, wares and merchandises were sold aud 
delivered on the 13th of April, 1822, upon a credit of six months; 
the debt was therefore demandable on the 13th of October, 1822, and 
if no impediment bad interposed, limitations would attach at that 
t ime; this however, was prevented by the absence of the defendant, 
from the State of Maryland. The presence of the defendant in the 
State, in December. 1822, would not bar the plaintiffs' action, because 
the defendant, in 1823, admitted the debt and promised to pay it. 
which acknowledgment revived the original cause of action. In 
April, 1823, the defendant was in Baltimore, remained there two 
days, was with the plaintiffs, and had dealings with them. He was 
also in Baltimore in the summer of 1823, and the plaintiffs knew it, 
I f then, limitations attached in April, 1823, or afterwards in the 
summer of that year, the action would be barred, because more t ban 
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three years had elapsed, from either of those periods, before the 
institution of this suit, which was on the 13th of November, 1820. 

My the Act of 1715, ch. 123, it is enacted, (among other things) 
that all actions on the case upon simple contract, book debt or 
accouut, shall be commeuced within three years ensuing the cause of 
such action, and not after; and by a supplementary Act in Novem
ber, 1765, ch. 12, it is declared, that if a persou who is liable to an 
action, shall be absent out of the Province at the time the cause of 
action hath accrued, he shall have no benefit or advantage from the 
Act of 1715, provided, the person who lias such cause of action, shall 
prosecute the same, after the presence in this Province, of the person 
liable thereto, within the time or times limited in and by the said 
Ac t of 1715. These Acts are to betaken together, and to receive a 
construction to * carry into effect the plain and obvious inten
tions of the Legislature, that limitations should not attach 
against a creditor, where the debtor was absent from the State at 
the time the cause of action accrued, because no beneficial r esu l t 

could be expected from the suing out a writ, when the debtor could 
not be arrested. But this privilege should cease, when the cause 
upon which it was founded, was removed. If, therefore, the debtor, 
at any time after the cause of action accrued, by his presence in the 
State, afforded the creditor an opportunity to prosecute his writ with 
effect, he should institute an action within the time required by the 
Act of 1715, or his claim would be barred by limitation. To bring 
the case within the Act of 1765, the presence of the debtor in the 
State, must be such as to enable the creditor to avail himself of it. 
A secret, concealed, clandestine presence, for any length of time, of 
which the creditor could not take advantage, would not be sufficient. 
It must be so public, and under such circumstances, as to give the 
creditor an opportunity, by the use of ordinary diligence, anil due 
means, to arrest the debtor. 

The Court were called on, to apply this law to a statement of facts 
agreed on by the parties, and they were bound to decide upon those 
tacts, as in the case of a special verdict; they could make no infer
ences unless they be of law, or such as are clear, undeniable deduc
tions from the statements agreed on. I t is competent for a jury to 
draw inferences from testimony submitted to them ; but that power 
is not extended to.a Court, when required to act ou a case stated, 
where nothing can be supplied by implication. It is stated the 
defendant was in Baltimore, In April, 1823, purchased other goods 
from the plaintiff's, and remained there for two days. The first im
pression made upon the mind, by these facts, might fairly be, that 
this afforded the plaintiffs an opportunity to sue out a writ, and 
arrest the defendant; but when we apply the strict rule of law, that 
the Court must decide upon those facts alone, without deducing any 
inference from them, or supplying any other fact, to aid them, we 
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will # rind all those stated facts may be true, and yet the 
109 plaintiffs were not in default. I t might be true the defendant 
was iu Baltimore for two days, and that he purchased goods from 
the plaintiffs, yet if their knowledge of his being there arose solely 
from the purchase made, and that purchase was made immediately 
before the defendant left the city, that would not afford them an 
opportunity to sue out a writ with effect. I f it had been stated, that 
the defendant was in Baltimore for two days, and that the plaintiffs 
knew he was there for that space of time, laches might be imputed 
to them; but this is not stated, and the Court could not infer it. 
The same remarks will apply to the presence of the defendant in Bal
timore, in the summer of 1823. He was there, and the plaintiffs 
knew i t ; non constat, that he was there within the knowledge of the 
plaintiffs, for so long a time as would have enabled them to have a 
writ with a reasonable expectation of deriving a beneficial effect 
from it. 

W e are, therefore, of opinion, that the Court below, being confined 
to the facts in the case stated, were correct in the judgment they 
pronounced. Judgment affirmed. 

B E N J A M I N A N D W I L L I A M R I C H A R D S O N vs. S T E P H E N J O N E S . 
Deecmber, 1831. 

The policy of the law forbids that a trustee should become a purchaser, 
directly or indirectly, at his own sale; and if he does, such sale may, 
and wil l be set aside, on the proper and reasonable application of the 
parties interested, (a) 

The rule, that a trustee shall not become a purchaser at his own sale of the 
trust property, was not adopted in favor of trustees, but for the pro
tection of the interest of the cextui que trust. 

Chancery wi l l not interpose and set aside a sale made a trustee, to himself, 
or his agent, either upon the application of the trustee or the agent, (b) 

An order requiring the principal obligor, and the sureties in a bond, given 
for the purchase money of land sold by a trustee of the Court of Chan
cery, to pay such purchase money to the trustee, or bring it into Court, 
or show cause to the contrary by a given day, is purely interlocutory, 
settles nothing between the parties, and is not the subject of an appeal. 

. a . Where a sale is made under a decree, or order in Chancery, and no 
bond or security is given for the payment of the purchase money, 

the purchaser may be compelled to complete his purchase, by an order 
on him in a summary way, to pay or bring the money into Court, (c) 

(a) Approved in Mason vs. Martin, 4 Md. 134; Iron Co. vs. Sherman, 20 
Md. 134. See Williams vs. Marshall, 4 G. & J. 376. note; Dorsey vs. Dorsey, 
3 H. & J. 315; Singstack vs. Harding, 4 H. & J. 146: Ringgold vs. Ringgold, 
1 H . & G. 9: Coal Co. vs. Iron Co. 16 Md. 456. 

(6) See Williams vs. Marshall, 4 G. & J. 376. 
(c) Cited in Bank vs. Martin, 7 Md. 345; Warfleld vs. Dorsey, 39 Md. 304. 

See note (d). infra. 
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But when a bond is given to the trustee for the purchase money, under an 
erder of sale from Chancery, requiring a bond to be given, and the sale 
has been ratified, the purchaser and his sureties cannot be compelled to 
pay the bond in a summary way. by an order from Chancery. This 
constitutes a legal contract to be enforced at law. (d) 

No action at law will lie to enforce a decree in Chancery, within the territo
rial jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery. That Court enforces its own 
decrees, (e) 

An order of the Court of Chancery, ratifying a trustee's sale where no bond 
has been given, or the sale is for cash, is considered as amounting to a 
decree for the payment of the purchase money, and if that Court could 
not enforce the execution of it, it could not be enforced at all. The 
trustee cannot, before ratification, which is the completion of the con
tract, claim to enforce it in equity, nor after ratification can he sue upon 
it at law. 

(d) Cited in Clagett vs. Worthington, 3 Gill, 95, and Stephens vs. Magruder, 
31 Md. 173. Distinguished in Ridgely vs. Iglehart, 6 G. & J. 53. Under Rev. 
Code, Art. 66T sec. 6, the Court has power, on the application of the trustee 
appointed to sell real estate, to compel the purchaser to comply with all or 
any of the terms of sale by process of attachment, or other execution suited 
to the case, or the Court may direct the property to be resold, &c. In Ste
phens vs. Magruder, supra, the terms of sale required the purchaser to pay the 
balance of the purchase money in three equal instalments, to secure which 
he was also required to give a bond to be approved by the trustee. The Court 
said: " I t is an error to suppose that upon the execution and approval of the 
bond by the trustee, the purchaser has fully complied with all of the terms 
of sale, and that the decree no longer operates to enforce the payment of the 
credit instalments. On the contrary, if he fails to pay the balance of the 
purchase money at the time or times required by the decree, he is just as 
much in default, and within the express provisions of this section of the 
Code, as if he had failed to execute his bond. We are at a loss to imagine 
why a purchaser for ready money is to be subject to this summary process, 
whilst a purchaser on time, who equally fails to comply with terms of sale 
required by the decree is to be exempt. The decree, it is true, directs that 
the purchaser shall give bond, but it is equally imperative, that he shall also 
pay the purchase money at the time or times therein specified. Whatever 
doubts, therefore, may have been entertained in regard to this question, 
growing out of the decision in Richardson vs. Janet, they are in our opinion 
entirely removed by the explicit provisions of the Code." See Anderson vs. 
Foulke, 2 H. & G. 255, note. 

(e) Affirmed in Boyle vs. Schindel, 52 Md. 7, where the Court said that 
although this proposition, in the case in the text, was obiter dictum, "yet it 
has alwas been regarded as an announcement from the highest judicial 
source in the State, of what was the practice and law in that respect. * * 
Whatever may be the law in other States as laid down by text writers, we 
feel bound to adhere to the ancient ways marked out by our predecessors. 
It is not because decrees of Courts of equity are not of equal dignity and 
finality with judgments at law, that they are not subjects of suits at 
law in this State, but because they are so equal and final they require no 
extrinsic aid from Courts of law to give them full force and effect. Courts 
of equity within their own jurisdiction have full power to issue judicial 
writs to enforce their decrees, with equal economy and despatch as at law." 
See Alexander vs. Worthington. 5 Md. 489, citing the case in the text. 
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Where a bond has been given in conformity to the order of sale, the ratifica
tion is an adoption of the bond only. 

Where a purchaser at a trustee's sale gaye his bond in conformity with the 
order of sale, but afterwards, by fraud, defeated the action at law 
brought upon his bond, he may still be made responsible in equity for 
the purchase money, upon a bill shewing his improper conduct, though 
in the meanwhile limitations may have barred the bond at law. 

A P P E A L from the Court of Chancery. In the year 1816, Abraham 
Jarrett filed a bill in the Court of Chancery, setting forth that he sold 
•certain tracts of land, called Scott's Hopewell, and Beall's Camp, to 
Arthur Eider, in the year 1811: that Eider paid only part of the 
purchase money, and took possession of the laud ; that Eider died 
intestate, in the year 1814, leaving Arthur Eider, Jr. and Sarah Ei
der, since intermarried with William Byrnes, his heirs-at-law; that 
letters of administration were granted to Arthur Rider, Jr.; that the 
elder Rider was indebted to the complainant on other accounts, and 
his personal estate was insufficient to pay his debts. Prayer for 
subpiena to the children aforesaid and William Byrnes, and that the 
land aforesaid be sold for the payment of complainant's claim. The 
defendant answered the bill, confessed the claims, and consented to 

a decree. On the 8th January, 1817, a decree passed for the 
l o o # S i l i e of the laud, and Samuel Richardson was appointed 
trustee. On 21st January, 1817, the trustee gave bond for his trust, 
with Benjamin G. Jones and William Richardson as his securities. 
On the 25th February, 1817, Samuel Richardson as trustee, reported 
a sale to the Chancellor, of the premises mentioned in the bill, to 
Benjamin Richardson, as the highest bidder, for $995.50. On the 
0th March, 1817, this sale was confirmed nisi the 15th May ensuing, 
according to the usual terms. On the 4th November, 1817, proof of 
publication of the order .of ratification nisi was filed. The trustee 
filed the bond of Benjamin Richardson, Abraham Jarrett and Wil
liam Richardson, dated 25th February, 1817, to him, as trustee afore
said, for the amount of the purchase money, conditioned to be paid 
on the 25th February, 1818. On the 15th July, 1818, Abraham Jar
rett filed a petition in the Chancery Court suggesting the death of 
Samuel Richardson, the trustee, before he had completed the duties 
of his trust. The Chancellor thereupon appointed Robert Richard
son trustee. In July, 1822, Jarrett filed another petition, suggesting 
that Robert Richardson would not act as trustee, whereupon the 
Chancellor appointed Stephen Jones to complete the said trust. 
Jones bonded on the 28th November, 1822, which was approved on 
the 7th January, 1823. On the 29th August, 1828, the sale made 
and reported by Samuel Richardson was finally ratified by the Chan
cellor. On the. 31st March, 1829, Benjamin Richardson tiled a peti
tion iu the cause aforesaid, setting forth the bill, answer aud decree 
aforesaid, and alleged that, " as the day appointed for the sale ap
proached, the said Samuel Richardson aud Abraham Jarrett came to 
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your petitioner, and informed him they had come to a determination 
to buy said land for their own use, and begged your petitioner to act 
as their bidder at the sale; they informing your petitioner, at the 
same time, that it was necessary when a trustee bought in property 
lor himself on speculation, to have a third person to bid it off for 
him. and assigned as a reason, that he must make the deed, and he 
OOdld not deed to himself. Your * petitioner refused to do 
this, saying; he did not understand the business, and knew 
nothing about the Chancery Court; but, on the said trustee's urgent 
importunity, and his positive assurance that it was all right, and 
that the trustee, and A . Jarrett. would pay the Chancellor for the 
land, he consented to oblige them, to bid in said land, and afterward! 
on their like assurance, and that it was all innocent matter and form, 
and that he must bond as the nominal purchaser, he consented to 
bond for said property in the manner and for the sum the trustee 
pointed out to him. The petition further stated, that immediately 
after the sale, the said trustee and Jarrett, entered into the exclusive 
possession of the land, and on the 22d April, 1817, they began to 
sell off said land as proprietors thereof; they sold a part to one Wal
lace, as will appear by a written receipt of Jarrett, hereafter to be 
exhibited. In the winter after Samuel Richardson's death, the said 
Abraham Jarrett took the surveyor of the county, and had the land 
laid off' into three parts. In December of the same year, the peti
tioner was induced bv Jarrett to give his consent, that he, Jarrett, 
should sell said land in his own name and the name of petitioner, 
but with the perfect understanding, that he, the petitioner, had no 
sort of interest therein, and was only consenting to have his name 
used as it was used in the bid. The said Jarrett sold the first part 
to Benjamin Gibson, the second to James Wallace for *:i.T>.50. and 
the third-part to Samuel Bradford for $078, and took obligations to 
himself, Jarrett, and this petitioner. A bond of Wallace, and Brad
ford's note were handed to the petitioner, but he has never received 
a cent on them, he has no claim on them, and wishes to deliver them 
to whomsoever the Court may direct. The petition then shows the 
the appointment of Jones, as trustee, and alleges that by the pro
curement of Jarrett, Jones caused a suit at law to be instituted in 
Harford County Court, upon petitioner's bond, given under the cir
cumstances aforesaid; that before the said suits came to trial, the 
widow and administratrix of Samuel Richardson, feeling and know
ing the unjust and fraudulent nature of the • same, gave a 1 ^ 
receipt in full, as the readiest means of arresting so wrongful 
a procedure, and shielding an innocent defendant. On the produc
tion of the receipt at the trial, the said suit was non-suited. The 
petition also alleged that the said Jarrett received much money from 
his own sales of the said land, and that after Jarrett bad sold said 
land in parcels, as aforesaid, and received the notes and bonds afore
said, for the purchase money, he caused several suits at law to be 
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brought on them in his own name, and that of the petitioner; that 
the petitioner knowing that he had no rightful demand against the 
makers of said notes and bonds, had those suits struck off the docket, 
And that the said Jarrett thus being frustrated in all his attempts 
to reap the fruit of his fraudulent collusion with the said Samuel, 
and fraudulent imposition on this petitioner, resolved on another 
course, and on the 7th February, 1825, caused the said Stephen Jones 
to file a bill on the equity side of Harford County Court, to compel 
the payment of said bond. To this bill your petitioner filed his 
answer, as did his securities on the bond, setting forth fully the cir
cumstances of fraud aforesaid; a commission issued, and your peti
tioner, upon a very full inquiry into all the circumstrnces, and produc
ing proof of them, was enabled to satisfy the Court of the iniquity 
and injustice of the suit. A t August Term, 1828, the cause was 
finally argued, and the said Court thereafter dismissed the said bill 
with costs. Al l these proceedings will be exhibited, and are prayed 
to be considered as part of this petition. Your petitioner also shows 
that after the argument of the cause aforesaid, and before a decision 
of it, the counsel of the complainant (Jones) applied to the Chancel
lor, procured a final ratification of the sale, and laid it before the 
Judges of Harford County Court, before the decree of dismissal afore
said was pronounced. Your petitioner further shews, that notwith
standing all the proceedings aforesaid, and notwithstanding the 
whole matter has been solemnly passed on after a full investigation 
by a tribunal of the complainant's (Jones') own choosiug; your peti-

tioner is now menaced *w i th an application for an attach-
ment, or some other compulsory process, to compel your peti

tioner and his sureties to pay the amount of the bond aforesaid. 
Prayer to be protected therefrom by order of the Court of Chancery, 
that his bond may be given up to be cancelled; that the said Ste
phen Jones may report to this Court on the matter of this petition 
and his trust; that notice may be given to the parties in the original 
suit, v iz: Abraham Jarrett, Arthur Rider, Jr., William Byrnes, aud 
Sarah, his wife, to answer the petition, and for general relief, &c. 

Arthur Rider answered the petition of Benjamin Richardson, aud 
stated, that with many of the facts of the petition he was entirely 
unacquainted, and consequently could neither confess nor deny them; 
that he now is, and has long since, been entirely convinced that there 
was a fraudulent collusion between Abraham Jarrett and the late 
Samuel Richardson, in the sale of the laud mentioned iu the petition, 
and unites in the prayer, that the same may be set aside ; that he 
has a brother, Richard Rider, who resides in England, but who was 
not a party to the original bill, who is oue of the children and heirs-
at-law of Arthur Rider, deceased:—prayer to be dismissed without 
costs. 

William Byrnes and wife also answered the petition, declaring 
their ignorance of most of the facts, aud belief in a fraudulent coin-
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biriiition between A . Jarrett and S, Richardson, to sell Arthur Rider's 
land, and purchase it themselves, whereby the heirs of Eider would 
be injured : prayer to be dismissed without costs. i\e. 

Abraham Jarrett's answers to the petition aforesaid—alleged that 
at the time Samuel Richardson, the original trustee, was about to 
sell Rider's land, he came to this respondent, and expressed a wish 
to buy the said land, but alleged, he entertained some apprehension 
that he might not be able to pay for it when the purchase money 
became due, and solicited I his respondent to join him in the purchase, 
assuring this respondent that he would ultimately take the whole of 
it, but that he wished the respondent to join him in the pur
chase * only to assist him in paying for said land in the first 
instance; that he agreed to join said Samuel, who informed him he 
had procured his brother, Benjamin Richardson, to bid in said land, 
Who .bought it, being the highest bidder. That respondent felt 
bound to aid Samuel in paying for the hind; that Samuel entered 
into the full and exclusive possession thereof, and sold a few acres 
thereof to James Wallace, for which Wallace paid this respondent 
and Samuel, by transferring a claim he had upon another person. 
That Samuel soon after died, leaving his affairs out of order, and re
spondent being importuned by Benjamin R., who had now become 
uneasy as well for himself, who had bonded as purchaser, as for his 
deceased brother's wife and children, suggested to said Benjamin, 
that they might raise the purchase money by a re-sale of the land; 
he assented, aud it was agreed that the land should be re-sold at 
public auction, by respondent and petitioner—to that end the land 
was divided and sold as alleged by the petitioner, in three parcels; 
one to Samuel Bradford, who bought, as this respondent understood, 
tor himself and for William Richardson, the security of the peti
tioner; another parcel was sold to Wallace; another to Benjamin 
Gibson. After the sale, and the purchasers had given bond, at least 
Bradford and Wallace, and the said Bradford had permitted the 
said William Richardson, who was a jvu'ty to the bond for the pur
chase money, to take and purchase for his own separate use, in con
sequence thereof the said William R. entered into the possession of 
said land. When the purchase money became due, the respondent, 
who held the bonds for the same in his possession, at the request of 
the petitioner, instituted suits in Harford County Court, against said 
Bradford and William R., and hearing no complaint or objection to 
his recovery, expected at the trial term, to obtain a judgment, when, 
to his astonishment, the said petitioner, who was a co-obligee in said 
bonds, came into Court and had the suits therein discontinued. 
The respondent then informed said petitioner, if he intended to claim 
the bonds for the purchase money » arising from the second 
sale, he must expect to pay the original purchase money, and 
the said petitioner desired to have said bonds, which were delivered 
to him. Respondent then declined any further interference with 
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said land, and applied for the appointment of Stephen Jones as 
trustee, to complete original trust. That suit was brought upon the 
bond for the first sale, and defeated by collusion, as stated iu the 
petition; that the trustee (Jones) then filed a bill on the equity side 
of Harford County Court, and at the hearing thereof, it was objected 
by the said petitioner, that said Court had no jurisdiction, and the 
cause properly belonged to the Court of Chancery, and that the said 
sale had not been finally ratified, and the bill aforesaid was then dis
missed upon these grounds, and not upon the merits; that after said 
petitioner had manifested his intention of being considered the real 
purchaser by the course he pursued, respondent assigned his claim 
on the premises and lias now no interest; and he denies that Jones 
has acted except in the course of his duty, and in good faith. That 
since the sale in 1819, William Richardson and James Wallace have 
been in the possession of the land sold by them, enjoyed its rents 
and profits, cut a large quantity of wood and timber, and diminished 
its value one-half, and that other persons than respondent are inter
ested in the sale of said land; that the second sale was made at the 
request of Benjamin and William Richardson, and would have paid 
the original claim but for the misconduct aforesaid, &c. 

Stephen Jones, the trustee, at the same time reported to the 
Chancellor, that he ascertained what the records of the Court of 
Chancery showed to have been done prior to his appointment, and 
not knowing anything concerning the circumstances attending said 
sale, and believing he had nothing to do but to collect the purchase 
money, instituted a suit on the bond; at the trial term, under a plea 
of payment, the defendant produced the receipt of the administratrix 
of the former trustee, in whose name the suit was brought, for the 

use of the trustee; upon which your * trustee was compelled 
*•* * to non pros, said suit. Your trustee, believing said receipt to 
be fabricated aud ante-dated, filed a bill on tlie equity side of Har
ford County Court—his action at law, at this time, being gone, by 
one of the sureties in said bond becoming, on the death of the said 
administratrix, (which had then occurred) the administrator d. b. n. 
of t he former trustee, to whom said bond was given ; and by the 
answers filed to the bill, your trustee was first informed of the alleged 
circumstances attending the original sale. That bill was objected to 
at the hearing, on the ground of want of jurisdiction, and the sale 
not being finally ratified; and therefore was dismissed as he has 
understood. The report then states the possession, use and enjoy
ment of the land, alter the first and second sales, as alleged in Jar-
rett's answer, and denies all collusion. Prayer that the sale may not 
be set aside, and that Benjamin Richardson and his sureties, William 
R. and Abraham J. may be ordered to pay the original purchase 
money, according to the condition of the bond given therefor, which 
is herewith exhibited, &c. 
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The bill on the equity side of Harford County Court, referred to in 
the proceedings aforesaid, was filed by Stephen Jones, on the 7th 
February, 1825. It set forth the proceedings in the original cause as 
they appeared in the Court of Chancery, except the order of final 
ratification. The suit at law by him. against the parties iu the 
original bond, in Harford County Court, and the special manner in 
which it was defeated by fraud, as hereinbefore stated, and that uo 
money had been paid on the original bond; that the receipt which 
bore date in 1822, was, in fact, given in 1824, and procured by B* 
and W . R. It also alleged the death of Samuel's administratrix, and 
the appointment of William as his administrator d. b. n., and the 
impediment which that appointment interposed at law. Prayer 
that Benjamin R., William R., and Abraham Jarrett, may be de
creed to pay aud satisfy the sum of money mentioned in the con
dition of the bond, given as aforesaid, with the interest thereon, 
•and costs of the nonsuit, which the said Jones has paid, _ 
and for general relief, &c. m.1 <6 

A t June Term, 1825, Abraham Jarrett, filed his answer to Jones' 
bill, admitting the proceedings in Chancery, and denying all know
ledge of the transactions between Benjamin and the administratrix 
of Samuel R., on the receipt aforesaid; that, being surety, he gave 
no attention to the suit which was defended by the other parties 
thereto, and knows uothing of that suit, save what the record dis
closes. Consents to any decree which the Chancellor thinks proper 
to pass. 

A t March Term, 1827, Benjamin Bichardson answered the bill of 
Stephen Jones, admitting the proceedings in Chancery, and charg
ing, that Jarrett and Samuel Richardson combined to become the 
joint purchasers of the land aforesaid. The answer then set forth 
the circumstances of the application to the respondent, as mentioned 
in his petition to the Chancellor, in this cause. His purchase of the 
land; his giving bond; the suit in Harford County at law, upon this 
bond and its defeat, by the mode [stated in the bill; and all the 
circumstances of the second sale, and that he defeated the suits on 
the bonds given for the second sale, because the obligors had never 
in fact, delivered them to Jarrett, but that Jarrett took them from a 
table where they lay, while in conversation with the said obligors, 
about the title of the said land ; that Jarrett is the sole mover of the 
whole affair, and the only person interested in the money sought to 
be recovered from him. Prayer to have the original bond cancelled, 
&c. 

William Richardson's answer was similar to Benjamin's. 
The evidence taken under the bill in Harford Court, established 

the second sale. That William Richardson, since 1819, has been, 
and still is, in possession of a considerable portion of land ; that large 
quantities of wood, from 2 to 450 cords, had been cut down and re
moved from the land since the first sale; that Samuel Richardson, 
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liitm the first, claimed the purchase by Benjamin, as for his Sam-
uel's * account, or jointly with Jarrett. That the land, shortly 

* * * * prior to the second sale, was surveyed by order of Jarrett. 
The following receipt of Jarrett's was also proved. 
" Received, 29th December, 1818, of James Wallace, Esq. an order 

on Z. O. Bond, accepted on the 29th November, 1817, for $70, which 
sum is in full payment for a lot of land, being part of Scott's Hope
well, supposed to contain 4 or 5 acres, as per contract of sale en
tered into by Abraham Jarrett, Samuel Richardson and the said 
.lames Wallace, 22d April, 1817; and which lot of land is part of 
the same purchased by Benjamin Richardson, at the sale made by 
Samuel Richardson as trustee, under a decree of the Chancellor, and 
which was purchased iu trust by the said Benjamin Richardson for 
the said Abraham Jarrett and Samuel Richardson; aud on the settle
ment of that sale and business, this sum is to be accouuted for by 
the said Abraham Jarrett to the said Benjamin Richardson, as 
part of the money coming to him out of said sale.—Abraham 
Jarrett." 

A t the final hearing, on the 2d Monday of August, 1828, Harford 
County Court passed the following decree: " I n this cause it appears 
to the Court that the complainant is not entitled to the relief prayed 
by his bill. I t is thereupon adjudged and decreed that the same be 
dismissed with costs. Charles W . Hanson, Thomas Ke l l . " 

The evidence taken upon the petition in Chancery, went to estab
lish the faet that the land had been stripped of nearly all its wood 
since the first sale, and had been chiefly in the possession and culti
vation of Will iam Richardson aud his tenants. The proof iu the 
equity cause in Harford, was read in this case by consent. 

B L A N D , C. on the 9th July, 1829, passed the following order: 
The matter of the petition of Benjamin R. tiled in this case, stand

ing ready for hearing, and the solicitors of the parties having been 
fully heard, the proceedings were read and considered. The bill 

states that the plaintiff sold to * Arthur Rider, who is since 
* ' * dead, intestate, a tract of land, and that a large balance of the 
purchase money still remains unpaid; that the late Arthur Rider 
became indebted to the plaintiff, on other accounts, which sums also 
remain unpaid, and that the late Arthur Rider's personal estate is 
insufficient to pay his debts. His administrators and heirs are made 
defendants; and by their answer, they substantially admit the truth 
of the allegations of the bill. Upon which by assent of the parties, 
on the 18th of January, 1817, a decree was passed, in the usual form, 
directing the real estate of the late Arthur Rider to be sold, and 
appointing Samuel R. trustee, to make the sale, who reported that 
he had, on the 251 h of February, 1817, sold the lands to Benjamin 
R.; upon which, on the 0th of March, 1817, an order was passed that 
the sale be ratified, unless cause be showu to the contrary, before 
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the LStfa day of May then next. Samuel R. t h e trustee, d i e d in the 
month of February, 1818, and by an order passed on the 18th of 
July, L822, the present trustee. Stephen Jones, was appointed to 
complete the trust, alter which no tint her proceedings were had in 
this Court, until the 29th o f August. 1828, when the s a l e w a s abso
lutely ratified and confirmed. 

[ f the plaintiff had asked no more than the payment of t he balance 
o f the purchase, and to have his equitable lien enforced lor that pur
p o s e , he would have assumed the position, and s t o o d upon the ground 
of a n equitable mortgagee, claiming the benefit of specific lien, and 
consequently the insufficiency of his deceased debtor's personal estate, 
would have formed n o essential part of the foundation of h i s claim 
t o relief. EUiooU vs. Warfleld, July. 1829. Rut the plaintiff has 
Introduced into his bill another claim against the intestate, in addi
tion to t h a t of the purchase money, lor which he can o n l y b e allowed 
t o obtain satisfaction out of the realty, on the ground o f the perso
nal estate of his deceased debtor being deficient. This claim gives 
to this suit, the nature and character of a creditor's bill, and iu such 
a bill, a plaintiff may introduce all his claims * for the pay-
ment of money, however various, even although some may be * *•* 
made i n his own right, and others in representative character of exe
cutor and administrator; considering this as a creditor's bill, the 
decree itself should have; directed the trustee to give notice to the 
creditors of the late Arthur Rider, to bring in their claims. It is not 
however, now t o o late to obtain an order for that purpose, since the 
trustee cannot be authorized to distribute in payment, any of tne pro
ceeds of sale, until the creditors of the deceased have been thus noti
fied, and an account has been stated by the auditor, and confirmed 
by the Court. It is certainly now too late, especially in this way, to 
inquire into the regularity of the decree of the 8th of January, 1817. 
1 therefore put aside every thing upon that head, which was so much 
urged in the argument. The petitioner, Benjamin R. admits that he 
became the purchaser, as reported by the trustee, and that he gave 
bond for the payment of the purchase money, witli A . J. and W . R. 
as his sureties, but he avers that he consented thus to be named 
and reported as the purchaser, with no view whatever to his own 
benefit, but for the sole and exclusive use and behoof of Abraham J. 
and the late trustee, S. R., at whose express solicitation, and in 
whose behalf alone, he acted, and consented to be represented as 
the purchaser, because, as was distinctly understood and stated at 
the time, the trustee, Samuel, could not himself become a purchaser 
at his own sale; and such appears to have been the fact and truth 
of the matter. There was nothing improper in Jarrett's becoming a 
purchaser. But a sale, however apparently fair, or in whatever way 
covered to a trustee, is forbidden by the policy of the law; and there-
lore, had this sale been objected toon that ground, within any reason
able time, it certainly could not have been ratified. But I know of n o 

8 3 G . k J. 
/ 
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instance in which a mere particeps frumlis, one who has lent himself 
as a cover to a sale to the trustee himself, has been allowed to come 
iu, and have it vacated, merely because of its having been in fact 

^ made to the trustee, aud on * that ground alone. Looking to 
* • ' " all the circumstances of this case; the time that has been suf
fered to elapse,—the good price for which the land has been sold, 
and the waste and injury it has since undergone, I should doubt 
the propriety of simply rescinding this sale, even at the instance 
and special prayer of the defendants themselves. But I can see no 
good reason why the petitioner, B. R. should have it vacated, or 
why he should be released from the responsibility to which he volun
tarily, and with a perfect knowledge of till circumstances, has sub
jected himself. In allowing himself to be reported, and his bonds to 
be returned here, as the purchaser, when, in truth, he was not the 
purchaser, lie practised an imposition upon this Court: and in avail
ing himself of the form of the action at common law, in the name of 
the administratrix of the late trustee. Samuel Richardson, because 
his bond had been so made payable, to procure a receipt in full for 
the purchase money from the nominal plaintiff in that action, when, 
in truth, he had paid no part of it, for the purpose of preventing a 
recovery, he practised a fraud upon the agent of the Court, and an 
imposition upon the Court of common law. Surely he who comes 
here openly avowing all this, ought to allowed again to shore by 
justice, to baffle the Court, and to scoff at the law. Under all such 
circumstances, to set aside this sale would be to allow a man openly 
to profit by his own wrong; it would be to make that sound general 
rule of equity, which prohibits a trustee from becoming a purchaser at 
his own sale, a direct instrument of gross fraud. Whereupon, it is 
ordered, that the petition of Benjamin Richardson be, and the same 
is hereby dismissed with costs. 

And upon the report and representation of the said trustee, it is 
further ordered, that the said B. R. the purchaser, and A . J. and 
W . R. his sureties, forthwith pay to the said trustee, or bring into 
this Court, the whole amount of the said purchase money now due, 
together with legal interest thereon, or shew good cause to the con
trary, on the first day of September next. Provided a copy of this 

ordei be served * on the said B., A . and W . on or before the last 
day of this month. Aud it is further ordered, that the said 

trustee give notice to the creditors of the said late Arthur Rider, by 
causing a copy of the following order to be published in some news
paper, twice a week for three successive weeks, before the 20th day 
of August next: and that the creditors of the late Arthur Rider file 
their claims, together with the vouchers thereof, in the Chancery 
office, on or before the 20th day of November next. 

From which order the said B. and W . R. on the 17th da\ of 
August, 1820, prayed this appeal . 
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The cause came on to be argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J., A R C H E R 
and I tOKSKY, JJ. 

Speed, lor the appellants, contended that the proof showed the sale 
of the property mentioned in the proceedings, was made by the 
trustee. Samuel Richardson, to himself, and Abraham Jarrett, the 
complainant in the bill, through the agency of the appellant, Benja 
inin Richardson: that the trustee, in pursuance of that sale, took 
possession of the property, and retained it until his death : that Jar
rett, alter the death of the trustee, entered and kept possession of 
the same property until the second sale mentioned in the proceed
ings: that the petitioner, who seeks relief in this case, never had 
possession: that the sale was not finally ratified until the 28th of 
August, 1828: that Jarrett had sold his interest in the proceeds o f 
the property, and that the purchaser from him was not a party: that 
William Richardson, one of the appellants, has improved the land, 
and greatly increased it in value, since the sale. These positions of 
of fact, he contended, were established by the evidence in the 
cause. He said the sale made by the trustee to himself, through an 
agent, was void, not voidable: and that the heirs of Rider, the origi
nal defendant, never having acquiesced in that sale, it was void. 
* and gave the present trustee, Jones, no right to claim the 
purchase money upon that sale. That the fact of the sale 
being public, a fair price being obtained, and even if the sale had been 
ratified in season, would not alter the rule of the Chancery Court. 
State vs. Reed, 4 H. & McH. 11; Davis vs. Simpson, 5 H. & J. 147; 
Sit/stack vs. Harding, 4 t& J. 186; Davou vs. Fanning, 2 Johns. 
Chan. Rep. 252. He contended there had been no acquiescence in 
the original sale, on the part of the defendants: that the first trus
tee, and the complainant, had managed the property among them
selves: that for five years there had been no trustee, in fact, and the 
original parties never notified of the fraud, and therefore never in a 
situation, nor called upon to acquiesce : that this petitioner was not 
too late to contest the validity of Ins purchase with Jarrett: he had 
always opposed the claim, whenever Jarrett attempted to enforce it 
against him. and had never acquiesced in i t : that for these reasons, 
the decree of the Chancellor should be reversed. To sustain it, 
would only permit Jarrett to reap the benefit of a legal fraud, upon 
the practice and proceedings of the Court, and that in fact, he was 
the only party in interest before the Court, as complainant. The 
trustee. Jones, was acting for his benefit, or of those who took the 
demand, subject t o subsisting equities against him. 

Tawy, (Attorney-General U. S.) QUI, and Alexander, for the appel
lees, contended, that as to William Richardson's appeal, it must be 
dismissed. In relation to him. the decree was a mere order to pay 
the purchase money into Court by a given day. or shew cause to the 
contrary, on or before that day. Such an order settled no right in 
relation to him. Upon showing cause, he might avail himself of any 
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meritorious, or even tech meal objection r<> his paying the money. 
As to the effect of such orders, they cited Anderson vs. Foulke, 2 H. 
db G. 378. Upon the question of appeal from such an order, at once, 

upon its being passed, * they cited Hagthorp v s . Hook, l 0. d 
' * ./. L'70 : Daniels TS. Taggart, Tb. 311. The only inquiry here 
is, whether the Chancellor had prima facie grounds Cor passing such 
an order. W e contend lie had. The report of Jones, the trustee, 
discloses, that to the bond for the purchase money iu this case, Wil
liam Richardson was a party obligor. He was also the administra
tor d. b. n. of Samuel Richardson, the first trustee. Under such cir 
oumstances, an action at law upon, which must necessarily be in the 
name of the appellant, could not be resorted to. Even if the action 
could have been maintained, he could not have been induced to sue 
himself. A resort to equity was manifestly necessary. The facts 
fully justified the Chancellor's order. Although it is insisted here, 
that William Richardson's appeal must be dismissed, yet the only 
motive for dismissing it, would be to prosecute the Chancellor's 
order. I t has been objected here, that the Chancellor could not 
enforce that order, and compel the appellant, William R. to pay the 
bond for which he is surety, by attachment, &a.; that over a mere 
surety he has no jurisdiction; that the bond is his contract, and he 
cannot compel the payment of that; the remedy is at law: we 
answer to that, our remedy at law is gone; the position which W . 
R. now occupies, as ad. d. b. n. of the first trustee, denies us that 
right. Upon general principles, then, we may resort to Chancery to 
counteract the effect of the appellant's own proceedings, and obtain 
relief, which we could not procure in a Court of law. 

The remedy which we seek against W . R. will also prevent litiga
tion. His contract shews that he was covenanting with an officer of 
the Court of Chancery; his bond refers to the original proceedings 
in this cause, the sale under the authority of the Court. The object 
of Chancery, is to g ive relief; to grant full and complete redress. 
The original complaint was within its jurisdiction. This incidental 
right, upon which granting relief at last depends, the right of enforc
ing its contracts, ought not to be refused; that would strip the Court 

of its natural and appropriate * power: to refuse it, would be 
to place the Court at the feet of other tribunals. Con von i 

ence sanctions this mode of redress. There is no fact in this ease, 
which requires the intervention of a jury. The sealed contract of 
the party admits the debt. The relief to which W . R. is entitled, if 
any, is in equity, and that must be the case with all securities who 
occupy his situation. What sound principle, then, denies jurisdic
tion to the Court to enforce this contract, and thus put an end to 
litigation 1 The practice under English Chancery sales, furnishes no 
light here; nor do we know of any instance in which our Court of 
Chancery has actually exercised the power. But considering it fit 
and reasonable that the Court should possess it, we claim it for that 
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tribunal, as essential to that forom which grants lull relief, by giving 
a complainant the fruits of bis demand, the money. 2. W e contend 
that a party who purchases at a trustee's sale, with a full knowledge 
ol what he is doing, cannot have that sale set aside. That if the 
same party so far affirms the sale, as to give his bond with security 
for the purchase money, that is an additional reason, why he should 
not have the power to set the sale aside. I f such a power exists in 
the purchaser, while all the parties to a cause are satisfied, a Court 
of equity never can be certain that a sale has been made. There 
can be no such general rule; there must be some peculiar equity to 
sanction such an application; some defect of title, some misrepresen
tation, some fraud : a case in which a purchaser bids in one thing, 
and is about to get something else. The pretended equity here is, 
that William Richardson purchased for another, and not for himself. 
That, his principal was the trustee, whose duty it was to make the 
sale. That as a trustee cannot buy, so, neither can he employ an 
agent to buy for him. We do not deny, that as a general position, 
it is true that a trustee cannot, and ought not to purchase at his own 
sale: good policy forbids such an act. l ie is not to be tempted to 
turn his duty to his own profit. The object and sole design of this 
rule is to protect the cestuis que trust. I f they do not complain, the 
law presumes * that there is no ground for complaint; for l c l 

though the law forbids a trustee to buy at his own sale, it is 
yet true, that he may give a full and fair price for the property, and 
thus the interests of the c. q. t. be as safe under his purchase, as any 
other. These considerations have established the rule, that if a 
trustee purchases for his own benefit, the sale is good till set aside by 
r. q. t. who alone has the right to object. Wilson vs. Troup, 2 Cowen, 
105; tester vs. Lester, C> Fes. 631 (a;) Campbell vs. Walker, 6 Vesey, 
678. This appellant claims through his principal. To the same 
extent we conceive he has rights, but no further. The c. q. t. do not 
object here: the sale is therefore valid. I>ut again; an application 
to set aside a trustee's sale, must be made in a reasonable time. 1 
('ain's Cases in Er. 1; Chalmers vs. Bradley, 1 .lac. and Walk. 59; 
Wilson vs. Troup, 2 Cowen, 195. I t appears he're, from the answer 
of Arthur Rider, Jr., the only c. q. t. who asks the Court to set aside 
the sale, that he has long known of these transactions. The sale 
took place on the 25th February, 1817; the petition to set the sale 
aside, was tiled in June, 182!); after a lapse of twelve years, can such 
an objection, even from c. q. I. be listened to .' We contend that the 
delay has been most unreasonable. I t appears, however, from the 
proof, and the evidence is not contradicted, that the property sold, 
has been greatly deteriorated ; from 2 to 500 cords of wood have been 
cut off the land. The Court cannot do justice by vacating this sale. 
I f it could restore the parties to their original rights, and give them 
the same property, in substantially the same condition, as when sold, 
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the Court might, witli some color of justice, rescind the sale, but that 

is now impracticable. 
The decree in Harford County Court is no bar, it is not relied on 

as estoppel in the petition. Neafie vs. Neafie, 7 Johns. Ch. It. 1. 
Johnson, in reply, cited 3 H. A) J. 410; Anderson vs. Foulke, 'ZH. <( 

6. 364 ; 3 Bam. de Aid. 52; 5 Serg. & Low. 225. 

* B U C H A N A N , C. J. delivered the opinion of the Court. W e 
entirely concur with the Chancellor in the view he has taken 

of the wily conduct of Benjamin Richardson, the appellant, whose 
whole course in relation to the subject of his petition bears upon the 
face of it the deep impress of trick and fraud; and in his refusal to 
set aside the sale and exonerate Benjamin Richardson from his re
sponsibility for the purchase money of the land, to which lie had 
become subjected by lending himself as a cover to the violation of 
his duty by an unfaithful trustee. 

The policy of the law forbids that a trustee shall become a pur 
chaser, directly or indirectly, at his own sale, and if he does, such 
sale may, and will be set aside, on the proper and reasonable appli
cation of the parties interested. In this case, Benjamin Richardson 
alleges in his petition that he became the purchaser of the land at 
the instauce, and for the exclusive benefit of Abraham Jarrett, and 
Samuel Riohardson, a trustee appointed by the Chancellor for the 
sale of it. Thus shewing, that although the purchase was nominally 
by him, the trustee was, with another, virtually the purchaser at his 
own sale. And upon that ground, and charging also a fraudulent 
collusion between Jarrett and the trustee, to whose abuse of trust lie 
admits that he lent himself as a cover, seeks to have the sale v a 
cated; not for the benefit of any whose interest it was that the hind 
should be sold to the best advantage, but to rid himself of a liability 
in which he has been involved by his own improper conduct. Every 
step he appears to have takeu throughout the whole of his devious 
course, in connection with this subject, merits the reprobation, 
rather than the favorable consideration, of a Court of equity. The 
rule, that a trustee shall not become a purchaser at his own sale of 
the trust property, was not adopted in favor of trustees, but for the 

protection of the * interest of the cestui que trust. I t is not, 
therefore, on the application of a trustee, to be relieved from 

his purchase of trust property at his own sale, that Chancery will 
interpose to set aside such sale. It is only done in behalf of those 
who are interested in the faithful execution of the trust. To vacate 
a sale by a trustee, at which he was himself the purchaser, either di
rectly or through the agency of another, (merely on the principle 
that a trustee shall not become a purchaser at his own sale,) on the 
application either of such agent, or of the trustee, whenever it may 
be found convenient, or to his interest, to get rid of the purchase, 
would be an abuse of the rule to the prejudice of the cestui que trust; 
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and in the emphatic, and very appropriate language of the Chancel
lor in this case, to make the rule, ' ' a direct instrument of gross 
fraud." The order therefore, of the Chancellor, so far as it relates 
to the dismission of the petition of Benjamin Richardson with costs, 
will be affirmed. But so far as it directs Benjamin Richardson, and 
Abraham Jarrett, and William Richardson, his sureties, to pay the 
purchase money to the present trustee, or bring it into Court, or 
show cause to the contrary, it is purely interlocutory, and professes 
to settle nothing between the parties; but affords them an opportu
nity to show, if they can, that they are not bound to pay, or bring 
the money into Court as directed, and is not, as to that matter, an 
order from which an appeal will lie. But as doubts are entertained 
whether a purchaser at a trustee's sale, who lias given bond for the 
purchase money, can regularly be compelled in this summary way, 
to pay, or bring the money iuto Court; and a desire has been sug
gested by counsel, after argument, that we should express an opinion 
on the question; in order that it may be put at rest, we will very 
briefly present our views of the subject. Where a stile is made uu 
der a decree or order in Chancery, and no bond or security is given 
for the payment of the purchase money, a practice has grown up in 
Chancery, and sanctioned by this Court, in Anderson vs. FouOu. 2 
H. d flf. 346, to compel the purchaser to complete his purchase, by 
* an order on him in a summary way, to pay or bring the 
money into Court, and that from necessity arising out of the 
peculiar character of such transactions. No action at law will lie to 
enforce a decree in Chancery, wit bin the territorial jurisdiction of the 
Court of Chancery. An order of t lie Court of Chancery ratifying 
such a sale is considered as amounting to a decree for the payment 
of the money; aud if that Court could not enforce the execution of 
it, it could not be enforced at all. Before ratification the trustee 
cannot sue, because until ratified, the sale is uot complete and bind
ing; the contract is not perfect—nor can he sue at law after the rat
ification, because it thereby becomes a sale by the Court; a contract 
with the Court, and being but an agent, he cannot sue on a contract 
between the vendee aud the Court, and not a contract made and 
concluded with himself, aud the order of ratification vests him with 
no authority to sue at law for the enforcement of the contract. 
There is, therefore, in such a case, no person to sue at law, if an 
action at law would lie to enforce a decree or order iu Chancery, and 
the remedy must be in Chancery. But it may be asked, whence 
Chancery derives the authority to proceed in a summary way. by 
order, to enforce the payment of the purchase money: and why not 
proceed by bill in equity 1! The answer to which is, that a Court of 
Chancery having a clear right to enforce its own decrees, and an 
order of ratification being considered as amounting to a decree for 
the payment of the purchase money, a purchaser who neglects or re
fuses to comply with such decree, is in contempt, and may be dealt 
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with accordingly, by an order in the first instance, (in this State) to 
bring the money into Court, as preparatory to an attachment. And 
that looking to an order of ratification, as amounting to a decree for 
the payment of the purchase money, there is no reason for requiring 
a proceeding by bill, to compel a compliance with such a decree, 
which would not apply to any other decree; and that such a course 
of proceeding would lead to endless and unnecessary circuity, with
out any beneficial result. 

* But where a bond is given to the trustee for the purchase 
money, under an order of sale from Chancery, requiring bond 

to be given, the terms of sale are complied with, and a contrail 
entered into, not with the Court, but the trustee, on which after ran 
fication, he has a full and perfect remedy at law, for enforcing the 
payment of the purchase money, that is recognized aud sanctioned 
by the order of ratification, which, in such case, is not a decree for 
the payment of the purchase money, but a confirmation only, of what 
lias been done. And though the contract of sale, being perfected by 
the order of ratification, it is thereby said to become a sale by Court, 
yet the terms of sale being complied with, and the purchase com
pleted, by giving to the trustee as required, a bond to secure the pay
ment of the purchase money, the purchaser is not in contempt by the 
non-payment of it. The contract on the bond not being with the Court, 
but with the trustee, under the sanction of the Court, and the remedy 
is by suit on the bond in a Court of law; and Chancery cannot enforce 
it, as a mere bond for the payment of money, by which the original 
simple contract of purchase is extinguished. And if the payment of the 
bond, as such, cannot be enforced by a bill in Chancery, a fortiori, can 
it not be enforced in a summary way, by an order to bring the money 
into Court. There must, be a decree, or order of ratification amounting 
to a decree, for the payment of the purchase money, as a foundation 
for an order to bring it into Court. I t is not merely on the ground, 
that the purchase money is remaining unpaid, that such an order is 
passed, but it is on the principle that there is a decree, for the payment 
of the purchase money, and the purchaser being in contempt, the order 
has for its object the enforcement of that decree. Where there is 
not such a decree, there can be no such order; and an order of rati
fication sanctioning and confirming a contract of sale, by which bond 
and security is given for the payment of the purchase money, cannot 
we think, be construed to amount to a decree for the payment of it. 
Where the sale is a cash sale, the order of ratification is held to 

amount * to a decree for payment, which must be enforced in 
* ® ® Chancery, there being no remedy at law. But where it is not 
a cash sale, and bond is given for the purchase money, the order of 
ratification adopts the bond, which stands in the place of a decree 
for payment, and'is a legal contract, to be enforced at law. Every 
difficulty has, in this case, been thrown in the way of the recovery 
of the purchase money by the appellant, Benjamin Richardson ; aud 
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by lapse of time, and otherwise, the subject is surrounded by some 
embarrassment. But lie cannot expect to avail himself of the lapse 
of time, brought about by bis own improper conduct: and there is no 
d o u b t , that under the peculiar circumstances of the case, the trus
tee, Stephen Jones, may by a bill properly framed, and against the 
proper parties, coerce the payment of the purchase money still due. 

Decree affirmed, and appeal from tin 
interlocutory order d is missed. 

J O S E P H K O L D VS. A N T H O N Y W H I T E L Y , Trustee of D. T R O W 

D R I D U E AND J . TAYLOR .—Decembe r , 1831. 

Where A. and B. who were partners in trade, became embarrassed about 
the 17th March, and on the 27th applied for a discharge under the insol
vent laws, and where, as between the permanent trustee of the insol
vents and the defendants, the inquiry was, whether a certain transfer 
of property made by the insolvents, on the 19th, to the defendant, then 
a creditor, was made with a view, or under an expectation of being or 
becoming insolvent debtors, it was held, that for the purpose of enabling 
the jury to find when the intent to seek relief under the insolvent laws 
originated, declarations of one of the insolvent partners, made a few 
days before the 20th. that if certain creditors came on them, they must 
stop payment, or petition—that bills of sale of household furniture exe
cuted by them on the 21st, and declarations of one of the insolvents, 
made at the same time, that the grantee therein (who was not the de
fendant.) had advanced money to the partners, and they wished to secure 
him in consequence of the situation they were placed in,—and that 
entries in the day book of the insolvents, dated the 19th. 20th, 21st and 
23rd, shewing a delivery of goods and notes to various persons, and 
among others, to the defendant, were all * competent evidence -
for that object, as surrounding circumstances of the transaction, 
and a part of the res gesttv. (a) 

When declarations of persons, not parties, to a suit, constitute a part of the 
transaction under investigation, they are admitted in evidence to show 
its character, or the speaker's intention, (a) 

In an action by the permanent truBtee of an insolvent debtor, under the 
system for the City and County of Baltimore, it is not necessary to pro
duce an assignment from the provisional trustee to him, of the insol
vent's effects, nor to show that a majority of the insolvent's creditors 
recommended him to the commissioners of insolvent debtors as perma
nent trustee, to support his right to sue in that character, (b) 

Per HARFORD COUNTY COURT. 

A P P E A L from Harford County Court. This was an action of 
trover for a quantity of leather, which originated in Baltimore 
County Court, on the 21st of April, 1829, and was afterwards 

(a) Approved in Gamer vs. Smith, 7 Gill, 5; Miller vs. State, 8 Gill, 144; 
McDoieell vs. Goldsmith, 6 Md. 339, 340; Curtis vs. Jlfoore, 20 Md. 96. 

(6) See Gardner vs. Lewis, 7 Gill. 397. 
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removed to Harford County Court, upon a suggestion, according to 
the Ac t of Assembly. 

The appellee iu this Court, was the plaintiff iu the Court below— 
issue was joined upon the plea of not guilty. 

1. A t the trial the plaintiff offered to read in evidence to the jury, 
the records of the proceedings of Baltimore County Court, except 
certain interrogatories contained therein, upon the applications of 
Trowbridge and Taylor, dated March 27th, 1829, for the benefit of 
the insolvent laws, by which it appeared that said Trowbridge and 
Taylor were discharged by the said Court, upon the report of the 
commissioners of insolvent debtors for the City and County of Balti
more, and that, the appellee was appointed their permanent trustee, 
and gave bond with approved security, as such, on the 4th of April, 
1829; for the purpose of proving that the said appellee was the duly 
appointed permanent trustee of said insolvents, and entitled in that 
capacity, to sue for their effects and rights. To the competency of 
which evidence for that purpose, the defendant objected, unless the 
plaintiff first produced an assignment to him from the provisional 
trustee, mentioned iu said proceedings; and unless the said plaintiff 
also proved, that he was appointed upon the recommendation of a 
majority in amount of the creditors of the insolvents. But the Court 
- O N [ K E L L , A . J . ] overruled * the objections, and permitted the 
l w U proceedings for the purpose aforesaid, to be read to the jury— 
the defendant excepted. This exception was abandoned in the argu
ment. 

2. The plaintiff then proved that the insolvents were curriers and 
partners on Cheapside, in the City of Baltimore, before and during 
the month of March, 1829. That Kolb, the defendant, occupied a 
warehouse next door to them, and was also a currier, and that the 
witness a day or two before the 20th of March, 1829, was in the cur
rying shop of Trowbridge and Taylor, and they had therein a stock 
of leather, which the witness, (who was also a currier,) from the 
appearance of the stock on the shelves, supposed to be worth $1,200 
or $1,500, and that he was not in the cellar of their store. That on 
the morning of the 20th of March, the attentiou of the witness was 
attracted by the circumstance, that at the back door of Trowbridge 
and Taylor's store, a dray was loading with leather, which was taken 
out of the cellar of the store, and was of various kinds. The dray 
was laden in a hurried and unusual manner, calculated to injure the 
leather, the quantity of which upon the dray, was worth from $200 
to $300, and was taken off, the witness knew not where. That it did 
not stop at the store occupied by Kolb. That in the course of the same 
morning, witness was called upon to appraise the value of the leather 
in Trowbridge and Taylor's shop. That the rent claimed from them 
was about $75, aud after including the tools, &c. there was little 
more leather in the warehouse than was sufficient to pay the land
lord's claim. That whilst the appraisement was going on, the defend-
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ant came to the warehouse, and wanted the appraisers to value the 
articles higher than they were appraising them at; and that wheu 
the appraisers were proceeding to the upper story to find other prop
erty, that on the lower floor not being sufficient, defendant interfered, 
and claimed to he the owner of the leather up stairs. The appraisers 
however went up stairs, aud after they had there discharged their 
duty, they were called down, when defendant paid the landlord, and 
took the * leather at the appraisement, and the key of the ware-
house, observing that if T. and T. would refund him the sum 
he had advanced for the leather, they might have it. That on the 
same day, Kolh, the defendant, came to the store of witness, when upon 
being asked if he was a creditor of T. and T., he replied that he was not 
then a creditor—that he had been satisfied in leather, &c, and had 
given them up their notes, which amounted to from $"»()() to $000. He 
did not say when he had received the leather. The witness was told by-
said Kolb, at a subsequent time, that he had received a letter from 
Whitely, the plaintiff, as trustee of T. and T., requesting him to 
come up aud settle his claim against him. T. and T. were in good 
credit until one Myers absconded from Baltimore, which was, the 
witness thought, from eight to ten days before the 20th of .March, 
and then it was generally known that T. and T. were affected by 
Myers' affairs. The plaintiff proved by another witness, that defend
ant called on him (the witness) within a day or two after the 20th 
March, and stated, that the insolvents had been indebted to him, 
but that they had satisfied or paid him, and he invited the witness 
in his shop to look at some calf skins, which had the appearance of 
having then been recently moved, not being dry. The plaintiff 
further proved, that about the time he was appointed trustee, the 
defendant, in a conversation with another witness, about the affairs 
of the insolvents, expressed his determination to hold on to the leather 
he had got from them; which conversation being communicated to 
plaintiff, he wrote and sent the following letter to defendant: " M r . 
Joseph Kolb,—Sir—From the books of Trowbridge and Taylor, I 
learn that a considerable amount of stock was handed over to you 
by said T. and T, immediately previous to, or about the time of their 
application for the benefit of the insolvent laws. I t becomes my 
duty as trustee for the creditors, to seek to recover said stock, as the 
property belonging to the estate of insolvents. I therefore respect
fully notify you to deliver over the said stock and property to me, in 
order tha t the * same may be fairly distributed amongst the 1 0 > > 

creditors of said insolvents. Yours respectfully, A . Whitely, " * * 
trustee. April 10, 1829." Which the defendant, Upon its being 
handed to him, opened and looked at, and then threw it into 
the street, telling the bearer of it, that if the writer was there, he 
would serve him in the same manner. The plaintiff further proved, 
that Myers absconded on the 17th of March, 18i".», and came back 
to Baltimore, aud was arrested and sent to prison on the night of 
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the 23rd of March, and that T. and T. were jointly responsible with 
him on various notes to a large amount, in the possession of the 
Mechanics Bank and others, and that a note on which they were 
endorsers, was protested on the 19th of March, 1829, aud notice given 
to them on that day. The defendant proved that the insolvents 
paid a note which became due on the loth March, 1829, and that 
Myers' estate divided twenty-tive cents in the dollar, and will divide 
Ave cents more, and that the plaintiff, as their trustee, had not 
demanded or received any dividend on the estate of Myers. The 
plaintiff then proposed to prove, that some few days before the 2()th 
March, 1829, Daniel Trowbridge, of the house of T. and T. informed 
the witness, that if Myers' creditors came on them, they must stop 
payment or petition, though they had enough to pay their own 
debts, and that they were endorsers on Myers' paper to a large 
amount. The defendant objected to the admissibility of this evi
dence, for the following reasons: 1. That no declarations of the 
insolvents, after the alleged delivery of leather by them, are admis
sible for the plaintiff. 2. That no declarations before the time of 
delivery of the leather, are admissible for plaintiff. 3. Because the 
said declara! ions do not appear to have been made at the time of the 
said delivery of leather, nor with reference thereto. But the Court 
admitted the said declarations, and instructed the jury, that if 
the said declarations were made by Trowbridge anterior to the 
time of delivery to Kolb, (if there was such a delivery,) that then 
they might consider the same in forming their opinion, whether the 

said T. and * T. at the period of said delivery, delivered the 
same with a view, or under an expectation of becoming insol 

vent debtors. The defendant excepted. 

3. The plaintiff then proved that the defendant, since the com 
mencement of this suit, said, that he had got leather for his claim 
against Trowbridge and. Taylor—that he had tried to save himself, 
in doing which, he had done no more than other people would do iu 
similar circumstances: and also read in evidence two bills of sale, 
executed by the respective insolvents, on the 21st of March, 1829, to 
Reuben Trowbridge, conveying to him a variety of household furni
ture : and offered to prove, that John Taylor, one of the insolvents, 
on the date of the execution of the bills of sale, informed the con
veyancer, that Reuben Trowbridge had advanced money to them, 
and that they wished to secure him, in consequence of the situation 
they were placed in by Myers, and that they would have to petition. 
To the competency of the bills of sale, and the information derived 
from said Taylor, the defendant objected. But the Court overruled I he 
objection, and permitted the evidence to go to the jury, for the pur
pose of showing that the insolvents were dispossessing themselves 
of their property, and for the purpose of enabling the jury to ascer
tain when T. and T. first had in view, or were under an expectation, 
of being or becoming insolvent debtors. The defendant excepted. 
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4. The plaintiffs, then, for the sole purpose of showing that the in
solvents, on the 19th, 20th, 21st, and 23d of March, 1829, were dis
possessing themselves of their property generally, with a view, or 
under an expectation, of being or becoming insolvent debtors, ami to 
enable the jury to fix the time at which such view or expectation 
originated, offered to read in evidence certain entries in the day 
book of the insolvents, which it was admitted were genuine, by 
which it appeared that at those dates, they transferred to the de
fendant and others, a large amount of goods, and received payment 
Chiefly in their own paper. To this evidence the defendant objected 
upon the ground, that the said entries were inadmissible; and also, 
that they ought not to be read, uuless the names of the parties at
tached to them, and particularly that of Joseph Kolb, should be 
omitted; but the Court permitted the entries to be read for the pur
pose aforesaid. The defendant excepted, aud the verdict and judg
ment being against him, he appealed to this Court. 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , 0 . J., S T E P H E A and 
D O R S E Y , ,TJ. 

Krebs, for the appellant, cited 1 Philips' Ev. 186, &c; Dorsey vs. 
Dorsey, 3 II. & J. 410; 1 Serg. and Eawle, 526; 1 Saund. PL and Ev. 
303; i Philips' Ev. 219; 4 Esp. Rep. 233; 1 l o . 256; 12 Serg. and 
Rawle, 328; I t Massa. 245; 12 lb.; 5 Johns. 413. 

Johnson and Gill, for the appellee, cited 1 Stark. Ev. 46, 7, sec. 28; 
I If. is. sec. 29; 5 //. <£./. 97. 

S T E P H E N , J. delivered the opinion of the Court. This is an action 
of trover, instituted by the appellee, as trustee of Trowbridge and 
Taylor, to recover from the appellant certain property, transferred by 
Trowbridge and Taylor to the appellant, who was their creditor at 
the time they became insolvent. In the course of the trial of the 
cause, the plaintiff offered iu evidence certain declarations of one 
of the insolvents, a short time prior to the transfer, relative to 
the pecuniary embarrassments of the firm, and also certain entries in 
their day book, for the purpose of showing that they were dispos
sessing themselves of their property, * generally, with a view 
or under an expectation of becoming insolvent debtors, and 
to enable the jury to ascertain the time, when such view or expecta
tion originated; a part of which entries went to show that they 
were disposing of large quantities of leather, part of their stock in 
trade, and of which article they were manufacturers. To the admis
sibility of these declarations and entries, the defendant, by his coun
sel objected, but the Court overruled the objection and suffered the 
testimony to be given to the jury; the defendant excepted, and 
whether or not such testimony was legally admissible for the pur
pose for which it was offered, is the question, which this Court is 
now called upon to determine. The insolvents applied for the bene-
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fit of the insolvent laws on the 27th of March, 1829 ; on the 20th of 
March of the same year, the transfer of the leather was made to 
the defendant, for which this action was brought. (Here the Judge 
adverted to the bills of exceptions, and then said:) By an Act of the 
General Assembly, passed in 1816, oh. 221, sec. 6, it is enacted, "that 
all deeds, conveyances, transfers, assignments, or sales of any prop
erty, real, personal or mixed, or of any debts, rights or claims, to any 
creditor or creditors, security or securities, which have been, or shall 
hereafter be made by any person, with a view or under an expecta
tion of being or becoming an insolvent debtor, and with an intent 
thereby to give an undue and improper preference to such creditor or 
creditors, security or securities, shall be absolutely null and void." 
And it further provides, that such property shall vest in the trustee 
of the insolvent debtor, as effectually as any property specified in 
his schedule. To euforce the provisions of this section, and to re
cover the property transferred, was the object of this suit. I t became 
necessary, therefore, to prove to the jury, that at the time of the 
transfer and delivery of the property to Kolb, the insolvents contem
plated becoming insolvent debtors; and to establish that fact, the 
entries and declarations were offered in evidence. The rule is well 
settled, that where the expressions heard, constitute a part of the 

transaction, * they are admitted to show its character, or the 
speaker's intention; as the declarations of a trader on leaving 

home, to show an act of bankruptcy, 2d Saund. P. and E. 66. Hear
say is often admitted in evidence, as part of the res gestcc; the mean
ing of which seems to be, that where it is necessary, iu the course of 
a cause, to inquire into the nature of a particular act, and the inten
tion of the person who did the act, proof of what the person said at 
the time of doing it, is admissible evidence for the purpose of shew
ing its true character. Thus: for example, in an action by the as
signees of a bankrupt, the bankrupt's declarations, at the time of 
I n s absenting himself from his home, are properly received in evi
dence, to show the motives of his absence. In the case of Bateman 
vs. Bailey, therefore, where the question was, whether the trader's 
departure from his dwelling-house, amounted to an act of bank 
ruptcy, the Court of King's Bench were of opinion that the reasons 
which he gave for his absence, after his return home, ought to have 
been admitted in explanation of his own act. 1st Philips'1 Ev. 202. 
What a bankrupt stud at the time of his doing au act, alleged as the 
act of bankruptcy, is receivable in evidence as being part of the res 
gestae, and as evincing the intent with which the act was done, 1st 
Saun. Plea, and Evi. 68. Speaking on the subject of presumptive 
evidence, Starkie, in his Treatise on Evidence, 1 vol. 1!*, says, - T h e 
necessity of resorting to presumptive evidence is manifest. I t very 
frequently happens that no direct and positive testimony can be pro
cured ; and often wheu it can be had, it is necessary to try its accu
racy and weight, by comparing it with the surrounding circum-
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stances;" so (p. 39) he observes, "F rom what has been said, it 
seems to follow that all the surrounding facts of a transaction, or as 
they are usually termed, the res gestae, may be submitted to a jury, 
provided they can be established by competent means, and afford 
any lair presumption or inference, as to the question in dispute; for 
as has beeu already observed, so frequent is the failure of evidence 
from accident or design, and so great is the temptation to 
• the concealment of truth, and misrepresentation of facts, 
that no competent means of ascertaining the truth, can or ought to 
be neglected." "Hence it follows, that facts remote from and irrele 
vant to the issue between the parties, are inadmissible, lor no pic 
sumption can safely be drawn from them; audit such evidence does 
not tend to prejudice and mislead the jury, at least, it unnecessarily 
consumes the time of the Court. The evidence must be confined to 
the fact or point in issue." When A, the holder of a bill, deposits it 
with B, as security for the balance of accounts between them, aud 
after it is due, B endorses it to C, in an action by C against A , the 
account book of B is not evidence in diminution of the balance lie 
tween A aud B, but a contemporaneous entry or declaration would 
have been admissible. 2nd Saun. Plead, and Ev. 557. So, "where 
the party against whom the evidence is offered, was privy to the act, 
the objection ceases, it is no longer res inter alios. And in general, 
where the evidence is offered as a mere fact which is connected with 
the matter in dispute, and not with a view to affect the party, other
wise than as the actual existence of the fact affects the nature of 
the transaction itself, then, although it was a transaction between 
others, yet as a mere fact, and part of the res gesta; it is evidence." 
1st Starkie /•>. 52. Here the evidence was offered as a mere fact con
nected with the matter in dispute, and not with a view to affect the 
party otherwise, than as the existence of the fact evinced the nature 
aud character of the transaction. The declarations offered in evi
dence in this case were made by the insolvent immediately, or a few 
days preceding the transfer iu question, aud tended directly to prove 
his contemplated or apprehended insolvency, and the entries showing 
a disposition of their effects to particular creditors, were also facts 
not remote from, but contemporaneous with, and immediately pre 
ceding, and subsequent to, such transfer; they were, therefoic. in 
the language of Starkie. part of the ret gesta': nor can such declara
tions or entries be considered as made from sinister motives, because 
there was then no * controversy or 1M pendens, in relation to 
the transfer, and the insolvents had no reasonable motives to 
misrepresent the truth. 

W e are, therefore, of opinion in this case, t hat the Court below 
were/right in receiving the declarations ami entries as BOXroonding 
circumstances of the transaction, and a part of the res gesta; show
ing the insolvent situation of the parties at the time, and that they 
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J O H N T. H O X T O N A N D W I F E ' S Lessee vs. J O H N A R C H E R et al. 

December, 1831. 

It is a general rule in the construction of wills, that a limitation which may 
operate as a remainder, shall not be construed an executory devise, (a) 

tenant in fee, on the 8th May, 1775, devised as follows: ' L I give and be
queath the whole of my estate, both real and personal, unto my five 
daughters, to them and their heirs for ever, to be equally divided 
amongst them; and it is my will, that if either of the said children, die 
without issue lawfully begotten of their body, in that case, the part of 
the said child be equally divided among my surviving daughters." 
Held, that this will being made before the Act to Direct Descents, the 
devisees each took estates tail general, with cross-remainders in fee, 
under the limitation over to the survivors, (b) 

It is a general rule, that where there are no particular and sufficient words 
used for that purpose, surviving shares in a devise of real property will 
not, upon the decease of one who took as a survivor, survive again, (c) 

A P P E A L from Harford County Court. This was an action of eject
ment, brought by the appellants, on the 21st February, L829, against 
John Archer, Herman Stump, aud James Stephenson, the appellees, 
to recover an undivided interest, in a tract of laud, called The Laud 
of Promise. The defendants pleaded not guilty, and took defence 
on warrant. The following statement of facts was submitted for the 

judgment of the Court. " I t is * agreed in this case, that 
Nathaniel Giles, died seized of the tract of land for which 

this suit is brought, some time in the year 1775, having first made 
his will, legally executed to pass real estate, and which will is as fol 
lows: " I , Nathaniel Giles, of Harford County, in the Province of .Mary 
land, being weak in body, but of sound mind and memory, do make 
and ordain this my last will and testament, in manner and form fol
lowing, to wit : First, I give aud bequeath unto my beloved friend 
Tabitha Richardson, £25 common money. Item, I give aud be
queath unto my friend Sarah Coale, £15 common money. Item, I 
give and bequeath the whole of my estate, both real and personal, 
unto my five daughters, by the names of Hannah, Sarah, Elizabeth, 
Caroline, and Charlotte,, to them, and their heirs forever, to be 
equally divided amongst them ; and it is my will, that if either of the 

(a) Approved in Turner vs. Withers, 23 Md. 40. Cited in Mason vs. John
son, 47 Md. 356. 

(b) Cited in Watkins vs. Sears, 3 Gill, 496. See Newton vs. Griffith, 1 H. & 
G. 77; Clagett vs. Worthington, 3 Gill, 83. 

(c) Recognized in Turner vs. Withers, 23 Md. 43. 

contemplated becoming insolvent debtors, in consequence of the 
derangement of their affairs, and their utter inability to pay their 
debts. Judgment affirmed. 
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said children, die without issue, lawfully begotten of their body, in 
that case, the part of the said child be equally divided among my 
surviving daughters. I do hereby make null and void, all wills made 
by me heretofore, &c."—this will is dated on the 8th May, 1775. I t 
is further agreed, that the devisees named in the said will, were the 
only heirs-at-law of the said Nathaniel Giles, and entered upon the 
said land, and were duly seized thereof, and that Charlotte, one of 
the said devisees, died a minor, and without having been married, or 
having had issue. That afterwards a partition of said land was duly 
made, between the four surviving devisees; to wit, Hannah, Sarah, 
(aniline, and Elizabeth, and each entered upon the portion assigned 
to her by said partition. That afterwards, Hannah, Sarah, and 
Caroline, all died, each leaving issue, now living. That Elizabeth, 
after said partition, sold and conveyed the part of said land allotted 
to her, under sucn partition, to John Stump, by deed duly executed, 
acknowledged and recorded, which deed is as follows: " Th i s inden
ture, made the lfith of May, 1797, between Elizabeth Giles, of Har
ford County, of the one part, and John Stump, of the said county, of 
the other part, * witnesseth, that the said Elizabeth Giles, , > r k l 

for and in consideration of the sum of £750, to her in hand paid * 
by the said John Stump, the receipt whereof is, &c. hath granted, 
bargained, sold, aliened, enfeoffed, aud confirmed, and by these pres
ents doth graut, bargain, sell, alien, enfeoff, and confirm, unto the 
said John Stump, his heirs and assigns, the following tract, or parcel 
of land, lying in the county aforesaid, and known in the division by 
the name of lot number three, and being part of a tract of land called 
The Land of Promise, beginning, &c. to have and to hold, the afore
said tract or parcel of land, and premises, with the appurtenances, 
unto the said John Stump, his heirs and assigns forever." And it 
was further admitted, that the title of said Stump is duly vested in 
the defendants. That said Elizabeth survived all the other devisees, 
named in the said will of N. Giles, and afterwards herself died in 
the year 1827, without issue, or having been married, and that the 
lessors of the plaintiff are the only heirs-at-law of Sarah, one of the 
aforesaid devisees. I t is further agreed, that this suit is brought to 
recover an undivided moiety of that part of the land assigned as 
aforesaid, under the partition to Elizabeth. I f upon these facts, the 
County Court should be of opinion that the plaintiffs are entitled to 
recover, then judgment to be entered for the plaintiff, for one undi
vided third part of Elizabeth's part of said land, or for such undi
vided part as she may be entitled t o ; but if the Court should be of 
opinion that the plaintiff is not entitled to recover, then judgment 
to be rendered for the defendants. I t is also agreed that either party 
may be at liberty to appeal from the judgment which may be rendered 
Upon this statement, in like manner as if the facts herein stated, 
were stated in a bill of exceptions. 

9 3 Gr. & J . 
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The County Court, with the consent of parties, gave a pro forma 
judgment for the defendants, and the plaintiffs appealed to this 
Court. 

When the ease came on to be argued in the Court of Appeals, the 
following additional statement of facts was * agreed to by the 
counsel: it was admitted, " tha t Hannah, Sarah, and Caroline 

Giles, three of the devisees of Nathaniel Giles, were living at the 
execution of the deed from Elizabeth Giles to John Stump. That 
Charlotte Giles, one of the devisees, died a n infant, and without 
i s s u e , before the year 1707. That Hannah died in 1813, Caroline in 
1810, and Sarah i n I S L ' l . and that their children are t he only heirs at 
law of Elizabeth." 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J., STEPHEN and 
D O R S E Y , JJ. 

Speed, for the appellant, contended, 1. That under the will of 
Nathaniel Giles, his daughter Elizabeth t o o k an estate in fee simple, 
in an undivided fifth part of the real estate devised to her and her 
sisters as tenants in common, liable to be devested upon the contin
gency of dying without issue living at the time of her death. 2. 
That the devise over was good, as an executory devise for life: in 
support of these two points he cited Gilbert mi M'/7/\. .">!. 5, <>; Oro. 
James, 591; Cro. Eliz. 52; Woodward vs. Glasbrook, 2 Vernon, 388; 
Metham vs. Duke of Devon, 1 P. Wms. 534; Forth vs. Chapman, I b. 
663; Target vs. Grant, lb. 432; Porter vs. Bradley, 3 Term Rep. 145; 
Daintry vs. Daintry, 6 lb. 307 ; Roe vs. Jeffrey, 7 lb. 589; Fosdick 
vs. Cornell, 1 John. 440; Anderson vs. Jackson, 16 John. 382; Clayton 
vs. Lowe, 7 Serg. and Low. 218; Morgan vs. Morgan, 5 Day Ca. 517; 
Geering vs. Shenton, Cowper, 410; Neicton vs. Griffith, 1 H. & G. 124; 
Doe vs. Webber. 1 Bar. and Aid. 713, 720; 2 Fearne, 245; 4 Com. 
Dig. 170. 3. That at the time of the conveyance by Elizabeth to 
John Stump, iu 1797, the estate was in perpetuity, aud said con
veyance was inoperative on the part she took under the first branch 
of the devise. Scatterwood vs. Edge, Salk. 229; Gilbert on Wills, 64, 
66. 4. That the devise over being only for life, after the deatli of 

Charlotte, Elizabeth took a life estate in one * fourth part of 
• * " « * her portion, under the first branch of the devise. 4 Com. Dig. 
Title Devise, No. 11, 189; Woodward vs. Glasbrook, 2 Vernon, 388; 
Jackson vs. Thompson, 6 Cowen, 178; Cro. Eliz. 358; 2 Merriv. 133; 
Bairli'n vs. Northampton, 8 Mass. 3 ; Holloway vs. Holloway, 5 I es. 401; 
3 Wilson, 247; 1 Bay. 80. 5. I f by the first branch of the devise, an 
estate tail only passed, the limitation over for life was good as a re
mainder, and Elizabetli taking one-fourth of Charlotte's part, a s a 
remainder for life only, could pass no greater interest by the deed to 
Stump, and that life estate having determined by the death of Eliza
beth, we are entitled to recover our portion of it, viz : one-third as 
heirs of the reversion. 6. I f Elizabeth, dying without issue living at 
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the time of her death, never acquired an absolute fee, and none of the 
devisees over for life, being in existence to take at the time of bet 
death, the estate revolted, and the plaintiffs as heirs of the reversion, 
are entitled to recover one-third of the premises in question. 7. If 
Elizabeth acquired a lee simple absolute in the property she took, 
under the first branch of the devise, she died, seized thereof; and 
the plaintiff, as one of her heirs-at-law, has a right to recover one 
third part of that property. 8. The estate being in perpetuity at 
the date of the deed to Stump, Elizabeth, by executing that deed, 
forfeited all her interest in the property, it reverted—and we. as 
heirs of the reversion, claim. 

Johnson, for the appellee. If at any period between the date of 
the deed from Elizabeth Giles to Stump,and her death, she acquired 
a title to the property conveyed, in fee simple or tee tail .no one 
claiming under her, can recover the property so conveyed; her deed 
would operate as an estoppel. Fairtille vs. Gilbert, 2 Term Rep. 172; 
•'! Illne. Com. 308. 2. The will of N. Giles created in his daughters and 
devisees, an estate tail general, with cross-remainders in tail general 
to the survivors. If the devisees over, took but estates tor life; then, 
upon the death of Charlotte, Elizabeth took for life, three-fourths of 
her share of * the estate, and as the inheritance belonged to 
the heirs-at-law of Nathaniel Giles, of whom Elizabeth was 
one, she was entitled to one-fourth of the fee, being entitled to a life 
estate, as one of the devisees over, and the inheritance, as one of the 
heirs-at-law of N. Giles. The partition vested in her a separate estate 
in her share, and this separate estate was transferred to Stump by 
her deed in 17i<7. This is clearly the ease in relation to Chariotte's 
estate, and the same may be affirmed of her own. at the time of her 
death. In Ihilhtm vs. Dallam, 7 //. dk J. 236, it was decided, that 
the devise over would be construed to be remainder, unless the inten
tion of the testator to the contrary, was perfectly apparent. In 
devises of real estate, the words dying without issue, or dying with
out leaving or having issue, mean an indefinite failure of issue, un
less an opposite intention is manifest. Neicton vs. Griffith, 1 H. d; Q. 
l l o . The question whether a limitation over by way of executory 
devise is good, does not depend upon, whether the estate limited 
over must vest within the prescribed limits, but whether the event 
must happen within those limits. If then, the rule is, that as re
gards real estate, the "dy ing without issue" means an indefinite 
failure of issue, then the limitation over in this will is not good as an 
executory devise, unless there arc some expressions to restrict their 
import. The circumstance that the limitation over, is to persons 
in being, is not sufficient. 1 H. & G. 123. Nor as is decided in 
that case, will the fact, that the limitation over, is but a life estate. 
It is very clear, that in this case the testator intended to devise his 
whole estate to his daughters, which object would be defeated by 
construing the limitation over to be but of a life estate ; for then he 

http://tail.no
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would die intestate of the fee. Upon the death of either of the first 
takers, the testator intended, that the survivors should take the 
same estate, as the deceased; otherwise, if four of them should die 
without issue, four-fifths of the estate of the testator, would be undis
posed of by his will. Upon the death of Charlotte, Elizabeth took 

an est ate tail in that * portion of the share of Charlotte, which 
devolved on her. Lion vs. Burtiss, 20 Johns. 483; Morgan 

vs. Morgan, 5 Bay, 517. 3. That part of the estate which was de
vised to Charlotte, and survived to Elizabeth, would not have sur
vived to the other sisters in the event of the death of Elizabeth 
before them, but would have descended to those who would have 
bren entitled in the absence of a will. A t the date of the deed to 
Stump then, she had an estate tail in this share, not subject to sin 
vivorship. Rut suppose she took only a life estate, under the will, 
in her part of Charlotte's share; still, as one of the four heirs of tes
tator, she was entitled to the reversion in fee, which added to the 
previous life estate, gave her a perfect title in fee; and this interest, 
because one in severalty by the partition, passed by her subsequent 
deed to Stump. 

R. N. Martin, in reply, for the appellant, cited Dallam vs. Dallam, 
7 R.&J. 238; Chapman vs. Brown, 3 Bur. 1634,1635; 1 Bos. & Pul. 
257 ; Cooper vs. Collis, 4 Term, 297, note (d ; ) Cro. Lit:. 358; 2 Merri. 
133; Woollen vs. Andrewes, 2 Bing. 126; Jackson vs. Thompson, 6 
Cowen, 178; Neicton vs. Griffith, 1 H. & G. 119 ; Doe vs. Tomkinson, 2 
Mnid. ((• Set. 165; Preston Est. 76; Woodward vs. Qlasbrook,2 Vesey, 
388; Petty wood vs. Cook, Cro. Eliz. 52; Pells vs. Brown, Cro. Jac. 
590; Porter vs. Bradley, 3 T. R. 145; Roe vs. Jeffreys, 7 T. R. 569 : 
Doe vs. Webber, 1 B. dc A. 713; Clayton vs. Lowe, 5 B. & A. 636; 
Hughes vs. Soger, 1 P. Wms. 534; Massey vs. Hudson, 2 Mer. 133; 
Fosdick vs. Cornell, 1 Johns. 440; Moffatt vs. Strong, 10 Johns. 
12; Jackso?i vs. Thompson, C> Cowen, 178; Keybing vs. Reynolds, 
1 Bay. 80; Morgan vs. Morgan, 5 Day, 517; Pinbury vs. Elian, 1 
/'. Wms. 563; Dodsonvs. Green, 2 Wils. 324; 3 Wils. 247; Chandess 
vs. Price, 5 Vesey, 101. 

o i l * B t j c h a n a n > c - J- delivered the opinion of the Court. It is 
a general rule iu the construction of wills, that a limitation, 

which may operate as a remainder, shall not be construed an execu
tory devise; and we can perceive nothing in the devise of Nathaniel 
Giles to his five daughters of the premises, for an undivided par ol 
which this suit was brought, to take it out of the operation of that 
rule. 

I f the devisees took estates iu fee simple, as has been contended, 
as in strictness, a remainder cannot he limited alter a fee simple, the 
limitation over might be construed to take effect by way of executory 
devise, by which means, being a disposition by will, which is more 
favored in construction than a deed, a fee simple or other less estate, 
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may be limited after a fee simple. But in Newton et al. vs. Griffith 
et al. 1 H. & Q. I l l , the whole doctrine applicable to this case was 
ably discussed at bar. and fully considered and examined by the 
Court. There the devise was. by a father, of certain land to his son 
George and his heirs, and of certain other land to his son Joseph, 
ami his heirs; aud in case either of them "should die, having 
no lawful issue or heirs of his body," then the surviving son - t o 
have his deceased brother's part of the laud," to him and his heirs 
aud in case both sous »should die, leaving no lawful heirs," then all 
the lands to go to the testator's three daughters. Sophia, Sarah, and 
Nancy, to be equally divided between them; and it was held thai 
t he two sons, George and Joseph, as the law stood before the Act of 
178(>, ch. 45, (the Act to Direct Descents,) took estates tail general in 
the lands respectively devised to them, with cross-remainders in tail 
general, remainder to Sarah, Sophia, and Nancy, for life. Here the 
devise is, by a lather, in these words: " I give and bequeath the 
whole of my estate, both real and personal, unto my five daughters, 
by the names of Hannah, Sarah, Elizabeth, Caroline, and ('harlot te. 
to them and.their heirs forever, to be equally 'd iv ided 0 1 0 

amongst them ; and it is my will, that if either of the said ~ 
children die without issue, lawfully begotten of their body, in that 
case, the part of the said child, be equally divided among my surviv
ing (laughters." And without travelling through the multitude of 
authorities relating to the subject, but relying upon the decision in 
the case of Newton et al. vs. Griffith et al., from which, in principle, 
we think this case cannot be distinguished, it is our opinion that the 
devisees did not take defeasible estates in fee simple, and that the 
limitation over cannot be construed to operate by way of executory 
devise: but being before the Ac t to Direct Descents, that they took 
estates tail general, with cross-remainders, under the limitation over 
to the survivors. It has been ingeniously attempted to distinguish 
this ease from Newton and Griffith, by construing the limitation over 
to the survivors, to be for life: and then contending that the limita
tion for life to the survivors, who were necessarily persons in esse, 
shows that the testator intended a definite failure of issue, that is, a 
failure of issue at the time of the death of the devisee; on whose de
cease, wit bout issue. I he laud devised to her. was to go to lliesur 
vivors, upon the ground that he must have intended the limitation 
to take effect during I he life in being, and consequently, could not 
have meant an indefinite failure of issue. But the rule is, not that 
the limitation over must take effect, within a life in being, but that 
the contingency on which it is made to depend, must happen, if at 
all. within the compass of a life or lives iu being, and twenty-one 
years, and a fraction afterwards. Upon that distinction, which, 
when examined, will be found to be a very clear one, and the argu 

meiit drawn from the circumstances of the limitation being for life to 
the survivors, t hough very specious, yet not to be sustained, one 
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branch of Newton and Griffith was decided. The limitation over to 
the three daughters, on the contingency of the sons dying without 
issue or heirs of their bodies, was of an estate for life, to persons in 
being, just as strong as a limitation over to a survivor for life, which 

is * but a limitation for life to one in being, and the limitation 
Zla o y e r £ 0 £ n e ( j a i l gi ) ters was held to operate, not by way of ex 
ecutory devise, but by way of remainder, after estates tail vested in 
the sons, and not to restrict the words, " leaving no lawful heirs of 
their bodies," to mean a failure of issue, at the death of the surviv
ing brother; and cannot well be distinguished from the principle of 
the cases of Denn vs. Shenton, Cow. 410, and Barlow vs. Salter, 11th 
Ves. 47!>, there cited. Construing the limitation over to the survi-
vors in this case, to be in fee simple by force of the words, " t h e 
whole of my estate," in the beginning of the devise, and carrying 
the word estate on to the limitation over, or in fee tail by implica
tion of law, and the question whether the devisees took estates tail, 
with cross-remainders, is clear of difficulty. But treating it (as has 
been done by the counsel for the appellant in argument) as a limita
tion for life only, then Elizabeth, under the authority of Newton and 
Griffith, took the portion of the real estate devised to her in fee tail 
general, and if the devisees had not been the heirs-at law of the tes
tator, would, on the death of Charlotte, without any descendant then 
living, have become entitled to one-fourth of the portion devised to 
her, by way of remainder for life, with reversion in fee to the heirs-
at-law of the testator. But the devisees, being also the heirs-at-law 
of the testator, the life estate in the fourth of Charlotte's portion, 
which survived to Elizabeth, merged in the inheritance, and she be
came eutitled to that fourth in fee simple absolute. There being in 
this case no survivor over of a survived share, under the general rule 
that where there are no particular and sufficient words used for thai 
purpose, surviving shares will not survive again, and particularly in 
relation to devises of real property. Woodward vs. Glassbrook, 2 
Vernon, 388; Worlidge vs. Churchill and others, 3 Brown's Ch. Hep. 
465. Having thus a fee simple or a fee tail, in one-fourth of a portion 
devised to Charlotte, according as the limitation over in the devise 
is construed, and an estate in tail, in her own original portion, which 

under the partition made between her * three sisters and her-
* * * * self, after the death of Charlotte, were assigned to her as her 
portion of the estate derived from her father, her deed made after
wards on the 16th of .May, 17!)7, to John Stump, passed to him a 
good and sufficient title in fee simple to the land therein mentioned, 
and so assigned to her upon the partition, aud the plaintiffs are not 
entitled to recover. Judgment affirmed. 
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M C N U L T Y vs. GOOPEB.—December , 1831. 

The blank endorsement and delivery of a bond invests the holder with the 
right of collecting, or suing for, in the name of the assignor, the money 
due upon such bond; and of appropriating the same to his own use. It 
is prima facie evidence of title to such bond in the assignee, and he may 
write a formal assignment over the assignor's signature, (a) 

The Courts will not lend themselves to a donee or assignee, to enforce an 
inchoate contract, not founded upon a valuable consideration; neither 
will they lend their aid to a donor or assignor, in a case where the gift 
or assignment has been consummated by possession, to recover back 
what the donee or assignee has received or collected. (6) 

A P P E A L from Frederick County Court. This was an action of as
sumpsit, instituted by the appellee, John Cooper, against Cornelius 
McNulty. the appellant, on the 30tfa January, 1826, to recover the 
amount of two bonds, dated on the 21st August, 1819, conditioned 
each for the payment of $533.33, which the declaration alleged, the 
plaintiff, at the request of the defendant, had delivered to, and de
posited with the defendant, in the years 1822 and 1823, which 
bonds, or the value thereof, the defendant promised upon re
quest to return to the plaintiff, but which lie had relused to do. In 
addition to the count upou the special agreement, there were the 
common money counts. The defendant pleaded non assumjmt, and 
issue was joined. 

* 1. At, the trial the plaintiff read to the jury, the record of 
a judgment rendered against him, in Frederick County Court, 
in November, 1819, in favor of David Morrison, for $600, with in
terest from June, 1818, and costs, which judgment was superseded 
by the defendant, and one William Kolb. He then proved the exe
cution to him of the bonds described in the declaration, by the obli
gor therein named, with the following endorsements thereon written, 
to wit : •• For value received, I assign over to Cornelius McNulty. all 
my right, title, and interest to the within bond, as witness my hand. 
&c."—and proved, that the defendant had received various payments, 
made by the obligor, from time to time, on account of the bonds. I t 
was admitted by the counsel for the defendant, that the words, " f o r 
value received. I assign to Cornelius McN'ulty, all my right, title, and 
interest, to the within bond, as witness my hand, & c , " were written 
and filled up, a day or two before the trial, over the name of the 
plaintiff, without his knowledge or consent, but the name of the 
plaintiff written on the back of the bonds, was proved to be in the 
handwriting of the plaintiff. The defendant then proved by the 

(a) Cited in Lucas vs. Byrne, 35 Md. 493; Hampson vs. Owens, 55 Md. 586. 
(b) Approved in Bowie vs. Bowie, 1 Md. 98. See Pennington vs. Gittings, 

2 G. & J. 123, note. 
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sheriff of the county, that he had paid, as one of the supersedere, on 
the before mentioned judgment, several sums of money, (though not 
equal in amount to the bonds,) and thereupon prayed the Court to 
instruct the jury, that under the evidence in the cause, the delivery 
of the bonds, by the plaintiff to the defendant, with the name of the 
plaintiff endorsed on the same, and the acts of ownership exercised 
by the defendant, over said bonds, in the several receipts of money, 
paid on the same to the defendant, by the obligor in said bonds, and 
the defendant's possession of the same, was prima facie evidence of 
title, in the defendant, to said bonds. But the Court ( S H R I V E K , A . 
J.) refused the instruction so prayed, and directed the jury, that if 
they should believe from the whole of the evidence in the cause, 
taken together, there was an actual sale, or transfer of the bonds by 

the plaintiff to the defendant, * then they must find a verdict 
for the defendant. On the other hand, if they should believe 

from all the evidence in the cause taken together, that there was 
not an absolute sale, nor transfer of the bonds; or if they should be
lieve the plaintiff had delivered the bonds to the defendant, for the 
special purpose of enabling the defendant to secure himself against 
any liability, as supersede!- for the plaintiff, and when that liability 
should terminate, to satisfy, or account with the plaintiff, for any 
moneys he might receive on the bonds, over ami above the total sum 
of the payments he might make for the plaintiff, as his superseder, 
then, if from the evidence they should believe, that such liability of 
the defendant had terminated, the plaintiff was entitled to recover 
the balance of the total sum of money received by the defendant, on 
the bonds, after deducting the payments, made by the defendant for 
the plaintiff, as his superseder. The defendant excepted, and the 
verdict, and judgment being agaiust him, he brought the present 
appeal. 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J., S T E P H E N and 
D O R S E Y , J J. 

Rosx, and F. A. Schley, for the appellants, contended, 1. That the 
signature of John Cooper, the obligee, on the back of the bonds, and 
the delivery of them by him, to the defendant, was prima facie evi
dence, that Cooper had relinquished his right to the money due 
thereon, and had transferred the same to the defendant, 2. That 
the question of sale, and transfer, was a question of law, founded on 
facts not disputed, and should not have been submitted to the jury. 
3. There was uo evidence, from which the jury could infer, that plain
tiff' had delivered the bonds to the defendant, for the special purpose 
of enabling the latter, to secure himself, from liabilities incurred as a 
superseder for the plaintiff, and therefore no such question should 
have been raised before the jury. They referred in the argument to 
Master vs. Miller, 4 Term Rep. 340; 1 Row. on Mort. 23 (a); 3 lb. 
1060 (a), note (1; ) Jones vs. Witter, 13 Mass. Rep. 304; 1 Bay, 66, 
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400; 2 Greenleaf Rep. 334; Green vs. Hart, I Joints. Rep. 589; Jerome 
vs. WAtfney, 7 7 ft. 321; McElderry vs. Fltttntttgittt. 1 //. £ fV. .">2: 
C/ar& vs. Pay, 1 P . d; J . 323. 

Palmer, for the appellee, cited 2 Greenleaf, 143, 322; Chirac vs. 
Heiniker, 2 Peters, 625; Caton vs. Pea/e and Lenox, 5 Randolph, 31 ; 
Cruger vs. Armstrong and Barnicall, 3 Johns. Cases, 5; Conroy vs. 
Warren, 76. 259; Dwyan vs. (7. &, 3 H7*eaf. 182; OMttj on Pi7/«, 7, 
8, 9, 14, 173. 

D O R S E Y , J. delivered the opinion of the Court. We think the 
County Court erred in refusing to grunt the prayer of the appellant, 
at set out in his bill of exceptions. It is the duty of Courts, when 
not restrained from doing so by some rule of law, to give to the nets, 
and * agreements of the plaintiff and defendant, that inter-
pretation which the common sense of mankind would impute 
to them : and so to effectuate that interpretation, as to accomplish 
the design and intention ol the parties, as far as it can be done, ac
cording to the established principles of law. Thus influenced, we 
cannot do otherwise than say, (in the absence of all proof to the con
trary.! that the blank endorsement, aud delivery of a bond by the 
obligee, invests the holder with the right ot collecting, or suing for, 
in the name of the assignor, the money due ou such bond, and of 
appropriating the same to his own use; or, as is stated in the prayer, 
that it is prima facie evidence of title to said bond in the assignee. 
So far from there being in this case any tacts repelling this natural 
presumption, we regard them as strougin its corroboration, by shew 
ing a probable valuable consideration for the transfer, and that the 
appellee, for three or tour years, took no steps to repossess himself of 
the bonds, which in his declaration he alleges, were merely delivered 
to the appellant, to be returned on request; and that during that 
period, McNulty, in a succession of payments, collected as his own. 
nearly the whole amount due on the bonds. 

I t has been alleged, that the player of the defendant below, was 
predicated upon an isolated part of the testimony, and that therefore, 
the Court were justified in its rejection. I f this position, as regards 
the law, were B sound one, the allegation, as to the fact, is not sus
tained by the record, The instruction was asked, not simply upon 
the facts enumerated, but upon those facts, when considered in con
nexion with all the other evidence in the cause. The argument was 
strongly urged too, that no title accrues to the assignee; that the 
claim of the plaint ill'could not be resisted, but by its appearing that 
the transfer was made for a valuable consideration, of which no evi
dence had been offered. Iu considering this proposition, let it be 
conceded that no consideration passed: that the obligee made a gilt 
of these bonds to the appellant. Does it thence * follow, that o l r t 

he can maintain replevin, detinue, trover, or assumpsit, to re-
cove i the bonds t liemselves, or their value in damages, or can a 
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general indebitatus assumpsit, be supported against the assignee, lor 
the money he may have received under the assignment! There is 
no principle, or analogy in the law, to authorize such a recovery. 'Tis 
true, that neither Courts of law, nor of equity, will lend themselves 
to a donee, or assignee, to enforce an inchoate contract, not founded 
on a valuable consideration. But it is equally certain, that they will 
not lend their aid to a donor, or assignor in a case, where the contract 
has been consummated. He cannot reclaim by process of l a w . what 
he has given or assigned, where the gilt or assignment has been per
fected by possession. Having endorsed, and delivered the bonds, (of 
which delivery, the possession of the appellant is prima facie, sufficient 
evidence,) no action, either at law or iu equity, can be maintained by 
the assignor for their recovery; nor for the money w h i c h has been 
collected under the assignment. From the view which we have 
taken of t h e testimony in this cause, we cannot approve of the in
struction given to the jury. They were instructed, that they might 
draw conclusions, and infer facts, which the evidence before them 
was not legally sufficient, to warrant them in finding. Believing 
there is error in the County Court's refusal to grant the prayer of the 
appellant, we reverse their judgment. Judgment reversed. 

D A V I D A R N O L D VS. G E O R G E COST .—December, 1831. 

In an action of slander, it appeared that the defendant had charged the 
plaintiff with having forged the following instrument, which it was 
alleged, had been delivered to defendant's slave, to assist his escape: 
" Kno*w all men by these presents,' that the said negro boy was the 

property of my uncle R. * living near, &c. Tie died without any 
mW heirs; he never was married, therefore he made all his negroes 

free, by will and testament. This boy's name is S. He always behaved 
honestly aud industriously; is a good hand about horses, and a good 
wagoner. The farmers in our part have, for common, all slaves or hands 
of their own, therefore he wants to try some other part. The commis
sary's office at P. will prove his freedom. Witness, &c. I. (Seal.)" 
Held, upon demurrer, that this instrument, if genuine, might have 
prejudiced ' I . ' by subjecting him to a claim for damages to the owner 
of any slave to whom it might have been given, or to a criminal prose
cution, if such slave absconded; that it was therefore the subject of 
forgery at common law, and sustained the action. 

It is not now held to be essential to the offence of forgery, in any case, that 
some one must have been injured. It is sufficient, if the instrument 
forged, supposing it to be genuine, might have been prejudicial. The 
question whether a particular instrument is capable of supporting a 
charge of forgery, is referrible not to the form, but to the substance of 
it. 

I ' .UUOR to Frederick County Court. This was an action on tho 
case for slander, commenced by George Cost, (the appellee,) against 
David Arnold, (the appellant,) on the 27th of January, 1827. 
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The declaration contained six counts, but a nolle prosequi was entered 
on the fourth, fifth and sixth. The first count, after the inducement 
of good character, proceeded as follows: and whereas also before the 
committing of the several grievances by the defendant, as in the 
first, second and third counts hereinafter mentioned, the defendant 
was possessed of, and owned a certain negro, named Jerry, the 
slave and the property of the defendant, and in his service aud 
employment, to wit, at, &c. to which negro slave, to enable him to 
escape from the service of his master, (the defendant,) some person 
unknown to the plaintiff, delivered a paper written in the following 
words and figures, to wi t : " Know all men by this present that the 
said negro boy was the property of my onMe, Richard Johnson, liv
ing near the mouth of Monocosa. He deceased 1821. He died with
out any airs. He never was married. Therefore he maid all his 
negroes free by his will and testament. This boy name is Sam 
Waker. He always behaved onest, and industrust, and is a good 
hand about horses, and a good wagoner. The * farmers in „ 0 1 

our parti for common all slaves or hands of their own, 
therefor he wants to dry some other part, the commossary offis ad Fred
erick town will proof his freedom, herewith I haf sat my hand and 
seal, Thomas Johnson, (Seal) near the mouth of Monocosa, Fred 
erick County, Maryland, date 25th September, 1826:" and which 
paper the defendant had often, before the committing of the several 
grievances by him, as in said first, second and third counts, herein
after mentioned, declared to wit, at, & c , to be a forgery, and not 
written or signed by the said Thomas Johnson, whose name is sub 
scribed to the same: and the said plaintiff further saith. that David 
Arnold, well knowing the premises, but greatly envying, &C. and 
contriving, and maliciously intending, &C, and to bring him into 
public scandal, &C, and to cause it to be suspected, &C. that the 
plaintiff had been, and was guilty of forgery, and to subject him,&C. 
and also to vex. harass, ivc. heretofore, to wit, on, &c, in a certain 
discourse which the said David Arnold, then and there had in the 
presence and hearing of one Henry Koontz, and of divers good and 
worthy citizens of this State, he, the defendant, in the presence and 
hearing of the said Henry Koontz, as also of the said last mentioned 
citizens, falsely and maliciously spoke, and published, of and concern 
ing the said plaintiff, and of and concerning the said paper, and of 
and concerning the writing and forging the same, the false, scanda
lous, malicious and defamatory words following, that is to say : " he," 
(meaning the plaintiff,) "wro te it,'' (meaning the said paper,) " and 
I." (meaning the said defendant,) "wi l l swear to i t ; and 1," (mean
ing the said defendant,) "can get others who will swear to i t , " (mean 
ing that the said George Cost had wrote and forged said paper, 
and was guilty of the crime of forgery, and that the said David 
Arnold would swear to it, and could get other persons who would 
swear to it. 
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The second and third counts alleged, that the defendant had 
charged the plaintiff in the German language, setting * out 
the words and translating them, with the crime of having 

forged the paper referred to iu the first count. There was a general 
demurrer and joinder. 

The County Court overruled the demurrer. The plaintiff then 
executed a writ of inquiry, at bar, and the Court gave judgment for 
the damages ($700,) found by the jury. Whereupon the defendant 
sued out the present writ of error. 

The cause came on to be argued before I U C H A N A N , C. J., M A R T I N , 
S T E P H E N aud D O R S E T , JJ. 

William Schley, for the appellant. The questions in this case, arise 
upon the demurrer to the first, second and third counts of the decla
ration. The demurrer was overruled by the Court below. Each 
count is substantially the same. The colloquium and innuendo arc 
alike in all the counts. The demurrer admits the facts alleged; but 
not the conclusion of law. I f the antecedent matter does not war 
rant the innuendo, then the truth of the innuendo is not confessed by 
the demurrer to raise an issue in law upon the propriety of the 
innuendo, but is directly put in issue. The office of the demurrer is 
in refereuce to the antecedent matter. To show the nature and 
office of the innuendo, he referred to 1 Saund. Rep. 243, (n. 4;) Holt vs. 
Schojield. 0 Term Rep. 694; Stark, on Sland. 293; Shecly vs. Biggs, 
2 H. & J. 304. The words in this ease not being actionable per se, 
aud inducement was indispensable, and a colloquium; but the words 
must be construed secundum subjectam materiam, and their meaning 
cannot be extended beyond their legal sense, as applied to the occa
sion on which they were used, and the subject-matter to which they 
referred. 4 Coke's Rep. 20; 1 Chitty's I'lea. 194; Stark, on Stand. 87. 
I f it were otherwise, a demurrer could never bo successfully inter
posed, in an action of slander; because the pleader, in every instance, 
would give himself a cause of action by the scope of his innuendo, 

_ although t he antecedent matter should disclose no legal * in-
* " 4 , ° jury. No special damage is averred; and the plaintiff cau 
only recover, if the charge imputes a crime, involving moral turpi 
tude, or for the commission of which, he would be obnoxious to some 
infamous punishment. Stark, on Stand. 19, (note 1;) Stanfield V S . 
Boyer, 0 H. & J. 248. The charge, al least, must be of such a s c a n 

dawns nature, as would necessarily tend to the degradation of the 
individual iu society. Button vs. Hcyicard, 8 Mod. 24. Ue recurred 
to the count, and stated the averments to be, that some person 
(other than Johnson, whose name is thereto signed,) wrote the paper 
hereinbefore set forth, and gave it to defendant's slave, with a view 
to enable him to escape; that defendant spoke of said paper as a 
forged instrument; and maliciously charged the plaintiff witli hav 
ing written said paper. There is no averment, that the defendant's 
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slave did escape: much less, that he escaped by means of said paper, 
l ie insisted that the defendant's having called the instrument a 
forged instrument, was immaterial; unless the false making of such 
an instrument would amount, in law, to forgery : as where (he words 
used were, "you are a thief;" and it appeared that the words were 
used in reference to an act, which amounted iu law, to a mere tres
pass, it was decided that the words were not actionable. Dexter vs. 
Taber, 12 Johns. 239; 1 Starkie's Rep. 67. He also referred, on this 
point, to 4 Coke's Rep. 12, 13. He contended that the paper was not 
such an instrument, as could be the subject of forgery, either under 
any Act of Assembly, or at common law. It is not the false making 
of every writing that will amount to forgery; if it be merely frivo
lous; of no validity upon its face, nor having the semblance of an 
effective paper: it it be a writing that could not, if genuine, prejudice 
another's right, although it be made male animo, the maker, how
ever culpable in morals, is not guilty of the crime of forgery. The 
counterfeit instrument must be such, that if genuine, it would avail 
to invest some one with a right, or to divest a light, or to charge 
some one with a responsibility; it must be such an instrument " a s 
purports on the face of it, to be * good and valid, for the pur-
poses for which it was created." 4 Com. 247 ; 1 Leach's Cases, 
117 ; [Sterling's Case,) 2 East's Pleas, (Jr. 860. 

1. I t is not a forgery, under any Act of Assembly. I t purports to 
be a certificate of freedom. By the Ac t of 1805, ch. 66, sec. 3, the 
counterfeiting a certificate is indictable; but this paper has none o f 
the legal attributes of a certificate of freedom. A valid certificate 
of freedom can only be given by a county clerk, or a register of wills, 
under the seals of their respective offices; it must contain a descrip-
tio persona- of the party; his height, notable marks, &c. This in
strument purports to be given by a private individual; it is not 
under seal; it contains no description of the person. If genuine, 
would it be valid as a certificate of freedom? Could the party, who 
made this paper, be indicted, under this Act . for counterfeiting a 
certificate of freedom ? He could not; because it would be wholly 
wanting in the requisite formalities. Wall's Case, 2 East, 953; S. C. 
2 Riissel, 349: Moffat's Case, 2 East, 954; 2 Rnss. 348. I t is not con
tended, that it would not be forgery, merely because, if genuine, it 
would be invalid—it is sufficient, if it have the semblance of a genu
ine instrument. If, for instance, Johnson's name was signed as 
Register, the paper in so far, would have borne the semblance of a 
valid certificate, although, in fact, he was not such officer. The ob
jection would have been collateral: not apparent on the face of the 
instrument. Such was the case of the protection in the name of A . 
B. as a member of Parliament, when lie was not such in fact. Dea-
kin's Case, 1 Sid. 142. The will of a living person—Sterling's Case, 
2 Rvss. 340. The order of a discharged seaman—Mcintosh's Case, 2 
Russ. 345. He also referred to cases of unstamped promissory notes, 
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which cannot be recovered in an action at law, but the false making 
of which, it is admitted is forgery. Hawkeswood's Case and Morton'1 s 
Gate, 2 BUM. 340. But an unstamped paper is not merely void; it 
may be received in evidence tor many collateral purposes. 3 Starkie's 

Ev. 1383. This * paper is within none of these qualifications 
to the position, first assumed. Again—by the Ac t of 17! 

ch. 67, sec. 19, any person who shall give a pass to another's slave, 
is indictable. A pass is a license by a master to a slave. This paper 
dues not purport to be signed by a master; nor does it state the 
bearer to be a slave. The person who falsely made this paper, could 
no more be indicted under the Act of 1796, for giving a pass to de
fendant's slave, than he could under the Act of 1805, for counterfeit
ing a certificate of freedom. 

2. A t common law the paper has no validity per se. If genuine, it 
could not, proprio riyore, destroy Arnold's claim to his slave. I f the 
slave had been apprehended as a runaway, this paper would not have 
entitled him to Ins discharge on habeas corpus. I t may be said, it 
might have facilitated his escape. Tins is not a test of forgery ; it 
would be a consequential, and not a direct effect of the paper: the 
same result might be predicated of any other writing. I f the negro 
did escape, and by means of this paper, then Arnold would have had 
his special action on the case against the party giving it, not merely 
for the making such a paper, or for giving it to his slave, but for en
ticing him to run away. 17!)6, ch. 07, sec. 19; JJuvall vs. State, 6 H. 
& J. 9. I f defendant had charged plaintiff with enticing his slave 
to run away, he would have uttered a slander, because he would have 
imputed to him an indictable act. But the plaintiffs action in such 
case, would have been, because of his substantive charge, although 
the defendant may have referred to the paper as the means used by 
the plaintiff; and not for a supposed imputation of forgery. He re
ferred to the case of the People vs. Shall, 0 Cowen, 778, as strongly 
in point. 

Calmer, for the appellee. 1. Everything which is well pleaded, is 
admitted by the demurrer. The matters contained in the colloquium 
aud innuendo, are to be considered together. 1 Chitty's Plead. 381; 

Hawkes vs. Hawkey, 8 * East, 431; Roberts vs. Camden, 9 lb. 
226 j ,3 ; Rex v s . Horn, Cowp. 678, 684; 2 Saund. PI. and Ev. 365. 
The demurrer admits the forgery of the paper, and that it was in
tended to work a fraud, these things being charged in the declara
tion. 2. But the paper per se, is the subject of forgery at the com
mon law, as an injury might have resulted from it, which is the true 
criterion for determining the question of forgery. Chitty Crim. Law, 
1022. The object and design of the paper, was to facilitate the 
escape of the slave to whom it was given, and if capable of produc
ing that effect, it is clearly the, subject of forgery. Rex vs. Ward, 2 
L. Ray, 1461; Chitty Crim. Law, 1023; Easfs Cr'o. Law, 862; 2 Green-
leaf, 365. That the paper was calulated to aid the slave in his escape 
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he insisted there could be no doubt; and if so, then according to the 
above authorities, it was manifestly an instrument of which forgery 
might be committed. 

F. A. Schley, on the same side, cited The King vs. Watson, 2 Term 
Rep. 206; Starkie on Slander, 54, 55, 290; Goodrich vs. Woolcot, 
3 Co wen Rep. 239; Hitter vs. Miller. 8 Johns, 59; Niven vs. Munn, 13 
Johns. 48; Gihhs vs. Dewey, 5 Cowen, 505; 2 Chilly's Grim. Law, 
1022: ('notion's Case, 2 East's Crim. Lavs, 949; ISIarkstone. 4 Com. 
247; 1 Howl. 537; i W , 852, 2 C7i»% CVtm. i aw , 1022; '/'/«• K<N$ 
vs. HVoi/. 2 /.. Bay. I 101 : I'oiecett's Case,2 East's Cro. Law; 2 iBw«-
se/J on Crimes, 349, 350; 2 />. Pay. 1466; 2 East's Crim. JMW, 854, 
860, 861, 862; 2 Strange, 749; 2 67it'%'s Cro. Law, 1039; State vs. 
DwvaU, 6 H.dkJ.9; 2 OJWtty'a OHm. Caw, 802, 1042; 2 Efawfi Cro. 
Law, 983,985; 2 East's Cro. Law, 953, 054, 983. 

Boss, in reply, cited "Russell on Crimes, 353; I'eople vs. 0 0 , 
S*aO, 9 Cowen, 778. * J 1 

l.i I ' I I A N A N , C. J., delivered the opinion of the Court. It is unneces
sary, and would be a waste of time, to enter upon an enquiry into 
the grounds of the doubts, that at one time seem to have been 
entertained, in relation to what instruments were, and what were 
not, susceptible of the crime of forgery at common law. The difficulties 
that surrounded the quest ion of forgery or not, have been removed by 
decisions of acknowledged authority; and it is not now held to be 
essential to the offence of forgery in any one case, that someone 
must have been injured. The inquiry is not whether any one 
has been actually injured, but whether any one might have been 
prejudiced. In Ward's Case, 2d IA. Ray. 1461, which was an infor
mation for forging an order to charge certain goods to account, and to 
appropriate part of the proceeds to the defendant's own use, with 
intent to defraud, &c . ; the subject was fully considered. It did not 
appear, that the person in whose name the order was drawn, had 
received any prejudice; but it was held to be immaterial to the 
offence of forgery, whether any person had been actually preju
diced or not, provided any person might have been injured by i t ; 
and that the counterfeiting of any writing, with a fraudulent intent, 
whereby another may be prejudiced, is forgery at common low—2d 
East's Cro. Law, 854, 860, 161, 862; Russell on Crimes, 351, 352. In 
2d Chitty's Crim. l^aw, 780, 1022, forgery is defined to be, "The false 
making, or alteration of such * writings, as either at common 0 0 0 

law, or by statute, are its objects, with intent to defraud 
another; " i n Coogan's Case, 2d East's Cro. Law, 853, by Justice 
Duller, "the making of a false instrument with intent to deceive," 
and in 2d East's Cro. Law, 852, " t h e false making of any written 
instrument, for the purpose of fraud, and deceit," as resulting from 
all the authorities, ancient and modern, taken together Chitty, in 
his treatise on Criminal IMW, 2d vol. 781, 1022, considers it as set-
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tied by Ward's Case, that "forgery at common law might be com
mitted in respect of any writing whatever, by which another might 
be defrauded;" and in 781, 1023, speaking of Ward's Case, and the 
ease of Fawcet, to be found in 2d East's Pis. Cro. 862, be says: 
" Every kind of writing seems, on the doctrine of those cases, to be 
a thing, in respect of which, forgery at common law may be com 
mitted." Hence, it would seem to be settled, that the question, 
whether a particular instrument is capable of supporting a charge for 
forgery is referable not to the form, but to the substance of it, and 
to be determined alone by that criterion; the chief ingredients of 
that offence being fraud, and an intention to deceive; to which the 
principle on which the case of The People vs. Shall, 9 Cowen, 778, 
cited in behalf of the appellant was decided, is not opposed. The 
Court there, having gone on the ground that the instrument on the 
lace of the indictment appeared to be one, which, if genuine, would, 
have been void ; and therefore, an instrument, by which no one could 
have been prejudiced. Applying then as a test, the principle 
established in the cases of Ward and Fawcett, aud recognized and 
adopted by the elementary writers to this, and assuming the posi
tion laid down in 3d Term Rep. 176, and 2d Chitty's Crim. Law, 790, 
1036, " t h a t it is not necessary to constitute forgery, that there 
should be an intent to defraud any particular person, but that a gen
eral intent to defraud will suffice;" is the instrument in question, a 
forgery at common law ? which is answered by the solution of another 
question; could any person have been prejudiced by i t? of which 
there can, we think, be no doubt. 

* The appellant, who was the owner of the negro man to 
whom that paper was given, might have been prejudiced by 

the absconding of his servant, whose escape it might have facilitated. 
I t was calculated to deceive and impose upon most who might see i i . 
and there were few, if any, by whom he was unknown, who would 
not, on the production of it, have suffered him to proceed. Who 
can doubt that such a paper, put in the hands of a negro, and pur 
porting to be signed by one or more respectable men known in the 
community, would be his sufficient passport, by means of which, he 
would be able to effect his escape from the service of his owner? 
And Johnson also, whose name is subscribed to that paper, might 
have been prejudiced; for, if it had been genuine, that is, if he had 
written it, and given it to the appellant's negro, who had thereby 
effected his escape, it is perfectly clear, that he would not only have 
been liable to an action for damages by the owner, but also to a crim
inal prosecution under the Ac t of 1796, ch. 67, sec. 19, according to 
the case of Duvall vs. The Slate, 6 H. & J. 9 ; which Ac t provides 
against the depriving an owner of the services of his slave by any 
unlawful means; which the furnishing a slave with such a paper, by 
means whereof he escaped from the service of ins owner, would be. 
" T h e false making," therefore, of that instrument, by which John-
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son and ilif appellant might have been so injured, was a forgery at 
common law, for which the defendant, If guilty, would have been pun
ishable by indictment, though it does not appear,that any body was 
actually injured thereby, which is not necessary to constitute for
gery ; and it is not like the case of a mere cheat, to constitute which, 
there must be a prejudice received: hence it follows, if this concise 
view of the subject be correct, t hat the Words spoken by the appel
lant, as laid in the declaration, charging the defendant in error with 
having forged that instrument, are actionable. and that the demurrer 
was properly overruled. Judgment affirmed. 

* T R A S H E R , Garnishee of S H A W E N VS. E V E R H A R T , a. d. b. 234 
n. of WALTMAN .—December , 1831. 

In attachment causes, as against the garnishee, according to our practice, 
the short note filed at the time of issuing the attachment, is substituted 
for a declaration, (a) 

It is in general true, that foreign laws are facts which are to be found by 
the jury: but this rule is not applicable to a case in which the foreign 
laws are introduced for the purpose of enabling the Court to determine, 
whether a written instrument is evidence. In such case, the evidence 
always goes in the first instance, to the Court, which, if the evidence be 
clear and uncontradicted, may, and ought to decide, what the foreign 
law is, aud act accordingly. (6) 

If what the foreign law is, be matter of doubt, the Court may decline 
deciding it, and may inform the jury, that if they believe the foreign 
law attempted to be proved, exists, as alleged, then they ought to re
ceive the instrument iu evidence, if not, they should reject it. (c) 

(a) Approved in Sitear vs. Griffin, 23 Md. 429. 
(6) Cited in Gardner vs. Lewis, 7 Gill, 394; Wilson vs. Carson, 12 Md. 75: 

(wit Haul; v s . Harry. 20 Md. 294. See De Sobry vs. De Laistre, 2 H. & J. 165. 
note; Rev. Code, Art. 70, sec. 45. Although the factum of a foreign law is 
for the jury to find, upon the evideuce, yet it is the duty of the Court to 
construe it, especially if it be in writing, and to direct the jury as to its 
force and effect. Cecil Bank vs. Barry, supra. The testimony of two wit
nesses, (lawyers.) that they are of opinion a certain deed is, according to 
the laws of Kentucky where it was executed, legal and sufficient to convey 
the property to the grantee, and that they know of no statute of that State 
affecting this opinion, is sufficient proof of the foreign law, and this being 
the only testimony on the point in the case, and the question being whether 
the deed should be admitted in evidence, the proof is for the Court. Wilson 
vs. Carson, supra. 

(c) Cited in Dement vs. Stonestreet, 1 Md. 123; Funk vs. Kincaid, 5 Md. 418; 
Barry vs. Hoffman, 6 Md. 87; Honey vs. Marshall, 9 Md. 212; Andre vs. Bod-
man, 18 Md. 251; Spencer vs. Trafford, 42 Md. 18. Distinguished in Nicholson 
vs. State, 38 Md. 157. When a written instrument is offered as evidence and 
objected to. its execution is to be shown to the Court, by prima facie proof 
at least, and when that is done it is permitted to go to the jury. But if the 
preliminary proof is doubtful, the Court may allow the jury to take the 

10 3 G. * J. 
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In an attachment cause, upon a short note in assumpsit, the plaintiff proved 
a single bill of the debtor, as his cause of action, and proposed to prove 
to the jury, that the instrument of writing in question, was executed 
in Virginia, for the purpose of showing, that by the laws of that State, 
a single bill is not a specialty. The County Court permitted the evi
dence to go to the jury. Held, upon appeal that the evidence was for 
the Court exclusively. 

It is an universal principle, governing the tribunals of all civilized nations, 
that the lex loci contractus controls the nature, construction, and valid
ity of the contract. The exceptions are, where it would be dangerous, 
against public policy, or of immoral tendency, to enforce that construc
tion here, (d) 

The lea- loci contractus, is never looked to, to determine the remedy which 
should be used, and the process to be issued, to enforce a contract. 
These are determined by the lex fori. So an action of assumpsit cannot 
be maintained here, upon a single bill made in Virginia, which, accord
ing to the laws of that State, is not a specialty, but according to our 
law, is. (e) 

From the earliest period of our judicial history, a scrawl has been considered 
as a seal. It is not necessary that it should be adopted by the obligor, 
by a declaration in the body of the bond or single bill, to make it his 
seal. It is sufficient, if the scrawl be affixed to the bond or bill, at the 
time of its execution or delivery; and that is presumed, (in the absence 
of other proof,) from the fact that the obligee is in possession of an 
instrument, with a scrawl attached to it. (/) 

instrument with the proof in regard to its execution, informing them that 
they are to receive it as evidence, if they believe it to have been executed, 
otherwise they must not consider it as evidence. Haneyva. Marshall. "When 
the preliminary proof is clear and uncontradicted, the Court will decide the 
question of admissibility, but if doubtful it is proper to submit the matter 
to the jury and let them decide the doubt, when such doubt depends upon 
a question of fact. But every slight degree of doubt created by preliminary 
proof, or other proof in the cause upon which the question of admissibility 
may depend, will not require the Court to decline deciding the question and 
to leave the doubt to be settled by the jury. Funk vs. Kincaid. When the 
Court is in doubt as to the competency of a witness, the question may be 
referred to the jury. Spencer vs. Trafford. 

(d) Affirmed in R. R. Co. vs. Glenn, 28 Md. 321. See Pritchard vs. Norton, 
106 TJ. S. 124; Harper vs. Hampton, 1 H. & J. 375. note (a), 377, note (6); De 
Sobry vs. De Laistre, 2 H. & J. 167, note. 

(e) Approved in Bank vs. Donnally, 8 Peters, 373; Le Roy vs. Beard. 8 
Howard, 465; Pritchard vs. Norton, 106 U. S. 133. 

(/) In Jackson vs. Myers, 43 Md. 452, where it was held that the printed 
representation of a corporate seal on the promissory note of a Building 
Association, negotiable in form, did not change such note into a specialty, 
the Court said: 'The authorities mainly relied on by the appellees in support 
of the position that because there is a seal, or the representation of a seal, 
on the note, therefore the note must be a specialty, on the cases of Trasher 
vs. Everhart; Staitler vs. Cowman, 7 G. & J. 284, and Gist vs. Drakely, 2 Gill, 
330. x The first two of these cases presented no question as to what consti
tuted, or as to the effect of printing a representation of a corporate seal on 
an instrument executed by a corporation: but were cases where the instru
ments involved were executed by individuals, using the scrawl at the end 
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A P P E A L from Frederick County Court. On the 18th of March, 
1828, the appellee, Joseph Everhart, as administrator d. b. n. with 
the will annexed, of Jacob Waltman, obtained a warrant for an at
tachment, against the * lands and tenements, goods and chat-
tels, of David Shawen and George W . Shawen, and at the 
time of filing the same, exhibited the following short note : " Action 
of assumpsit in Frederick County Court. The plaintiff's cause of 
action in this case, arises upon a joint promissory note, bearing date 
the seventeenth day of September, in the year 1822, whereby, two 
years after date, the defendant promised to pay to the said Jacob 
Waltman, in his life-time, or order, the just and full sum of $372, with 
interest thereon from the date hereof, for value received; which said 
sum, with the interest thereon accrued, is still unpaid and unsatis
fied, except in so far as the same is credited, and to recover the 
balance, whereof amounting to the sum of $338.82, this suit is 
brought," &c. Upon the return of the attachment, the appellant, 
Archibald Trasher, appeared as garnishee, and pleaded non assump
sit, and that the property levied on belonged to him, and not to the 
said David and George W . Shawen. Issues were taken to these 
pleas. 

1. A t the trial the plaintiff offered to read in evidence to the jury 
the following instrument of writing, being the same on which the 
present proceeding is founded. "$372. Two years after date, with 
interest from this date, we promise to pay to Jacob Waltman, or 
order, the just and full sum of three hundred and seventy-two dol
lars, for value of him received, this 17th day of September, 1822; 
David Shawen, (si.) George W . Shawen, (si. )" The admissibility of 
which, being objected to by the defendant, upon the ground that it 
was a single bill, and not the foundation of an action of assumpsit, 
the plaintiff then offered to prove to the jury, by a competeut wit
ness, that the instrument of writing in question was executed in 
Virginia for the purpose of showing that by the laws of that State 
the said instrument is a promissory note, and not a single bill; the 
defendant thereupon objected that the said evidence was not proper 
for the jury, but should be directed to the Court. This last objection 
was overruled, and the evidence submitted to the jury; the defen
dant excepted. 

* After having proved that said instrument was executed O Q „ 
in Virginia, and it having been admitted, that by the laws of 
that State it would there be considered and treated as a promissory 
note; the defendant objected, that in Maryland it was not evidence 
in an action of assumpsit, but the Court overruled the objection, and 

of their names as seals. The law settled by those cases we in no manner 
design to disturb." See Muth vs. Dolflehl, 43 Md. 466, to the same effect. 
As to the adoption of a seal by a party executing an instrument, see State 
vs. Humbird. 54 Md. 327. 
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permitted the instrument to be read to the jury. The defendant ex
cepted, aud the verdict and judgment being against him, he appealed 
to this Court. 

The case was argued before STEPHEN, AECHEE, and DOESEY, 
JJ. 

Palmer, for the appellant, contended, in this case three questions 
are presented for the consideration of the Court. 1. In this State, a 
scrawl, or a mark made with a pen, iu the form of a seal, is per se, a 
seal, and that it is not necessary to be expressed in the body of the 
instrument, that it was the intention of the parties to give it the 
effect of a seal. This question depends upon a uniform practice and 
usage ill this State, sanctioned by our Courts, and acquiesced in by-
all classes of the community, from the earliest history of the State. 
It has always been considered by the profession in Maryland, that a 
scrawl with a pen of L. S. at the end of the name, is a seal, and to 
have the same effect as wax. I t has become the common law of the 
Stale, and to disturb a practice and usage so uniform, and oi such 
loug duration, would, in all probability, be productive of great mis
chief, by affecting titles, and destroying vested rights. It is ad
mitted, that a scrawl with a pen, would not, in England, constitute 
a seal, and would not be noticed as such, even if it were expressed 
in the body of the instrument, that the parties intended it as such. 
In England, "a seal is wax, with an impression." Coke, 3 Inst. 169; 
Perkins, sec. 134; 2 Leon. 21. Before the conquest, the English did 
not seal with wax, but they usually made a cross of gold on the 
parchment, and sometimes an impression on a piece of lead. Jac. 

Law Die. Seal. In the time of Wm. I, the • king and the no-
• bility used seals of arms, whicli were afterwards followed by 

the gentry; and in the reign of Edw. I l l , seals with devices, became 
common with all sorts of persons. 2 Nelson, 207. I t would seem to 
follow, that " w a x with an impression," was not used anciently iu 
England, but that usage and custom, of later years, have made wax 
necessary for a seal. Wax, in England, is^>erse, a seal, and requires 
no expression in the body of the instrument, to show that the parties 
intended it as such. This case must be decided either according to 
the common law of England, or the usage, or common law of this 
State. I f the former is to govern, the scrawl cannot be noticed as a 
seal, nor considered as such, as wax is necessary to constitute a seal; 
and the expression in the body of the instrument, showing the inten
tion of the parties, could make no difference. I t is not the expres
sion in the body of the instrument that constitutes the scrawl a seal, 
but it is the scrawl itself, beiug substituted for wax, by usage and 
practice in this State. The decisions of our sister States upon a 
question like the one before us, can have no influence upon the 
Court. The different States have decided the question according to 
their local law and customs. New York is the only State, it is be-
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licvril, that has adhered to the common law—water or wax is re
quired in that State. Warren vs. Lynch, 5 Johns. 240. In Pennsyl
vania, a scrawl with a pen is per se, a seal, and requires no expres
sion in the body of the instrument to shew the meaning of the par
ties. Taylor vs. Glaser, 2 Serg. Ah Raid. 504; fjong vs. Ramsay, 1 
Serg. & Raid. 72; Me Dill vs. McDill, 1 Dall. 03.' In Virginia, to 
constitute a scrawl a seal, an expression in the body of the instru
ment is necessary, to shew the intention of the parties. Jones vs. 
Temple and Logwood. 1 Wash. Va. 42; Blair vs. Blairgrove, Ib. 170; 
Austin, Ex'r vs. Whitlock, Ex'r, 1 Mun. 487; Anderson vs. Bullock 
et al. 4 Ib. 442. In New Jersey, a written scrawl is not good as a 
seal, except upon instruments for the payment of money. 1 Walt. 
L69; Sou, II'*. In S. Carolina, wal'ei or wax is not necessary to 
m a k e a seal, hut a scrawl with a pen, including li. S. in the hand
writing of the obligor, is a seal. Ralph & Co. vs. oixt, 4 McCord, 
207 ; U. States vs. Coffin, Bee, 140. 

2. When a question occurs before a Court of law, whether certain 
evidence be competent or not, the determination of which depends 
upon certain preliminary tacts, those tacts must be decided by the 
Court, and the evidence of such preliminary facts are not admissible 
and proper to go to the jury. Claytor vs. Anthony, 0 Ran. 285; 
• incksoii vs. Frier, 16 Johns. 193; 2 Philips' Ev. 88. 

3. An action of assumpsit cannot be sustained in this State upon 
a sealed note, or specialty, executed in the State of Virginia; 
although an action of assumpsit would be the proper form of action 
in that State; debt is the proper form * of action here. The , > Q _ 
law of the place where a contract is made, or to be performed, 
is to govern as to the nature, validity. Construction, and effect of such 
Contract i but the remedy. Or the manner of enforcing such contract, 
is to be governed by the lev fori. The rights of the parties, and rem
edy, have frequently been confounded, and the profession has found 
great difficulty in running a practical line between cases of the tea loci 
contractus and the lex fori. But it is now clearly settled, that the 
form of the action, the pleadings, and all judicial proceedings, iu 
relation to contracts, are to be governed by the lex fori. I f the 
remedy was to be governed by the law o f the place where the con
tract wasiuade.i l would be difficult for counsel to know what form 
of action to bring upon foreign contracts; and, in truth, they could 
not institute suit with safety, until they took time to ascertain the 
mode o f judicial proceeding, of the State or country where the con
tract in question was made. This would lead to endless difficulty 
and delay, and in many instances, impede the creditor from a speedy 
action, to the loss of his claim. The principles contended for in this 
ease, arc fully sustained by the highest judicial tribunals in this 
country and England. A minus ami Jerome vs. Ihrriot.A Coie,n. 

508; l>i eonehi vs. Saretier, 3 Johns. Chan. 202; Whitemore vs. Adams, 
2 Cowrn, 620; De Sobry vs. De Jjaistre, 2 H. & J. 228; Dixon vs. 

http://wasiuade.il
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Ramsay, 3 Cranch, 323; Sicard vs. IVftafe, 11 Johns. 194; Pearsall et 
al. vs. Dwight et al. 2 l/«,s.s. 89; .Vas/t vs. Tapper, 1 Caine, 402; 
Duplein vs. 7)e Roven, 2 Vera. 540 ; 3 7J7sp. (note,) 104. The dispute 
in this case is. whether the action shall be debt or assumpsit upon 
the contract in question. A s to the form of action, the Court cannot 
look beyond the contract itself. The right of the parties and the 
effect of the recovery, will be the same in either form of action. 
Andrews vs. Herriot, 4 Cow. Rep. 510. The only case to be found, 
which teaches a different doctrine, is the case of Meredith vs. II ins-

dale, 2 Cain's * Rep. 362, which was much shaken by the dec.i 
* * * * siOB of Warren vs. Lynch, 5 Johns. Rep. 237, and expressly 
overruled by the case of Andrews vs. Herriot; Adams vs. Kerr, I 
Bos. & Lull. 360.; Lodge vs. Phelps, 1 Johns. Cases, 139; 2 Cain's Cos. 
Error, 321; Milne vs. Graham, 1 Barn, and Oresw. 192. The eases 
which have been decided upon this subject, are decisive of the (pies 
tiou uuder consideration; they all clearly go to show that the form 
of the action, and the pleadings in the cause, must be governed by 
the lex fori and not the lex loci. Tappan vs. Poor, 15 Mass. 419; 
Buggies vs. Keeler, 3 Johns. 263; Harper vs. Hampton, 1 H.& J. 453; 
II). 612; Craves vs. Cruris, 2 B*66 jKep 207; JjeRoy vs. Cro/rnin-
shield, Mason, 151. 

TJ7. Schley, for the appellee. 1. The evidence of what was the law 
of Virginia, the place where the note was made, was properly sub
mitted to the jury. Be Sobry vs. De Laistre, 2 //. d ./. 229. But if 
the evidence on that subject should have been addressed to the Court, 
the allowing it to go to the jury is not the ground for the reversal of 
the judgment. Jackson vs. Frier, 16 Johns. 196. I f the evidence 
was adequate to establish the fact, the party is not prejudiced, and 
has, therefore, no right to complain. I t was proved, or admitted, 

that according to * the laws of Virginia, the instrument sued 
on was a promissory note, and the question upon this exception 

is, could it be offered iu evidence, to support the issue on the part of 
the plaintiff. 2. I t has never been decided in Maryland, that a mere 
scrawl, affixed to the signature, per se, constituted what would other
wise be a note, a bill obligatory. There must be some expression in 
the body of the paper, showing that the party adopts it as his seal. 
In England, there must be an impression on wax; aud the same is 
the law in all the States north of New Jersey. 4 Kent's Com. 444. 
The early practice in Maryland was in conformity with the common 
law of England; and the custom of adopting the scrawl being in 
derogation of that common law, should not be enlarged. I f the 
mere scrawl makes an instrument a specialty, then a party who holds 
a note barred by limitations, or wishing to exclude inquiry into its 
consideration, may easily effect his purpose, by aftixiug one to the 
signature. 3. But in this case, it is immaterial what the rule upon 
this subject may be,—the instrument, by the lex loci contractus is a 
promissory note; it is then a promissory note here, and the remedy 
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adopted, tor the recovery of sach a claim, in onr Courts, is that, 
which lias been adopted iu this case. Considering this a note, the 
lex fori prescribes the .action of assumpsit, for the enforcement of the 
obligation which it creates. If, by the law of Virginia, covenant 
was the primer form o f action on a promissory note, would it be con
tended that it a suit was brought in Maryland, on a note made in 
the former State, that that form of action should be pursued. 
Where no place of performance is specified in the contract, the legal 
presumption is, it was intended to be performed at the place where 
it was made. De Sobry vs. De Laistre, 2 //. d;./. 219. Now, as in 
the note iu ipiestion. n o place of performance is designated, the 
parties are to be presumed to have contemplated its performance in 
Virginia. It was there made, and intended to be treated, as a 
simple contract. The obligation of such a contract was designed to 
be created, and none other. Its consideration, according _ „ 
* to the views of the parties, was to be open to examination; * " * ' * 
and yet it is contended, that by resorting to the (Joints of a different 
jurisdiction, you exalt tins simple contract, into a specialty, and 
thereby exclude any such inquiry. On this point, ho cited De Wolf 
vs. Johnson, 10 Wheat. 3(57; Harrison vs. Steer//, 6 Graneh. 298; 
Vamfranque vs. Burnell, 1 Wash. C. 0.3410] Willing and Francis vs. 
Oontequa, 1 Peters' C. C. 301; Andrews vs. Herriott. 4 Con-en. 611, 
(note;) Meredith vs. Hinsdale, 2 Gaines, 302. 

A i :< i i i . t ; , J., delivered the opinion of the Court. This was an 
attachment issued at the suit of the plaintiff, to affect t h e goods of 
the defendant, for the purpose of Satisfying a debt, alleged to be due 
from the defendant t o the plaintiff. The short note, which accom
panied the en/iias. stated the cause of action to be a joint promissory 
note of the defendants, given to the testator of the plaintiff. The 
substance of the short note is referred to, because, according to our 
practice, it is substituted in this kind of proceeding for the declara
tion, and because the questions in t his cause, grow out of the form 
which the short note has assumed. The garnishee appeared, and 
pleaded non assumpsit, and property in himself to the goods attached, 
anil issues having been joined, and the Court having refused per
mission to the plaintiff to read in evidence the cause of action, upon 
the ground that the same was a specialty, and not a promissory note, 
he then offered in evidence to the jury, that the cause of action was 
executed in Virginia, for the purpose of showing, that by the laws of 
that State, it was a promissory note, and not a single bill. It is 
contended, that in the admission of this evidence to the jury, t h e 
Court committed an error, and that it was evidence for the Court, 
and not for the jury. It i s . iu general, true, that foreign laws are 
tacts which are to be found by the jury; but this general rule is not 
applicable to a case, in which the foreign laws arc introduced for the 
purpose of enabling the Court to determine whether a written in 
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. „ strumentis evidence. Iu such case, * the evidence always 
** goes in the first instance to the Court, which, if the evidence 

be clear aud uncontradicted, may, and ought to decide what the 
foreign law is, and according to its determination on that subject, 
admit or reject the instrument of writing as evidence to the jury. 
I t is offered to the Court to determine a question of law—the admis
sibility or inadmissibility of certain evidence to the jury. I t is true, 
if what the foreign law is, be a matter of doubt, the Court may 
decline deciding it, and may inform the jury, that if they believe the 
foreign law, attempted to be proved, exists, as alleged, then they 
ought to receive the instrument in evidence: on the contrary, if they 
should believe that such is not the foreign law, they should reject 
the instrument as evidence. W e collect from the bill of exceptions, 
that the object of the plaintiff in introducing this evidence of the 
laws of Virginia, was to let the instrument of writing, which was 
the cause of action, in, as evidence to the jury. He could have had 
no other object. This being the ease, it was evidence for the Court, 
and not the jury, unless the Court had thought proper, in case of 
doubt about the evidence, to have ultimately submitted it to the 
jury : and that is like a case of very common occurrence in trials at 
nisi prhis, where a deed is produced, and evidence of its execution is 
adduced, in order to let it go to the jury ; such evidence is always 
addressed to the Court, and they determine its admissibility upon 
such evidence, unless iu cases where the evidence of its execution is 
doubtful, in which case the Court will let the deed go to the jury 
with the evidence offered of its execution, informing them that they 
are to receive it in evidence, if they shall believe it to have been 
executed, but if they should believe it was not executed, they must 
reject i t ; or, in other words, not consider it as evidence in the cause. 
And in all cases of the like character, the evidence is for the Court 
in the. first instance; the object being to ascertain whether certain 
testimony offered is, in point of law, competent aud proper for the 
consideration of the jury. But it may he asked upon another ground, 

* whether the Court were right in permitting the evidence of 
the law of Virginia upon this subject, to go the jury, as the 

history of the cause shows it was offered to let in the instrument of 
writing as evidence. Was it material to the determination of that 
question? This question must be answered by the decision of 
another; whether the foreign law, or the domestic law, should, in 
this proceeding, regulate aud fix the character of the instrument. 
This subject will be reviewed aud examined, in the consideration of 
the second bill of exceptions. 

In the second bill of exceptions, the Court permitted the plaintiff 
to read in evidence to the jury, the cause of action, having first 
proved its execution, it being admitted that it was, by the laws of 
Virginia, where it was executed, a promissory note. The plaintiff's 
counsel in support of the opinion of the Court, as expressed in this 
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bill of exceptions, endeavors to sustain his case, by the maintenance 
of one or the other of the following propositions. 

1st. That the evidence was admissible, because being executed in 
Virginia, it was a promissory note there; and that the law will so 
treat it here. 

2d. That if wrong in this, it is by the laws of this State a prom
issory note, and ought t o have been received to sustain the issue. 

As to the first proposition, its truth depends on this: whether the 
las loci contractus, or the lex fori, is to govern ? It is a universal 
principle, governing the judicial tribunals of all civilized nations, (for 
the truth of which no authority need be cited,) that the le.r loci con-
traetus controls the nature, construction, and validity of the contract. 
Courts will always look to the lac loci, to give construction to an in
strument, and will impart to it validity, according to those laws, 
unless it would be dangerous, against public policy, or of immoral 
tendency to enforce it here. They will also look to those laws, t o 
ascertain the nature and true character of the contract, that efficacy 
may be given to its obligations between the parties, but they never 
look t o the lex * loci to determine the remedy which should be r 

used, and the process issued to enforce its obligations: these 
are always determined by the lex fori. The law demands that a (lis 
crimination should be made between the rights and the remedy. In 
the ascertainment of the former, the lex loci becomes the rule: the 
latter is controlled by the lex fori. It must be always immaterial to 
the creditor, in what manner his claim is enforced, whether as a 
simple contract, or as a specialty, so that his essential rights are 
protected in the one form of action, as well as in the other. As in 
the present case, in what manner are the rights created, and oblige 
tions incurred, affected by treating the instrument as a single bill: 
although, according to the law of the place, it is a promissory note I 
In an action of debt, i t s obligations are held equally sacred, and in 
t h e same manner enforced, as if the action had been assumpsit. If 
I here were no o t her reason for the reject ion of t he doctrine contended 
for, it might be sufficient to say. I h a t it would be a great inconve
nience t o fashion the remedy according to the character of the con 
tract impressed upon it, in the country where it is made, or to be 
performed. Inquiries would, in all cases, have to be instituted, 
before a suit could be commenced, into foreign laws, to determine 
the nature of the remedy to be pursued, which, in many cases where 
evidence was not at hand, might be attended with great delay and 
difficulty, and consequent loss of the debt. These views a re opposed by 
the case of Meredith v s . Hinsdale. '1 Cairn: 302, in which the C o u r t 

adjudged, that an instrument being a specialty by the laws of Penn 
sylvania, although it was n o t such by the laws of New York, yet that 
it ought t o be received a s a sealed instrument, and that an action of 
debt would lie upon it. But this determination has been expressly 
overruled in Andrews and Jerome vs. Herriott, 4 Cowen, SOS, in which 
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the Court says, that Meredith vs. Hinsdale, was decided without at
tention to the distinction, that the less ioei contractus governs only as 
to the construction of the contract, and lias nothing to do with the 
0 4 A remedy. Which * is controlled by the lex fori. The dispute is 

merely upon the remedy; that is to say, whether the action 
shall be covenant, or assumpsit, upon a given contract between 
two persons within the jurisdiction of the Court. The substance and 
effect of the recovery, is the same in either form, and the\ say, they 
cannot sanction the case of Menditit vs. Hinsdale, without overturn
ing the entire class of cases which distinguishes between the lex loci 
and lex fori. According to these views, the character of the instru
ment must be regulated by a reference to our domestic law. But 
conceding that the first proposition cannot be sustained, it is con
tended that the instrument of writing is not a specialty, but a 
promissory note, by the laws of this State, and that the Court there-
tore correctly permitted it to be given iu evidence, under the issue 
•of rum assumpsit. 

From the earliest period of our judicial history, a scrawl has been 
considered as a seal, and it would be too late at this day, and would 
be attended with consequences too serious, to permit it to be ques
tioned. I t is not necessary, as has been argued, that the scrawl 
must be adopted by the obligor, by a declaration in the body of the 
bond, or single bill, to make it his seal. I t is sufficient if the scrawl 
be affixed to the bond, or bill, at the time of its execution and de
livery. For, if he execute and deliver it with the scrawl attached, 
it being considered here as equivalent to the wax or wafer, it is as 
much his seal, as if lie had declared it to be so in the body of the 
instrument. The fact of the clause of attestation not appearing in 
the usual form of "signed, sealed and delivered," can, in reason, 
make no difference: for the question always is, is this the seal of 
the obligor i and if he has delivered it, with the scrawl attached, 
it is his seal, and must be so considered: for whether an instrument 
be a specialty, must always be determined by the fact, whether the 
party affixed a seal; not upon the assertion of the obligor, in the 
body of the instrument, or by the form of the attestation. In this 
ease, the execution of the bill is admitted, aud the plaintiff has pos-
_ session of it which is * evidence of delivery; and there is noth-
" * * ' ing to show that the scrawl was not attached, when it was 
executed and delivered, and the presumption always would be, that 
the seal was affixed to the instrument on its delivery, in the absence 
of evidence to the contrary. Judgment reversed. 
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B E L T , use of B O S W E L L et al. vs. W O R T H I N G T O N et al.—Decem
ber, 1831. 

Where a replevin had been struck off upon the motion of the plaintiff, and 
an action upon the replevin bond had been instituted, the defendants, 
(the plaintiff in replevin and his securities) suffered judgment "to go by 
default: they were, notwithstanding, permitted, upon the execution of 
a writ of inquiry, to assess the plaintiffs damages, to show they had 
title to the articles replevied, in mitigation of damages, (a) 

The object of the law in prescribing that a replevin bond should be entered 
into by a plaintiff before he should have the writ, was only to indem
nify the defendant. The action upon that bond being sui generis, ought 
to be so moulded as best to subserve the principles of justice, having ft 
regard to the rights decided in the replevin, and the nature and char
acter of the bond, (b) 

APPEAL from Prince George's County Court. This wus an action 
ni debt, commenced Hie 25th November, 1828, by the appellant, 
Edward W. Belt, against the appellees, ou a replevin bond, dated 
-1 u 1 > ldth, 1828. To the plea of general performance, the plaintiff 
replied : that the defendants, on the day of the execution of the bond, 
prosecuted and sued forth, out of the County Court, the writ of 
replevin, to an elisor of the county (appointed in that behalf) directed, 
commanding him to replevy and deliver to the defendant, thirty thous
and pounds of tobacco, which the said Kdward W . Belt, of the county 
aforesaid, sheriff, had taken, and unjustly detained, &c. That the 
said elisor, as by the writ commanded, did replevy, and deliver to 
the defendants, the said tobacco: and that at the return term ol 
the same, the parties appeared, when the attorney of the 9 m a 

* defendants, then and there dismissed, discontinued, and 
struck off their writ and suit aforesaid; and so the plaintiff says, 
that the defendants have not well and faithfully performed the con
dition of the said bond, &c. The defendants suffered a judgment to 
go against them by default to this replication : and upon the execu
tion of a writ of inquiry at bar, to assess the plaintiff's damages, a 
record Of the proceedings iii the replevin suit referred to in the repli
cation, was read in evidence by the plaintiff, showing thai the same 
was stricken off upon the motion of the defendants' attorney. The 

(a) Cited in Green vs. Hamilton, 16 Md. 330. In an action on a replevin 
bond, the judgment in the replevin suit iu which said bond was given, does 
not conclude the obligors in the bond from proving by the proceedings in 
the cause, or aliunde, the character of the possessory right, upon which the 
plaintiff in the action on the bond recovered in the replevin suit. Mason vs. 
Sumner. 22 Md. 812. See Rev. Code. Art. 64, sec. 126: Walter vs. Warfield, 
2 Gill, 216; Seldner vs. Smith, 40 Md. 602. 

(b) Approved in Glenn vs. Fowler, 8 G. & J. 348: Mason vs. Sumner, 22 Md. 
319: Seldner vs. Smith. 40 Md. 614. 
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plaintiff also, by consent of parties, read to tlie jury the schedule 
aud appraisement, returned by the elisor, who executed the replevin, 
as evidence of the quantity and value of the tobacco replevied. The 
defendants then offered to prove, in mitigation of damages, that at 
the time of the issuing out of the said writ of replevin, they had a 
good title to the tobacco. The plaintiff objected to the competency 
of this evidence, upon the ground—1st. that the effect of admitting 
it, would be to try the question of title, in a collateral manner; and. 
2d, that the defendants having permitted a judgment to go against 
them by default, in the present action, were thereby concluded, from 
going into such an enquiry. But the Court [ S T E P H E N , C. J . and K E Y , 
A. J . ] overruled the object ions, and permitted the evidence to go to 
the jury. The plaintiff excepted, and the verdict being but for nom 
inal damages, he brought the present appeal. 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , ('. .1., ESA.RLE, A E O H E R , 
and D O R S E Y , J J . 

. 1 Ir.romlrr. for appellant. 
* Johnson, for the appellees. The question to be discussed 

is, is a plaintiff in replevin, who fails to prosecute his suit with 
effect, liable for the whole amount of the property in controversy .' 
The object of the replevin bond is to put the defendant in the situa
tion he would have stood in, if no suit had been brought, or in other 
words, to indemnity him against the consequences of the suit. Sup
pose there had been a retorno habendo awarded the defendant in 
replevin, and the plaintiff had subsequently non-prossed his action: 
will it be pretended, that in an action on the replevin bond, the 
defendant in the last action could not give in evidence those facts. 
for the purpose of protecting himself against a judgment for the lull 
value of the property! the only effect of suffering a default, in an 
action on the bond, is to admit, that plaintiff had a right to sue 
upon i t : it admits the right of possession in the property replevied, 
to have been in the present plaintiff, and no more. Suppose the 
owner of a slave hires him to a third person for a certain period, and 
within the period replevies him. and afterwards non-suits his action: 
will it be said, that in an action on the replevin bond by t he hirer, the 
Owner could not prove title, to prevent a recovery against him for 
the full value of the slave: if he could not, then the replevin bond, 
instead of being a mere indemnity, would place the hirer in a better 
condition than if no suit had been brought; he would recover the 
full value of the negro, when he had but a temporary right to his 
services. The effect of a judgment by confession, or nil dicit, in an 
action Upon a bond with a collateral condition, is not to entitle the 

party to the amount of the penalty, but only to the damages 
* " * * actually sustained : and any evidence showing or limiting the 
extent of the damages, is proper for the jury. The proof in this 
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case, was not to defeat the action, but simply to mitigate the dam
ages. He referred to (i H. db J. 46!J. 

A R C H E K , J . delivered the opinion of the Court. The .judgment 
by defaull in the replevin bond against the defendant, only admits, 
that he did not prosecute his writ of replevin with effect; and it is 
incumbent on the plaintiff in the action, to show the damage which 
he has sustained by the failure to prosecute. For this purpose, lie 
has offered in evidence, the proceedings in replevin, in which 
the bond was taken, by which it appears that the replevin was 
executed, and the goods delivered to the defendants, and thai in 
stead of prosecuting the writ with effect, the suit was, by their 
order, stricken off. Upon the execution of the writ of inquiry, the 
plaintiffs sought to recover the value of the goods, which, from the 
proceedings, appeal- to have been delivered to the defendants, aud 
not returned; and in mitigation of the damages, the defendants 
offered evidence to show title in them, to the goods, at the time 
of the replevin sued out. Its admissibility has been questioned, 
which forms the subject for our consideration. I f the judgment of 
non-suit, which followed, or ought to have followed, the order to 
strike off the suit in replevin, had been conclusive of the rights of 
the parties to the property in controversy, the evidence would have 
been clearly inadmissible. But we apprehend, that no right has 
been settled between the parties to the suit, which should induce 
the rejection of the evidence. The right to have the return of the 
goods, is the only consequence of the judgment. The title to the 
goods is in no manner settled by it, and the defendant could not, 
therefore, be estopped by the proceedings, from an effort to mitigate 
the damages, by setting up a title to the goods. The object of the 
law in prescribing that a replevin bond shall be entered into by a 
plaintiff, before he should have * the benefit of the writ, was O K O 

only to give indemnity to the defendant. If, in truth, he had 
no right to the property, at the time of the institution of the suit, 
the rejection of the evideuce, by putting it in his power, to recover 
the value of the goods, would enable him tooverreach a just measure 
of indemnity, and inflict upon the plaintiff a penalty which the law 
never contemplated. No argument can be deduced against the 
admissibility of this evidence, from the principles applicable to re
coveries on appeal bonds, taken from actions on money contracts, 
where t he judgments, by default, are as conclusive as upon verdicts; 
because, in the proceedings in the replevin suit, which gave rise 
to this replevin bond, nothing has been done which is at all con
clusive upon the parties, with regard to t it le; and the action of 
replevin, being an action sui generis, the recovery on the replevin 
boud, ought to be moulded iu such a manner as will best subserve 
the principles of justice. Whether such evidence would have been 
admissible, had the pleadings in the action of replevin assumed 
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other forms, it is not proper now to determine. W e may be per
mitted, however, to say, that the question must always be regulated 
by a reference to the rights decided in the action, and the nature 
aud character of the bond. Judgment affirmed. 

Y A T E S A N D M C I N T Y E E VS. O ' N E A L E A N D SMITH .—December, 1831. 

The Act of 1821, ch. 232, was not designed to prevent the mere sale of lottery 
tickets, or to impose upon the seller the necessity of obtaining a license 
therefor. Its prohibitions only extend to the opening, setting up, exer
cising, or keeping any office or other place, for selling lottery tickets, or 
registering the numbers, or publishing the setting up. &c. without hav
ing first obtained a license for that purpose. 

A contract between A. and B. by which the latter agreed to become the agent 
of the former, for the sale of lottery tickets, account for, and remit a 

O K. I * c e r t a i n part of the sales of tickets, return unsold tickets, and 
bear the expenses of the agency, is not void under the Act of 1821. 

There is nothing in such a contract, upon any principle of construction 
applicable to penal statutes, that could warrant a jury in inferring that 
the agent had agreed to open an office, &c. of the character described in 
the Act; and the Court will not presume that A. intended to violate that 
law, by having an office kept without a license. 

A P P E A L from Frederick County Court. This was an action of 
assumpsit, instituted by the present appellants, against the appel
lees, on the 31st of July, 1826, upon the following written contracts: 
" Know all men by these presents, that we, H . G. O'Neale and Jonas 
Smith, are held and firmly bound unto John B.Yates and Archibald 
Mclntyre, in the penal sum of $1,000, to be paid to the said Yates 
and Mclntyre, or either of them, or their certain attorney, heirs, exe
cutors, administrators or assigns, to which payment well and truly 
to be made, we bind ourselves, our heirs, &c. Witness our hands 
and seals, this 24th day of June, 1824. Whereas, the above bounden 
H . G. O 'Neale has undertaken, as agent for the above named Yates 
and Mclntyre, to vend lottery tickets, for which he is to receive a 
certain allowance, as agreed upon between them and the said above 
bounden H . G. O 'Nea l e ; and has also agreed to make due returns of 
such money as he shall receive for said tickets, and sell them at such 
prices as he may from time to time be directed by them, or their 
agent residing in Baltimore: now therefore, the condition of the 
above obligation is such, that if the above named H . G. O'Neale shall 
well and faithfully perform his duty, as agent aforesaid, pursuant to 
the instructions he shall from time to time receive, and duly return all 
the money which he shall receive for lottery tickets, or shares, as 
soon as received by him, then this obligation to be void, or else to re
main in full force. H . G. O'Neale , Jonas Smith." 

"Memorandum of agreement between H . G. O'Neale and John B. 
Yates, and Archibald Mclntyre, by S. Scribner, their agent, made 
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Mi is 24th of June, 1824. The said H. G. O'Neale agrees to sell lot
tery tickets for said Yates and * Mclntyre, for cash only, and 
return to their agent in Baltimore all such money, as he shall, 
from time to time receive for them, by mail, unless otherwise di
rected. And he also agrees to return to the office iu Baltimore, by 
mail, if not otherwise directed, all such tickets as shall remain unsold 
at such time previous to the drawing, as he shall be directed by the 
said Yates and Mclntyre, or their agent residing in Baltimore. And 
the said Yates and Mclntyre agree to allow the said H. G. O'Neale. 
for all the tickets he shall so sell and remit, the money for one-half 
the advance price for which they shall sell, over and above the scheme 
price of the tickets; the business of the agency, and the expenses 
thereof, to be borne by the said H. G. O'Neale, except the postage, 
which is to be charged equally to both the parties. H. G. O'Neale. S. 
Scribner, agent for Yates and Mclntyre." 

It was admitted that the defendant, H. G. O'Neale, as agent of 
the plaintiffs, after the execution of the said instrument of writing, 
received from the plaintiffs sundry lottery tickets, and shares of lot
tery tickets, in a certain lottery thereafter to be drawn, and which 
lottery was authorized by an Ac t of Assembly of this State, and 
that he vended and disposed of said tickets, as such agent, in the 
Town of Middletown, iu Frederick County, and received from the 
vendees respectively, the prices thereof; and that on the 23d of Sep
tember, in the year 1825, he was in arrears in the sum of $398.25, for 
money by him previously received, for tickets by liim previously sold, 
as such agent, and for which he had not returned the money to the 
plaintiffs, or their agent, or in auy way paid, or accounted for the 
same. The plaintiffs also proved, by a competent witness, that after
wards, and after the determination of such agency, the defendants 
acknowledged that the said sum was in arrear as aforesaid, and 
promised to pay the same within two weeks thereafter, and that the 
same money and every part thereof, is yet unpaid. The plaintiffs 
here rested their case. The defendants then prayed the Court to in
struct the jury, that the plaintiffs are not entitled to recover in 
•this cause from the evidence offered; because the contract „ r „ 
on winch the suit is brought, is void, by virtue of an Ac t 
of Assembly of this State, passed at December Session, 1821, ch. 
232, which instruction the (Joint [ S H R I V E K , and T I L B U C H A N A N , A . 
J.] gave. The defendant excepted. 

2. The plaintiffs then, upon the facts stated in the aforegoing bill 
of exception, prayed the Court to instruct the jury, that if they shall 
believe from the evidence in the case, that H. G. O'Neale, as such 
agent, was in arrear to the plaintiffs, in the sum of if3'J8.25, and that 
afterwards the defendants acknowledged the said sum to be due to 
the plaintiffs, and promised to pay the same to the plaintiffs within 
two weeks thereafter, and that they have failed to do so, and that 
the same is yet due; then the plaintiffs are entitled to a verdict for 
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such sum as the said sum of $398.25, with interest from the day of 
the impetration of the writ in this cause, shall amount to. Which 
instruction the Court refused to give, and the verdict and judgment 
being for the defendants, the plaintiffs appealed to this Court. 

Wm. Schley, for appellant, cited 1 Com. on Cont. 31 ; Bull. N. P. 
146; 1 Bos. and Putt. 296; 2 Stark. Ev. 120. 

Calmer, for the appellant, cited Auberl vs. Maze, 2 Bos. and Cull. 
374, 375; Collins vs. Blantern, 2 Wilson. 351; Bensley vs. Biynold, 7 

Serg. and * Low. 121. Where a contract is prohibited by 
* « * ® statute, under a penalty, it is void, though not in terms de
clared to be so. 2 Cart*. 252; 1 Com. 138; 1 JBO*. and I'nl. 264; 
Coleman vs. Wathen, 5 Tertn, 2i5; Steers vs. Lash ley, 6 Zo. 61; A"/«v 
vs. Randy, lb. 286 ; .Bwcfc vs. Buck, 1 Camp. 547. • 

11 r*t. Schley, in reply, insisted that this case differed from those 
cited on the other side. They respect the doiug of some prohibited 
act, or some forbidden pursuit; and for which no license could be had. 
No license could be had which would qualify a person to commit mur
der, or to engage in smuggling, or to sell impure or unwholesome 
liquors, or to utter counterfeit coin, or to do any thing else, which is 
malum in se. or even malum prohibitum. H e cited Johnson vs. Hud
son, 11 East, 180, as illustrating the distinction. 

D O R S E T , .1. delivered the opinion of the Court. The only ques
tion which this Court are called on to determine, is, did the County 
Court err in granting the defendant's prayer iu the first bill of excep
tions f and to our minds it is obvious that they did. The agreements 
between O'Neale and Fates and Mclntyre, are simply an engagement 
on the part of the former, to sell lottery tickets, as the agent of the 
latter. The Act of 1821, ch. 232, does not forbid this; nor were any 
of its provisions designed to prevent the mere sale of lottery tickets, 
Or to impose upon the seller the necessity of obtaiuing a license 
therefor. The only prohibition therein contaiued, is to the opening, 
setting up, exercising or keeping, any office or other place for selling 
tickets, or registering the numbers, or by writing, printing, or other
wise to publish the setting up, opening or using any such office or 
offices, or other place, without having first obtained a license for that 
purpose. There is nothing in the agreements, upon any principle.of 
construction applicable to penal statutes, which could warrant a jury, 

much less the Court, in interring that O'Neale had * engaged 
' * " * ' to open an office, &c. of the character described by this Ac t of 
Assembly; and the testimony is equally silent as to his obligations 
or acts under those agreements. But even suppose that these con
tracts bound O'Neale to keep an office, &c. is it a fair legal presump
tion to be drawn by the Court, that Yates and Mclntyre intended a 
violation of the law, and the keeping of such office without license 1 
There is nothing iu the nature or terms of the agreements themselves, 
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or in the testimony containert in the bill of exceptions, which conlrt 
justify such ;i conclusion. Dissenting there fore from the opinion de
livered by the County Court iu the first bill of exceptions, we reverse 
their judgment. Judgment reversed, and procedendo awarded. 

G A I T I I K K and W A R F I E L D VS. W E L C H ' S Estate.—December, 1831 . 

Absolute judgments at law obtained by a creditor of a deceased against his 
executor or administrator, amount to an admission of assets, and can
not be resisted on the ground of a deficiency of assets; but as between 
a creditor and the heir-at-law, in a proceeding to subject the real estate 
to the payment of his debt, such a judgment is not conclusive, but the 
creditor may show a deficiency of assets, (a) 

An administrator, who has confessed judgment, and thus admitted assets, 
being a creditor himself, may, as against the heirs of his intestate, for 
the purpose of subjecting the real estate to his claim, show that in fact 
the assets are not sufficient to pay all the creditors, (b) 

A judgment against an executor or administrator, does not furnish any evi
dence of the original debt, against the heir-at-law, in a proceeding to 
sell the real estate for the payment of debts, on the ground of a defi
ciency of assets, (c) 

Where the proceeds of a deceased's real estate are in the Court of Chancery, 
and a creditor wishes to subject that fund to the payment of his debt, 
upon the ground of a deficiency of assets, he is not called upon, in the 
first instance, to exhibit full proof of his claim. That may be done 
under the order niti on the heirs-at-law. (d) 

(a) In Boteler vs. BeaU. 7 G. & J. 897. the Court said: "This case we think 
bears a strong analogy to that of Gaither vs. Welch, where under our Act 
of Assembly, making the real estate et' the debtor answerable for his debts 
in case of his not having personal estate sufficient for their payment, it was 
held, that a creditor who had obtained an absolute judgment against the 
executor, might, notwithstanding such judgment, in seeking a sale of the 
realty, offer evidence to show that iu point of fact the personal estate was 
insolvent, that assets had not come t'> the hands Of the e x e c u t o r , w h e r e 

with it was his duty to have paid the creditor's claim." See Rev. Code. Art. 
66, sec. 1; Art. 64, sec. 9. 

(b) Cf. Collinson vs. Owens. 6 G. & J. 4. 
(c) Cited in Tabler vs. Castle, 22 Md. 102. and McDowell vs. Goldsmith. 24 

'Md. 230. The heir has the same uncontrolled discretion in resisting the 
payment of claims against the realty, that the executor or administrator has 
in regard to the personalty: and the same right belongs to the devisee in 
this respect a s to the heir. Boicen vs. Gent, at Md. 570. 

(d) Cited in Griffith vs. Parks, 32 Md. 5, and Thomas vs. Farmers Bemfc, 46 
Md. 56. In Griffith vs. Parks, the Court said: "'In cases where a deceased 
debtor'8 real estate has been decreed to be sold for the payment of a mort
gage debt, or for partition among heirs, any creditor of the deceased, if his 
personal estate has been exhausted, will be allowed to come in by petition, 
and, upon proof under an order nisi, have his claim paid out of the whole 
or the surplus of the proceeds of the realty so far as they will go; the sur
plus, after the payment of the mortgage or other prior lien, being considered 

1 1 3 a. & J . 
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A P P E A L from the Court of Chancery. On the 6th of November, 
182ft, the appellants, William Gaither and Joshua Warfield, filed 
their petition in Chancery, stating among other things, that previ-

ously thereto, to * wit, in July, 1826, a decree had passed for 
Z\*\r r| u . s . , ] e 0 f t n e r e ; , l estate of Nicholas Welch, deceased, for the 
payment of a debt due from him to one George Ellicott. That a 
sale was accordingly made, reported to, and ratified by the Chan
cellor, and such other proceedings were had, that the auditor of the 
Court stated an account, whereby the balance of the proceeds of said 
real estate, after satisfying the complainant's claim, was distributed 
among the heirs-at-law of said deceased—which account was duly 
ratified and confirmed by the Chancellor. That said Welch, at the 
time of his death, was indebted to the petitioner, Gaither, in a large 
sum of money, for which, after his death, he recovered judgments 
against the other petitioner, Warfield, and Rachel Welch, his admin
istrators, as will appear by short copies thereof, exhibited by the 
petitioners in a former petition l i ed in the same cause, on the 25th 
ot August last. And they also say, that judgments for the same 
claims were recovered agaiust the petitioner, Warfield, as security for 
the said Welch. They charge—that although the judgments recov
ered as aforesaid against the administrators of the said Welch, 
appear to be absolute judgments, yet in fact the personal estate of 
the deceased, in the hands of his administrators, at the time of their 
rendition, was, and is insufficient to pay his debts, as will appear by 
certain exhibits filed with the former petition. The petitioner, War-
field, alleges, that said judgments were rendered improvidently, and 
in ignorance of their legal effect, and that he supposed they would 
only bind a fair proportion of the assets iu his hands, under which 
impression he has accordingly, regularly, and equally distributed the 
assets amongst the creditors. He also alleges, that he is individually 
a large creditor of the deceased ; and they pray, that the surplus of 
the aforesaid real estate, distributed as above mentioned, among the 
heirs-at-law of the deceased, may be applied to the payment of their 
claims, and all other unsatisfied claims against said estate, which 
may be properly proved, in equal proportions. 

* The judgments in favor of Gaither, against the administra-
tors of Welch, and Warfield as his security, exhibited with 

the first petition, amount to a sum considerably exceeding the balance 
in the hands of the administrators, as appears by copies of their 
accounts settled with the Orphans' Court, likewise exhibited with 
the original petition. The claims due Warfield, filed with the present 
petition, are less than that balance. 

as a residuum of the real assets applicable to the payment of debts. This was 
the course of practice pursued by the late Chancellor BLAND, as may be seen 
by reference to the case of Fenwick vs. Laughlin, 1 Bl. 471, and which prac
tice was approved and commended by the Court of Appeals in the case of 
Gaither vs. Welch." 
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B L A N D , C o n the 9th November, 1829, passed the following order: 
The petition of William (laither, and Joshua Warfield, for them

selves, and in behalf of other creditors of Nicholas Welch, deceased, 
tiled in this cause on the 6th inst. having been submitted without 
notes or argument, the proceedings were read and considered. The 
petitioners. (laither and Warfield, presented their claims by a peti
tion filed on t lie 25th August last, which was disposed of by the order 
of the 26th of the same month, and feeling satisfied with the correct
ness of that order, it will be only necessary now to say, why I deem 
the new matter with which the claim is connected in this petition,to 
be altogether unavailable. The petitioner, Warfield, states that the 
judgments were rendered improvidently, and from ignorance on his 
part, of their legal effect and operation. If ignorance of law to this 
extent, were to be considered its a sufficient foundation for a Court 
of equity to interpose, there are lew judgments of a Court of com
mon law, which a Court of Chancery might not be called upon to 
revise and reform. But this Court, can in no case, revise or reform 
a judgment of a Court of common law in any respect whatever. And 
there are no such special circumstances of fraud, surprise or mistake, 
set forth in this petition, as can give this Court jurisdiction to grant 
relief against those, who as heirs, creditors, or parties, may have a 
right to avail themselves of the effect and operation of the absolute 
judgments obtained against the petitioner, Warfield, as the adminis
trator of the late Nicholas Welch : * and therefore, upon this 0 < l 0 

ground, and for the reasous given in the order of the 26th * • * 
August last, the claim must be again rejected. 

But the petitioner, Warfield, states, that he is himself a creditor 
of his intestate. I f so, it is perfectly well settled, that he might have 
at once retained and applied, of the assets which came to his hands, 
so much as was sufficient to satisfy his own claim ; and having this 
well known legal right, it must be presumed, that he did so retain to 
that amount; because the absolute judgment rendered against him, 
was a tacit aud conclusive admission, that he had assets sufficient to 
satisfy that, as well as his own claim; which could only be satisfied, 
by retainer in whole, or in due proportion with those of others, for 
which suits might be brought. Aud since he made no defence on 
the ground of an insufficieucy of assets to satisfy his own claim, as 
well as thai for which the suits were brought, these absolute judgments 
must be considered as alike conclusive evidence of a sufficiency of 
assets to satisfy both of them.—Ordered, that the petition be dis
missed with costs. 

From this order the petitioner appealed to this Court. 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J., A R C H E R , and 
D O R S E Y , JJ. 

Alexander, for the appellants, contended. 1. That the matters 
stated in the petition, if proved, would entitle the petitioners to the 
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relief prayed against the payments recovered by Gaither against the 
administrators of Welch. 2 Vernon, 146. 2. That the petitioner, 
Warfleld, was entitled to relief, in respect of his particular claim; 
the .judgments above mentioned not concluding the said petitioner 
as in the sufficiency of personal assets, to satisfy his own claim. 

No counsel appeared for the appellee. 

B U C H A N A N , C.J. delivered the opinion of the Court. The petition 
of the appellants appears to have been dismissed by the chancellor, 

on the ground that the judgments * at law obtained by Wil-
Main Gaither, against the administrator of Nicholas Welsh, 

were conclusive evidence of a sufficiency of personal assets in the 
hands of the administrator, to satisfy both their claims: and there
fore precluded their proceedings against the real estate of the de
ceased, which could not be subjected to the payment of their claims, 
except upon an insufficieucy of personal assets, which, by reason of 
those judgments, they were not permitted to show. A s between 
Gaither and the administrator, the judgments being absolute, do 
certainly amount to an admission of assets, and the enforcement of 
them could not be resisted on the ground of a deficiency of assets. 
But, as between a creditor and the heirs-at-law, in a proceeding to 
subject the real estate to the payment of his debt, a judgment, 
though absolute, against an executor or administrator of the ances
tor, does not, we think, so stand in his way, but that the creditor 
may be let iu, to show a deficiency of personal assets; and if iu this 
case, Gaither had shewn himself to be a creditor, he would, on proof 
of a deficiency of personal assets, have been entitled to come in 
among other creditors, for a just proportion of the surplus proceeds 
of the real estate of Nicholas Welch, remaining after satisfying the 
lien which the land had been sold, under a former decree of the Chan
cellor. The judgments alone against the administrator of Nicholas 
Welch, exhibited in the petition, would not, it is true, have furnished 
any such evidences of debt, as against the heirs-at-law, as to entitle 
him to payment out of the surplus proceeds of the real estate, even 
if he had been permitted to prove a deficiency of assets; aud at the 
time of the rejection of the petition, he had offered no other evidence 
of his claim. But the fund proceeded against, being already in 
Court, under a sale before made, it was not indispensably necessary 
that full proof of his claim should have been exhibited with the peti
tion ; but if the petition had not been dismissed on another ground, 
that proof might liave come in, in the further progress of the pro 
ceedings, under an order nisi on the heirs-at-law, on the principle of 

the * rule that appears to have been adopted by the Chancellor 
• in the case of Fenicick and Bird vs. Longklin and. Hawkins, in 

the Court of Chancery, and which we think a convenient rule. 
With respect to Joshua Warfleld, the other petitioner, there is no 
objection to the character of the evidence exhibited with the peti-
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tion, in support of his claim. But he is himself the administrator of 
Nicholas Welch, and by his own showing, by his several accounts as 
settled in the Orphans' Court, there appears to be in his hands, 
assets to a much larger amount than sufficient to satisfy his debt ; 
and if there are no other subsisting, unsatisfied claims against the 
estate, or not to an amount exceeding, together with his, the amount 
of the personal assets remaining in his hands, there is no pretence 
lor his going against the real estate. But if there is in fact, a defi
ciency of personal assets, to meet the subsisting claims against the 
estate, notwithstanding the judgments obtained by Gaither, the other 
petitioner, are conclusive against him, as between Gaither and him
self; vet we think they have not the effect to preclude him from 
shewing such deficiency, in order to let in his claim against the pro
ceeds of the real estate. I t is our opinion, therefore, that the 
petition ought not to have been dismissed but that the petitioners 
should have been permitted to show a deficiency of personal assets, 
by the admissions of the heirs-at-law, or as they could, if such 
was the fact, and an opportunity offered them of establishing their 
respective claims. Decree veverscd. 

* C I T Y B A N K OF B A L T I M O R E et al. vs. J A M E S S M I T H . 2 0 5 

December, 1831. 

S. gave his note, payable 50 days after the drawing of a lottery should be 
completed, "in cash, or prize tickets in said lottery," and secured the 
same by a mortgage. The mortgagee, two years after the drawing, 
assigned the mortgage. The tickets in the lottery certified that the 
holder thereof would "be entitled to such prize as may be drawn to its 
number, if demanded within 12 months after the completion of the 
drawing, subject to a deduction of 15 per cent, payable 60 days after 
conclusion.'' Upon a bill filed some years after the assignment, to sell 
the mortgaged premises for payment of a balance due upon the note, it 
was held, that prize tickets which had not been presented to the managers 
of the lottery for payment, within the 12 months, could not be set-off 
against the complainant's claim. 

The prize tickets stipulated to be received in payment of the note, were in
tended to be available tickets, upon which the holders would be entitled 
to demand and receive, the prizes drawn to their respective numbers. 
They were those on which the prizes had been demanded within 12 
months from the completion of the drawing, or on which the holder 
was entitled to demand the prizes, 12 months not having elapsed from 
the time of the drawing. 

Equity will relieve against penalties and forfeitures, where the matter lies 
in compensation, whether the condition on which they depend, be pre
cedent or subsequent. But notwithstanding it will in many cases inter
pose to prevent the divesting an estate, it will not relieve against the 
non-performance of a condition precedent to the vesting of an estate, 
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by giving an estate that never vested, and that by reason of the non
performance of a condition precedent, will not vest in law. (a) 

A P P E A L from the Court of Chancery. The present bill was filed 
by the appellants, the President and Directors of the City Bank of 
Baltimore, James Sterrett and others, against the appellee, on the 
16th day of October, 1827: it stated that James Sterrett, with one 
Eli Simkins, and John P. Usher, parties complainants, carrying on 
business under the firm of Simkins and Usher, and Covert Haskins, 
contracted with the managers of the Washington Monument Lottery, < 

3d class, for the purchase of the scheme: that the appellees, James 
Smith and W . H. Clendenin, being indebted to the said dames 
Sterrett, as the treasurer of the contractors, in the sum of $13,365, 
upon a promissory note, dated July 26th, 1817, given for tickets pur-

chased by * Smith, in said lottery, and payable fifty days after 
the completion of the drawing thereof, conveyed to Sterrett 

by way of mortgage, to secure the payment of the note, a certain 
house and lot in the City of Baltimore, by deed, bearing date the 
28th of July, iu the year aforesaid, witli a provision, that the same 
should be void, if Smith should pay to Sterrett the sum of money in 
the note expressed, according to the terms thereof, either in cash, or 
prize tickets in said lottery, as by a copy of the deed exhibited with 
the bill, will appear. The bill then states, that the drawing of the 
lottery was completed on the 12th of December, 1817, and that Smith 
made various payments, in cash, or prize tickets, on accouut of the 
note, and that on the 18th of April, 1820, there remained a balance 
due thereon, for principal and interest, of about $3,000; that Sterrett, 
by deed dated on the 18th of April, 1820, assigned the mortgage for 
a valuable consideration, to the City Bank of Baltimore; but that 
Smith, the mortgagor, refused to pay the same, or any part of the 
money due thereon, to the said City Bank. Prayer, that the mort
gaged property be sold to pay the debt, and for general relief. 

The answer of Smith admitted the execution of the note and mort
gage, as stated in the bill, but denied that the debt therein men
tioned was due to Sterrett in his own right, but as trustee for the 
persons who contracted for the purchase of the scheme of the lottery 
mentioned iu the bill, and charged that defendant purchased of the 
tickets of said lottery, to the amount of the note referred to, and that 
the mortgage was given to secure the same, and for no other pur
pose : that he has made many payments, and is also entitled to con
siderable credits for lottery prizes, which have not yet been allowed 
him, and that when every thing to which he is entitled shall be 
credited, nothing will be due upon the aforesaid note: that Eli Sim
kins, one of the contractors, is largely indebted to defendant, and he 
is informed, and believes that the contractors made heavy profits by 

(a) Cited in Davis vs. Gray, 16 Wallace, 231, and Earle\s. Dawes, 3 Md. 
Ch. 233. 
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the purchase and sale of said lottery, aud he insists that he has a 
right to set-off the proportion * o f the same, to which said Sim 
kins may he entitled, against the amount due on his said note : * « • 
that Sterrett, the treasurer of the contractors, has never settled with 
them for their proportion of the profits of the lottery, hut that he 
has converted the same to his own use, and that the assignment by 
him to the bank of this defendant's note aud mortgage, was without 
their knowledge or approbation, and wholly unauthorized and void. 

The note referred to in the bill and answer, is in these words: 
"Balt imore, 26th July, 1817. ($13,365.) Fifty days after the draw 
ing of the Washington Monument Lottery, third class, is completed, 
we, the subscribers, jointly and severally, promise to pay to .lames 
Sterrett, or order, in cash or prize tickets in said lottery, the sum of 
thirteen thousand three hundred and sixty-five dollars, for value re
c e i v e d . " 

The assignment by Sterrett to the bank, dated April 18th, 1820, 
recites, among other things, " that , whereas there now remains due 
on said mortgage, the sum of $3,000, or thereabouts, inclusive of in
terest; and whereas, in part satisfaction and discharge of a debt due 
from the said Sterrett to the said bank, the said Sterrett hath pro
posed and agreed to execute these presents. Now this indenture 
witnesseth, that for and iu consideration of the above recited prem
ises, and of the sum of five dollars, lawful money paid, the said 
Sterrett, &c." 

A commission issued, under which depositions were taken and re 
turned. 

John S. Gittings, examined on the part of complainants, proved, 
that there were sundry endorsements on the note of Smith and Clen-
denin, all of which, down to the 0th of April, were in the hand
writing of Sterrett, when a balance of $3,254.80, was struck; that 
the subsequent endorsements down to the balance of $2,847.60, are 
in deponent's hand-writing, he having been a clerk in the City Bank 
for t hiee years, and that the final balance of $2,747.60 is in the hand
writing of said Sterrett. Defendant frequently acknowledged „ „ „ 
* to deponent to owe the balance appearing due at different 
periods, and when called upon promised payment. 

Covert Haskius, on the part of the defendant, proved, that he was 
interested iu the purchase of the lottery referred to in the bill aud 
answer, and that from information received from Sterrett, he believes 
it resulted profitably, though he has not received his proportion, nor 
settled with Sterrett for the same, notwithstanding frequent applica
tions to him for that purpose. Sterrett was a joint contractor and 
treasurer for the purchasers; the witness also stated, that the note, 
which the mortgage from defendant to Sterrett was given to secure, 
was given for a number of tickets which defendant purchased from 
Sterrett, as the treasurer of the contractors, and that he, the defend
ant, never authorized Sterrett to assign said note and mortgage. 
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It was proved 011 the part of defendant, that Sterrett, Simkins and 
Hasking, purchased the scheme of the lottery from the managers, 
and that they paid the purchase money ; that they gave bond to the 
managers for the payment of the prizes, which the witness (who was 
treasurer for the managers) supposes they paid, as the managers had 
been called on for none. 

John B. Morris, on the part of complainants, proved, that in the 
latter part of the year 1820, the defendant called at the City Bank of 
Baltimore, and was there for some time in conversation with depo
nent; that defendant at that time observed he would give a note, 
provided the bank would cancel the mortgage; and that in a subse
quent conversation, defendant received the proposition to give a 
note, provided the mortgage was cancelled, which deponent said 
could be of no use, as the bank after obtaining judgment on the 
note, could give indulgence; that it was not until the latter part of 
the year 1820, that the bank were apprised that pretensions to an 
interest in said note, were set up by any one, and that the note had 
been assigned to the bank twelve months prior to his conversation 
with defendant. I t was further proved by a witness who was present 

at the examination * of John B. Morris, that at that time, de-
fen dant remarked he had offered Morris an endorsed note, for 

the note which the bank held secured by the mortgage; that Morris 
replied, that he might have done so, but it had escaped his recollec
tion. I t was proved that the drawing was completed on the 12th 
December, 1817. The following is a copy of one of the prize tickets, 
produced by Smith, as a set-off: 

" Washington Monument Lottery, third class. The holder of this 
ticket will be entitled to sucli prize as may be drawn to its number, 
if demanded within twelve months after completion of the drawing, 
subject to a deduction of fifteen per cent, payable fifty days after 
conclusion. Baltimore, June, 1810. P. Lucas, Jr. Mr. No. 22,431." 

In conformity with au order of the Chancellor, the auditor stated 
an account between the parties. 

No. 1, stated agreeably to the complainants' instructions, showed 
a balance due them for principal and interest on the 12th June, 1818, 
of $2,414.69. In this account the defendant is charged with the 
amount of his note, and credited for payments in cash and prize 
tickets, claimed within twelve months after the completion of the 
drawing, as limited on the face of them, and for a pair of oxen, &C. 

No. 2. An account stated iu conformity with the defendant's views, 
credits him for all the prizes, as well for those demanded since, as 
those demanded before the expiration of twelve months after the 
drawing of the lottery, and shows that lie had over-paid the princi
pal of the note by $14.80, though a small balance of interest remained 
due. Many of the prizes credited in account No. 1, as having been 
demanded within the twelve months, were for small sums, whilst 
some of those which were rejected on that account, because uot pre-
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sented in time, but credited in account No. 2, are for §100, and some 
#500; they were exhibited to the auditor on the 30th of July and 20th 
October, 1825. To the allowance of these prizes the complainants ex
cepted. 

B L A N D , O. at September Term, 1830, confirmed account No. 2, 
and decreed that defendant pay to the complainants, # or bring a<yg\ 
into Court, to be. paid them, the amount therein stated to be 
due; and that each of the parties pay their or his respective costs. 

From this decree the complainants appealed to the Court of Ap
peals. 

The cause came on to be argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J . , A S O H B B 
and D O R S E Y , JJ. 

John I. Donaldson, for the appellant, contended, 1. The prize 
tickets, where the prizes were not demanded within the twelve 
months, could not be set-off against the original parties to the con
tract: he insisted that it was the policy of the lottery system, to 
limit a time for the presentation of prize tickets, that the whole 
scheme might be brought to a close within an early period: and ii 
was designed that the prizes should be forfeited, if not demanded 
within the prescribed time. Barrnso vs. Madan, 2 .Johns. 145. The 
preseutation within the time, was a condition precedent to a title to 
the prize, against which equity will not relieve. 1 Chitty1 S Eq. Dig. 
224; 2 Eq.\Cases Abr. 201); Popham vs. Bampfield, 2 Vernon, 83. 2. 
Ihil it they could be setoff against the original parties, they cannot 
be against the assignees after the admission to the agents of the 
City Bank that the defendant owed the money.—Chambers vs. Cold-
triii. '.» Vet. 270; Chapman vs. Hart. 1 Ves. Sr.212; Kemp vs. Mcl'lur 
•Oft, 7 //. db J. 320. 

Johnson and Mayer, for the appellee, said that the rule now is that 
equity will relieve against a condition unperformed if the case be 
such that compensation can be made, or the parties placed in the 
same situation as if the condition had been performed. Most vs. 
Matthews, 3 Fes..279; Vernon vs. Stephens, 2 P. Wins. 06; (Mdy vs. 
Torlas, 2 Vern. 362; Cattell vs. Money, 3 Bro. Ch. C. 250.: Taylor vs. 
Popham, 1 lb. 168; 1 Bac. Ab. 642; 1 Madd. C. P. 41. They also 
cited Brinckerhoff vs. Lansing, 4 Johns. Ch. 65, 71; Sug. Ven. 649-651, 
(5tt Eng. Ed.) 

Taney, (Attorney-General of the United Slates,) in reply referred 
to 1 Chitt^S Dig. 221, 453; 2 Eq. Cos. Ab. 229. 

* B U C H A N A N , C. J. delivered the opinion of the Court. The 
note given by the defendant to James Sterretl, to secure the 
payment of which, the mortgage to Sterrett was executed, was for 
i he price of a number of tickets in the Washington Monument Lot
tery, third class (the scheme of which had been purchased from the 
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malingers by Sterrett and others,) and payable by its tenor, in cash 
or prize tickets in that lottery, fifty days after the drawing should be 
completed. The drawing of the lottery was completed on the 12th 
of December, 1817, and the bill being for the foreclosure of the mort
gage (which, on the 18th of April, 1820, was transferred to the com
plainants, the President, Directors, and Company of the City Bank 
of Baltimore, in consideration of a debt due from him to them, and a 
further pecuniary consideration,) and a sale of the mortgaged prem
ises, to satisfy the balance claimed to be due on the note, various 
payments having been before made by the defendant in cash or prize 
tickets, the question is, whether the defendant is at this time enti
tled to a credit for a number of prize tickets, which were not de
manded within twelve months after tin- completion of the drawing 
of the lottery .' 

I t can scarcely be doubted that the prize tickets stipulated to be 
received in payment of the note were intended to be available tickets; 
not such as had lost their validity, but tickets, on which the holder 
would be entitled to demand and receive the prizes drawn to their 
respective numbers. None other would be a prize ticket within the 

* meaning of the contract; and as it relates to prize tickets in 
the 3d class of the Washington Monument Lottery, it is 

proper to inquire what was a prize ticket in that lottery, on which 
the holder was entitled to receive the prize drawn to its number. 
That inquiry is gratified by an inspection of the tickets themselves, 
by each of which the holder is advised, in the language of the ticket, 
that he "w i l l be entitled to such prize as may be drawn to its num
ber if demanded within twelve months alter the completion of the 
drawing." It was not a concealed or hidden purpose, or of doubtful 
import, but a palpable notice to all the world, by which every pur
chaser was informed of the terms on which alone he could become a 
successful adventurer. I t informed him that a prize being drawn to 
the number of his ticket, was not alone sufficient; but that, to eu-
title himself to such prize, it was necessary he should demand it 
within twelve months after the completion of the drawing. A prize 
ticket, therefore, in the third class of the Washington Monument 
Lottery, the holder of which was entitled to the prize drawn to its 
number, was one on which the prize had been demanded within 
twelve mouths from the completion of the drawing: or one, the 
holder of which was entitled to demand the prize, twelve months 
not having elapsed from the time of the drawing. I t was a part of 
the scheme of the lottery, that the prizes not demanded within 
twelve months should become a part of the fund, which it was the 
object of the lottery to raise; and the probability that a portion of 
them would not be demanded, eutered into the calculation of the 
chances. To which scheme, aud to the condition plainly expressed 
ap#n the face of such ticket, every purchaser gave his assent, by the 
act of becoming a purchaser. 
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The time and circumstances attending the claim to a credit for 
these tickets, are not such as to invite the favorable consideration of 
the Court. The note was given on the 2Gth of July, 1817, and the 
mortgage, we have seen, was transferred to the President, Directors 
and Company of the City Bank of Baltimore, on the 18th of April, 
1820, * more than two years afterwards. Between the date of 0 ~ , ~ 
the note and the assignment of the mortgage, various pay- * ' • 
ments were made on the note by the defendant, in cash or prize 
tickets, leaving a large balance, which, it is proved by John S. Git-
tings, then acting as the agent of Sterrett, he frequently admit led 
to him was due, and promised to pay. Here the inquiry forces itself 
upon us, why, if he then owned, or was in possession of the prize 
tickets, for which he now claims a credit, and thought himself to be 
entitled to do so, did he not apply them to the payment of the note, 
or claim a credit for them, when he was making payment in other 
prize tickets f They amounted to a large sum (several thousand dol
lars.) too large a sum it would seem to have been overlooked or for
gotten. And why, with such .ready means of payment, did be ac
knowledge to the agent of Sterrett that he owed the balance appear
ing upon the note to be due, and frequently promise to pay it ' ! In 
the latter end of the year 1820, after the assignment of the mortgage, 
and when he had a knowledge of that assignment, he at different 
times, in conversations with John B. Morris, who was acting for the 
bank, proposed to give a note for the balance due on the note in 
question, if the bank would cancel the mortgage. Aud it is proved 
by another witness that he heard him several times say to John B. 
Morris that he had also offered an endorser. W h y did lie not then, 
when negotiating with Morris for an adjustment of the balance 
claimed to be due upon the note, instead of offering a new note for 
that balance with an endorser, oiler in payment the prize tickets for 
which he is now claiming a credit? I f he then possessed or owned 
them, and was entitled to the credit claimed, it is difficult to conceive 
that he could have forgotten them, or why he did not claim to be al
lowed for them when pressed for a settlement of the note; they 
were prizes, many of them of $20, others of $50, and some of $500 
each. It was not that he was inattentive to his interest, because he 
did claim other credits; and if he had the tickets, and supposed he 
was entitled to it, he ought to have claimed * this. It was a 
matter peculiarly within his own knowledge, for the bank can-
not be presumed to have known that he had such tickets iu his pos
session, and that it was his duty to have disclosed it, if he intended 
ever to set them up against the claim upon the note and mortgage, or 
supposed he had a right to do so; and not by concealment to deceive 
the bank at the very moment when he was pressed for payment of 
the balance claimed upon the note. The original bill for a foreclosure 
of the mortgage, which was filed in May, 1820, was dismissed for the 
want of proper parties, on the 21st of December, 1826; but by an 
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agreement appearing in the record, all the proceedings aud evidence 
in that case are to be used in this. In his answer to that bill, the 
defendant sets up no pretence that the note was satisfied, or that he 
was entitled to any credit on account of any tickets in his possession. 
And although testimony was taken under the commission in relation 
to a few prize tickets winch were alleged to have been lost, amount
ing to something more than $78, and for which a credit had been 
claimed, and also in relation to a pair of oxen, both of which credits 
are allowed by the auditor in his statement; yet no testimony what
ever was taken, nor claim set up, in relation to those prize tickets, 
of so much more importance, until July, 1825, when, for the first 
time, they were exhibited before the auditor, and the amount of the 
prizes insisted on as a credit against the note more than seven years 
after the drawing of the lottery, and more thau five years alter the 
filing of the bill. During the whole of this time, the defendant was 
pressed for payment of the balance claimed to be due ou the note, 
and for the greater part of the time proceedings in Chancery were 
going on to enforce the payment, brom all which, the conclusion is 
irresistible, that the defendant was not iu possession of, nor had any 
interest in the tickets in question, at any time, before the assign
ment of the mortgage to the bank, nor until long after. And he 
comes into a Court of Chancery with a bad grace, insisting upon a 
credit for them now, to which, by his proposal to give a.note with an 

endorser,* for the amount claimed to be due, if the bank 
would cancel the mortgage, he virtually admitted he was not 

at dial time entitled, and without showing how, or when, or from 
whom he obtained the tickets for which the credit is claimed. By 
the stipulation in the note of the defendant, that it should be paya
ble in casli or prize tickets, such tickets were meant as would, at the 
time of payment, entitle the holder to their prizes, winch, according 
to the terms of the condition expressed upon the face of each of them, 
is not the character of the tickets, for which, the defendant now 
claims a credit against his note, none of them having been demanded 
within twelve months after the drawing of the lottery; and conse
quently not being such as entitle the holder to the prizes drawn to 
their numbers. And adhering to the express terms of the lottery, i f 
this was a proceeding by .lames Sterrett and the other purchasers of 
the scheme to enforce the payment of the note, the defendant would 
not be entitled to the credit lie claims; the omission by the holders 
of tickets to demand the prizes iu time to'entitle themselves to them, 
being one of the sources of profit which the purchasers of the scheme 
had a right, and probably did look to and rely upon as a part of the 
scheme of the lottery. In that respect, occupying the position of the 
original managers, for they purchased the scheme with all its ad
vantages. I t was only by the terms of the note that prize tickets 
were made receivable at all in payment: for without that stipulat ion 
the defendant would have had no right to pay off his note in prize 
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tickets, and to settle his claim for prizes in that way, but must have 
looked to the original managers for payment of his prizes; and to 
compel the receipt now of such as are not available, and do not en
title the holder to demand and receive the prizes from I lie managers, 
would not be to oblige the parties to fulfil their engagement, but to 
coerce them to do what they never contracted to do, what, by the 
terms and spirit of their engagement, they were under no obligation 
to do; tor their engagement was not to receive inpayment t i ckets 
t hat would not entitle the holder to the prizes * drawn to their o c „ 
respective numbers; and as to such tickets, it is as if there 
was no stipulation to receive prize t i ckets in payment at all. and the 
note was payable in cash only. And if the defendant would not be 
entitled to a credit for those tickets, as against Sterrctt and the 
other purchasers of the scheme, in proceedings by them to foreclose 
the mortgage, what pretence is there for such an allowance, as 
against the assignees of the mortgage, who took it more than two 
years after the drawing of the lottery had been completed; and 
when the balance claimed on the note was acknowledged by the de
fendant to be due, and no claim to a credit for t hose t ickcts hail been 
set up, nor until five years afterwards, though the defendant was 
pressed for payment, to which he might have applied them at any 
time within twelve months after the drawing, if he was then in pos
session of them, of which there is no evidence, but every reason to 
believe that he did not obtain possession of them for many years 
after the title of the assignees had accrued. And t hough the note 
informed them that it was payable in prize tickets, yet they were 
also informed by the tickets themselves that the defendant could not, 
according to the, scheme of the lottery, be in possession of any tick
ets applicable to that purpose when they received the assignment of 
the mortgage; the time having elapsed within which alone the hol
ders of tickets were entitled to demand and receive the prizes drawn 
to their numbers. They took the assignment of the mortgage, there
fore, not only, without notice of any subsisting claim to a credit for 
these tickets, but with the assurance, looking to the terms of the lot
tery as proclaimed on the face of each ticket, that there could be no 
such claim. 

But it has been strongly urged, that the assignees of the mortgage 
took it subject to all the equity of the mortgagor as against the 
mortgagee: and that this being the case of a condition, equity will 
relieve against the effects of the non-performance of it, by giving to 
the'defendant the benefit of the prizes, though not demanded accord 
iug to the condition. * Equity will relieve against penalties _ 
and forfeitures, and where the matter lies in compensation, 
whether the condition be subsequent or precedent; as if it be for 
t he payment of a certain sum of money at a certain day, and the 
payment at a subsequent day will be a compensation for the non-per
formance, the intent being to secure the payment of the money. 
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But notwithstanding it will, in many cases, interpose to prevent the 
divesting an estate, it will not relieve against the non-performance 
of a condition precedent to the vesting of an estate, by giving an 
estate that never vested; it will not vest an estate, that by reason 
of the non-performance of a condition precedent will not vest in law. 
This is not a case of forfeiture; no right to the prizes for which the 
credit is claimed, was ever acquired, to be forfeited. Nor is it one 
in which the matter lies iu compensation; for if the defendant is to 
be relieved against the non-performance of the condition, by being 
allowed a credit for the amount of the prizes drawn to the numbers 
of those tickets—what is to be the compensation to the assignees of 
the mortgage, who would thus lose the amount of the prizes BO 
credited If I t is not within the principle on which equity will relieve, 
where a compensation can be made, as where the condition is for the 
payment of a certain sum of money at a certain day, the breach of 
which condition may be compensated by payment at a subsequent 
day. But here the entire loss would rest upon the assignees of the 
mortgage, without any compensation ; and it would be the same, if 
the proceeding was by the purchasers of the scheme, who by the 
allowance of the credit here claimed, would be deprived of the bene
fit of the prizes, without any compensation, to which, by the omis
sion to demand them within twelve months after the completion of 
the drawing of the lottery, they become entitled, as a part of the 
profits of the scheme, and of their purchase. Neither is it the case 
of a condition subsequent; but a demand within twelve mouths after 
the completion of the drawing, was a condition precedent to the 
t vesting of the right to the prizes, and without the * perform-

ance of which, the right could not vest in law; and equity 
will not relieve by interposing to vest the right. 

W e therefore think, that the defendant is not entitled to the credit 
claimed; and that the decree ought to be reversed with costs; and a 
decree passed for a foreclosure and sale of the mortgaged premises, 
to satisfy the amount due, with interest, according to account No. 1, 
as stated and reported by the auditor. Decree reversed. 

J O H N B. S T I M M E L VS. J O H N UNDERWOOD . — D e c e m b e r , 1831. 

The current of decision in modern times, both in England and the United 
States, has set against all objection to the admissibility of a witness, 
unless his interest be a legal interest. There is no other safe standard of 
exclusion than a legal interest, (a) 

It is no objection to the competency of a witness, that he had been heard to 
say some months before the trial, he felt himself bound to pay the plain-

(a) Cited in Crawford vs. Brooke, 4 Gill, 217, and Reynolds vs. Manning, 15 
Md. 519. But see Rev. Code, Art. 70, sec. 1. 
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tiff the amount of the controversy, if the plaintiff did not recover, the 
witness having been since released by the plaintiff. 

A mistaken belief, or an honorary obligation, on the part of a witness, that 
he is bound, or ought to pay the plaintiff's claim, in case he should not 
recover in tbe action, does not render the witness incompetent. 

Evidence of unsworn declarations of a witness is inadmissible to impeach 
his competency. 

The undertaking of a security for costs upon the record may be stricken out, 
and a new and sufficient security, in the discretion of the Court, substi
tuted, to make the first security a witness for the plaintiff. 

Per FREDERICK COUNTY COURT. 

A P P E A L from Frederick County Court. This was an action of a s 
sumpsit, commenced on the 1st August, 1826, by the appellee against 
the appellant, on a promissory note payable at four m o n t h s from the 
25th of September, 1 8 1 5 , of which the appellant was the maker, en
dorsed by one Philip Blizzard to J. R. Buzzard, and by him to the 
plaintiff. The defendant pleaded non assumpsit and limitations, to 
winch there were issues. 

* 1. A t the trial the plaintiff produced the note with the en- o e o 

dorsements thereon, and offered to prove the execution of the 
same and the endorsements, by John R. Buzzard, one of the endor
sers. Upon an objection to his competency, on the ground of inte
rest, the plaintiff produced a release, executed by him to the witness, 
dated on the 26th of October, 1827, and offered to prove by L. P. W . 
Balch, the subscribing witness thereto, that it was executed by the 
plaintiff, on the day of its date, and delivered to the witness on the 
12th day of March, 1828, by the said Balch; but the defendant ob
jected to the competency of Balch to testify in the cause, because of 
his being security for the costs in the action. The plaintiff then, 
against the consent of the defendant, moved to strike out the name 
of said Balch, as security for the costs, and to substitute other suf
ficient security in his place, which, by the permission of the Court 
was accordingly done, aud the said Balch was then adjudged by the 
County Court to be a competent witness. The defendant excepted. 

2. After the testimony offered in the first bill of exceptions, which 
is to be taken as a part of this, had been given, the defendant proved 
by a competent witness, that in the early part of November, 1827, 
he heard John R. Buzzard, (the witness produced and sworn by the 
plaintiff,) say, that he had said, that he, the witness, felt himself 
bound to pay the plaintiff the amount of the claim in controversy, 
if the plaintiff did not recover the same in this action; and that 
Buzzard also said, h e then felt himself bound to pay the same, pro-
Tided the plaintiff did not recover it from the defendant, The plain
tiff then proved by said Balch, that he had not given any notice to 
Buzzard of the execution of the release, until the 12th of March, 
1828; that no person was present at the time of its execution but 
him (Balch) and the plaintiff, and that the release has ever since 
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been in his (Balch's) possession. The defendant thereupon objected 
to the competency of Buzzard as a witness for the plaintiff; but the 
Court overruled the objection, and permitted his testimony to go to 
the jury. The defendant excepted, and the verdict and judgment 
being against him, he appealed to this Court. 

The cause was argued before S T E P H E N , A R C H E R , and D O R S E Y , 
JJ. 

F. A. Schley, for the appellant, abandoned the first exception, and 
upon the second exception, cited 2 Stark. Ev. 299, 300; Dickinson vs. 
Prentice,4 Esp. Cases, 32 ; Peak's Ev. 165, (Old Ed.;) Innisvs. Miller, 
2 Dallas, 50; Fotheringham vs. Greenwood, 1 Strange, 129; Trustees 
of Lan. vs. Willard, 8 Johns. 428; Trelawney vs. Thomas, 1 Hen. Blk. 
306; Pedersonvs. Stoffles,l Camp. 145; Richardson's Ex. vs. Hunt, 2 
Mumf. 148; Skillinger vs. Belt, 1 Connt. 147. 

I'a Inter, for the appellee, cited Bent vs. Baker, 3 Term, 27 ; Fother-
inghnni vs. Greenwood, 1 Strange, 129; Trelawney vs. Thomas, 1 //CTL 
Biacfc. 307; Rudd"* Cose, ieac/t C. C. 154; 1 PhiUip Ev. 43; Saimd. 
P. and B. 947; 2 Starkie's Ev. iPt. 747; C7»IOM .Bawfc vs. Knapp, 3 
Pickering, 10.S; Sm&A vs. Doicns, 6 Conw. 365; Gilpin vs. Vincent, 9 
Johns. 219; Moore vs. Hitchcock, 4 JPertd. 292; McVeaugh vs. Goods, 
1 /MM. 62; 2 DaH. 50, (Innis vs. Miller;) Long vs. Bailie, 4 Serj. and 
Tirtic. 222: Pansier vs. Carlin, 3 &en/. and RawU, 130; Henry vs. 
Morgan & Cox, 2 Binney, 497; Pollack vs. GilUspie etal. 2 Yates, 129; 
Peter* vs. JSeaH, 4 7J. tfc iWclZ. 342; Ringgold vs. Tyson, 3H. db J. 178; 
King vs. Fox, 1 Strange, 652; J}«W. A7. P. 200. 

* A R C H E R I J- delivered the opinion of the Court. The 
* ® • question has been discussed, whether a witness' belief of his 
interest in a cause, wheu in truth he has no interest; or whether 
his being under an honorary obligation to pay, if the person for 
whom he testifies fails in the action, will render him incompetent. 
Upon this subject there has certainly been much diversity of opinion; 
but the current of decision in modern times, both in England and the 
United States, has set against all objection to the admissibility of 
a witness, unless his interest be a legal interest. Notwithstanding 
the determination in 1 Strange, 127, and the views expressed in 1 
Hen. Black. 307, the universally received opinion in England, at this 
day, is against such objection, as will be perceived by a reference to 
1 Phillips' Ev. 40; 2 Stark. Ev. 746, and 2 Saund. Plea & Ev. 560. 
These books are not cited as of authority in themselves, but as 
indicating that the opinions of men of science, at this day, in that 
country, are in favor of the modern decisions. Iu tins country too, 
although there is considerable diversity of views, in the different 
States upon these subjects, the opinion, that the witness is ad
missible, appears to be gaining ground. In Kentucky, Massachu
setts, and Virgiuia, the witness is excluded; in Vermont he is 
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admitted; 2 Tyler. 273; and whatever views may at one time 
have been entertained in Pennsylvania, upon this subject, the rule 
is now definitively settled, as will appear by reference to 2 Binncy, 
197; 3 Serg. & Bmrle, 130, and 4 lb. 226, that the witness is compe
tent. The same remarks may perhaps be also made in reference to the 
Stale of New York, 9 Johns. 220; 3 Coieen, 252. And in this Slate 
it was determined as long ago as the year 1799, by the General 
Court, in the * case of Peters vs. Beall, 4 H. & McH. 342, that 
where evidence was offered to the Court, to show the interest 
of a witness, if it appear to the Court he is not interested, he shall 
be sworn, although the witness himself should think he has an inte
rest. Upon principle, there can be no propriety in rejecting the wit
ness, for if he believes he has an interest, all the bias arising from 
the existence of such a belief, it might reasonably be presumed, 
would be removed when he is informed by the Court that his belief 
was unfounded, and that in truth he had no legal interest. But if 
a bias should, notwithstanding, remain, it ought to go to his credit, 
and not his competency, there being no other safe standard of exclu
sion, than the existence of a legal interest. I f it were to be con
sidered, that the true test, was the witness' belief, he might, not 
withstanding a release, disbelieve iu its efficacy to discharge him. 
Nor can there be any propriety in rejecting a witness, who feels him
self under an honorary obligation to pay the debt ; for it has been 
well observed, that it would savor of inconsistency to discard a 
witness as unworthy of belief, whose honor coerced him to pay 
money, which the law would not compel him to pay. The same 
feeling which would induce him to pay the money, would more 
strongly prompt him to speak the truth. 

But the case before the Court is not one in whicli the witness, 
when called to the stand, swears he believes he has an iuterest in 
the eveut of the suit, or that he is under an honorary obligation to 
pay. unless there should be a recovery against the party, against 
whom lie is called to testify; but evidence is adduced to show, that 
the witness, attempted to be excluded, had four months before the 
trial of the cause, been heard to say, that he felt himself bound to 
pay the plaintiff the amount in litigation in that suit, if the plaintiff 
did not recover. I t is clear he had no interest in the event of the 
suit and if he had any, it had been formally released. This case 
then presents the question, whether the mere declaration of a wit
ness, as to his obligations, can render him incompetent to testify, 
although the witness shall * palpably have mistaken his legal „ f i Q 

obligations, or viewing the declarations of the witness, as re 
ferring to a mere honorary obligation, whether such declarations, 
will exclude him from testifying? Now, if these declarations, when 
made by the witness on the stand, under oath, would not, and ought 
not, to exclude him, a fortiori, his statements and declarations, not 
under oath, ought not to exclude him; and even, if at the trial, his 

12 3 G. & J. 
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his belief of his legal or honorary obligations rendered him incompe
tent, it would not follow that his declarations of such obligations 
anterior, to the trial would or ought to have the same effect: for 
his notions of obligations may have undergone a change between 
the time of making of such declarations and the trial—and at the 
time of the trial his mind might be free from all bias, which such 
belief might be calculated to produce; besides, the establishment 
of such a principle, would seem to lead to consequences subver
sive, of justice in many cases, for the doctrine assumes, as has 
been well observed, the truth of unsworn statements, and en
ables an unwilling witness, ad libitum, to deprive a party of his testi
mony. In conformity with these views, the cases of 5 Massa. 261, and 
8 Massa. 487, were decided. 

The Court are aware of the case of Colston vs. Nichols, decided by 
the Court of Appeals, under its former organization, 1 H. & J. 106, 
in which the decision of the General Court, that evidence of un
sworn declarations of a witness were inadmissible to impeach bis 
competency, was overruled—but this Court cannot accede to the 
doctrine, that the adduction of such evidence, although it might be 
calculated to affect the credit of the witness, went to his compe
tency. 

The first exception having been waived by the appellant's counsel, 
it does not become necessary for us to express any opinion upon it. 

Judgment affirmed. 

200 * P H I L I P B L E S S I N G VS. J O H N H O U S E ' S Lessee.—Decem

ber, 1831. 

In an action of ejectment where defence was taken on warrant, and plots 
were returned, the defendant offered in evidence a deed for "a l l that 
part or parcel of land lying and being in, &c. as has been willed by the 
said W. (the grantor) to his said daughter, (the grantee) as will more 
fully show by reference to the said last will and testament, bearing date, 
&c. for 100 acres, it being designated by the ORH Cabin Farm, it being 
likewise to be taken from that part or parcel of land the said W. bought 
of H. to be laid off by the said W's executors, at his death, for 100 
acres; " and also offered in evidence another deed between the same 
parties, which purported to confirm the first deed. The second deed 
described the land by metes and bounds. The two deeds were offered 
as constituting one valid deed. The first deed was not located on the 
plots, the second deed was. The will of W. was not produced, nor did 
it appear that his executors had laid off any land for the grantee. Held, 
that the first deed was void for uncertainty—could not be read because 
not located, and that the second deed could not operate as a confirmation 
of the first, (a) 

(a) See Hammond vs. Norris, 2 H. & J. 113, note, as to description of the 
subject-matter in a deed of conveyance. 
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No title paper in an ejectment, where defence is taken on warrant, can be 
read in evidence, unless it is located. (6) 

It is an essential attribute of a tenancy in common, that there should be a 
unity of possession; wherever, therefore, the tenure of the estate in
tended to be conveyed indicates a holding in severalty, or by particular 
or specific description, a tenancy in common cannot exist. 

Iti s the office and operation of a deed of confirmation, to corroborate and give 
legal effect to a voidable, and not a void estate. It cannot work upon an 
estate void at law. (c) 

A P P E A L from Frederick County Court. Ejectment for a tract of 
land lying in Frederick County, called More Bad than Good, con
taining 2(55 acres. 

The defendant (the present appellant) took defence on warrant, 
and plots were returned. Issue was joined upon the plea of not 
guilty. 

A t the trial, the plaintiff offered in evidence the patent for 
the tract of land called More Had than Good, granted to William 
House for 265 acres on the 27th October, 1795. And then proved 
that the land is duly located on the plots by the plaintiff, agreeably 
to the courses and distances contained in the patent; that the tract 
of land called * More Bad than (rood, has acquired by reputa- „ f t l 

tion, and is known in the county as and by the name of The 
Kesurvey on More Bad than Good. He then offered in evidence a 
deed duly acknowledged and recorded from William House, (the 
patentee) to John House the lessor of the plaintiff, for 76 acres and 
25 perches of land, hearing date on the 9th August, 1817; and proved 
that the said deed is duly located on the plots. 

The defendant then offered in evidence a deed from Archibald 
Edmonson to John Holland, dated 19th Dec'r, 1771, for 200 acres of 
land, called Part of the Eesurvey on Drunkards not Mistaken; aud 
also lor another tract called Grog, containing 54 acres of land, and 
then offered the deed from John Holland to William House, dated 
the 2d November, 1793, for the same lands called The Kesurvey on 
Drunkards not Mistaken, containing 200 acres, and Grog, containing 
54 acres, and proved that said lands are properly located on the plots 
in this cause. The defendant then offered in evidence the following 
d e e d from William House to Mary Harvey : " Th i s indenture made 
this 9th July, 1817, between William House of, &c. of the one part, 
and Mary Harvey, daughter of the said W . H.of the other part, wit-
uesse t h : that the said W . H. as well for and in consideration of the 
natural love and affectiou which he, the said W . H. hath and beareth 
unto the said M. H., as also for the better maintenance, support, 

(6) Cited in Langley vs. Jones, 26 Md. 473. But see Rev. Code, Art. 64. sec. 
24, amended by the Act of 1882, c. 372, 

(c) Approved in Dewing vs. Perdicaries, 96 U. S. 195, and Cronise vs. Clark. 
4 Md. Ch. 407. 
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livelihood, aud preferment, of her, the said M. H. hath given, granted, 
& c , and by these presents doth give, grant, & c , unto the said M. H., 
her heirs and assigns, all that part or parcel of land, lying and being 
in, &c , as has been willed by the said W. I I . to his said daughter M. 
H., as will more fully show by reference to the said last will and tes
tament, bearing date the 4th July, iu the year of our Lord, 1817, for 
100 acres of land, it being designated by the Old Cabin Farm, it 
being likewise to be taken from that part or parcel of land the said 
W . H. bought of Holland, to be laid off by the said W . II 's executors 

j at his death, for 100 acres * of land, together with all and 
^ " * singular the houses, buildings, & c , unto the said M. H. as 
aforesaid, or any part or parcel thereof belonging, or in any wise 
appertaining;or therewith commonly held, used, occupied, enjoyed 
or accepted, reported, taken or known, as part or parcel of, or belong 
iug to the same, and the reversion, and reversions, remainder, and 
remainders, rents, issues, and profits, of all and singular the said 
premises with their appurtenances, and all the estate, right, title, 
interest, property, claim, and demand whatsoever, of him the said W . 
H. of. in. and to, the said part or parcel of land aud premises, and 
of, in, and to every part and parcel thereof, with their, and every 
of their appurtenances. To have and to hold," &c. And also the 
following deed between the same parties. " Th i s indenture made 
the 4th September, 1818, between William House, of, & c , of the one 
part, and Mary Harvey, daughter of the said W . H . of the other 
part. Whereas the said W. H. did, by deed bearing date on or about 
the 9th duly, in the year 1817, duly executed and recorded, convey 
or intended to convey to the said M. H. the lands and premises 
hereinafter described and couveyed, and there appearing to be con
siderable defects in the said deed, from whence doubts have arisen, 
whether the same be sufficient in law to convey the said land to the 
said M. H. as thereby intended ; to correct all errors and mistakes 
therein, and confirm the title of the said land in her the said M. H., 
the said W . H. hath given this deed of confirmation. Now this 
indenture witnesseth, that the said W . H. as well for the causes 
above recited, and the natural affection and love, which he, the said 
W . H. hath, and beareth unto her the said M. H., as for and in con
sideration of the sum of one dollar, current money, to him in hand 
paid by the said M. H. at or before the sealing and delivering these 
presents, the receipt whereof he, the said W . H., doth hereby acknow
ledge, hath given, granted, &c. and by these presents, doth give, 
grant, &c. unto her, the said M. I I . , her heirs and assigns, all that 

tract or parcel of laud lying and * being in the county afore-
said, within the following metes and bounds, it being part of 

a tract of land called and known by the name of More Bad than 
Good; beginning for the same, at a white oak tree, standing 
to the westward of the house where the said W . H. now lives, 
marked for the end of the eighth Hue of a tract of land, called 
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The Eesurvey on House's New Design, it being also at the end of the 
thirty-first line of the said tract of land called More Bad than Good, 
and running thence, &c.—describing the land by metes and bounds, 
courses and distances—containing 98 acres of land, more or less, 
together with all and singular the improvements, &c.; to have and 
to hold the said tract or part of a tract or parcel of land, and every 
pari and parcel thereof, unto the said M. H. her heirs and assigns, 
to the only proper use and behoof of her the said Mary Harvey, her 
heirs and assigns forever." 

The plaintiff objected to the admissibility of the first deed from 
William House to Mary Harvey, and the Court sustained the objec
tion, and refused to permit the same to be read to the jury. The 
defendant excepted, aud the verdict aud judgment being against 
him. he prosecuted the present appeal. 

The cause was argued before S T E P H E N . A K C I I E U , and I)oi;si;<i, 
JJ. 

Calmer, for the appellant, contended. 1. That the Court below 
erred in rejecting the deed of the 9th of July, 1817, when offered in 
connexion with the deed of September 4th, 1818, both constituting 
one deed. The question then is, as to the admissibility of the first 
deed—if it was evidence for any purpose, the judgment must be 
reversed; it can be affirmed only upon the ground of its being an 
absolute nullity. He insisted that the deed operated as a covenant to 
stand seized to the use of the grantee, and that a Court of Chancery 
need not be resorted to for the purpose of enforcing the covenant. 
'I'he grantor * could not resist this deed, and if he could not 
neither can John House, who claims under the same grantor. 
Jackson vs. Sebring, 10 Johns. 524; 2 Thos. Co. Lit. 682, note 2; 2 
WiU. (12. After the execution of the deed, the father and daughter 
(grantor and grantee,) became tenants in common; its design was a 
family settlement, securing to the daughter her proportion of his, the 
grantor's estate. The deed refers to the will of the grantor, dated 
July 4th, 1817, in which the land it intended to convey, is described 
as the Cabin Farm, which is a sufficient designation. By the will, 
he directed his executors to do, what he himself does, by his deed 
of September, 1818. This last deed is not a confirmation of the 
former deed, but a deed of partition, giving a specific description of 
the property. They are not relied on, as furnishing the ground for 
a recovery in ejectment. The party claiming under them is in pos
session, and merely relies on them to defend that possession. Con
sidering William House, a tenant in common with his daughter, the 
grantee, he could not convey to John, any separate portion of the 
land, held in common with Mary. 4 Kents Com.364; Hammond vs. 
Norris, 2 //. ,1- J. 146; Thomas VS. Turrey, 1 H. & G. 435. 2. II the 
deed of 1817 did not iu itself contain a sufficient description.it was 
competent to the defendant to show by the deed of 1818, that the 

http://description.it
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Cabin Farm, referred to in the first deed, contained a certain number 
of acres, and was sufficiently defined. Jackson vs. Delaney, 4 Cowen, 
429, 432. That which can be rendered certain, is sufficiently certain. 
4 Cruise Dig. 208; 1 Thos. Coke, 240. The first deed was to take 
effect after the death of the grantor, and refers to his will—if good 
at the time of its execution, subsequent events cannot make it 
bad. The first deed at the time of its execution, was certainly good 
a s against the grantor. I f he had died leaving the will referred to, 
the grantee could have compelled his executors to lay the land off, 
in conformity with the will—Chancery would have coerced them to 

do so. Though the deed may he * defective as such, it is still 
good as a contract, and Chancery will compel its specific exe

cution. Ticman vs. Poor, 1 0.. & J. 221; Beal and Ijynn, 0 H. & J. 
533; Hunt vs. Rousmaniere, 1 Peters, 13; 2 Peere Wms. 242; 1 Eq. 
Cos. Abr. 286; Sugden Vend. 223, 523, 527. The deed of 1818 
revokes the will pro tanto, and effectuates that which the testator 
designed should be done by his executors, after his death. I f a Court 
of Chancery would enforce the deed as a contract, it cannot be abso
lutely void, and when enforced, it must take effect from its date. 
Browne vs. Broicne, 1 H. cfc J. 430. 

F. A. Schley and Wm. Schley, for appellee,—referred to the plots in 
explanation of the conflicting pretensions of the parties. The de
fendant claims under a deed from William House to Mary Harvey, 
dated 9th July, 1817, and which was located by him, according to 
the courses and distances of a second deed from said W . H. to said 
M. H. dated the 4th of September, 1818. But the deed of the 9th of 
•Inly, 1817, was counter-located by the plaintiff, in such manner as 
not to interfere with his location of his own pretensions; and as not 
to iall within the lines of the deed of 4th September, 1818. Thus the 
defendant claimed title under the deed of 9th July, 1817, and its true 
l o c a t i o n was in issue, by reason of the plaintiff's counter-location. 
The defendant offered both the deeds at the same time, and as form
ing together one deed. The objection was exclusively to the prior 
deed. The sole question, therefore, presented by the record is, 
whether the deed of 9th July, 1817, was admissible in evidence, or 
not? They made I he following points:—1. That said deed was not 
admissible, per se, as an independent instrument, either to prove title 
or location. 2. That it was not admissible, in connexion with the 
second deed, as evidence for the defendant, for any purpose. 

1. The deed was not admissible per se. I t is void for uncertainty. 
Every deed must comprehend sufficient certainty of the lands or tene-

ments intended to be conveyed. * 2 Thomas' Co. Xi<.240. And 
such certainty must be collected from the terms of the deed, 

of which the Court are to judge :—matter in pais cannot be resorted 
to, except in cases of latent ambiguity. Carroll vs. Norwood, 5 H. db 
J. 103. Where the ambiguity is patent, the deed is void, either ab
solutely, or except on the ground of election, according to circum-
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stances. Hammond vs. Xorris, 2 U. db J. 147; Hvntt «(• Parks vs. 
Girt, 2 H. & J.. BOB: FtoffWU vs. Zta-wy, 1 db G. 438. The deci
sions in this Court upon cases of judicial sales, where the returns of 
sheriffs have been quashed for uncertainty in the description of the 
premises, are iu point. In those cases it was held, that such cer
tainty was necessary in a return, as would enable the officer, upon a 
habere facias possessionem, to deliver possession of the premises. 
Fenwick vs. Floyd, 1 H. & G. 172; Clark vs. Belmear, 1 G.dbJ. 448. 
Express certainty in the description is not necessary; if there be a 
reference in the description to something aliunde, a recurrence to 
which will establish the certainty of the premises, such demonstrable 
certainty will suffice. They referred to the deed to shew, that it does 
not contain any express certainty. The name of the tract, whereof 
the part intended to be conveyed is parcel, is not even given; no 
muniments are designated; no courses ami distances mentioned. 
They insisted that it does not comprehend the requisite demonstrable 
certainty. Strictly speaking, there is but one reference: and that is 
to the grantor's will of 4th July, 1817, and wind, follows is mere reci
tal from the will. But at the utmost, there are but four matters 
aliunde, by which the certainty of the premises might be established. 
(1.) The grantor's will. Where is that will? What was the part 
therein devised to Mary Harvey ? No such will was ottered in evi
dence ; no such devise was located on the plots. The deed could not, 
therefore, have been received on the suggestiou, that the defendant 
might have afterwards produced the will. As the devise was not 
located he could not offer * any such evidence. Carroll vs. „ f t , ~ 
Norwood, 1 11. db ,1. 177. (2.) The Old Cabin Farm. This is, * i i 7 

manifestly, not given as an independent description ; but is mere re
cital from the will, wherein the land devised t oM. H. was designated 
as the Old Cabin farm. But as an independent reference it cannot 
avail. The defendant did not locate the Old Cabin farm, and could 
not, of course, have offered any evidence to show, that its bounda
ries agreed with his location of said deed. (3.) The part intended 
to be conveyed, was to be taken from that part of the grantor's land, 
which he had bought from Holland. The purchase from Holland is 
located, and consists of 251 acres. The part intended to be conveyed 
is only 100 acres. This was a case for election, but it was never 
made: or if made, such election is not located, and could not there
fore be proved. It comes within the principles of Huntt db Parks vs. 
Gist, already considered. (4.) The part " intended to be conveyed" 
was to be laid off by the grantor's executors at his death. I t was to 
be ascertained by the exercise of a future power. I t is sufficient to 
say that it does not appear that William House is dead : or that he 
appoiided executors; or that the power was ever exercised:—if ex
ercised, as it is not located, no evidence could be received of the lines 
of the part laid olf. The deed, therefore, in point of law. was merely 
void and inoperative. I t could not be evidence of t i t le; and having 
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no properties whereby it could be located, and there being nothing 
on the plots to aid it, it could not be received iu support of the de
fendant's locations. In the case of Hammond vs. Norris, there was 
no counter-location of the defective deed. The question of title alone 
was in issue in that case; here location is also iu issue. Where a 
location is made by one party, and uo counter-location thereof by the 
adversary, the location is admitted to be true. Hughes vs. Howard, 
3 H. <fc J. 13. In that case, therefore, the deed was properly read to 
the jury, in explanation of the manner of its location. But when of-

fered to prove title, it was declared to be void for uncertainty, 
* and not to be " a locatable deed." The decision in that case, 

is conclusive upon the questions in this. But it has been urged that 
the deed may be upheld as a covenant to stand seised to the use of 
Mary Harvey. To stand seised of wha t ! The same certainty is re
quired in such a deed, as in a deed of bargain and sale. The only 
distinction between a covenant to stand seised, and a technical bar
gain and sale, arises from the nature of the consideration, and not 
the form of the conveyance;—a pecuniary consideration being indis
pensable to the latter, whilst a merely good consideration would avail 
to support the former. 2 Saund. on Uses and Trusts, 46, 79. Both 
are deeds; and are construed by the same rules. Before the Statute 
of Uses what difference was between them ? They were both cou-
sidered as mere declarations of uses, operating without transmuta
tion of possession—in the one case, on the possession of the bar 
gainor, to raise an use in favor of the bargainee; in the other, on the 
possession of the covenantor, to raise an use in favor of the cove
nantee. In either case, livery of seisin would have made a feoffment, 
and would have operated by transmutation of possession, to vest the 
seisin in the bargainee or covenantee, who would have become the 
feoffee. The Statute of Uses, in both cases, by a legal transmuta
tion, annexes the possession to the use. 2 Thos. Co. Litt. 578; 2 
Inst, 671. But the statute can only operate a legal transmutation, 
where livery of seisin in fact would have made a feoffment. And is 
not certainty of the premises inseparable from the notion of l ivery? 
2 Thos. Co. Litt. 334. Aga in :—I t has been urged that the deed is 
good as creating a tenancy in common. This cannot be. The part 
"intended to be conveyed" was intended to be held by her in seve
ralty, and not pro indiviso. I t is only necessary to recur to the defl-
n it ion of a tenancy in common, to break the force of this argument. 
2 Bl. Comm. 195; 1 Thos. Co. Litt. 892. 

It is the peculiarity of the estate of teuants in common, that neither 
can tell which part is his own. As Lord Coke *says, it is pro 
indiviso. A s soon as the particular part is determined, it 

ceases to be a tenancy in common. I t must be a holding in common 
of every part of the land. 2 Black. Com. 192; Co. Lit. 188 b. In the 
deed he does not convey it as an undivided part. A moiety, a third, 
or any other part of a tract, or any other words to shew that there is 
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a remaining part ibr bim. Here be conveys it as ' 'all that part or 
parcel of land as has been willed by him to her, as will more fully 
show by his last will and testament, bearing date, &c ; it being desig
nated by the Old Cabin Farm." Unity of possession is the essence 
of this kind of estate. That is, a possession pervading the whole 
estate. Ye t by this deed he confines her right to 100 acres, and de
signates these 100 acres as the Old Cabin Farm, and as the land 
willed to her for 100 acres, as by his will, will more fully show. &c, 
By the deed, called by the defendant a deed of confirmation, and 
offered iu evidence by him, he shows that he meant to convey by the 
first deed a specified quantity, and by defined limits. I f then the 
second deed is to show the nature of, and explain and confirm the 
first, and they are both to be received as one; there certainly can be 
no tenancy in common. 

2. The first deed was not admissible in connection witli the second. 
(1.) The second deed cannot avail to confirm the first. I t may 
operate as an original deed, and as such was evidence, nor was it 
objected to by the plaintiff. But it cannot relate to the first deed, 
aud make that good. A confirmation doth not create a. right—it 
can only make sure a right in esse. Confirmatio otnnes snpplet defec-
tus, licet id quod actum est ab initio, non valuit. It- doth not strengthen 
a void estate:—ubi donatio nidla omnino, nec valebit confirmatio. 2 
Thos. Co. Litt. 516. I t has been admitted, however, that the second 
deed cannot be good as a confirmation. But it is insisted:—(2.) 
That it is good as a deed of partition. But this presupposes that 
the grantor and grantee were tenants in common. I t has sufficiently 
been shewn that the prior deed could not create such a relation. 
I f it did create such a relation, then it would have been evidence 
independent of the second deed. Its effect in evidence would have 
been an after inquiry. 

Boss, iu reply, cited 16 Johns. 524; 27 Hen. V I I I , c. 10; 2 Thos. 
Coke, 682, note 2 ; West vs. Biscoe, 6 H. & J. 465; 1 Dallas, 137; 4 
Kent Com. 364; 2 Conn. B. 243; 4 lb. 485; 5 lb. 363; 1 Thos. Coke, 
828, N. R.; Hammond vs. Norris. 2 II. if- J. 131; 2 Peters, 44. 

S T E P H E N , J . delivered the opinion of the Court. After referring 
to the evidence, the Judge said:—The sole question, therefore, which 
this Court is called upon to decide is, whether the first mentioned 
deed was legally operative and admissible, as evidence to go to the 
jury for the purpose for which it was offered, or in other words, 
whether the deed was not legally defective for uncertainty iu the 
description of the property intended to be conveyed ? The deed has 
reference to the will of William House, to identity the land, which it 
was intended to transfer to Mary Harvey j and the question there
fore necessarily arises, whether the will is not equally aud essentially 
detective in the description of the property it was intended to convey! 
Aud upon mature deliberation we think it unquestionably was. By 
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the will of William House, it was designated by the name of the 
"Old Cabin Farm, it being likewise to be taken * from that 

**** ' part or parcel of land the said W . H. bought of Holland, to be 
laid off by the said W. H's executors at his death, for 100 acres of 
land." The Old Cabin Farm was not located on the plots, nor was 
there any location of the land as laid off by the executors of W . H. 
according to the provisions of his will. There was, therefore, no 
location on the plots to which the deed offered in evidence could 
apply, and the principle is well settled, that no title paper can be 
offered in evidence unless it is located. The deed wo think 
was defective for uncertainty. It referred to the will to ascer
tain the land it was intended to convey. The will did not 
specify with certainty or precision the land devised; it was to be 
laid off by W . H's executors at his death. There was no proof in 
the cause that the executors of W . H. ever had executed the duty or 
trust developed upon them by the will, and the reference by the 
deed to the will, does not therefore cure or remove the ambiguity. 
It was contended by the counsel for the appellant, that although the 
deed from W . H. to his daughter M. H., did not operate to convey 
any specific quality of land to his daughter, by reasons of its am
biguity in the description of the land intended to be conveyed, yet 
that it might operate as conveying an undivided interest, and make 
M. H. a tenant in common with W . H., and that the deed of the 1th 
of September, 1818, might operate as a deed of partition. But to 
this proposition we cannot accede. W e do not think that the deed 
from W . H. to M. H. operated to make them tenants in common. 
It is an essential attribute of a teuancy in common, that there should 
be a unity of possession; wherever, therefore, the tenure of the 
estate intended to be conveyed, indicates a holding in severalty, or 
by particular or specific description, a tenancy in common cannot 
exist. 1st. 27(0. Co. Lit. 875. "Tenants in common are they which 
have lands or tenements in fee simple, fee tail, or for term of life, &c. 
and they have such lands or tenements by several titles, and not by 
a joint title, and none of them know of this his several, but they 

ought by the law to occupy these lands or * tenements in 
common, and pro indiviso to take the profits in common. And 

because they come to such lands or tenements by several titles, and 
not by one joint title, and their occupation and possession shall be 
by law, between them in common, they are called tenants in common." 
In this case, the 100 acres were to be laid off by executors, and the 
devisee was to hold them exclusively in her own possession, which 
provision in the will is wholly destructive of the idea of a tenancy in 
common, to which estate, a unity of possession is essential. Neither 
can the deed of the 1th of September, 1818, operate as a deed of cou-
firrhation: because it is the office and operation of sucli a deed, to 
corroborate and give legal effect, not to a void, but voidable estate. 
A confirmation does not strengthen a void estate; for a confirmation 
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may make a voidable or defeasable estate good, but cannot work 
upon an estate ihat is void inlaw. 1 Cm. Dig. 105. I t was con
tended by one of the counsel for the appellant, that though the first 
deed might be defective and inoperative at law, yet that it might IK; 
available in equity as a contract, which a Court of Chancery would 
enforce, Admitting that Chancery will aid defective conveyances 
by parents making provision for children. 1 Vernon, 132; 1 Fonb. 
349. Y e t it must be remembered, that the parties in this cause 
were litigating iu a Court of law, and whatever might have been the 
equitable rights of Mary Harvey, they could not avail her as matter 
of defence in the action of ejectment; nor is it believed that equity 
would have enforced the first deed to the prejudice of John House, 
who was a subsequent purchaser for valuable consideration without 
notice. W e are also of opinion that the principle established by the 
case of Hammond vs. Norris, 2 H. tt; ./. 130, is strictly applicable to 
the case now betore this Court. In that case, the plaintiff having 
located on the plots, a deed from John Howard to Philip Hammond, 
offered in the first bill of exceptions, to read in evidence a deed bear
ing date the 27th of September, 1753, being a deed of bargain and 
sale by * way of mortgage, conveying unto Hammond all those , l J 1 0 

two parcels of land being parts of a tract of land called Wood's « * " * " 
Inclosure, and sold to the said John Howard by Joseph Wood, one 
parcel containing 80 acres, the other 94 acres as by deed duly made 
and recorded in the records of Frederick County appears; the said 
two parcels of land being also what the said J. Howard's dwelling 
plantation is made upon. In the second hill of except ions, he then 
produced and offered to read iu evidence the said deed from J. 
Howard to P. Hammond, dated the 27th of September, 1753, herein 
before mentioned in the first bill of exceptions, and showed that the 
80 acres Of land therein mentioned were located by him on the plots, 
beginning at the end of the 27th line of Wood's Lot, as located by 
him at black A, and running, v\c. to the beginning. " C H A S E , C . J. 
The deed from J. Howard to P. Hammond of the 27th September, 
1753, does not sufficiently specify the land, being for 86 acres and '.it 
acres, parts of Wood's Inclosure, conveyed by Joseph Wood to John 
Howard, as appears by deed recorded in Frederick County, but the 
deed thus referred to, cannot be found. This deed does not define 
the SO acres by any courses or distances, there is therefore, nothing 
in it whereby any locatable land can be conveyed, and of course 
passes nothing, and passing nothing, it cannot be evidence. Nothing 
but the deed itself, can prove the location of the land recited in the 
deed now offered to be read to tin; jury. The Court are therefore of 
opinion, that the deed from J. Howard to P. Hammond is not legal 
evidence to show title in Hammond in the 86 acres of land, part of 
Wood's Inclosure, as located on the plots by the plaintiff, or to sup 
port his location of the same, without producing the deed from 
Joseph Wood to J. Howard, to which the deed from J. Howard to 
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Hammond doth refer, to ascertain and identity the 80 acres intended 
to pass by the same, and that the deed is inoperative to pass the 
same, without producing that deed. The Court refuse therefore to 
sutler the same to be read to the jury." This Court are of opinion 

that the principle involved * in that decision, is decisive of 
the question now before this Court, aud that the judgment of 

Frederick County Court ought therefore to be affirmed. 
•Judgment affirmed. 

T H E S T A T E VS. L E V I N HOWELL .—December , 1831. 

It is sufficiently certain in an indictment to describe the article stolen as 
"one hide of the value," &c. (a) 

E E K O K to Calvert County Court. An indictment had been found 
against Dowell, by the grand jury of Calvert County, in the follow 
ing words: 

" The grand jurors of the State of Maryland, for Calvert County, 
upon their oath do present, that Levin Dowell, late of said county, 
yeoman, on the 10th January, 1830, with force and arms at the 
county aforesaid, one hide of the value of oue dollar current money, 
and one other hide, of the value of one dollar current money, of the 
goods and chattels of James Kent, aud Daniel Kent, then and there 
being found, feloniously did steal, take, and carry away, against the 
Ac t of Assembly in such case made and provided, and against the 
peace, government, and dignity of the State." 

Upon the plea of not guilty, there was a verdict for the State. 
The defendant then moved in arrest of judgment upon the ground, 

1st. That the indictment does not describe the kind of hides charged 
to have been stolen. 2d. That the indictment charges the stealing 
o f two hides, aud the proof in support of that allegation is, that the 
accused did steal an ox hide and a calf skin. The County Court sus
tained the motion, and arrested the judgment. The present writ of 
error was thereupon taken out. 

_ * T h e cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J., F A B L E , 
M A R T I N , S T E P H E N , aud A R C H E R , JJ. 

Boyle, for the State, alter referring, upon the question of the cer 
taiuty required in indictments, to 5 Coke, 125; Russell on Crimes, 
1147, 1181; (\>irp. Rep. 682; 2 East Crown Law, 777,602,616; Arch-
bold C. Plea. 130; 3 Maul, and Selw. 539; was stopped by the Court, 
who Reversed the judgment, and awarded procedendo. 

(a) See Rev. Code. Art. 72, sec. 38, amended by Act of 1882, c. 84. 
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J O H N D I F F E N D E B F F E R VS. W I N D E R et ux.—December, 1831. 

D. in 1815, voluntarily assumed a trust oyer certain real property, to a part 
of the rents of which the complainants were entitled, and from that 
period until 1828. from time to time, every year, received large sums of 
money from the estate, which he continually employed in trade and 
speculation. To the bill against him for an account, he filed more than 
one defective answer, withholding the discovery sought for. He claimed 
the whole trust fund, in one answer, as belonging to his wife and chil
dren, who really owned a part; while in another, he set up an unfounded 
stale claim in a stranger, to a part of the fund. He endeavored in the 
progress of the cause to stifle the inquiry as to the use he had made of 
the money received, or the profits which had accrued from its use. He 
neither paid nor offered to pay the c. q. t. complainants any thing. Held, 
that under the circumstances he was liable to pay compound interest, 
estimated on the balance in his hands at the end of each year; and that 
having kept full and fair accounts of his receipts and expenditures, and 
in that respect faithfully discharged his duty as trustee, he had not for
feited all claim to commissions, but was entitled to half commission—5 
per centum, (a) 

Where the Appellate Court reverses the decree of the Court of Chancery, it 
exercises as it were an original equity jurisdiction, and places that decree 
upon the record, which the Chancellor ought to have given. Upon cross 
appeals, therefore, from the same decree, errors of which one party 
below, since the Act of 1825, could not have availed himself upon his 
appeal, because not excepted to, may be corrected by this Court in re
modelling the Chancellor's decree upon the appeal of the other party. (6) 

The Court of Appeals will direct an audit to be made, and new accounts 
stated, where it is necessary to enable them to pass a final decree in the 
cause. 

* Accounts stated by the auditor of the Court of Chancery which « 1 0 

have not been confirmed by the Chancellor, are no evidence of 
the truth of the facts assumed by the auditor in stating them. 

Where trustees act bona fide and with due diligence, they have always re
ceived the favor and protection of Courts of equity, and their acts are 
regarded with the most indulgent consideration. Where they have 
betrayed their trust—grossly violated their duty, or been guilty of un
reasonable negligence, their acts are inspected with the severest scrutiny, 
and they are dealt with according to rules of strict, if not of rigorous 
justice, (c) 

(a) Distinguished, as to payment of compound interest in Sindall vs. Camp
bell, 7 Gill, 74, and Rayner vs. Bryson. 29 Md. 481. See Ringgold vs. Ring
gold, 1 H. & G. 11, note (b). Cited, as to allowance of commissions to trus
tees, in Railway Co. vs. Keighler, 29 Md. 580. See Ringgold vs. Ringgold. 1 
H. A G . 11, note (g). 

(6) Approved in Trust Co. vs. Winn, 4 Md. Ch. 268. 
(c) Approved in Ctiase vs. Lockerman, 11 G. & J. 208. Cf. Owynn vs. 

Dorsey, 4 G. & J. 453. 
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C R O S S - A P P E A L S from the Court of Chancery. On the 8th August, 
1825, the appellees, William S. Winder, and Araminta his wife, filed 
the present bill against the appellant, and Amelia, Michael, and 
Charles R. Diffeuderffer, the minor children of the appellant, charg
ing, that in the year 1805, a certain Charles Rogers being seized of a 
considerable real estate in the City and County of Baltimore, duly 
made his last will and testament, and without revoking the same, 
departed this life at the close of the said year, leaving four children, 
to wit, Ann Martin, Mary Lee, Catharine Rogers, and Sarah Bailey, 
the mother of the complainant, Araminta. That the testator de
vised his estate to certain trustees, to hold the same upon the trusts 
by the will disclosed, and also devised all his real estate fronting on 
Baltimore and Calvert streets, except forty feet at the north, to be 
divided into three equal parts by the trustees, and to be by them 
held, to, and for, the sole and separate use of the testator's three 
youugest daughters, Auu, Mary and Catharine, during their natural 
lives, as tenants in common, free from the control of their then, or 
future husbands, and after their death, then iu trust for the children 
of such daughters as tenants in common, and by said will made the 
following devise: " The residue of my real estate situate in the City 
of Baltimore, or elsewhere, it is my will and desire, that my said trus
tees, and the heirs of the survivor of them, hold the same in trust to 
and for the sole and separate use and behoof of my said three young
est daughters, Ann, Mary aud Catherine, as tenants in common, with-

out the control or interference of any future *or present hus-
***** band, each to receive the rents and profits of the same, and to 
give receipts, either to the tenants, or my trustees, and from and im
mediately after the decease of each of my said three daughters, then 
in trust, to and for all and every of the child and children of said 
daughters, their heirs aud assigns, as tenants in common, such child 
or children to have the share of its, or their parent; to wit, the one-
third part of my said last mentioned premises, leaving the two-thirds 
to my surviving daughters, and in case of the death of two of them, 
then leaving the one-third to the survivor; the remaining two-thirds 
vesting in the issue of my deceased daughters, per stirpes;" and 
further devised, " I f any of my children, to wit, Sarah Bailej', Ann 
Martin, Mary Lee, or Catharine Rogers, die without leaving issue at 
the time of their death, or if leaving issue, they die without issue 
before they arrive at the age of 21 years; it is my will that my trus
tees, and the survivor of them, &c. hold his, her, or their share or 
shares, if more than one, in trust, to and for all my surviving 
daughter or daughters; and the issue of any daughter, is to be con
sidered as a surviving daughter, aud to represent the mother or 
parent per stirpes; where any limitation in this will is made to chil
dren or daughters, my meaniug is, that the same comprise their issue, 
that is, my grand, great-grandchildren, aud so in infinitum; and they 
are to take per stirpes, to wit, issue, to take auy oue of my daughter's 
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share, it being my intention that no one part, or share of my prop
erty, on the death of any of my daughters, shall go to the surviving 
sister, as long as children, or issue shall represent any of my deceased 
daughters," as by reference to the will exhibited with the bill ap
peals. That thesaid Ann Martin and Mary Lee, have departed this 
life, without leaving any children or issue whatever. That the said 
Sarah P.ailey hath departed this life, leaving the complainant Ara
minta, since married to the other complainant, iter only child and 
heir-at-law. That Catharine Rogers married John Ditfenderffer, (the 
appellant) by whom she had four children, one of whom died unmar
ried, and * without issue, and Amelia, Michael, and Charles 
R. three of the defendants are her surviving children, all of 
whom are minors, aud that Catherine, the mother is dead. That 
since the death of the said Ann Martin aud Mary Lee, the said John 
Ditfenderffer asserting that his children are entitled to the whole of 
the property mentioned in the several devises, hereinbefore stated, 
has taken possession of all such property, rented out the same, and 
received the rents and profits thereof, to a large amount, to the ex
clusion of the complainant, Araminta, who as the complainants charge, 
is entitled to one-half of the shares belonging to the said Ann Mar
tin and Mary Lee, the children of said Diffenderffer being entitled 
to the other half. The bill further stated, that the trustees named 
in the will have refused to accept the trust, and none others have 
been appointed by any competent authority. That frequent applica
tions have been made to Diffenderffer for an account of the moneys 
received by him, and a discovery of the property to which Ann liar-
tin and Mary Lee were entitled under the aforesaid will, and where 
the same is situated; aud for a fair and equal division thereof, which 
has been refused. The bill sought information on all these subjects; 
and prayed that Diffenderffer may come to a full and fair account 
for the rents and profits of said property,, and for a division of the 
same, and for further relief. 

The answer of the appellant admitted the death of Charles Rogers, 
the testator, as stated iu the bill, aud that' complainants exhibited a 
true copy of his will. That he left four children as stated, and that 
( at harine Bailey, one of them is dead, leaving the complainant, Ara
minta, her only child, and heir-at-law. The marriage of the com
plainant is'also admitted; aud that Ann Martin and Mary Lee have 
departed this life without issue; the former on the 5th of May, 1807, 
and the latter on the 21st of January, 1808. That Catharine Rogers 
intermarried with the respondent, and that she has since died, to wit, 
on the 30th June, 1818, leaving four children, one of whom there
after died, as ' charged in the bill. The answer then states, 
that the trustees refused to accept the trust as stated, in con- ***** 
sequence whereof, an application was made on behalf of the parties 
interested, to have a trustee appointed to execute the trusts of the 
wil l ; that thereupon one Samuel Vincent was appointed by the 
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Chancellor some time about the year 1806, for that purpose, who took 
upon himself the duties of said appointment, and continued to dis
charge them up to the year 1815, when from the infirmities of age 
and disease, he became incapable of executing them further. That 
Vincent from time to time, settled his accounts iu the Court of Chan 
eery, and paid over to this defendant sundry sums of money received 
from the said trust fund, on account of the distributive share of his 
wi fe ; by which, and by an account stated by the auditor of the 
Court of Chancery, it will appear, that there remained a large bal
ance due to his said wife, whilst the other parties received more than 
their proportions. The answer further states, that when said Vin
cent became incapable as before mentioned, from further fulfilling the 
duties of trustee, he required this defendant to take possession, and 
receive the rents and profits of that part of said trust estate, which 
belouged to his wife, and descended to her children as aforesaid. 
That the defendant accordingly took possession of the property on 
Calvert and Baltimore streets, devised as aforesaid in trust, for the 
benefit of the said Ann Martin and Mary Lee, and the said Catha
rine Rogers, (married to defendant) and also of sundry ground rents, 
devised in the same way, which he is advised he had a just and legal 
right to, by virtue of the aforesaid will, and the death of Ann Mar
tin and Mary Lee, upon which the said estate, so taken possession of 
by him, descended to the said Catherine, and after her death, to her 
aforesaid children. That from the 16th of January, 1815, to the 28th 
of November, 1825, he hath received, deducting sundry disburse
ments, for taxes, repairs, &c. the sum of $24,149.35|, of which he 
hath a particular account, ready to he produced when necessary, in 

the future * progress of the cause. That he did not take pos-
" * " session of, or receive the rents and profits, of any other of the 
estate of the said testator, than as stated above, &c. 

Upon exceptions to the above, an amended answer was filed, 
exhibiting a particular account of the receipts of, and expenditures 
by, the defendant, on account of said estate. 

The infant defendants answered by their guardian, denying all 
knowledge of the facts stated in the bill, and putting complainants 
to the proof of the same. 

Afterwards by consent of parties, the defendant, John Diffeu-
derffer, at March Term, 1828, filed an amended answer, exhibiting a 
deed executed by Ann Martin, and Alexander Martin, her husband, 
dated the 8th of October, 1806, to a certain Levin P. Barnes; and a 
deed from the said Barnes, dated on the first day of April, then fol
lowing, to a certain William Hickborn, whereby as he alleged the 
entail of the estate was docked, and the said Hickborn became, and 
was seized of an absolute estate therein in fee simple, iu trust, for 
the sole, and separate use of the said Ann Mart in; and also the last 
will aud testament of the said Ann, duly executed, devising to cer
tain persons therein named, the whole of her interest and estate iu 
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tlic said promises, to the exclusion of the complainants, or either of 
them. 

A commission issued to take testimony, interrogatories were filed, 
by the complainants, to be propounded to the defendant John Dif-
fenderffer. In reply to these he stated—that the accounts hereto
fore filed by him in Chancery, will show the amount, and how, when, 
and from whom, he received the rents and proceeds of the estate of 
Charles Rogers, of which he was appointed trustee by the Chan
cellor, he has been at all times ready, and willing to account for, and 
pay over the balance which maybe due, upon the said trust. He 
has at different times during the said trust made purchases of stock 
in various public institutions, by many of which he has lost large 
sums of money. He kept a separate, and distinct account of the 
* rents received from said estate in his own books, though he 
did not make a separate deposit of them in bank, which could * * * • 
not be done, as the greater proportion of them was received in small 
sums, of ten, twenty, fifty, or one hundred dollars, and occasionally 
larger sums; that the moneys so received were deposited with his 
own iu bank, and drawn for in the same way ; and that he had at 
all times, a large cash balance in his favor in bank, for which he 
received no interest; and that he could, aud would at all times have 
paid on demand, any thing due to said trust estate. Al l accounts 
made out by him, against the debtors of the estate, were in the name 
of the heirs of Charles Rogers, expecting to account with, and pay 
over to them the rents so received. The respondent had been ad
vised, and believed, that the property belonged exclusively to his 
own chiklreu. 

B L A N D , C. (March Term, 1828 . ) After an attentive consideration 
of the will of the late Charles Rogers, upon the true construction of 
which, this controversy entirely rests, it is my opinion that he de
vised the property mentioned in the complainant's bill, to his daugh
ters for life, with remainder to their children in fee simple, and upon 
the death of any one daughter without children, then her share was 
to go to the survivors, aud their children. There is nothing in this 
will, which shows it to have been the intention of the testator, that 
his daughters, or their issue, should take an estate tail only. Al l 
f o u r of his daughters are now dead, and two of them, Ann and Mary, 
have left no issue, consequently the property in the proceedings men
tioned must pass in two equal parts to the testator's grandchildren, 
the one-half part to the complainant, Araminta, as the daughter and 
sole heir of the late Sarah, and the other half part, to be equally 
divided, among Amelia, Michael, and Charles R. Diffenderffer, as 
the children and heirs of the late Catharine. The bill prays for a 
partition of the estate, and for an account of the rents and profits; 
these prayers will be granted. I t was thereupon, * (April 7th, 
1828, ) adjudged, that a commission issue to make partition 

1 3 3 Gr. & J . 
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accordingly, and the defendant was decreed to account, eic. I t was 
further ordered, that the auditor state an account between the par
ties upon the proof then in the cause, or which might thereafter be 
introduced. 

On the 8th of November, 1828, the auditor reported, that upon an 
examination of the proceedings it appears, that by an order passed 
on the 4th April, 1800, one Samuel Vincent was appointed trustee, 
to carry into effect the will of Charles Rogers; that he bonded, and 
acted as such, until 1814, when he resigned in favor of the defend
ant, John Diffenderffer. I t does not appear that said Diffenderffer 
was ever formally appointed trustee, but he has been recognized as 
such by the Court, in several orders, and as trustee, admits that he 
has received rents aud profits to a large amount. I t also appears 
that said Vincent, as trustee, returned an account of his receipts 
aud disbursements, with his vouchers, which were referred to the 
auditor, and ou the 23d December, 1818, sundry accounts were re
ported, but they yet remain undisposed of—with tins report five 
accounts were tiled. 

Account ( A ) stated according to the instructions of the trustee's 
solicitor, charged him with all his admitted receipts, and allowed a 
commission thereon of ten per cent, also all his expenses, for taxes, 
repairs, &c. and the sum of $2,578.78, ou the ground that an equal 
sum had been paid by the former trustee, to the other devisees, 
Ann Martin, Mary Lee, and Sarah Bailey, out of the rents and 
profits received by him, over and above their respective shares 
thereof. 

Account (B) also stated in conformity with the defendant's instruc
tions, differs from the first, only in charging the trustee with interest 
on the balance in his hands, at the filing of the bil l ; yearly rests are 
made, and interest allowed on the balance of principal in hand, at the 
end of each year to the time of taking the account. 

* Account (C) stated according to complainant's instruc-
tions, disallows any commissions to the trustee, and credits 

him only with his disbursements, for repairs, taxes, &c. Yearly 
rests are made, and interest charged on the balances in the trustee's 
hands, at the end of each year. 

Account (D) is stated according to the auditor's views of the jus
tice of the case, aud like account (C) makes annual rests, charging 
interest on the balances, and allowing the trustee a commission of 
ten per cent. Exceptions were reciprocally filed by the parties to 
these accounts. 

B L A N D , C. at September Term, 1829, passed the following decree: 
This case standing ready for hearing ou the exceptions to the 

auditor's report, and for final hearing on the decree to account, the 
solicitors of the parties were fully heard, and the proceedings read 
and considered. By the decree of the 7th of April, 1828, the extent 
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of the interests of the respective parties was determined. A parti 
tion of the real estate was directed, which lias been finally made 
accordingly: and it was also ordered that the defendant, John Dif-
fendertfer, rendei a lull and true accounts of the rents and profits of 
the property in the proceedings mentioned, during the whole time 
the same has been, or may remain iu his possession or under his 
control, and the case was sent to the auditor with directions to exe
cute this decree to account, who lias reported several statements 
accordingly. And the only matter now to be determined is, whether 
any, or which one of those statements is correct: and the amount 
which the defendant, John Diffenderffer, ought to be decreed to pay 
to each one of the other parties to this suit. The bill states that the 
trustees named in the will of the late Charles Rogers, expressly re 
(used to accept the trust, and are now dead, and that no trustee to 
carry it into effect had been appointed by any competent authority. 
But the defendant, John Diffenderffer, in his answer, lias referred to 
the record of the ease in this Court, of Sarah Rogers et al. vs. , i t t t x 

* Merryman d' Smith, on a petition filed ou the 27th of Feb-
I uary, 1806, from which it appears that by a decree in that case, passed 
on the same day, Nicholas Hopkins was appointed a trustee, and on 
his declining to act, Samuel Vincent was appointed a trustee for the 
purpose of carrying the will into effect, on the 4th of April, L806, 
who gave bond as such, and acted for some time. That after the 
deatli of Sarah Rogers, the widow, and after the death of two of the 
daughters of the testator, Ann and Mary, without issue, the trustee, 
Vincent, made a stateuieut of his receipts and disbursements on 
oath, upon which the auditor reported two statements, one shewing 
the balance in the trustee's hands due to the legal representatives 
of Charles Rogers, viz : $2,889.47, and the other shewing the balance 
due to the representatives of Sarah Rogers, v i z : $227.83; which 
report and statements were, by order of the 12th September, 1810, 
confirmed, and by a subsequent order of the 15th of December, in 
the same year, it is said, " that since the above order of the 12th of 
September, a report has been made by the trustee of the matters 
directed therein, by which it appears that the debts of Charles 
Rogers had been paid, except an account of small consequence, and 
the executors of Sarah Rogers have informed the Court, that they 
waif for the sanction of the account rendered by the trustee—on 
this part of the case, the trustee is authorized and directed to pay-
to t he executors of Sarah Rogers the sum reported due to her repre
sentatives, being $227.83; as to the balance due to the heirs, the trus
tee is authorized and directed to pay one-fourth part thereof to Sarah 
Bailey, and to take her separate receipt therefor, according to the 
will of Charles Rogers, and one-fourth part to Catharine Diffenderffer, 
taking her separate receipt therefor. For the two other fourth parts, 
a further order will be given on the determination of the appeal in 
the suit mentioned in the report." Some years after which, the trus-
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tee, Vincent, in a letter dated on the 23d of November, 1814, addressed 
to the Chancellor, says, " I inform you of my resignation of the 

_ * trust in the estate of the late Charles Rogers, and have given 
«*•*•»- it into the hands of Mr. John Diffenderffer, one of the heirs-
at-law." There does not appear to have been any order passed on 
this resignation. But on an application, dated on the 20th of De
cember following, made by John Diffenderffer, in which among other 
things, he says, " o n examining the accounts of Mr. Samuel Vincent, 
trustee of the late Charles Rogers' estate, I And that he has charged 
a considerable sum of money to Sarah Bailey, Ann Martin, and Mary 
Lee ; it appears to me by the will of the late Charles Rogers, they 
were not to receive, or entitled to any, till his debts were paid, winch 
was completed on the 9th of April, 1808." Upon which, in an order 
of the 25th of March, 1815, it is said, " on t h e application of John 
Diffenderffer, who married one of the heirs, and ou the resignation 
of Samuel Vincent, the trustee, the Chancellor has examined the 
former proceedings. Before any further order can be made, it will 
be necessary for him to be furnished with a transcript of the pro
ceedings in the suits by Mis. Bailey and Mrs. Diffenderffer, which 
were carried to the Court of Appeals, as mentioned in the report of 
Samuel Vincent." And by an order of the 8th of July, 1816, it is 
sa id—" I t being represented that there is an error iu the report as to 
the suits in the Court of Appeals, mentioned in the order of the 25th 
of March, 1815, the auditor may proceed to examine the reports and 
vouchers, without waiting for the transcripts, and report thereon, 
giving notice to the former and present trustee." From all which I 
take it to have been finally settled by the judgment of the Court, in 
the case of Sarah Rogers and others vs. Merryman and Smith, to which 
the widow and the four daughters of the late Charles Rogers were 
all parties j first, that the debts of the testator had been all properly 
aud correctly paid by the late trustee, Vincent, and that a share of 
the surplus, left alter their payment, having been ordered to be paid 
to Catharine Diffenderffer, who had been a party to that suit before 

her marriage, is conclusive upon her and those * claiming 
• » * ' • under her. Because so long as those orders of the 12th of Sep 
tember, and 15th of December, 1810, remain in full force (and they 
are not now revisable in any way,) she, nor any one claiming under 
her cannot be permitted in any way to question the correctness of 
the manner in which the debts of the late Charles Rogers were paid, 
which has been so distinctly noticed, considered and confirmed by 
those judgments of the Court. And in the next place, that it has 
been finally determined by the judgment of this Court, as indicated 
by the orders of the 25th of March, 1815, and the 8th of July, 1816, 
that this defendant, John Diffenderffer, was to be considered thence
forward as the trustee, for the execution of the will of the late 
Charles Rogers; and that he had succeeded to that trust under the 
authority of this Court, immediately after the resignation of Samuel 
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Vincent, on the 23d of November, 1814. These positions which have 
been established iu that case appear to me to furnish a very satisfac
tory answer to the claim of the representatives of t he late < 'atbarine, 
to be substituted for, and allowed to take the place of the creditors 
of the late Charles Rogers, on the ground of their having been im 
properly paid with their funds, and upon that ground to have certain 
sums withheld for their use from the distribution now about to be 
made; and also to the objection that John Diffenderffer is here 
claiming only as the natural guardian of his own children, and in op
position to the plaintiffs; since those proceedings shew that he 
stands here as a trustee, constituted by the authority of this Court, 
for the benefit of all the devisees under the will of the late Charles 
Rogers. 

But passing over all the proceedings and final adjudications in 
that case of Rogers and others vs. Merryman and Smith, let us return 
to the decree in this case of the 7th of April, 1828, by which, the de
fendant, John Diffenderffer, has been called upon to account for the 
rents and profits for the whole time the property has been in his pos 
session, or may remain in his possession. The statements reported 
by the auditor, and the exceptions of the parties to those 
* Statements, present two distinct subjects for the considera- «»•*«* 
tion of the Court. First—the claims and pretensions of the repre
sentatives of the late Catharine; and secondly, the allowances and 
liabilities of this defendant, John Diffenderffer. I t has been urged 
that the debts of the late Charles Rogers were paid contrary to the 
directions of his will by the trustee, Vincent, out of rents and profits 
which ought to have goue to the late Catharine; and consequently, 
that she, or her representatives, to the extent of the rents and profits 
to which she was entitled, and which have been so misapplied, OUghl 
now to be allowed to take the place of those creditors, as against 
those funds in the hands of this trustee, aud whicli are now about 
to be distributed. This stand is taken upon the ground of substitu
tion, and it can only be maintained by means of those principles, by 
which a surety, or one who has been placed in the condition of a 
surety, is allowed to take the place of the creditor against the prin
cipal debtor; or by the help Of those principles by which securities 
or assets are marshaled, so as to satisfy all, or to leave the loss fall 
where it must rest, according to the positive rules of law, or by the 
aid of the general principles of equity, arising out of some fraud or 
injustice practised or participated in by the plaintiffs,or those under 
whom they claim. It is a well settled general rule, that no one can 
be allowed to intrude himself upon another as his surety; and, there 
fore, if a man voluntarily pays the debt of another, without any 
agreement to that effect with the debtor, he cannot take the place 
of the creditor, or in any way recover the money so paid, ot the 
debtor. Because the law does not permit one man thus officiously, 
and without solicitation, to intermeddle with the affairs of another. 
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Stokes vs.'Lewis, 1 T. R. 20. The only exception to this general rule 
is where, on a bill of exchange being dishonored, a third person, not 
a party to it, may pay it for the honor of the drawer, or any of the 
endorsers—and the reason of allowing this exception is, that it in-

duces the friends of the drawer or endorsers to render * them 
this service, and by that means preserve the honor of com

merce, and the credit of the trader. Chitty on Bills, 164. But where 
one by express contract becomes bound as a surety for the payment 
of the debt of another, or as an insurer against loss, then, if the 
surety or insurer pays the whole debt, or reimburses the loser, he 
thereby entitles himself to demand a full assignment, or subrogation 
of all the securities of the creditor, or insured, and has a right in all 
respects to be substituted for the creditor or insured, so as to enable 
him to obtain reimbursement from his principal. Both. Oh. p. 2, ch. 
0. Art. 4 ; Coop. Inst. 612, 420; Bandall vs. Cochran, 1 Ves. Sr. 99. 
This right of a surety to a certain extent has been affirmed by our 
Ac t of 1763, ch. 23, sec. 8. And this Court has so entirely approved 
of the doctrine, as to allow the surety who had paid the whole pur
chase money to have the benefit of the equitable lien of the vendor. 
Melayvs. Cooper, 13th Feb. 1804; and also to allow a surety on a 
custom-house bond, who had paid the whole debt, to take the place 
of the government, and thus to secure to himself the high and over
ruling preference to which such a creditor is entitled. Miclic vs. 
Taylor, 1806. These principles in regard to those who stand prop
erly in the relation to each other, of principal debtor and surety, 
have been extended for the benefit of an executor or administrator, 
who may have been induced through mistake to pay the debts of the 
deceased beyond the amount of the assets which came to his hands, 
in which case he has always been allowed iu this Court, as in Eng
land, to take the place of the creditor, and obtain reimbursement out 
of the real assets of the deceased. Aud if the debt so overpaid, was 
on a judgment against the deceased, operating as a subsisting lieu 
upon his realty, the executor or administrator is permitted to take 
the place of such judgment creditor, and to have a preference in the 
distribution of the real assets over creditors of inferior grade. Street 
vs. Cook, 1809; Robinson vs. Tonge, 3 P. Will. 400. 

This doctrine of substitution embraces only those cases where 
there is a principal debtor, and a surety by express * contract; 

o * o 0 1 . w n e r e f o r tbe benefit of commerce a man is allowed volun
tarily to place himself in the condition of a surety; or where he had 
by mistake, as in the case of an executor, made payment as if it had 
stood in that situation. Now before any of the principles on this 
subject can be brought to bear upon the case under consideration, it 
must appear that the plaintiffs, Araminta, or those under whom she 
claims, were the principal debtors, or that Catharine, or those claim
ing under her were their sureties. And that those claiming under 
Catharine were now here asking to be reimbursed as such out of the 
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funds of their principal now in the hands of the Court. Hut the us 
sumption of any such statement would be in direct opposition to all 
the proofs in the case. Vincent was a trustee, appointed by this 
Court for the benefit of all concerned in the estate of the late Charles 
lingers, and if he misapplied the rents and profits, which came to Ins 
hands, lie alone is responsible. I f this Court were now to make good 
to Cat harine's representatives any amount of the rents find profits 
S hieh had been misapplied by Vincent to their prejudice, out of the 
proportion of the funds now about to be distributed, to which the 
plaint ill. Araminta, is entitled, it would be in effect, to treat her as 
the principal debtor, for whose benefit among others, Vincent was 
not merely a trustee, subject only to the order of this Court, but who 
was iii fact her own proper agent; or it would be to consider Ara
minta as the surety of the trustee, Vincent. But there is nothing in 
the case to warrant the placing of Araminta in any such condition 
of responsibility; and therefore the representatives of the late Cath
arine cannot sustain themselves, in the stand they have taken, by 
any principle derivable from the case of a principal debtor, and 
surety. N 

But the representatives of the late Catharine insist on having the 
securities, or these assets now about to be distributed, so marshaled, 
as to reimburse them to the amount of their share of the rents and 
profits, which had been misapplied by the former trustee, Vincent. 
The marshaling * of securities is only made where the debt 0 „ , , 
is so secured, as to give the creditor the means of obtaining 
payment out of two funds, and other creditors can reach only one of 
them. In such case the Court will compel the creditor who holds the 
more comprehensive security, to obtain payment as far as practicable, 
out of the fund which the other creditors cannot reach. So as to 
leave the other fund to be distributed among the creditors holding 
inferior securities, t Mad. Oh. 250. But there is no sort of analogy 
between the case of creditors, whose securities may be thus mar
shaled lor the benefit of all, and without injury to any, and the case 
now under consideration. The plaintiff, Araminta, and the repre
sentatives of the late Catharine, stand precisely in the same situa
tion; not as creditors seeking payment by way of preference, or 
otherwise, from the assets of a debtor; but claiming the distribution 
of a fund to which they are equally entitled. Marshaling of assets 
respects two different funds, and two different sets of parties, where 
one set can resort to either fund, the other to only one. As where 
there are real and personal assets, and judgment, and simple con
tract creditors, the real assets will be applied to the satisfaction of 
the judgment creditors, so as to leave the personalty to satisfy the 
debts due by simple contract. 1 Mad. Ok. 615. But here there is 
but one fund, and one set of claimants, who all deduce their titles 
from t he same fountain. There is then nothing to be drawn from 
the principles of equity, in relation to the marshaling of securities, 
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or of assets, which can in any manner aid the representatives of the 
late Catharine, in maintaining the stand they have taken. It has, 
however, been argued, that the amount misapplied by the trustee, 
Vincent, came to the use of those under whom Araminta claims, and 
therefore that it ought to be deducted from the share, now about to 
be awarded to her. I f it lias beeu shown that Vincent had fraudu
lently misapplied the funds, and that Araminta, or those under whom 
she claims had participated in the fraud ; or that Vincent had paid 

money properly belonging to the * late Catharine, or her 
' representatives, to Araminta, or those under whom she claims, 

who had received it, knowing it to be such, then there would have 
beeu a strong equitable ground, for deducting the amount so received, 
for the benefit of the representatives of the late Catharine, from the 
amount now about to be awarded to Araminta. But there is no 
proof whatever, of any fraud in Vincent, or of any participation in it 
by Araminta, or those under whom she claims, or of their having 
received any sum of money, knowing it to be the money of the late 
Catharine, or that it was money to which they were not justly 
entitled. Upon the whole, therefore, I am of opinion that no deduc
tion whatever, can be made from the share to which the plaintiff, 
Araminta, is entitled, because of any misapplication of the rents and 
profits, in payment of the debts of the late Charles Rogers, or on 
account of any other misapplication of them by the former trustee, 
Samuel Vincent. 

Having thus disposed of the claims of the representatives of the 
late Catharine, it only remains to determine the extent of the allow
ances and liabilities of the defendant, John Diffenderffer. I t has 
been argued on his behalf, that he cannot be considered as a trustee, 
because lie took possession of this property in no other character 
than as the natural guardian of his children. Admitting that he 
did so, he himself states, that lie held their right under the will of 
their grandfather, and so far according to his own showing, he took 
possession of this property, in the character of a trustee; and as such 
he undertook at his peril, with the title deeds of his children before 
him, to claim and hold on their behalf, a much larger interest than 
that which belonged to them. He had thus confessedly assumed no 
higher character, than that of trustee for those who had the right, 
and uow that it clearly appears, and has been determined by the 
decree of this Court, that the whole right was not in his children, he 
certainly cannot be allowed to assume a new character, and to retain 
rents and profits, whicli he does not pretend to have received as his 

own, but for the * use of others, who it has been determined 
have no right to them, and who cannot be allowed to receive 

them, or be held accountable for them. The decree of the 7th April, 
1828, is however, conclusive upon this subject. Under that decree 
he has been called upon to account for the benefit of those, the extent 
of whose interests has been determined by it. But it appears from 
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all the proceedings, that he has had in all respects, as complicated 
and I roublesome an estate to deal with, as ever was committed to the 
management of an executor or administrator. His receipts have 
been very numerous, many of them small, aud the collections a n d 
disbursements, it is evident, must have been attended with much 
trouble, and therefore, upon every principle of analogy, (apart from 
considering him as the successor of Vincent, to whom ten per cent, 
had been allowed.) 1 am of opinion that ten percent, commission is a 
reasonable compensation, and I shall therefore ratify the statement 
of the auditor which makes that allowance. 

It is contended on behalf of John Diffenderffer, that he is not 
chargeable with interest at all, while on the other hand, compound 
interest is claimed of him. Legal interest is the measure of damages, 
which the law allows in all cases for the detention of money, which 
the holder is made to pay. whore he is iu any default in not paying 
or applying the money in his hands, as he was bound to do. 1! Fonb. 
423. The general rule is, however, that interest is not given upon 
interest; and therefore in this Court when interest is allowed, it is 
computed by the auditor, from the time the money became due, up 
to the time of stating the account, and the decree is made for the 
whole amount with interest only on the principal sum,from that time 
till paid; by which mode of computation and decree, compound Inte
rest is excluded, and this appears to be the rule in Virginia. She})-
panl's l-.'.r. vs. Stark et tt.r. 3 Mint/. 11. 

I t has long been the established course of this Court, according to 
the rule laid down by the Court of Appeals, in taking an account of 
rents and profits, to charge the party * with interest thereon, 
from the respective times they were received, Davis vs. Walsh, "'*'" 
2 H. & .1. 329. In this case, one of the accounts of rents and profits, 
has been stated with annual rests, at the instance of the plaintiff's, 
and the statement has not been objected to. I t is more favorable to 
the defendant, John Diffenderffer, than to charge him with interest 
according to the rule of the Court, from the time each sum was 
received, and therefore the computation of interest from the rest, 
will in this case be approved. 

But it is objected, that interest should not be charged on the in
terest computed as a portion of the balances, at each of those rests. 
From all that has been said upon this subject, I take it that interest 
upon interest, or compound interest, may be charged in three kinds 
of cases; first, where with the knowledge and permission of the 
debtor, his whole debt, principal and interest, lias been paid by a 
third person, or his surety, because as to such third person or surety, 
the interest is the same as the principal sum lent. '1 Fonb. 438. 
Secondly, where a trustee or holder of money has been directed, and 
undertakes to invest the sum placed iu his hands in a way to make 
it productive, and fails or refuses to do so, he shall be charged with 
compound interest. As where a trustee who had been appointed by 
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a decree of this Court to make sale of certain real estate, was or
dered to invest the proceeds of sale, then in his hands in bank stock, 
and that he should in like manner invest the dividends arising from 
such investment; and on his failing and refusing to do so, the auditor 
was directed to state an account, chargiug him with interest, winch 
he was ordered to bring into Court, with interest on the interest so 
charged, until brought in, which order was, upon an appeal, affirmed. 
Brewer vs. Hanson, 1 H. & G. 12. And thirdly, where a trustee lias 
received rents and profits, which he should have applied so as to he 
productive, or towards the maintenance of devisees, but failing or 
refusing to do so, retains and uses the money as his own, iu a man
ner to derive profit from it, there also, he shall be charged with 
„ „ „ • the whole profits he has made from the use of it, or on his 

failing clearly to shew what those profits were, it will be pre
sumed, that the annual amount of interest has yielded him interest, 
and he shall be charged with interest thereon accordingly, consider
ing each year's interest as an addition to the capital sum lent or with
held. 

The equity of this last rule is founded upon the fact of the benefi
cial application of the money to the trustee's own use, in violation of 
his trust, and to the prejudice of the cestui que trust, and therefore it 
must appear, that the nature of the trust required the trustee to 
make the funds which came to his hands productive as soon, and to 
as large an amount, as practicable, in the mode prescribed, or in 
some other reasonable way at his discretion; or that he was required 
to apply them to the maintenance or education of the cestui que trust; 
and it must also appear that he not only failed to do so, but applied 
the money to his own use, or put it to hazard in a manner in which 
he did, or might have derived a profit from it, That the trustee was 
required to invest, or make a beneficial application of the money, 
may be shown by the terms in which the trust was created. But 
whether he has applied it to his own use or not, must be shown by 
proof. Whether the pecuniary ability of the trustee was such as to 
enable him to pay at any time when called on, is a matter of no con
sequence, as regards the question of interest. The making of a de
posit of this money at a bank as his own, or making purchases with 
it, or using it in the course of his trade, has beeu deemed sufficient 
evidence of his deriving such a profit from it, as to authorize the 
Court to charge him with interest upon each annual amount of in
terest. In the case under consideration, it very satisfactorily ap
pears to have been the duty of the defendant, John Diffenderfler, to 
have applied the rents and profits received by him, for the benefit of 
all the devisees of the late Charles Rogers, and that instead of doing 
so, ho deposited them as received, in bank as his own, drew them 
QQI o a *> I n : , < ^ e purchases, and used them for his own use and 

* benefit exclusively. What advantages he derived from 
those rents and profits, thus mingled with his own money, from the 
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time of their being deposited in bank, has not been shown, but such 
a course of management must have been very beneficial to himself, 
and greatly injurious to the devisees. Such a course of conduct by 
any one, standing as this defendant, John Diffenderffer did, bound 
to make the funds received by him productive, or constantly useful 
to those entitled to them, cannot be tolerated by this Court. I am 
therefore of opinion, that he has been correctly charged witli interest 
on the whole amount, including principal and interest, found to be in 
his hands at each rest. Newton vs. Bennett, 1 Bro. Oh. I,'. 369j 
Roche vs. Hart, 11 Fes. 59; Raphael vs. Bahm, lb. 92; Raphael vs. 
Hit Inn, 13 Ves. 408; Raphael vs. Bcehm, lb. 591; Ringgold vs. Ring

gold, 1 //. d- <!. 12; State of Connecticut vs. Jackson, 1 Johns. C. 14; 
Schiefflin vs. Stewart, lb. 624. 

Decreed, that statement ( D ) be ratified and confirmed, and the 
others rejected—and that John Diffenderffer pay uuto the plaintiffs, 
and to each of the other parties, their costs. 

From this decree both parties appealed to this Court. 

The cause came on to be argued upon the cross-appeals before 
B U C H A N A N , C . J., A R C H E R and D O R S E Y , J . I . 

Ihtlang. for the appellant, (Diffenderffer,) contended, 1. That under 
the circumstances of the case, Diffenderffer was not chargeable with 
compound interest,—he took possession of the property, believing it 
to belong to his wife and children. The will does not direct i In
trust fund to be invested for the purpose of accumulation; nor is 
there any express declaration that the property was given for the 
maintenance of the cestuis que trust, There are but two cases in 
which compound interest was ever charged. In the one, the charge 
was made upon the ground of fraud; in * the other, Upon the . « Q „ 
fact, that the trustee had used the funds for his own benefit, * * « * ' * ' 
the rule being, that an executor or trustee shall make no profit to 
himself from the estate in his hands. In Schiefflin vs. Stewart, 1 
Johns. C. It - 623, Chancellor Kent infers that compound interest has 
been charged in some English cases, because rests were, taken, though 
such is not necessarily the case. A mere misapplication of funds by 
as executor, will not subject him to compound interest; he can only be 
s o charged upon the ground of profit, and proof of such profits must 
be adduced. It is not sufficient that the executor is silent as t o the 
extent of his prolits; there must be actual proof that be has made 
profits equal t o compound interest before he can be charged at that 
rate. This principle is recognized in Ringgold vs. Ringgold, 1 H. dc 
G. 12—and also in Tibbs vs. Carpenter, 1 Madd. Rep. 162; 1 Chittg 
l>ig. 548; Earl of Hardwick vs. Vernon, 14 Fes. 504; Raphael vs. 
Bozhm, 13 Ves. 411; Bates vs. Scales, 12 lb. 402. 

2. But Diffenderffer is not chargeable witli interest at all. He 
took possession of the property, under the impression that it be
longed exclusively to his own children—his answer and the proofs. 
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show this clearly. Defendant was acting under the influence of an 
honest mistake, into which any man of ordinary prudence might 
have fallen, and therefore he should not be made to pay even simple 
interest, which is charged upon the ground of negligence. Bruere 
vs. PemberUm, 12 Ves. 300; 2 Chitty Big. 1311; 3 Atk. 444; Franklin 
vs. Green, 2 Vern. 137; Attorney-General vs. Corporation of Exeter, 2 
Bus. 45; Attorney-General vs. Bean and Canons of Christ Church, 2 
Bus. 321. All the defendant is bound to do in such a case, is to re
fund the money when the mistake is discovered. Brisbane vs. 
Dacres, 1 Serg. (mil Loir. 50, 51 ; Smith vs Cumberford, 2 Yes. Jr. 
008; Methodist Esp. Ch. vs. Jacques, 3 Johns. Ch. 78, 79; Squire vs. 
Bean, 4 Bro. Ch. /,'. 326; I Atk. 269; Powell vs. Hankey and Cox, 2 
/'. Urns. 82, 83. 

Johnson, for the appellees, (Winder and wife,) referred to Bank vs. 
Seton, 1 Peter*, 309; Ringgold vs. Ringgold, 1 H. A G. 12; Shiefflin vs. 
Stewart, 1 Johns. Ch. 620, 625; Raphael vs. Btehm, 11 Fes. 92; Dame 
vs. Catfett, 0 //.tfj J .482; TVa/to-vs. Woodward, 1 Russell, 107; Stearns 
vs. Brown, 1 Ptcfc. 538; Biglow's Dig. 388; .VefrsoM vs. Douglass, 7 J?, 
cfc J. 417; State vs. /•V/V///C.' 3 G. & J. 103; £«tter vs. Butler, 3 4tfc. 
60; Gist vs. Cockey, 7 J/. J. 134. 

Taney, (Attorney-General U . S.) in reply, referred to Tibbs vs. Car-
pewter, 1 and 2 Madd. 102. 167; 1 Chilly Pig. 511 ; 2 /'. U7w*. 8 2 ; 3 
Atfc. 60. 

* D O R S E Y , J. delivered the opinion of the Court. In dispos-
ing of the first point on which a reversal of the decree of the 

Chancellor has been urged, it is unnecessary for this Court to consider, 
whether the credit insisted on by appellant, of $2,578.77, alleged to 
have been paid by the former trustee, (in satisfaction of the debts due 
by Charles Rogers,) out of that portion of the trust fund to which M rs. 
Diffenderfler was entitled, ough t not to have been discharged by the 
proceeds of the trust estate, on which those debts were conditionally 
a lien, accruing before the death of Mrs. Bailey; because it does not 
appear by the record before us, or any of the proceedings which it 
refers to, and makes evidence, that the personal estate of the testa
tor was insufficient for the payment of his debts. I t has been stated 
in the argument that such insufficiency is established by the audi 
tor 's statement of the accounts, of the former trustee, made in the 
year 1818. But to these accounts, no such operation can be g iven; 
having never received the Chancellor's confirmation, they are no evi
dence of the facts they are relied on to prove. This credit therefore 
was properly rejected. 

Iu discussing the question of interest, it has been strongly con
tended, that no such charge ought to be made, because Difl'endertfer 
came into possession of the trust property, as the allotment of his 
wife, under a division of Charles Rogers' estate, made in pursuance 
of his last will and testament, by Samuel Vincent, the former trustee, 
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without a knowledge of any other persons being entitled or claiming 
title to any part thereof, and that the first intimation * of the _ . g 

kind which he received, was the filing of the bill in Chancery, 
which is now before us. What would be Mr. Diffenderffer's rights in 
such a state of facts, we are not required to determine. He stands 
not in that predicament before us. I t is manifest that Samuel Vin
cent never did make any division under Charles Rogers' will of the 
real estate devised to Mrs. Lee, Mrs. .Martin, and Mrs. Diffenderffer, 
the only property whereof a division was directed:—that everything 
done by Hands, and now relied on. as proof of such division, was to 
point out to Diffenderffer, at the time he took possession of the 
trust property, the forty feet lot on Calvert street, devised in seve
ralty to Mrs. Bailey. That so far from being in utter ignorance of 
the rights or claims of the appellees, until their bill was tiled in 1825, 
he w a s fully and distinctly notified thereof, by the auditor's state
ments in 1818, made under his own eye, and as well, at his instance, 
as at that of the former trustee. Had he then believed as he now 
alleges, that his wife and children were entitled to the whole of the 
property confided to his charge, what would have been his course 
with regard to the auditor's accounts? It is so clearly pointed out 
both by his duty aud his interest, that what it would have been, can 
not be the subject of a momentary doubt. He would have caused ex
ceptions to be tiled, and the rights of the parties interested to be 
definitively settled. His failure to have done this, cannot be other
wise regarded, than as a recognition of the title of the appellees. 
He has therefore, upon the grounds upon which he has asked it, no 
claims to lenity at the hands of this Court. 

Where trustees act bona fide, and with due diligence, they have 
always received the favor and protection of Courts of equity ; their 
acts have beeu regarded with the most indulgent consideration. 
But on the other hand, where they have betrayed their trust; 
where they have grossly violated their duty; where they have been 
guilty of unreasonable negligence, they forfeit all claims to the favor 
and protection of the Court. Their acts are inspected with 
* the severest scrutiny, and they are dealt with according to 
rules of strict, if not of rigorous justice. This course of proceeding 
is productive of the most beneficial consequences, and is founded on 
the soundest principles of policy. I t is the surest, perhaps the only 
means of securing the fidelity, vigilance and integrity of those, to 
whose hands are committed the interests of the weakest, and most 
unprotected portion of the community. 

I t was held in England, even in the days of Lord Hardwicke, that 
an executor was not chargeable with interest who had used for his 
own benefit, money belonging to the estate of his testator. Subse 
quently a more just and equitable principle was adopted. I t was de
termined that an executor or trustee ought not to derive any ad van 
tage to himself from the trust property; and that if he used it as 
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his own, or was guilty of erassa negligentia in not paying it over to, 
or investing it for the benefit of the eestuis que trust, that he should 
be charged with the annual interest of four per cent.; that being the 
established interest of the Court of Chancery. A t a subsequent 
period, it being found that these abuses by fiduciary agents still con
tinued, and that justice was not extended to eestuis que trust, by the 
rule already established, the Court went a step further, and decided, 
that where an executor or trustee used the trust fund, and refused 
to render an account of the profits, that he should pay an interest of 
five per cent.; that being the greatest annual interest which the law 
allowed, and being the presumed amount of profits, to the whole of 
which, if ascertained, the cestui que trust was entitled. A t a still 
later period, a decree was passed, (sanctioned by the opinion of at 
least three Lord Chancellors) in Raphael vs. Boehme, reported in If 
and 13 Ves. by which not only five per cent, was allowed, but com
pound interest also, against an executor who had neglected, as di
rected by the will, to invest money with the interest accruing thereon 
by way of accumulation, for the benefit of the children of the testa
tor. ' T i s true, that the decision in that case, was made as depend-

„ ing on the peculiar * provisions of the will, under which the 
****** executor acted. But it is equally true, that there was nothing 
in that will enjoined on the executor, which the law does not impose 
on him as a duty, without any testamentary injunction ou the sub
ject, where money belonging to the deceased's estate uuuecessarily, 
and for an unreasonable time, remains in his hands. And it requires 
more than an ordinary degree of astuteness, to discern the distinc
tion in a moral point of view, or in the eyes of a Court of conscience, 
between the acts of him, who violates the duties required of him by 
a testament or deed, and him who in regard to the same subject-
matter, violates the same duties imperatively imposed ou him by the 
established principles of law. lint the appellant here, is not even 
entitled to the benefit of this distinction, if any there be, because, 
like the executor iu Raphael vs. Boehm, his duties are enjoined on 
him by the same authority under which he derives Ids powers. 

In what has been said respecting the legal obligation of investment 
by executors or trustees, in whose hands large sums have, without 
any reasonable excuse therefor, been suffered to remain, we do not 
mean to say, that compound interest is the indemnity to be made for 
such negligence. The current of English decisions is against it, and 
the question is not now before us for adjudication. I t is hardly ne
cessary to say that Mr. Diffenderffer, by his own acts, and the re
cognition of his agency by the Court of Chancery, stands precisely in 
the same attitude in which he would have stood, had he been a trustee 
regularly constituted by a decree of that Court. The doctrine of Ra
phael vs. Boehm has been elaborately investigated, and learnedly dis
cussed in New York by that most distinguished jurist, Chancellor 
Kent, and has been adopted to its fullest extent in the case of Sch ieffiin 
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vs. Stewart, 1 Johns. Ch. R. 620, where no directions for investment or 
accumulation are to be found. The allowance of compound interest 
prevails in like manner in South Carolina, as will appear by Wright 
vs. Wright, 2 Ale Cord, 185, where two cases are referred * to, _ . . 
.is having previously decided the same question, v iz : Bowles 
and Wife vs. Drayton, 1 Desaus. 489, and Edwards vs. McMorris, 
Harper's Eq. Rep. 224. In Massachusetts also, the computation of 
interest is made on the same principles, as is shown by the case of 
Bobbins vs. Haywood, 1 Pick. Rep. 528, in which, where large sums 
of money had come into the hands of a guardian, and no account 
had been rendered for many years, there being rents from real estate 
aud income from public stocks periodically received, it was ordered 
that an account be settled with a rest for every year, including prin
cipal and interest; and the balance thus struck, carried forward, to 
be again on interest, whenever the sum should be so large, that a 
trustee, acting faithfully and discreetly, would put that sum into a 
productive state. 

Do the facts in this cause present Mr. Diffenderffer's conduct as a 
trustee, in a more favorable aspect, than that in which appeared the 
conduct of the several defendants in the authorities referred to 1 
Such a comparison he can have no motive to invite. In Raphael vs. 
Boehm, the testator died in 1791. The bill was filed against his exe
cutor in 1794, so that the funds were in the executor's hands about 
three years; and it is not shown that he ever used them for his own 
benefit. Within three months after filing the bill against him, he 
obtained an order for that purpose, and brought into the Court of 
Chancery the principal part of the money he had received; and in 
his answer, after alleging payment of the debts of the deceased, aud 
for the maintenance and education of his wards, lie stated that he 
was ready to pay the balance, and interest for the testator's money 
which he had from time to time in his hands, as the Court should di
rect. Contrast this with the conduct of Mr. Diffenderffer. H e as
sumed the trust in 1815, and from that time until 1828, he had from 
time to time, every year received large sums of money, which he con
tinually employed in trade and speculation. He filed more than one 
defective answer, withholding from the- complainants, the discovery 
* they sought. He claimed the whole trust fund as belonging 
to his wife and children, and endeavored by all the means in 
his power to stifle the inquiry as to the use he had made of the 
money received, or the profits which had accrued from its use. After 
the present litigation had continued nearly three years, he filed 
a supplemental answer, setting up an unfounded stale claim in a 
stranger, to one-third of the trust fund; thus seeking to defeat the 
just rights not only of the appellees, but of his own children. From 
the year 1815 to the present day, it does not appear that he ever 
paid or offered to pay, to any of the cestuis que trust, one dollar of the 
$35,373.48, which he received before the 2d of August, 1828, being 
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the income of the original trust estate. In Sehiefflin vs. Stewart, the 
executor himself filed the bill, praying that his accounts might be 
settled, and stating that he was desirous of paying over the residue 
to the children of the deceased, or their guardian. I t cannot be ne
cessary to draw the strong lines of discrimination between the case 
at bar, and the cases cited, nor further to prosecute this unpleasant 
comparison. The interests of the appellant certainly do not urge it. 

Is it unjust or unlawful to charge the appellant with compound 
interest, under the peculiar circumstances of this case ? I t is a rule 
of equity, founded as well on principles of natural justice, as of sound 
policy, and now too well settled to be controverted, that profits made 
by an executor, or trustee, by the use of the trust fund, belong to the 
cestui qui trust; and that if an account of such profits be withheld, 
that interest shall be allowed as au equivalent therefor. What was 
the trust fund used by Diffenderffer, in the year 1815 ? The amount 
received from the trust estate during that year. Of what cousisted 
the trust fund used in 1816 ? The receipts from the trust estate in 
1815 and 1816, and the profits made in 1815. Can a reason be 
assigned why these profits, thus used by the trustee as so much cap
ital, should not bear interest in the same manner, as any other'part 

of the trust fund enjoyed in the same' way ? Ought the trustee 
* to have the beneficial use of these profits for sixteen years, 

and pay no interest therefor1? This advantage he will unquestiona
bly have enjoyed, if charged witli the payment of simple interest 
only. Justice cannot be administered to the cestui qui trust, their 
char equitable rights cannot be sustained, but by allowing them 
interest on their profits used by the trustee. And this is the com
pound interest for which, under the decree of the Chancellor, the 
trustee hath been made answerable. I f the appellant be let off with 
the payment of simple interest, it would be offering to fiduciaries, a' 
premium for infidelity. I t would in effect be a decree of this Court, 
giving to the trustee several thousand dollars, in addition to his com
missions, of the property of the eestuis qui trust, as a reward of any
thing, rather than a faithful execution of the duties of his trust. 

I t may also be remarked, that the established interest of the Court 
of Chancery in Maryland, fs six per cent.; in allowing compound 
interest thereon, (unless the delinquency be of at least twelve years 
continuance, nay even in the case now before us,) the same addi
tional relief is not obtained by the cestui qui trust, that is granted in 
the familiar cases to be found in the modern Chancery Reports of 
England, where the inflamed interest of five per cent, is exacted of 
executors or trustees, who abuse their trusts. Aud we by no means 
go to the length to which Raphael vs. Boehm has been carried, 
where five per cent, has been charged, and interest compounded at the 
same rate. If, in no case, compound interest is to be exacted, yon 
uproot the settled principle of equity, that all gains from the use of 
the trust fund shall enure to the benefit of the cestui qui trust; aud 
you present the strange anomaly in the law, that every shade of 
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delinquency, corruption or misconduct of n trustee, no matter how 
various its consequences may be to the interests of the cestui que 
trust, is visited with the same measure of retribution. I f in England 
and New York, where trustees are agents, serving gratuitously, it be 
deemed equitable for some delinquencies to subject them to the pay
ment * of compound interest, ought it to be looked on as a 
measure of severity, that the same rule should prevail in Mary « ' * 7 
land, where trustees, by way of commission, are libeially compen
sated for all the services they render? But this question of com
pound interest is not now, for the first time, submitted to the consul 
eration of this tribunal. In Dame vs. Catlett, G H. it J. 482, where 
the decree of the Chancellor had given compound interest, this Court 
said, thai they could not "concur with the Chancellor in the allow
ance of compound interest. I t is neither charged nor proved, that 
the executors had appropriated any of the bequest, or of the proceeds 
thereof, to their own use, or employed them in their own business, or 
in any way made any profit or gain from them, or in any manner 
subjected them to hazard." The necessary inference from whicli is, 
that if these tacts had appeared, it would have been deemed a fit 
case for compound interest. The principle is still more distinctly 
affirmed in Ringgold vs. Ringgold, 1 H. d; G. 79, 80, where this Court 
thus express themselves: " Where the trustee is directed to invest 
funds, and to reinvest the dividends; or in other words, where the 
i rust directs an accumulation, and the trustee has used the funds, 
compound interest will be allowed, as was done in the case of Raphael 
vs. Boehm, 11 Ves. 92,108, 109, and S. C. 13 Vet. 407, 590—or where 
he lias used the trust money, or employed it in his trade or business, 
he shall be charged in the same manner, as was decreed in Schicfflin 
vs. Stewart and others, 1 Johns. Ch. R. 020. The grounds of this 
allowance, as is apparent from these cases, is founded on the gain or 
presumed gain of the trustees, and that the cestui que trust may be 
indemnified by the efforts of the Court in this way, to reach their 
profits or presumed profits." Upon principle, therefore, as well as 
authority, so far as the appeal of the appellant is concerned, we 
affirm the decree of the Chancellor. 

On the appeal taken in this case by Winder and wife, we cannot 
sustain the decree of the Chancellor. I t gives to * the trustee 
a commission often per cent, whicli is the full allowance that 
ought to have been made to him, had his conduct been marked by a 
strict performance of the duties he had assumed. But this is very 
far from being the posture in whicli he appeals before us. I t is the 
duty of a Court of equity, in the distribution of its favors, to (lis 
criminate between those who violate their duty, and abuse their 
trust, and those who perform it with skill and fidelity. To the 
latter a full commission is cheerfully bestowed; to the former half 
that amount is reluctantly granted. Mr. 1 )itfendertfer having kept 
full and fair accounts of his receipts and expenditures, and in that 

14 3 G. & J. 
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respect faithfully discharged his duty as trustee, we do not think he 
has forfeited all claim to commissions, as he otherwise would have 
done. W e reverse, therefore, the decree of the Chancellor on the 
appeal by Winder and wife, on the ground that but five, instead of 
ten percent, commission, ought to have been allowed to the trustee. 

Upon this reversal, we are called on to exercise, as it were, an 
original equity jurisdiction—to give that decree on the record before 
us, which the Chancellor ought to have given. Whilst relieving the 
appellant, we must do justice to the appellee. If, therefore, by the 
decision of the Chancery Court, any injustice lias been done to him, 
in remodeling the decree we must extend to him that relief, on 
which his equities authorize him to insist. That an error to the pre
judice of the appellee, John Diffenderfl'er, has been inadvertently 
committed in Chancery, is manifest. He has been decreed to pay 
two-thirds of the rents aud profits of the trust fund to his children, 
from the 16th of January, 1815, till 1828, whereas their rights tirst 
accrued to them ou the death of their mother, ou the 30th of dune, 
1818. I f it be asked, why on this ground the decree of the Court of 
Chancery was not reversed on the appeal of John Diffenderfl'er? 
The answer is obvious; his not having made it a matter of excep-

• tion to the auditor's statements, the Ac t o f * 1825 precluded 
bim from suggesting it as an error, on his appeal to this Court. 

That this Court may pass a final decree in the cause, we appoint 
and direct the auditor of the Court of Chancery to state a new account, 
upon the basis of this opinion, that the expense of such audit be paid 
by the appellants; and that the same, as a part of their costs, on 
their appeal, be taxed by the clerk of this Court. 

Decree reversed. 

B U C H A N A N , C. J., dissented from the opinion of the Court, in tela--

tion to the liability of the appellant, (Diffenderff'er) for compound 
interest. 

K L I N E F E L T E R ' S Lessee vs. S A R A H CAREY .—December , 1831. 

In 1818, the tenant in possession failing to appear after notice, to an action 
of ejectment, judgment was rendered against the casual ejector. The 
plaintiff was then put into possession, under a writ of habere facias regu
larly executed. In 1827, C. claiming title to the land, by petition, in 
which the tenant in possession united, prayed the County Court to set 
aside the judgment, restore the possession, and admit the petitioners 
to defend the action, upon the usual terms: this being granted, the 
defendants afterwards moved the Court, to stay all proceedings, upon 
payment to the lesssor, the rent due to him at the time of bringing the 
suit and the costs. This motion being also granted, the plaintiff appealed. 
Held, that the County Court erred in striking out the judgment, which 
was entered upon the tenant's failing to appear, after such a lapse of 
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time, and that the lessor of the plaintiff was entitled to a writ of restitu
tion, (a) 

Wherever a judgment in ejectment has been stricken out upon the tenant's 
failure to appear, it has always been one of recent date. It has generally 
been, where the period had been too short for improvements of import
ance to have been made in the intermediate time, and where no trial had 
been lost. 

* A P P E A L from Baltimore County Court. On the 9th of 
September, 1818, Michael Klinefelter's lessee (the present ap-
pellant,) brought an ejectment for a tract, or parcel of land in I'.alti 
tiniore County, cal led Lot No. 191, against one Solomon Richards, 
the tenant in possession. 

The following .statement of the case is taken from the opinion of 
the Judge, who pronounced the decision of this Court. 

tins act ion of eject mi n t was instituted to September Term, L818, 
when the tenant in possession failing to appear, judgment was ren
dered against the casual ejector, and a writ of habere facias posses
sionem issued returnable to March Term, 1819, when the sheriff re
turned that he had delivered possession on the 20th of November, 
1818. About nine years afterwards, (to wit, November 23, 1827,) a 
petition was tiled by Sarah Carey, and the tenant in possession, to set 
aside the judgment against the casual ejector, and to be permitted 
to appear to and defend the said action, they making the usual con
fession of lease, entry, aud ouster, and that a writ of restitution 
might issue to restore the possession, to the tenant in possession, and 
that a rule might be laid upon the lessor of the plaintiff to shew cause 
why the said motion should not be granted. Upon this petition the 
Court o rdered the judgment to be set aside, the cause to be brought up 
by regular continuances, and a writ of restitution to issue to restore the 
possession to Sarah Carey, who claimed the title, and that she lie ad 
nutted as defendant. To declaration tiled against her, Sarah Carey pat 
in the plea of not guilty; and afterwards, on the 8th day of January. 
1829, moved the Court, that the proceedings in the cause might be 
stayed, upon payment to the lessor the rent due to him, at the time of 
the suit brought, and the costs of suit. On the 21st day of February, 
1829. the Court "ordered, that the proceedings in this cause be 
Stayed, upon the defendant's paying to the lessor of the plain- 0 _ , 
tiff, *al l rent in arrear, which accrued from the time of the 
conveyance of the reversionary right to him, up to the day of the de
l ivery of possession of the premises to the lessor." Whereupon the 
plaintiff prayed an appeal to this Court. 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J., M A R T I N , S T E -
I I I I ;N, and D O R S E Y , JJ. 

(a) Cited in Green vs. Hamilton, 16 Md. 328; Dennis vs. Kelso. 28 Md. 337: 
Joynes vs. Scott, 34 Md. 60; Mears vs. Rtmare. 34 Md. 335. 
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Samuel I. Donaldson, for the appellant, contended : 1. The motion 
to set aside the judgment in this case was too late in point of time. 
Whenever the acquiescence is so long that the party may be pre
sumed to have submitted to the judgment complained of, the Court 
will not disturb it. No judgment from which an appeal will not lie, 
can he considered a recent one. If an opportunity of trial has been 
lost by the delay, the judgment must stand, even though the motion 
to strike out be founded upon an affidavit of merits. West vs. Davis, 
7 East, 363; Harris vs. Masters, 9 Serg. db Low. 158; Aslin vs. Par
kin, 2 Burr. 665, 756; Jackson vs. Stiles, 4 Johns. Rep. 489; Spurrier 
vs. Yieldhall,2 H. db McH. 173; Gover vs. Cooley, 1 H. db G. 7; Jack
son vs. stiles, 1 Gaines, 505; Munnikuyson vs. Dorsett, 2 H. & G. 374; 
I><ind vs. Barnes, 1 Serg. db. Low. 291; Fletcher vs. Wells, 1 lb. 352; 
Stat. 4 Geo. 2, ch. 28, sec. 2. 2. The notice given to the tenant in 
possession in this case was sufficient, and his failure to appear at the 
first term of the Court thereafter, was laches, and fatal to the present 
application. Adams on Eject. 209,210, 216; Ledger vs. Roe, 3 Taunt. 
505; Good Title vs. Bad Title, 4 lb. 820; Jackson vs. Wilton, 3 Johns. 
Cases, 295; Jackson vs. Demarest, 2 Caine Rep. 381. 

McMahon, for the appellee, insisted that the record did not present 
a fit case for an appeal. Where Courts have the power to strike out 
their judgments, an application for that purpose is to their discre-

tion, and if the application is * successful or otherwise, an ap 
*»**«» peal will not lie. Woods vs. Young, 4 Cranch, 137; Marine 
Insurance Co. vs. Hodgson, 6 lb. 217; Welch vs. Mandeville, 7 lb. 
152; Hawkins vs. Jackson, 6 H. db J. 151, (a); Adams, 225, 240. The 
appellee has been guilty of no laches which could preclude her from 
the right of appearing aud defending the ejectment. She had no 
notice of the proceeding, or at least there is no evidence of notice. 
The Court is not at liberty to infer notice from circumstances, when 
positive proof might have been adduced. Klinefelter's affidavit, or 
the affidavit of Richards, could certainly have been procured if no
tice in fact existed. But suppose she had notice, mere delay is not 
laches. Dand vs. Barnes, 1 Serg. db Low. 291; Fletcher vs. Wells, 1 76. 
352. The plaintiff's condition in this case is not worse, but better, 
than if he had not been in possession; for having enjoyed that pos
session for nine-years, he has been reimbursed for his rent. I f the 
appellee here was to bring her ejectment, she would not be estopped 
from recovering by the delay whicli has taken place, and therefore 
to prevent circuity of action, the proceedings should be set aside. 
Hitch ings vs. Lewis, 1 Burr. 614; Jackson vs. Demarest, 2Caine, 381; 
3 Johns. 226; Jackson vs. Elsicorth, 20 lb. 180. 

S T E P H E N , J . delivered the opinion of the Court. After making 
the statement before set forth, he said the question which presents 
itself to this Court is, whether the Court below were warranted in 
striking out the judgment, whicli was entered upon the tenant's fail-
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ing to appear, after such a lapse of time, and permitting the pro 
ceedings to take place, which were subsequently adopted. 

In all oar researches, we have not been able to discover a single 
decision OX precedent, which would countenance or sanction such a 
procedure. Wherever a judgment in ejectment has been stricken 
out upon the tenant 's tailing to appear, it has always been one of re
cent date, and inner of such long standing as the one involved iu 
the present * controversy. It has generally beeu where the _ 
period had been t o o short for improvements of importance to 
have been made in the intermediate time, and where, as the hooks 
s a y , no trial had been lost. 

I f this case were to be governed by a rule adopted by analogy to 
that prescribed by the Legislature for the limitation of appeals, the 
proceeding would be clearly unwarrantable. But it is not deemed 
necessary to rely upon that legislative enactment as the basis of our 
decision, as it may be fully sustained by considerations drawn from 
other sources. I t is true, that actions of ejectment, being creatures 
of their own, Courts of justice will lend a more favorable ear t o ap
plications of this nature, than in other cases ; but still there are oer 
tain limits prescribed by reason, and the policy of the law, which 
ought not to be transcended, in Jackson vs. Stiles, 1 Caine Rep. 
505, the Court say—" In ejectment, as it is the creature of the Courts, 
everything will be done to promote the justice of the case, according 
to right, and the Court will go further to protect the possession, 
when it can be done without iujury to the plaintiff's claim, than it is 
willing in other cases to proceed. As therefore, there was a full 
knowledge in October last, of an intention to make this application, 
and the transactions are all of a recent (kite, we are of opinion that 
the default entered against the casual ejector, the judgment thereon, 
and the writ of possession sued out, be set aside, and a writ of resti 
cation issue, on payment of costs." So in Jackson vs. Stiles, l Johns. 
Rep. 490, the Court also say : " The excuse given by the attorney o f 
the defendant for not entering into the consent rule in season, is 
frivolous and inadmissible. But here the tenant swears to merits, 
and a s no trial has been lost, we will not let the possession be 
Changed in an action of ejectment, without an opportunity to the de
fendant to defend it. I t was said in the case of Jackson ex Bern. 
Rosekrause vs. Stiles, 1 Caine, 503, that the Court would set aside a 
default to protect the possession of the tenant, in an action of eject
ment, when they would not do * it in any other action. W e 
therefore grant the motion, on payment of costs, aud on the 
tenant's entering into the consent rule, and pleading within ten days, 
s o thai the cause may be tried at the ensuing circuit in Ulster." In 
Runn. Ejec. 120, the law is stated to be as follows: " I f a judgment 
be signed against the casual ejector, and it be made appear thai no 
declaration was rightly sefved, the Court will set it aside. Also, 
where a judgment has been obtained against the casual ejector, 
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but no trial lost, the Court will, on payment of costs, and the tenant's 
entering into the common rule to confess lease, & c , set aside such 
judgment as in other actions ; and not put the tenant to the charge 
and hazard of recovering back his possession by another action." So 
in 1st Richardson's Prac. 506, the law is laid down to be as follows: 
" Where judgment is obtained against the casual ejector, and a trial 
is not lost, the Court will, on payment of costs, and entering into the 
common rule for confessing lease, entry and ouster, set aside such 
judgment, as in other actions, and not put the tenant to the charge 
and hazard of recovering back his possession by another action." 
In Spurrier's Lessee vs. Yieldhall, 2 H. & McH. 173, the case was as 
follows: " An action of ejectment was brought to May Term, 1785, 
and at May Term, 1786, a judgment was confessed for possession and 
costs. A writ of habere facias possessionem issued to October Term, 
1786, and the sheriff returned, " possession delivered." A t May 
Term, 1787, it was ruled by the Court, " t ha t Rezin Spdrrier show 
cause, this term, why the writ of possession, and judgment entered 
at May Term, 1786, for his lessee, and Benjamin Yieldhall, should 
not be set aside." And on the 21st of May, in the same term, the 
following entry was made: " I t appearing to the Court, by the affi
davit of Upton Scott, that at the time of commencing the suit of 
Rezin Spurrier's lessee, against Benjamin Yieldhall, the said Uptou 
Scott was in possession of nine and a quarter acres of the laud, for 
which the ejectment was brought, aud that no copy of the declara 

tion in ejectment was served upon him, *and that the said 
Scott claims the said nine and a quarter acres of land, as ten

ant in fee simple, and a rule having been served on the plaintiff to 
show cause, & c , and the said Upton Scott now praying that the 
judgment and execution beset aside, as to the said nine and a quar
ter acres, and that he be admitted defendant iu this cause, as 
to the said acres: Ordered, that the judgment be struck out as 
to the said nine and a quarter acres claimed by the said Up
ton Scott." By all these cases the principle seems to be affirmed, 
that it is only where the judgment is a recent one that the Court will 
interfere for the purpose of setting it aside, to enable the tenant to ap
pear and defend his possession. But no case it is believed can.be 
found, where a judgment has been stricken out, after such a lapse of 
time, and under the circumstances existing in the present case. 

Judgment reversed, and a writ of restitution awarded, 

to restore the possession to the'appellant. 

P A T R I C K L . W A T T S VS. J E S S E GARRETT .—December , 1831 . 

In an action of a replevin for a negro slave, the plaintiff proposed to prove 
by his former guardian, that the negro in controversy was the plaintiff's 

http://can.be
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property; but it appearing, that this negro constituted a part of the 
plaintiff's estate during his minority, and during one period thereof had 
been in the witness' possession, the County Court held the witness in
competent. Upon appeal this was reversed. 

When the competency of a witness is objected to on the ground of interest, 
the interest should appear. It should be seen by the Court, in order that 
it may be able to determine its character, and whether it be such as to 
amount to a disqualification. It should not rest in mere conjecture or 
speculation, but should be certain and direct, and not possible only. 

Where the interest is of a doubtful character, the objection goes to the 
credit, and not the competency of the witness, (a) 

• A P P E A L from Baltimore County Court. On the 9th of 
•Inly, 1828, the appellant brought replevin, against the appel-
lee, to recover a negro slave, alleged to be the property of the appel
lant. The defendant pleaded, u non cepit" property in himself, and 
limitations, to which they were replications, and issues were .joiued. 

1. A t the trial the plaintiff offered Margaret Willis as a witness, 
by whom be proposed to prove, that the negro in controversy was 
his property ; but it being hi proof, that the witness was guardian 
of the plaintiff, and that this negro was, during the plaintiff's 
minority, the property of the plaintiff, (which minority ended on 
the 1st September, 1827,) and during part of that minority in 
witness' possession, the defendant objected to her competency ; and 
the Court, [ A R C H E R , C. J . and K E L L , A . J . ] sustained the objection. 
The plaintiff excepted, and the verdict and judgment being against 
him, he appealed to the Court of Appeals. 

The case was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J . , E A R L E and D O R 
S E Y , J J . 

C. Birnie, Jr. and Gill, for the appellant, cited Stark. Ev. 744, 
172!); 1708, ch. 101, sub-ch. 12, sec. 15; Stewart vs. Kip, 5 Joints. 
256>j Abrahams vs. Bunn, 4 Burr. 2255; Mockbee vs. Gardner, 2 
//. & G. 176. 

Belt, for the appellant, cited Ac t 1798, ch. 101, sub-ch. 12; 2 Stark, 
on Ev. 746. 747; Hungerford vs. Bourne, 3 G. if) J. 137. 

B U C H A N A N , C. J . delivered the opinion of the Court. I t does not 
appear in the bill of exceptions, and looking to the record only we 
are left to conjecture, on what ground the objection to the compe
tency of the witness offered on the part of the plaintiff was made 
and sustained, and her testimony rejected by the Court. But we 
arc informed * by counsel in argument, that she was inte- Q _ ~ 
rested in the event of the suit, and therefore incompetent. I f « * ' * • 
it appeared, that the effect of her testimony would have been to rid 
herself of a responsibility, and to cast it upon the defendant, the 

(a) Cited in Melvin vs. Melvin, 6 Md. 049; Andre vs. Bodman. 13 Md. 252. 
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objection to her competency was well taken. Rut we do not per
ceive, that she had any direct interest in the event of the suit, suffi
cient to disqualify her. I f she had any such interest, what was it 1 
The mere circumstance that she had been the guardian of the plain
tiff, during ins minority, (then passed) surely was not of itself suffi
cient ; but it should have appeared, that she had incurred a liability 
during her guardianship, in respect of the property in contro
versy, which she might by her testimony have shifted to the defend 
ant. But it is difficult to discover, what liability she could, by her 
testimony, have shaken from herself, and cast upon the defendant. 
The possession which it appeal's she had of the negro, daring a pari 
of the minority of the plaintiff, may have subjected her to a respon
sibility for the hire, or annual value of him; but that forms no part 
of the matter in controversy, and could not have been transferred 
to the defendant, by any testimony she could have given. On the 
contrary, being called to prove that the negro was the property of 
the plaintiff; if she did receive the hire or annual value of him, dur
ing the plaintiff '« minority, and had not properly accounted for it, 
or it was lost by any culpable negligence, or inattention to her duty, 
the very evidence she was called to give, that he was the property 
of the plaintiff, was evidence going to fix her liability for such hire, 
or annual value, and so far against her own interest. When the 
competency of a witness is objected to, on the ground of interest, 
the interest should appear. I t should be seen by the Court, in order 
that it may be enabled to determine its character, and whether it 
be such, as to amount to a disqualification. I t should not rest in 
mere conjecture or speculation, but should be shown to exist, and to 
be certain and direct, and not possible only. For the bare possibility 

of an action being brought against the * witness, furnishes no 
objection to his competency. And where the interest is of a 

doubtful character, the objection goes to the credit, and not the com
petency of the witness. 

In this case, we do not perceive that the witness offered by the 
plaintiff, was shown to have had any certain and immediate interest, 
one way or the other. She was legally entitled to the possession of 
the property, during the minority of the plaintiff, in her character of 
guardian, if it belonged to him ; and for any thing appearing to us, 
may have surrendered up the possession, when he attained his full 
age. But it has been suggested by counsel, that she may have 
abused her trust as guardian, and improperly parted witli that pos
session during the minority of the plaintiff, or by some misconduct, 
have incurred a liability to be sued, for the value of the property, 
if the plaintiff should not recover against the defendant, in this 
action, and was therefore interested iu sustaining the suit by her 
testimony. 

I t may be possible, but no such liability or misconduct has been 
shown ; and we are not bound, or tit liberty, merely for the pu-pose 
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of rejecting her testimony, to presume that she did violate her duty; 
but rather, nothing appearing to the contrary, that she faithfully 
discharged it, and delivered the possession of the property to the 
plaint ill', when lie became entitled to receive it. And the bare pos
sibility that she may have rendered herself liable to an action, is 
not, we think, an objection to her competency. It is not like the 
case of Hunger ford vs. Bourne, decided by this Court, which has 
been referred to. In that case there was a clear and certain lia
bility ou the part of the witness, who had a manifest interest in sus
taining the suit; whereas here no liability is shown to exist. 

Judgment reverted, and procedendo awarded. 

* W I L L I A M H A N S O N et. J O H N B A R N E S ' Lessee.—Decern 3 5 0 
her, 1831. 

It is a general principle, that where a new person is to be benefited, or 
charged by the execution of a judgment, there ought to be a scire facias 
to make him a party; but this principle does not apply to a case, where 
the new party becomes interested after the process is in the hands of the 
officer for execution, (a) 

The death of a defendant before a levy on a fl. fa. in the hands of the sheriff 
prior to such death, does not render a set. fa. against the heirs and terre 
tenants necessary; the sale under afl.fa. thus issued and levied, passes 
title to the purchaser. 

The writ of fl. fa. requires no order or action of the Court, to give the plain
tiff the fruits of his execution. These are reaped when the sheriff dis
charges his duty under the process. (6) 

Judicial writs do not in general abate by the death of the party. 
Since the Statute of 5 Geo. 2, chap. 7, lauds have not been considered as a 

secondary fund in the hands of the debtor for the payment of debts; but 
they are equally liable with his personalty. The judgment creditor 

. may, at his election, seize either, unless under peculiar circumstances of 
equity, he shall be restrained from exercising his election to the preju
dice of an alienee, devisee, or heir. 

After the death of a debtor, lands are only secondarily liable, but this must 
be taken with the qualification, that prior to his death, they had not 
become liable to be affected by an execution, (c) 

Parol evidence is admissible to establish the date of the delivery of an exe
cution to the sheriff, where no endorsation of the time was made on the 
writ, as the statute demands of that officer. 

Neither an endorsation of the time of the delivery of a writ of fl. fa. to the 
sheriff, nor evidence of that fact, is necessary iu making title to lands 
purchased under that writ—Nor is it necessary as to personal property, 
except as against purchasers, (d) 

(a) Approved in Trail vs. Snouffer, 6 Md. 315, and Boyd vs. Harris. 1 Md. 
Ch. 471. Cf. Arnott vs. Nichols. 1 H. & J. 288, note. 

(6) See Clarke vs. Belmear. 1 G. & J. 241, note (b). 
(c) Cf. Polk vs. Pendleton, 31 Md. 118; Wyse vs. Smith. 4 G. & J. 295. 
(d) See Estep vs. Weems, 6 G. & J. 303. 
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The lien upon lands is from the rendition of the judgment, and the right to 
execution of lands in the tenure of the heir, grows out of the Statute 5 
Geo. 2, ch. 7, in connection with that lien, (e) 

If a sheriff's sale under a fl. fa. can be impeached, upon the ground of due 
notice of the sale not being given, that fact must appear affirmatively— 
for every thing is to be presumed in favor of the performance of his 
duties. (/) 

A sheriff's return to a.#. fa. which reports a sale of lands, or his deed to the 
purchaser under the execution, is a sufficient memorandum in writing 
within the Statute of Frauds. It is not necessary that the return should 
be endorsed on the writ.or the deed executed at the time of the sale, (g) 

* A P P E A L from Charles County Court. Ejectment In the 
o O U appellee, against the appellant, commenced on the 6th of 
March, 182C, for two tracts of land, called "Posey ' s Chance," and 
"Hopewell 's Addit ion." 

1. A t the trial the plaintiff read in evidence a writ 6f fieri facias, 
issued upon a judgment rendered tit March Term, 1824, at the suit of 
the State of Maryland, for the use of the plaintiff, against Samuel 
Hanson. The writ issued on the 28th of August, 1824, tested the 
day preceding, and was returnable to the then ensuing March Term 
of Charles County Court, and the sheriff's return as follows : " L a i d 
as per schedule, and after due and legal notice being given, of the 
time and place of sale, the negroes mentioned in the within schedule, 
sold for $415—$214.:til, applied towards ft. fa. No. 1.—$15.97' applied 
towards ft. fa. No. 2, and the residue being $8.89J, retained for 
sheriff's fees on ditto, $1 74.63—the balance being $165.73, applied 
towards the discharge of this ft. fa. The lauds contained in the 
schedule, sold to plaintiff for $277—$4.15 retained for sheriff's fees 
on ditto, and the residue being $272.84,applied towards the discharge 
of this fi. fa. per receipt. Alex. Matthews, Sheriff." Schedule ac
companying the foregoing retain. "Charles County, to w i t : — W e , 
the subscribers, being duly summoned and sworn by the sheriff o f 
Charles County, to value and appraise the goods and chattels, lands 
and tenements of Samuel Hanson, Sr. taken by virtue of a writ of 
fieri facias, at the suit of the State of Maryland, use of John Barnes, 
do value and appraise the same in current money as follows, to wi t : 
all of said Samuel Hanson, Sr's right, title, claim and interest, 
whether in law or equity, of, in and into the following tracts, parts 
of tracts, or parcels of land, lying and being in Charles County afore
said, called or known by the following names to wi t : Posey's Chance, 
containing 100 acres, more or less. $1 per acre—Pt. Hopewell's Addi
tion, containing 44 acres, more or less, at $4 per acre—Brawner's 

Chance, containing 50 acres, more or less, at $4 per acre; * aud 
Ft. Gon ie r ' s Choice, containing 100 acres, more or less, $4per 

(e) Cited in Anderson vs. Tuck, 33 Md. 233. 
(/) Affirmed in Miller vs. Wilson, 32 Md. 300. 
{g) See Barney vs. Patterson, 6 H. & J. 157, note Id). 
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acres—Also the following personal property, to wit, &c. Given under 
our hands and seals the 9th day of < htober, 1824."—On the back of 
the foregoing schedule is thus endorsed, to wit: "January 8th, 1825, 
I he within land sold to John I'.arnes for $277.00.'' Receipt accom
panying the foregoing return—"Received, June 13th, 1825, from A . 
Matthews, Esq. $786.35, in full for money due me on the within writ.— 
J. Barnes." He also offered in evidence, a deed from the said sheriff 
io the lessor of the plaintiff, for the lands in the schedule contained, 
executed, acknowledged and recorded on the 0th of March, 1826; 
and proved, that Doctor Samuel Hanson died iu possession of the 
said lands, and of considerable personal property. That the defend
ant in this cause, was one of his heirs and representatives, it was 
further proved by the then sheriff, Alexander Matthews, that the 
said fieri facias was delivered to him at nine o'clock on the 28th of 
August, 1824, and that Doctor Hanson died on the 1st of September 
following. That the Court of Charles County was in sessional the 
time of issuing the said fieri facias, which session commenced the 

day of August of said year, and ended on the 3d of September. 
Thereupon the defendant prayed the opinion of the Court, and their 
instructions to the jury. 1st. That tire plaintiff was not entitled to 
recover, without producing in evidence a grant from the State, and 
deducing the title of the debtor in said fieri facias mentioned. 2d. 
That as the said fieri facias was tested on the 27th day of August, 
1824, when the Court was in session, as before stated, and without 
the special order of said Court, that it issued irregularly, and that 
the proceedings under it were void against the present defendant. 
3d. That as Dr. Hanson died on the 1st of September, and the said 
fieri facias was not levied until the 9th of October; that the issuing 
of said fieri facias, and delivery to the sheriff as stated, did not bind 
the lands of the debtor, which had descended to the heir. 1th. That 
although the issuing and • delivery of said fieri facias as u n 
stated, might bind the land upon a deficiency of personal 
property, yet if the jury should believe, that there was a sufficiency 
of personal property to satisfy the same, that snch personal property 
should first have been taken under said fieri facias—all which opinions 
the Court refused to give. The defendant then offered in evidence 
the following advertisement, to w i t : "Sheriff's Sale—I'.y virtue of 
three writs of fieri facias to me directed, from < 'harles County Court, 
will be exposed to public sale, for ready cash, at the Trap, on the 8th 
of January next, the following property, to w i t : all of Samuel Han
son, Si's, right, title, claim and interest in law or equity, of, in, and 
to the following tracts, parts of tracts, or parcels of land, lying and 
being in Charles County, Durham Parish, called and known by the 
following names, to w i t : Perry's Chance, containing 100 acres, more 
or less—Pt. Hopewell's Addition, containing 44 acres, more or less— 
Brawner's Chance, containing 54 acres, more or less; and Pt . Gonier's 
Choice, containing 100 acres, more or less—and also the following 
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personal property, &c. The whole taken in execution as the property 
of Samuel Hanson, Sr., and will he sold to satisfy the following debts, 
to wit : one due to the State of Maryland, use John Barnes ; one due 
to William Bruce, and one due to Ignatius Semmes. Alex. Matthews, 
Sheriff—Charles County, December (>th, 1824." And proved by 
Noble Barnes, that he as deputy sheriff, levied the fieri facias and 
made sale of the land; that this advertisement was in his hand
writing, and was an original advertisement giving notice of said sale, 
and that the land iu question was sold on the day mentioned in said 
advertisement. That the said Noble Barnes did not make any writ
ten eutry or other memorandum of said sale; that he acted as auc
tioneer at the said sale, but the high sheriff was present and attended 
to the sale. The defendant then prayed the opinion of the Court, 
that unless the plaintiff proved to the jury, that there was some 
entry or memorandum in writing of the sale, that the sale was void— 

which * opinion the Court refused to give—But directed the 
o o o jmy thai the return of the sheriff on the fieri'facias, and deed 
to the purchaser, the present plaintiff', was a sufficient memorandum 
in writing, and could not be rebutted, but by proof of fraud and col
lusion between the sheriff' and the purchaser. The defendant then 
offered in evidence the endorsement of the fieri facias, aud return 
thereof, which was interlined and written with ink of different colors, 
and prayed the opinion of the Court, that if the jury should believe 
that said endorsement and return was made post litem motem in this 
cause, it was competent evidence of fraud aud collusion to go to the 
jury—which opinion the Court also refused to give. The defendant 
then lastly prayed the opinion of the Court, that if the jury should 
believe, that due and legal notice of the sale of the tract of land 
called Posey's Chance, as required by the Ac t of Assembly, was not 
made, that then the title of said tract did not vest in the purchaser 
by said sale, and for said tract the plaintiff' was not entitled to 
recover—which opinion the Court refused to give. 

The defendant excepted to all these refusals of the Court, to grant 
his prayers, and the verdict and judgment being for the plaintiff, he 
prosecuted the present appeal. 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J., E A R L E , A R C H E R , 

and D O R S E Y , JJ. 

Brainier, for the appellant, contended, 1. That as Samuel Hanson 
died before the execution actually executed, the lands in the possession 
of his heir, could not be taken in satisfaction of the judgment against 
the father, until upon a suggestion and proof of deficiency of per
sonal assets. Jacobs' Law Die. tit. Exec. 495. 2. That a fieri facias 
biuds goods and chattels, from the date of the delivery to the sheriff", 
but not lands, upon which, the judgment aud not the fieri facias 
operates as a lien; and that after a descent cast, before execution 
levied, resort must be had to the personal estate. Harding vs. Ste-
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venson, 6 H. dt J. 267; the Ac t of 1785, ch. 72, sec. 5; * 1798, 
ch. 101, sub-chap. 8, sec. 17; 1 Sellon's I'r. 532; Arnott vs. * * " ' * 
Nichols, 1 H. <(•./. 172; M'Elderry vs. Smith, 2 / h. 72; the Statute of 
5 Geo. sec. 2, ch. 7. 3. That parol proof of the date when the fieri 
facias was received by the sheriff, is inadmissible. 4. That there is 
not sufficient proof of any note or memorandum in writing being 
made at the time of the sale. On the contrary, the deputy sheriff 
who made the sale, did not make any entry or memorandum thereof. 
5. That notice of the sale of the tract called Posey's Chance, was 
not given according to the Ac t of Assembly of 1816, ch. 129, and that 
the sale, as to said tract, was void, if even plaintiff could recover as 
to the other tracts. 

V. Dorsey, for the appellee. 1. The fi. fa. continues to run, and 
must be executed as to personal property, notwithstanding the death 
of the defendant, after the writ is delivered to the sheriff. Sellon's 
I'r. 528. Since the Statute of 5 Geo. 2, ch. 7, lands are made liable 
to the payment of all debts, and are subject to like remedies, pro
ceedings and process, in any Court of law or equity, that personal 
estate is. 2. In Bull vs. Sheredine, 1 H. & J. 410, and Barney vs. 
Patterson, 6 H. & J. 182, the Court recognize the doctrine, that the 
sheriff's return gratifies the requisitions of the Statute of Frauds. 
3. The object of the prayer in regard to the notice of sale, was to 
transfer a question of law from the Court to the jury. I t belongs 
peculiarly to the Court to say what is legal notice. The question of 
the legality of sales is a mixed question of law and fact, aud the 
prayer, therefore, should have been for a hypothetical direction. 

A R C H E R , J . delivered the opinion of the Court. I t is supposed, 
that the death of the defendant, before a levy on the fieri facias, 
although it was issued, and in the hands of the sheriff' before his 
death, would render a scire * facias against the heirs and terre 
tenants necessary, and that the sale, made under a, fieri facias 
thus issued, and thus levied, passed no title to the purchaser. 

Whether the alienation of land to a bona fide purchaser, or its de
scent to the heir before any steps are taken by the plaintiff, to put 
his judgment in execution, would render a scire facias against the 
heirs and terre tenants indispensable, it is not necessary to determine. 
For the question preseuted here, is whether pending proceedings in 
execution of the judgment, and which were all rightful and proper, 
at the time of their institution, the death of the defendant suspends 
them in point of law, or if in fact they are afterwards put iu execu
tion, the law declares them void. I f this were a question connected 
with a levy on personal property, it would be too clear for discussion. 
The execution would go on, and the plaintiff would have a right to 
reap the fruits of his judgment. But this is a levy on laud. Should 
it be governed by different principles? There is no process of exe
cution in England, bearing an exact affinity to our fieri facias, so far 
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as this question is concerned. W e will, however, proceed to notice 
those, which bear to it the strongest resemblance. 

A writ of sequestration, being a personal process, grounded on a 
contempt, and requiring the further order, or action of the Court, to 
give it an effect beneficial to the plaintiff, it is remarkable that it 
should have been doubted, whether it did not abate de facto, by the 
death of the defendant. Yet it appears to have been long iu uncer
tainty; but it is now settled, that it does abate by the death of the 
defendant. 3 Atk.; Burdett vs. Bockey, 1 Vern. 58; 2 P. Wm. 621; 
Wharam vs. Broughton, 1 Ves. Sen. 182. These determinations will 
show the diversity of views which have been entertained on the sub
ject, and the latter opinions of the Court, will show that its abating, 
depends upon reasons and principles which will not apply to the 
process under consideration. 

* The writ of extent on a statute merchant, will not abate 
by the death of the defendant; 2 P. Wms. 621; and in 2 

Sawnd. 70, (C) , it is said, that an extent shall go, notwithstanding the 
death of the defendant shall be returned on a capias si laicus. Aud 
the same doctrine would seem to be deducible, with regard to a writ 
of extendi facias, issued on a statute staple, or on a recognizance iu 
t-he nature of a statute staple from 2 Saund. 70, (C) , in which the 
nature and character of the sheriff's return, with regard to the lauds 
extended, where the sheriff shall return the death of the defendant, 
is pointed out. The same principles would seem to apply to the 
writ of elegit, in which any future action of the Court, to give the 
plaintiff the entire benefit of his execution becomes unnecessary; for 
the inquisition, appraisement, and delivery of a moiety of the lauds, 
is done under the direction of the sheriff aud the authority of the 
elegit itself. Like the writs of elegit and extendi facias upon a statute 
merchant, the fieri facias requires no other order or action of the 
Court, to give to the plaintiff the fruits of his execution. These are 
reaped, when the sheriff discharges his duty under the process. The 
mandate goes to the sheriff to seize and sell the lands, and if it be 
regular in its inception, he derives his authority from the writ, and 
is bound to execute it. Unlike the original writs, judicial writs do 
not iu general abate by the death of the party. 1 Bac. Abr. title 
A batement. 

The general principle, that where a new person is to be benefited, 
or charged by the execution of the judgment, there ought to be a 
scire facias to make him a party, is admitted ; but it cannot apply 
to a case, where the new party becomes interested, lifter the process 
is regularly in the hands of the officer for execution. I f this be not 
an exception to the rule, and a scire facias against the heirs and 
terre tenants be necessary, then successive alienations and descents, 
might defeat the plaintiff, ad infinitum. Even excessive vigilance 
could not always secure to the plaintiff the satisfaction of his judg
ment. 
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* I t supposed that there existed no right under the fieri 
facia* to levy on the lands, if there was a sufficiency of per-
Bona! property to satisfy the judgment. Under the writ of elegit, if 
there be enough of personal goods, the sheriff ought not to levy on 
the lands. But this duty of the officer under the writ of elegit, grows 
out of the Statute of West. 13 Edw. 1, ch. 18, which gave that writ. 
But the Statute of 5 Geo. 2, ch. 7, stripped lands iu the Plantations, 
of the sanctity with which they had been guarded, and by subject
ing them to sale, no longer considered them as a secondary fund for 
the payment of debts in the hands of the debtor, but rendered them 
equally liable with his personalty. I t is at the election of the plain
tiff, whether he will seize lands or goods, and this has always been 
the construction of the statute, unless under peculiar circumstances 
of equity he shall be restrained from exercising his election, to the 
prejudice of an alienee, devisee or heir. I t is true, that after the 
death of a debtor, lands are only secondarily liable; but this must be 
taken with the qualification, that prior to the death of the debtor, 
they had not become liable to be affected by an execution. I t does 
not appear from the evidence in the cause, that any eudorsatiou was 
made on the back of the writ, as the statute demands of the sheriff, 
of the day of its delivery to him, and it is therefore supposed that 
parol evidence to establish that date is inadmissible. I f this idea 
be correct, there exists scarcely a case in .Maryland, in which the 
date of a delivery of a fieri facias to the sheriff, could be proved. 
This requisition has in practice been neglected, and fallen into dis
use. To give the statute such a construction here, would make its 
provision in this respect a dead letter. Its objects, was only direc
tory to the officer, that means might be placed in the power of every 
one, to derive benefit from the salutary provisions of the statute; 
and was not meant to exclude other evidence, should that officer 
neglect his duty. Bealls vs. Guernsey, 8 Johns. 52. There is then 
proof in the record, that the fieri facias was delivered to the sheriff 
* before the death of the debtor, if it were material to have Q „ f c 

established that fact. But suppose the fact had not been 
established, but that merely an execution had been issued by the 
plaintiff in the judgment; it is most certain that lands in the seizin 
of the heir, might be levied upon, because the statute renders them 
liable to seizure, sale, and disposition, in the same manner as per
sonal property; aud in such a case, the levy could have been made 
on the personal property, in the hands of the executor; for the judg
ment and execution, binds the personal property from the day of 
the signing of the judgment, and the test of the writ of execution, 
against the party himself, and all other persons except purchasers. 
1 Saund. Rep. 219,/. I t is true, that the fieri facias does not bind 
land, as it does personal property from the delivery of the writ to 
the sheriff. The Statute of Charles I I , only applying to goods, but 
the lieu on the lands is from the rendition of the judgment, and the 
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right to execution of lands in the tenure of the heir, grows out of 
the Statute of 5 Geo. 2, ch. 7, in connexion with that lieu. 

I t does not become necessary to express an opinion how far the 
sheriff's sale would be operative, to pass title to a purchaser, unless 
he shall have given the notice of sale required by law, because there 
is no evidence in the record, from whicli the jury could infer, that 
notice had not been given. The adduction of a single advertise
ment, which does not even appear to have been any where published, 
or affix to give notice to the public, can furnish no data for deduc
tions, that regular notices were not given, and in the absence of 
evidence to that effect, every thing is to be presumed in favor of the 
performance of his duties by the sheriff. I t has been objected, that 
no memorandum in writing, of the sale by the sheriff, was made at 
the time of the sale. The sheriff' had made a return to the fieri 
facias, which evidences the sale, and has executed a deed to the pur
chaser, either of which is sufficient evidence of the sale, and a suffi-

cient memorandum, iu writing, within the Statute * of Frauds, 
•foil Barney V s . Patterson, 6 H. & J. 182. I t is clearly not neces
sary, that the return should be endorsed on the writ, or the deed 
executed at the time of sale. 

W e have thus noticed all the points whicli have been raised before 
us. There are in the record, several other opinions of the Court, from 
which exceptions have been taken, but they have not been argued 
before us, and we have considered them as abandoned. 

Judgment affirmed. 

P E N N VS. F L A C K A N D COOLEY.—December , 1831. 

A prayer by the defendant addressed to the Court requesting them to in
struct the jury, that "the plaintiff upon the evidence, is not entitled to 
recover upon either count in the declaration," is, since the Act of 1825, 
ch. 117, too general in its terms, and the refusal to grant it, is not the 
subject of an appeal, (a) 

The endorsee of the payee of a negotiable note, can maintain an action on 
the money counts, against the maker of the note, upon the proof of the 
note and endorsement, (b) 

Where the declaration averred that a negotiable note was endorsed, before 
it fell due. and it appeared upon the production of the note, that it was 
endorsed after maturity, this was held to be no material variance. 

(a) Affirmed in Hatton vs. McClish, 6 Md. 417; Dorsey vs. Harris, 22 Md. 
88; Casey vs. Suter, 36 Md. 4; Kinsey vs. Minnick, 43 Md. 119; -B. R. Co. vs. 
Carter. 59 Md. 311. See Davis vs. Leab, 2 G. & J. 186; Leopard vs. Canal Co. 
1 Gill, 222; Wheeler VB. State, 7 Gill, 343. 

(b) Approved in Merrick vs. Bank, 8 Gill, 68; Leiois vs. Kramer, 3 Md. 292; 
Hopkins vs. Kent, 17 Md. 120. 
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Although the judgment was affirmed because the prayer offered by the 
appellant was too general, yet the Court expressed its opinion on the 
whole case, (c) 

A P P E A L from Montgomery County Court. Assumpsit by the 
appellees, as the endorsees of the following promissory note, against 
the appellant, William G. Penn, as the maker thereof, commenced 
on the l l th of October, 1827. 

"$80. Sixty days after date, I promise to pay to John Morrison, 
Or order, eighty dollars, without defalcation, value received. Wm. 
G. Penn. May 21st, 1818." Endorsed. " P a y to James Flack & Co. 
April 24th, 1824. John Morrison." 

* The declaration contained a count on the note, setting _ 
out the endorsement, which it averred to have been made, « * ' * ' 
before the time limited in the said note for the payment thereof, to 
wit, on the day and year aforesaid, at the county aforesaid, (being 
the day of its date; ) and also contained counts for money lent aud 
advanced ; money paid, laid out, and expended ; and money had and 
received. The defendant pleaded non assumpsit, and issue was joined. 

f. A t the trial, the plaintiff offered Jn evidence the promissory 
note, having proved that the same was signed by the defendant, 
and that in the year, 1824, the said note was purchased by the 
plaintiffs in this action, (who are James Flack & Co.) and assigned 
to them by a certain John Beal, the endorsement of John Morrison, 
the payee, then appearing on i t ; and that on the 24th of April, 1824, 
after the said assignment was made, the said note was presented in 
behalf of the, plaintiffs to the defendant, who paid $20 thereon; 
admitted the note to have been made by him; and said, that in a 
month's time, he would pay the original amount of the note, but 
would not pay interest, because, he has seut the money by a neighbor 
to pay the note to the owner, before it came into the hands of the 
plaint ill's, but the owner could not be found. The defendant thereupon 
prayed the Court to instruct the jury, that the plaintiffs upon the 
evidence, were not entitled to recover upon either count in the decla 
ration. But the Court [ K I L G O U B , A . J.] refused to give the instruc
tion. The defendant excepted. 

2. After the evidence contained in the first bill of exceptions had 
been given, the defendant further prayed the Court to direct the 
jury, that unless they were satisfied the endorsement to the plain
tiffs, had been made before the expiration of the time when the said 
note became payable, the plaintiffs were not entitled to recover. 
This instruction the Court also refused to give. The defendant 
excepted, and the verdict and judgment being against him, he ap
pealed to this Court. 

(c) Cited in Bayne vs. 8*U, 1 Md. 86. 

16 3 G. & J . 
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* r r h e c a u s e w a s a r 8 ' u e a " before B U C H A N A N , C. J . , E A R L E , 
** ' * S T E P H E N , and A R C H E R , J J . 

Alexander, lor the appellant, contended, 1. That the prayer of the 
defendant, iu the 2nd exception, ought to have been granted. The 
declaration alleged, that the endorsement to the plaintiffs was before 
the note fell due, when the proof was otherwise. This is a variance 
which is fatal. 2 Stork. Ev, 245. He insisted, that all averments in 
a declaration are material, and must be proved, which affect the 
defences open to the defendant. I f the averment in this case had 
been true, the defendant could uot show a want of consideration, 
whicli he would be allowed to do, if the note had been endorsed to 
plaintiffs, after it became due, as was the case iu point of fact. 2. 
I t appears from the evidence, that the plaintiffs purchased the note; 
and therefore it is not proof of money had anil received by the 
drawer for their use; neither could It be considered as evidence of 
money paid, laid out, and expended by them, for the use of the 
drawer. 2 Stark. Ev. 9!). A note is only evidence under the money 
counts, as between the immediate parties. 1 Saund. P. and Ev.'SiO; 
Way nam vs. Bend, 1 Camp. 175. 

Johnson and Oill, for the'appellant. 1. The averment as to the 
time of the endorsement is immaterial. I f the evidence shows, that 
the endorsement took place subsequent to the maturity of the note, 
the defendant will be let into the defence of a want of consideration, 
notwithstanding the averment to the contrary in the declaration. 
The averment therefore can have no influence on the defences open 
to him. Young vs. Wright, 1 Camp. 140; Russell vs. Langstaff, 2 
Doug. 514. i f the action was against the endorser, the case might 
be different, but as respects the maker, the averment as to time is 
perfectly immaterial. The liability of the maker to the endorsee, arises 

fioni the fact of the endorsement, and not its date. * Chitty 
on Bills, 286; Grant vs. Vaughan, 3 Burr. 1516, 1525. 2. 

The note was evidence under the money counts. The promise of 
the maker is, that he will pay to the payee, or his order; and when 
he gives the order by endorsement, the maker holds the money for 
the use of the endorsee. Young vs. Wright, 1 Camph. 140. 

S T E P H E N , J. delivered the opinion of the Court. This case pre
sents two questions for the decision of this Court. The first is, 
whether an endorsee of the payee of a note, can maintain an action 
for money had and received, against the maker? and the second, 
whether it is a material variance to declare that a negotiable note 
was endorsed by the payee before it became due, and to offer proof 
of an endorsement alter it fell due ? Upon the first question there 
is a contrariety of opinion in the books, but upon the most mature 
deliberation, we are of opinion that the action is maintainable, upon 
sound legal principles; the note is a contract by the maker to pay 
the money to the payee or his endorsee. I t is well established, that 
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in an action by the payee against the maker, the note is evidence 
upon a count for money had and received: being therefore, evidence 
of money had and received to the use of the payee, by the maker, 
when the payee transfers his interest in the note by endorsement, 
(the note being payable to the payee or his order,) it would seem to 
follow, that by the very terms of the contract, the endorsee would 
become substituted iu the place of the payee, and be invested with 
all his legal rights, not only as relates to a suit upon the note since 
the Statute of Ann, but also as to the common law* count of money 
had and received. In the case of Grant vs. Vaughan, 3 Burrows'1 Rep. 
1516, which was an action by the bearer of a bill of exchange against 
the drawer, which bill was in the following words, " Pay to Ship For
tune, or bearer," so much, Lord Mansfield makes the following 
remarks: " B u t upon the second count, (which was for money had 
and received,) the present case is quite clear, beyond all * (lis- 0 ~ 0 

pute. For undoubtedly an action for mouey had and received " ' «* 
to the plaintiffs use, may be brought by the bona fide bearer of a 
note made payable to bearer. There is no case to the contrary, ft 
was certainly money received for the use of the original advancer of 
i t ; aud if so, it is for the use of the person, who has the note as 
bearer. In this case, Bicknell himself might undoubtedly have 
brought this action. He lost it, and it came bona fide and in the 
course of trade, into the hands of the present plaintiff, who paid a 
full and fair consideration for it. Bicknell and the plaintiff are both 
iuuocent. The law must determine which of them is to stand to the 
loss, and by law it falls upou Bicknell." In this case the bill was 
payable to bearer; in the case now before this Court it was pay
able to order, and it seems to us that it would require a consider
able degree of legal ingenuity, to distinguish between the two cases, 
iu point of legal principle, as to the legal operation of the two con
tracts. They were both negotiable in their characters, the only dif
ference is, that the one was payable to bearer, the other to order. 
In 12 Johns. Rep. 90, the action was brought on two promissory 
notes: one was in the following words : " For value received, due 
W m . Douglass or bearer, $14.50, with interest, payable the 1st of 
March next, Springfield, 8th Nov. 1811, signed James Pierce." The 
second note was dated, Dec. 25th, 1811, and the defendant promised 
for value received, to pay W m . Douglass, or bearer, the sum of $18, 
witli interest. In a suit brought upon these notes, the plaintiff 
below, under the direction of the Court recovered, and upon a writ 
of error being brought to the Supreme Court, that Court delivered 
the following opinion : " This was an action of indebitatus assumpsit, 
for mouey had and received, money lent, &c. and the chief question 
is, whether the promissory notes in the hands of the plaintiff below, 
as bearer, were properly admitted in evidence under such a count. 
It is clear, that as well before, as since the statute making notes 
negotiable, the person named as payee, might give sucli note in evi-
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dence, under * the general counts for money lent, or money 
had and received," &0., (here this Court refers to a.number of 

authorities, and amongst them, the case of Grant vs. Vanyhan, above 
referred to. and then proceeds,) " The Statute of Ann gave an addi
tional remedy, but did not take away the old one." " I f , a s all agree, 
such a note before the statute, was evidence of money due from the 
maker to the payee, so as to support a count for money had and 
received, I can see no good reason why an assignee by endorsement 
or delivery ought not to have the same remedy. I t was the object 
of the statute to place the assignee iu the same relation to the maker, 
as the payee stood in before; and the legal operation of the transfer 
is, that the money which by virtue of the note was due to the payee 
from the maker, is now due from the maker to the assignee. These 
notes were payable to William Douglass or bearer, like the form used 
iu bank notes. Bearer is descriptio persona:, of the real payee. I t 
may l»e that Win. Douglass had no knowledge of the note, or is a 
fictitious person. The note however, is transferable by delivery 
merely, and possession was evidence of property in the plaintiff 
below, prima facie. I t is objected by the counsel for the defendant, 
that there is no privity of contract between these parties; and sev 
eral authorities were cited to show, that indebitatus assumpsit, will 
not lie except between privies. To this objection there are two 
answers—first, there is a legal privity of contract between the maker 
of a negotiable note and the assignee or bearer in this case. I t is a 
contract to pay the money to whoever may become entitled to it by 
transfer, as bearer; and such privity commences, as soon as the bearer 
becomes so entitled.—Secondly, it is not true, that the action for 
money had and received, can only be grounded on privity of contract. 
I t lies against the finder of money lost. I t is the proper action to 
recover money obtained by fraud and deceit. I f a man without my 
authority, receive money due to me, I may recover it from him in this 
form of action, and certainly in these cases there is no privity of con-

tract. * In the case of Wayman vs. Bond, 1st CampbelPs Nisi 
o 7 o fyjuij i75 ? precisely like the present case, Lord Ellenborough de
cided, that the right of giving a promissory note in evidence under 
the general money counts, is confined to the original party to whom 
the note was payable. But this was a nisi prius opinion; and as the 
plaintiff in that case recovered on another count as the endorsee of 
the same note, it never became material to revise the decision. That 
opinion of Lord KUenborough contradicts the decisions of several of 
his illustrious predecessors. In the case of Tablock vs. Harris, 3 D. 
and E. 174, it was decided that an endorsee of a bill of exchauge may 
recover against the acceptor, under a count for money had and re 
ceived; and Lord Kenyou there says, " in making this decision we 
do not mean to infringe a rule of law, which is very properly settled, 
that a chose in action cannot be transferred: but we consider it as an 
agreement between all the parties, to appropriate so inuch property, 
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to be carried to the account of the holder of the bill." In the case 
of Grant vs. Vaughan, 3 Burr. 1516, it was decided, that indebitatus 
assumpsit lor money had and received was a proper action to recover 
the value of a bill of exchange by the bearer aga inst the drawer; 
and Lord Mansfield there says, " undoubtedly au action for money 
had and received to the plaintiffs use, may be brought by the bona 
tide bearer of a note, made payable to a bearer; there is no case to 
the contrary." The case of Cruger vs. Armstrong and another. ."> 
•I<ih ns. Cases, 5, supports the same doctrine. The principles contained 
in this decision are fully sustained by the Supreme Court of the 
United Sta tes , in the case of Baborg and others vs. Peyton. In that 
ease, which was an action of debt brought by the endorsees of a bill 
of exchange against the acceptor,) Mr. .Justice Story, in delivering 
the opinion of the Court says, " privity of contract may exist, if 
there be an express contract, a l though the consideration of the con
tract originated aliunde. Besides, if one person deliver money to 
another, for the use of a third person, it has been sett led that such 
a privity exists, that the latter * may maintain an action of 0 ~ . , 
debt against the bailee. In general, the legal predicament of 
the maker of a note, is like that of the acceptor of a bill. Bach is 
liable to the payee for the payment of the note or bill, in the first 
instance; and after endorsement each incurs the same liabilities." 
The Judge , in delivering the opinion of the Court, further remarks, 
that, " i n point of law every subsequent holder, in respect to the ac
ceptor of a bill, and the maker of a note, stands in the same predica
ment as the payee. A n acceptance is as much evidence of money 
had and received by the acceptor to the use of such holder, and of 
money paid by such holder for the use of the acceptor, as if he were 
the payee." 

The only remaining question is, whether, when a note is declared 
on by the endorsee against the maker as being endorsed before it is 
due, it is a material variance to prove it to have been endorsed a l ter 
it became payable T In Chitty on Bills, 462, the law is stated to be, 
that " i f a note payable to bearer be declared on as endorsed, the 
endorsement must be proved; but when the declaration states that 
the endorsement was made after the making of the bill, and it ap
pears in evidence to have been before, or that it was before the bill 
was due, and it appears in evidence to have been made afterwards, 
this is not a material variance." In support of this principle, he re
fers to Young vs . Wright, 1 Campb. 139. 

In this case we think it proper to observe, that it appears to us, 
that the prayer in the first bill of except ions is too general under the 
Act of 1825, but, as the prayer in the second bill of exceptions is suf
ficiently specific, and the case was fully argued, to prevent future 
litigation, we have delivered our opinions on both exceptions. 

W e are of opinion, that there is no error in the judgment of the 
Court below, and that it ought to be affirmed. 

Judgment affirmed. 
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377 * J O S L A . H T U R N E R vs. J A M E S W A L K E R . — D e c e m b e r , 1831. 

Where goods taken under a ft. fa. have been sold for a part of the amount 
due on the judgment, a ca. sa. cannot be legally issued for the residue, 
until the sheriff has made a final return of the ft. fa. showing what has 
been done with the property. This return should be in term time; if 
made in the recess to the clerk's office, it is void. The same principles 
apply to a venditioni exponas, (a) 

An action upon the case is the proper remedy against one who maliciously 
procures a ca. sa. to be issued, and another to be arrested under it. (b) 

Tne foundation of such an action is malice, and a want of probable cause, 
which must be proved. 

The fact of malice always a question for the jury. 
Malice may be, and most commonly is, in such actions, implied from the 

want of reasonable or probable cause, that being first established. But 
the presumption of malice resulting from the want of probable cause is 
not conclusive, and the defendant, for the purpose of rebutting the 
inference of malice, may be let in to show, for instance, that he acted 
under the advice of counsel. The effect of such evidence, is however, 
for the jury, (c) 

Evidence of the conduct and declarations of the defendant in relation to, 
and in the course of the transaction—of the situation of the parties—of 
the nature and extent of the injurious means resorted to by the defend
ant to effect his object, and of his forwardness, zeal and activity mani
fested in the procurement and use of the means employed, may properly 
be adduced to prove malice. 

It is generally true, that in an action for a malicious prosecution, or a mali
cious arrest, malice—the want of probable cause, and also the determi-

(a) Approved in Baldwin vs. Wright, 3 Gill, 246. Cited in Griffith vs. Etna 
Co. 7 Md. 103; Exparte vs. Watkins, 7 Peters, 578. 

(6) Cited in Deal vs. Harris, 8 Md. 44, and McNamee vs. Minke, 49 Md. 133. 
In the latter case, the Court said: '"It is true, a party may be held liable for 
a false and malicious prosecution of either a criminal or civil proceeding; 
but when it has been attempted to hold a party liable for the prosecution of 
a civil proceeding it has generally been in cases where there has been an 
alleged malicious arrest of the person, as in the case of Turner vs. Walker, 
or a groundless and malicious seizure of property, or the false and malicious 
placing the plaintiff in bankruptcy or the like. * * It is not enough for 
the plaintiff to declare generally that the defendant brought an action 
against him ex malitia et sine causa, per quod he put him to great charge, &c.; 
but he must allege and show the grievance specially. Otherwise parties 
would be constantly involved in litigation, trying over cases that may have 
failed upon the mere allegation of false and malicious prosecution." And 
it was accordingly held that an action for the alleged malicious prosecution 
of an ejectment suit, wherein the plaintiff failed to recover all that he 
claimed, could not be maintained. 

(c) Cited in Schindel vs. Schindel, 12 Md. 128, and Straus vs. Young. 36 Md. 
255,256. See note (d). 
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nation of the prosecution, or of the suit in which the writ was sued 
out, must be averred and proved, (d) 

But where a vendi, was sued out. returnable to March, and the sheriff in 
fact executed that writ, and returned it to the clerk's office in Decem
ber, and the plaintiff then sued out a ca. sa. which was also returnable 
to the same term, with the vendi. under which the defendant was ar
rested and imprisoned in December, the reason for averring in an action 
upon the case, the want of probable cause for the arrest, and the deter
mination of the suit, does not exist, and a declaration showing the facts 
specially, in the absence of the ordinary averment, would be sufficient. 

It is not upon the evidence, but upon the pleadings, as evidence applicable 
to the pleadings, that a plaintiff can recover in any case, (e) 

Where the plaintiff, who had obtained a verdict in an action for a malicious 
arrest, died pending an appeal, the Court, on reversing the judgment 
upon a bill of exceptions, refused a, procedendo. (/) 

* A P P E A L from Prince George's County Court. This was 0 ( ~ e 

an action on the case brought by the appellee, against the ap- * * ' w 

pellant, on the 10th of January, 1827, iu St. Mary's County Court, 
and removed, upon the suggestion of the defendant, to Prince 
George's* County Court. 

(d) Affirmed in Boyd vs. Cross, 35 Md. 197, and Medcalf vs. Ins. Co. 45 Md. 
204. In the former case the Court said: "To have entitled the plaintiff to 
recover for malicious prosecution, it was incumbent upon him to prove 
affirmatively, that he had been prosecuted, or that a prosecution had been 
instigated, by the defendant; that such prosecution had terminated in his 
discharge or exoneration from the accusation against him; and that such 
prosecution was both malicious and without probable cause on the part of 
the defendant. All of these propositions must concur and be established by 
the plaintiff to entitle him to maintain his action. If the evidence adduced, 
be legally insufficient to be submitted to the jury to prove each and all of 
these elements of the plaintiff's case, his action could well be pronounced 
groundless, and the defendant not be called on for his defence." Malice is 
a question of fact for the jury, and its existence may be inferred from the 
want of probable cause for the prosecution. But the absence of probable 
cause is not conclusive of the presence of malice. The presumption of 
malice resulting from the want of probable cause is only prima facie, and 
may be rebutted by evidence. But proof even of express malice will not 
justify the inference that probable cause did not exist. Boyd vs. Cross; 
Medcalf vs. Ins. Co.; Stewart vs. Sonneburu, 98 U. S. 187. What will amount 
to the want of probable cause in any case is a question of law for the Court, 
although the existence of the facts relied on to constitute the want of proba
ble cause is a question for the jury. Tlielin\a. Dorsey, 59 Md. 539: Johns vs. 
Marsh. 52 Md. :!'-':!. An action for malicious pro—patiom may br maintained 
against a corporation aggregate. Carter vs. Machine Co. 51 Md. 290. Cf. 
Bank vs. Owston, L. R. 4 Appeal Cases, 270. 

(e) Approved in State vs. Gaither, 11 G. & J. 173. 
(/) In Clark vs. Carroll, 59 Md. 180, it was held that where in an action 

for malicious prosecution, the plaintiff appeals from a judgment in favor of 
the defendant, and after the appeal taken the defendant dies, the suit will 
abate, aud that such action is not within the purview of Rev. Code. Art. 50, 
sec. 147. 
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The declaration was as follows : " For that heretofore, to wit, on 
the 13th of December, 182G, at, &c. the said Josiah, unlawfully and 
maliciously procured, and caused to be issued out of the clerk's office 
of the County Court of said county, a certain precept of the said 
Court, commonly called a writ of capias ad satisfaciendum, attested 
by the Chief Judge, and certified by the clerk of the said Court, 
under the seal of office of the said clerk, bearing date the 13th of 
December, 1826, directed to the sheriff of the said county, command
ing him to take the body of him the said James into his custody, and 
him safely keep in his custody, by the authority of the said wri t ; 
and that the said Josiah Turuer, then and there unlawfully and mali
ciously delivered the said writ to William Williams, the sheriff for 
the time being, of the said county; and then and there, unlawfully 
and maliciously procured, and caused the said sheriff, then and there, 
to arrest the said James, and imprison him for a long time, to wit, 
for the space of two months thence next ensuing the said arrest; he, 
the said Josiah, then and there pretending and declaring to the said 
sheriff, that the said writ was lawful and right, and fully authorized 
and required the said sheriff to arrest and imprison the said James; 
whereas the said James avers, that the said writ was unjust and un
lawful, and oppressive to him, and obtained by fraud and deceit; and 
the said James in fact says, that the said Josiah Turner did, on the 
day and year last aforesaid, at the county aforesaid, unlawfully, mali
ciously aud fraudulently, cause and procure, by the means aforesaid, 
i lie arrest and imprisonment of him the said James, in manner and 
form, and for the time aforesaid, in abuse of the legal process of the 
said Court, and in contempt and disregard of the said Court, and its 

authority; and in oppression of him the said James, to * the 
* » • * ' damage," &c. The defendant pleaded not guiltv, and issue 
was joined. 

1. A t the trial the plaintiff read in evidence to the jury by consent 
of parties the record of a writ of capias ad satisfaciendum, issued out 
of the clerk's office of Saint Mary's County Court, on the 13th of 
December, 1826, on a judgment in said Court, at the suit of Will iam 
T. Cross & Co. use of Josiah Turner, against James Walker. The 
writ recites, that on the 22d of March, 1825, a fieri facias had issued 
on said judgment, returnable to the first Monday in August then 
next. That on the return day of said writ, the sheriff returned that 
he had taken in virtue thereof, sundry real and personal estate, the 
property of Walker, which remained on hand for want of buyers, and 
which said goods and chattels were replevied out of his hands. I t 
further recited, that on the 28th of August, 1826, a writ of venditioni 
exponas, issued for the sale of said real and personal property, return
able to the first Monday of March next following—which last men
tioned writ the sheriff returned on the 12th of December, 1826 ; that 
by virtue thereof he had sold the property levied on for the sum of 
$88.25, and which was not sufficient to satisfy the said judgment at 
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suit oi Cross iv Co. for t lie use of said Turner. Whereupon the said 
sheriff was commanded, &c. At the return day of said capias ad 
satisfaciendum, to wit, on the first Monday of March. 1827, the sheriff 
returned (he same "cepi," when a motion was made by the said 
Walker to quash the same, upon the ground that the writ of vendi 
litmi exponas was returned to the clerk's office on the 12th of Decem
ber, lsi 'd. being in the vacation or in the recess of the Court; and 
that on the 13th of December, 1826. the plaintiff caused the ca. sa. 
to be issued. The County Court quashed the said CO. sa. and dis
charged the defendant, Walker, from custody. It was agreed t h a t 

the fieri facias and return thereto, the venditioni exponas and return, 
the capias ad satisfaciendum a n d return, a n d the motion to quash the 
same, with the proceedings thereon, should have the same effect a s 
if the r e c o r d s were * inserted at large. The plaintiff also , f 

proved t h a t h e w a s arrested by the sheriff of Saint Mary 's 
County, o n the lit It o r loth of December, in the year 1826, a n d kept 
i n close custody for seven or eight days, by virtue of the said writ of 
capias ad satisfaciendum, the defendant being present at the time of 
the arrest, ordering it to be done, and directing the said sheriff to 
keep the said plaintiff i n close confinement. The plaintiff further 
proved by Joseph Harris, clerk of Saint, Mary's County Court, t h a t 

h e was applied to by the defendant, on the 13th December, Lsi'ii. 
the day on which the capias ad satisfaciendum issued, to issue t h e 
same, that he objected to doiug so, upon the ground that it was 
unusual, and would not issue the same, unless written orders were 
given to that effect,: that such orders were given by G. N. Oausin, 
Ksq. the counsel for the present defendant; he the defendant being 
a t t i n - t l i n e present, sanctioning and approving of the orders given by 
the said counsel. Whereupon the defendant, by his counsel, prayed 
the Court to instruct the jury, that the above capias ail satisfacien
dum was legally issued, and that the plaintiff c o u l d not support his 
action—which instruction the Court [ S T E P H E N , C. J. and K E Y , A. 
J.] refused to give, and instructed the jury that the said writ was 
issued irregularly a n d illegally, and that the arrest, above stated, of 
t h e plaintiff under it, was a sufficient ground to support the present 
a c t ion. 

The defendant (hen prayed the Court to instruct the jury t h a t the 
plaintiff, on the above evidence, could not support the present action 
on the case, but should have brought an action of trespass vi et arm is. 
which instruction the Court also refused to g ive; and instructed the 
jury that the plaintiff was entitled to recover in the present f o r m of 
a c t i o n . The defendant also prayed the Court to instruct the jury. 
1st. That the capias ad satisfaciendum was legally issued; the judg
ment m i which it w a s issued, being in force and unsatisfied, and the 
whole of the property seized under the fieri facias having been s o l d ; 

and the writ under which the sale had been made, having been pre-
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v i o u s ' v returned by the * sheriff. 2<L That if the plaintiff in 
the suit had no right to apply for a ca. sa.; at the time it was 

issued the clerk had no authority to issue it, and there being no legal 
authority tor the issuing of the same, it was a nullity. 3d. I f the writ 
ought not to have been issued, the sheriff to whom it was directed, 
and who had previously made the return of the venditioni exponas 
aforesaid, was not bound to execute it. 4th. That if the said writ of 
eapias ad satisfaciendum was improperly issued by the clerk, the de
fendant in this suit is not answerable in damages to the plaintiff for 
any act done previous to the arrest. 5th. That damages for the act 
ol arrest can be recovered only in an action of trespass vi et armis. 
6th. That if the plaintiff had offered proof of an injury, which enti
tled him to recover damages in an action on the case for a malicious 
arrest, yet that the narr. does not entitle him to recover such dam
ages, inasmuch as it does not state that the proceeding which is 
made the ground of the action, was commenced without probable 
cause, nor ended. 7th. That if this be an action on the case of any 
other description, the plaintiff cannot recover, because the injury of 
which he complains in the declaration is not charged in the declara
tion to follow consequentially from any act of the defendant, other 
than that of causing the plaintiff to be arrested. 8th. That if the 
jury should be of opinion, from the evidence, that the defendant, 
when he applied to the clerk of Saint Mary's County Court for, and 
obtained the writ of ca. sa. aforesaid, did not believe it was illegal to 
issue the same, and at the time of putting the same into the sheriff's 
hands, he did not believe that the arrest of the plaintiff in virtue of 
the same would be illegal, but had been advised by his counsel, and 
believed that he had a right to sue out the same, aud have the de
fendant arrested under i t ; and further, that the defendant, when he 
directed the same to be served, did not claim more than the balance 
bona tide due on said judgment, after allowing the whole sum made 
on the venditioni exponas aforesaid, then the plaintiff is not entitled 

to recover upon the 'pleadings and issue in this suit. 9th. 
SeS'Z That if the jury should be of opinion from the evidence, that 
the clerk of Saint Mary's County Court, upon being applied to by 
the defendant, refused to issue the ca. sa. aforesaid, and that the 
same was issued by the clerk aforesaid, after his refusal aforesaid, 
and in consequence of the directions of G. N. Causin, Esq., an attor
ney of said Court and the counsel of the defendant in that cause, 
then the plaintiff, upon the pleadiugs and issue in tins cause, is not 
entitled to recover, although the defendant was present at the time 
of the issuing of the same, and repeated his request to the said clerk; 
aud was afterwards present at the time of the arrest of the plaintiff, 
and directed it, and also directed the sheriff to commit him to prison. 
These several instructions the Court refused to give. The defend
ant excepted, and the verdict and judgment being against him, he 
brought the present appeal. 
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The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J . , E A R L K and 
A R C H E R , J J . 

Magrudcr and Stonestreet, for the appellant, cited 1 Archbold Pr. 
270: Oviat VS. Vynar, 1 Salk. 318 ; Miller vs. Parnell, 6 Taunt. 370 ; 
1 Sellon Pr. 535 ; Morgan vs. Hughes. 2 burn/, db East. 225, 231 ; 
SltOV) vs. Allen, 2 Sere/, tfc i o w . 485 ; h'arenga vs. Mcintosh, 9 //*. 225 : 
1 Star*. J5».503; Purl vs. Duvall, 5 //. d> J. 0 9 ; ZWflOfl vs . ffarw 
de Grace Ban/,. 6 //. «t> J. 4 7 ; 2 Saund. 2'. Ev. L92. 

C. Dorsey and Johnson, for the appellee, cited Hobert, 206; Gyfford 
vs. Woodgate, 11 .Bast, 297; /Y/.v<r vs. Smith, 18 Scry, and Lote. 344; 
2 Saund. P. and Ev. 051 ; 1 Arelih. 6, 284; Shirley vs. Wright. 2 /.</. 
Raymond, 775; 2 J?ac. ^4/>r. title l:\eeeiition. 70!) : H7/.so» vs. Kingston, 
IS <SW//. <(/((/ /.(>(c. : !07: Itarenga vs. Mcintosh, 9 Nrr//. and Cote. 226; 
Heir let! vs. ('null leg, 5 Taunt. 277. 

B U C H A N A N , C. J . , delivered the opinion of the Court. Looking to 
the evidence in this case, it is perfectly clear, that the writ of capias 
ad satisfaciendum, on which the defendant in error is alleged to have 
been maliciously arrested, issued irregularly, and illegally. Where 
goods taken under a /t. /a. have been sold, for a part of the amount 
* due on the judgment, a ca sa. cannot be legally issued for „ „ _ 
the residue, until the sheriff has made a final return of the fi. 
/'a. showing what bad been done with the property. For as the 
second writ is grounded on the first, and the return thereof, and 
must recite the proceedings thereon, the first must he returned before 
t he second can issue. And it is proper and necessary to the security 
of the defendant, that it should be returned in term time, in order 
that he may have a day in Court, to protect his rights. I f it was 
otherwise, it would be in the power of a sheriff, or of a plaint ill bj 
collusion with the slierilf. to practise great abuses. But when there 
is a return of the fi.fa. by which it is seen, what has been done with 
the property seized under it, there is something to control the sheriff, 
and to restrict the plaintiff to the amount for which he is entitled to 
have the body, by showing how much he has already received. A 
Ji. fa. therefore, is always made returnable in term time, and cannot 
be otherwise legally returned. Aud if it be returned to the clerk's 
office, at any time during the recess, it is in law wholly void, and as 
no return, and a ca. M. cannot legally be founded upon it. The same 
principle applies to a venditioni exponas, which was issued on a ret urn 
by the sheriff, " tha t goods taken under a Ji. fa. are on hand for the 
want of buyers." And the ca. sa. in this case was sued out, ou a 
ret urn of a venditioni exponas, to the clerk's office, during the recess 
of the Court, which the law did not authorize. 

i t has been urged at bar. that the action is misconceived, and 
should have been trespass vi et armis for false imprisonment. I'-ut 
we think there is nothing in that objection, and that the Court below 
did right in refusing so to instruct the jury. I f the plaintiff in the 
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appeal, did maliciously procure the ca. sa. to be issued, and the de
fendant to be arrested under it, case, for such malicious arrest, is the 
appropriate remedy, the process issuing from a Court of competent 
jurisdiction. It is not res nova. The principle upon which such 
„ f l actions are sustained, is a familiar one in * the hooks, and too 

" well settled to require to be discussed here. But the founda
tion of the action being malice, and a want of reasonable or probable 
cause, which must be proved, and the fact of malice, being always a 
question for the jury, the instruction, that the ca. sa. issued irregu
larly and illegally, and that the "arrest of the defendant in the ap
peal under it, was a sufficient ground to support the present action," 
was wrong, if the Court intended to say, that the arrest alone, with 
or without malice, was sufficient to entitle him to recover: and also 
because it took from the jury the question of malice. 

Malice may be, and most commonly is in such actions, implied from 
the want of reasonable or probable cause, that being first established. 
But the presumption of malice, resulting from the want of probable 
cause, is not conclusive, and the defendant, for the purpose of rebut
ting the inference of malice, for instance, as was attempted in this 
case, may be let in to show, that he acted under the advice of coun
sel; and whether he acted maliciously and for the purpose of oppres
sion, or not, is a conclusion to be drawn by the jury from all the cir
cumstances of the case. And if he can prove, or if it can fairly be 
inferred, from all the circumstances of the case, that lie was not 
actuated by malice, or any improper motive, it will be an answer to 
the action; because it disproves that, which is of the essence of it, 
the malice, without which it cannot be supported. But iu an action 
for a malicious prosecution, or a malicious arrest, as this is, it is not 
enough as has been supposed, for the defendant merely to show that, 
he acted under professional advice, the {want of probable cause 
having been first established. He may have done that, and believed 
that he acted legally, and yet have acted maliciously, and for the 
purpose of oppression. And having acted maliciously and oppres
sively, and without reasonable or probable cause, his belief alone, 
that he acted legally, will not support him in his malicious and op-

prossive violation of the law. However tar his taking * profes-
sional advice, would go, if standing alone, to show the absence 

of malice, and a desire to act legally and correctly; yet it is evidence 
only to go to the jury for that purpose, and may be rebutted by other 
surrounding circumstances, the whole of which should go to the 
jury. 

Evidence of the conduct, and declarations of the defendant, in re
lation to, and in the course of the transaction; of the situation of 
the parties; of the nature and extent of the injurious means resorted 
to by the defendant to effect his object, and of the forwardness, zeal, 
and activity manifested in the procurement, and use of the means 
employed, may properly be adduced to prove malice. And although, 
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where a party has acted bona fide, and without malice, under profes
sional advice and direction, which he believed to be sound, he is not ' 
liable, notwithstanding such advice was in fact incorrect, as malice 
express, or implied, must be proved—yet he cannot shelter himself 
under the direction and advice of counsel merely, against evidence 
of purposed malice, or from which malice may fairly be inferred. And 
whether lie acted with a fair bona tide intention, or by what motive 
he was really actuated, is always a question purely for the consider
ation of the jury. 

It i s generally true, that in an action for a malicious prosecution, 
or a malicious arrest, malice, and the want of reasonable or probable 
cause, and also the determination of the prosecution, or of the suit, 
in which the writ was sued out, must be averred in the declaration, 
ami proved at the trial. And it is objected that the defendant in 
the appeal, i s not entitled to recover, under the declaration iu this 
cause, there being no averment, either of the want of probable 
cause, or of the final disposition of the ca. sa. under which he is 
stated to have been arrested. 

A s respects the manner of declaring, it seems to us, that this is 
distinguishable from the case, either of an action for a malicious 
prosecution, or of the ordinary action for a malicious arrest. The 
reason why, in the former, the want of probable cause, and the 
determination of the prosecution must be averred, and proved, is, 
that otherwise the plaintiff * might recover in the action, and _ 

O f t ft 
yet be guilty, and afterwards be convicted of, the original 
charge. And in the latter, that he might recover in the action for 
a malicious arrest, and yet the suit in which the writ was issued, 
under which he was arrested, be afterwards determined against him. 
And thus in either case, the actual existence of probable cause estab
lished, after a recovery against a defendant who was not in fault; 
and against whom there could only be "a recovery, in the one case, 
on the ground that he had no probable cause for instituting the 
prosecution; and iu the other, for instituting the suit. But if in 
this case, the venditioni exponas, and the irregular return of it to the 
clerk's office, during the recess of the Court and out of term time, had 
beeu set out in the declaration, with the capias ad satisfaciendum, 
(founded upon that return and) issued before the return day of the 
venditioni exponas, under which the defendant in the appeal was 
arrested Land put into prison—the reason requiring an averment of 
the want of probable cause, and of the determination of the prose
cution in an action for a malicious prosecution, and of the determi 
nation of the suit in the ordinary actiou for a malicious arrest, would 
not have existed; the want of probable cause existing apart from, 
and not depending upon any disposition that might afterwards be 
made of the ca. sa.; aud the law declaring that no ca, sa. can issue, 
before the regular and final return of the writ upou which it is 
founded : and the return of the venditioni exponas, aud the recital 
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of it in the ca. sa. showing that there was no such legal return, 
and consequently that the ca. sa. was irregularly issued, and with
out any reasonable or probable cause. But the declaration not being 
so framed, .and there being no averment of the want of probable 
cause, and of the final disposition of the ca. sa. there is no cause of 
action shown in the declaration, on which the defendant in the 
appeal is entitled to recover. 

I t is not upon the evidence, but upon the pleadings and evidence 
applicable to the pleadings, that a plaintiff can recover in any case. 

It is therefore, always necessary, * that the declaration should 
« * ® " set out a good and sufficient cause of action, to be judged 
of by the Court, otherwise it is in vain to look to the evidence in the 
cause, upon which there can be no recovery, without a case made in 
the declaration. This declaration sets out no such cause of action. 
I t merely alleges the issuing of a ca. sa. and that the defendant in 
the appeal, was arrested uuder it. But it does not show any irregu
larity in the issuing of it, nor supply the defect, by averring the 
want of probable cause, and the final disposition of it. And for any
thing appearing in the declaration, the ca. sa. may have been regu
larly issued, and the defendant in the appeal properly arrested under 
it. And it is only by looking out of the declaration, to the evidence 
staled in the record, that any cause of action can be perceived. For 
which reason, and also because the Court instructed the jury, that 
the arrest of the defendant in the appeal under the ca. sa. was a suf
ficient ground to support the present action, the judgment must be 
reversed. 

Judgment reversed, and the death of the appellee having 
been previously suggested, a procedendo was refused. 

G R E E N , Executrix of G R E E N VS. J O H N S O N et ux.—December, 1831 . 

The inventory of a deceased testator's estate, and the accounts thereof, as 
tiled in the Orphans' Court by his executor, are admissible evidence in 
an action of assumpsit, brought by a child of the deceased, against the 
executrix of such executor; the latter having been the guardian of the 
child, and the object of the suit being to recover property of the ward, 
which he as guardian, was charged with having converted to his own 
use, and assumed to pay upon the liability resulting from the conversion. 

To such an action, the Act of Limitations is a bar, after, the lapse of time 
required by its provisions, there being no evidence to rebut it. (a) 

(a) Cited in Weaver vs. Leiman, 52 Md. 718, and State vs. Henderson. 54 
Md. 343. In the latter case the Court said: "From the moment the ward 
reaches the age when the law makes him free, what the guardian owes the 
ward becomes a debt for which he may immediately sue. All money due 
him and property belonging to him are from that moment legally demand-
able, and he may sue the guardian on his bond for its payment and delivery. 
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In a Court of law there is no such head of pleading as trusts, (b) 
By the common law a cestui que trust has no standing in Court, in propria 

persona, he can only assert his rights in a Court of Chancery, (c) 
* Courts of common law, to prevent fraud and injustice, will protect » jork 

the rights of eestuis que trust; but this is done in the exercise of * » « " " 
a quasi equitable jurisdiction, as where an appeal is made to the justice 
and discretion of the Court, by way of motion, the matter whereof 
cannot be insisted on as a legal right, or presented in the form of a 
plea, (rf) 

An action of account is the only action that can be brought against a guar
dian, qua guardian, in a Court of law. other than an action on his bond, 
(e) . 

Limitations apply to the action of account. (/) 
As soon as a trust ceases to be a continuing subsisting trust, or expires by 

its own limitation, or is put an end to by the act of the parties, if it be 
a fit subject for a suit at l a w , a cause of action arises, and the Act of 
Limitations begins to run. (g) 

The case of Grant vs. Bell, 4 H. & McH. 419, overruled. 

A P P E A L from Charles County Court. This was an action of 
assumpsit, commenced by the appellees, James Johnson, and Mary 
his wife, (formerly Mary Coomes,) on the 17th of August, 1826, 
against the appellant, Elizabeth Green, executrix of James R. 
Green, deceased, which said James R. Green, and Teresa his wife, 
also deceased, were the executors of William Coomes, the father of 

The right of action being then complete, the statute begins to run from that 
time. So soon as the ward arrives at age, the guardian is bound to pass his 
final account and pay over." In Weaver vs. Leiman it is said that in Green 
vs. Johnson, "the Court expressed in very strong terms its disapproval of 
all attempts to remove the safe-guards, and fritter away the provisions of 
this most important statute, by judicial refinements and subtle exceptions, 
or to increase the number of interpolations or constructive innovations that 
have already been engrafted upon i t . " 

(6) Approved in Planters Bank vs. Farmers Bank, 8 G. & J. 468. 
(c) Cited in Denton vs. Denton. 17 Md. 407; Hall vs. Bryan, 50 Md. 211. 
(d) Cited in Wallis vs. Dilley, 7 Md. 250; Shriner vs. Lamborn, 12 Md. 175; 

Groshon re. Thomas, 20 Md. 247. See Otvings vs. Low, 5 G. & J. 134. 
(e) Cited in Hamilton vs. Conine, 28 Md. 641. 
(/) See McKaig vs. Hebb, 42 Md. 227; Weaver vs. Leiman, 52 Md. 713. 
(g) Approved in Young vs. Mackall. 4 Md. 375; White vs. White, 1 Md. Ch. 

56; Young ra. Mackall, 3 Md. Ch. 407. In Weaver vs. Leiman, 52 Md. 713, 
the following propositions are laid down. 1st. As a general rule the Statute 
of Limitations is a bar to a bill in equity for an account, just as it is a bar 
to an action of account in a Court of law. 2nd. But if a cestui que trust 
demands in equity an account from the trustee, and there is an express, 
subsisting aud recognized trust, neither the period of limitations prescribed 
by statute, nor length of time, is a bar to relief. 3rd. If. however, there is 
merely an implied or constructive trust, arising by operation of law, Courts 
of equity will, as a general rule, follow and obey the law by applying the 
statutory limitation of time. See Fishwick vs. Sewell, 4 H. & J. 311, and 
cases cited in note (a). 
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the appellee, Mary. The present action was brought to recover a 
sum of money, alleged to be due the appellee, Mary, from her guar 
dian, the testator of the appellant, J. R. G. 

The pleadings and evidence in the cause, are fully stated by the 
learned Judge, who delivered the opinion of this Court. 

From the verdict and judgment of the County Court in favor of 
the plaintiffs, the defendant appealed to the Court of Appeals. 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J., E A E L E , A R C H E R , 
and D O R S E T , JJ. 

Stonestreet, for the appellant, cited 2 Stark. Ev. 900; Bloodyood vs. 
Kane, 7 Johns. Ch. 90. 

C. Dorsey, and Braicner, for the apellees, cited Kelly vs. Greenfield, 
2 H. & McH. 144; Grant vs. Bell, 4 lb. 419. 

* D O R S E Y , J. delivered the opinion of the Court. The 
declaration in this case contains four counts. The first, for 

sundry matters properly chargeable iu account. The second, for 
money paid, laid out and expended ; for money lent, and advanced ; 
for money had and received; and on an insimul computassent with 
the defendant's testator. The third count charges, that James R. 
Green, was appointed in 1804, guardian to Mary, one of tne plain
tiffs, and as such, possessed himself of all the personal estate of his 
ward, consisting of negroes, horses, and other stock; and received 
therefrom the increase, hires, issues, and profits of said property, 
amounting in the whole to the sum of $2,000. That not regarding 
his duty, he wholly refused to pay over this property, or auy part 
thereof, but converted the same to his own use; by reason whereof, he 
became liable to pay, and being so liable, promised to pay the said 
sum of money when requested. The fourth is on an insimul computas-
sent with the defendant as executrix. To this declaration, the defend
ant pleaded non assumpsit by the testator: non assumpsit by the 
defendant's executrix; non assumpsit infra tres annos, by the tes
tator; and non assumpsit infra tres annos, by herself. Issues were 
joined on these pleas; and an.account in bar was filed by the 
defendant, to which non assumpsit, and limitations being pleaded, 
issues were taken thereon. After the evidence had gone to the 
jury, consisting of the inventory of William Coomes' personal 
estate, appraised for distribution in 1805, and distributed accord 
ingly at that time, the share of the plaintiff Mary, consisting of 
specifics, valued at $58.5.41, and of the final account of William 
Coomes' estate, passed by the testator; and of his account as guar
dian to Mary, passed in December, 1800, shewing a balance of 
£231 7s. 5d. aud of the proof that she arrived to the age of sixteen 
in October, 1809, and that she lived, during the years of 1810 and 
1811, in the family of the testator; and that $100 per year, was a 
reasonable charge for board during that period; whicli two years' 
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board, formedO&eof the - items in the account in bar; the 0 r t > > 

plaintiffs prayed the Court to instruct the jury, that tbe de-
fendant was not entitled to the allowance claimed for Mary's board, 
under the pleadings in this cause ; which instruction the Court gave | 
and in their doing so, we see nothing to disapprove. The defendant 
thereupon prayed the Court to instruct the jury, that the plaintiffs 
were not entitled to recover in this action, if they should be of 
opinion from the evidence in this cause, that the cause of action had 
been more than three years standing. " previous to the impetration 
of the original writ in this cause." Hut the Court were of opinion, 
and instructed the jury, that limitation was no bar to the recovery 
in this action. To which the defendant excepted. 

The plaintiff having offered as evidence to the jury, the Inventory 
of William Coomes' estate, and the several accounts passed with 
the Orphans' Court by the testator, and Teresa his wife, executrix, 
of William Coomes, the defendant objected to their admissibility. 
I111 the Court, and we concur with them in opinion, overruled the 
objection. This forms the defendant's second exception. 

In the third bill of exceptions, the defendant prayed the Court to 
instruct the jury, that unless they should find from the testimony, 
that James R. Green or his executrix, made some assumption, or 
acknowledgment of the debt, within the three years next before the 
inipetration of the original writ in this cause, the plaintiffs were not 
entitled to recover. Which opinion the Court refused to g i ve : and 
to such refusal the defendant excepted. Were the County Court 
right in refusing the defendant's prayers, in the lirsf and third bills 
of exceptions, and instructing the jury, " tha t the Act of Limitations 
is no bar to the recovery of this action ?" are the questions we are 
called on to consider. 

To sustain the decision of the Court below, it has been urged in 
the argument, that the defendant's testator, being the guardian of 
the plaintiff Mary, held the property for which this action was insti 
tuted as her trustee; and that the Statute of Limitations presents 
no bar to a trust. Hut to this * doctrine we cannot assent. -
If sitting as a Court of equity it might deserve some consul-
oration. But in the character in which we now sit, we know of no 
such head of pleading as trusts. By the common law, a cestui que 
trust has no standing in Court, in propria persona; he can only assert 
his rights iu a Court of Chancery. The plaintiffs, by insisting that 
the defendant stands to them in the relation of trustee, surrender 
their right of action, unless by some statutable provision they are 
made competent to enforce it. I t is not pretended, that any such 
enactment exists. I t is true that Courts of common law, to prevent 
fraud and injustice, will protect the rights of cestui* i/m trust; but 
it is done in the exercise of a quasi equitable jurisdiction—where an 
appeal is made to the justice and discretion of the Court, b y w a y of 
motion, the matter whereof cannot be insisted on as a legal right, or 

16 3 G. & J. 
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presented in the form of a plea. Suppose that instead of takiug 
issue on the plea of limitations, the plaintiffs had replied, that they 
ought not to be barred, &e. because the defendant was their trustee, 
Sao.) could such a replication, on demurrer, be sustained for a moment ? 
For such a plea, as far as our researches have extended, no precedent 
cifn he found. But if the plaintiff's designed to sue in their char
acter of oestuis que trust, they should have so presented their cause of 
action in the declaration, that the question on the plea of limitations, 
might have been met by a demurrer. Except the point arise on 
demurrer, that which can he relied on as a defence against the Statute 
of Limitations, must be pleaded in bar to its operation; and it is not 
admissible in evidence for that purpose, unless put in issue by the 
pleadings in the cause. To the first, second, and fourth counts, there
fore, the plea of limitations is a conclusive bar. Is it not equally so, as 
to the third count ? The defendant's testator is there charged, with 
having received the property of the plaintiff Mary, as her guardian, 
and converting the same to his own use, and in consideration thereof, 
promising the plaintiff's to pay them $2,000. What is it, that is 

sought to * be recovered under this count ? Is it the property 
which the guardian had been in possession of as a trustee ? 

No—I t is a sum of money, an equivalent therefor, which the guar
dian has promised to pay to the plaintiffs ; and the payment of 
which vests in him, and those claiming under him, an indefeasible 
title to snch property. Wi th respect to the sum of money thus 
promised, can it be pretended that the testator held it as a trustee? 
Has it a single attribute of a trust? On the contrary, is it not a 
contract strictly legal, which can be sued on in a Court of law, ami 
no where else. To such a cause of action, the Statute of Limita
tions must be available as a bar. 

Bat waiving all advantages which the pleadings of the plaintiff's, 
give to the defence taken by the defendant; and assuming that the pre
sent were an action of account, which is the only action other than one 
on his bond, that can be brought against a guardian, qua, guardian, 
in a Court of law; would the condition of the plaintiffs, as respects 
the plea of limitations, be changed for the better? In our opinion 
it would not. The Ac t of Assembly is explicit, is positive ; it leaves 
nothing on the subject, on which conjecture or freedom of construe 
tion can operate. " Al l actions of account, shall be sued within t bree 
years, ensuing the cause thereof." It has justly been denominated 
" a statute of repose;" and is one of the most important, and bene 
ficial legislative enactments which our statute book contains. This 
is not the epoch, when that salutary protection, which the Legisla
ture have wisely thrown around us, as a safe-guard against fraud and 
oppression, should be frittered away by judicial refinements, and sub
tile exceptions that never entered into the contemplation of its en
lightened framers. For many years it has been a subject of avowed 
and sincere regret, with the most distinguished Judges, and eminent 
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jurists of the age, that any constructive innovations were ever en
grafted on this statute. W e certaiuly are not disposed to increase 
the number of such interpolations. 

* The cases met with in the books, which have given birth 
to the notion, that trusts form a new exception to the Statute 
of Limitations, warrant no such conclusion. The questions have been, 
not whether being within its letter, they were excluded by the spirit 
of the statute, and were therefore excepted from its operation, but 
whether they came within its letter. I f A place merchandise in the 
hands of B, to be sold for the use of A , and B not selling, retain pos
session for seven years, when A demanding a return, and being 
refused, brings trover or replevin for the goods, the plea of limita
tions would be no bar to a recovery; because until the demand, he 
had no cause of action, and therefore the case is not within the letter 
of the statute. But if the demand and refusal, had been within one 
year after the delivery, then the plea of limitations would be a bar ; a 
cause of action existing from the time of the demand, it is clearly 
within the express terms of the statute. A s soon as a trust ceases 
to be a continuing subsisting trust, or expires by its own limitation, 
or is put an end to by the act of the parties, if it be a fit subject for 
a suit at law, a cause of action arises, and the Statute of Limitations 
begins to run. The moment a ward is emancipated from the author
ity of his guardian, by reaching the age prescribed by law, his cause 
of action is complete. The relation which existed between them, 
c e a s e s to be a subsisting trust; an action of account may be imme
diately instituted in a Court of law, and from that time, the Ac t of 
Limitation dates the commencement of its operation. The saving in 
favor of infancy, gives to females after arriving at the age of twenty-
one years, the same time for the assertion of their rights, that is 
allowed to the other sex. 

Should the doctrine which prevailed in the Court below be sus
tained, what prudent man would consent to be a guardian? His 
accountability would not be a termination. Fifty years after the 
deaths of both guardian and ward, the representatives of the latter 
might sue those of the former, in a Court of law, and require proof 
as to the mode, in which * the property of the ward had been 
managed, and paid over; and the Statute of Limitations would 
afford no protection. By the restriction which we have deemed 
applicable to the rights of the ward, he is subjected to no inconve
nience or injury. The same measure of justice which is extended to 
every other adult in the community, is conceded to him; and he has 
other remedies, and three distinct tribunals, where ample justice can 
be obtained. I f by his unreasonable laches in regard to time, he 
does not forfeit all claim to redress, he can obtain full relief by pro
ceeding, against his guardian, in the Orphans' Court; or by suit on 
his guardian's bond in a Court of law; or by calling on him to 
account for his stewardship in a Court of Chaucery. 
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If however, in a proper state of pleadings to raise the question, the 
pleas of limitation would form no bar to the plaintiff's right of recovery 
in this action, were the Court under the issues joined in the cause, jus
tified in refusing the defendant's prayers, in the first and third bills 
of exceptions 1 Had tin; plaintiff designed to urge this objection to 
the pleas, he ought either to have demurred to them, or if allowable 
in pleading, by his replication to have set out the matter of avoid
ance, by which he sought to evade the operation of the bar. Instead 
of doing this, he took issue on the pleas, and thereby admitted their 
legal sufficiency, and applicability. The question then for the deter
mination of the jury, was the truth of those pleas. With their effect 
they had nothing to do. The plaintiffs had" confessed upon the 
record, that if true, the jury must find a verdict against them. The 
instructions asked for, were of nothing more than was admitted on 
the record; and consequently the Court were bound to have given 
them. By the instruction which was given, the jury were in effect, 
directed, that although they should find the facts in issue, in favor 
of the defendants, yet, that they were bound to render their verdict 
for the plaintiffs. 

The only case we have met with appearing at all to conflict with 
any of the views we have taken of the case before * us, is that 
of Orantvs. Bell, 4 B. & McH. 419, decided by the late Gen

eral Court, at October Term, 1799. The plaintiff there having 
brought an action for money had and received, to which non assump
sit and Umitations were pleaded, " gave evidence to the jury, that 
the defendant as his agent, had received the sum of £78 for the rent 
of certain lands belonging to the plaintiff', and which the defendant 
had rented out for him. The defendant then proved that £40 14s. 
part of the said sum of £78 had been received more than three years 
before the action was commenced ; and thereupon prayed the Court's 
instruction that the plaintiff could only recover, what was received 
within the last three years. But the Court were of opinion that the 
Statute of Limitations was no bar to any part of the plaintiff's claim. 
For this laconic opinion no reasons are assigned. If, as has been 
contended for in the argument, the General Court regarded this case 
as a case of trust, and therefore, not within the spirit of the statute, 
they would have so stated; and not left this opinion of less than 
three lines, to rest, as to the principle on which it turned, on vague 
conjecture. If, as is more probable they regarded Bell as holding 
this money under a continuing trust, and that he was not bound to 
pay it over without delay, we cannot concur with them in opinion. 
There is nothing to shew that it was the intention of Grant and Bell, 
that the latter should keep possession of the money received, for the 
purpose of investment, or any other appropriation. On the contrary, 
we conceive that there was an implied engagement, a legal obliga
tion on the part of Bell, when a payment was made to him, without 
delay to pay it over to Grant, aud not retain it in his hands without 
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object. That having (ailed to do this, Grant had an Immediate right 
HI action against him ; and that there was nothing in the relative 
situation of the parties, which could postpone the operation of the 
Act of Limitations. We do not therefore, hold ourselves bound by 
the authority of thai case, even admitting that its * circum- _ A _ 
stances were more analogous to those of the case at bar. than 
they appear to be. 

W e concur with the County Court in their opinion in the second 
bill of exceptions: bat dissenting from their opinion, and refusal of 
the defendant's prayers, in the first and third bills of exceptions, we 
reverse their judgment. Judgment reversed, without procedendo. 

C O W M A N et al. rs. S A R A H H A L L . G L E N N , Adin'r of H A L L vs. 
S A R A H HALL .—December , 1831. 

H. in 1789, and in consideration that his mother would pay him £100 over 
his part of his father's personal estate, and all the debts due from her de
ceased husband, and also procure H. a conveyance in fee of certain lands, 
agreed with her, as a provision for the younger children of the family, 
to convey to her or her heirs, or to such of the younger children and 
their heirs, as she should from time to time appoint, certain other lands 
of which he was seised. A few days after this, H. married. Upon a bill 
filed in 1826. by his widow for dower, it appeared, that the mother in 
1789, went into the possession of the land which II . had agreed to con
vey—that in 1807, H. uniting with his mother, executed deeds for this 
land to the defendants, and that the deeds with the agreement were put 
on record at the same time—Held, that it appeared that the mother had 
complied with her part of the agreement, and was entitled to the con
veyances from H. clear of any claim for dower on the part of his widow. 

A widow is not dowable in equity of lands which were held by her husband 
• in the character of trustee, (a) 
Where a bill for dower alleged that the complainant's marriage with her 

deceased husband took place " on or about the year seventeen hundred 
and , " and called upon the defendant to answer whether " she was 
not married as stated." And the answer after setting out an agree
ment of the 14th January, 1789, alleged that " the marriage took place 
some time after that agreement," it was held, that this allegation, 
both as respects the fact and time of marriage, was responsive to the 
bill, and must stand as conclusive of those facts, not being contradicted 
by any evidence. 

• A P P E A L from the Court of Chancery. On the 11th of Q O O 

August, ISi'li. the appellee filed her bill against Henrietta • » " " 
Hall, since deceased, alleging, that on or about the year seventeen 
hundred and — - she intermarried with a certain Richard Hall of 
Kilward, who at the time of saiil intermarriage was seized in fee, of 
certain lands in Anne Arundel County, described iu exhibits A and 

(a) See McCauley vs. Grimes, 2 G. & J. 194. 
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B, filed with aud made parts ot her bill, That she thus became en
titled to dower in said lands, upon the death of her husband, who 
departed this life on or about the day of January, 1823; she 
never having in any way relinquished her dower in the same. That 
the said Henrietta Hall, as devisee of one Edward Hall, (since dead) 
named in exhibits A and B, is, and for some time past, has been in 
possession of said lauds, claiming them under the said Edward in 
fee, and refuses to assign the complainant her dower therein, and to 
pay her her proportion of the rents and profits thereof. The bill 
then prays that the defendant may answer the premises, as if parti
cularly interrogated, and especially whether the complainant was 
not married to the said Richard Hall of Edward as stated, &c. That 
her dower may be assigned her by the Court, and the defendant be 
decreed to pay her proportion of the rents aud profits of the land. 

The answer of Henrietta Hall admits the death of Richard Hall of 
Edward, and his marriage with the complainant; and says that 
on or about the 14th of January, 1789, the said Richard Hall of 
Edward, and a certain Martha Hall, entered into articles of agree
ment, ( referred to as exhibit A , in another cause then depending in 
the Court of Chancery,) by which it was stipulated between the par 
ties, that said Martha was to pay him, the said Richard, the sum of 
£100, over and above his part of his father's personal estate; to pay 
all debts due from said estate, aud to procure him the said Richard, 
and his heirs, a conveyance in fee simple, for certain lands purchased 
of Thomas H. Hall, and to deliver him Richard, the immediate pos-
. n _ session thereof, * &c. Then the said Richard, in considera-

tiou thereof, and as a provision for the younger children of 
the family, agreed to convey to the said Martha and her heirs, or to 
such of the younger children, brothers or sisters to the said Rich
ard, as the said Martha should, from time to time direct and appoint, 
sundry lands in such agreement mentioned, &c. The answer further 
states, that the said Martha faithfully performed her part of the said 
agreement, and that in. compliance therewith, and by the direction 
aud appointment of the said Martha, the deeds in complainant's bill 
referred to, were executed by her, the said Martha Hall, and the said 
Richard Hall of Edward, to the said Edward Hall, the son of the 
the said respondent, and younger brother of the said Richard Hall 
of Edward. The answer then alleges, that the complainant was 
married to her aforesaid husband, some time after the said agree
ment was executed. 

Exhibits A and B were certified copies of deeds recorded in the 
office of the clerk of Anne Arundel County, both bearing date on the 
13th day of July, 1807, from Martha Hali and Richard Hall, to Ed
ward Hall, younger brother to said Richard, the first containing 250 
acres of land, described by metes and bounds, courses and distances; 
the second conveying a tract or parcel of land called Chancey's Reso-
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lotion, containing 400 acres, and a parcel of land containing 2 5 an M , 
Called Wade's Increase. 

The exhibit filed in the case against Glenn, adni'r of Hall and 
Julius Hall, was a similar deed from the same parties, dated on the 
same day, conveying to Thomas W . Hall and John Hall, also younger 
brothers of Richard Hall, several other tracts of land called Mild-" 
dox's Adventures, Arnold Grey, Happy Choice, and other a d j a c e n t 

tracts. This latter bill was for dower in those lands, and t h e p l e a d 

ings and p r o o f s in both cases were the same. 
Upon the death of Henrietta Hall, the proceedings were revived 

against her representatives, the present appellauts. 
Commissions issued to take testimony, under one of which t h e fol 

lowing agreement referred to in the answer of Henrietta Hall, w a s 
proved and returned. 

* " M e m . of agreement made this 14th day of January. 
1780, between Richard Hall, sou of Edward, of Anne A r u u - 4 1 1 1 
del County, in the State of Maryland, gentleman, of the one part, 
a m i Martha Hall of the same county and State, widow of the s a i d 

Edward, of the other part, wituesseth, that the said Richard Hall, 
for and in consideration that the said Martha hath agreed to pay 
him one hundred pounds, current money, over and above his p a r t of 
his father's personal estate; and hath agreed to pay all the debts 
due from her deceased husband, and hath also agreed tdprocure him 
the said Richard and his heirs, a conveyance in fee simple, for a l l the 
lands purchased of Thomas H. Hall, and to deliver him immediate 
possession thereof, & c The said Richard Hall, in consideration 
thereof and as a provision for the younger children of the family, 
hath agreed, and doth hereby bind, and oblige himself and his heir*, 
to convey to her, the said Martha Hall, or to her heirs or to such of 
the younger children, brothers or sisters to the said Richard, a s s h e 
shall from time to time direct and appoint, and to their respective 
heirs, in fee simple, all the following lauds, that is to say: all the 
land purchased of Benjamin Welch, also all the lands purchased of 
William Hall, also all the lands purchased of William Ijains. and all 
the lands heretofore deeded by Henry Hall, deceased, to the s a i d 

Kdward, except the wood land above reserved, together with all the 
improvements, &c. The same conveyance to be made either in sepfl 
rate deeds o r otherwise, at the will, and according to the directions 
of the said Martha, from time to time, or at any time when by her 
required. And if no such direction in her life-time, then agreeably 
to such disposition as she shall make thereof, amongst the said chil
dren, by her last will and testament. It is to be observed, that this 
agreement in no wise obligates the above named Richard, to defend 
any of the lands by him to be deeded, against any person Or persons 
but those who claim immediately from, by, or under h i m . In test! 
mony whereof, we * have hereunto set our hands and seals, 
the day and year first above written." 
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The above agreement was recorded among the land records of 
Anne Arundel County, on the same day with complainant's exhibits 
A and B . There was evidence taken under the commission, that all 
the lands in complainant's exhibit A , are mentioned in the preceding 

-agreement—the agreement, however, does not embrace the tract 
called Wade's Increase, conveyed by exhibit B . 

It appeared by accounts settled in the Orphans' Court, that Mar
tha Hall bad overpaid the personal estate of her husband. 

B L A N D , C. at September Term, 1829, decreed, that the plaintiff 
Sarah Hall, is entitled to dower in all the lands and tenements in 
the proceedings mentioned; and directed a commission to issue for 
the purpose of making an assignment to her of her dower therein. 
And ordered an account to be taken by the auditor of the amount of 
the rents and profits, to which she may be entitled, from the period 
when her right to dower accrued. From this decree the defendants 
appealed to the Court of Appeals. 

These causes were argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J., E A R L E , 
A R C H E R , and D O R S E Y , JJ. 

Johnson, for the appellants, cited Diamond vs. Billinyslea, 2 H. db 
G. 204. 

*A. C. Magruder and Murray, for the appellee, cited 2 Eq. 
' * " ' ' * Cases, 19; Arden vs. Arden, 1 Johns. Ch. R. 313; iSicaineva. 
Ferine, 5 Johns. Ch. R. 482. 

B U C H A N A N , C. J . delivered the opinion of the Court. Under 
the agreement of the 14th January, 1789, between Richard Hall 
i lie deceased husband of the complainant, Sarah Hall, and his 
mother, Martha Hall, by which, for the consideration expressed, 
he contracted to convey to her iu fee, or to such of her younger 
children, his brothers or sisters in fee, as she should direct, the 
lands therein mentioned, he became in equity a trustee for his 
mother, of all the lands embraced by that agreement. And the cir
cumstance of that agreement, and the three deeds of the 13th July, 
1807, from him and his mother Martha, for the same lands, two of 
them to Edward Hall, aud the other to Thomas W . Hall, and John 
Hall his brothers, and the children of Martha, all standing recorded 
on the same day, and immediately following each other in the same 
book, together with the deeds being to three of the younger children, 
for whose benefit the agreement was entered into and their mother 
having joined in the deeds, to whom, or to whose appointment the 
lands were contracted to be conveyed, shows satisfactorily, that Martha 
Hall had complied witli the terms of the agreement on her part, and 
entitled herself to a compliance on the part of Richard Hall, and that 
the deeds were made iu pursuance of that contract. For what other 
purpose could the agreement have been recorded with the deeds (not 
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being an instrument required by law * t o be recorded,) than 
to show the inducement to the deeds, and thai it had been ' * * ' « ' 
(•(implied with? And the additional tact appearing in evidence, that 
the lands covered by the agreement of the 14th January, 17S!t, were 
from the time of the execution of that instrument in the possession 
of Martha Hall, and never from that day in the possession of Richard 
11 all, is wort by of notice, and assists in leading to the conclusion that 
she had performed all that was required of her to be performed, and 
had thereby entitled herself to a conveyance, in pursuance of the 
agreement, whenever she might choose to require it. Or why was 
she permitted to remain in the undisturbed possession and enjoy
ment of the premises 1 which is not accounted for in any other way. 
and as far as appears from this record, can only be accounted for on 
the ground that she was entitled to the beneficial interest. The 
lands were by the contract to be conveyed to herself, or to such of 
her younger children, sons or daughters, as she should from time to 
t line direct : and her uniting in the deeds to her three younger sons 
was a good appointment, and equivalent to a direction to Richard 
Hall to convey to them, at a time selected by herself, and whicli by 
the agreement she had a right to select, and when she thought 
proper to give them the property, and to cause the conveyances to 
be made. And it may be that the deeds were not executed sooner, 
because she did not deem it proper or expedient to have it sooner 
done. 

A widow is not dowable in equity of lands, which were held by her 
husband in the character of a trustee; and as the complainant seeks 
to be endowed of lands, embraced by the agreement between her 
husband and his mother Martha Hall, of the 14th January, 1789, Of 
which he, on that day became a trustee for his mother, her right to 
recover must depend on the time of their marriage; and be deter 
mined according to the fact of the marriage having taken plane, be
fore, or subsequent to the execution of that instrument, as shown in 
the record. 

* l n her bill, she alleges that it took place " on or about the . 
year seventeen hundred and " blank, and calls upon the de- ' * " " 
fendant to answer, whether, "she was not married as slated. - ' Not 
confining the interrogatory to the fact of marriage alone, but requir
ing a response, as well in relation to the time as to the fact of mar
riage. And the answer setting out the agreement of the ltth Janu
ary, 1789, which is stated to have been faithfully performed, denies 
the complainant's title to dower, and alleges that the marriage took 
place some time after that agreement was executed, that is, some
time alter the 14th January, 1789, which allegation, both as respects 
the fact, and time of the marriage, is responsive to the bill, and is 
not contradicted by a single witness in the cause. On the contrary, 
t he evidence of the only two witnesses who gave testimony upon 
that subject, so far from contradicting, is perfectly consistent with 
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the answer, and goes to support it. They swear that they were 
married themselves on the 18th of December, 1788, and that the com
plainant, and her deceased husband, Richard Hall, were married 
about one mouth afterwards, reaching a few days beyond the 14th 
January, 178!), the date of the agreement, when Richard Hall stood 
seized of the lands, in which she claims to be entitled to dower as 
trustee for his mother. But the answer alleging the marriage to 
have been after the date of the agreement, does not require the aid 
of that testimony to support i t ; but being responsive to the bill, and 
not contradicted, or shaken by any other evidence, must stand, as 
conclusive of the fact it asserts, that is, that the marriage was after 
the execution of the agreement of the 14th January, 178!). W e are 
consequently constrained to say, that the complainant is not enti
tled to dower in any of the lands embraced by that instrument, and 
of whicli her deceased husband was at the time of their marriage 
and afterwards seized only as trustee. But the laud described iu 
the deed from Martha Hall and Richard Hall, to Edward Hall, 

marked Exhibit B, as "par t of a tract of land called Wade's 
dfU7 * increase," containing about twenty-rive acres, not being em
braced in the agreement of the 14th January, 1789, and of which 
Kichard Hall was beneficially seized during his coverture with the 
complainant, and not as trustee, she is entitled to dower in that land. 

The decree of the Chancellor therefore, must be reversed with 
costs, so far as it relates to the lands embraced by the agreement of 
the 14th January, 1789, betweeu Richard Hall and Martha Hal l ; and 
the complainant will be decreed to have her dower, in the other 
parcel of land described in the Exhibit B, as " part of a tract of land 
called Wade's Increase." 

Wi th respect to the case of Glenn, adm'r of Thomas W . Hall, and 
Julius Hall vs. Sarah Hall, which has been subm tted to us on the 
same pleadings and evidence, the whole of the land in which dower 
is claimed, being embraced by the agreement betweeu Bichard Hall 
and Martha Hall, of the 14th January, 1789, and consequently, held 
by Bichard Hall, at the time of his marriage to the defendant in the 
appeal, and afterwards, as a trustee only for his mother, the defend
ant is not entitled to dower in any part of it, and the decree of the 
Chancellor must be reversed, and the bill dismissed with costs. 

Decree.—It was thereupon adjudged, &c. by the Court of Appeals, 
that the decree of the Chancellor in the case of Joseph E. Cowman 
<t ul. vs. Sarah Hall, be reversed, witli costs to the appellants in this 
Court, aud the Court of Chancery. But it appearing to this Court, 
that the appellee is entitled to dower in the land described in exhibit 
B, as part of a tract of land called Wilde's lucrease, it was therefore, 
further adjudged, ordered, aud decreed, that the record in this case, 
be remanded to the Chancery Court, aud that the said Court pass 
such order, and decree therein, as may be necessary to assign dower 
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to the appellee in the said land, with such rents and profits accruing 
out of said laud as she may be entitled to. Decree reversed. 

* N A T H A N W A T E R S VS. S A M U E L PEACH .—December , 1831. 408 

In March, 1825, a writ of fi. fa. was sued out, which the sheriff returned at 
the return day. In July, a vendi. issued founded upon that return; this 
being returned and not executed, another vendi. was issued, which was 
returned to April Term, 1827, executed, and the proceeds of the prop
erty sold, paid to plaintiff's attorney. At April Term, 1828, the de
fendant in the execution, moved to quash the last vendi. and the 
return thereto, for various alleged irregularities. Held, that the motion 
not being made at the return term of the writ, nor while the proceed
ings were in fieri, was too late, (a) 

A P P E A L from Prince George's County Court, On the 10th March, 
1825, a fieri facias issued out of Prince George's County Court, on a 
judgment rendered in that Court, in favor of the appellee against the 
appellant. A t the return day of the writ, the sheriff returned it— 
" la id as per schedule and paid $574.09. Not sold for want of 
bidders." On the 13th of July, 1825, a writ of venditioni exponas 
issued, commanding the sheriff to expose to sale, one tract of land 
called Pasture Enlarged, 200 acres: one ditto Osbourn's Lot, and 
part of Pleasant Grove, 52 acres: part of Duvall's Pleasure, 150 
acres : part of Tukesbury, 50 acres: part of Tukesbury and Walker's 
Delight, 150: part of a tract of land called Friendship, 180 acres: 
which were stated to have been seized aud taken by the said Bheriff, 
under the said writ of fieri facias. Tins writ of venditioni exponas 
being returned, " not sold for want of bidders," another writ .issued 
for the same purpose, on the 4th of December, 1826, returnable to 
April Term, 1827. To this writ, the sheriff at the return term made 
the following return : — " made by a sale to Doctor Charles Duvall, on 
the 30th day of December, 1826, of all the interest of the defendant, 
in and to the following parcels of land, to wit:—one tract of land 
called Pasture Enlarged, containing 200 acres more or less, one tract 
of land called Osbourn's Lot, and part of Pleasant Grove, containing 
52 acres more or less : one tract of land * called Duvall's Plea- i g x n 

sure, or part of Duvall's Pleasure, containing 150 acres more ^ U w 
or less: one tract of land called Tukesbury, and a part of Tukesbury 
and Walker's Delight, containing 150 acres more or less; and a 
tract of land called Friendship, containing 180 acres, the sum of 
$1,350, which has been paid to me by the said Charles Duvall. and 
by me paid to plaintiff's attorney. George Simms, sheriff." And 
the sheriff on the day of the return of the said writ, filed in Court 

(a\ Cited in Eakle vs. Smith. 24 Md. 362. See Estep vs. Weems, 6 G. & J. 
303. 
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with his said return, the following schedule, to w i t : — " A schedule of 
the property of Nathan Waters, taken in execution at the suit of 
Samuel Peach, issued from Prince George's County Court,—all his 
right, title and interest, in the following tracts, or parcels of laud, to 
wit: a tract of land called Pasture Enlarged, containing 200 acres; 
one do. called Osbourne's Lot, and part of Pleasant Grove, contain
ing 52 acres; part of Duvall's Pleasure, containing f50 acres; part 
of a tract of laud called Tnkesbury, and part of Tukesbury and 
Walker's Delight, 150 acres; and a tract of land called Friendship, 
containing ISO acres, more or less; and valued by the undersigned 
at $5 per acre, this 30th day of December, 1820." Afterwards, at 
April Term, 1828, the defendant, in the execution named, (the 
present appellant,) moved to quash the last of the said writs of vetl 
ditioni exponas, and the return thereto, for the following reasons. 1. 
Because the sheriff has returned to the fi. fa. issued in this cause, 
" lev ied as per schedule," and no schedule appears to have been 
returned. 2. Because it does not appear from the said return, that 
any levy was made before the return day of the fi. fa, 3. Because 
the venditioni exponas, under which the sale was made, was a renewal 
of a previous writ ; and said venditioni exponas, and return thereto, 
are variant from the first writ. 4. Because the said writ was irregu
larly issued. 5. Because the description of the property directed to 
be sold, is uncertain. G. Because the description of the property as 
set out in the advertisement of sale, and sheriff's return is uncertain, 
i i Because the * said return is irregular, informal, uncertain 

and void. The County Court overruled the motion. From 
this decision the defendant appealed to the Court of Appeals. 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J., E A R L E and 
A R C H E R , JJ. 

Alexander and stout street, for the appellant contended. 1. That it 
does not appear that the writ of fieri facias was tested in term, as it 
Should have been. 2 Tidd Pr. 914; Shirty vs. Wright, 2 Salk, 700; 
1 Sellon, 520. 2. That the return thereto is void. 3. The original 
venditioni exponas was not warranted by the writ of fi. fa. and the 
return is uncertain upon its face, and the return thereto is also defec
tive. Shirty vs. Wright, 2 Salk. 699 ; 2 Tidd's Pr. 931 : 1 Sellon, 520; 
Thomas vs. Turvey, 1 //. db O. 435; Purl vs. Duvall, ~> H. di J.G9. 
4. The alias venditioni exponas was irregularly issued, aud is variant 
from the original. 5. That the sheriff's return to the last writ is 
detective, because the sale made by the sheriff, was not. made in due 
form of law; and because it appears that the lands supposed to be 
sold, are different lauds from those which are mentioned in the alias 
writ, and which by said writ, he was authorized, aud commanded to 
sell. They argued that the motion did not come too late, and for 
that purpose cited 1 //. d- McII. 291; Harden and Carson vs. Moores, 
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7 //. d; J. 4; Williamson vs. Perkins, 1 H. if; ./. 44!); 2 Saund. Rep. 
68, J1, note 2, and 69, C, note 3. 

Magruder and Johnson, tor the appellee. The objections so far as 
they relate to mere matters of form, are waived, by the delay in making 
the motion to set the proceedings aside. Fletcher vs. Wells, 1 Serg. 
and Low. 352. It a writ is taken out in term, it must be tested on 
the first day of the term ; if in vacation, on the last day * of 
the preceding term. Arch. Pr. 284, 297. A return void iu / * 4 1 
part, may be good for the residue. Hollingsicorth vs. Floyd et al.2 //. 
& 0.87; 2 Caine's Rep. 354. I f therefore, the Court should be of 
opinion, that the return is imperfect in reference to some of the 
parcels of land, it is certainly good as to others, and consequently, 
the whole is not to be set aside. The defects however, were all 
amendable, and upon the authority of Fletcher and Wells, the motion 
comes too late. 1 Archbold, 284, 279; Berry vs. Gritjith, 2 H. «fc G. 337. 
The return to the second renditioni exponas is specific, and as all the 
writs and returns prior to the sale are but one proceeding, the 
defects of the former, are cured by the latter. Clark vs. Belmear, 1 6. 
6b •/. 445. They insisted that sales made under judicial process, are 
considered as made under the authority of the Court, and as sales 
nisi. I f the defendant intends to object, he should do so at the 
return term of the writ, when the money is in the power of the 
Court, and may be refunded to the purchaser. 

A R C H E R , J . delivered the opinion of the Court, Entertaining the 
views which we do, in relation to the time at which the motion to 
quash the venditioni exponas, and sheriff's return has been made, we 
do not deem it necessary to express any opinion in relation to the 
various defects whicli have been insisted to exist, in the fieri facias, 
venditioni, alias venditioni, and the sheriff's returns ' thereto . . , 0 

Had the defendant appeared at the term to which the alias '**•* 
writ of venditioni exponas was returnable, and when the proceedings 
were in fieri, and made his motion to quash them, the regularity and 
legality of the proceedings would have properly come up for adjudica
tion. Hut after the term has passed by, when the parties have no 
day in Court,and the purchaser has paid the purchase money,whicli 
has actually passed to the credit of the judgment against the defend
ant, we apprehend it is too late, for the defendant, in this summary 
way, to make his motion to set aside the proceedings as irregular, aud 
that too without a rule to show cause, either against the plaintiff, or 
the purchaser, why the proceedings should not be quashed. The 
authorities cited from 4 //.it McH. 291; Williamson vs. Perkins, 1 
//. •! •/. 449, and Harden and Carson vs. Moons.', lb. 4, do not ap
pear to establish the positions for whicli t hey were cited. The motions 
to quash, were in all those cases made, while the proceedings were 
pending in Court, or at the term to which they were returnable. W e 
have been referred to 2 Saund. 69, note 3, to show, that if an inquisi-
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tion upon an elegit be void for uncertainty, or because more than a 
moiety of the lands haye beeu delivered, or for any other defect ap
pearing on the face of it, as the plaintiff can never obtain possession 
of the lands under it, the Court upon a scire facias will order the writ 
to be vacated : and it has been emphatically asked, if the proceed
ings may after the term, be vacated upon a scire facias; why may they 
not upon motion f The answer is obvious; because in the latter case, 
after the term, the parties have no day in Court; but upon the for
mer, a day is given. 

But why should the Court be called upon at this time, to set aside 
these proceeedings ? The purchaser, who is the only person likely to 
be affected by their illegality, if in fact they be so, (and whether they 
be, or be not so, we do not mean to intimate any opinion,) is willing 
to stand by the proceedings, and to rest his title upon them. There 

exists * no intimatiou, that by the course adopted by the 
' " sheriff'iu the execution of the writs, any injustice has been done 

to the defendant. There is certainly no evidence to that effect, and 
we conceive that such efforts to harass the purchaser, do not merit 
the encouragement of the Court. Judgment affirmed. 

J O S E P H R O B I N S O N et al. vs. P E R R Y T O W N S H E N D et ux.—Decem
ber, 1831 . 

W. by his last will devised as follows: " I give and bequeath to my daughter 
A. the sum of $60, as an annuity, to be paid to her out of the profits of 
my real estate annually." This is an annuity, and not a rent charge. 
(«) 

This annuity being in arrear, the devisee filed her bill against the infant 
devisees of the land, their guardian, and the personal representative of 
the testator, alleging the annuity to be a charge on the land and its 
profits, and praying for an account—that the lands may be sold,—the 
proceeds applied to the payment of the annuity, so far as necessary, and 
the balance invested to meet future instalments, and for general relief. 
Held, that as the bill contained no allegation or suggestion of the receipt 
of the rents and profits by the defendants, or any of them, nor of the 
annual value of the land, nor of the application of the rents and profits, 
and did not call upon the defendants to make any disclosures upon 
these subjects, there was no issue, to which evidence, which had been 
taken in the cause in relation to them, could apply, and that there could 
be no decree in personam against the defendants, under this state of the 
pleadings. 

The neglect of a defendant to answer a bill, upon which a decree pro eon-
fesso is passed, amounts to an admission only of the allegations in the 
bill, (6) 

(a) See Ehrman vs. Mayer, 57 Md. 612; Moale vs. Cutting, 59 Md. 510. 
(6) See Warfield vs. Gambrill, 1 G. & J. 283. 
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The answer of infant defendants, calling upon the complainants to prove 
the bill, only puts them to the proof of what is charged, and entitles 
them only to a decree on the case made in the bill, when proved. 

A P P E A L from Chancery. On the 17th August, 1826, a bill was 
filed by the appellees, Perry Townshend and Anne Maria, his wife, 
formerly Anne Maria Duncan, against the appellants, Joseph 
•Robinson, William J. B. Duncan, Caroline Duncan, and 
Thomas Iglehart, administrator d. U. n. of William Duncan, deceased. 
Upon the death of Thomas, after the commencement of the suit, 
John Iglehart, who took out letters of administration, d. b. n. on W . 
Duncan's estate, was made a defendant in his stead. The bill alleges 
that the late William Duncan, the father of the complainant Anne 
Maria, died about the 25th March, 1819, having first duly made and 
published his last will and testament, and leaving the complainant 
Anne Maria, his only issue, by a first marriage, and two children, 
William J. B. Duncan, aud Caroline Duncan, both then and still 
minors, the issue of a second marriage, and a widow Deborah, whom 
he constituted the sole executrix of his will. That by said will the 
testator devised his real estate, lying in Anne Arundel County, to 
William J. B. Duncan and Caroline Duncan, as joint tenants; and 
gave to the complainant1 Anne Maria, an annuity chargeable thereon 
of sixty dollars a year, as appears by said will, exhibited and made 
part of the bill. That said Deborah, the executrix, before her death, 
paid complainant Anne Maria, but one year's annuity, and that 
Joseph Robinson (one of the appellants,) who has been appointed by 
the proper authority, and now is guardian to the aforesaid infants, 
has also paid but for one year, and that he, the infants, and Iglehart 
the administrator d. b. all refuse to pay anything more ou account 
thereof. That said annuity is now in arrear for several years, and 
inasmuch as the same is made a charge on the lands mentioned in 
the will, and the profits thereof; prayer, that an account may be 
taken, that the said land may be sold, and the proceeds applied to 
the payment of said annuity, as far as may be necessary, and the 
balance invested to meet future instalments thereof, and for general 
relief. 

The will of Wiiliam Duncan, dated 26th December, 1818, and 
proved on the 30th March, 1819, exhibited with the bill, contained 
the following provisions: " 1 give and devise unto my daughter Car
oline Duncan, and my son * William J. B. Duncan, the plan-
tation on which I now dwell, consisting of several tracts, or 
parts of tracts of land, called, &c. being contiguous to each other, 
and containing in the whole 229$ acres, between them, share and 
share alike, as joint tenants, and not tenants in common." " I t em , 
I give and bequeath to my daughter Anne Maria Duncan, the sum 
of $60 current money, as an annuity, to be paid to her out of the 
profits of my real estate above mentioned, annually, for and during 
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the term of her natural life, withholding from her however the power 
of selling or transferring the above mentioned annual allowance to 
any person or persons whatever, under penalty of forfeiture." 

The infants, W m . J. B. Duncan, and Caroline Duncan, by the 
guardian, answered, saying, they know nothing of the matters 
alleged iu the bill, and put the complainants to the proof of them. 

The other defendants did not answer. And alter an interlocutory 
decree against them, the case was referred to the auditor, with di
rections to report to the Chancellor, the whole value of the lands in 
the proceedings mentioned, the annual value thereof since the death 
of the testator; and by whom, if by auy one, the rents and profits 
bavo beeu received, aud the amount thereof; the amount of the ar
rearages of the annuity with interest, and the age, and general state 
of health of the plaintiff, Anne Maria Townshend, from the. proceed 
iugs, and such proofs as may be laid before him. And the parties 
were permitted to take the depositions of witnesses before a .justice 
of the peace, on giving three days' notice as usual to the opposite 
party, or his solicitor. In obedience to this order, the auditor took 
proof, touching the several matters thus referred to him, and on the 
13th August, 1829, reported an account, charging Deborah Duncan, 
with the annuity to the complainant Anne Maria, from the 4th 
March, 1820, to 4th October, 1824, (whenshe died,) amounting, with 
interest to the date of the report to $354.16; and charging Joseph 
Robinson with the arrearages which accrued after the deatli of said 

* Deborah. There were also some depositions relating to the 
d r l o s a m e matters, taken before a justice of the peace, agreeably 
to the above order. 

The defendants excepted to the report of the auditor, upon the 
ground, among others, " tha t there was no evidence in the cause duly 
and regularly taken, according to the course of Chancery proceed
ings, by which the defendants can in any wise be charged or affected, 
or any decree passed against the infant defendants, touching or con
cerning the interests of said infants, or said Robinson, in the land, 
in the bill mentioned, or otherwise. 

B L A N D , C , August 17th, 1829. This cause standing ready for 
hearing, and having been submitted on the notes of the solicitors of 
the parties, the proceedings were read and considered. 

William Duncan, having a wife and three children, and being pos
sessed of some personal property, and seized of a tract of land con 
taiuing about 229 acres, ou the 26th of December, 1818, made his 
will and had it legally attested by three witnesses, by which, he de
vised all his real estate to his two infant children, Caroline Duncan 
and William J. B. Duncan, as joint tenants; and also gave them all 
his personal property, and to his other child he gave in these words : 
" Item. I give and bequeath to my daughter Anne Maria Duncan, 
the sum of sixty dollars, current money, as an auuuity, to be paid to 
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h e r o u t of the profits of my real estate above mentioned, annually, 
for and during the term of her natural life, withholding from her 
however, the power of selling or transferring the above mentioned 
annual allowance, to any person o r persons whatever, under penalty 
of forfeiture." On the 4th of March, 1819, without having made any 
alteration of this his will, be died, and the will was soon after proved 
in the usual form, b y two of the subscribing witnesses. Deborah 
Duncan, the widow, qualified as executrix under the will, and was 
the guardian of the infant children, and alter her death, which hap
pened * some time in the latter end of the year 1824, Joseph 
Robinson w a s appointed guardian to the two infant children, * 
a n d administration de bonis non was granted to Thomas Iglehart. 
Upon this state, of things, Anne Maria, with her husband Perry 
Townshend, on the 17th of August, 1820, filed their bill against Igle
hart. Robinson, and the two infant children, alleging that the an
nuity h a s not been paid, and praying that the arrears might be de
creed to them, and that the land might be sold for the payment 
thereof. The infant defendants answering by a guardian ad litem, 
admit nothing, and put the plaintiffs upon the proof of their case. 
The defendants, Iglehart and Robinson, having failed to answer, the 
usual interlocutory decree for the default was passed against them, 
after which Thomas Iglehart died, and administration de bonis non of 
the estate of the late William Duncan, was granted to John Iglehart; 
and this suit having been revived against him, and lie having failed 
to answer, an interlocutory decree for the default went against him 
also, after which the case was submitted for a final decision; but 
conceiving that some further information was indispensably neces 
sary to enable me to frame such a decree as was best suited to the 
nature of the case, I passed the order of the 21st of February, 1828, 
in answer to which the auditor made his report of the 26th May, 
1829. 

The defendants have excepted to the auditor's report of the 26th 
of May last, for several causes. 1st. Because they had not the 
credits t o w I n c h they were entitled, which, so far as it relates to the 
sum of twenty dollars, since admitted to have beeu paid by the late 
Deborah Duncan, is well founded. The next special exception of 
the defendants to t h a t report Of the auditor, is, that there is no evi
d e n c e whatever, in the cause, duly and regularly taken, according to 
the course of Chancery proceedings. I t was the well settled practice 
of t h e Court of Chancery of Maryland, under the Provincial Govern
ment, and h a s continued to be s o ever since the establishment of the 
Republic, without a n y d o u b t or interruption, t h a t in all cases w h e r e 

an 'account was required by the Court, or the parties, a spe- . i e 

cial commission might issue, directing the commissioners to 
take testimony; •'and a l s o t o s t a t e , audit, s e t t l e a n i l adjust all 
accounts relating t o f l i c matter in dispute, t h a t should b e produced 
t o t h e m , " and t o reduce into writing such account, and to return the 

17 3 G. & J . 
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same with the depositions of the witnesses. Pro. Chan. 1762, lib. D. 
D. No. 1, 315. The Ac t of 1785, ch. 72, sec. 17, which authorized 
the Court to appoint an auditor, does not in any respect impair or 
abrogate the previous ancient practice, and therefore special commis
sions, calling for the return of au account along with the proofs, 
have often been issued since the passage of that Act . Rutland vs. 
Yates, 25th August, 1789. Hence, as the Court might clot lie com
missioners appointed to take testimony with the authority to state 
an account, from the proofs collected by them, so it has been held 
ever since the passage of the Ac t of 1785, that when a case is re
ferred to the auditor by au interlocutory decree to account, or by an 
order directing him to state an account, or make estimates as in this 
instance, from the proofs in the cause, or any other proofs that may 
be laid before him, such a refereuce in itself, places him in the same 
situation he would have stood according to the ancient course, had a 
special commission been directed to him to take testimouy, aud also 
to state an account, which indeed is affirmed by the Ac t of 1785 
itself, by its authorizing him to administer an oath to all witnesses, 
and persons proper to be examined upon such account. Norwood vs. 
Norwood, 2d Nov. 1801; Barney vs. Rollins, 4th .January, 1810. 
Consequently, all the testimony collected and returned by the audi
tor in this case, has been taken, according to the long and well estab
lished course of the Court. 

Wi th regard to the taking of testimony under the authority of 
a special order of the Court, before a justice of the peace, I have not 
been able to ascertain the origin of this practice, or to trace it back 
to so remote a period as that of taking testimony before an account-

ing officer of this * Court; but I have seen it spoken of more 
* * * * * than rive and twenty years past, as a well settled practice. 
The State vs. Brooke, 27th May, 1803. And the Court has gone so 
far as to compel a witness to submit to an examination before a jus
tice of the peace, where it had been authorized by a special order. 
Onion vs. McVomas, 1804. This mode of collecting testimony, it is 
believed, is peculiar to our Chancery proceedings, for I have met 
with no mention o f any such practice in the English books. I t is, 
however, not only in some respects the cheapest form of gathering 
proofs, but in many instances it greatly facilitates and expedites the 
progress of the cause; and the proofs are thus taken under all the prin
cipal safeguards which can in any manner insure fairness and fulness 
of evidence; that is, the special order of the Court, ou oath, publi
city, the right to cross-examine, and a final responsibility. I t is upon 
these grounds, that I think this mode of taking testimony deserves 
tine continued sanction, approbation, and protection of this tribunal. 
Winder vs. Diffenderffer, 4th May, 1829. The testimony taken under 
the order of the 21st February, 1828, before a justice of the peace, 
has therefore been brought in, according to the regular course of 
the Court. 
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The will of the late William Duncan it appears, has been proved 
and recorded, according to the Act of 1715, ch. 39, sec. 2, which 
declares " t h a t it shall and may be lawful for the Judge of the pro
bate of wills to take the probate, or cause to be proved, any last will 
and testament within this Province, although the same concerns 
titles of land," which for this purpose is still in full force. A pro
bate so made of a will devising real estate, it has always been held, 
is at least prima facie evidence of its validity. 1 H. cfc McH. 102; 
I //. d •/. 1 15; LO Wheat 405. And there being in this case no evi
dence which so far questions the validity of the will, as to throw the 
hint hen of sustaining its verity upon the plaintiffs, and these infant 
defendants, as well as the plaintiffs, claiming under it, the . 
* certified copy offered, must be considered sufficient for all the ^ * * " 
purposes f o r which it is produced. 

From the pleadings and proofs in the cause, it is very clear that 
this will cannot he so construed, as to authorize a sale of the real 
estate, for the purpose of raising or securing the payment of this 
annuity; nor can it be construed to give the plaint ill, Anne Maria, 
an estate for life, or any o ther less estate, in the lands charged with 
the payment of the annuity. These Infant devisees could only take 
this estate, subject to the charge upon it, and the annual rents and 
profits, as it is now shown, so far exceed the annuity in amount, as to 
demonstrate, that it is much to their benefit so to take it. and conse 
quently all their property, in respect of this large amount of assets 
thus placed in their hands, is l iable lor the payment of this annuity. 
For the arrears which accrued since the death of the testator, and 
were left unpaid by their late guardian, Deborah Dancan, her sure
ties, if she gave any, or her legal representatives, may be held respon
sible to these infant defendants. Bin their estate is liable to these 
plaintiffs, to whom the sureties or legal representatives of the late 
Deborah Duncan arc in no way responsible; and the present guar 
dian of these infant defendants, Joseph Robinson, not having an -
swered, and having thereby tacitly admitted that he had received 
a sufficiency of rents and profits from his ward's estate, must be held 
absolutely liable for the whole amount of the annuity which accrued, 
and has been left unpaid during the time of his guardianship. For the 
purpose of having a statement made upon these principles, the case 
was again sent to the auditor, who as directed, reported the state
ments on the 13th inst. 

Whereupon it is ou this 17th day of August, 1829, by T H E O D O I ; H K 
B L A N D , Chancellor, and by the authority of this Court, adjudged, 
ordered and decreed, that the bill of complaint be taken pro oonfetto, 
against the defendant, Joseph Robinson, and that the infant defend
ants, or the said Robinson, as their guardian, out of the estate aud 
property of said wards, now in his hands, or which may hereafter 
come into * his hands, pay to the said plaintiffs, or bring into 
this Court to be paid to them, the sum of $354.16, with inte-
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rest on $255, part thereof, &c. And it is further adjudged, &a. that 
the said Robinson pay to the said plaintiffs, or bring into this Court 
to he paid them, the sum of, &c. together with the costs of this suit, 
&c. the same to be paid by the said Robinson out of the assets of 
his said wards in his hands, if any there be ; if not, out of his own 
proper estate and effects. And as against the defendant Iglehart, 
the bill was dismissed, with costs. 

From this decree the defendants, Robinson and the two Duncans 
appealed to the Court of Appeals. 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J., A K C H E B and 
D O B S E Y , JJ. 

Mayer and Pinkney, for the appellants, contended, 1. That the 
devise in the will of Duncan, created a rent charge; and that the 
complainants had a complete remedy at law. 1 Madd. Ch. Pr. 78; 
1 Eq. Cases Abr. 32 ; Green vs. Winter, 1 Johns. Ch. Cas. 80; PhiUips 
vs. Thompson, Ib. 144; Benson vs. Baldicin, 1 Atk. 598. 2. That 
there is no evidence in the cause to charge the appellant. The 
infant defendants were not in default, and as their answers denied 
any knowledge of the statements of the bill, the latter should have 
been supported by proof, taken in the usual way under a commission. 
Evidence taken under a reference to the auditor is not sufficient. 
The Ac t of 1785, ch. 72, sec. 17, defines the powers of the auditor, 
and the Chancellor cannot enlarge them ; that Ac t merely empowers 
the auditor to ascertain the extent of a liability, and not its actual 
existence. 3. The relief granted by the decree is inconsistent with 
the relief sought by the bill. They admitted that the Chancellor 
might decree a different relief from that which the bill asked for, 
provided the statements and charges of the bill would justify it, but 
not otherwise. But in tins case, there is no allegation, that the 

infants or * their guardian received the rents and profits, and 
therefore the decree against them in personam is erroneous. 

Coop. Eq. Plea. 14, (margin.) 4. The representative of Deborah 
Duncan should have been made a party to the bill. 2 Brig. Dig. 
519; 1 Ib. 509; Pla. 243. 

Speed, for the appellees, cited Underhill vs. Van Courtland, 2 Johns. 
Ch. 369; Graham vs. Yates dc Myers, 6 H. ik J. 229; Drury vs. Con
ner, Ib. 288; Conner vs. Drury, 2 H. & G. 221. 

B U C H A N A N , C. J . delivered the opinion of the Court. The bill 
alleging the annuity bequeathed to the complainant, Anne Maria 
Townshend, by her father, William Duncan, to be a rent charge 
upon the land devised by the same ancestor, to his two other chil
dren, Will iam Joseph Bend Duncan and Caroline Duncan, both 
infants of tender years, seeks a sale of the land so supposed to be 
charged for the payment of the arrearages of the annuity stated to 
be due, and an investment of the surplus proceeds of sale, to meet 
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the accruing annuity as it shall become due. Deborah Duncan, 
now dead, the widow of William Duncan the testator, administered 
on his estate , and was the guardian o f the infant devisees, and Oil 
her death, Joseph Robinson was • appointed guardian to the l o < 8 

children* The bill as amended, is against the two inlaid * * * * 
devisees, and Joseph Robinson their guardian, and John Iglehart, 
the administrator of the administrator </. //. n. of the testator; Wil
liam Duncan. Robinson, Iglehart, neither of them answered the 
bill, and the infant defendants in their answer, neither deny nor 
admit any of its contents, but say they know nothing of them, and 
lint the complainants to proof, &c. It appears from the proof taken 
by the auditor, that from the time of the. death of the testator. 
Deborah Duncan, who was the guardian of the children, received 
the rents and profits until her death, and that from the time of her 
death, they have been received by Robinson, the present guardian. 

the chancellor in his decree, has taken the bill pro confesso, as 
against Robinson, and dismissed it as against Iglehart, and directed 
that the infant defendants, or Robinson their guardian, shall pay to 
the complainants out of the estate of his wards, or bring into ( haiieeiy, 
to be paid to them, the amount of the annuity accruiug during the 
life of Deborah Duncan, their former guardian, and stated by the 
auditor to remain unpaid, with interest, and that Robinson shall 
pay to the complainants, out of the property of his wards in his 
hands, if there be any, or if not, out of his own estate, or bring into 
the Court of Chancery to be paid to them,the amount of the annuity 
accruing since the death of Deborah Duncan, and stated by the 
auditor to remain unpaid, with interest and costs of suit. Which 
decree, independent of tlie objection urged, that it is not consistent 
with the relief sought by the bill, but of a different character, that 
being for a sale of the land on the ground that the annuity was a 
charge upon the land, cannot we think be sustained. 

11 we have taken a correct view of the subject, it was passed upon 
the evidence taken by the auditor, and not upon the ease made by 
the bill. The bill contains no allegation or suggestion, of the 
receipt of the reuts and profits by the infant defendants, or either 
of their guardians, or of the animal value of * the land, or of 
the application of the rents and profits of any part of them, ' * ' * ' * 
for the benefit of the infants, by either of their guardians. Nor is 
either o f the defendants called upon to make any answer or dis
closure in relation to the annual value of the land, or to the receipt, 
or amount, or application of the rents aud profits: there is therefore 
no issue, to which the proof in relation to the receipt o f the rents 
and profits, and to the annual value of the land upon which the 
annuity claimed is alleged to be a charge, is applicable, and conse
quently none to support the decree, however correct it might have 
beeu, i f there was such an issue in the case. The neglect o f the 
defendant Robinson, to answer, amouuts to an admission only of 
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the allegations in the bill, and nothing more; and the answer of the 
infant defendants, calling upon the complainants to prove the bill, 
only puts them to the proof of what is charged in the bill and 
entitles them only to a decree on the case made in the bill, when 
proved. I f it was necessary to prove the receipt of the rents and 
profits, and the amount, by the infant defendants, or their guar
dians respectively, or the annual value of the land, to entitle the 
complainants to the relief decreed, it was equally necessary to aver 
in the bill such receipt, or annual value, to make a case in the plead
ings for such a decree. 

The annuity bequeathed to Anne Maria, one of the complainants, 
is not a rent charged; it is directed to be paid out of the profits of 
the real estate, and there is no right or power of distress given: and 
there is no proof in the cause that any portion of the rents and 
profits was ever applied by either of the guardians, to the benefit 
of the infant defendants: nor does it appear that any personal prop
erty belonging to them ever came to the hands of the defendant. 
Robiusou, or that they have any. Deborah Duncan, the former 
guardian, may have applied the whole .of the rents and profits re
ceived by her, (except so much as was applied to the discharge of 
the annuity,) to her own purposes, to the prejudice of the infant 

defendants; * and the defendant, Robinson, may have done 
the same, and they are by the decree, subjected to the dis

charge of the whole of the annuity, accruing from the death of the 
testator, aud remaining unpaid, to be paid by them or by the defend
ant, Robinson, out of their estate, whicli is not directed to be sold. 
So far as the decree is against Robinson, and he is directed to pay 
the money out of the estate of the infant defendants, if he has in 
his hands no personal property belonging to them, and none should 
come into his hands, the decree cannot be complied with, as he is 
not authorized to sell the real estate. And as to that amount of the 
annuity which has accrued since the death of Deborah Duncan, and 
remains unpaid, we think that the defendant, Robinson, should not 
be made to pay it out of the property of the infant defendants, but 
his own, if he has appropriated no part of the rents and profits 
received by him for their benefit, but applied the whole to his own 
purposes, which for any thing appearing in the record, may have 
been done. 

W e do not mean to say, that the complainants would not be en
titled to relief on a proper case made against the proper parties, and 
supported by appropriate proof. Al l we do say is, that in our opinion, 
this is not such a case, and that the decree must be reversed, with 
costs iu both Courts. Decree reversed. 
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J O H N R O B E R T S et al. vs. S A L I S B U R Y et al.—December, 1831. 

An implied lien for the purchase money of land where the vendor has parted 
with the legal title, will not be enforced against a subsequent purchaser, 
without notice. 

* The vendor of land who parted with the legal title, and took a mort- . 
gage of the same land from his vendee, which he neglected to 
record in due time, cannot enforce his mortgage against a subsequent 
purchaser from the vendee, without notice, (a) 

An answer flatly denying an allegation in a bill, can only be overruled by 
the positive testimony of two witnesses, or of one aided by pregnant 
circumstances—such circumstances standing alone, without the aid of 
positive testimony, will not destroy the effect of an'answer. (b) 

Upon a bill to record a mortgage against subsequent purchasers charged 
with notice, the Chancellor, when the case stood ready for hearing, said 
in his remarks preparatory to the order appealed from, " I am satisfied 
that the defendants must be considered as purchasers with full notice 
of the vendor's (the complainant's) lien, and of the mortgage which 
had been given to secure the payment of the purchase money, and that 
under the one or the other the land was bound," but passed no order 
directing the mortgage to be recorded. The order passed in the cause, 
only referred the case to the auditor, with the usual directions to receive 
further proof, and state an account. Held, that nothing had been done 
conclusive upon either the Chancellor or the parties—no question of 
right had been settled, and that an appeal would not lie at that stage of 
the cause, (c) 

A PIT, \ t, from the Court of Chancery. On the 1st February, 1814, 
the appellees. .James Salisbury and others, the liefrs and representa
tives of one Andrew Black, filed their bill against John Roberts, 
Isaac G. Roberts, and John Gooding, the appellants, alleging that 
the said Andrew Black, and one Thomas Black, both deceased, were 
in their lifetime seized and possessed as tenants in common of a 
certain tract of land in Cecil County. That being so seized, the said 
Andrew, on the 8th October, 1808, sold and conveyed his interest in 
said tract to John Roberts, as will appear by a copy of the deed, ex
hibited with the bill; and that Roberts, for the purpose of securing 
to the vendor the payment of the purchase money, duly executed 
and acknowledged a deed of mortgage of the same land to him, on 
the same day. as by reference to a copy thereof exhibited, will be 

(a) Approved in Dance vs. Dance. 56 Md. 437. See White vs. Casanave. 1 
H. & J. 66; Ringgold vs. Bryan, 3 Md. Ch. 488. 

(b) Approved in Beatty vs. Davis, 9 Gill, 218; Glenn vs. Grocer, 3 Md. 229; 
lug vs. Broicn, 3 Md. Ch. 524: Carpenter vs. Ins. Co. 4 Howard, 218. See 
Pennington vs. Gittings, 2 G. & J. 122; Rev. Code, Art. 65, sec. 37; Equity 
Rules, R. 27. 

(e) Affirmed iu Philips vs. Pearson, 27 Md. 254; Wilhelm vs. Caylor, 32 Md. 
162. See Snowden vs. Dorsey, 6 H. & J. 94; Hagthorp vs. Hook, 1 G. & J. 129. 
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seen. Th.it soon after the execution of the mortgage, the said Black 
died, and that a contest arose, aud continued for a considerable 
space of time, as to the right to administration on his estate, by 

reason * whereof, the time limited by law for the recording of 
said mortgage was suffered to pass by without its being done. 

That suits were instituted against the purchaser on the bonds which 
he had given for the purchase money, upon which judgments 
were rendered at April Term, 1812. That after the suits were 
brought, aud shortly before the judgments were rendered, the said 
Roberts conveyed all his interest in the said lands to his brother 
Isaac G. Roberts, of the City of Baltimore, which conveyance the 
complainants charge to have been made without a valuable consid
eration, and to prevent the said land from being taken in .satisfac
tion of said judgments; the said Isaac G. Roberts being at the time 
beyond sea. That .John and Isaac G. Roberts have since united in 
a deed of the same lands to John Gooding, the other appellant, and 
the complainants allege, and believe, that the said Isaac G-, Roberts 
and John Gooding, at the respective periods, when the deeds were 
executed to them, well knew that a mortgage had been given by said 
John Roberts, of the same land, to Andrew Black, and thai the pur
chase mouey therefor had not been paid; and they further charge, 
that no valuable consideration passed from Gooding to the grantors. 
The bill then alleges, that but a small part of the purchase money 
had been paid to Black. Prayer : That the mortgage may lie di
rected to be recorded, to have the same effect as if it had been en
rolled within the time required by law; and that the deeds from 
John to Isaac G. Roberts, and from John and Isaac G. Roberts to 
John Gooding, be declared null and void; and for general relief. 

The answer of John Roberts, after alleging that he had made to 
Black sundry payments on account of said land, asserted, that in the 
years 1808,1809 and 1810, he became largely indebted to John Good
ing, and respondent's brother Isaac G. Roberts, for merchandise, 
and responsibilities, which they had from time to time furnished and 
assumed for him. That his debt to Gooding was upwards of $4,000, 

and to Isaac G. Roberts, exceeding $2,000, and * that the debt 
to Gooding was guaranteed by his brother; he the respon

dent having promised to indemnify him for his advances and en
gagement to Gooding. That in fulfilment of this promise, on the 
24th March, 1812, during his brother's absence from the United 
States, he conveyed to him the land, which respondent had pur
chased from Black, and not for the purpose of evading the payment 
of the judgments, which complainants were about to get. The 
answer denies that Gooding and Isaac G. Roberts had at that time 
any knowledge, so far as he is informed, of his, the respondent's, 
having executed a mortgage of said lands to Black ; on the contrary 
he charges it as matter of belief that they had no knowledge what
ever on the subject, until sometime after the execution of his deed to 

http://Th.it
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Isaac (!. Roberts, and the join! deed from IsaacG.Roberts and him
self to Gooding, 

The answer of Isaac G. Roberts stated, that upon the promise of 
his In-other John to indemnify him, he consented to become his 
(John's) security, to various merchants in Baltimore, with whom he 
had dealings to a considerable amount; and also guaranteed John 
Gooding for any credit he might procure for said John Roberts. 
That in this way the said John hecanie indebted to him in a sum 
exceeding 92,000, and placed him under a responsibility to Gooding 
for upwards of $4,000, That whilst the defendant was on a voyage 
to Europe, in us 12, the said John, in compliance with frequent prom
ises to that effect, conveyed to him the land which he John bad pur 
chased of Black, and he positively denies any knowledge before, or 
at the time of the execution of said deed, and for a considerable 
time afterwards, of any claim by way of mortgage, or lien of any 
kind outstanding, or iu execution. And knowing that said convey
ance was made principally for the use and benefit of Gooding, he 
proposed to him, that if he would release this defendant from his 
aforesaid liability, he would convey the said land to him, and upon 
Gooding consenting to do so, he and his brother John united in a 
deed bearing date * 5th June, 1812, by which the whole inte- - „ 0 

rest in the said land was conveyed to Gooding. The defend-
ant then avers, that the first knowledge he ever had of the mortgage 
to Black, was derived from Gooding, a considerable time after the 
date of the last mentioned deed, when Gooding had gone to Cecil 
County for the purpose Of forbidding a sale of the land, which it was 
understood the representatives of Black were endeavoring to make. 

The answer of Gooding, after stating the amount of his advances 
and liabilities for John Roberts, (in which it corresponds with the 
other answers,) and also the responsibility of Isaac G. Roberts over 
to him, proceeds to say, that it was not until some time alter the 
execution of the deed of John and Isaac G. Roberts to him, that he 
had any knowledge whatsoever, that the mortgage to Ulack had 
been executed by John I{oberts. or doubted but that the said John 
had an unquestionable, legal, and equitable title to said land. The 
defendant denies, that at any time prior to the date of the deed to 
him, he had any notice from Andrew Black, the representatives of 
Andrew Ulack, or any person on their behalf, that they had any 
legal title, or equitable claim, or lien on said tract of land; nor did 
lie know that his title to the same would be contested by those rep
resentatives, until long subsequently, when an attempt was made by 
them to sell it under their judgment against John Roberts. 

A commission issued by consent to take proof. 
Nathan Baynard, a witness examined on the part of the complain 

ants, proved, that subsequently to the 5th June, 1>S12, and when he 
was in pursuit of the sheriff, for the purpose of having tlie lands in 
the proceedings mentioned, located, in order to sell them in satisfac-
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tion of the judgments against John Roberts, he (the witness being 
the plaintiff's agent) met with John Gooding, witli whom he had a 
conversation to the following effect. " T h e witness mentioned the 
subject of the fieri facias to said Gooding, who insisted he had a 
A r ' » n t t ( ) secure the money due him * from Roberts. The de-

ponent then observed, it would be a great hardship for the 
heirs to lose the purchase money of this land ; inasmuch as he, Good
ing, had not trusted John Roberts on the faith of it. Deponent also 
mentioned, that he had then in his possession that which would se
cure the money if he failed with the fieri facias. Gooding asked 
what it was, and this deponent told him it was a mortgage deed, to 
which Gooding replied, it was of no value, he did not care for it, and 
had the opinion of the best counsel in the State that it was good for 
nothing. After some farther conversation, deponent asked him if 
he had not a knowledge of the mortgage deed. He did not imme
diately give a direct answer, and deponeut then inquired of him 
again, if he did not know of the existence of the mortgage deed. 
Gooding answered that he did." I t was also proved that Gooding 
was the uncle of John and Isaac G. Roberts, and that from the year 
1808 to 1812, the mortgage from John Roberts to Black was a good 
deal talked of in the county in which the land lies, and at the house 
of John Roberts, where Isaac G. Roberts, within the aforesaid period, 
was frequently seen. 

B L A N D , C. on the 23d November, 1820. This case standing ready 
for hearing, and having been by the agreement filed on the 20th 
inst. submitted without argument, the proceedings were read and 
considered. 

If appears that the late Andrew Black and Thomas Black, being 
seized in fee. as tenants in common of a certain tract of land, Andrew 
Black sold and conveyed his undivided interest in it to the defend
ant, John Roberts, and on the same day took from him a mortgage of 
it, to secure the payment of the purchase money, which mortgage 
deed has not been recorded according to law, nor has the whole 
amount of the purchase money been yet paid; after which purchase 
and mortgage, John Roberts conveyed the land to the other defend 
ant, Isaac G. Roberts, and then they, John and Isaac, joined in a 
. conveyance of it to the other defendant, John * Gooding. 

The answers aver that Isaac G. Roberts and John Gooding 
had no knowledge of the mortgage at the time the conveyances were 
made to them, but they do not say that they did not then know that 
the purchase money had not been paid by John Roberts. So far as 
regards their denial of any knowledge of the mortgage, these answers 
are contradicted by the positive testimony of the witness, Nathan 
Baynard, who declares that John Gooding admitted that he had 
known of the mortgage; and from the circumstances of John and 
Isaac G. Roberts being brothers, and also the nephews of Gooding, 
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and the mortgage having been frequently spoken of in a public man
ner at the house of John Roberts, where Isaac G. Roberts often vis 
ited his brother, and from other particulars related by the witnesses, 
I am satisfied that John Gooding and Isaac G. Roberts mast be con 
sidered as purchasers, with full notice of the vendor's lien, and of 
the mortgage which had accrued or been given to secure the pay
ment of the purchase money ; and that under the one or the other, 
the land was bound for the payment of the purchase money to the 
representatives of the late Andrew Black. But the defendant, John 
Roberts, avers, and the plaintiffs admit, that some part of the pur
chase money has been paid, and yet there is no proof of the t ime, or 
amount of any payment. The case must therefore be referred to the 
auditor to ascertain the amount now due, to the plaintiffs for the 
undivided share sold by their ancestor and intestate, Andrew7 B lack. 

Whereupon it is ordered that this c a s e h e . and it is hereby referred 
to the auditor, with directions to state an account from the plead
ings and proofs now in the cause, and such other proofs as may be 
laid before him ; and the parties are hereby authorized to take tes
timony in relation to said account before the auditor as usual, or 
before any of the commissioners appointed by this Court, or before a 
justice of the peace, &C. 

From this decree the defendants appealed to the Court of Appeals. 

* The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N . C. J., A R C H E R A „ „ 
and D O R S E Y , JJ. 4 O 4 

I,'. />'. Magruder for the appellants. 1. The answers of the defend 
ants being uncontradicted, except by a single witness, and not 
directly contradicted, ought to have been held sufficient to prevent 
a decree against the defendants below. 2. That there were no cir
cumstances which, when taken together with the testimony of the 
witnesses, ought to have discredited the answers sufficiently to 
authorise the decree of the Chancellor against the defendants. 

No counsel argued for the appellees. 

B U C H A N A N , C. J., delivered the opinion of the Court. It appears 
that Andrew Black, having sold and conveyed to John Roberts his 
interest in a tract of land, took from him on the same day a mort
gage of the same land to secure the payment of the purchase money, 
which deed of mortgage has not been recorded; that afterwards, 
John Roberts, the mortgagor, conveyed the same land to Isaac <;. 
Roberts, and that subsequently, John and Isaac G. Roberts united 
in a conveyance of it to John Gooding. The object of the bill, in 
which it is stated that the purchase mouey of the land for which the 
mortgage was given has not been paid, and that Isaac G. Roberts 
and John Gooding, when the conveyances were respectively made 
to them, had a knowledge of that fact, and also of the existence of 
the mortgage, is, to have the mortgage deed recorded, and the deeds 
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from John Roberts to Isaac G. Roberts, and John Roberts aud 
Isaac G. Roberts to John Gooding, vacated. Isaac G. Roberts and 
John Gooding, in their answers flatly deny any knowledge of the 
existence of the mortgage, wheu the conveyances to them were 
respectively made; and we think they equally deny a knowledge of 
the existence of a lien of any kind whatsoever. Nor can we perceive 
any thing in the evidence, to show that either of them had before, 

or * at the time of the execution of the deed to Gooding, any 
knowledge that the purchase money, or any part of it, re

mained unpaid by John Roberts. An answer flatly denying an alle
gation in a bill, can only be overruled by the positive testimony of 
two witnesses, or of one, aided by pregnant circumstances, neither of 
which will be found to exist here, in relation to the denial by Isaac 
G. Roberts and John Gooding, of any knowledge of the mortgage, 
when the conveyances were respectively made to them. One wit
ness, it is true, and only one, does swear that in a conversation with 
Gooding, he admitted that he had at that time a knowledge of the 
existence of the mortgage deed ; but that was some time after the 
execution of the deed to him, and about the time at which lie says 
in his answer he first acquired a knowledge of the mortgage, and 
does not carry back his knowledge of the mortgage, to the time of 
the conveyance to him. The testimony therefore of the witness, 
docs not contradict, but is consistent with the answer; and if there 
were pregnant circumstances, which we do not wish to be understood 
as affirming, yet standing alone, without the aid of the positive tes
timony of a single witness, they would be unavailing. Nor is there 
the positive testimony of a witness, to show by t he admissions of 
Isaac G. Roberts, or otherwise, that he had any knowledge of the 
existence of the mortgage at the time in question; we should there
fore say, that iu our opinion, Isaac G. Roberts and John Gooding 
are not to be considered and treated as purchasers with notice. But 
we think that the appeal has been improvidently taken ; there has 
been no decision in Chancery settling or binding the rights of the 
parties. 

The Chancellor has, it is true, in his remarks preparatory to the 
order appealed from, said, he is "satisfied that John Gooding and 
Isaac G. Roberts must be considered as purchasers, with full notice 
of the vendor's lien, aud of the mortgage which had accrued or been 
given to secure the payment of the purchase money, and that under 
the one or the other, the land was bound for t he payment of the pur-

chase * money to the representatives of the late Andrew 
' * * * Black;' ' but he has passed no decree directing the deed of 
mortgage from John Roberts to Andrew Black to be recorded, or 
vacating aud annulling the deeds from John Roberts to Isaac G. 
Roberts, and from John Roberts aud Isaac G. Roberts to John Good
ing, or either of them; but has passed an order only, referriug the 
case to the auditor, with directions to state an account for the 
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purpose of ascertaining the amount of the purchase money due to 
the complainants. 

It is t<> be presumed, from the intimation given by the Chancellor 
of his opinion, thai it was his intention at that time, to decree relief 
to the complainants, at the final hearing. But he had not reached 
that stage of the cause to which the order iu question was only pre
paratory, and might before the final hearing, have taken a different 
view of the ease, and decreed accordingly. Nothing had been done 
conclusive, upon either the Chancellor or the parties: DO qnestion of 
right had been settled; but upon further consideration he might, 
after an account taken in pursuance of the order, have rejected it 
and dismissed the bill, had not the proceedings been arrested by the 
appeal. It is not like the cases of Thompson vs. Meh'im et al. (i //. 
J •/. 302, and Williamson vs. Oaman, 1 67. de J. 184, where the rights 
ol the parties were adjudicated upon, but cannot be distinguished 
m principle from Snouden et al. vs. Dorsey et al. ti //. db •/. tot. 
which has since been followed up by Hagthorp et UX. el al. vs. HooVs 
Admh; 1 67. <fc J. 270, and Danels vs. Taggarfs AdmJr, lb. 311, and 
Hungerford vs. Bourne, ante, 142. The appeal therefore is dismissed 
with costs. Appeal dismissed. 

* S O T H O R O N vs. G U S T A V U S and G E O R G E WEEMS .—Decern- 4 : J 5 

her, 1831. 

Where a party at the, trial of a cause makes a general prayer to the Court, 
which is refused, and the Court then proceeds of their own accord to 
give a specific instruction to the jury, which was excepted to. this Court 
upon appeal will review such instruction, although since the Act of 1825 
it would not have regarded the general prayer. 

In an action of assumpsit brought by W. & Co. to recover a portion of the 
instalments mentioned in the following agreement, dated 1st Dec. 1818, 
viz: " W e the subscribers, promise to pay unto W. & Co. the sum we may 
subscribe as a payment for the steamboat S. in three equal instalments, 
viz. &c. It is hereby understood, that we, W. & Co. bind ourselves to 
appropriate the money subscribed in no other manner, but for the pay
ment and use of said boat, and that each subscriber will hold an interest 
in proportion to the shares he may take. We. W. & Co. bind ourselves 
to run said boat from B. &c. and use every possible exertion in our power 
to the interest of the said boat. The shares will be divided into 280, of 
••̂ lOO each." It appeared that 51 shares of the stock had been subscribed 
for. of which the defendants had taken five. Held, 1. That it was not 
to be implied from the terms of this agreement, that W. & Co. were the 
owners of the steamboat. 2. That the signing of this contract was an 
imperfect act, of no legal obligation until the whole number of shares 
should be subscribed: aud until that was done W. & Co. were under no 
obligation to perform their part of the agreement. 3. That W. & Co. 
having assigned, by way of mortgage, three-fifths of the said steamboat, 
after the signing of the agreement and before the bringing of the action, 
the consideration for the promise of paying the instalments contained in 
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the agreement had failed, and therefore the action could not be sus
tained. 4. That upon the issue joined in this case, the defendant could 
not show that at a meeting called by W. & Co. of the subscribers thereto, 
it was determined by them not to pay the subscriptions, upon the ground 
that W. & Co. had failed in their part of the engagement. 

Evidence offered to the jury for a particular purpose, may be properly 
rejected, though it might be admissible for some other object in the same 
cause, (a) 

Under the Act of 1825, ch. 117, the Appellate Court considers what particu
lar point, or question the County Court has decided, and determines 
accordingly, whether it is correct or erroneous, and not whether the 
reasons assigned by the counsel on the record justifies what has been 
done. 

So where the admissibility of the testimony adduced, being objected to, 
whether it was admissible or not for the reason assigned, is wholly imma
terial; this Court regards as the point decided below, the competency or 
incompetency of the evidence. (6) 

* A P P E A L , from Saint Mary's County Court. Assumpsit 
by the appellees for the use of Gustavus Weems, commenced 

against the appellant, James F. Sothoron, on the 20th of November, 
1821. The defendant pleaded non assumpsit, to which issue was 
takes. (See Weems et al. vs. Millard, 2 E. & 6. 143.) 

A t the trial the plaintiffs read to the jury the following paper: 
" W e the subscribers promise and oblige ourselves, our heirs and exe
cutors, to pay or cause to be paid unto George Weems & Co. the sum 
we may subscribe as a payment for the steamboat Surprize, iu three 
equal instalments, in manner and form following, v i z : one-third on 
or before the 10th day of March next, one-third on or before the 
10th day of April following, and the balance ou or before the 10th 
day of June next. I t is hereby understood, that we, George Weems 
& Co. bind ourselves to appropriate the money subscribed in no other 
manner but for the payment and use of said boat, and that each sub
scriber will hold an interest in proportion to the shares they may 
take, and will be entitled to draw their proportion of dividend once 
in every six months after the starting of the said boat. W e , George 
Weems & Co. bind ourselves to run said boat from Baltimore to Pa-
tuxeut River, and as far up as Nottingham, and to use every possible 
exertion in our power to the interest of the said boat. The shares 
will be divided into 280 shares, of 9100 each. 1st December, 1818." 
Then follows the list of subscribers, annexed to the above paper, to 
the amount in the whole of fifty-one shares. The defendant's name 

(a) Affirmed in Basford vs. Mills. 6 Md. 393; Warner vs. Hardy, 6 Md. 539; 
Carroll vs. Ridgaieay, 8 Md. 335. 

(b) Approved in Parker vs. Sedieick, 4 Gill, 322; Middlekauff vs. Smith, 1 
Md. 338; Ellicott vs. Peterson, 4 Md. 485. In Bell vs. State, 57 Md. 108, it 
was held that the reasons given for the Court's ruling and an intimation of 
what its ruling would be on the offer of certain evidence, form no part of the 
ruling and cannot be made the subject of exception. 
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was down for five shares, and his signature thereto was admitted ; 
the partnership of the plaintiffs was also admitted, and thereupon 
the plaintiffs closed their case. 

The defendant then prayed the Court (<> instruct the jury, that the 
plaintiffs were uot entitled to recover; but the Court, [ S T E P H E N , C. 
.1.] refused the instruction prayed for. and directed the jury that the 
contract or subscription list bore on its face evidence, that Gustavus 
.mil George Weems, the plaintiffs, were the proprietors and owners 
of the steamboat * Surprize, at the time when the said list or 
contract was signed, and that the said list proved the aver-
ment of ownership in the declaration, aud that the plaintiffs were 
entitled to recover. The defendant excepted. 

2. In addition to the evidence contained iu the first bill of excep
tions, t he defendant offered to read in evidence to the jury, a certified 
copy of a d e e d of mortgage executed by George Weems. one of the 
plaintiffs, to John White, cashier of the Brandt Bank of the Tinted 
States at Baltimore, dated on the 18th of August, 1*20, and duly ac
knowledged and recorded, of three undivided fifth pails of the steam
boat Surprize, witli the like proportion of her tackle, apparel, &c. to 
secure to the said Branch Bank the sum of !j<7,G00, due to it by the 
plaintiffs, Gustavus anil George Weems, upon their joint promissory 
note, dated June 30th, 1820. To the admissibility ot this evidence 
the plaintiffs objected, and the Court sustained the objection. The 
defendant excepted. 

3. After the evidence in the preceding exceptions had been given, 
or offered and rejected, the defendant, for the purpose of showing 
that George Weems, one of the plaintiffs, had been finally discharged 
under the insolvent laws of the State, offered to read in evidence a 
transcript of the record and proceedings in his case before the com 
missioners of Insolvent Debtors, and County Court of Baltimore 
County; to the admissibility of which, under the general issue, the 
plaintiffs objected. The Court sustained the objection, and excluded 
the testimony. The defendant excepted. 

4. The defendant then offered to prove by a competent witness, 
ihai (ieorge Weems, one of the plaintiffs, advertised for a meeting 
of the stockholders in the steamboat Surprize, at Leonard-Town, 
and the meeting was had some time in the summer. When they met, 
the said Weems asked for payment of their subscriptions from the 
present defendant, and others present; the stockholders refused to 
pay, alleging that he had not complied with his part of the con
tract, by putting the steamboat Surprize in a proper state to navi
gate, as agreed, and the present defendant, with all the stockholders 
present, then agreed they would not pay their subscriptions. To the 
admissibility of this testimony the plaintiffs objected, upon the 
ground that a subsequent agreement by parol, could not be admitted 
to contradict or vary a written contract. The objection was sus
tained by the Court, and the evidence withheld from the jury. The 
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defendant excepted, and the verdict and judgment being for the 
plaintiffs, he brought the present appeal. 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J . , A R C H E R and 
D O R S E Y , J J . 

I Q O Mat/ruder, Scott, aud Stonestreet, for the appellant, * referred 
to 2 Sound, PI. and Ev. 130; 2 Ib. 245; Guff vs. Penn, 1 

Maul, and Selw. 21 ; 3 Stark. Ev. 1007; Batturs vs. Sellers, 6 H. & 
J. 249; Wyman and Gray, 7 Ib. 409; Stewart vs. The State, 2 U. & 
G. 114. 

C. Dorsey, for the appellee, referred to Roberts on Frauds, 124; 
New. Con. 171. 

DOIJSEY , J , delivered the opinion of the Court. The County 
Court were right in refusing the defendant's prayer, in his first bill 
of exceptions, it being a general prayer, the granting of which, since 
the Act of 1825, would be error. To this refusal no exception was 
taken. But the Court, however, did not stop here; they instructed 
the jury, " that the contract or subscription list, bore on its face evi
dence that Gustavus and George Weems, the plaintiffs, were the 
proprietors and owners of the steamboat Surprize, at the time when 
the said list or contract was signed, and that the said list proved the 
averment of ownership in the declaration, and that the plaintiffs 
were entitled to recover; to no part of which instruction can wo sub 
scribe our assent. Instead of this subscription list per se, importing 
that at its date the plaintiffs were the owners of the steamboat 
Surprize, as tar as any inference ou that subject can be drawn, from 
its entire context we should infer, that the Surprize was owned by 
sonic other person, and that the object of the subscription was to 
raise the sum of $28,000, with which the appellees were to purchase 
and equip the steamboat, for the purposes set forth in the contract. 
I f the boat were already the property of the appellees, what motive 

could prompt the subscribers to require the appellees * to bind 
themselves " to appropriate the money subscribed in no other 

in a nner but for the payment and use of said boat." The appellees 
being the owners, it was perfectly immaterial to the subscribers, 
wliat appropriation might be made of so much of the fund raised by 
subscription, as covered the price of the boat; and it were absurd in 
the appellees, the owners of the boat, who received the money in paj 
ment for her. to stipulate that they would appropriate the money in 
no other manner but for the payment of the boat; besides, if George 
Weems iV Co. had been the owners o f the Surprize, can a reason be 
assigned, why the price to have been paid for her was not inserted in 
the contract! Was it a matter to have been left to the uncontrolled 
discretion o f the sellers, in which the subscribers, the purchasers, 
had no interest, and o f which they desired no information '! The 
nature o f the transaction repudiates such ideas. But conceding that 
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the (' ity Court were correct in inferring from the Subscription list, 
that George Weems & Co. were the proprietors of the steamboat, we 
cannot assent to that part of their instruction, which declares that 
they are entitled to recover. The signing of the contract was an Im
perfect act, of no legal obligation until the 280 shares should be 
taken. Until then, George Weems & Co. had they subscribed the 
agreement, as from its tenor, it was manifestly designed they should 
do, could not have been compelled to perforin any of the stipulations 
on their part assumed : nor could they have exacted performance of 
any of the subscribers, because the implied condition (the subscrip
tion of the 280 shares,) on which their liability was to become abso
lute, had not occurred. 

To test the accuracy of the County Court's opinion, in the second 
bill of exceptions, let it be admitted, that their instruction, as given 
in the first bill of exceptions, stands free from all objection, and that 
according to the proof then offered, the plaintiffs below were entitled 
to recover; does not the copy of the conveyance offered in evidence 
in the second exception, divest them of the basis of their action 1 
* Upon the assumption of the Court's correctness in the pre-
ceding exception, what is the consideration on which depends, 
the right to coerce the subscribers to a performance of their engage
ments f It is, that on payment of their money, they thereby acquire 
as an equivalent, an interest or property in the steamboat Surprise. 
I f then it be shewn, that the payment of the subscription will not 
invest the subscribers, with the stipulated property in the steamboat, 
the consideration for their promise has failed, and payment cannot 
be enforced in a Court of justice. The testimony offered, we think, 
fully establishes such failure of consideration; aud the County Court 
therefore erred in its rejection. 

The withholding from the jury the evidence set forth iu the third 
bill of exceptions, gives to the appellant no ground for complaint; it 
was offered for a particular purpose, and if inadmissible therefor, it 
was properly rejected, although it might be admissible for other pur
poses. The object of the testimony was stated to be, " for the pur
pose of proving that, he (George Weems) had been finally discharged 
under the insolvent laws of the State." This fact being immaterial 
to the issue in the cause, the proof for its establishment could not be 
otherwise, than incompetent. Had it been offered not only for the 
purpose stated, but to prove, that all the property, rights and credits 
of George Weems. had passed out of him, and vested in his trustee, 
it might perhaps have presented a different question for considera
tion. 

The decision of the County Court in the fourth bill of exceptions, 
meets our approbation. The admissibility of the testimony adduced, 
being objected to, whether it be inadmissible or not, for the reason 
assigned, is wholly immaterial. I f it be inadmissible on any ground, 
it should l>e rejected; and when the subject comes in review before 

18 3 G. & J. 
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this Court, uuder the Ac t of 1825, we regard, as the point decided by 
the Court below, the competency or incompetency of the evidence, 

not the sufficiency or insufficiency * of the reason urged for its 
" * rejection. Upon the issue joined on the pleadings in the 
cause, the testimony in this exception was clearly incompetent. 

W e concur with the County Court, in their decisions in the third 
and fourth bills of exceptions, but dissent from their opinions in the 
first and second, and therefore reverse the judgment. 

Judgment reversed. 

S T A T E , use of W I L S O N et ux. vs. JAMESON .—December , 1831. 

In an action by S. a distributee of W. against L. his administrator, upon the 
administration bond, to recover a distributive share of W's estate, it 
appeared, that W. on the 22nd October, 1810, conveyed sundry tracts of 
land and negroes to F. in consideration of 91,000, paid by F; and that 
F. by a deed dated a few days after, and reciting the previous deed, and 
declaring that it was in trust, conveyed the same property to R. in trust 
for W. for life, then in trust for the wife of W. if she should survive 
him, for life, or during her widowhood, then in trust for E., A.. M., S., 
and T. daughters of W. as to one moiety of the land for life, and as to 
the other moiety for B. son of W. and upon the death or marriage of 
the daughters, then to B. in fee. The negroes were also distributed 
among the same parties. L. the administrator, was another son. The 
trust estate was not brought into hotch-pot. Held, that these deeds 
were to be considered as one instrument, and afford ample proof, that 
S. was advanced by the intestate in his life-time. No valuable con
sideration moved from S. and as respects her, the deeds were voluntary 
and gratuitous; but that this was no bar at law, to this action, (a) 

It is not every child that is advanced, the law excludes from distribution. 
It is only such as are advanced by a portion, equal or superior to a share. 
To make a full defence at law, under the Act of 1798, ch. 101, sub-ch. 
11, sec. 6, the defendant must show to the jury, the value of the plain
tiff's advanced portion, and that it was equal to his distributive share. 
(b) 

A P P E A L , from Charles Couuty Court. The present was an action 
of debt, instituted on the 5th August, 1825, iu the name of the State 

(a) Cited in Hayden vs. Burch, 9 Gill, 82, where the Court said that Wilson 
vs. Jameson, " was an action in the County Court by the distributees upon 
the bond of the administrator, in which it was attempted to set-off an ad
vancement by the intestate in his life-time by a gift of real estate. Although 
it iB intimated there that in a proper form of pleading it might be used in 
that Court as a bar to the action, yet it is announced decidedly by the Court, 
that the proper forum for relief in all such cases, is in a Court of Chancery, 
where the respective rights of all may be adjusted agreeable to the rules of 
equity."' See also Young1 s Estate, 3 Md. Ch. 465. 

(b) Cited in Young's Estate, 3 Md. Ch. 464. Cf. Graves vs. Speddeti, 46 Md. 
533. 
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of Maryland, at (he instance, and for the use of William M. B. Wil
son, and * Sarah Q. his wife, against the appellee, Luke F. . . _ 
Jameson, on his bond, as administrator of Walter Jameson, 
deceased, to recover the distributive share, of the said Sarah (). as 
one of the children and representatives of the said Walter, of whom 
there were nine. 

1. A t the trial it was admitted that the plaintiff, Sarah Q. and the 
defendant, are each representatives of the deceased Walter Jameson. 
The plaintiff then read in evidence, the inventory of said deceased's 
estate, returned by the defendant to the Orphans' Court, on the 14th 
December. 1814, amounting to the sum of 93,524.89. Whereupon 
the defendant offered in evidence to the .jury, a deed from Walter 
Jameson, the deceased, to one John E. Ford, bearing date ou the 
22d October, 1810, and recorded on the 31st October, of the same 
year; by which, lor and iu consideration of the sum of $1,000, to him 
in hand paid by the said Ford, the said Jameson conveyed to the 
said Ford, his heirs, and assigns, sundry tracts of land, and negro 
slaves. And also read to the jury, the following deed from the said 
Ford, to one Raphael Jameson, bearing date 31st October, 1810, viz : 
" Whereas Walter Jameson, by deed bearing date on or about the 
22nd day of this month, did convey and transfer unto the said John 
E. Ford, all the real and personal property hereinafter designated, as 
by referring thereto will more fully and at large appear; Intrust 
that the said John E. Ford should assure and convey the said real 
and personal property in the manner hereinafter expressed. Now 
this indenture witnessed), that the said John K. Ford, in compliance 
witli the confidence placed in him, by the said Walter Jameson, and 
for the consideration of the sum of 91,000, to him iu hand paid by 
the said Raphael, hath granted, bargained, and sold, and by these 
presents, he the said John E. Ford doth grant, bargain, and sell, 
unto the said Raphael Jameson, his heirs and assigns, all the follow 
iug tracts, and negroes, (being the same lands and negroes contained 
in the before mentioned deed from Walter Jameson to the said Ford.) 
To hare and to hold the same unto him the said * Raphael, . . . 
bis heirs and assigns, upon trust, nevertheless, and for the fol-
lowing uses and benefits; that is to say, upon trust, that the said 
Raphael Jameson and his heirs, shall permit, and sutler the said 
Walter Jameson, to have the use, profits and emblements, of all Un
said real and personal estate, for and during the term of his natural 
life, without impeachment of, or for any manner of waste, and with
out liability to, or for any debts contracted, or to be contracted, by 
the said Walter Jameson, after the day and year aforesaid, and 
from and after the death of the said Walter Jameson, in case Teresa 
Jameson, wife of the said Walter Jameson, survives him, then iu 
trust, that the said Raphael Jameson, and his heirs, shall permit and 
sutler the said Teresa Jameson to have aud receive the profits. &C 
oi t he said real and personal estate, (except such issue, as may be 
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born of the female slaves,) for and during the term of her single life 
or widowhood, in bar of her dower, or thirds in the real and personal 
estate of the said Walter Jameson. And from and after the death 
or marriage of the said Teresa Jameson, in trust, as to the real 
estate aforesaid, that the said Raphael Jameson and his heirs, shall 
permit Elizabeth Jameson, Alice Jameson, Marriamne Jameson, 
Teresa Jameson, and Sarah Jameson, (daughters of the said Walter 
Jameson,) or such of them as shall lead a virtuous, and chaste life, 
severally to have, and receive one moiety of the land heretofore 
described as the land on which the said Walter Jameson now resides ; 
and also one moiety of the lands called McCatees, as aforesaid, which 
said moiety shall include the dwelling house of the said Jameson ; 
and to permit Benjamin Jameson, son of the said Walter, to have 
and receive the use, &c. of the other moieties of the lands last afore
said ; and from and after the marriage or death of the said daugh
ters, then in trust, that the said Raphael Jameson, and his heirs, 
shall convey by a good and sufficient deed, all the lands last afore
said, to the said Benjamin Jameson, his heirs and .assigns forever. 

. And as to the * personal estate, in trust that the said Raphael 
Jameson, his executors or administrators, shall deliver to the 

said Benjamin Jameson a certain negro boy, to another son, a second 
negro boy; and to a third son, a third negro boy. Aud to divide all 
the rest, and residue of the said negroes, with the increase, equally 
between the said daughters, Elizabeth, Alice, Mariamne, aud Sarah 
Jameson." I t was admitted that the plaintiffs, Wilson aud his wife, 
(who is the above named Sarah,) did not bring into hotch-pot, the 
property received by them, in virtue of the deed from Ford to Jame
son. The defendants theu prayed the Court to instruct the jury, 
that under the evidence, the plaintiffs were not entitled to recover; 
which instruction the Court gave. The plaintiffs excepted, and the 
verdict and judgment being for the defendant, they appealed to this 
< lourt. 

When the cause came on to be argued in the Court of Appeals, it 
was agreed so to amend the record, " tha t the Court should review 
the opinion below, upon the point, whether the deeds and evidence 
in the bill of exceptions, constitute an advancement in law, so as to 
preclude a recovery by the plaintiffs of a distributive share of the 
estate of Walter Jameson, the father, without bringing the same into 
hotch-pot." 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J . , E A R L E , A R C H E R , 
and D O R S E Y , J J . 

Brawner, for the appellants, referred to Edwards vs. Freeman, 
*2 P. Wms. 436; Stewart vs. The State, 2 H. Ai 67. 114. 

0. Dorsey and Stonestreet, for the appellee. A settlement on 
a child in the l i fet ime of the father is an advancement. Edwards 
vs. Freeman, 2 P. Wms. 445; Powis vs. Burdett. 9 Ves. 435; Burns'1 
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Eel. Law, 710. The second deed shows the object of the first, and 
the Court was the proper tribunal to expound it. Stewart vs. The 
State, 2 H. & 0. 114. The consideration of the deed from Jameson 
to Ford appears to have passed from Ford, a n d w a s voluntary, and 
gratuitous therefore, s o far as concerns the children. 

A. C. Maaruder, in reply. The plaintiffs having made a case, en
titling them to recover, should have had a verdict, unless the d e e d s 

take that right from them. The property in the deeds is not shown 
to have been equal to plaintiff's proportion of the intestate's e s t a t e 

which should have beeu doue, to justify the opinion of the Court, 
even if the deeds do constitute an advancement, Our Act of L798, 
ch. 101, sub-ch. 11, sec. 0, does not make it necessary for a party to 
bring his advancement into hotch-pot. But the deeds do not consti
tute an advancement. To give them that effect, it must a p p e a l 

affirmatively, that such was the object of the parent. The gnat 
question in t h e s e c a s e s always being to ascertain the intention of the 
parent. 4 Kent Com. 413. Jameson's deed shows a consideration 
moving from Ford to him. I t was not therefore voluntary, which is 
essential to an advancement. Stewart vs. The State, 2 H. dc 67. 114. 
The inference from the deed is, that an advancement was not de
signed, or it would have been so expressed. 

E A B L B , J. delivered the opinion of the Court. The Court's opinion, 
excepted to in this appeal, manifestly relates to a state of pleadings, 
a n d issue joined between the * parties, that do not appear in 
the record. The counsel in the cause admit the defect, and to ' * * • 
s a v e the expense and delay of a suggested diminution, h a v e agreed 
that we shall review the opinion below as expressed in the bill of 6 1 
ceptions upon the point, whether or not the deeds and evidence con
stitute an advancement in law, so as to preclude a recovery by the 
plaintiffs of a distributive share of the estate of Walter J a m e s o n , 

the father, without bringing the same into hotch-pot. I t is under
s t o o d too, that the generality of the prayer submitted by t h e d e l e n 

dants, is not to be noticed by us in revising and deciding on the 
opinion of the County Court. The case is an action instituted on the 
administration bond of Luke F. Jameson, administrator of Walter 
.Jameson, father of the plaintiff, by Sarah Q. Wilson, to recover a 
distributive share of ins personal estate, in nine parts to be divided, 
which from the inventory offered in evidence, appears in amount to 
be $3,524.89. The defendant read in evidence the deed from Walter 
Jameson to John B. Ford, dated the22d October, 1810, and the deed 
from John^ E . Ford to Raphael Jameson, bearing date the 31st Octo
ber, 1810; and the plaintiffs having admitted they did not bring into 
hotch-pot the property received by them under the deed from John 
E . Ford to Raphael Jameson, the Court instructed the jury, that 
under the evidence, the plaintiffs were not entitled to recover. 
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These being all the facts laid before the Court and jury, we pre
sume their honors thought that the daughter had been advanced by 
her father iu his life-time, and that she and her husband could not 
sustain their suit without bringing the advanced property into the 
reckoning with the shares of her brothers and sisters. 

Upon the question of advancement, we entirely agree with the 
County Court. The deeds offered in evidence are conveyances iu 
trust by the father for the benefit of his daughter Sarah and others, 
and afford ample proofs that she was advanced by the intestate in 
his l i fetime. W e consider them as one instrument, and conveying 

estates in * trust; they are wholly unlike the bill of sale in 
• * ^ ~ the case of Stewart vs. The State, use of Riggen and Wife. 
That appeared to be an absolute transfer for a valuable consideration 
of the property mentioned iu i t ; and on a case stated, which was 
viewed as a special verdict, the Court very properly refused to make 
inferences, to give a character to the deed different from what it pur
ported to be on the face of it. But there is no need to go out of these 
deeds, or to have recourse to extraneous matter to arrive at their 
true intention. No valuable consideration moves from the daughter 
Sarah, and so far as respects her, the conveyances are obviously vol
untary and gratuitous. No account is given in the record of the 
wife of Walter Jameson, but it would seem from the admissions of 
the plaintiffs, that her title to the negroes had ceased by her death 
or marriage. I f she had at the trial been living and unmarried, we 
should nevertheless have been of opinion, that the plaintiff, Sarah, 
had been advanced by the settlement, or portion secured to her by 
the deeds. Her interest in the negroes in remainder is a vested 
interest, and susceptible of valuation; and in the case of Edwards 
and Freeman, 2 Pier. Wms. 442, the Master of the Rolls says, that a 
reversion settled on a child, as it may be valued, is an advancement; 
and that a portion secured to a child, though mfuturo, is a provision 
according to its value. Iu the remaining branch of the Court's 
opinion, upon reflection, we cannot concur. To sustain the suit, 
there is no legal obligation on the plaintiffs, that we can perceive, to 
bring their advancement into hotch-pot. In the Orphans' Court, 
the administrator may not have given them an opportunity to bring 
it into reckoning, and on a trial at law, we do not see well how they 
could do so. On the other hand, the defendant's evidence, that the 
plaintiff's wife was advanced by her father in his l i fetime, only goes 
to establish that fact, and is not of itself sufficient to entitle him to 
a verdict. I t is not every child that is advanced, the law' excludes 
from the distribution. I t is only such as are advanced by a portion 

equal, or superior, to a share. To * make them a futTand per-
' * ' * " feet defence, it appears to us to have been incumbent on the 
defendant to have gone a step further, and showed by testimony the 
value of the portion ; and to have satisfied the jury, in the words of 
the Act of 1798, ch. 101, sub-ch. 11, sec. 6, that it was equal or supe-
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rior to a child's share in the intestate's estate. This would have ex
cluded the plaintiffs from participating in the father's personal prop
erty, and nothing short of this, it seems to us, could have defeated 
their action. Our judgment on this subject is formed ou the case 
before us, and is to be understood to apply only to a trial in an action 
at law. In what way we should have viewed the same point had 
this been a proceeding in a Court of equity for a distributive share, 
we are at present not prepared to say. I t might have required a 
strict examination of the British authorities, and a close comparison 
of our Act of Assembly, with the Statute of Distributions, the Sta
tute of 2 2 and 2 3 of Chas. 2 , ch. 10, which iu this case we have not 
made. 

W e however decidedly think, that where more than one child has 
been advanced, the remedy at law by a suit on the administration 
bond, is by no means an adequate one. The settlement on the plain
tiff in the actiou can alone be inquired into, and if taken into the 
distribution, he might be seriously prejudiced, having to divide with 
another, the amount of whose advancement ought to exclude him 
from sharing iu the surplus. In such cases more perfect relief might 
be had in a Court of Chancery, where all the parties in interest may 
be brought before the Court, and their respective rights adjusted, 
agreeably to the rules of equity, among the most just of which is 
equality. •!iidijmcnt reversed, and procedendo awarded. 

* J A M E S B O S L E Y vs. T H E C H E S A P E A K E I N S U R A N C E COM- 450 
PANY .—December, 1831 . 

Where a variety of facts have been proved, a prayer making a partial enume
ration of them, and thereupon asking an instruction to a jury, will not 
be granted, if not sustained by a consideration of all the facts proved, 
which belong to the question, whether enumerated or not. (a) 

An insured is not compelled in any case to abandon. He has an election 
which rests in his discretion: but no right to claim for a technical or con
structive total loss vests, until such election is made. 

An election to abandon for a total loss cannot be made, until receipt of advice 
of the loss. 

Intelligence of the loss of a ship derived from a newspaper, is sufficient 
advice to authorize an insured to abandon upon. 

The information which is sufficient to authorize the assured, to give notice 
to the underwriter, that he abandons, must be of such facts and circum
stances as would sustain the abandonment, if existing in point of fact, 
at the time the notice was given. 

(a) Approved in Adams vs. Capron, 21 Md. 205; Winner vs. Penniman, 85 
Md. 168; Haines vs. Pearce, 41 Md. 234. As to prayers upon seggregated 
facts, see Whiteford vs. Bnrckmeyer, 1 Gill, 127; Riggin vs. Ins. Co. 7 H. & J. 
208. 
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(6) Approved in Keener vs. Harrod, 2 Md. 74: Rawlings vs. State, Ibid. 216: 
Glenn vs. Rogers, 8 Md. 322. 

(c) Approved in Ford vs. State, 12 Md. 546; Bronme vs. Broume, 22 Md. 118. 

The mere stranding of a vessel, does not of itself, form a substantive ground 
of abandonment. The right to abandon on such an occurrence, depends 
on the attending circumstances. 

So where the assured addressed the following note to the underwriter: " I 
observe by the Boston newspaper of the 29th January, that the ship S. 
insured in your office, was driven ashore in a heavy gale of wind, on the 
6th of December, and by a Charleston paper of the 26th of January, that 
on the 13th she was not got off. In so dangerous a situation as Helvoet 
roads, it is to be feared a total loss has ensued, I therefore as a measure 
of precaution both for your interest and my own, abandon to you, and 
claim a total loss." Held, that this letter did not state to the under
writer, a sufficient reason for the offer to abandon. A mere apprehen
sion that a total loss may have taken place, does not authorize the offer. 

To justify the reversal of a Court's judgment, on the ground of their having 
given an erroneous instruction to the jury, it must appear that the appel
lant actually, or probably, did sustain au injury thereby. If it did him 
no prejudice, no matter how erroneous, it forms no ground of reversal. 
(b) 

The testimony of jurors cannot be heard to impeach their verdict, whether 
the conduct objected to in the jury be misbehavior or mistake, (c) Per 
ARCHER, J. 

A P P E A L from Baltimore County Court. This was an action of 
covenant, brought upon a policy of insurance effected by the appel
lant, Bosley with the appellees, The Chesapeake Insurance Com
pany. The original writ was sued out upon the 12th of July, 1823, 
The plaintiffs' declaration contained three counts. The first count 

alleged * that on the 12th day of December, 1822, at Balti-
/ * " ' more, &c. by a certain policy of insurance, then and there 
made and sealed with the seal of the Chesapeake Insurance Com
pany aforesaid, whicli the said Bosley here brings into Court, &c. 
the Chesapeake Insurance Company did insure the said James 
Bosley, lost or not lost, at and from a port or ports in Europe to 
Baltimore, $15,000, upon the body of the good ship called the Gene
ral Smith, whereof was the master for that voyage, Robinson ; 
beginning the adventure upon the said vessel, at and from the ports 
aforesaid, and so should continue and endure until the said vessel 
should be arrived at Baltimore aforesaid, and there moored twenty-
four hours in safety. And it was by said policy declared and 
agreed, that it should and might be lawful for the said vessel, in her 
voyage, to proceed and sail to, touch and stay at any ports or places, 
if thereunto obliged by stress of weather, or other unavoidable acci
dent, without prejudice to the said insurance; the said vessel, her 
tackle and appurtenances, for so much as concerned said insurance, 
by agreement between the assured and assurers iu the said policy, 
was valued at the sum insured. The perils and adventures which 
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they, the assurers, took upon themselves, and were contented to 
bear in the said voyage, were of the seas, men of war, fire, &c. and 
all other such perils, losses and misfortunes as had or should come 
to the hurt, detriment or damage of the said vessel, or any pari 
thereof, for which assurances are legally accountable; and in ease of 
any loss or damage, it should be lawful for the assured, their factors, 
servants and assigns, to sue, labor and travel for, in and about the de
fence, safeguard and recovering of the said vessel, or any pan thereof, 
without prejudice to the said assurance: to the charges whereof 
they, the assurers, should contribute, according to the amount of the 
sum thereby assured. And so they, the assurers, were content, anil 
did thereby bind the Chesapeake Insurance. Company to the assured, 
their executors, administrators and assigns, for the true performance 
of t h e * premises, confessing themselves paid the considera-
tion for the assurance by the assured, at and after the rate 
of t w o and a hall per ceut.; to return one per cent, if from one port: 
in case of loss, the same was to be paid in ninety days after proof 
aud adjustment thereof; the amount of the note for premium, if 
unpaid, being first deducted, provided such loss should amount to 
five per cent., under which no loss or damage was to be paid ou ship, 
unless general, &c. And the said James in fact says, that the said 
ship or vessel then and there being the property of the said James, 
and so ever after continuing to be, until and up to, and at the time 
of the loss hereinafter meutioued, and stud James being then and 
continually as aforesaid interested in said ship, to the value of all 
sums insured thereou, was heretofore, to wit, on the 3d day of Decem
ber, 1822, at a port in Europe, to wit, at the port of Rotterdam, to 
wit, at, &e. and then and there being the property aforesaid of the 
said dames Bosley, and being so the property of the said Bosley at 
the time of making said insurance, and said policy of insurance did, 
to wit. on the said 3rd day of December, 1822, depart and set sail 
from a port in Europe as aforesaid, to wit, from the port of Rotter
dam, on her said voyage in said policy mentioned, for and towards 
Baltimore aforesaid; and that afterwards, and whilst the said vessel 
was proceeding on said voyage, to wit, ou the 4th day of February, 
1823, to wit, in Helvoet roads, to wit, at, &c. and before the comple
tion of the voyage aforesaid, the said vessel was by the force and 
violence of the winds and waves, and by the perils and dangers of 
the seas, forced and driven and cast upon and against certain shoals 
and banks, and thereby, aud by drift of ice, then and there, became 
strained, disjointed, broke and damaged, insomuch that the said 
vessel thereby then and there was wholly lost to the said James, 
and a large sum of money, to wit, the sum of $2,000, was then and 
there expended by the said James, in aud about the safeguard, 
recovery, defence and preservation, and toward the reparation of 
said vessel; which said sums of mouey * so paid, laid out and 
expended, and the said sum of $15,000, the defendants became ' * « * « * 
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and were liable to pay the said James according to the tenor and 
effect of the said policy of insurance ; of all which premises the said 
Chesapeake Insurance Company, to wit, on the 4th day of February, 
1823, had notice, to wit, at, &c. 

2d Count. After referring to the same policy, it averred.—And 
the said James does in fact say, that the said ship or vessel was. 
to wit, on the 3d day of December, 1822, in good safety at a port in 
Europe, to wit, at the port of Rotterdam, and that afterwards, to wit, 
on the said 3d day of December, in the year last aforesaid, the said 
ship departed and set sail from the port in Europe aforesaid, to wit, 

, from the port of Rotterdam aforesaid, for and toward Baltimore 
aforesaid, on her voyage iu said declaration mentioned; and that 
whilst the said ship was proceeding on her said voyage, and before 
the completion thereof, and her arrival at her port of destination 
aforesaid, to wit, on the 4th of February, 1823, to wit, iu Helvoet 
roads, &c. by the perils and dangers of the seas, was stranded, and 
wholly lost to the said James, and that large sums of money, to wit, 
to the amount of $2,000, were then and there expended by said 
dames, in and about the safeguard, defence, recovery, and presei \ a 
tion and reparation of said ship, which said sum of money, and the 
said sum of $15,000, the defendants became and were liable to pay 
to the said James, according to the tenor and effect of said policy of 
insurance; and the said James iu fact says, that at the time of 
making the said policy of insurance, and continually thence up to 
and at the time of the loss aforesaid of said ship, the said ship was 
his property, and that he was interested therein as valued, to the value 
of all the sums insured thereon as aforesaid, of all whicli premises 
the Chesapeake Insurance Company, to wit, on, &c. at, &c. had 
notice. 

3d Count. Alleged as a breach of the covenants in the same 
pol icy—that before the completion of her said voyage, to wit, on 

the 4th of February, 1823, to wit, at Helvoet roads, to wit, 
* 8m. at, &c. before the arrival at her port of destination, Balti

more aforesaid, by the perils and dangers of the seas, and by stormy 
and tempestuous weather, and the violence of the winds and waves, 
was bulged, broken, and damaged, and destroyed, insomuch that the 
said vessel then and there became wholl.v lost to the said James, and 
a large sum of money, to wit, the sum of $2,000, was then and there 
expended by the said James, in and about the safeguard, defence 
and recovery, and preservation and reparation of the said vessel; 
which said sum of money, and the said sum of $15,000, the defend
ants, according to the tenor and effect of the said policy, became and 
were liable to pay said James; all of which premises the Chesapeake 
Insurance Company aforesaid had notice, to wit, & c ; yet the said 
the Chesapeake Insurance Company, although, &c. 

To this declaration, the defendants below pleaded that they had 
not broken their covenant, upon which issue was joined. 
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1. A t the trial of this cause, a variety of depositions, documents, 
and letters, were read, which the reporters do not deem it necessary, 
for the understanding of the points ultimately decided by either 
Court, to introduce, but have prepared the following general state 
inent of the evideuce offered to the jury. 

The plaintiff, to support the issue on his part, proved his property 
in the ship, the policy of insurance declared upon, and that he had 
tendered a deed of cessiou to the defendants, for his interest in the 
ship General Smith, which they refused to accept. He then read 
to the jury the following copy of a letter sent to the defendants : 

"Baltimore, 4th Eebruary, 1823.—Gentlemen—I observe by the 
Boston newspaper of the 29th January, that the ship General Smith, 
insured in jour office pr. policy No. 70(51, was driven ashore in a 
heavy gale of wind the 6th of December, and by a Charleston paper 
of the 26th of January, that on the 13th she was not got off. In so 
dangerous a situation as Helvoet roads, it is to be feared that a total 
loss * has ensued. I therefore, as a measure of precaution 
for both your interest and my own, do hereby abandon to you, 
and claim a total loss. Bespectfully, gentlemen, your obedient 
ser'vt. (Signed,) J A M E S B O S L E Y . 

" To the Presideut and Directors of the Chesapeake Insurance 
(Ompany." 

The plaintiff then further offered proof, that the ship General 
Smith, upon the voyage mentioned in the policy of insurance declared 
upon, set sail in ballast from Rotterdam for Baltimore, on the 3d of 
December, 1822, and anchored about four miles below Rotterdam, on 
the same day; that on the 5th of December, being at anchor at 
Helvoet roads, with a pilot on board, a violent squall from the S. and 
W . struck the ship and drove her aground; that on the 6th, a violent 
gale coming on, notwithstanding the exertions of the master and 
crew, the ship was driven fOO fathoms upon a mud bank by the 
force of the wind; that on the 7th the gale moderated; that every 
exertion was made to get the ship off, without avail; that she fell on 
her beam ends; at low water the bank was dry, and the people from 
the ship could walk around her, when she was from 200 to 300 yards 
from the edge of the water; that ice began to form about the middle 
of December, and made, around the ship in large banks. The ship's 
ballast was, while she was aground, thrown overboard; assistance 
was procured from the shore, but witli every exertion, the ship was 
not got off. She remained aground until from the 1st to the 4th of 
February, when she was at times afloat in her bed on the Bind bank. 
On the 5th the ship floated, but as the ice had then broken, and 
there was much danger from getting among it, every exertion was 
made to keep her on the bank, and prevent her getting into the 
channel way. On the 13th of February, the ship was finally got off, 
and proceeded to Williamstadt, and afterwards to Doit, where she 
\\ as hove out, both sides caulked at a heavy expense, and on the 13th 
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of March again set sail for Baltimore, where she arrived on the 6th 
April, in a leaky condition. * There was evidence that while 
the ship was aground, she was materially injured, strained 

and hogged; that the place on which she grounded, was very much 
exposed, the weather cold and severe, the crew greatly exposed and 
frostbitten; that the master was a man of skill and intelligence in 
his profession, faithful and attentive to his duties. After the ship's 
arrival at Baltimore, she was libelled by the seamen for wages, con
demned, and sold under a decree of the District Court of the United 
S t a t e s . The ship after being sold under the decree, was repaired in 
Baltimore, at considerable expense, and went to sea again. 

The defendants offered evidence that tin; place where the ship was 
aground, was a soft mud bank, and that she could have been got off 
the bank at any time with proper exertion, and with little or no 
damage, and tit no great expense ; that she was not hogged by being 
ashore, and that she is still a good ship. Thereupon the plaintiff by 
his counsel, prayed the Court to instruct the jury as follows; 

First. I f the jury find from the evidence that Captain Robinson, 
the commander of the ship in question on the voyage insured, was a 
man of integrity, and competent skill in his profession, a n d t h a t 

after the ship was driven on shore in the manner stated in the testi
mony, he acted according to the best of his judgment for the interest 
of all concerned; and if the jury also find, that on the 4th of Feb
ruary, 1823, the time of the plaintiff's abandonment, the ship still 
continued ou shore, and also continued on shore until the 13th of that 
month, and was at the time of said abandonment, aud for sometime 
before aud after, in imminent danger of being wrecked and lost, that 
then the plaintiff is entitled to recover for a total loss, notwithstanding 
the ship was afterwards saved, and notwithstanding the jury may find 
that said Robinson might have erred in not choosing other means 
within his power; better fitted to the saving of his said vessel; provided 
they be of opinion, from all the evideuce, that said error was such as a 

man of ordinary skill and judgment, and experience in * the 
• commanding of ships, might, under like circumstances, have 

committed. 
Second. I f the jury, find from the evidence, that the ship General 

Smith, on or about the 4th day of December, 1822, s a i l e d from Rot
terdam for Baltimore, on the voyage mentioned in the policy of 
insurance on which this suit is brought, and while on the said voyage 
was, on or about the 5th of December. 1822, driven on shore near 
Helvoet, in the manner stated iu the testimony; and if the jury also 
find, that the ship continued on shore until February 13th, 1823, and 
that during all that time while she was thus on shore, Captain Rob
inson, the master of said vessel, acting according to the best of his 
skill and judgment, for the interest of all concerned, endeavored to 
get the vessel afloat to pursue her voyage, whenever he supposed it 
to be practicable, and safe to do so; and in, and as, to said eudeav 
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oring, acted as a man of ordinary skill and judgment, and experience 
in the commanding of ships, would, in Dke circumstances have acted) 
ann if the jury also find, that the said Captain Robinson was a man of 
integrity, and of competent skill in his trade and business a s master 
and commander of such a ship as the General Smith, for the voyage 
insured, and that n o t withstanding the exertions so made, the said 
vessel, at the time the abandonment was made, continued aground 
and on shore, and incapable, therefore, of punning her voyage ; aud 
if the jury also find, that at the time of said abandonment, it was, 
and continued to be, uncertain and doubtful, whether she could e v e r 

be got off in safety, then the said abandonment is valid, and the 
plaintiff entitled to recover for a total loss. 

Third. If the jury find from the evidence, that the ship General 
Smith, on or about the 4th of December, 1822, sailed from Rotterdam 
for Baltimore, on the voyage mentioned iu the policy of insurance, 
on which this suit is brought, and while on the said voyage, was, 
on or about the 5th of December, 1822, driven on shore near Helvoet, 
in the manner stated in the testimony; and if the jury shall 
* also find, that the said ship continued on shore until the 13th * « * ® 
of February, 1823, and that during all that time, while she was thus 
ou shore, Captaiu Robinson, acting according to the best of his skill 
and judgment, and as a man of ordinary skill and judgment, and 
experienced in the commanding of ships, would, iu like circumstances, 
have acted, endeavored, whenever it appeared to have been prac
ticable aud safe to do so, to get the ship afloat, to pursue her v o y a g e ; 

and if the jury also find, that the said Captain Robinson was a man 
of integrity, and of competent skill in his profession, as commander 
of such a ship as the General Smith, for the voyage insured, then, 
that the ship was by being so cast on shore, arrested, aud restrained 
in her voyage by perils insured against, and on the 4th of February, 
1823, had been detained for an unreasonable length of time from the 
free use and possession of the plaintiff, aud therefore the said aban
donment is valid, and the plaintiff is entitled to recover for a t o t a l 

loss. 
Fourth. I f the jury find from the evidence, that the ship in ques

tion was driven on shore on or about the 4th of December, 1822, 
near Helvoet, when pursuing the voyage described in the policy of 
insurance on which this suit is brought, and continued on shore from 
t hat time until February 13th, 1823, and was thereby strained, broken 
and injured, to the extent and amount of more than half her value, 
that then the abandonment is valid, and the plaintiff is entitled to 
recover for a total l o s s , provided the jury shall also find, that during 
all the time the said ship was thus ou shore, Captain Robinson, the 
master of said vessel, acted according to the best of his skill and 
judgment for the interest of all concerned, in and as to endeavoring 
to get the vessel afloat to pursue her said voyage, and a s a man of 
ordinary skill and judgment, and experience in the commanding of 
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ships, would, in like circumstances, have acted; and provided also, 
that they find that the said Captain Robinson was a man of integrity, 
i K.n a n ^ °* c o n i P e t e n t skill in his trade * and business as a master 

and commander of such a vessel as the General Smith, for the 
voyage insured. 

And thereupon the defendants, by their counsel, prayed the Court 
to give the following instructions to the jury : 

1st. That if the jury shall find from the evidence in the cause, that 
after the ship was blown ashore in Helvoet Roads, she might 
have been got off at any time anterior to the 13th of February. I si'.;, 
at au expense of less than half her value, aud been enabled thereby 
to prosecute her voyage without further delay, aud that the means 
of getting her off were not employed by the master of the ship, 
owing to his unwillingness to make the expenditure, from an appre
hension that it would not be approved and sanctioned by the plain 
tiff, his employer, and that the ship was thereby delayed in the pro
secution of her voyage, from the 6th of December, 1822, to March, 
1823; that this delay having been unnecessary, was a deviation, 
which discharged the underwriters from all damage sustained by the 
s h i p subsequent to the time at which she might have been got off. 

2d. That if the jury shall find from the evidence in the cause, that 
the intelligence placed before the defendants by the plaintiff's offer 
to abandon, of the 4th of February, 1823, did not present the case 
of an entire destruction of the ship, nor a case in which she had 
been damaged to more than half her value, nor a case in which a 
total loss from stranding was in the highest degree probable, the 
case was not one in which the plaintiff was authorized to abandon, 
and claim for a total loss, and the plaintiff is entitled to recover only 
for a partial loss. 

3d. That if the jury shall find from the evidence in the cause, that 
the intelligence placed before the defendants by the plaintiff's offer 
of abandonment, of the 4th of February, 1823, presented a case in 
which it was probable that the ship might have been got off from 
the shore in a reasonable time, at an expense of less than half her 
value, the case was not a proper case for abandonment, and the 
plaintiff can only recover for a partial loss. 

* 4th. That if the jury shall find from the evidence in the 
' " " » " cause, that the ship when blown ashore in Helvoet Roads, and 
detained there from the 6th to the 13th of December, in the manner 
described in the plaintiff's offer of abandonment of the 4th of Febru
ary, 1823, w a s not in imminent danger from stranding, but was in 
imminent danger of being detained ou the shore till ice would be 
formed, which might cut her to pieces, that such apprehended dan
ger from ice not having been assumed as the ground of the otter to 
abandon, cannot be relied ou by the plaintiff' to support the aban
donment ; aud even if it had been assumed as the ground of the offer 
to abandon, that the mere apprehension that ice would form, which 
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might cut the ship to pieces, however reasonable such apprehensiou 
may have appeared, would have given no right to abandon: and that 
the plaintiff, had such been thegrouud of the offer to abandon, could 
only have recovered for a partial loss. 

5th. That if the jury shall find from the evidence iu the cause, t hat 
on the 4th of February, 1823, when the oiler to abandon was made, 
the danger from a total loss from stranding was not in the highest de
gree probable, and that at that time, the only danger that existed, was 
the danger of the ship's being borne by the water from the shore out 
into the current among the floating ice, and of being destroyed by t he 
ice; the case was not on the 4th of February, 1823, a proper case for 
abandonment on the ground assumed by the plaintiff in his offer of 
abandonment of that date; nor would the case have been a proper 
one for abandonment had the plaintiff there known and assumed the 
said apprehended danger from the ice, as the ground of his offer to 
abandon ; and that on the state of facts assumed in this prayer, he 
is eutitled to recover only for a partial loss; but the Court rejected 
each and every of the said prayers of both plaintiff and defendants, 
and were of opinion, and directed the jury as follows: That the 
plaintiff's intelligence of the state of his vessel, authorized the aban
donment as offered in evidence, provided the existing state of facts 
on " t h e 4th of February, authorized an abandonment for a . 
total loss; that the danger from being cut to pieces from the 
ice, was one of the perils to which the stranding of the vessel ex
posed her, and if on the 4th of February she was damaged to the 
amount of more tliau one-half her value, or was in imminent peril, 
and the highest degree of probability of actual or technical total loss 
existing, then the plaintiff is entitled to recover for a total loss, unless 
the captain had reason to believe that she could be got off iu safety, 
tor one-half her value, before the 4th of February, aud from any 
cause whatever neglected to attempt i t ; that is to say, he was bound 
to go up to the amount of half her value, unless he had reason to be
lieve that the means actually used by him were sufficient for that 
purpose. To which rejection of said prayers, as made by the plain-
titf, and to the said opinion aud direction of the Court, the plaintiff 
excepted. 

The cause having been submitted to the jury; under the foregoing 
instructions, they found a verdict of $5,786.30, for the plaintiff. 
Whereupon the plaintiff appealed to this Court. 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J . , EABLBand DOK-
SEY , .1,1. 

Mayer, Johnson, and Taney, (A t t ' y Gen'l U. S.) for the appellants, 
cited h'hinelander vs. Ins. Co. Venn. 4 Crunch, 41 ; Marshall vs. Dela
ware Ins. Co. 4 Crouch, 200, 208; 2 Marshall, 578; Lawrence vs. 
Ocean Ins. Co. 11 Johns. 293, 295; Wood vs. Lincoln and Kennebeck 
Ins. Co. 0 Mass. />'<],. 4S2; I'lril. on Ins. 459; Peek vs. The Merchants' 
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Ins. Co. 3 Mason, 27,29,41,48, 53, 57, 58, 65; 2 Mar. 586; Columbian 
Ins. Co. vs. Catlett, 12 Wheat. 391; Idle vs. The Royal Exchange Co. 4 
Serg. and Low. 279; Green vs. The Royal Exchange Co. 6 Taunt. 71; 
Bishop vs. Pentland, 14 Scr/7. awd" £ow. 33; Phil, on Ins. 442,448; 2 3far. 
598, 9, 601; Ralston vs. Union Ins. Co. 4 Binney, 386, 403; Dorr vs. 
New Eng. Mar. Ins. Co. 4 Mass. 230; 3 Kent, 268; Mclver vs. 2/en-

derson, A: Maul, and Sel. *576 ; (Joss vs. WMer*, 2 i?wrr. 683; 
Miller vs. Fletcher, Doug. 231; Parfc C*. 9, 219; PWtt. on hts. 

442; 76. 391; Anderson vs. WaMt*, 2 Maul, and Sel. 248. 
trfenw and Wirt, for the appellee, cited 2 Jfar. 590, 565, 601; De-

derer vs. Delaware Ins. Co. 2 Wash. C. C. R. 61 ; Phil, on Ins. 448; 
Peel vs. 77te Merchants' Ins. Co. 3 Mason, 27; 3 Kent, 265, 2481 
Hughes on Ins. 416; Bell on Ins. 610; 2 Jfar. 586; Columbian Ins. Co. 
vs. Catlett, 12 lYfteat. 391; Anderson vs. VYailt'g, 2 Maul, and Selw. 
240; JEwrf/t vs. Smith, lb. 278; Falkner'vs. Ritchie, lb. 290; Brothers-
ton vs. Barber, 5 J6. 418; Cologan vs. London Assurance Co. Ib. 446, 
447; Patrick vs. Cow. 7ws. Co. 11 Johns. 13; Suydam and Wyckoff 
vs. Marine Ins. Co. 1 Johns. 181, 183; £tn^ vs. Delaware Ins. Co. 2 
IVfls/i. C. C. JS. 309; JPJWJ. on /ns. 448; frooa" vs. Lincoln and Kenne
bec Ins. Co. 6 JV/oss. 483; 11 Petersd. 466. 

D O R S E T , J . delivered the opinion of the Court. The first and 
third bill of exceptious, on the part of the appellant, having been 
waived or abandoned, our duty is to inquire whether there be sucli 
error in the County Court's instruction to the jury, or their refusal of 
the appellant's prayers in his second bill of exceptions, as would re
quire a reversal of their judgment ! The propriety of the Court's 
denial of the several instructions which they were called on to give, 
will be first examined. 

The first prayer presents an hypothetical statement of facts, not 
enumerating all which had been proved, but predicated upon, and 
assuming the existence of those material facts, of which competent 
and adequate testimony had been offered, and the finding whereof, 
was indispensable to a recovery. These facts set forth in the bill of 
exceptions,were as fully in the view of the Court, in making a dispo
sition of the points presented, were as necessarily subjects of consid
eration, as if they had been incorporated iu the statement itself. 

The instruction requested could not for * a moment have been 
sustained; nay, could not have been asked for, but upon this 

assumption. 
The abandonment, one of those important links in the chain of tes

timony, is expressly referred to, and was to be regarded in the same 
manner, as if the proof, by which it was established, had been set 
out in the statement. I f no sufficient abandonment had been made, 
the instruction prayed for could not have been granted. The find
ing of the facts enumerated, could of themselves form no basis of a 
recovery, as for a total loss. Before the Court could have instructed 
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the .jury, that the plaintiff was entitled to such a verdict, they must 
of necessity have determined, that it was warranted by the abandon
ment. The sufficiency of the abandonment, the correspondence of 
its grounds with those relied on as evidence of loss, were clearly 
submitted for. and settled by the determination of the Court below; 
and notwithstanding the Act of 1825, in reviewing their judgment, 
form lit subjects for discussion before this tribunal. 

The insured is not compelled in any case to abandon, he has an 
election, which rests in Ids discretion; but no right to claim as for 
a total loss in its nature technical or constructive, can vest, until 
such an election be made. He can only abandon lor a total l o s s ; 

and his election to do so, can never be made until the receipt of the 
advice of the loss. It has been urged by the appellees, that the 
intelligence of loss communicated in this case, was of such an iiuau 
thenlic nature, that the assured was not authorized t o rely on its 
verity, and ileal with the underwriters accordingly. But we cannot 
yield assent to this suggestion. The information received would have 
carried conviction to any reasonable mind: was positive, untainted 
by any suspicions as to its truth: and if the facts which it made 
known, justified his abandoning, the insured was not bound to wait 
for more authentic advice. 

Were the underwriters liable for a total loss, under the abandon 
incut in the case at bar, is the first question to be * disposed 
of. Before the expression of our opinion, let us refer to some 
of the authorities pertinent to this subject. In 1 Johns. 181, Suydam 
et al. vs. Marine Ins. Co. the Court say, abandonment must lie "on 
sufficient grounds, and the accident occasioning it, must be described 
with certainty, so as to enable the underwriter to determine, whet her 
he be bound to accept. I f he be not, he will of course refuse, and 
neglect to take measures for its preservation, which is one object of 
making an abandonment." A similar principle is found in the 
Court's opinion, in King vs. Del. Ins. Co. 2 Wash. C. C. Rep. 300. 
It is incumbent on the insured to state to the underwriter a suffi
cient reason for the otter to abandon. "Th is is clear from the nature 
and use of an abandonment. The underwriter should have an oppor
tunity of judging whether he is bound to accept the offer or not. If 
bound, that he may do so at once, and take proper means for the 
preservation of the property." As the assured must at the time of 
abandoning, state the grounds upon whicli lie makes the abandon
ment, it is necessary, in order to make the act valid, not only that 
the existing facts should constitute a total loss; but also that the 
assured should be informed of the accident, which occasions the loss. 
He cannot abandon merely upon the apprehension, that a total loss 
may have taken place, and afterwards establish his right to do so. 
by facts that subsequently come to his knowledge, and which were 
wholly unknown to him at the time of making the abandonment 
Phil. Ins. 440. " The underwriters ought to know the grounds of the 

19 3 G. & J. 
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abandonment, that they may determine whether to accept. Accord
ingly, the assured must at the time of making the abandonment, 
make known to insurers, the reason for which he abandons. He 
cannot avail himself of any other ground, than that alleged by him 
al the time of abandoning; and if there be any other facts, (either 
known, or not known to him at the time,) on which an abandon
ment would be necesasry, in order to entitle him to recover for a 
total loss, he must abandon anew, before he can recover for such a 

* loss, on account of those facts." Phil. Inn. 448. " The facts 
• 4 o o 0 f w h i ch the insured is informed, and whicli he makes known 
to the underwriters, as the ground of his abandonment, must con
stitute a total loss." Phil, Ins. 458. 

From the authorities referred to, as well as upou principles of 
reason, justice and policy, we deem this rule undeniable, that the 
information which is sufficient to authorize the assured to give notice 
to the underwriters, that he abandons, must be of such facts aud cir
cumstances, as would sustain the abandonment, if existing in point 
of fact, at the time the notice is given. The mere stranding of a 
vessel, forms uot of itself, a substantive ground of abandonment. 
The right to abandon on such an occurrence, depends on the attend
ing circumstances. I f she be thrown so high upon the beach that 
her removal is impracticable, or if on a shore where the means 
of relief are unattainable, or where the exertion of those means 
would incur an expenditure exceeding half her value, then is the 
assured at liberty to abandon. To sustain this doctrine so con
stantly met with in the decisions of Courts of justice, and in writers 
upon the law of insurance, it cannot be necessary to refer to author
ities. 

What was the intelligence communicated in this case 1 Simply 
i his, " I observe by the Boston newspaper of the 29th January, that 
the ship Genl. Smith, insured in your office, per policy No. 7,061, was 
driven ashore in a heavy gale of wind, the 6th December, and by a 
Charleston paper of the 26th January, that on the 13th she was not 
got off. In so dangerous a situation as Helvoet Boads, it is to be 
feared that a total loss has ensued." I t has not been contended, 
that the fears of the insured are equivalent to a total loss, and con
stitute a ground of abandonment. There is no such head iu insur
ance law, as abandonment quia timet. Do the facts disclosed in the 
notice show a total loss, either actual or technical I for unless they 
do, the abandonment is wholly defective. I f mere stranding be not 
a total loss, there is no total loss disclosed by the notice. The 

only facta upon * which such a conclusion could rest, are, 
that in a gale of wind, the ship was driven on shore, and had 

remained there seven days. But whether she remained there from 
choice, to make some inconsiderable repair, as for example, to reship 
her rudder, or from necessity : whether she was thrown one foot, or 
one mile, from the channel of the river; whether she, lay high and 
dry, or in ten feet water; whether she had sustained any damage 
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by the accident; whether any effort had been made, to get her 
afloat; or whether the accomplishment of that object was imprac
ticable, or could be accomplished by the expenditure of ten dollars, 
or ten thousand dollars, were matters on which the insurer vera 
left to speculate in utter darkness. Can it seriously be urged that 
the underwriters, by the tenor and spirit of their contract, under 
such circumstances, were bound to have accepted the abandonment, 
aud thus become the purchasers of the ship, at the valuation in the 
policyf If there be any case to sustain such pretensions of the 
appellants, it has not been cited in the argument, and certainly has 
eluded the researches of the Court. 

It has been contended, " that an abandonment does not depend 
on the information given at the time it is made, but on the facts, or 
state of the property, at the date of the abandonment." This posi
tion cannot be sustained; it has neither principle nor authority to 
support it. I f it were true, it would follow that an abandonment 
would be effectual where a loss had occurred, although a knowledge 
of such loss, had never reached either the insurer or insured—that 
the insured need not make known the intelligence he has received 
of the disaster—that information of the slightest impending peril 
would support an abandonment, if at the time it was made, the condi 
tion of the thing insured constituted a total loss;—that such doctrine 
is at war with every adjudicated case on the subject, it can hardly 
be necessary to remark. Suppose both the insurer and insured to 
have resided at Rotterdam, or in the immediate vicinity of the place 
* of stranding, and that on the 13th of December, (the time 
when the facts relied on, as showing a total loss,) the abandon- • 
ment had been made; and made too, not only on the grounds stated 
in the notice, but upon all the circumstances connected with the 
disaster, could it be insisted that a total loss then existed, in point 
of fact, or was " in the highest degree probable," or that the moral 
certainty of its occurrence was such, that upon principles of reason 
or law, it might be assumed as having already taken place? The 
ship lay on the bank, free from injury, save an unimportant one to 
h e r rudder, which had been repaired. Nothing was required to place 
her in a state of safety in the stream, but a shifting of the wind to 
the northwaid or westward. Could the loosest dictum that ever 
escaped a judicial tribunal, make such a state of things a total loss ? 
If the right of abandonment existed not where the contracting par
ties resided, at the theatre of the disaster, it derives no additional 
strength from the fact of their residence being several thousand 
miles distant. The claim to abandon, depends altogether upon the 
nature of the intelligence received, which must be communicated to 
the assurer; but here it is attempted to sustain this abandonment, 
not upon the facts received by the assured, and made known to the 
underwriters, nay. not even upon the actual condition of the prop
erty insured, at the date to which the intelligence relates, but upon 
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accidental contingencies, transpiring a month or two months after
wards, and never previously submitted to the insurer, as the basis 
of the claim. The sufficiency of an abandonment rests not merely 
on the occurrence of facts, which constitute a total loss, but upon 
their knowledge by the assured, the communication thereof to the 
assurer, with an offer to abandon, and the continuance of the disas
ter at the date of abandonment. 

Were we to extend the right of abandonment to the extent to 
which it has been insisted on in the preseut trial, it would be carried 
much beyond any limits heretofore prescribed to it. According to 

our view of the subject, this * right has been already ex-
/ * " ~ panded as far as expediency or justice will tolerate. A policy 
of insurance is a contract of indemnity, not of sale. If, on light 
grounds, or mere probabilities of loss, a right of abandonment arises, 
you convert underwriters into traders, and impose on them, if they 
regard the interests they represent, the duty of inquiring into the 
nature aud value of the cargo insured, the grounds upon which rests 
the calculation of profit from the commercial adventure, and all the 
probable consequences of a coercive sale, at a port intermediate the ter
mini of the voyage thus compelling the insured to make public that 
commercial intelligence, upon which his adventure is predicated, and 
upon the concealment of which depends the success of his enter
prise. There is much good sense in the remark by C. J. Willes, in 
Willes' Rep. 640, "that insurances were contracts of indemnity, and 
not for profit or gain ; " and there is equal wisdom in what is found 
in a learned commentary on insurance law, Hughes'1 Int. 415,—" I t is 
clear that a policy of insurance, both in its object and form, is merely 
a contract of indemnity. It contains no stipulation respecting aban
donment, has its origin from the nature of the coutract, as a contract 
of indemnity. The underwriter does not stipulate, under any cir
cumstances, to become the purchaser of the thing insured; it is not 
supposed to be in his contemplation; he is to indemnify only. This 
being the principle, a practice or doctrine which is calculated to break 
in upon it, ought to be narrowly watched." 

The cases of Peele et al. vs. The Merchants'1 Ins. Co. 3 Mason, 1'7, 
and Fontaine vs. The Phccnir Ins. Co. New York, 11 .Johns. 293, have 
been much relied on by the appellants. But is there the slightest 
similitude between the nature of the facts shewing the loss in those 
cases, and those which belong to the case before us? In the case in 
3 Mason, the Argonaut was cast upon the rocks, bilged, the tide 
flowed freely through her, her sails and riggiug cat from the masts, 
all her furniture removed for safety, the master and crew had de-
. serted her, expecting her to go to * pieces, if the wind had 

veered to the north-west, her destruction inevitable, and her 
situation was so desperate, that there remained of her recovery, but 
a glimmering ray of hope; under these circumstances, Justice Story 
held the loss to be total, in accordance with the opinion of Lord El-
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lenborongli, who in Anderson vs. Wallis, 2 M. and S. 240, says, "there 
is not any case, nor principle, which authorizes a total loss, unless 
where the loss lias been actually a total loss, or in the highest degree 
probable, at the time of abandonment." In the casein 11 Johns, the 
vessel was driven against the rocks at St. Pierre, Martinique, and 
beating against them some time, was driven so high on shore, thai 
when the gale subsided and the sea become calm, there was only two 
or three feet water on the outside of her. The master, mate, and super-
•cargo, made depositions that it would cost more than her value to 
get her off; that a survey was had of the vessel, and she was con
demned and sold : the purchaser afterward got her off at an expense 
of $500. The Court held, thi * her situation being desperate at the 
time of the survey, the subsequent good ortune of the purchasers 
did not destroy the plaintiff's right to recover for a total loss, unless 
the jury believed she could have been got off for half her value. I t 
is unnecessary to draw the strong lines of discrimination existing 
between the cases cited, and that now under consideration. They 
are authorities against the appellant's right to recover. 

This first prayer appears to have been framed, and it was so 
argued before us, as if intended to call on the Court to decide, that 
" imminent danger of being wrecked and lost," justified abandon
ment, and recovery for a total loss. In this aspect of the prayer, we 
entirely concur with the County Court in its rejection: mere " immi
nent danger " of a total loss, never has been deemed sufficient ground 
to entitle the assured to a verdict for a total loss. The Courts have 
only gone thus far in the cases, where danger was not only imminent 
but the loss in the highest degree probable. 

* W e wish to be understood as not expressing any decided . „ 
opinion in this case, whether if all the circumstances con-
nected with the stranding of the General Smith, from the 5th of De
cember, 1822, to the 6th of February, 1823, or to any previous day, 
had been inserted iu a notice of abandonment, delivered to the un
derwriters, that the plaintiff would not be entitled to recover for a 
total loss, but as at present advised, we should deliberate much, and 
long, before our minds could be brought to the adoption of such a 
conclusion. 

The second prayer has been discussed, as if presenting the ques
tion, whether the loss were not total, " as by the stranding of the 
ship, she, for all the useful purposes of a ship for the voyage, is, for 
the present, gone from the control of the owner, and the time when 
she will be restored to him in a state to resume the voyage, is uncer
tain." As conclusive of the affirmative of this question, and to show 
that the right to abandon is immediate and complete, the appellant 
relies on the rule laid down by Justice Story, in the case of Feel etal. 
vs. The Merchants' Ins. Co. 3 Mason, 65, where a learned and elabo
rate review is taken of most of the English and American cases on 
the subject, in the conclusion of which, that enlightened jurist says, 
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" t h e right to abandon exists, whenever, from tin* circumstances of 
the case, the ship, for all the useful purposes of a ship for the v<>\ age. 
is. for the present, gone from the control of the owners, and the time 
when she will be restored to him iu a state to resume the voyage, is 
uncertain, or unreasonably distant, or the risk and expense are (lis 
proportioned to the expected benefit, and objects of the voyage." 
This literal construction, and technical application of the ride, is 
wanting in candor aud justice to the learned Judge. His rule was 
extracted from the adjudicated and admitted principles and cases' 
that he refers to, which immediately precede it, and on which he re
lies as its basis. It ought not, therefore, in fairness, to be applied to 
cases in no wise analogous in their circumstances: but admitting the 
correctness of its application to the perils enumerated, embargoes, 

blockades, * detentions, submersions, and shipwrecks, which 
" * * * cannot be repaired in the ports where the disasters happen, it 
surely is not a lair or rational interpretation of the Judge's opinion, 
to embrace within it the case of mere stranding, when in a preceding 
part of the same opinion, he states it to be a position " incontrover
tible, that the mere stranding of the ship is not, of itself, to be 
deemed a total loss, so as to entitle the insured immediately to aban
don." If, however, the true exposition of tins rule, be such as is 
given it by the counsel for the insured, we must be excused iu with
holding from it our approbation. They allege that the General 
Smith being aground, " f o r all the useful purposes of a ship for the 
voyage, is, for the present, gone from the control of the owner, and 
the time when she will be restored to him, in a state to resume the 
voyage, is uncertaiu," and therefore the insured may rightfully aban
don. By the same system of reasoning, every stranding would con
fer the same right; as the time of disentanglement from such a peril 
is ever a matter of uncertainty. Before we could yield our assent to 
the rule thus literally expounded, the words, " and the time when 
she will be restored to him in a state to resume the voyage is uncer
tain," must be stricken out, aud their place supplied by the following 
insertion; " and that she will be restored to him in a state to resume 
the voyage, is highly improbable." But we must not be understood 
as recognizing this literal and forced construction of an isolated sec
tion of the Court's opinion. I t is manifestly contradicted both by 
what precedes and follows the introduction of this clause: mere 
stranding being in limine alleged to be no ground for abandonment, 
and the first sentence that follows the rule, and which was designed 
to illustrate and announce its true meauing and operation, and the 
ground upon whicli it was predicated, declares, " tha t in such a case 
the law deems the ship, though having a physical existence, as eeas 
ing to exist, for purposes of utility, and therefore subject to be 
treated as lost." Could such an absurdity be imputed to the law, 

that it should deem a ship as ceasing to exist for purposes of 
* * * utility, and be treated as lost, because she was grounded on a 
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beach, from which she would be extricated by the first favorable 
change of the wind f Such was the condition 01 the ship, now the 
subject of litigation, at the time she was seen by those whose reports 
Of her disaster readied the owner, and formed the ground of his 
abandonment. But it is an useless consumption of time, to inquire 
whether the facts relied on in the second, third, and fourth prayers 
of the appellants, in contemplation of law, amount to a total loss. 
They were not made the ground of abandonment, nor are I hey eon 
sequences to have been anticipated, as necessarily flowing from 
them: the offer to abandon, having failed to show the condition of 
the ship desperate, her total loss, in the natural course of things iue 
vilable, or " in the highest degree probable," was wholly invalid, and 
consequently, the very substratum of the plaintiff's action having 
failed, all prayers sanctioning his right to recover for a total loss, 
were properly rejected by the Court. 

Having disposed of the first branch of this case, the only remain
ing inquiry is, has the appellant any just reason to complain of the 
instruction given by the Court to the jury. To justify the reversal 
of a Court's judgment, on the ground of their having given an erro
neous instruction to the jury, it must be made appear, that the 
appellant actually, or probably, did sustain an injury thereby. No 
matter how erroneous the instruction, if it could work no prejudice 
to the appellant, it forms no ground for reversal. So far from the 
appellant beiug prejudiced by the Court's instruction, it conferred 
on him an essential benefit, to which, in our view of the subject, he 
was not entitled. It permitted the jury, upon a state of facts which 
the} were left at liberty to find, to give the appellant a verdict as 
for a total loss, whereas the direction ought to have been, that from 
the insufficiency of the abandonment, they were not authorized to 
give such a verdict, no matter what the proof might be. Therefore, 
although we disapprove, iu part, of the instruction given to 
* the jury by the Court below, we deem it no fit subject of ~* ' * * 
complaint to the appellant. 

Concurring with the County Court in their rejection of the appel
lant's four prayers, in the second bill of exceptions, and seeing no 
ground of reversal in their instruction to the jury, we affirm the 
judgment. Judgment affirmed. 

Note.—After the verdict in this cause, the plaintiff moved for a new trial; 
and filed in Court as the foundation of that motion, the depositions of nine 
of the jurymen,—declaring, that they had considered in making up their 
estimate of the plaintiff's damages, that he had received the proceeds of the 
sale of the ship General Smith, at or about the time of her being sold by the 
marshal, in July, 1823, and that he had been accordingly charged with inte
rest upon such proceeds, from the supposed time of its receipt by him, until 
the rendition of the verdict, and that they believed the other jurors acted 
upon the same views.—The fact was, that the plaintiff received those pro
ceeds in 1827. The motion for a new trial was resisted, upon the principle. 
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that the deposition of a juror, was not competent evidence to'prove this mis
take: and the whole subject was most elaborately discussed. 

The County Court, ARCHER, J.—I have carefully examined the cases cited 
in the argument of this case, and am of opinion, that the testimony of 
jurors cannot be heard to impeach their verdict, whether the conduct ob
jected to in the jury, be misbehavior or mistake. The New York cases are 
full to this point—so are the cases in England, since the Revolution, though 
very contradictory before that period. The cases in 2 T. R. in 6 Cowan and 
1 Wendell, decide, that no evidence can be received from the jury, to show 
mistake. I think these decisions right, because, were the law different, an 
inquisition might be instituted in every case, into the grounds and motives 
of a jury for their finding, in order to ascertain whether, in coming to given 
conclusions, they had not mistaken facts. Verdicts of juries, would then 
in all cases, be uncertain. To permit such inquisition into the motives of 
juries, would it appears to me, be against public policy, and lead more fre
quently to the prostration of justice, than to its preservation. 

Independent of the above ground, I should be opposed to a new trial in 
this case. Treating the loss of the plaintiff as partial, and not as total, (for 
with this branch of the jury's finding, no fault has been found,) I am not 
satisfied that injustice has been done to the plaintiff. He has obtained a ver
dict for ,*5.786, and has received ?M,692 from the sale of the vessel, making 
in all. the sum of S10,478.—Now when the probable deterioration of such a 
vessel, on such a voyage, is taken into consideration, I am by no means 
clear, that the indemnity of the plaintiff has been inadequate. Besides, 
considering this as a partial loss, the time when Mr. Bosley received the 
I ft A * P r o c e e d s of the sale, would seem to be entirely immaterial to any 

•* • just determination of the case,—for if the loss were partial, the prop
erty in the vessel and its proceeds alway remained in him, and he might 
employ them, or let them remain idle, without at all affecting the subject-
matter of inquiry here. 

The motion for a new trial is overruled. 

J A M E S F L A C K VS. C H A R L E S GREEN .—December , 1831 . 

The promissory note of I . endorsed by G. and P. fell due at Washington, on 
the 6th, where payment was then demanded, and refused. The notices 
to the endorsers were enclosed in a letter addressed to P. at Baltimore, 
and mailed at Washington on the evening of the 6th. The mail left 
Washington every morning, and arrived at Baltimore at an early hour 
the same afternoon. Both the endorsers lived in Baltimore, and notice 
was delivered to G. the first endorser, on the 9th. Held, that G. was 
discharged from his liability as endorser, the notice being one day too 
late; in legal presumption the notice reached P. on the 7th. (a) 

After evidence had been given, that a letter containing two notices for en
dorsers upon a dishonored note, had been mailed under cover to one of 
them, at W. directed to B. where they both resided, it was proposed to 
prove, that it was the invariable and uniform practice of the endorser's 
house and counting-room, to which the notices had been directed, to 
forward such notices immediately upon the receipt of them, and the 
witnesses who were employed in such counting-room, had no doubt, and 

(a) See Bell vs. Bank, 7 Gill. 216. 
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believed, from the course of their business, that they had forwarded one 
of the notices to the other endorser. Held, that the proposed evidence 
was incompetent, to prove the delivery of a notice in due time to the 
other endorser, (b) 

No person can become a party to a bill, unless his name appears on some part 
of it. (c) 

One whose name is not upon a bill, though interested in it, is not entitled to 
the benefit of the rule, that each party is entitled to an entire day, for 
the purpose of giving notice to the person preceding him, on a dishon
ored note or bill. 

A P P E A L from Baltimore County Court. Assumpsit by the appel
lant, as endorsee, against the appellee, as the endorser of a prom
issory note for $482.80, dated Washington, March 3d, 1825, payable 
at eleven months, of which one John Pic, of that place, was the 
maker. The general issue was pleaded. 

* 1. A t the trial the plaintiff proved the endorsement of . ~ _ 
Charles Green, who resided in the City of Baltimore at the 
time the note became due; aud also proved the signature of said Pic, 
the maker; and then read in evidence the testimony of John (i. 
McDonald, notary public, residiug in the City of Washington, taken 
under a commission issued for that purpose, v i z : i ' I find by refer 
ence to my notarial book, that a similar note to that now exhibited 
to me, marked A , was delivered to me by the President and Direc
tors of the Bank of Washington, to be presented for payment, to the 
drawer thereof, and that after the hour of three o'clock in the alter 
noon, ou the Oth day of February. 1820, I presented the said note for 
payment, at the store of John Pic, in Washington City, and de
manded payment of it, and was answered by a lady officiating 
therein, and believed by me to be the wife of the said John Pic, that 
Mr. Pic was not within, and that it could not be paid. I then pre
pared a notice of the non-payment, addressed it to Charles Green, 
and a similar notice addressed to Henry Payson & Co. the second 
endorsers on the note; which notices I enclosed and put into the 
p o s t office in the City of Washington, on the evening of the same 
day, addressed to Henry Payson i\ Co. Baltimore, Maryland; the 
next morning I returned the note to the President and Directors of 

(6) Approved in Pocock vs. Hendricks, 8 G. & J. 421. .Distinguished in 
Bell vs. Bank, 7 Gill. 228. Cited in Brailsford vs. Williams, 15 Md. 159. In 
Bell vs. Bank, the Court said that, although no reason is assigned for the 
rejection of the testimony offered in the case in the text, " yet it was mani
festly too loose and vague to raise the presumption it was intended to con
vey. Time, the essential ingredient in the notice, is indefinite. It does not 
appear when the letter was received by the house, or how soon after it the 
notice was forwarded to the endorser. It does not prove through what 
channel or direction, by whom or whoso business it was among the partners 
and clerks of the house to see it expedited, and whether it was forwarded 
by mail or personal message." 

(c) Cited in Brailsford vs. Williams, 15 Md. 158. • 
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the Bank of Washington, accompanied by the protest made by me." 
And for the purpose of shewing that the notice of non-payment ad
dressed to Charles Green, the defendant, and mailed at Washington, 
on the 6th day of February, 1 8 2 6 , under cover to Henry Payson & 
Co. the next succeeding endorsers to the said defendant; as set forth 
in the evidence of John (!. .McDonald, was transmitted to the de
fendant in due, time, the plaintiff offered to prove by Henry P. 
Sumner, a member of the mercantile house of Henry Payson & Co. 
that it was the invariable and uniform practice of that house, to 
forward such notices immediately upon receipt of them, and that he 
had no doubt, from the course of their business, that they had 

forwarded this particular notice to Charles Green, * but that 
/ * ' " he had no recollection upon the subject of forwarding this 
particular notice to the defendant. That from the general course of 
their business, and from the particular custom of their counting 
house, in respect to such notices, he believed that the notice iu ques
tion had been duly transmitted to the defendant. And the plain 
tiff further offered similar evidence, by all the clerks of the house of 
H. P. & Co. To this evidence the defendant objected, as being in
competent, and inadmissible to prove that notice of the non-payment 
o f the said note was received by, or given to, the defendant: which 
objection the Court [ A R C H E R , C. J.] sustained, and refused to per
mit the said evidence to be given to the jury. The plaintiff excepted. 

2. In addition to the testimony given in the preceding bill of ex
ceptions, and which is hereby made a part of this exception, the 
plaintiff still further to support the issue on his part, proved by 
Henry W . Kiser, a legal and competent witness, that the following 
notice— 

Mr. Charles Green.—"Baltimore, 9th February, 1 8 2 6 . Dear Sir: 
The note of John Pie, for * 1 8 2 . S 0 , of your endorsement, has come to 
hand protested. I now feel you, as the endorser, bound for the pay
ment of the note, and I shall hold you as such, and shall expect the 
payment of the same in the course of to-day or to-morrow. 

" J A M E S F L A C K . " 
Is in his hand-writing, and that at the time it bears date, he was a 
•clerk in the employ of the plaintiff, and that by the direction of the 
plaintiff he delivered a notice, of which the. above is a true copy, ou 
the 9th of February, 1 8 2 6 , at the store of Coley and Green, of which 
firm the said defendant was a partner. And the plaintiff then 
proved by Henry P. Sumner, that soon after Messrs. Flack & Co., of 
which firm the plaintiff was a partner, became known to Henry Pay-
son & Co., Mr. Samuel B. Coley, the partner of the plaintiff, stated, 
that from the nature of their business as brewers, or mixers of liquors, 
and manufacturers of cordials, that they would require foreign liquors 
. . . and wines, to * use in their establishment, and that he stated 

' at the same time, that they were strangers in Baltimore, aud 
did not wish to keep a bank account, and would therefore wish Henry 
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Payson & Co. to collect their bills receivable, and that in purchasing 
such articles as suited their business, they would buy from Henry 
Payson & Co. when they could get them upon as favorable terms a s 
from other persons; that a f t e r such understanding, the h o u s e of 
. l a m e s Black & Co. dealt largely with Henry I'ayson & Co.. purelias 
ing various articles of merchandise on credit, and placing with them 
various promissory notes, from time to time, as they r e c e i v e d t h e m 

in the course of their business; that Henry I'ayson & C o . occasion 
ally advanced sums of money to said Flack & Co. as they required 
them, which they so advanced, as well for their personal confidence 
iu Flack & Co. as in the faith of the said n o t e s , which they had d e 

posited with them in the course of t h e i r dealings a s aforesaid. And 
a l s o proved by the same witness that the amount of n o t e s credited 
Flack & Co. in their account current witli the house of I'ayson & C o . 
included the note on which the present s u i t i s i n s t i t u t e d : a m i t h a i 

the charge therein afterwards stated of the said note, to the debit of 
James Flack, w a s in consequence of the said note having been re
turned protested for non-payment by the d r a w e r , wdio resided in the 
City of Washington, and that the dealings of the said house of Henry 
I'ayson i\ Co. witli James Flack continued after the dissoluti it the 
partnership of James Flack & Co., without any new understanding 
between them as regards advances, and t hat such advances were made 
alter s u c h dissolution in the same manner as before; that they kept a 
mutual interest account with each other, both before and after the dis
solution aforesaid, and that from the nature and course of their d e a l 

iiigs w i t h the said house of Flack & Co. and with the said plaintiff, a l t e r 

the dissolution aforesaid, they considered themselves as the bankers 
of the said Flack & Co. and of the plaintiff, after the dissolution 
aforesaid; a n d the said witness being asked by the counsel for the 
' defendant to give a definition of the word " b a n k e r " as he 
applied it to this particular case, stated, thai he meant there- * * ® 
by to express " a sort of combined agency in the purchase of goods, 
and collection of notes, and making advances of money." It was 
proved on the part of the defendant, by the c r o s s examination of the 
s a i d witness, that Henry I'ayson \ C o . , when t h e y received the notes 
for collection from Flack & Co., placed them in their books as bills 
receivable, and when they were paid, placed the amount thereof to 
the credit of Flack & Co ; that Henry Payson & Co. did not consider 
themselves iu any way bound by the receipt of such notes, unless the 
money due ou them was paid at their maturity; that all the expenses 
of collect ing the said notes were paid by Flack & Co.; that D O advance 
was made by Henry Payson & Co. on the note on which the suit was 
brought, and that if the same had been paid at maturity, and Flack 
had called for the money paid thereon, it would have been given to 
him as Ids own money; and that if the note had not b e e n paid, aud 
Flack had asked for the advance of that amount of money, it would 
have been given to him ou his personal credit; that Henry Payson 
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& Co. were not in the habit of receiving notes for collection from 
persons residing in the City of Baltimore, and that witness had no 
knowledge that any other note was placed in the hands of Henry 
Payson & Co. for collection, except those received from Flack & Co., 
and that they were not the bankers of any other house in the like 
manner in which they were the bankers of Flack & Co.; and further 
proved that the store of Coley and Green was about five hundred 
yards distant from the store of Flack; aud further proved, that the 
said note was not endorsed by James Flack, the plaintiff, at the time 
it fell due; aud that the mail from Washington to Baltimore left the 
former place early in the morning, every day for the latter, where it 
arrived at an early hoar in the same afternoon: whereupon the de
fendant prayed the Court to instruct the jury that the plaintiff is not 
entitled to recover, and assigned the following reasons: 1. That the 

* plaintiff had not used due and reasonable diligence in the 
"* " delivery of notice to the defendant, of the dishonor of the note 
on which this suit was brought. 2. That such notice being delivered 
on the 0th of February, 1827, was one day too late; and 3. That 
there was no evidence of notice to charge the defendant as endorser 
of the note on which this suit was brought; which instruction the 
Court [ A R C H E R , C. J . ] accordingly gave. 

The plaintiff excepted, and the verdict and judgment being against 
him, he appealed to this Court. 

The cause was argued before B U C H A N A N , C. J . , E A R L E , S T E P H E N , 
and D O R S E Y , J J . 

Johnson, for the appellant, cited Miller vs. Hackly, 5 Johns. 375; 
Pritt vs. Fairclouyh et al. 3 Camp. 305; Hagedorn vs. Reed, lb. 379; 
Scott vs. Li[ford, 1 lb. 246,249; Chitty on Bills, 213, 225,318,319; 
Longdate vs. Trimmer, 15 Bast, 201 ; Mead and Rogers vs. Engs, 5 
Cow. 303 ; 3 Kent, 73. 
• Oill, for the appellee, cited The Cumberland Bank vs. McKinley, 6 

H. & J. 527; 3 Kent, 46, 75; Chitty on Bills, 22, 23, 316; Bank of Co
lumbia vs. Magruder, 6 H. & J. 181; Bank of Columbia vs. Fitzhugh, 
1 II. A- (»'. 248; Vincent vs. Harlock et al. 1 Camp. 442, 443, note 1; 
Smith vs. Mullett, 2 Camp. 248; Darbishire vs. Parker, 6 East, 5, 6, 7; 
U. S. States vs. Barker, 12 Wheat. 560; Morgan vs. Wood-worth, 3 
Julius. Cos. 89." 

S T E P H E N , J. delivered the opinion of the Court. This suit was 
instituted in Baltimore County Court, by the appellant, against the 
appellee, upon a promissory note drawn by a certain John Pic, in 
favor of the appellee, by whom it was endorsed to the appellant. 
The general issue was pleaded, and on the trial of the" cause, the 
plaintiff proved the endorsement of the payee on the note, who 

* resided in the City of Baltimore at the time the note be-
l o U c a m e due, and also the handwriting of the maker. John Pic, 
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the maker of the note, residing in the City of Washington, the note 
was transmitted to the Bank of Washington for collection by Henry 
I'ayson & Co. of Baltimore, as the agents of James Flack, by whom 
it had been placed in their hands for a similar purpose. When the 
note became due, it was placed by the bank in the hands of a notary. 
who demanded payment thereof, which being refused, lie prepared B 
notice thereof, addressed to Charles Green, and a similar notice ad
dressed to Henry Payson & Co., who were endorsers on the said 
note: which notices the notary endorsed and put in the post-office, 
in the City of Washington, on the evening of the same day, ad
dressed to Henry Payson & Co. at Baltimore. Iu this case, two 
bills of exceptions were taken in the Court below. Iu the first excep
tion, for the purpose of showing that the notice of non-payment, ad
dressed to Charles Green, the defendant, and put Into the post-office 
at Washington, on the 6th February, 1826, the day the note became 
doe, under cover to Henry Payson & Co. the next endorsers, was 
transmitted to the defendant in due time; the plaintiff offered to 
prove by sundry witnesses that it was the invariable and uniform 
practice of that house to forward such notices immediately upon re
ceipt of them, and that they had no doubt from the course of their 
business, that they had forwarded this particular notice to Charles 
Green, the defendant, but that they had no recollection upon the 
subject of forwarding this particular notice to the defendant. That 
from the general course of their business, and from the particular 
custom of their counting house, in respect to such notices, they be
lieved the notice in question had been duly transmitted to the de
fendant. To this evidence the defendant objected, as being in com 
petent, and inadmissible to prove that notice of the non payment of 
the said note was received by, or given to him; which objection the 
Court sustained, and refused to permit the said evidence to be given 
to the jury. * In this opinion of the Court we do not think J e i 

there is any error. 

In the opinion given by the Court in the second exception, we also 
entirely concur. The note became due on the 6th February, 18126, 
and the proof offered in this exception established the fact, that 
Green, the defendant, never received notice, until the 9th of that 
month, which was unquestionably one day too late. The name of 
Flack was not endorsed upon the bill ; and in Chitty on Bills, 23, the 
principle is stated to be a general one, " t ha t no person can become 
a party to a bill, unless his name appears on some part of it." For 
this rule he refers to the opinion of Buller, in the case of Fenn vs. 
Harrison, iu 3 Term, 759, where he says: " I n the case of a bill of 
exchange, we know precisely what remedy the holder has. if the bill 
be not paid. His security appears wholly on the face of the bill 
itself. The acceptor, the drawer, and the endorsers are all liable iu 
their turns, but they are only liable, because they have written their 
names on the bill." The law seems to be well settled, that where all 
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the parties reside in the same place, each party has a day to give 
notice. In 1 Wheat. Sehv. 295, the law is laid down to be, " where 
there are several endorsements, and the holder gives notice of dis
honor to his endorser, neither that endorser, nor any prior endorser 
is bound to transmit the notice of dishonor on the very day on which 
he receives it. Each successive endorser will be considered as having 
used due diligence, if he transmit the notice of dishonor, on the day 
after it is received, in a case where all the parties live in the same 
place; but if he neglect giving the,notice on that day, and the day-
after, it will be too late." In Jameson vs. Swinton, 2 Gamp. N. P. C. 
373, the same rule was recognized by Lawrence, J. v iz : " that each 
party to the bill has a day to give notice." The name of Flack not 
being upon the bill iu this case, he was not entitled to the benefit of 
the principle, that each party is entitled to an entire day for the pur 

pose of giving notice. * " T h e putting of a letter into the 
post-office, giving the notice, is sufficient, without proof of its 

having been actually received, and if the party to be affected with 
the notice, reside in a different place from the holder, the notice may 
be sent through the post-office, to the post-office nearest the party 
entitled to such notice;" 1 Wheat. 298; Bank of Columbia vs. Magru-
der, G H. & J. 181. According to the admission of the parties, it 
appears, that the mail left Washington City early in the morning, 
and arrived in Baltimore, at an early hour the same afternoon. In 
legal presumption, the notice must have reached Payson & Co. on 
the 7th February, who were legally bound to deliver notice to Green 
on the following day. This not having been done, we are of opinion, 
that the Court below were right, in the opinion expressed by them 
in the second exception, and affirm their judgment. 

Judgment affirmed. 

J O S H U A C O C K E Y VS. J O N A T H A N FORREST .—December , 1831. 

Z. being insolvent, and desirous to raise monoy, applied to F. and obtained his 
promissory note for §250, payable 60 days after date to Z. for the purpose 
of selling it to raise money. No consideration was paid for the note. 
Z. endorsed the note in blank, sold and delivered it to the plaintiff, who 
was ignorant of its being a lent note, for the sum of $200. The maker 
of the note was in good circumstances. Held, that this note was usuri
ous and void. 

A P P E A L from Frederick County Court. Assumpsit by the appel
lant, the endorsee, against the appellee, the maker of a promissory 
note. 

A t the trial the plaintiff offered in evidence the following promis
sory note, the hand-writing of the drawer and endorser beiug ad
mitted ; viz : 
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* "$250. Westminster, February 26th, 1827. Sixty days 
a Her date, 1 promise to pay to the order of Win. Zolliekoffer, ' * ® « * 
two hundred and fifty dollars, for value received. Jonathan Forrest. 
Endorsed,—Pay the contents to Joanna Cockey. W m . Zolliekoffer." 
And then read in evidence by agreement, the following statement of 
tacts. It is admitted that the note upon which this suit is brought, 
was executed by the defendant, whose name is signed thereto. That 
Wm. Zolliekoffer wished to raise money, aud not being able to do so 
upon his own note, he being insolvent, applied to the defendant, and 
obtained the note in question, for the purpose of selling to get money. 
That the note was executed for the purpose of selling, and without 
any consideration. That Zolliekoffer sold the same to Cockey, the 
plaint ill, for two hundred dollars, and endorsed and delivered it to 
him in blank. The words " pay the contents to Joshua Cockey," 
were put there by the plaintiff's counsel before the s u i t w a s brought. 
It w a s a l s o admitted that the defendant, at the time said note was 
executed, and endorsed to the plaintiff, was, and now is, in good cir
cumstances as to property, and abundantly able to pay the amount 
therein expressed; and that Zolliekoffer was, and still is insolvent. 
That the plaintiff had no notice, or knowledge, that said note w a s a n 
accommodation note, given to raise money. Upon this statement, 
the defendant prayed the Court to instruct the jury, that the plain
tiff was not entitled to recover upon the ground, (according t o a n 
amendment of the record made by consent, upon the argument ot the 
cause in the Court of Appeals,) that said note was avoided by the 
statute against usury. The County Court gave the instruction as 
prayed. The plaintiff excepted, and the verdict and judgement being 
against him, he prosecuted the present appeal. 

The cause was argued before S T E P H E N , A R C H E R , and D O R S E Y , 
,IJ. 

Ross, for the appellant, cited 5 Rand. 425; 1 Serg. and Low. 74; 
1 Peters1 S. C. Rep. 43; Bennett vs. Smith, 15 Johns. 355; 4 Cowcn, 
279; Powell vs. Waters, 8 Cowen, 689; Oilmor, 42; 5 Rand. 333; 3 
Serg, mid Loir. 93, note 13; 4 East, 57: Wiffrn v s . Robert, 1 East, 
261; 7 Johns. 361; 13 Johns. 52; 15 Johns. 56; Davison VS. Franklin. 
20 Serg. and Jj>w. 363 ; 2 Term R. 72. 

* Palmer, for the appellee. The question is, was the note 
negotiated upon a usurious consideration. The rule is, that 
all contracts which are substantially usurious, are void, no matter 
what means or terms are employed to avoid the statute. 

It is admitted, that a bona fide purchaser O f a note, or bond, will 
be protected, though he gives less than the amount it expresses: but 
it must be an actual purchase, and its payment must not be guaran
teed by the seller. If it is so guarauteed, or the note endorsed by 
the borrower, it is no sale, but a loan o f money. This i s stronger 
than the case of Sauerwine vs. Brunner, 1 H. & O. 477, because in 
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that case, the note was in the hands of a bona fide holder, whilst 
here it is in the hands of the usurer. He referred also to 7 Johns. 
26; 1 Mass. Rep. 217; 1 Wm. Blk. 445. 

The Court considering this case decided by Sauerwine vs. Brunner, 
1 H. d- 0. 477, Affirmed the judgment. 

491 * C H A R L E S C A R K O L L of Carrollton vs. M A R S H A M W A U I N< l 
et al.—June, 1832. 

Since the passage of the Act of 1785, ch. 72, sec. 25, the practice of the Court 
of Chancery in England, in the case of a plea ruled to be sufficient, 
when set down for argument, to make the complainant pay £5 costs, is 
repealed, and a fine should be paid only by the party pleading or demur
ring, whose plea or demurrer is overruled, (a) 

Where it fully appears, upon the face of a complainant's bill, that there had 
been a sufficient lapse of time to make the bar created by the Act of 
Limitations, a defence to the suit, it is not necessary to verify the plea 
of limitations by an oath: nor is it necessary to support such a plea by 
an answer, where there was nothing charged in the bill in avoidance, or 
which could take the case out of the Statute of Limitations. (6) 

The payment of interest upon a bond, is no avoidance of the Act of Limita
tions, of this State, nor will even an express acknowledgment of the 
debt revive the remedy upon a bond barred by that Act. (c) 

A P P E A L from the Court of Chancery. The case is sufficiently 
stated in the following opinion, delivered by his honor, B L A N D , Chan
cellor, at December Session, 1830. 

This case stauding for hearing, as to the sufficiency of the several 
pleas for the defendants, heretofore filed, and the solicitors of the 
parties having been fully heard, the proceedings were read and con
sidered. 

The plaintiff, Carroll, by his bill, filed on the 24th of February, 
1830, states, that Thomas S. Lee being indebted to him on the 21st 
of April, 1798, in the sum of £3,000 sterling, he, with Marsham 
Waring, and Notley Young, as his sureties, bound themselves in a 
joint and several bond of that date, conditioned for the payment of 

(a) Cited in Rider vs. Gray. 10 Md. 299; Seebold vs. Loekner. 30 Md. 137. 
See Rev. Code. Art. 65, sec. 52. 

(b) Cited in Hall vs. Ridgely, 33 Md. 310. 
(c) Cited in Mullikin vs. Duvall. 7 G. & J. 360: Lamar vs. Monro. 10 G. & 

J. 65; Leonard vs. Hughlett, 41 Md. 388. Where the remedy on a single bill 
has become barred by the statutory lapse of time, the mere payment of 
interest on the debt will raise no such promise as will support assumpsit for 
the amount due on the single bill. Nothing less than an express promise to 
pay the amount due thereon, made after the statute has become a bar to the 
remedy on the bond itself, will suffice to maintain an action of assumpsit to 
recover the amount due. Leonard vs. Hughlett, supra. 
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that sum, on demand, with interest from the 23d of November next 
before the date of the bond. That lie sued, aud recovered 
judgment on the bond against Waring, at April Term, 1810; 
that Waring by his will, dated on the 17th of May, 1812, gave 
all his estate, real and personal, to his son, Marsham Waring, 
and soon alter, in the same year, died; that the late Marsham 
Waring left a large amount of property, but * that the - f t t > 

whole of his real estate had beeu exhausted since his 
death, in making satisfaction of a debt with which he had encum
bered it, by a deed prior to the judgment against him; that Notlej 
Young, the other security in the bond, died some time in the year 
1798, leaving a large amount of property; that his personal estate is 
insufficient to pay his debts; that his executors are also dead, and 
that administration de bonis non, with the will annexed, has been 
granted on his personal estate; and that the greater part of the 
interest on said bond has been paid him ; but that all of the principal, 
and a part of the interest, is still due. Upon which the bill prays, 
that the executor of the late Marsham Waring, and t he administrator 
of the late Notley Young, may account, respectively, for the personal 
assets which had come to their hands: that the real estate of the 
late Notley Young, may be sold, to pay the plaintiff and his other 
creditors, and that process may issue against the executors, the 
administrator, and the heirs and devisees of the late Marsham War 
ing. and the late Notley Young, therein named as defendants. The 
bill says nothing of the situation of Thomas S. Lee, the principal 
debtor, nor is he made a party to the suit. On the 27th of Sep 
tember, 1830, Robert Y . Brent, the administrator of the late Notley 
Young, filed his separate plea of the Statute of Limitations, in bar of 
the whole cause of action, relying on the facts as stated in the bill, 
that the bond, or thing in action, had been more than twelve years 
standing prior to the institution of this suit; and on the same day 
Marsham Waring, the devisee of the late Marsham Waring, and 
Notley Young of Ben., and Eleanor Clagett, two of the heirs or de-
vi s e e s of the late Notley Young, filed their joint and several plea of the 
Statute of Limitations, in bar of the whole cause of action, in which 
they rely on the facts set forth in the bill, that the bond, as well as 
the judgment against Marsham Waring, this defendant's testator, 
or t hose things in action, had been more than twelve years standing, 
before the filing of this bill. And on the 20th of duly, 1830, Marsham 
Waring, » the executor, filed his separate plea of the Statute - O Q 

of Limitations, in bar, relying on the facts as stated in the • * " * * 
bill, that the things in action, the bond and the judgment, against 
his testator, bad been more than twelve years standing before the 
commencement of this suit. None of the pleas are sworn to, nor any 
of them accompanied by an answer purporting to lie in their support, 
or by an answer of any kind. Without replying to them, the plain
tiff" set them down for argument, to obtain the opinion of the Chan 

20 3 G . & J. 
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cellor as to their sufficiency; and as to that alone, the parties now 
ask the judgment of the Court. 

The plaintiff has objected to these pleas, because they do not neg
ative the savings, as to the impediments of infancy, &<;., spoken of 
in the Act of Limitations, relied on by them. The Act here referred 
to, is that of 1715, ch. 23, whicli is so nearly analogous to the English 
statute upon the same subject, that it has been generally construed, 
and applied, in the same manner. The 0th section, here particularly 
relied on, is peculiar to Maryland. There is no English Statutory 
Limitation, as to bonds and judgments; but like the English Statute 
of Limitations, after prescribing a limitation to actions upon those 
securities, it concludes with a saving in favor of infants. &c. after 
such impediments are removed. In equity, as well as at law, it has 
been always held to be sufficient, that the defendant should, in his 
plea of the Statute of Limitations, rest upon the fact, that the debt 
became due, or that the cause of action had accrued, beyond the 
prescribed time, before the suit was brought, without showing that 
the case did not fall within any of the savings of the Act , which are 
exceptions in favor of the party suing, and therefore if his ease falls 
within any of them, it is for him, and not the defendant, to show it. 
There is, therefore, no foundation for this objection to these pleas. 
The plaintiff has also urged, that these pleas ought not to be received, 
because they are not on oath; and in reply to this objection, it was 
contended that this is a creditor's bill, and that in all such cases, the 

defendant, or any co-creditor, has * always been allowed to 
take advantage of the Statute of Limitations against any 

claim, merely by filing a note of such objection, without oath; and 
that for these, and other reasons, apparent upon the proceedings, it 
was not necessary that these pleas should have been put in on oath. 
A s regards the course of proceeding on a creditor's bill, it is true, 
that from necessity, in some particulars, and for convenience in other 
respects, inauy of the established rules of the Court, as between the 
plaintiff aud defendant, have been dispensed with, or put aside, in 
relation to creditors who come in after the commencement of the 
suit. As to the claim of the originally suing creditor, the defendant 
is specially called on to answer by the bill, and therefore, as to the 
claim so presented, he cannot be allowed to demur, plead, or answer, 
iu any other manner than according to the established course of the 
Court. But the other creditors of the defendant are called on, in 
general terms, to come in, and file the vouchers of their claims in the 
Chancery office, by a given day; and not being allowed to retard, or 
incumber the proceedings, with any tedious, or very special allega
tions, respecting their several claims, it is but reasonable that the 
defendant, as well as any co-creditor, should be allowed to rely upon 
the Statute of Limitations, or any other objection, in opposition to 
them, in the same summary and informal manner in which the claims 
themselves have beeu permitted to be introduced iuto the cause; 
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hence it has always been doomed sufficient, for a defendant or any 
co-creditor, to file a short note, in any form, and without oath, of his 
reliance upon the Statute of Limitations, in opposition to any such 
claim. This, however, is a course of proceeding which has been 
sanctioned, because of the peculiar nature of the case, and can in 
no respect he deemed a precedent applicable to the case under 
consideration. It may be regarded as a general rule, in equity, 
that in all cases where the defendant undertakes to rest his 
defence upon any matter ot tact, not stated in the bill, and 
only sustainable by proof, other than that id' a record, or some 
* public testimonial, he must make oath to the truth of the 
tacts he so advances as a defence. And further, that in all 
cases where the defendant puts his defence into the form of an 
answer, whether it be confined to that whicli is strictly responsive to 
the bill, or contains much matter iii avoidance, it cannot lie received 
without being sworn to by him, unless the plaintiff" consents to its 
being tiled without Oath. Generally, a plea in equity shows some 
tact, or new matter, no! stated in the bill upon which the defendant 
relies as an excuse for not answering as the bill requires, and upon 
which he rests his defence against the relief claimed by the plaintiff, 
and therefore, in general, all pleas must be upon oath, where the fact 
relied on is such as must be proved by the testimony of witnesses. 
If, however, the plea relies upon any public record, or other matter, 
of which the Court must take notice, or which may be shewn by a 
record, as upon a former decree in relation to the same matter in bar. 
then, if the decree be enrolled according to the English mode, the 
defendant may make profert of the record, without swearing to the 
plea, because to the verity of the record there can be no addition by 
the defendant's oath: but if the decree be in paper only, so that it 
cannot be shewn to the Court, then the plea must be on oath. Form 
Bom, 56. A plea resting upon a statute alone, is a plea of matter of 
record; but if it be necessary to couple any mere matter of fact with 
a statute, in order to constitute or complete defence, then the plea 
must be on oath, because the defence would be unavailable without 
an averment of such fact, and the defendant must verify by ins oath 
all such facts which he advances as a defence; as where the plea re
lied on the statute against selling pretended titles, which prohibits 
all such bargains, except the vendor had been, one year previous to 
the sale, in possession of the estate, the averment that the plaintiff 
had not been so in possession, is a fact, without which the statute 
can be of no avail to the defendant: and therefore, his plea resting 
so far on a mere fact as well as upon a statute, it was required to be 
substantiated *by his oath. Coop. Hep. 34; 2 Yes. ami />'. 
:')."i7: L' fforr.fr. Ok. 591,598. A plea is an excuse for not ' * * ' « 
answering as the bill requires, and therefore a defendant cannot, by 
plea, offer an excuse, and then go on to answer as the bill requires; 
because such an answer is an admission that there is no reason why 

http://fforr.fr
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he should not so answer; and therefore, by such an answer, he vir
tually waives and overrules his plea. But there are many cases in 
winch lie must answer certain portions of the bill, in support of his 
plea, as where a mortgagee files a bill to foreclose, and actually states 
a case upon which he might be barred of relief by the Statute of 
Limitations; but as it were in anticipation of that defence, alleges 
that the mortgagor had repeatedly acknowledged the debt to be due, 
and had made sundry payments within the time which would other
wise have operated as a bar; in such ease, if the defendant pleads 
the Statute of Limitations iu bar, he must support his plea by an 
answer, denying the acknowledgments and payments alleged in the 
bill: because if he did not do so, as those allegations would be taken 
for true, they would take the case out of the statute. This is said to 
be an incongruous form of pleading; and it is uecessary in all cases 
where there is matter stated in the bill, and not covered by the plea, 
which would, if not answered and denied, be a sufficient reply to the 
plea; but here there is no allegation that anything has ever been 
paid on the judgment, and the general averment of the bill, " that 
the greater part of the interest on said bond has been paid him, but 
all the principal, and a part of the interest, is still due," without any 
specification as to the time when such payments of interest were 
made, is entirely too vague and indefinite to take the case out of the 
statute, admitting it to be literally true; and there is no intimation 
in the bill of any other circumstances which could prevent the run
ning of the statute against both the bond and judgment. For. Rom. 
58; Mit. Fr. 212; 3 Atk. 358. By Lord Bacon's orders it is declared 
that " a demurrer is properly upon matter defective, contained in the 

bill itself, * and no foreign matter; but a plea is of foreign 
matter to discharge or stay the suit, as that the cause hath 

been formerly dismissed, or that the plaintiff is outlawed, or excom
municated, or there is another bill depending for the same cause, or 
the l ike; and such plea may be put in without oath, in case where 
the matter of the plea appears upon record; but if it be anything 
that doth not appear upon record, the plea must be upon oath." 
Beam. Ord. 26. From which it appears, that the peculiar quality in 
which a plea essentially differs from a demurrer is, that a plea rests 
on some new matter not set forth iu the bill; whereas, a demurrer is 
founded exclusively upon the matter apparent on the face of the bill: 
a plea admits the truth of those facts only of the bill, which are not 
covered by it—but a demurrer admits the truth of the plaintiff's 
whole case, and only denies that he is in equity entitled to the relief 
he asks, even supposing all the facts stated by him to be true; hence 
a demurrer is never required to be sworn to, because it neither con
troverts any facts stated by the plaintiff', nor advances any new mat
ter of fact, the truth of which may be denied or put in issue. For. 
Rom. 93. I t is also declared by Lord Bacon's rules, that where any 
suit appears upon the bill to be of the nature of those which are reg-
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ularly to be dismissed, such as bargains at play, or wages, or bargains 
for offices, &c. such matter is to be set forth by way of demurrer, 
Beam. Ord. 27: and hence, as it would seem, it has become a gen
eral rule, thai a plea to be good must state some new matter, which 
is a bar of the plaintiff, and not like a demurrer, rest on facts in the 
bill; but if, instead of doing so, the defendant relies, by way of plea, 
altogether on the facts apparent on the face of the bill as a bar, the 
plea will be overruled: because the bill being open to a demurrer, a 
plea cannot be resorted to upon such ground as a defence. 1 Mad. 
Rep. 228; 2 Mad. Rep. 8; .1///. /V. 235. 

But although a plea is generally expected to advance some new 
matter, not found in the bill, as a bar; yet this * does not 
apply to what is called a negative plea—as where the plaintiff 
claimed only as administrator, and the defendant pleaded that he 
was not administrator, the plea was allowed: and yet it is obvious 
that it advanced no new matter, but rested the defence upon a sim
ple denial of one of the component parts of the plaintiff's title its set 
forth in his bill. 2 Ok. Cos. 10: :! Ch. Rep. 71: 1 /'. Will. 707: 1 
Vern. 473; Dick. 510; 1 Cox, 198; 11 Ves. 302. 

Every bill assumes two positions; first, that the Court has juris
diction of the case: and secondly, that the plaintiff has the capacity 
to sue, as stated in the bill; and therefore, a plea to the jurisdiction, 
or in disability of the person which denies one of those positions 
amounts to no more than the denial of the title to relief from that 
Court, or to that person, admitting all other facts to be true H8stated. 
But there tire pleas in disability of the person, such as infancy, cm 
erture, or insolvency, which do not rest exclusively upon the state 
meats of the bill; and yet it is said, in the rules digested by the 
Chancellor pi the Republic of England, which were afterwards lite
rally adopted, that a plea in disability of the person, or to the jurisdic
tion of the Court, should be received andfiled. Beam. Ord. 1 7 L'. 188. 
Whence it would seem to have been laid down as a general rule that 
such pleas need not be put in on oath; because, if in any case where 
a plea is required to be sworn to, it is not put in on oath, it will be 
considered as a nullity, and ordered to be taken off the file. I'ra. 
Reg. 274; 2 Ve$. and Bea. 357. I t is a general rule in equity, as well 
as at law, that, a defendant cannot have the benefit of the Statute of 
Limitations, unless lie in some way particularly asks for it. A t law, 
where it appears by the declaration that the case is within the sta 
tute, the defendant cannot have the benefit of it by demurrer; he 
can only take advantage of it in such case by plea, 2 ISatuid. ti.'i, note 
G; and in equity it is almost always taken advantage of by plea, 
or by being specially relied on in the answer; indeed it was at 
one time doubted, whether the benefit of it could be had in any 
* other way : because it was said, the plaintiff should not, by 
a demurrer, be precluded from bringing his case within some 
o f the savings, or exceptions of the statute, either by amending his 

i 
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bill, or by putting in a special replication. 3 Atk. 226. But where 
a mortgagor comes to redeem, it is the law, or rule of the Court of 
equity, that he must show a good title to redemption, within twenty 
years, or he cannot be relieved; and therefore, it appears upon the 
face of the bill, that he has not brought his case within that rule, or 
that he has stated no fact or circumstance, which can take his case 
out of the operation of the statute, the defendant may demur, and 
rely on the Statute of Limitations as a cause of demurrer. 3 Bro. C. 
G. 635; 2 Sch. and Lef. 638; 19 Ves. 115; 1 Ves. and Bea. 536. 
From this review of the subject, it appears, that when the oath of 
the defendant, as in the case of a plea which relies exclusively upon 
a matter of record, can add nothing to the verity of the fact set out 
in the plea, or as in the case of a demurrer, or a plea to the jurisdic
tion, when the facts relied on by the plea, are only those set forth by 
the plaintiff himself in his bill, there the plea need not be put in on 
oath.—Whence it is clear, that where the lapse of time appears upon 
the face of the bill, as in this instance, without any allegation of an 
acknowledgment, payment, or other circumstance which can take 
the case out of the statute, the defendant may take advantage of the 
statute, either by a plea, or by a demurrer; aud such plea or de
murrer need not be sworn to, because the oath of the defendant can 
not be required by the plaintiff, to verify facts, which he himself has 
stated to be true. 

Where three or more are bound by a joint and several bond, a s u i t 

may be brought ou it, either against all, or any one of the obligors; 
but not against any intermediate number of them. But this bill i s 
tiled against the representatives of only two of the obligors, without in 
a n y manner accounting for, not having made the other a party. 
Yrlr. 26; Bard. 198; 1 Ben. and Munf. 61. I t is a general rule in 

* equity, than when a debt is joint and several, the creditor 
should bring all his debtors before the Court. The exceptions 

to this rule are, first, when the party omitted, is only a surety; but 
here, Thomas S. Lee, is stated to be the principal debtor; secondly, 
where nothing has been paid, aud the co-obligor is insolvent; but 
here, there is nothing said about the insolvency of Lee ; thirdly, 
where the co-obligor is dead, and there are no personal assets: but 
here it is not said that Lee is dead without leaving assets; and 
lastly, where a judgment has been obtained against one of the obli
gors, who alone is sued, because the judgment drowns the bond, and 
makes him alone liable: but this bill i s against the representatives 
of the one security, resting on their liability on the bond alone ; a n d 
against t h e representatives of the other surety, resting on their lia
bility on the judgment obtained upon the bond. Considering this as 
a c a s e against sureties alone, whose principal was insolvent, and who 
were, from the nature of their liability, entitled to contribution from 
each other, the bill may be well founded; and the joint aud several 
plea of Marsham Waring, and Notley Young, of Ben., and Eleanor 
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Clagett, who, although chargeable, the one on the judgment, and the 
other two on the bond alone, may yet, in respect of their being sure 
ties, and entitled to contribution in payment of the same debt, be 
permitted thus to join in a defence against the same claim. But in 
equity these defendants ought nor, from the plaintiff's own showing, 
to be made to pay anything, much less to be put to call for contribu
tion from each other, if their principal be solvent; for although the 
Court must by a general decree, bind them all alike in favor of the 
plaintiff, yet it ought to decree over, in favor of the sureties against 
the principal; whicli cannot be done in this case, because he is not 
here as a party. 2 Vern. 195, (note;) 3 East, 258; 2 Atk. 430 ; 3 Atk. 
400; Dick. 738; 10 Vex. 300; 1 McCord, 301; 5 Cran. 330; 2 H. & 
fi. 300. ("iion the whole then, 1 am of opinion, that the bill has not 
made, or sufficiently accounted for not having made one a party to 
to this * suit, who is represented as the principal debtor; and 
the case must therefore stand over with leave to amend in that « * " • • 
respect. I am also of opinion, that till these pleas must be deemed 
sufficient as the case now stands. 

According to the English course, of proceeding, which has been, 
and unless repealed, is now the rule of this Court, either party may 
set down a plea to be argued: and if it be allowed, the plaintiff pays 
five pounds: but if it be overruled, or ordered to stand for au answer, 
with liberty to except, without a saving as to the payment of costs, 

* the defendant pays five pounds. For. Rom, 5*4. The object of this 
regulation seems to be, to make the unsuccessful party pay for the 
costs, and trouble of the argument thus called for, in order to ascer
tain the sufficiency of the plea; and it is perfectly reasonable, that 
the peril of incurring such costs and expense should be entirely reci
procal. Hut our Act of 1785, ch. 72, sec. 25, only declares, " that the 
party whose demurrer or plea is so overruled upon argument, or 
withdrawn, shall pay to the opposite party, the sum of live pounds 
current money, and the costs thereof." There is nothing in this pro
vision, which negatives the ancient reciprocal rule of the Court; and 
therefore, considering the old rule as still iu force, aud as founded on 
reason anil justice. I shall apply it accordingly. 

Whereupon it is on this 28th of January, 1831, adjudged and 
ordered, that the pleas of the defendants be, and the same are hereby 
deemed sufficient : and the said plaintiff is required to admit, or 
reply to the same. And it is further ordered, that the said plaintiff' 
pay to each of the defendants, the sum of five pounds, current money, 
and the costs of the said plea t > be taxed by the register, and be in con
tempt until the said sum of money aud costs be fully discharged and 
paid. And it is further ordered, that this case stand over, with leave 
so to amend, as to make Thomas S. Lee, or his representatives, par
ties, oi to show why they ought not to be made * parties to r 

this suit: or to amend iu any other manner, which the nature *>UX 
of the case may require. 
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From this order, the complainant appealed to the Court of Appeals. 

The cause was argued before E A E L E , M A R T I N , and S T E P H E N , .1.1. 

Speed, for the appellant, contended. 1. That the pleas of the Ac t 
of Limitations should have been sworn to. Coop. Eq. 261, 252. 2. 
That they should have been accompanied by answers, showing that 
none of the payments of interest alleged by the bill to have been made 
were made within twelve years. 2 Vex. and Bea.'SrA; 1 Mad. Rep. 
204; 5 lb. 204; Eq. Draft. 443. 3. The Chancellor erred in deciding the 
question of parties, when the only matter submitted to him, was the 
sufficiency or insufficiency of the pleas. 4. The old rule making the 
fine reciprocal in cases of this description, is repealed by the Ac t of 
1785, ch. 72, sec. 25, according to which the complainant is nol liable 
to it. 

Flmser, for the appellees. 1. When the plea relies entirely upon 
the case made by the bill, and introduces no new matter in avoidance, 
it is good, though not sworn to, or supported by an answer. Coop. 
Eq. 231, 232; 1 Newl. Pr. 116; 2 Mad. Ch. Pr. 308, 310, 311; Boehm's 
Pr. 323, 334, dr.; Miff. Pr. 208; 4 H. d - ./. 53!); 1 Madd. P. 25, 
2. There is no fact contained in this bill, which made it necessarj to 
swear to the plea, or to accompany it with an answer. The cast-
made by the complainant, is subject to the bai of the statute, and 
there is nothing for an answer to deny. Coop. Eq. 227, 313; 3 Joint*. 
C. C. 384; 4 H. & J. 126; 1 67. & J. 272 ; Mitf. 40. 3. That part of * 
the Chancellor's order, which relates to parties, decides no matter of 
right, and is not the subject of an appeal. 4. Upon this point, he 
referred to 1 Newland, 121. 

* S T E P H E N , C. J. delivered the opinion of the Court. 
o U « f Although it appears to be the practice of the Court of Chan
cery in England, in a case of a plea, ruled to be sufficient, when set 
down for argument, to make the complainant pay five pounds costs, 
1 Neicl. Ch. Pr. 121, we do not consider that such a principle of prac
tice can be sanctioned in this State, since the Ac t of 1785, ch. 72, 
sec. 25, which contains in our opinion, a strong and irresistible impli
cation, that a tine should be paid only by the party pleading, or 
demurring, whose plea or demurrer should be overruled. This ex
press legislative provision, imposing a fine upon the party pleading 
or demurring, we consider a rejection of the English practice, which 
imposes a fine upon the complainant, where the defendant's plea is 
allowed, or ruled sufficient; as it cannot readily be perceived, why 
the imposition of the fine, was confined by that law, to the party plead 
ing or demurring, if it was intended that such principle of practice 
should be extended to the opposite party likewise. Upon the sub
ject of the legal sufficiency of the pleas filed iu this case, we concur 
in opinion with the Chancellor. W e do not think that it was neces
sary, that the pleas should have been verified by an oath. Whether 
here had been a sufficient lapse of time, to make the bar created by 
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the Act of Limitations a defence to the complainant's suit, fully and 
explicitly appeared upon the face of his bill. There was therefore 
no conceivable reason for requiring that the plea should be sup
posed by such a sanction. Equally unnecessary was it, that it 
should have been supported by an answer; because there was nothing 
charged in the bill, in avoidance of, or which could take the case out 
of, the operation of the Act of Limitations. Tiie payment of inte 
rest, if it had been precisely, or definitely alleged in point of time, 
it is clear, both upon reason, and authority, would not have had 
that effect; because the language of the statute of this State, in the 
case of a bond, is, positive and peremptory, that no bond shall be 
good and pleadable, or admitted in evidence, after the principal 
* debtor and creditor have been both dead twelve years, or _ . 
the debt, or the thing in action, above twelve years standing, 
saving to the creditor the usual benefits, or exceptions of infancy 
&c. I t is also iucontrovertibly established, that not even an express 
acknowledgment of the debt, will revive the remedy upon the bond, 
when barred by the operation of the Act . 

The decree of the Chancellor is therefore reversed, and the case 
sent back for further proceedings, agreeably to the principles herein 
contained. Decree reversal. 

D A N I E L C A R R O L L , of Duddington vs. L E E , Adm'r of LEE .—June . 
1832. 

A separate estate iu a wife, in personal chattels, was unknown to the com
mon law; like her person, her property was under the control of her 
husband. 

A separate property may now be held by a married woman, through the 
intervention of a trust, and even without the interposing office of a trus
tee. 

To exclude the marital rights over her property, a clear intention in the 
donor, that it shall be for her separate use, must appear. No technical 
words are necessary, but adequate language must be employed in 
making a gift, to manifest a decided intention to transfer a separate 
interest, (a) 

A gift of plate to a married woman, unexplained as to intention, is a gift, to 
which the marital rights instantly attach, and the thing given, immedi
ately becomes the property of the husband. 

When property in controversy is within the limits of the State, and the 
claimant resides abroad, the Chancery Court has an undeniable jurisdic
tion over the case, (6) 

So, where the defendant is within the State, and the land, or other property 
in contest, is beyond its limits, although the proceeding is in rem. the 

I a) Cited in Hntchins vs. Dixon, U Md. 37; Chen- vs. Beall, 13 Md. 860; 
Brandt vs. Nickle, 28 Md. 449. See Rev. Code, Art. 15, sec. 19. 

(6) Approved in Keyser vs. Rfce, 47 Md. 211. 
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Court of Chancery has jurisdiction. To enforce a decree in such a case, 
the proceeding may be in personam, as well as by injunction, to recover 
the possession of the thing disputed. 

Where the property has been removed from the State, and the defendant 
resides out of its limits, his appearance to the suit, and answer to the 
bill, for the purpose of contesting the merits, is waiver to any objection 
to the jurisdiction of the Court, although in his answer he also excepts 
to it. (c) 

* A P P E A L from the Court of Chancery. The present bill 
o l i o W 8 8 fl]e(| D v t i , e a p j , e n e e , Wm. Lee, as administrator of Mary 
Lee, on the 1st of November, 1827, against the appellant, and one 
Daniel G. Sim. The bill stated, that a certain Ignatius Digges, of 
Prince George's County, in the State of Maryland, being possessed 
of a large quantity of silver plate, by his last will and testament, 
dated in 1784, (a copy of winch is exhibited with the bill,) bequeathed 
the same to his wife, Mary Digges, for life, remainder to his grand
son, Ignatius Digges L e e ; but in case he should die before he 
attained the age of twenty-one, or unmarried, then to Mary Lee, 
the intestate o f complainant, and her heirs; that Mary Digges, the 
wife of the testator, and the executrix named in his will, took out 
letters testamentary, and assumed the burden of the execution 
thereof; that Ignatius Digges Lee, died before lie attained the age of 
twenty-one years, and unmarried, alter which Mary Digges delivered 
to the intestate of complainant, sundry pieces of the plate, thereby 
recognizing the authority of Ignatius Digges to dispose of i t ; that 
Mary Digges has since departed this life, having made and duly 
executed her will, of whicli Daniel C. Sim is the executor, and be
queathing to Daniel Carroll, (the appellant,) of the District of Colum
bia, a considerable portion of the aforesaid plate, (which the bill 
enumerates,) and which her executor accordingly handed over to 
Carroll, the legatee, who is now in possession of the same, claiming 
title thereto, under the will of the said Mary Digges.—Prayer, That 
said Carroll, and Sim, the executor, may be decreed to deliver com
plainant the pieces Of plate aforesaid, of which they may respectively 
be in possession, or pay the value thereof, aud for general relief; ami 
an order for publication is prayed against Carroll. 

Carroll iu his answer, says, that he resides out of the State of 
Maryland, and that the whole subject-matter of the suit, was, at 
the time of tiling the bill, and now is, beyond the limits of this State, 
as the complainant iu his bill charges; he therefore objects, and 

pleads to the jurisdiction of * the Court, in the premises, 
a i l l f 'p| i e i i n s w e r then admits, that Ignatius Digges died as stated, 
having by his will, of which his wife, Mary Digges was executrix, 
bequeathed the plate, as the bill charges; that Ignatius Digges 
Lee, died under twenty one years of age, and unmarried, and that 

Approved in Brookes vs. Delaplaine, 1 Md. Ch. 353. 
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oom plain ant is the administrator of Mary Lee; that he the defend
ant holds the plate under the will of Mary Digges, who died in 1825, 
tn whom it properly belonged ; that it was in no wise subject to the 
will of her husband, Ignatius, even though she might have been in 
possession of it during his life-time, as in that event, it constituted a 
portion of her paraphernalia, over which her husband could exercise 
no control, by any attempted testamentary disposition. The juris
diction of the Court was also objected to, upon the ground that the 
subject-matter of the controversy is cognizable in a Court of common 
law. The answer denies that Mary Digges delivered any port inn of 
said plate to Mary Lee, in pursuance of the provisions of her hus
band's will, or that she ever, in any way acquiesced in the power 
assumed by him in his will, to dispose of the same, if ins will does 
in fact assume such power. I t also denies, that the limitations in 
the will are valid and effectual, in reference to such property, to vest 
the title iu Mary Lee, although the intention of the testator may 
have been such as the complainant assumes it to have been, on the 
contrary, the answer insists that Mary Digges, the first taker, took 
an absolute and indefeasible estate therein. 

The answer of Sim, the executor of Mary Digges, admits the exe
cution of the wills, and the deaths of the several parties, as stated; 
that he had delivered a portion of the plate, as the bill charges, to 
Carroll, the other defendant, in compliance with the will of his tcs 
tatrix, in which he insists he was justifiable, as the same was given 
to his testatrix by her brother, after her intermarriage with Ignatius 
Digges, and was always during her life, considered by her, as her 
sole and separate property. 

* I t was proved, under a commission, that the (date in (pies r 

Hon was given to Mary Digges by a brother, during her cov-
ertnre. 

B L A N D , C. at December Term, 1830, decreed, that the defendants. 
Daniel C. Sim, and Daniel Carroll, of Duddington, forthwith trans 
for and deliver over to the plaintiff, the several pieces of silver plate, 
in the proceedings mentioned, which have been hitherto held and de
tained by the said defendants, and that they pay the plaintiff his 
costs. 

Prom this decree the defendant, Carroll, appealed to this Court. 

The cause came on to be argued at June Term, 1832, before 
E A R L E , M A R T I N , and S T E P H E N , JJ. 

Spied, for the appellant, contended, 1. That the complainant bad 
a legal remedy. 2. That the plate being the paraphernalia of t he 
u Ife, the husband could not dispose of it by will, though by the same 
will, a benefit might be conferred upon, and enjoyed by her. Brink-
until vs. Ili-iiikiiKin. 3 Atk. 358 , 3 0 4 ; 2 lb. 70. 2. He argued, that a 
present to a wife, by a stranger, during coverture, is a gift to her 
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separate use, and the husband has no control over it. 3 Atk. 93. 3. 
Carroll, the defendant, aud the subject of the suit, being both be
yond the limits of the State, the Court has no jurisdiction. 

No counsel argued for the appellee. 

EARLE, J. delivered the opinion of the Court. The pieces of plate 
which form the subject of dispute between the parties in this case, 
are claimed by the appellee, under the will of Ignatius Digges, and 
by the appellant, Daniel Carroll, of Duddington, under the will of 
Maty Digges, the surviving wife of Ignatius Digges. What were 

the respective rights of these testators, while living, * t o this 
O U S property, presents the inquiry at this time first to engage the 
attention of the Court of Appeals. Al l the testimony iu the cause, 
was taken on the part of the appellee. From this it appears, that 
the disputed [date was given to Mary Digges, by one other brothers 
alter her marriage with Ignatius Digges ; and the question we have 
to decide, is, whether by the gift it became her sole and separate 
property, or devolved on her husband, and made a part of his per
sonal estate. A separate interest iu a wife iu personal chattels, was 
unknown to the common law. Like her person, her property was 
under the control of her husband. This strictness has been much 
relaxed by the decisions of the Courts of equity. I t is now fully es
tablished, that a separate property may be held by a married woman, 
through the intervention of a trust, and even without the interpos
ing office of a trustee. To exclude, however, the marital rights over 
her property, a clear intention in the donor, that it shall be for her 
separate use, must appear. No technical words are necessary to 
create a separate use, but adequate language must be employed, in 
making the gilt, to manifest a decided intention to transfer a sepa
rate interest; to show that the husband was not to enjoy what the 
law would otherwise give him. 

Is this the character of the gift we have now to review 1 I t was 
made, it is presumed, by parol, and many years have elapsed since it 
was made. What the declared intention of the giver was, if his in
tention was expressed, is lost in time, and must forever remain a 
secret to us. Al l we know is, it was a present of plate from a brother 
to a married sister. Can we, from this circumstance of relationship, 
and from the nature of the subject given, infer an intention in him, 
to give it to her, for her separate property ? This is the particular 
point that Awaits our decision, and it does not seem to us, that we 
need he slow in giving it. I t is plain, this naked gift does not jus
tify an inference, that it was her brother's decided intention to give 
to Mary Digges this plate, for her sole, separate use. We are aware 

of the case •of Brinkman vs. Brinkman. adverted to in 3 Atk. oifv ggjj, where such a gilt of plate, from the father of the husband 
to the wife, immediately on her marriage, was construed to pass the 
property to her separate use; but we do not feel disposed to yield to 
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it, as a n authority. It is a c a s e not regularly reported, and in our 
apprehension, the subject-matter of the gift doea not justify the in
ference, that it was designed f o r the separate use of the wife. W e 
consider p l a t e a s an article of family use, and one that makes as 
much a part of the household, as any that belongs to it. I t is then 
our opinion, that a gift of plate to a married woman, unexplained as 
to intention, i s a gift to which the marital rights instantly a t t a c h , 

and that the thing given immediately becomes the property of the 
husband. 

There i s a further question in t h i s c a s e , that requires a moment of 
our attention. It arises out of the plea put in by the appellant, to 
the jurisdiction of the Court. The plea states the facts, which are 
conceded by the pleadings, that at the time of filing the bill, the ap
pellant resided in the District of Columbia, where he had in his pos
s e s s i o n t h e p l a t e sought to b e recovered. Ought the Chancellor to 
have disregarded the plea, and d e c r e e d , a s h e did, the delivery of 
the plate, is then the point of inquiry t Where property in contro
versy is within the limits of the State, and the claimant resides 
abroad, t h e Chancery Court has an undeniable jurisdiction over the 
c a s e . 1 Atlc. 19j 2 McCord Ch. 437. So where the party defendant 
is within the State, and the land, or other property iu contest, is be
yond its limits, although the proceeding is in rem, we apprehend 
there is no want of jurisdiction in the Chancellor. To enforce a de
cree in a case of this kind, the proceedings may be in personam, as 
well as by injunction, to recover the possession of the thing disputed. 
This is the case of Penn vs. Lord Baltimore, 1 Ves. Sen. 454, where 
Lord Hardwicke held, that the property in dispute being in the Plan
tations, was no legal impediment to making the decree, the parties 
to the suit being in England. * The subject before us, how-
ever, is supposed to afford a stronger case, inasmuch as both 
the party and property were without the limits of Maryland, a t the 
institution of the suit, of which the defendant was notified by an 
order of publication. There might be something, perhaps, in this 
concurrence of facts, if the property had not been removed out 
of the State, and the appellant had not appeared and answered the 
bill, as well as except to the jurisdiction. This he did, and contested 
the question of merits before the Chancellor, whetlver the complain
ant had a right to recover: and if the decree had been in his favor, 
would assuredly have forced his adversary into the Court of Appeals, 
or forever barred him from a further suit for the same property. To 
s a y nothing of the effect of the answer upon the plea, this, we con
c e i v e , is a waiver of it, and a submission to the jurisdiction, and 
brings the subject as much within the power of the Court, as in the 
c a s e of I'rini vs. I.itrd Baltimore, where the party resided within the 
Chancery jurisdiction. Decree affirmed. 
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S T E W A R T , Trustee o f S T O N E VS. S T O N E et ux, A N D W H I T E . — J u n e , 
1832. 

It is an established principle of evidence, that the answer of one defendant 
cannot be received in evidence against a co-defendant. If the complain
ant wishes to establish a fact, by the evidence of a co-defendant, he may 
be examined as a witness on interrogatories, which will afford the other 
defendant an opportunity to cross-examine him. (a) 

In a suit in Chancery, by the permanent trustee of an insolvent debtor, it is 
necessary to show, that the complainant gave bond with surety in that 
character before filing his bill, and although the allegation in the bill, to 
that effect, was admitted in an answer by one defendant, yet as respects 
another defendant, whose answer was silent in relation to that fact, 
proof of the bond with surety was held requisite. 

_ _ _ * Where the Court of Appeals is of opinion that a bill dismissed gene-
* " " rally by the Chancellor, should have been dismissed without 

prejudice, the practice is to reverse the decree of the Chancellor, and 
pass a new decree, (b) 

A P P E A L 1'rom the Court of Chancery. On the 24th January, 1829, 
a bill was riled by the appellant, David Stewart, as permanent trus
tee of Samuel Stone, against the appellees, Samuel Stone and 
Barbara his wife, and Jacob White . 

The bill stated, that Stone became indebted to one Chas. Salmon, 
in the year 1826, for goods, &c. sold him by Salmon, to the amount 
o f 9490.53, for which he gave his promissory note, payable in six 
months, from the 3d May, iu the year aforesaid. That said note not 
being paid at maturity, suit was instituted upon it, and judgment 
obtained in September, 1828. That a ca. sa. issued thereon, which 
was served on the defendant, on the 3d January, 1829, and on the 
6th o f the same month, the said defendant applied for, and obtained 
a personal discharge, under the insolvent laws o f the State. That 
on the 14th o f the same month, complainant was duly appointed his 
permanent trustee, and gave his bond as such, which was duly ap
proved by the Commissioners o f Insolvent Debtors for the City and 
County o f Baltimore, That the insolvent returned no property on 
his schedule, a t the time o f his application. The bill then charges, 
that at the time Stone became indebted to Salmon, as aforesaid, he 
(Stone) was in possession o f a considerable estate, both real and 
personal, aud evidences o f debt amounting in the whole, to not less 
than §3,000. That for the purpose o f defrauding his creditors, he, 
on the 27th Augus t , 1828, united with his wile, in a conveyance of 
the whole o f the said e s ta t e to .Jacob White, in trust for his said 

(a) Affirmed in Brierch vs. McCauley, 7 Gill. 196. and Reese vs. Reese, 41 
Md. 559. 

(b) Approved in McElderry vs. Shiple?/, 2 Md. 37. Cf. Beuscotter vs. Green, 
60 Md. 333. 
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wife, as will appear by reference to the conveyance, a copy of which 
the complainant exhibits with his bill. And he charges, that said 
conveyance was made by Stone, under an expectation of becoming 
an insolvent debtor, and for the purpose of giving an undue and 
improper preference to * the wife, and is therefore absolutely 
null and void, and the property meant to be conveyed, is 
vested in complainant as trustee of the insolvent. The bill then 
prays, that said deed may be declared void, and the property be 
delivered to complainant, for the benefit of the insolvent's creditors, 
and for general relief. 

The answer of Barbara Stone, admitted that she had been in
formed of certain dealings, and mercantile transactions, between her 
husband, Samuel Stone and Charles Salmon, though she had no 
personal knowledge on the subject. She also admitted that she bad 
been informed, " that the said Samuel Stone hath made application 
for the benefit of the insolvent laws of ."Maryland, and that the com 
plaiuant hath been appointed his permanent trustee for the benefit 
of his creditors." The answer then goes on, to deny the Grand 
charged by the bill, and asserts, that the deed which it seeks to 
vacate, was made in pursuance of an ante-nuptial oonl ract, (exhibited 
with the answer) entered into between her and her present husband, 
Stone, on the 2d February, 182C, five days before their intermarriage. 

The answer Of Samuel Stone the insolvent, admits, that in the 
spring of 1 Sifit. and subsequent to his intermarriage with Barbara, 
he became indebted to Charles Salmon, in the manner, and to the 
amount stated iu the bill, tor which he gave his note as charged. 
That suit was instituted thereupon, judgment recovered, this re
spondent arrested, that he petitioned for, and obtained the benefit 
of the insolvent laws, as likewise alleged; that complainant was 
appointed his permanent trustee, aud gave bond as such trustee, 
which has been approved by the Commissioners of Insolvent 
Debtors for the City and County of Baltimore. After denying the 
fraud, this answer also sets up the ante-nuptial contract, relied on, 
and exhibited with the answer of Barbara Stone, aud alleges, that 
the deed sought to be annulled, was made in pursuance thereof, and 
not for the purpose of defrauding his creditors. 

* The answer of Jacob White, the other defendant, is not ma-
terial: and the proof taken under a commission related merely 
to conversations with the insolvent, before and after he petitioned, 
in reference to the claim of another creditor. There was no proof 
that complainant had given a bond with security, as trustee. 

l i t .AND, ('. (at March Term. L831,) dismissed the bill with costs. 
Prom this decree the complainant appealed to this Court. 

The cause was argued before M A R T I N . S T E P H E N , and D O R S E Y , ,1,1. 
Boyle and (HII, for the appellant, referred to the Act of 1805, ch. 

110. sec. 9 ; 1807, ch. 53; 1812, ch. 77, sec. 1; 1816, ch. 221. 
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Scott, for the appellee, cited Winchester vs. The Union Bank of 
Maryland, 2 0. & J. 73. 

M A R T I N , J. delivered the opinion of the Court. W e think the 
Chancellor was correct in dismissing the hill in this case. In form
ing this opinion, this Court have not taken into consideration, what 
is deemed the merits of the case, the deed, the ante-nuptial contract, 
the fraud, and the undue preference, &c. W e think that the com
plainant has not shown himself entitled, to bring those questions 
before the Chancellor. He has alleged in the bill, that he is the per
manent trustee of Samuel Stone, anil as such, has given the bond 
required by law. To clothe him with the authority he claims in his 
representative character, this allegation ought to have been admitted 
by the defendants, or established by other evidence. The record 
contains no other evidence upon this subject. The answer of Samuel 
Stone admits that complainant was appointed his permanent trustee, 

and gave bond as such trustee, & c ; but this answer * cannot 
be used against Barbara Stone, the party interested in the 

deed. I t is an established principle of evidence, that the answer of 
one defendant cannot be received in evidence against a co-defendant. 
I f the complainant wishes to establish a fact by the evidence of a co-
defendant, he may be examined as a witness on interrogatories, 
which will afford the defendant an opportunity to cross-examine 
him. Barbara Stone, in her answer says, she has been informed, 
that Samuel Stone hath made application for the benefit of the insol
vent laws of Maryland, and that the complainant hath been 
appointed his permanent trustee, for the benefit of his creditors. I f 
this is deemed an admission that the complainant was permanent 
trustee, yet she is entirely silent as to the bond. There is then, no 
legal testimony in this record, to shew that complainant ever did 
give a bond, with security, as required of him bylaw, as the perma
nent trustee of Samuel Stone; that this was necessary, before he 
went into Chancery, see the case of Winchester, trustee of Williams 
vs. The Union Bank of Maryland, 2 G. & J. 73, where the Court say, 
the different insolvent laws of the State constitute one general sys
tem, and must be construed together; aud so construed, require a 
bond, with security, to be given before a trustee can act as such; 
without which, he cannot be invested with the character and rights 
of a trustee. 

Under this view of the case, we think the bill ought to have been 
dismissed, but without prejudice, &c. The complainant ought not 
to be precluded, if he has equity, from again presenting himself 
before the Court; and to afford him that opportunity, we think it 
necessary to reverse the decree, but without costs, and to pass a new 
decree to dismiss the bill, without prejudice, &c. 

Decree reversed. 
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ABATEMENT. 
1. The death of one of the parties named as defendant in a writ, before 

the impetration of it, is ground of abatement. McLaughlin vs. De 
Young, 4. 

2. Judicial writs do not in general abate by the death of the party. 
Hanson vs. Barnes, 217. 

See APPEAL AND ERROR, 1.2. 
PLEADING, 1,2. 

ACCOUNT. 
1. An action of account is the only action that can be brought against 

a guardian, qua guardian, in a Court of law, other than an action on 
his bond. Gr-een vs. Johnson, 238. 

2. Limitations apply to the action of account. Ib. 
ACTION. 

1. Where two are bound for the payment of a specific sum, and one pays 
the whole, he can either at law or equity, call upon the other to con
tribute, and thus recover a moiety of what he has paid. Owens vs. 
Collinson, 19. 

2. M. and J. gave their joint and several single bill, upon which an 
action was brought against the administrator of J. The defendant 
moved the Court for a non-suit under the Act of 1825, ch. 167, sug
gesting, that M. was alive, and within the county at the institution 
of the suit. The County Court decided that a motion was a proper 
mode of bringing the question before the Court, and awarded a 
non-suit. Held, upon appeal, that the Act of Assembly had no appli
cation to the case. Blizzard vs. Jacobs, 43. 

3. Where two obligors united in a bond, and one of them is dead, the , 
1st section of the Act of 1825, ch. 167, does not prohibit separate 
actions against the survivor, and the representative of the deceased; 
nor does it apply where only one suit lias been brought, although all 
the obligors are alive, and reside in the same county. Ib. 

4. Where the obligors are all alive and reside in the same county, and 
the obligee elects to sue one of them only, he cannot bring another 
suit afterwards against the others, without being subject to a non
suit. Ib. 

5. The office of the 2d section of the Act of 1825, ch. 167, is to provide 
for the case of the death of one or more joint and several obligors, 
where the judgments being different, the surviving obligor or obli
gors cannot be united in the same action with the representative of 

21 3 G. & J. 
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ACTION.—Continued. 
the deceased obligor or obligors. There the creditor at his election 
may have one or two suits, one against the survivor, and another 
against the representative. Yet if there be more than one survivor 
living iu the same county, he is as to them, restrained to one suit. 
Ib. 

6. Where obligors live in different counties, the creditor may sue on 
both, or either, at his election. He is however restricted, as to origi
nal parties to his bond, to one suit in each county. Ib. 

See ACCOUNT, 1. 
ASSUMPSIT. 
CONFLICT OF LAWS , 2. 
EQUITY, 24. 
EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS. 8, 9. 
PROMISSORY NOTES, l. 
TRESPASS QUARE CLAUSCM FREOIT, 2. 
TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES, 5. 

ADVANCEMENT. 
See DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION, 1. 

ANNUITY. 
See PLEADING, 5. 

WILLS , 4. 

APPEAL AND ERROR. 
1. An appeal from a decree of the Chancellor cannot properly be taken, 

after the death of the only complainant in the cause, in the name 
of such complainant; and neither the appearance of the representa
tives of the deceased party, after a suggestion of the death in the 
Appellate Court, nor the appearance of the other party there, cures 
the defect. The Court on motion dismissed such an appeal. Owings 
vs. Owings, 1. 

2. The Act of 1785, ch. 80, sec. 1, (to prevent the abatement of actions) 
does not apply to causes in the Appellate Court. Ib. 

8. The Acts of 1806, ch. 90, sec. 11. and 1815, ch. 149. sees. 5, 6, relate to 
causes in the Court of Appeals, but neither of them relates to an 
appeal prayed from Chancery in the name of a deceased person. Ib. 

4. A judgment of the County Court, upon an issue joined on a plea of 
nul tiel record, cannot be reviewed in the Appellate Court, when the 
appellant did not except to that judgment, and incorporate the record 
which was submitted to the Court in a bill of exception, nor put any 
matter upon the record to shew why such judgment should not be 
rendered. Ayres vs. Kain, 18. 

5. The objection of the competency of a witness, by whose proof a mere 
interlocutory order, not the subject of an appeal, was obtained, is 
open to consideration in the Appellate Court, though more than nine 
months had elapsed, between the passage of the interlocutory order, 
and the time of taking the appeal from the final decree. Hunger-
ford vs. Bourne, 85. 

6. Where the Appellate Court reverses the decree of the Court of Chan
cery, it exercises as it were an original equity jurisdiction, and places 
that decree upon the record, which the Chancellor ought to have 
given. Upon cross appeals, therefore, from the same decree, errors 
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APPEAL AND ERROR.—Continued. 
of which one party below, since the Act of 1825, could not have 
availed himself upon his appeal, because not excepted to, may be 
corrected by this Court in remodelling the Chancellor's decree upon 
the appeal of the other party. Dijfenderffer vs. Winder. 189. 

7. The Court of Appeals will direct an audit to be made, and new ac
counts stated, where it is necessary to enable them to pass a final 
decree in the cause. Ib. 

8. A prayer by the defendant addressed to the Court requesting them 
to instruct the jury, that " the plaintiff upon the evidence, is not 
entitled to recover upon either count in the declaration," is, since 
the Act of 1825, ch. 117, too general in its terms, and the refusal to 
grant it. is not the subject of an appeal. Penu vs. Flack. 224. 

9. Although the judgment was affirmed because the prayer offered by 
the appellant was too general, yet the Court expressed its opinion 
on the whole case. Ib. 

10. Where a party at the trial of a cause makes a general prayer to the 
Court, which is refused, and the Court then proceeds of their own 
accord to give a specific instruction to the jury, which was excepted 
to, this Court upon appeal will review such instruction, although 
since the Act of 1825 it would not have regarded the general prayer. 
Sothoron vs. Weems, 269. 

11. Under the Act of 1825, ch. 117, the Appellate Court considers what 
particular point, or question the County Court has decided, and 
determines accordingly, whether it is correct or erroneous, and not 
whether the reasons assigned by the counsel on the record justifies 
what has been done. Ib. 

12. So where the admissibility of the testimony adduced, being objected 
to, whether it was admissible or not for the reason assigned, is wholly 
immaterial; this Court regards as the point decided below, the com
petency or incompetency of the evidence. Ib. 

18. To justify the reversal of a Court's judgment, on the ground of their 
having given an erroneous instruction to the jury, it must appear 
that the appellant actually, or probably, did sustain an injury thereby. 
If it did him no prejudice, no matter how erroneous, it forms no 
ground for reversal. Bosley vs. Chesapeake Ins. Co. 279. 

14. Where the Court of Appeals is of opinion that a bill dismissed gene
rally by the Chancellor, should have been dismissed without preju
dice, the practice is to reverse the decree of the Chancellor, and 
pass a new decree. Stewart vs. Stone, 318. 

See EQUITY, 9, 22. 

EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS. 2. 
MALICIOUS PROSECUTION, 8. 

ASSIGNMENT. 
1. The blank endorsement and delivery of a bond invests the holder 

with the right of collecting, or suing for, in the name of the assignor, 
the money due upon such bond; and of appropriating the same to 
his own use. It is prima facie evidence of title to such bond in the 
assignee, and he may write a formal assignment over the assignor's 
signature. McNulty vs. Cooper, 135. 

2. The Courts will not lend themselves to a donee or assignee, to en-
' force an inchoate contract, not founded upon a valuable considera-
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ASSIGNMENT.—Continued. 
tion; neither will they lend their aid to a donor or assignor, in 
a case where the gift or assignment has been consummated by posses
sion, to recover back what the donee or assignee has received or col
lected. Ib. 

See EQUITY, 16. 

ASSUMPSIT. 
In an action of assumpsit brought by W. & Co. to recover a portion of 

the instalments mentioned in the following agreement, dated 1st 
Dec. 1818, viz: "We the subscribers, promise to pay unto W. & Co. 
the sum we may subscribe as a payment for the steamboat S. in three 
equal instalments, viz. &c. It is hereby understood, that we, W. 
& Co. bind ourselves to appropriate the money subscribed in no other 
manner, but for the payment and use of said boat, and that each sub
scriber will hold an interest in proportion to the shares he may take. 
We. W. & Co. bind ourselves to run said boat from B. &c. and use 
every possible exertion in our power to the interest of the said boat. 
The shares will be divided into 280. of 8100 each.'' It appeared that 
51 shares of the stock had been subscribed for. of which the defend
ants had taken five. Held. 1. That it was not to be implied from the 
terms of this agreement, that W. & Co. were the owners of the 
steamboat. 2. That the signing of this contract was an imperfect 
act, of no legal obligation until the whole number of shares should 
be subscribed; and until that was done W. & Co. were under no obli
gation to perform their part of the agreement. 3. That W. & Co. 
having assigned, by way of mortgage, three-fifths of the said steam
boat, after the signing of the agreement and before the bringing of 
the action, the consideration for the promise of paying the instal
ments contained in the agreement had failed, and therefore the 
action could not be sustained. 4. That upon the issue joined in this 
case, the defendant could not show that at a meeting called by W. & 
Co. of the subscribers thereto, it was determined by them not to pay 
the subscriptions, upon the ground that W. & Co. had failed in their 
part of the engagement. Sothoron vs. Weems. 269. 

See CONFLICT OF LAWS , 2. 
PROMISSORY NOTES, 1. 

ATTACHMENT. 
In attachment causes, as against the garnishee, according to our prac

tice, the short note filed at the time of issuing the attachment, is 
substituted for a declaration. Trasher vs. Everhart, 145. 

See L AW AND FACT, 4. 

BAIL. 
It has long been the established practice of our Courts, upon the produc

tion, of a release of the principal under the insolvent laws of another 
State, by the special bail, to enter an exoneretur of the bail. Rich
mond vs. De Young, 41. 

See EVIDENCE, 3. 

BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY. 
1. The Commissioners of insolvent debtors for the City and County of 

Baltimore, after having appointed a permanent trustee, and certified 
to Baltimore County Court, that the debtor hath not complied with 
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the terms and conditions of the insolvent laws, may, upon the neglect 
of such trustee to give bond within a reasonable time, appoint a new 
permanent trustee. Glasgow vs. Sands, 59. 

2. The choses in action of a deceased wife, vest in the trustee of her sur
viving husband, on his application for a discharge under the insol
vent laws, although the husband is reported against, and does not 
obtain a final release, 76. 

3. In an action by the permanent trustee of an insolvent debtor, under 
the system for the City and County of Baltimore, it is not necessary 
to produce an assignment from the provisional trustee to him, of 
the insolvent's effects, nor to show that a majority of the insolvent's 
creditors recommended him to the commissioners of insolvent debtors 
as permanent trustee, to support his right to sue in that character. 
Per HAKFORD COUNTY COURT. Kolb vs. Whitely, 121. 

See BAIL. 
EVIDENCE, 7. 
TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES, 6. 

BILLS OF EXCHANGE. 
See PROMISSORY NOTES, 5, 6. 

BOND. 
1. When a suit is brought on a private bond, &c. for the use of an indi

vidual, such person is not the legal plaintiff. The use is only entered 
for the protection of his equitable interest. If the c. q. u. dies pend
ing the suit, his death is not the subject of a plea; nor is there for 
the purposes of the suit, any necessity for suggesting his death. 
The suit goes on as if he was still living or the use had never been 
entered. There is no reason why in the case of a public bond, with 
the privilege secured to any person interested to bring suit upon it. 
there should be any difference. State vs. Dorsey, 47. 

2. So where a Levy Court was abolished pending a suit brought in the 
name of the State, for the use of such Levy Court, against the obli
gors in a collector's bond, it was held, that a plea in abatement puis 
darrein continuance, that the Levy Court had been extinguished, 
was no objection to the further prosecution of the action. Ib. 

3. In an action of debt ou a bond with a collateral condition, where the 
defendant has pleaded general performance, and the plaintiff replied 
assigning a breach of the condition, it is a departure for the defend
ant to allege in his rejoinder, matter which shows the bond never 
had any legal existence. 76. 

4. It is a sufficient breach of the condition of a collector's bond, taken 
in pursuance of the Acts of 1794, ch. 53, and 1817, ch. 142, that the 
collector did not finish and complete the collections of the assess
ment or rate imposed, &c. placed in his hands and accepted by him 
for collection, within one year and six months after the delivery to 
him of the copy of the account of assessment, and list of taxables 
required to be delivered to each collector. 76. 

See ACTION, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 
ASSIGNMENT, 1. 
COURT, 2. 
EQUITY, 11,14,15. 
GUARDIAN AND WARD , 1, 2, 6. 
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BOND.—Continued. 
See LIMITATIONS, 4. 

REPLEVIN. 
SEAL. 
TAX AND TAX COLLECTOR, 2. 

CASE, ACTION ON THE. 
See MALICIOUS PROSECUTION, l, 2. 

CONDITION. 
See EQUITY, 18. 

CONFLICT OF LAWS. 
1. It is an universal principle, governing the tribunals of all civilized 

nations, that the lex loci contractus controls the nature, construction, 
and validity of the contract. The exceptions are, where it would be 
dangerous, against public policy, or of immoral tendency, to enforce 
that construction here. Traslier vs. Everhart, 145. 

2. The lex loci contractus, is never looked to, to determine the remedy 
which should be used, and the process to be issued, to enforce a 
contract. These are determined by the lex fori. So an action of 
assumpsit cannot be maintained here, upon a single bill made in 
Virginia, which, according to the laws of that State, is not a specialty, 
but according to our law, is. Ib. 

Ste L AW AND FACT, 2, 3. 

CONTRACT. 
1. Where it was held, upon the construction of a contract, that a certain 

engagement therein made was an independent covenant. Finley vs. 
Boehme, 30. 

2. In an action upon a contract under seal, where the declaration as
signs and relies upon specific breaches, on which the issues are made 
up, the Court will not consider whether the plaintiff has delivered 
the articles for which he claims compensation within the time limited 
by the contract, if that inquiry is not necessarily involved in the 
issues as joined, nor determine the effect of such an omission upon 
the rights of the parties. Ib. 

3. The plea of general performance, when relied on as an answer to a 
specific breach assigned in a declaration in covenant, must either 
be regarded as a nullity or as putting in issue the acts of commis
sion or omission imputed to the defendant as violations of his con
tract. 1 b. 

See ASSUMPSIT. 
CONFLICT OF LAWS, 1. 
GUARDIAN AND WARD, 5. 
INFANT. 
LOTTERY, 2. 
STATUTE OF FRAUDS. 

CORPORATION. 
See LEVY COURT, 2. 

COSTS. 
Since the passage of the Act of 1785, ch. 72, sec. 25. the practice of the 

Court of Chancery in England, in the case of a plea ruled to be 
sufficient, when set down for argument, to make the complainant 
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COSTS.—Continued. 
pay C5 costs, is repealed, and a flue should be paid only by the party 
pleading or demurring, whose plea or demurrer is overruled. Car
roll vs. Waring. 304. 

COURT. 
1. The judgment of a Court of competent jurisdiction, is, as to all mat

ters decided by it. conclusive; and cannot be afterwards questioned 
by any other tribunal, when coming in incidentally. Fridge vs. 
Slate. 64. 

2. So the appointment by the Orphans' Court, of • person as guardian, 
who at the time was one of the Judges of the Court, cannot be 
afterwards questioned in an action upon his bond, though at the 
moment of the appointment, the Court could not have acted without 
the concurrence of the individual appointed. Ib. 

COVENANT. 
See CONTRACT, 1, 8. 

CRIMINAL LAW. 
1. In an indictment for an assault with intent to murder, it is not neces

sary to state the instrument, or means made use of by the assailant, 
to effectuate the murderous intent. State vs. Dent, 6. 

2. The means of effecting the criminal intent or the circumstances evin
cive of the design with which the act was done, are considered to be 
matters of evidence for the jury to demonstrate the intent, and not 
necessary to be incorporated in an indictment. Ib. 

8. It is sufficiently certain in an indictment to describe an article 
stolen as "one hide of the value," &c. State vs. Doirell, 188. 

DAMAGES. 
See REPLEVIN, 1. 

DEBTOR AND CREDITOR. 
1. An offer to pay only a part of a sum due, cannot avail a party as a 

tender. A creditor is under no obligation to accept less than the 
full amount due him. Fridge vs. State, 64. 

2. Absolute judgments at law obtained by a creditor of a deceased 
against his executor or administrator, amount to an admission of 
assets, and cannot be resisted on the ground of a deficiency of assets; 
but as between a creditor and the heir-at-law, in a proceeding to 
subject the real estate to the payment of his debt, such a judgment 
is not conclusive, but the creditor may show a deficiency of assets. 
Gaither vs. Welch, 161. 

8. An administrator, who has confessed judgment, and thus admitted 
assets, being a creditor himself, may. as against the heirs of his intes
tate, for the purpose of subjecting the real estate to his claim, show 
that in fact the assets are not sufficient to pay all the creditors. Ib. 

4. A judgment against an executor or administrator, does not furnish 
any evidence of the original debt, against the heir-at-law, in a pro
ceeding to sell the real estate for the payment of debts, on the ground 
of a deficiency of assets. Ib. 

5. Where the proceeds of a deceased's real estate are in the Court of 
Chancery, and a creditor wishes to subject that fund to the pay
ment of his debt, upon the ground of a deficiency of assets, he is 
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DEBTOR AND CREDITOR.—Continued. 
not called upon, in the first instance, to exhibit full proof of his 
claim. That may be done under the order nisi on the heirs-at-law. 
Ib. 

See EQUITY, 1, 3, 5. 
EXECUTION. 4, 5. 
LIMITATIONS, l. 

DEED. 
It is the office and operation of a deed of confirmation, to corroborate 

and give legal effect to a voidable, and not a void estate. It cannot 
work upon an estate void at law. Blessing vs. House, 178. 

See DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION, 1. 
EJECTMENT. 

DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION. 
1. In an action by S. a distributee of W . against L. his administrator, 

upon the administration bond, to recover a distributive share of W ' s 
estate, it appeared, that W. on the 22nd October, 1810, conveyed 
sundry tracts of land and negroes to F. in consideration of §1,000, 
paid by F.; and that F. by a deed dated a few days after, and reciting 
the previous deed, and declaring that it was in trust, conveyed the 
same property to R. in trust for W . for life, then in trust for the 
wife of W . &c. The negroes were also distributed among the same 
parties. L. the administrator, was another son. The trust estate was 
not brought into hotch-pot. Held, that these deeds were to be 
considered as one instrument, and afford ample proof, that S. was 
advanced by the intestate in his life-time. No valuable consider
ation moved from S. and as respects her, the deeds were voluntary 
and gratuitous; but that this was no bar at law, to this action. State 
vs. Jameson, 274. 

2. It is not every child that is advanced, the law excludes from dis
tribution. It is only such as are advanced by a portion, equal or 
superior to a share. To make a full defence at law, under the Act 
of 1798, ch. 101, sub-ch. 11, sec. 0, the defendant must show to the 
jury, the value of the plaintiff's advanced portion, and that it was 
equal to his distributive share. Ib. 

See WILLS , 1. 

DEVISEE. 
See EQUITY , 1, 2. 

DOWER. 
1. H. in 1789, and in consideration that his mother would pay him C100 

over his part of his father's personal estate, and all the debts due from 
her deceased husband, and also procure H. a conveyance in fee of cer
tain lands, agreed with her, as a provision for the younger children 
of the family, to convey to her or her heirs, or to such of the 
younger children and their heirs, as she should from time to time 
appoint, certain other lands of which he was seised. A few days 
after this, H. married. Upon a bill filed in 1826, by his widow for 
dower, it appeared, that the mother in 1789, went into the possession 
of the land which H. had agreed to convey—that in 1807, H. uniting 
with his mother, executed deeds for this land to the defendants, 
and that the deeds with the agreement were put on record at the 
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same time— Held, that it appeared that the mother had complied 
with her part of the agreement, and was entitled to the convey
ances from H. clear of any claim for dower on the part of his widow. 
Cowman vs. Hall, 245. 

2. A widow is not dowable in equity of lands which were held by her 
husband in the character of trustee. Ib. 

8. Where a bill for dower alleged that the complainant's marriage with 
her deceased husband took place " on or about the year seventeen 
hundred and , "and called upon the defendant to answer whether 
"she was not married as-stated." Aud the answer after setting 
out an agreement of the 14th January, 1789, alleged that " the mar
riage took place some time after that agreement," it was held, 
that this allegation, both as respects the fact and time of marriage, 
was responsive to the bill, and must stand as conclusive of those 
facts, not being contradicted by any evidence. Ib. 

EJECTMENT. 
1. Where it was held, in an action of ejectment where defence was taken 

on warrant, and plots were returned, that a certain deed was void 
for uncertainty—could not be read because not located, and that a 
certain other deed could not operate as a confirmation of the first. 
Blessing vs. House, 178. 

2. No title paper in an ejectment, where defence is taken on warrant, 
can be read in evidence, unless it is located. Ib, 

3. In 1818, the tenant in possession failing to appear after notice, to an 
action of ejectment, judgment was rendered against the casual 
ejector. The plaintiff was then put into possession, under a writ of 
habere facias regularly executed. In 1827, C. claiming title to the 
land, by petition, in which the tenant in possession united, prayed 
the County Court to set aside the judgment, restore the possession, 
and admit the petitioners to defend the action, upon the usual terms: 
this being granted, the defendants afterwards moved the Court, to 
stay all proceedings, upon payment to the lesssor, the rent due to 
him at the time of bringing the suit and the costs. This motion being 
also granted, the plaintiff appealed. Held, that the County Court 
erred in striking out the judgment, which was entered upon the 
tenant's failing to appear, after such a lapse of time, and that the 
lessor of the plaintiff was entitled to a writ of restitution. Klinefelter 
vs. Carey, 210. 

4. Wherever a judgment in ejectment has been stricken out upon the 
tenant's failure to appear, it has always been one of recent date. It 
has generally been, where the period had been too short for improve
ments of importance to have been made in the intermediate time, and 
where no trial had been lost. Ib. 

See GRANT, 2. 

E Q U I T Y . 
1. The bar. arising from the Act of Limitations, relied upon in the 

answer of one co-defendant to a bill in Chancery, brought by a 
creditor against devisees, to recover his claim out of the real estate of 
a deceased debtor, upon the ground that the personal estate had 
been exhausted in the payment of debts, will not enure to the 
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benefit of the other co-defendants, and authorize the Chancellor to 
dismiss the bill. McCormick vs. Cibson. 10. 

2. Upon a bill of this description, where the devisees have received 
distinct parcels of property, the interests of the defendants are sev
eral and distinct. The claim against each being in proportion to the 
amount devised to him. Ib. 

3. According to the principles of equitable jurisprudence, the personal 
estate is the natural fund for the payment of debts and legacies, and 
generally speaking, is first to be exhausted, before resort can be had 
to real property. Hoye vs. Brewer. 90. 

4. Where a testator charges both his real and personal estate with the 
payment of debts and legacies, and a purchaser of the real estate 
desires to have his bonds given for the purchase money, applied to 
release his purchase from the charge in the will, it should regularly 
appear upon the face of his bill, that the whole personalty had been 
applied towards the payment of debts and legacies. That must appear 
before a Court of equity could decree the land to be liable for such 
purpose, and ought to be expressly averred, lb. 

5. That averment is so essential, that where it ought to have been made. 
and was not, although it was stated in the decree passed by the 
County Court, that the solicitors of the defendants admitted the 
whole of the personal estate to have been applied towards the pay
ment of debts and legacies, yet as a party must always obtain redress 
according to his allegations and proofs, the Appellate Court reversed 
the decree containing that statement, but without prejudice. Ib. 

6. The policy of the law forbids that a trustee should become a pur
chaser, directly or indirectly, at his own sale: and if he does, such 
sale may, and will be set aside, on the proper and reasonable appli
cation of the parties interested. Richardson vs. Jones. 104. 

7. The rule, that a trustee shall not become a purchaser at his own sale 
of the trust property, was not adopted in favor of trustees, but for 
the protection of the interest of the cestui que trust, lb. 

8. Chancery will not interpose and set aside a sale made by a trustee, to 
himself, or his agent, either upon the application of the trustee or 
the agent. Ib. 

9. An order requiring the principal obligor, and the sureties in a bond, 
given for the purchase money of land sold by a trustee of the Court 
of Chancery, to pay such purchase money to the trustee, or bring it 
into Court, or show cause to the contrary by a given day. is purely 
interlocutory, settles nothing between the parties, and is not the 
subject of an appeal, lb. 

10. Where a sale is made under a decree, or order in Chancery, and no 
bond or security is given for the payment of the purchase money, the 
purchaser may be compelled to complete his purchase, by an order 
on him in a summary wav. to pay or bring the money into Court. 
Ib. 

I t . But when a bond is given to the trustee for the purchase money, 
under an order of sale from Chancery, requiring a bond to be given, 
and the sale has been ratified, the purchaser and his sureties cannot 
be compelled to pay the bond in a summary way. by an order from 
Chancery. This constitutes a legal contract to be enforced at law. 
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12. No action at law will lie to enforce a decree iu Chancery, within the 

territorial jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery. That Court en
forces its own decrees. 76. i 

18. An order of the Court of Chancery, ratifying a trustee's sale where no 
bond has been given, or the sale is for cash, is considered as amount
ing to a decree for the payment of the purchase money, and if that 
Court could not enforce the execution of it. it could not be enforced 
at all. The trustee cannot, before ratification, which is the comple
tion of the contract, claim to enforce it in equity, nor after ratification 
can he sue upon it at law. 76. 

14. Where a bond has been given in conformity to the order of sale, the 
ratification is an adoption of the bond only. 76. 

16. Where a purchaser at a trustee's sale gave his bond in conformity with 
the orders of sale, but afterwards, by fraud, defeated the action at law 
brought upon his bond, he may still be made responsible in equity 
for the purchase money, upon a bill shewing his improper conduct, 
though in the meanwhile limitations may have barred the bond at 
law. 76. 

1C>. S. gave his note, payable 50 days after the drawing of a lottery 
should be completed, "in cash, or prize tickets in said lottery," and 
secured the same by a mortgage. The mortgagee, two years after 
the drawing, assigned the mortgage. The tickets in the lottery 
certified that the holder thereof would "be entitled to such prize 
as may be drawn to its number, if demanded within 12 months 
after the completion of the drawing, subject to a deduction of 15 
per cent, payable 60 days after conclusion." Upon a bill filed some 
years after the assignment, to sell the mortgaged premises for pay
ment of a balance due upon the note, it was held, that prize tickets 
which had not been presented to the managers of the lottery for pay
ment, within the 12 months, could not be set-off against the com
plainant's claim. City Bank. <frc. vs. Smith. 165. 

17. The prize tickets stipulated to be received in payment of the note, 
were intended to be available tickets, upon which the holders would 
be entitled to demand and receive, the prizes drawn to their respec
tive numbers. They were those on which the prizes had been de
manded within 12 months from the completion of the drawing, or 
on which the holder was entitled to demand the prizes. 12 months 
not having elapsed from the time of the drawing. 76. 

18. Equity will relieve against penalties and forfeitures, where the matter 
lies in compensation, whether the condition on which they depend, 
be precedent or subsequent. But notwithstanding it will in many 
cases interpose to prevent the divesting an estate, it will not relieve 
against the non-performance of a condition precedent to the vest
ing of an estate, by giving an estate that never vested, and that by 
reason of the non-performance of a condition precedent, will not 
vest in law. 76. 

19. Where it was held, that D.. who. in 1815, voluntarily assumed a trust 
over certain real property, to a part of the rents of which the com
plainants were entitled, and from that period until 1828. from time 
to time, every year, received large sums of money from the estate, 
which he continually employed in trade and speculation, was liable 
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to pay compound interest, estimated on the balance in his hands at 
the end of each year; and that having kept full and fair accounts of 
his receipts and expenditures, and in that respect faithfully dis
charged his duty as trustee, he had not forfeited all claim to com
missions, but was entitled to half commission—5 per centum. Dif-
fenderffer vs. Winder, 189. 

20. Accounts stated by the auditor of the Court of Chancery which have 
not been confirmed by the Chancellor, are no evidence of the truth 
of the facts assumed by the auditor in stating them. Ib. 

21. An answer flatly denying an allegation in a bill, can only be over
ruled by the positive testimony of two witnesses, or of one aided 
by pregnant circumstances—such circumstances standing alone, 
without the aid of positive testimony, will not destroy the effect of 
an answer. Roberts vs. Salisbury. C63. 

22. Upon a bill to record a mortgage against subsequent purchasers 
charged with notice, the Chancellor, when the case stood ready for 
hearing, said in his remarks preparatory to the order appealed from, 
" I am satisfied that the defendants must be considered as purchasers 
with full notice of the vendor's (the complainant's-) lien, and of the 
mortgage which had been given to secure the payment of the pur
chase money, and that under the one or the other the land was 
bound," but passed no order directing the mortgage to be recorded. 
The order passed in the cause, only referred the case to the auditor, 
with the usual directions to receive further proof, and state an ac
count. Held, that nothing had been done conclusive upon either 
the Chancellor or the parties—no question of right had been'settled. 
and that an appeal would not lie at that stage of the cause. Ib. 

23. When property in controversy is within the limits of the State, and 
the claimant resides abroad, the Chancery Court has an undeniable 
jurisdiction over the case. Carroll vs. Lee, 313. 

24. So, where the defendant is within the State, and the land, or other 
property in contest, is beyond its limits, although the proceeding is 
in rem, the Court of Chancery has jurisdiction. To enforce a decree 
in such a case, the proceeding may be in personam, as well as by in
junction, to recover the possession of the thing disputed. Ib. 

25. Where the property has been removed from the State, and the de
fendant resides out of its limits, his appearance to the suit, and 
answer to the bill, for the purpose of contesting the merits, is waiver 
to any objection to the jurisdiction of the Court, although in his 
answer he also excepts to it. Ib. 

See ACTION. 
APPEAL AND ERROR, 6, 7. 
DOWER, 2, 3. 
EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS. 6. 
PLEADING, 5, 6, 7. 
STATUTE OF FRAUDS, 2. 
TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES. 1. 3. 4. 

ESTATES-TAIL. 
See WILLS , 1. 
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EVIDENCE. 

1. The securities on an administration bond, in a suit brought by a dis
tributee against the administrator, are not competent witnesses to 
prove, that the assets of the deceased have been consumed in the 
payment of debts. Owens vs. Collinson, 19. 

2. It is not true as a uniform rule, that a creditor is a competent wit
ness for administrators. He is only so. where the assets are suffi
cient for the payment of debts. When they are not, whether the 
administrator be plaintiff or defendant, if the verdict swells the fund 
to which he must look for the payment of his debts his incompe
tency is manifest; he is only competent when the verdict cannot 
affect his interest. Ib. 

3. The bail of the defendant is not a competent witness for him. Ib. 
4. In an action upou an administration bond against a surety, the admin

istrator is not a competent witness for the defendant. The witness is 
responsible f o r costs, in case of a r e c o v e r y a g a i n s t t h e d e f e n d a n t . 

Ib. 
•">. Accounts settled in the Orphans'Court, by executors, administrators 

and guardians, are prima facie evidence in all suits touching the 
matters therein contained, to which they are parties; and the onus 
probandi rests on him who seeks to impeach their correctness. Ib. 

fi. Upon a bill against an alleged intruder for an account of the rents 
and profits of the complainant's estate, accruing during her mi
nority, her guatdiau is not a competent witness to prove an agree
ment between himself and the defendant, that the defendant should 
keep the estate, and pay the rents to the complainant aud her sister, 
who were jointly interested. It was the duty of the witness to have 
collected the rents, and accounted for them. He is therefore in
terested in sustaining the suit. Hiingerftn-d vs. Bourne. 85. 

7. Where A. and B. who were partners in trade, became embarrassed 
about the 17th March, and on the 27th applied for a discharge under 
the insolvent laws, and where, as between the permanent trustee 
of the insolvents and the defendants, the inquiry was, whether a 
certain transfer of property made by the insolvents, on the 19th, to 
the defendant, then a creditor, was made with a view, or under an 
expectation of being or becoming insolvent debtors, it was ftflffi, that 
for the purpose of enabling the jury to find when the intent to seek 
relief under the insolvent laws originated, certain declarations of 
one of the insolvent partners, made a few days before the 20th, 
and certain entries in the day book of the insolvents, were compe
tent evidence for that object, as surrounding circumstances of the 
transaction, and a part of the res gestce. Kolb vs. Whitcly. 121. 

8. When declarations of persons, not parties, to a suit, constitute a part 
of the transaction under investigation, they are admitted in evidence 
to show its character, or the speaker's intention. Ib. 

9. The current of decision in modern times, both in England and the 
United States, has set against all objection to the admissibility of 
a witness, unless his interest be a legal interest. There is no other 
safe standard of exclusion than a legal interest. Stimmel vs. Under-
icood, 174. 

10. It is no objection to the competency of a witness, that he had been 
heard to say some months before the trial, he felt himself bound to 
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pay the plaintiff the amount of the controversy, if the plaintiff did 
not recover, the witness having been since released by the plaintiff. 
lb. 

11. A mistaken belief, or an honorary obligation, on the part of a witness, 
that he is bound, or ought to pay the plaintiff's claim, in case he 
should not recover in the action, does not render the witness incom
petent. Ib. 

12. Evidence of unsworn declarations of a witness is inadmissible to 
impeach his competency. Ib. 

18. The undertaking of a security for costs upon the record may be 
stricken out, and a new and sufficient security, in the discretion of 
the Court, substituted, to make the first security a witness for the 
plaintiff. Per FREDERICK COUNTY COURT. Ib. 

14. In an action of a replevin for a negro slave, the plaintiff proposed to 
prove by his former guardian, that the negro in controversy was the 
plaintiff's property; but it appearing, that this negro constituted a 
part of the plaintiff's estate during his minority, and during one 
period thereof had been in the witness' possession, the County Court 
held the witness incompetent. Upon appeal this was reversed. 
Watts vs. Garrett, 214. 

15. When the competency of a witness is objected to on the ground of 
interest, the interest should appear. It should be seen by the Court, 
in order that it may be able to determine its character, and whether 
it be such as to amount to a disqualification. It should not rest in 
mere conjecture or speculation, but should be certain and direot, 
and not possible only. lb. 

16. Where the interest is of a doubtful character, the objection goes 
to the credit, and not the competency of the witness. 26. 

17. Evidence offered to the jury for a particular purpose, may be properly 
rejected, though it might be admissible for some other object in the 
same cause. Sothoron vs. Weems, 269. 

18. It is an established principle of evidence, that the answer of one de
fendant cannot be received in evidence against a co-defendant. If 
the complainant wishes to establish a fact, by the evidence of a co-
defendant, he may be examined as a witness on interrogatories, 
which will afford the other defendant an opportunity to cross-ex
amine him.. Stewart vs. Stone, 318. 

See APPEAL AND ERROR, 5, 12, 14. 
ASSUMPSIT. 
CRIMINAL LAW, 2. 
DEBTOR AND CREDITOR, 2, 4. 
DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION, 1, 2. 
DOWER, 3. 
EJECTMENT, 1. 2. 
EQUITY, 20, 21. 
EXECUTION, 6. 
GUARDIAN AND WARD, 7. 
L AW AND FACT, 1, 2, 3. 4. 
MALICIOUS PROSECUTION, 4, 5. 
PROMISSORY NOTES, 4. 
TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES, 7. 
USURY, 1. 
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EXECUTION. 
1. It is a general principle, that where a new person is to be benefited, 

or charged by the execution of a judgment, there ought to be a scire 
fdcitis to make him a party; but this principle does not apply to a 
case, where the new party becomes interested after the process is in 
the hands of the officer for execution. Hanson vs. Barnes, 217. 

2. The death of a defendant before a levy on aft. fa. in the hands of the 
sheriff prior to such death, does not render a sci. fa. against the heirs 
and terre tenants necessary, the sale under a ft. fa. thus issued and 
levied, passes title to the purchaser. Ib. 

3. The writ of ft. fa. requires no order or action of the Court, to give the 
plaintiff the fruits of his execution. These are reaped when the 
sheriff discharges his duty under the process. Ib. 

4. Since the Statute of 5 Geo. 2, chap. 7, lands have not been considered 
as a secondary fund in the hands of the debtor for the payment of 
debts; but they are equally liable with his personalty. The judg
ment creditor may, at his election, seize either, unless under pecu- . 
liar circumstances of equity, he shall be restrained from exercising 
his election to the prejudice of an alienee, devisee, or heir. Ib. 

5. After the death of a debtor, lands are only secondarily liable, but this 
must be taken with the qualification, that prior to his death, they 
had not become liable to be affected by an execution. Ib. 

6. Parol evidence is admissible to establish the date of the delivery of 
an execution to the sheriff, where no endorsation of the time was 
made on the writ, as the statute demands of that officer. Ib. 

.7. Neither an endorsation of the time of the delivery of a writ of ft. fa. 
to the sheriff, nor evidence of that fact, is necessary in making title 
to lands purchased under that writ—Nor is it necessary as to per
sonal property, except as against purchasers. Ib. 

8. Where goods taken under a ft. fa. have been sold for a part of the 
amount due on the judgment, a ca. sa. cannot be legally issued for 
the residue, until the sheriff has made a final return of the ft. fa. 
showing what has been done with the property. This return should 
be in term time; if made in the recess to the clerk's office, it is 
void. The same principles apply to a venditioni exponas. Turner vs. 
Walker, 230. 

9. In March, 1825, a writ of ft. fa. was sued out. which the sheriff re
turned at the return day. In July, a vendi. issued founded upon 
that return: this being returned and not executed, another vendi. was 
issued, which was returned to April Term, 1827, executed, and the 
proceeds of the property sold, paid to plaintiff's attorney. At April 
Term, 1828. the defendant in the execution, moved to quash the last 
vendi. and the return thereto, for various alleged irregularities. 
Held, that the motion not being made at the return term of the 
writ, nor while the proceedings were in fieri, was too late. Waters 
vs. Peach, 251. 

See MALICIOUS PROSECUTION, 7. 

EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS. 
1. The allowance for commissions made to a collector under letters ad 

colligendum, granted upon a deceased person's estate, ought to have 
no effect upon the commissions of the executor or administrator of 
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the same estate. They are distinct and independent allowances for 
different services. Wilson vs. Wilson. 15. 

2. The law having fixed a minimum and a maximum rate of commission 
to be allowed to executors or administrators, and vested a discre
tion in the Orphans' Court restricted only by those limits, an al
lowance by that Court, of commissions within those rates, is not to 
be reviewed here. This Court has no power to disturb such a deci
sion. Ib. 

3. Interest is not to be charged on money retained by an administrator 
with the sanction of the Orphans' Court and consent of parties, to 
meet the future contingencies of the estate. Ib. 

4. An administrator, who, being called upon in Chancery to account, 
comes promptly into Court, answers the bill, and submits all his 
accounts and vouchers, and furnishes the means of detecting the 
errors which are fairly attributable to him, is not to be presumed 
guilty of a fraudulent concealment of credits actually omitted. 
Otcens vs. Collinson. 19. 

5. If an executor or administrator, bona fide, without any knowledge 
of its injustice, pay a claim previously passed by the Orphans' Court, 
though not proved in the manner prescribed by the testamentary 
system, such payment is not made at his risk. To a credit therefor, 
he is not only prima facie entitled, but his right to it cannot be 
controverted. So if he retain the amount of his own claim thus 
passed. Ib. 

(>. When the accounts of an executor are under an examination in Chan
cery, if it should appear on the face of vouchers passed by the 
Orphans' Court that a claim paid, was not a just one against the 
deceased, it is as much the duty of a Court of equity to reject it, as 
if the illegality of its allowance were established by proof de hors. 
lb. 

7. I. as executor of E. claimed an allowance for the payment of a note 
signed I. and E. which was admitted by the Orphans' Court: I. 
passed his account accordingly, and was credited for the whole 
amount. This account being under investigation in Chancery, and 
it being admitted that the signature I. and E. was in E's hand-writ
ing, in the absence of proof of partnership between them: Held. 
that the prima facie character of the account was not impeached. 
Ib. 

8. An action may be maintained by a creditor of a testator, against the 
executor of his executor, suggesting a devastavit by the first execu
tor of the goods of his testator. Sibley vs. Williams, 37. 

9. Under the Act of 1798, ch. 101, sub-ch. 14, sec. 2, it is clear that the 
Legislature did not mean to make any thing, the subject of adminis
tration in the hands of the administrator, d. 6. n. which did not 
exist in specie. The Act of 1820, ch. 174, sec. 3, extended such an 
administration, to bonds, notes, accounts and evidences of debt, 
which a deceased executor or administrator may have taken, re
ceived, or had in that character, and to money in his hands, a n d 
gives power to the administrator d. b. n. to recover the Bame by an 
action on the bond. Ib. 
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See DEBTOR AND CREDITOR. 2. 3. 4. 

EVIDENCE. 1. 2, 4, B, 

GUARDIAN AND WARD. 7. 

F O R G E R Y . 
1. Where it C M Mtld, in an action of slander in which it appeared that 

the defendant had charged the plaintiff with having forged a certain 
instrument, that it was the subject of forgery at common l a w , and 
sustained the action. Arnold vs. Cost. 138. 

2. It is not n o w held to be essential to the offence of forgery, in any 
case, that some one must have been injured, ft is sufficient, if 
the instrument forged, supposing it to be genuine, might have been 
prejudicial. The question whether a particular instrument is capable 
of supporting a charge of forgery, is referrible not to the form, but 
to the substance of it. Ib. 

FRAUD. 

See EQUITY. 15. . 

G I F T . 

See HUSBAND AND WIFE, 3, 4. 

GRANT. 
1. The construction of a grant is for the Court, and not a matter proper 

to be submitted to a jury, except in a case of latent ambiguity. 
Thomas vs. Godfrey. 89. 

2. It is a well established rule of construction, that calls, whether to 
artificial or natural objects, are to be preferred to courses and dis
tances; therefore, when a tract of land is described by courses and 
distances, and calls, the calls are to be gratified in the construc
tion of the grant, if they can be established, and the courses and 
distances disregarded, if they do not correspond with the calls, Ib. 

GUARDIAN AND WARD. 
1. In an action upon a bond entered into by a guardian appointed by 

the Orphans' Court, brought for the use of the ward, the mere fact 
that at the time of the guardian's appointment, a natural guardian 
was in existence, does not invalidate the appointment and so render 
the bond a nullity. That Court having jurisdiction to appoint a 
guardian in certain cases, even where there is a natural guardian, 
must be presumed to have acted rightly, when the question of the 
validity of the appointment arises incidentally, and nothing more 
than the existence of natural guardian appears. Fridge Vs. State, 64. 

2. Where the condition of a bond recited that A. was guardian, &c. 
neither the principal obligor nor a surety therein, in an action upon 
such bond, can deny that he w a s guardian in the face of the recital, 
nor Bet up as a defence any supposed irregularity in obtaining the 
appointment. Ib. 

8. A female, under the age of 21, cannot execute a release to her guar
dian, though she has capacity to receive payments from him at the 
age of 16—A release, which affords more protection to a guardian 
than a mere receipt, is in its nature and tendency to the prejudice 
of the infant, and opposed to sound policy. Ib. 

4. The promissory note of a guardian given to an infant female ward 
over the age of 16 years, is no payment. Ib. 

22 3 G. & J. 
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GUARDIAN AND WARD. —Continued. 
5. It is the duty of a guardian to a female ward, on her arrival at the 

age of 16 years, to exhibit a final account to the Orphans' Court, and 
to deliver to the ward all her property in his hands. So far as the 
property of a ward in the guardian's hands consists of money, this 
constitutes a contract to pay money when she attained the age of 
16, which is a day sufficiently certain in case of failure to pay, to 
entitle the ward to interest absolutely. 76. 

6. In an action in the name of the State, the obligee in a guardian's bond. 
the non-age of the cestui que use, the ward, who was more than 16. 
is no defence, and does not form the fit subject of a plea. Ib. 

7. The inventory of a deceased testator's estate, and the accounts thereof. 
as filed in the Orphans' Court by his executor, are admissible evi
dence in an action of assumpsit, brought by a child of the deceased, 
against the executrix of such executor; the latter having been the 
guardian of the child, and the object of the suit being to recover 
property of the ward, which he as guardian, was charged with 
having converted to his own use, and assumed to pay upon the liabil
ity resulting from the conversion. Green vs. Johnson. 238. 

8. To such an action, the Act of Limitations is a bar, after the lapse of 
time required by its provisions, there being no evidence to rebut it. 
76. 

See ACCOUNT, 1. 
COURT, 2. 
EVIDENCE, 6, 14. 

HUSBAND AND WIFE. 
1. A separate estate in a wife, in personal chattels, was unknown to the 

common law; like her person, her property was under the control 
of her husband. Carroll vs. Lee, 313. 

2. A separate property may now be held by a married woman, through 
the intervention of a trust, and even without the interposing office of 
a trustee. 76. 

3. To exclude the marital rights over her property, a clear intention 
in the donor, that it shall be for her separate use, must appear. No 
technical words are necessary, but adequate language must be 
employed in making a gift, to manifest a decided intention to transfer 
a separate interest. 76. 

4. A gift of plate to a married woman, unexplained as to intention, is a 
gift, to which the marital rights instantly attach, and the thing given, 
immediately becomes the property of the husband. 76. 

See BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY, 2. 

INDICTMENT. 
See CRIMINAL LAW. 

INFANT. 
Some contracts made by infants are binding, such as contracts for ne

cessaries. Some are void; and others are voidable only, such as 
contracts that may be for the benefit of the infant. A contract that 
a Court can see and pronounce to be to the prejudice of the infant, 
is void. Fridge vs. State, 64. 

See GUARDIAN AND WARD, 3, 4. 
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INSURANCE. 
1. An insured is not compelled in any case to abandon. He has an 

election which rests in his discretion: but no right to claim for a 
technical or constructive total loss vests, until such election is made. 
Bosley vs. Chesapeake Ins. Co., 279. 

2. An election to abandon for a total loss cannot be made, until receipt of 
advice of the loss. Ib. 

3. Intelligence of the loss of a ship derived from a newspaper, is suffi
cient advice to authorize an insured to abandon upou. 76. 

4. The information which is sufficient to authorize the assured, to give 
notice to the underwriter, that he abandons, must be of such facts 
and circumstances as would sustain the abandonment, if existing in 
point of fact, at the time the notice was given. 76. 

5. The mere stramiing of a vessel, does not of itself, form a substantive 
ground of abandonment. The right to abandon on such an occur
rence, depends on the attending circumstances. Ib. 

6. Where it was held, that a certain letter from the assured to the under
writer, offering to abandon did not state a sufficient reason for said 
offer. A mere apprehension that a total loss may have taken place, 
does not authorize the offer. 76. 

INTEREST. 
See EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS. 3. 

GUARDIAN AND WARD, 5. 
LIMITATIONS. 4. 

JUDGMENT. 
See COURT. 1. 

EJECTMENT, 3, 4. 

LAW AND FACT. 
1. Upon a case stated, the Court can supply no fact by implication. 

Hysinger vs. Baltzell, 99. 
2. It is in general true, that foreign laws are facts which are to be found 

by the jury; but this rule is not applicable to a case in which the 
foreign laws are introduced for the purpose of enabling the Court to 
determine, whether a written instrument is evidence. In such case, 
the evidence always goes in the first instance, to the Court, which, if 
the evidence be clear and uncontradicted, may, and ought to decide, 
what the foreign law is, and act accordingly. Trasher vs. Everhart, 
145. 

8. If what the foreign law is, be matter of doubt, the Court may 
decline deciding it, and may inform the jury, that if they believe 
the foreign law attempted to be proved, exists, as alleged, then they 
ought to receive the instrument in evidence, if not, they should 
reject it. 76. 

4. In an attachment cause, upon a short note in assumpsit, the plaintiff 
proved a single bill of the debtor, as his cause of action, and proposed 
to prove to the jur^, that the instrument of writing in question, 
was executed in Virginia, for the purpose of showing, that by the 
laws of that State, a single bill is not a specialty. The County 
Court permitted the evidence to go to the jury. Held, upon appeal 
that the evidence was for the Court exclusively. 76. 
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LAW AND FACT.—Continued. 
5. Where a variety of facts have been proved, a prayer making a partial 

enumeration of them, and thereupon asking an instruction to a jury, 
will not be granted, if not sustained by a consideration of all the 
facts proved, which belong to the question, whether enumerated or 
not. Bosley vs. Chesapeake Ins. Co., 279. 

See GRANT, 1. 
MALICIOUS PROSECUTION, 3, 4. 
TRESPASS QUARE CLAUSUM FREOIT, 2. 

LEGACY. 
See EQUITY, 3, •">. 

LEVY COURT. 
1. The Levy Court of Baltimore County, having omitted to make the 

levy for the year 1823, between the 1st of March and 31st of De
cember of that year, as they were bound to do by the Act of 1817, 
ch. 22, were authorized by the Act of 1823, ch. 23. to "make and 
close the levy for the year 1823. on or before the 1st of March, 1824." 
Held, that as the collectors, of the levy were not to be appointed 
before the assessment was made, the Act of 1823 carried with it an 
extension of the time for appointing those officers; or if it did not, 
their appointment under the Act of 1817 was not restricted, as the 
laying of the levy was, to the 31st December of the year for which 
the tax was levied. State vs. Dorsey, 47. 

2. The Levy Court being a coVporation. had power to accept and approve 
the bond of a collector appointed to collect the levy, authorized by 
the Act of 1823. though not executed and filed with them until the 
2d of March, 1824. Ib. 

See BOND. 2. 

LIEN. 
1. An implied lien for the purchase money of land where the vendor has 

parted with the legal title, will not be enforced against a subsequent 
purchaser, without notice. Roberts vs. Salisbury, 263. 

2. The vendor of land who parted with the legal title, and took a mortgage 
of the same land from his vendee, which he neglected to record in 
due time, cannot enforce his mortgage against a subsequent pur
chaser from the vendee, without notice. Ib. 

LIMITATIONS. 
1. By the Act of November. 1765. ch. 12. it is declared, that if a person 

who is liable to an action, shall be out of the Province at the time 
the cause of action hath accrued, he shall have no benefit or advan
tage from the Act of 1715, ch. 23. (the Act of Limitations) provided, 
the person who has such cause of action shall prosecute the same, 
after the presence, in this Province, of the person liable thereto, 
within the time or times limited, in and by the said Act of 1715. 
Held, upon the construction of this Aet: 

(1.) That the Acts of 1715, ch. 23, and 1765, ch. 12, are to be taken 
together, and to receive a construction to carry into effect the 
plain and obvious intention of the legislature, that limitations 
should not attach against a creditor, where the debtor was ab
sent from the State, at the time the cause of action accrued. 
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LIMITATIONS.—Continued. 
(2.) That if at any time after the cause of action accrued, the 

debtor, by his presence in the State, afforded the creditor an 
opportunity to prosecute his writ with effect, he should institute 
his action within the time required by the Act of 1715, or his 
claim would be barred by limitation. 

(8.) To bring a case within the Act of 1765, the presence of the 
debtor within the State, must be such as to enable the creditor to 
avail himself of if, a secret, concealed, clandestine presence for 
any length of time, of which, the creditor could not take advan
tage, would not be sufficient. It must be so public, and under 
such circumstances, as to give the creditor an opportunity, by 
the use of ordinary diligence aud due means, to arrest the debtor. 
Hysinger vs. Baltzell. 99. 

2. Where a cause of action accrued in October, 1822. when the defend
ant was a resident of another State, and it appeared, upon a case 
stated, that the defendant was in Baltimore, where the plaintiff 
resided, in April. 1823, "purchased other goods from the plaintiff, 
and remained there for two days." it was held, that limitations 
did not then attach, because it did not appear at what time during 
those two days, the defendant made his purchase: nor whether the 
plaintiff had an opportunity to sue out a writ against him with effect. 
lb. 

3. Where it fully appears, upon the face of a complainants bill, that 
there had been a sufficient lapse of time to make the bar created 
by the Act of Limitations, a defence to the suit, it is not necessary 
to verify the plea of limitations by an oath; nor is it necessary to 
support such a plea by an answer, where there was nothing charged 
in the bill in avoidance, or which could take the case out of the 
Statute of Limitations. Carroll vs. Waring, 304. 

4. The payment of interest upon a bond, is no avoidance of the Act of 
Limitations, of this State, nor will even an express acknowledg
ment of the debt revive the remedy upon a bond barred by that Act. 
Ib. 

See ACCOUNT, 2. 
EQUITY, 1,15. 
GUARDIAN AND WARD, 8. 
TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES. 5. 

L O T T E R Y . 

1. The Act of 1821, ch. 232, was not designed to prevent the mere sale of 
lottery tickets, or to impose upon the seller the necessity of obtaining 
a license therefor. Its prohibitions only extend to the opening, set
ting up, exercising, or keeping any office or other place, for selling 
lottery tickets, or registering the numbers, or publishing the setting 
up. &c. without having first obtained a license for that purpose. 
Yates vs. O'Neale, 158. 

2. A contract between A. and B. by which the latter agreed to become 
the agent of the former, for the sale of lottery tickets, account for, 
and remit a certain part of the sales of tickets, return unsold 
tickets, and bear the expenses of the agency, is not void under the 
Act of 1821. There is nothing in such a contract, upon any principle 
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LOTTERY. —Continued. 
of construction applicable to penal statutes, that could warrant a 
jury in inferring that the agent had agreed to open an office, &c. of 
the character described in the Act; and the Court will not presume 
that A. intended to violate that law, by having an office kept without 
a license. Ib. 

See EQUITY, 16, 17. 

MALICIOUS PROSECUTION. 
1. An action upon the case is the proper remedy against one who mali

ciously procures a ca. ,ia. to be issued, and another to be arrested 
under it. Turner vs. Walker, 230.) 

2. The foundation of such an action is malice, and a want of probable 
cause, which must be proved. Ib. 

3. The fact of malice always a question for the jury. Ib. 
4. Malice may be, and most commonly is, in such actions, implied from 

the want of reasonable or probable cause, that being first established. 
But the presumption of malice resulting from the want of probable 
cause is not conclusive, and the defendant, for the purpose of re
butting the inference of malice, may be let in to show, for instance, 
that he acted under the advice of counsel. The effect of such evi
dence, is however, for the jury. Ib. 

5. Evidence of the conduct and declarations of the defendant in relation 
to, and in the course of the transaction—of the situation of the 
parties—of the nature and extent of the injurious means resorted to 
by the defendant to effect his object, and of his forwardness, zeal 
and activity manifested in the procurement and use of the means 
employed, may properly be adduced to prove malice. Ib. 

6. It is generally true, that in an action for a malicious prosecution, or a 
malicious arrest, malice—the want of probable cause, and also the 
determination of the prosecution, or of the suit in which the writ 
was sued out. must be averred and proved. Ib. 

7. But where a vendi. was sued out, returnable to March, and the 
sheriff in fact executed that writ, and returned it to the clerk's 
office in December, and the plaintiff then sued out a ca. sa. which 
was also returnable to the same term, with the vendi. under which 
the defendant was arrested and imprisoned in December, the reason 
for averring in an action upon the case, the want of probable cause 
for the arrest, and the determination of the suit, does not exist, and 
a declaration showing the facts specially, in the absence of the 
ordinary averment, would be sufficient. Ib. 

8. Where the plaintiff, who had obtained a verdict in an action for a 
malicious arrest, died pending an appeal, the Court, on revers
ing the judgment upon a bill of exceptions, refused a procedendo. 
Ib. 

MORTGAGE. 
See EQUITY, 22. 

LIEN, 2. 

NOTICE. 
See INSURANCE, 4. 

PROMISSORY NOTES, 3. 4, 6, 7. 
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ORPHANS' COURT. 
The Orphans' Courts are the tribunals invested by law. with the power 

of passing claims against the estates of deceased persons. Owens vs. 
Collinson, 19. 

See EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS. 2. 

PAYMENT. 
See GUARDIAN AND WARD, 4. 

PLEADING. 
1. Where Y. having sued out a writ in trespass upon the case against M. J. 

R. and S. and filed a declaration, counting upon their note as co
partners, and M. only having been arrested, a certain plea made by 
M. was held, upon special demurrer, to be a valid plea in abatement. 
McLaughlin vs. DeYoung. 4. 

2. A plea in abatement of the writ, is one which shows ground for abat
ing or quashing it, without at the same time denying the right of 
action itself; and if a plea begins in bar, though it contains matter 
in abatement, it will be treated as a plea in bar. Ib. 

8. An informal or repugnant protestation does not on demurrer, vitiate a 
plea. Ib. 

4. It is not upon the evidence, but upon the pleadings, as evidence ap
plicable to the pleadings, that a plaintiff can recover in any case. 
Turner vs. Walker, 230. 

5. A certain annuity left by a will being in arrear, the devisee entitled 
thereto filed her bill against the infant devisees of the land, their 
guardian, and the personal representative of the testator, alleging 
the annuity to be a charge on the land and its profits, and praying 
for an account—that the lands may be sold,—the proceeds applied 
to the payment of the annuity, so far as necessary, and the balance 
invested to meet future instalments, and for general relief. Held. 
that as the bill contained no allegation or suggestion of the receipt of 
the rents and and profits by the defendants, or any of them, nor of 
the annual value of the land, nor of the application of the rents and 
profits, and did not call upon the defendants to make any dis
closures upon these subjects, there was no issue, to which evidence, 
which had been taken in the cause in relation to them, could apply, 
and that there could be no decree in personam against the defendants, 
under this state of the pleadings. Robinson vs. Townshend, 254. 

6. The neglect of a defendant to answer a bill, upon which a decree pro 
confesso is passed, amounts to an admission only of the allegations 
in the bill. Ib. 

7. The answer of infant defendants, calling upon the complainants to 
prove the bill only puts them to the proof of what is charged, and 
entitles them only to a decree on the case made in the bill, when 
proved. Ib. 

See APPEAL AND ERROR. 4. 
ATTACHMENT. 
BOND, 1, 2, 3. 
CONTRACT, 2, 3. 
COSTS. 

DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION, 2. 
DOWER, 3. 
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PLEADING.—Continued. 
See EQUITY, 4, 5, 21. 

EVIDENCE, 5. 
GUARDIAN AND WARD , 2, 6. 
LIMITATIONS, 3. 
MALICIOUS PROSECUTION. 6. 7. 
PROMISSORY NOTES. 
TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES. 2. 3. li. 

PRACTICE. 
See APPEAL AND ERROR. 14. 

ATTACHMENT. 
BAIL. 
BOND, 1. 
DEBTOR AND CREDITOR. 5. 
EXECUTION, 9. 

PROMISSORY NOTES. 
1. The endorsee of the payee of a negotiable note, can maintain an 

action on the money counts, against the maker of the note, upon the 
proof of the note and endorsement. Penn vs. Flack. 224. 

2. Where the declaration averred that a negotiable note was endorsed, 
before it fell due, and it appeared upon the production of the note, 
that it was endorsed after maturity, this was held to be no material 
variance. 76. 

3. The promissory note of I. endorsed by G. and P. fell due at Wash
ington, on the 6th. where payment was then demanded, and refused. 
The notices to the endorsers were enclosed in a letter addressed to 
P. at Baltimore, and mailed at Washington on the evening of the 
6th. The mail left Washington every morning, and arrived at Bal
timore at an early hour the same afternoon. Both the endorsers 
lived iu Baltimore, and notice was delivered to G. the first en
dorser, on the 9th. Held, that G. was discharged from his liability 
as endorser, the notice being one day too late; in legal presumption 
the notice reached P. on the 7th. Flack vs. Green, 296. 

4. After evidence had been given, that a letter containing two notices 
for endorsers upon a dishonored note, had been mailed under cover 
to one of them, at W. directed to B. where they both resided, it was 
proposed to prove, that it was the invariable and uniform practice 
of the endorser's house and counting-room, to which the notices 
had been directed, to forward such notices immediately upon the 
receipt of them, and the witnesses who were employed in such 
counting-room, had no doubt, and believed, from the course of their 
business, that they had forwarded one of the notices to the other 
endorser. Held, that the proposed evidence was incompetent, to 
prove the delivery of a notice in due time to the other endorser. 
76. 

5. No person can become a party to a bill, unless his name appears on 
some part of it. 76. 

6. One whose name is not upon a bill, though interested in it. is not 
entitled to the benefit of the rule, that each party is entitled to an 
entire day, for the purpose of giving notice to the person preceding 
him. on a dishonored note or bill. 76. 
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PROMISSORY NOTES.—Continued. 
7. Z. being insolvent, and desirous to raise money, applied to F. and ob

tained his promissory note for #250, payable (10 days after date to Z. 
for the purpose of selling it to raise money. No consideration was 
paid for the note. Z. endorsed the note in blank, sold and delivered 
it to the plaintiff, who was ignorant of its being a lent note, for the 
sum of ,*200. The maker of the note was in good circumstances. 
Held, that this note was usurious and void. Coekey vs. Forrest. 302. 

See EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS. 7. 

REPLEVIN. 
1. Where a replevin had been struck off upon the motion of the plain

tiff, and an action upon the replevin bond had been instituted, the 
defendants. I the plaintiff in replevin and his securities) suffered 
judgment to go by default; they were, notwithstanding, permitted, 
upon the execution of a writ of inquiry, to assess the plaintiff's dam
ages, to s h o w they had title to the articles replevied, in mitigation 
of damages. Belt vs. Worthiiujtnii. 155. 

2. The object of the law in prescribing that a replevin bond should be 
entered into by a plaintiff before he should have the writ, was only 
to indemnify the defendant. The action upon that bond being sui 
generis, ought to be so moulded as best to subserve the principles of 
justice, having a regard to the rights decided in the replevin, and 
the nature and character of the bond. /b. 

SALE. 
See EQUITY, 6. 7. 8. 10, 11, 13. 14, 15. 

SCIRE FACIAS. 
See EXECUTION. 1. 2. 

SEAL. 
From the earliest period of our judicial history, a scrawl has been con

sidered as a seal. It is not necessary that it should be adopted by 
the obligor, by a declaration in the body of the bond or single bill, 
to make it his seal. It is sufficient, if the scrawl be affixed to the 
bond or bill, at the time of its execution or delivery; and that is 
presumed, (in the absence of other proof.) from the fact that the 
obligee is in possession of an instrument, with a scrawl attached to 
it. Trasher vs. Everhart. 145. 

SECURITY FOR COSTS. 
See EVIDENCE, 18. 

SET-OFF. 
See EQUITY, lfi. 

SLANDER. 
See FOROERY, 1. 

STATUTE OF FRAUDS. 
1. E. tenant for life, permitted A. to cut a ditch through her laud, to 

supply his mill with water. Upon the death of E. a verbal agree
ment was made between the remainder-man and H. for the purchase 
of the ditch, and the amount of the purchase money was to be ascer
tained by certain arbitrators. An award being made. H. filed his 
bill for a performance of this agreement. The defendant's answer 
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STATUTE OF FRAUDS.—Continued. 
admitted the facts, but relied upon the Statute of Frauds as a bar— 
Held, there was no part performance, and the contract could not be 
enforced. Hamilton vs. Jones, 81. 

2. The ground upon which Chancery interposes its aid, in the case of a 
clear part performance of a verbal agreement, is that to withhold 
relief, would be to suffer a party, seeking to shelter himself under 
the Statute of Frauds, himself to commit a fraud. 16. 

STATUTES. 
I. CONSTRUCTION AND EFFECT. 

1< The object of the Act of 1825, ch. 167. throughout, is to prevent au 
accumulation of costs. Blizzard vs. Jacobs, 43. 

2. Construction of the Acts of 1715, c. 23, and 1765, c. 12. Hysinger vs. 
Baltzell. 99. 

I I . BRITISH STATUTES. 
1, The Statute. 30 Chas. 2, ch. 7, and a part of 4 and 5 Will, and Mary, 

ch. 24. are in force in this State. They concern the administration 
of justice, and it has always been understood, that the Judges 
under the old Government, laid it down as a general rule, that all 
the statutes for the administration of justice, whether made before 
or after the Provincial charter, so far as they were applicable, should 
be adopted. Sibley vs. Williams, 87. 

2. 5 Geo. 2, c. 7. Hanson vs. Barnes, 217. 

I I I . ACTS OF ASSEMBLY. 
1715, c. 23. Hysinger vs. Baltzell, 99. 
1765, c. 12. Hysinger vs. Baltzell, 99. 
1785, c. 72. Carroll vs. Waring, 304. 
1785, c. 80. Owings vs. Owings, 1. 
1794, c. 53. State vs. Dorsey, 47. 
1798, c. 101. Sibley vs. Williams. 37. 

State vs. Jameson, 274. 
1806, c. 90. Owings vs. Owings, 1. 
1815, c. 149. Owings vs. Owings, 1 . 
1815, c. 173. Stare vs. Dorsey, 47. 
1817, c. 142. State vs. Dorsey, 47. 
1820, c. 174. Sibley vs. Williams, 37. 
1821, c. 232. lares vs. O'Neale, 158. 
1823. c. 23. State vs. Dorsey, 47. 
1825. c. 117. Diffenderffer vs. Winder. 189. 

Penn vs. Flack, 224. 
Sothoron vs. Weems, 269. 

1825, c. 167. Blizzard vs. Jacobs, 43. 

SURETY. 
See EVIDENCE, 4. 

TAX AND TAX COLLECTOR. 
1. The design of the Act of 1815, ch. 173, allowing to collectors, one 

year after the expiration of the time for which they are appointed, 
to collect balances due them, was only to give them further time for 
their own benefit, to collect what they had neglected to collect in 
due time, in the same manner in which they might have made the 
collections, within the time prescribed. State vs. Dorsey, 47. 
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TAX AND TAX COLLECTOR.—Continued. 
2. In an action upon a collector's bond given to secure the collection of 

taxes, the collector cannot place his defence on the non-delivery, by 
the clerk of the County Court, to him, of the rate of the assessment 
and list of taxable inhabitants, unless he states in his plea, that he 
had applied for the rate and list to the proper officer, aud that he 
either refused or neglected to furnish them. It is the duty of the 
clerk to deliver the lists at his office, where all his official acts are 
done, and the collector should apply for them there. State vs. 
Scharff, 59. 

See BOND, 4. 
LEVY COURT. 

TENANCY IN COMMON. 
It is an essential attribute of a tenancy in common, that there should 

be a unity of possession; wherever, therefore, the tenure of the 
estate intended to be conveyed indicates a holding in severalty, or 
by particular or specific description, a tenancy in common cannot 
exist. Blessing vs. House, 178. 

TENDER. 
See DEBTOR AND CREDITOR, 1. 

TRESPASS QUARE CLAUSUM FREGIT. 
1. F. sold a tract of land to W. reserving the grain then in the ground. 

This was to be thrashed in the barn, and the straw left for W's use. 
While the grain was growing, F. sold it to M. who had notice of 
the first agreement. M. cut the grain and stacked it upon the 
farm, but afteryvards entered upon the premises then in the pos
session of W. and hauled away the grain in the straw before it was 
thrashed, thrashed it; and did not return the straw. In an action 
of trespass q. c. f. brought by W. against M.—Held, that if the jury 
believed M's entry was for the purpose of removing the grain and 
thrashing it off the premises, that it was a trespass q. c. f. and the 
plaintiff might recover damages for that, and the straw which was 
removed and not returned. Moats vs. Witmer, 75. 

2. Where a party is a trespasser or not, according to the intention with 
which he enters upon land, then, whether he is a trespasser or 
not. is a question for the jury exclusively. Ib. 

3. Acts which amount to trespass m et armis, and which are a component 
part of one outrage, may be united with a claim for the trespass 
q. c. f. and damages for both recovered in the same action. Ib. 

TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES. 
1. Where trustees act bona fide aud with due diligence, they have always 

received the favor and protection of Courts of equity, and their 
acts are regarded with the most indulgent consideration. Where 
they have betrayed their trust—grossly violated their duty, or been 
guilty of unreasonable negligence, their acts are inspected with the 
severest scrutiny, and they are dealt with according to rules of strict, 
if not of rigorous justice. Diffenderffer vs. Winder, 189. 

2. In a Court of law there is no such head of pleading as trusts. Oreen 
vs. Johnson, 238. 

3. By the common law a cestui que trust has no standing in Court, in 
propria persona, he can only assert his rights in a Court of Chancery. 
Ib. 
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TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES.—Continued. 
4. Courts of common law. to prevent fraud and injustice, will protect 

the rights of cestuis (pie trust; but this is done in the exercise of a 
quasi equitable jurisdiction, as where an appeal is made to the 
justice and discretion of the Court, by way of motion, the matter 
whereof cannot be insisted on as a legal right, or presented in 
the form of a plea. J b. 

5. As soon as a trust ceases to be a continuing subsisting trust, or expires 
by its own limitation, or is put an end to by the act of the parties, 
if it be a fit subject for a suit at law. a cause of action arises, and 
the Act of Limitations begins to run. /(>. 

6. In a suit In Chancery, by the permanent trustee of an insolvent debtor. 
it is necessary to show, that the complainant gave bond with surety 
in that character before filing his bill, and although the allegation in 
the bill, to that effect, was admitted in an answer by one defendant, 
yet as respects another defendant, whose answer was silent in 
relation to that fact, proof of the bond with surety was held re
quisite. Stewart vs. Stone. 318. 

See BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY. 
DOWER, 2. 
EQUITY, 6. 7, 8, 9. 11, 13. 19. 
HUSBAND AND WIFE. 2. 

USURY. 
1. Upon a plea of usury to an action upon a single bill, it appeared that 

the bill had been given upon a settlement of an account, which 
contained items of debt and interest. In two of the items, the 
interest as calculated, exceeded 6 per cent. ' The receipt for the bill, 
at the foot of the account, stated, that in "case of error either way. 
should any be discovered." it should be corrected. Held, that this 

. was no evidence of an usurious agreement. Stockett vs. Elliott. 78. 
2. Every case of usury must depend upon its own circumstances. It 

is the intention, and not the words used, that gives character to the 
transaction; and that intention, when it can be reached, must 
govern. Where the real truth and substance is ascertaineil to be 
a loan of money, a lending on one side, and a borrowing on the 
other, at a rate of interest exceeding six per centum, the form given 
to the transaction is not material: no shift or device can take it out 
of the Act of Assembly. Ib. 

See PROMISSORY NOTES, 7. 

WAIVER. 
See EQUITY, 25. 

WILLS. 
1. It is a general rule in the construction of wills, that a limitation which 

may operate as a remainder, shall not be construed an executory 
devise. Hoxton vs. Archer, 128. 

2. Where it was held, that under a will made before the Act to Direct 
Descents, certain devisees each took estates tail general, with cross-
remainders in fee. under a limitation over to the survivors. 76. 

3. It is a general rub?, that where there are no particular and sufficient 
words used for that purpose, surviving shares in a devise of real 
property will not. upon the decease of one who took as a survivor, 
survive again. Ib. 
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WILLS.—Con tin tied. 
4. W . by his last will devised as follows: " I give and bequeath to my 

daughter A. the sum of $60. as an annuity, to be paid to her out of 
the profits of my real estate annually." This is an annuity, and 
not a rent charge. Robinson vs. Townshend. 254. 

See EQUITY, 4. 
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